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HISTORY OF EUROPE.

CHAPTER LXXIX.

AEMISTICE OF PLESWITZ.

GREAT were the efforts made by the English cabinet CHAP.
1 X X 1 V

to turn to the best account the unhoped-for flood of good
^

fortune which set in during the first months of 1813. It
1813>

was hard to say whether the alacrity of the nation in Diplomatic

submitting, in the twentieth year of the war, to fresh the com-
1"

burdens
;
or the boundless generosity with which supplies JJnsnT

11*

of every sort were sent to the insurgent nations of Ger-

many; or the efforts made to strengthen the victorious

army of Wellington in Spain; or the diplomatic activity

which hushed separate interests, and reconciled jarring

pretensions, in the conclusion of the alliances with cabinets,

were most worthy of admiration. Lofty and commanding,

indeed, was the position of Great Britain, in thus finding

the Continental states, after so long a contest, ranging
themselves around her standard, and the jealousies of rival

governments merged in the common sense of the necessity,

at all hazards, of throwing off the tyranny which pre-

viously she alone had uniformly and successfully opposed.
But many serious obstacles were to be overcome before

this consummation could be effected; and diplomatic

difficulties of no ordinary kind awaited the statesman

whose perseverance at length smoothed them all away,
VOL. XII. A
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CHAP, and cemented, out of such discordant materials, the

LL glorious fabric of the Grand Alliance.

The decided step taken by Prussia in seceding from

First Con- the French alliance, and uniting her fate to that of Russia

twcen Great by the treaty of Kalisch, at once and without any formal

Ku'ssi^'ami
convention re-established amicable relations between the

Anil's,
cabinet of Berlin and that of London. Long before any

diplomatic connection had been resumed between them,

ivi.iciist
immense supplies of arms, ammunition, and warlike

Stor?*
stores of every description, had been forwarded from the

Ante, ch. Thames to the mouth of the Elbe, from whence they
Ixxv * I"'

note.'

b '

were disseminated through the whole Prussian dominions. 1

To accelerate the conclusion of a regular treaty, Sir

Charles Stewart, now the Marquess of Londonderry, was

sent by the British government to the north of Germany

early in April, and arrived in Berlin on the 22d of that

month. Finding the King of Prussia at Dresden, ho

instantly pushed on to that city ;
and there the terms of

April 26. the alliance were at once agreed upon. They were that

England, in addition to the vast stores of arms and

military implements which she was furnishing with such

profusion to all the allied powers, should advance two

millions sterling to sustain the operations of the Prince-

Royal of Sweden in the north of Germany, and a like

sum to enable Russia and Prussia to keep up the great

armaments which they had on foot in the centre of Sax-

ony; besides five hundred thousand pounds with which

the British government charged itself as the cost of

the Russian fleet. In return for these liberal advances,

Russia agreed to maintain two hundred, and Prussia one2 Lori'l. .),

1:
-

I'M"'''
hundred thousand men in the field, exclusive of garrisons ;

iij-'. and on this basis matters remained till the conclusion of

the armistice of Pleswitz.
2

No sooner, however, were the allied sovereigns de-

livered, by that armistice, from the pressure of impending
hostilities, than they turned their attention to drawing
closer their diplomatic relations with Great Britain; and
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as both Sir Charles Stewart and Earl Cathcart, the Eng- CHAP.

lish ambassador at the court of St Petersburg, were at
LXXIX -

the allied headquarters, a treaty of alliance, offensive and 1813 -

defensive, was soon concluded. By this treaty, signed at Treaty of

Reichenbaclron 14th June, the foundation was laid of the bldi'iT-"

Grand Alliance which effected the deliverance of Europe. Bri^nmd
It was stipulated that England should pay to Prussia,

for the six remaining months of the year, a subsidy of

666,666, in consideration of which the latter power was

to keep in the field an army of eighty thousand men.

Two separate and important articles were inserted in the

secret treaty. By the first of these, the British govern-
ment engaged

"
to contribute its efforts to the aggran-

disement of Prussia, if the success of the allied arms l See the

would admit of it, in such geographical and statistical MaTtJns'

11

proportions as should at least restore it to the situation 571'.*nd

in which it stood prior to 1806;" while by the second, f- |t

e

.ft

'

e

the King of Prussia agreed to cede to the Electorate of p >iPcj
s
>
35
J;

_ t
and Secret

Hanover a part of his possessions in Lower Saxony and Articles in

Westphalia, to the extent of three hundred thousand souls, 255.

including, in particular, the bishopric of Hildcsheiui. 1

By another and relative treaty, signed the day after,

between Russia and Great Britain, it was stipulated that Treaty with

Great Britain should pay to its Emperor, till 1st January
1814, an annual subsidy of 1,333,334, by monthly

portions, in return for which he was to maintain one hun-

dred and sixty thousand men in the field, independent
of the garrisons of strong places. In addition to this,

England took upon herself the maintenance of the Rus-

sian fleet, which, with its crews, had been in the harbours

of Great Britain ever since the convention of Cintra in

1808," a burden estimated at 500,000 yearly. As these liv.'g'm''

subsidies, great as they wr

ere, appeared to be inadequate
to the daily increasing cost of the enormous armaments

which the Allies had on foot, or in preparation ;
and as,

in particular, they wrere likely to be rendered unavail-

ing by the want of specie, which was everywhere most
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CHAP
; severely felt, it was stipulated that an issue of paper,

. to the extent of five millions sterling, should take place
1

0-1 q
in the Prussian states, guaranteed by the three powers.

Of this sum two-thirds were to be at the disposal of

Russia, and one-third at that of Prussia. The ultimate

liquidation of the notes, which were payable to bearer,

was fixed for the 1st July 1815, or six months after the

conclusion of a definitive treaty of peace, and undertaken

in the proportion of three-sixths by England, two-sixths

by Russia, and one-sixth by Prussia. And although the

treaty, by its letter, was to continue only during the year

1813, yet the high contracting parties, both in this and

the Prussian treaty, agreed to concert anew on the aid

i Ann Rc<r they were to afford each other in the event of the war

st^' Pa
5 '

being prolonged beyond that period ; and, in particular,

pcrs. Mar- "
reciprocally engaged not to negotiate separately with

.508.' their common enemies, nor to sign any peace, truce, or

255,256

X '

convention whatsoever, otherwise than with mutual con-

sent/' 1

A supplementary treaty was signed between Great

Convention Britain and Russia at Peterswalde, on Gth July, for the

wakief" regulation of the German legion in the service of the C/ar.

It was stipulated that the expense of this legion, which

was to be raised to ten thousand men, should be under-

taken by the British government, and that, in return, it

should be placed at their disposal, and officered according

Sup^df.

8
'

to their recommendation. The estimated annual expense

Srhocii x
f Cac^ man was taken at 10, 15s. overhead, including

?;' AT PaY an(l provisions a curious and valuable fact, as indi-
He^. 1813 ;

* "

state I'a- eating the wide difference between the cost of military
m;rs, 357 i y-y i

:5.vj. armaments on the Continent and in this country, where

the charges per head are at least three times as great.
2

So excessive did the want of specie become in Germany,
in the autumnal months of this year, from the enormous

demands of the multitudes of armed men who were

assembled within a narrow space on its surface, that

England was again obliged to interpose its inexhaustible
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public credit to supply the deficiency. By a supplemen- CHAP.

tary convention, signed at London on the 30th September,
LXXIX -

the government of Great Britain engaged to propose to 18

^
5 -

parliament a measure whereby bills of credit in favour of Convention

the Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia should regarding

be issued by the English exchequer, to the extent of two
paper"

16

million five hundred thousand pounds, or fifteen million
sc'pTso.

Prussian crowns (thalers); one million to be put monthly
into circulation, and payable in specie a month after the

ratification of a general peace, at offices in such towns in

the north of Germany as the British government, in con-

cert with the courts of St Petersburg and Berlin, should

point out. An option was given to the holders, instead

of receiving payment in specie at that period, to fund

them in a stock bearing six per cent interest. A similar

treaty was, on the same day, signed with Prussia, which

power obtained one-third of the proposed sum
; the other

two-thirds being at the disposal of Russia. These stipu-

lations were immediately carried into effect by the British

government ;
the issue took place, and had the effect of

instantly providing the requisite supply of circulating

medium in Germany and Russia, which passed at par
with specie through all the north of Europe. To the

supply of money obtained, and the extension of credit

effected by this bold but withal wise and necessary step,

at the critical moment when it was most required, and

when all human efforts but for it must have been unavail-

ing, the successful issue of the war and overthrow of

Napoleon arc mainly to be ascribed. The difference was

immense between this limited issue of paper, suited to the

exigencies of the moment, and no more, and the boundless ventLn^"

profusion of French assignats, which destroyed property j^p^-f
of every description, and in the end ruined the very l^jjj

1 ' 1

credit it was intended to support.
1 A memorable instance 2(n

>
~ (i

'

2 ;

of the wonderful power of national credit on human KI% isi's.

transactions, and of the marvellous effect of a paper pcn 301.

circulation when based on right principles, and resting on
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CHAP, a solid bcasis. It affords a proof also of the inexhaustible

11 resources of a country winch was thus able, at the close

1813 '

of a war of twenty years' duration, not only to furnish

subsidies of vast amount to the Continental states, but to

guarantee the circulation of their own dominions, and

cause its notes of hand to pass like gold through vast

empires, which, extending from the Elbe to the wall of

China, but a few months before had been arrayed in

inveterate hostility against it.

With Sweden also, a treaty, already alluded to, had

Treaty of been concluded at an earlier period, which in the end

3S?Sw? was attended with the most important consequences to

M,arch3
the deliverance of Europe. By this treaty, signed at

im - Stockholm on the 3d March 1813, it was provided that

the King of Sweden should employ a body of thirty

thousand men, to act in concert with the Russian troops

in such operations as should be agreed on in the north of

Germany; in consideration of w7hieh the British govern-

ment agreed to pay yearly the sum of one million pounds,

by monthly instalments. Great Britain engaged to cede

the island of Guadaloupe in the West Indies to Sweden,

and Sweden promised to give the British subjects the

right of entrepot in the three harbours of Goteborg,

Carlshamm, and Stralsund. Finally, the British govern-
ment acceded to the convention already concluded between

the cabinets of St Petersburg and Stockholm for the

cession of Norway in perpetuity to the Swedish crown,

and engaged, if necessary, to employ their naval co-opera-
tion along with the Swedish or Russian forces. Tin's

last article has been severely condemned by the French

writers, as an adoption by the Allies of Napoleon's

system of transferring kingdoms and spoliating crowns.

But in answer to this it is enough to observe, that though

Russia, prior to Napoleon's invasion, had been in amity
with the cabinet of Denmark, yet that power had adhered

to his standard when the war of 1812 commenced ; and

against England the Danish court had been in a state of
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violent hostility ever since 1807. Having thus made CHAP.
TXXTV

their election to cast in their fortunes with the Emperor
'

Napoleon, they had no right to complain if they under-
3 A^

x

^e ,r

went the fate of war from his and their own enemies,
i,
813 - s^

. Papers, So().

It is not the conquests wrested at the close of the war Martens'

from his enemies, but those seized during peace from his 556.

allies, which form the ground of the real reproach to the 207

system of the French Emperor.
1

While the Allies were thus strengthening themselves

by alliance for the great struggle in which they were Alliance of

engaged, Napoleon, on his part, had only one additional Denmark!

ally whom he gained, and that was Denmark, with whom july10 '

a treaty, offensive and defensive, wras concluded on the

10th July, at Dresden. The English government had

made an ill-concerted attempt some time previously to

compel the court of Copenhagen to join the Grand

Alliance ; and for this purpose a squadron appeared
before Copenhagen, and demanded a categorical answer May si.

within forty-eight hours, under the pain of bombardment.

This measure, which, if supported by an adequate arma-

ment, might have been attended with the happiest effects,

failed from the want of any military or naval force cap-
able of carrying it into execution

;
and shortly after, the

treaty, offensive and defensive, was signed between France

and Denmark."1 '

By this treaty it was stipulated that July 10.

France should declare war against Sweden, and Denmark

against Russia, within twenty hours after the denuncia-

tion of the armistice, concur with all their forces for the

common object, and mutually guarantee each other's

possessions.
2 This alliance secured to the French troops 2 i.ocT ..

c
.

ifv

a considerable support at the mouth of the Elbe, and the j"
M: ^

Sup. i. 580.

aid of twenty thousand good troops a succour of no
{<

h
;-.

inconsiderable importance, considering the advanced i!. is.

position of Marshal Davoust at Hamburg, and the

* Denmark made overtures to the Allies before concluding this treaty; but,

finding that she would be required to resign Norway to Sweden, she finally

throw in her lot with that of the French Emperor. See TuiLits, xvi. 1], 1
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CHAP
; importance of providing a counterpoise to the Crown--1 Prince of Sweden in the north of Germany.

Austria, however, was the important power which, in

importance reality, held the balance between the hostile parties ;
and

tionwhkh her forces hourly accumulating behind the Bohemian

jg^ threatened to pour down with irresistible force upon
whichever party ventured to dispute her will. In physical

strength, the Allies and Napoleon, as the indecisive result

of the late battles proved, were very nearly matched.

France, Bavaria, and the Confederation of the Rhine,

supported by Italy on the one flank, and Denmark on

the other, were superior in number of inhabitants and

resources to Russia, Prussia, and Sweden
;

while the

land forces of England were wholly absorbed in the

Mediterranean and Peninsular contests. It was Austria,

therefore, who boasted of her hundred and fifty thousand

men, in the central salient bastion of Bohemia, which

in reality held the balance
;
and it was difficult for an

ordinary observer to say to which side she was likely to

incline. For, if the direction of the allied armies to

Upper Silesia, and their abandonment of their natural line

of communication with the Oder and the Vistula, indi-

cated a reliance upon the secret favour of the cabinet of

Vienna, the family alliance between Napoleon and the

house of Ilapsburg might be expected to lead to an

opposite inclination ;
and it was not likely that the

J [lard. xii.
A " J

177, i7i. Emperor of Austria would be inclined in the end to push

:5i"!>!i7. matters to such extremities as to endanger the throne of

his own daughter.
1

In truth, however, the views of Austria at this period
view* ofthe were sufficiently matured; and it was only

J

.'AO extreme

ca'i'inot

l

"t circumspection with which her cabinet carried them into
tin* i>enod. cxccution that occasioned any doubt as to their tendency.

Metternich, who at that period had come to acquire that

direction of the cabinet of Vienna which he has ever

since enjoyed, was too clear-sighted not to perceive the

extraordinary advantages which fortune had now thrown
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in his way ;
and he was determined, if possible, to render CHAP.

them the means of regaining the lost possessions, and
LXXIX -

restoring the tarnished lustre of the Austrian crown. He 1813 -

was too well aware of the insatiable ambition by which

Napoleon was actuated, as well as the warlike influences

from within to which he was subject, to place the slightest

reliance on the promises of moderation now so prodigally

lavished by him; and he saw little proof of such a dis-

position in the determination openly avowed to avenge
the defection of Prussia by entire extinction, and thereby
render himself the undisputed master of Germany. By
his advice, therefore, the bait thrown out of restoring

Silesia to the house of Hapsburg was refused
;
and the

May 7

cabinet of Vienna came under engagements, conditional, ^fi^HaVd'

indeed, but sufficiently explicit to authorise the Kino; of xii - ^7,
J L 178. Jem.

Prussia to announce publicly in his proclamation of 7th
iy.

3it>.

May,
"
that in a few hours another power would join 176, 179!

itself to the cause of the Allies." l

And although the unforeseen issue of the battles of
11

Liitzen and Bautzen suspended the realisation of this Which "were

announcement, and threw Saxony, which was all but by\heTlue

engaged in a similar policy, into the arms of France, yet, ticfrf Mt-

in truth, their was no variation of purpose on the part of *cniiu(!

I Bautzen.

the cabinet of Vienna. On the contrary, they were only
the more determined, on account of the near balance of

the contending parties, to turn to the best account their

all-important function as armed mediators. Not only
the Illyrian provinces, but the grand-duchy of Warsaw
and the Ilanse towns, were now openly talked of as

restorations to be demanded; and the reconstruction of

Prussia and dissolution of the Confederacy of the Ithine,

as concessions to be strongly contended for. Still Austria

was most anxious, if she possibly could, to avoid drawing
the sword; and would greatly have preferred gaining
these advantages by the weight of her armed mediation

to submitting them to the doubtful fortune of arms. But

she was determined to appeal to that issue if her objects
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CHAP, could not be otherwise gained; and these views were
'

clearly evinced in the choice she made of ambassadors to

1813. sen(j tne headquarters of the opposite parties. Stadion,

the avowed enemy of the French Emperor, was despatched
to those of the Allies, and Count Bubna, the declared

advocate of peace, to those of Napoleon; while the Em-

peror Francis himself repaired to the castle of Gitschen

in Bohemia, to be near the theatre of the important

diplomatic negotiations, by which, to all appearance, the

fate of Europe would be determined. Metternich soon

after repaired to Oppontschna, where he met the two allied

i Han] xii sovereigns, and where it was settled that if Xapoleon

jom \v
9 ' refused to accede to the abandonment of the grand-duchy

* 10'- of Warsaw, the reconstruction of Prussia, the abolition of

241. Thier's, the Confederation of the Rhine, and the restitution of the

Gi.'
'

Ilanse towns, Austria would unite with the Allies and

declare war against him.
1

Little progress was made during the first three MTeeks

Commence- of the armistice in the work of negotiation. Difficulties

negotiations arose from the very outset as to the form in which, and

bdiLerent ^ie parties by wT

hom, they should be conducted. The
powers. allied sovereigns were desirous that their plenipotentiaries

should not treat directly witli those of France
;
but that

both parties should address themselves to Austria as the

mediating power. This proposition was strongly sup-

ported by Prince Metternich on the part of the cabinet

of Vienna, and equally strongly objected to by the French

negotiators. To solve this difficulty he came in person to

Gitschen, and an active correspondence there took place

junei.". between him and Maret on the part of the French Empc-
jkttuniidi,

i'or. In the course of these letters, Maret strongly insisted

iiua^Met-
f r a categorical answer to the question, whether France

Marct
'

June
was * rcnarc^ Austria as still its ally under the treaty of

2V&i3.

unc

14th March 1812. To this Metternich replied, that the
Fain, n. . . . .

121, i."/. duties or a mediator were noways inconsistent with those

of an ally under the existing treaty;'"' and, therefore, that

he at once agreed to a convention, to supply whatever
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was wanting in the original treaty, and strongly urged CHAP.

all the powers to send plenipotentiaries to Gitschen to

conclude a general pacification. It was at length agreed
1B13-

that, to preserve the independence essential to the due

discharge of the duties of a mediator, the alliance should

not be considered as broken, but only suspended >an

equivocal expression, which Napoleon justly considered

as equivalent to its entire dissolution.

The next point upon which difficulties arose, was the

form in which the negotiations should be conducted; and interview

upon this matter the variance was such, that Metternich Napoleon

repaired to Dresden in person, in order to arrange the basis^ /un

of the proposed mediation with the Emperor; and discus- ^rkaUe

sions of the highest interest and importance took place ^e

fon
f

ci
.

between them. They were prolonged till past midnight ;

and the account of them has been preserved by Baron Fain,

his private secretary, and bears all the stamp of originality

and truth.
" You are welcome, Metternich," said Napo-

leon, as soon as he was introduced,
" but wherefore so late ?

We have lost nearly a month, and your mediation, from its

long inactivity, has become almost hostile. It appears that

it no longer suits your cabinet to guarantee the integrity of

the French empire ;
be it so : but why had you not the

candour to make me acquainted with that determination

at an earlier period \ It might have modified my plans,

perhaps prevented me from continuing the war. When

you allowed me to exhaust myself by new efforts, you
doubtless little calculated on such rapid events as have

ensued. I have gained, nevertheless, two battles
; my

enemies, severely weakened, were beginning to waken

from their illusions, when suddenly you glided in amongst

us, and, addressing me in the language of armistice

and mediation, you spoke to them of alliance and war.

But for your pernicious intervention, peace would have

been at this moment concluded between the Allies and 3-1/3,3!

"'

myself.
1

" What have hitherto been the fruits of your inter-
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CHAP, ference 1 I know of none except the treaties of Reichen-

1 bach betweeen Russia, Prussia, and Great Britain. They
1813.

Speak of the accession of a fourth power to these conven-

ing state- tions
;
but you have Stadion on the spot, and must be

de%ns
f

of

hc
better informed on these particulars than I am. You

Austria. caimot deny, that since she has assumed the office of

mediator, Austria has not only ceased to be my ally, but

has become my enemy. You were about to declare your-
selves so when the battle of Liitzen intervened, and by

showing you the necessity of augmenting your forces,

made you desirous of gaining time. You have your two

hundred thousand men ready screened by the Bohemian

hills
; Schwartzenberg commands them

;
at this very

moment he is concentrating them in my rear
; and it is

because you conceive yourself in a condition to dictate

the law that you have come to pay this visit. I see

through you, Metteruich
; your cabinet wishes to profit

by my embarrassments, and to augment them as much as

possible, in order to recover a portion of what you have

lost. The only difficulty you have is, whether you can

gain your object without fighting, or whether you must

throw yourselves boldly among the combatants : you do

not know well which of these lines to adopt, and possibly

i9ij!' you have come here to seek more light on the subject.

Well, what do you want ? Let us treat." l

To this vehement attack, which embodied more truth

McttcT- than he was willing to admit, ]\Ietternich replied, with
llch

'

srcply '

studied address: "The sole advantage which the Em-

peror, my master, proposes, or wishes to derive from the

present state of affairs, is, the influence which a spirit of

moderation, and a respect for the rights and possessions

of independent states, cannot fail to acquire from those

who are animated by similar sentiments. Austria wishes

to establish a state of things which, by a wise distribu-

tion of power, may place the guarantee of peace under

the protection of an association of independent states."

"
Speak more clearly/' interrupted the Emperor ;
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" come at once to the point ;
but do not forget that I am CHAP.

a soldier who would rather break than bend. I have
LXXIX '

offered you Illyria to remain neutral
;

will that suffice ?
1813-

My army is amply sufficient to bring back the Russians

and Prussians to reason : all that I ask of you is, to with-

draw from the strife."
" Ah ! sire/' said Metternich,

eagerly,
"
why should your majesty enter singly into the

strife \ why should you not double your forces ? You

may do so, sire ! It depends only on you to add our

forces to your own. Yes, matters hare come to that

point that we can no longer remain neutral : we must

be either for you or against you."
At these words the Emperor conducted Metternich into

a cabinet apart, the tables of which were covered with Napoleon's

maps, and for some time their conversation could not be rcply

overheard. In a little, however, the voice of Napoleon
was again audible above its ordinary pitch.

"
Oh, I

understand you ! Just now you only ask for Illyria to

give }'ou harbours ; part of Westphalia and the grand-

duchy of Warsaw to reconstruct Prussia
; Hamburg,

Bremen, and Lubeck to re-establish the commerce of Ger-

many; and the abolition of the Protectorate of the Rhine

as the abandonment of an empty title ! This is what

you call the spirit of moderation ! But this is not all

I know your secret. You are intent only on profiting by

every chance which offers : you alternately transport your
alliance from one camp to the other, in order to be always
a sharer in the spoil, and }

Fou yet speak to me of your

respect for the rights of independent states !

l You would eo, 67.'

have Italy ; Russia, Poland
; Sweden, Norway ; Prussia,

Saxony; arid England, Holland and Belgium : in fine,

peace is only a pretext; you are all intent on dismem-

bering the French empire ! And Austria thinks she has

only to declare herself to crown such an enterprise!

You pretend here, with a stroke of the pen, to make the

ramparts of Dantzic, Ciistrin, Glogau, Magdeburg, Wcscl,

Mayence, Antwerp, Alessandria, Mantua in fine, all the
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CHAP, strong places of Europe, sink before you, of which I only
obtained possession by the force of victories ! And

1813.
j^ okeciient to your policy, am to evacuate Europe, of

which I still hold the half; recall my legions across the

Rhine, the Alps, and the Pyrenees; subscribe a treaty

which would be nothing but a vast capitulation; and

place myself at the mercy of those of whom I am at this

moment the conqueror ! And it is when my standards

still float at the mouths of the Vistula and on the banks

of the Oder; when my victorious army is at the gates of

Berlin and Breslau
;
when in person I am at the head of

three hundred thousand men
;

that Austria, without

striking a blow, without drawing a sword, expects to

make me subscribe such conditions ! And it is my father-

in-lawr that has matured such a project; it is he that

sends you on such a mission ! In what position would

he place me in regard to the French people 1 Does he
1 Fam, n.

t

~
-1 A

41, 42.
suppose that a dishonoured and mutilated throne can be

r.k, 194.' a refuge in France for his son-in-law and grandson \ All !

^icrs,

XM.
jeftern jcjl} ]IOW mucJi has England yiven you to make

icar upon me ?"
1 *

This violent apostrophe was delivered while Napoleon,
Calm c<m- strongly excited, was striding up and down the apart-

tOTrich, and rocnt an(l at the last insulting expression, which nothing

i>etween

n
*n the character or conduct of the Austrian diplomatist

Austria ani ccmld for an instant justify, the Emperor let his hat,
! ranee for a J J *

mediation, which he held in his hand, fall to the ground. Mctter-

nich turned pale, but without making the movement to

raise it, which his studied politeness would at any other

moment have dictated, suffered him to pass and repass
* The authenticity and accuracy of this remarkable conversation, and the

anecdote which follows, formerly rested only on liaron Fain's account of the

scene, which, although worthy of all credit from the character of the writer,

might be supposed to be a little influenced by his evident partiality for the

French hero in whose service he was; but it is now entirely confirmed, in

every particular, by the corroborating testimony of Capefiguo, who derived his

information, as to its correctness, from Metternich himself, and of Thiers, who
wrote from Metternich's notes of the conversation. Kee C.\ri:Fi(;ri:, J/ixtoire

ilr. rKiitjiire, \. 141; Uq>!/natcs Euro^n'i-nx,^. 2i>7 (MF.TTEHNICII) ;
and TIIIKUS,

xvi. (M, G7, 7'2.
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it several times, and at length the Emperor kicked it CHAP.
LXXIX

aside himself. After a pause of nearly half an hour's _U 1

duration, during which he walked in moody silence up
and down the room, Napoleon became more tractable ;

and, reverting to fair words, contended only for a con-

gress, which should continue its sittings even during

hostilities, in case they should recommence. A coriven- June so.

tion in consequence was agreed upon, by which it was

stipulated that the congress should meet at Prague, at

latest on the 5th July, and that Austria should use her

endeavours (faire agreer) to procure the prolongation of

the armistice to the 10th August. The convention set

out with the Emperor of Austria's offer of his mediation,

which was accepted by the Emperor Napoleon,
"

for a

general or continental peace." By this means, Metter-

nich gained a great advantage over Napoleon, inasmuch

as he drove him out of his favourite project of a conven-

tion of separate powers to treat for peace. Nothing i Fain, n.

definitive was fixed as to the duration of the armistice
; HMA V^'

and he won him over to the acceptance of Austria's ^ V!
-

Cap. Dip.

mediation, which he had so much at heart, and which
r^vp-

- 1
?-

was so obviously calculated to augment the influence of 75, i\>.

that country in the approaching negotiations.
1

Nothing certain, however, was as yet known as to the

intentions of Austria: she had gained her object of in- intelligence

terposing her mediation between the belligerent powers ; by both

but it was uncertain to which, side she would ultimately thftattic

incline, and Mctternich had openly avowed, that if the j^fao
1

.*'

French Emperor would accede to the terms which lie

proposed, she would throw her whole two hundred thou-

sand men into the scale in his favour. But at this de-

cisive moment, big with the fate of Europe and of the

world, the star of England prevailed, and Wellington,

with irresistible force, cast his sword into the balance.

On the morning of the 30th June, on the evening of.iune:w.

which day the convention just mentioned with Austria

was signed, Napoleon had received by express the details
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CHAP, of the BATTLE OF VITORIA, by which a deathblow had
LXX IX

- been given to the French power in the Peninsula, and
!13<

his armies had been swept as by a whirlwind from the

north and west of Spain. The allied powers received

the intelligence late on the evening before. It was not

difficult to see, therefore, to what cause the French Em-

juiy i. peror's ready accession to the convention had been owing.

Metternich had no sooner regained the Emperor of

Austria's headquarters, than he also received the same

July c. important intelligence, which was followed a few days

]%
ard

Fafu'
a^er ^7 th most complete proof of the decisive nature of

ii. 64.
'

the victory, in the announcement that, six clavs after the
Loml. 88.

< i i WIT
Tiiib. ix. battle was fought viz. on the 2/tli June not one man
xn'.'i7L

gn '

of the seventy thousand who there combated under the

standards of Joseph remained on the Spanish territory.
1

Great and decisive was the influence which this immense

Vastinflu- achievement exercised on the conferences at Prague.

u exerS
"
Metternich," says Fain,

" could not fail to learn the

of ttncgo-
Details of this victory from the mouths of the English

tiatious.
themselves, the moment he returned to Bohemia; and

we shall soon see the fatal influence which it exercised

on the progress of the negotiations." "The impression
of Lord Wellington's success/' says Lord Londonderry,
" was strong and universal, and produced ultimately, in

my opinion, the recommencement of hostilities."* Nor
is it surprising that the English and French diplomatists,

then on the spot, should thus concur as to the influence

of this great victory on the issue of the negotiations. The
Peninsular contest was now decided

; it was no longero
a consummate general maintaining with inferior means a

painful defenceless conflict, but a victorious chief at the

head of the military force of three nations, who, after

* " Lo 29, au soir, des nouvelles de Vitoria dtaient arrivces, et sous 1'influence

d'un pareil dvdnement, une discussion qui aurait retard c encore la signature
d'une convention quelconque, pouvait avoir dcs suites funestes. On aecepta
done le projet Autrichien, tel a peu pmsqu'il fut presentd, malgrd la position
funeste ou nous pla^ait 1'Autriche, en nous laissaut incertain sur la prolongation
de ranni.-sticu." BIOXON, xii. 171, 172.
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expelling the enemy from the soil which they had pol- CHAP.

luted, was preparing to cross the frontier, and carry his
LXXIX>

triumphant standards into the heart of France. A huu- 1813<

dred thousand men assembled round the standards of

Wellington, awaited only the fall of the frontier fortresses

to descend like a torrent from the Pyrenees, and inundate

the valley of the Garonne. The charm of Napoleon's

invincibility was at an end. Disaster had overtaken his

arms alike in the south as in the north of Europe ; no

snows existed to extenuate the last calamity ;
and the

> i
Fain, 11.

only question Austria had to consider was, whether she Lomi. m.

should voluntarily ally herself to a sinking empire and a m!'
01'

falling cause.
1

Fully impressed with the magnitude of the disaster,

Napoleon took immediate and vigorous steps to arrest it. Souitis'sont

Aware that the disunion among his generals had been
V<iinary'

a

one great cause of the loss of the Peninsula, he imme- !^[
s t(>

diately sent for the ablest of his marshals, Soult, and jlll
-v2<

despatched him to the theatre of war in the Pyrenees,
with full powers as

"
lieutenant of the Emperor," and

with instructions to defend the passes of those mountains

to the last extremity. At the same time, orders were

despatched to Suchet to evacuate Valencia, and fall back

behind the Ebro into Catalonia. Thus on all sides the

vast fabric of French power in Spain was crumbling into .,... Fain, 11.

ruins ;
a single blow on the decisive point had sufficed to 81 - JI ''

xii. 198

lay the huge edifice, painfully raised during five successive 199.

years, and by fifty victories, in the dust.
2

From this moment all prospect of peace was abandoned :

the views of both parties were mainly directed to war, Napoleon's

and the negotiations at Prague were used but as a cover, For war.

""

ou both sides, to gain time for completing their prepara-

tions. On the 5th July, onlv four days after the disas- Juiy/5.
%/

' */ J

trous intelligence from Spain had been received, Marshal

St Cyr set out on a special mission from the Emperor, to

inspect the whole frontier passes into Bohemia, and report

upon the forces necessary to guard them, and the amount

VOL. XII. U
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CHAP, of the enemy's troops which were collected behind the

_1_1 mountain screen. Meanwhile the Emperor in all direc-

tions made the most vigorous preparations for the resump-
tion of hostilities. Making Dresden his headquarters, he

was incessantly occupied in inspecting the fortifications of

that city and the adjoining forts, reviewing the numerous

corps d'armee which were now assembled in its vicinity,

or corresponding with the different marshals who were

stationed so as to maintain the line of that river from the

Bohemian mountains to the sea. One day he went by
July 10. Torgau to Wittenberg, reviewing troops and inspecting the

fortifications at both places ;
the next he set out by Des-

sau for Magdeburg, and thence returned by Leipsic to

Dresden. On another occasion he minutely inspected the

fortifications of Konigstein, and the famous intrenched

camp of Pirna, of which the mouldering lines were reno-

vated and strengthened.* Such was his activity, that he

not unfrequcntly made a circuit of seventeen or eighteen

leagues on horseback, or in his carriage, in a single after-

noon. When not actually inspecting the environs of

Dresden, he was constantly poring over the map, with his

battalions of many-coloured pins placed in almost every

i odd i

conceivable situation, sometimes in the Bohemian passes,
2 *' 224 sometimes in the Saxon plains ;

so that it was hardly
Fain, 11. 20, ...
21. stcvr, possible that hostilities should take place on any ground
Hist. Mil. r

. , , . , i . . i

iv. 51. with which he was not acquainted, or under any co'mbin-

ation which he had not considered.
1

These minute investigations were preliminary to a

iiispiu'ns design which Xapolcon had profoundly conceived, and

paign,

C

and which he most ably carried into execution, of making

forthe'dc- Dresden the centre and pivot of his defensive line on the

Bremen Kibe, and of taking his last stand there for the empire of

Atl

~
Germany. The situation of the ground in its environs

j'h.te i!:.. was eminently favourable to such a design. The Elbe,

in issuing from Bohemia, makes its way into the Saxon

* Erected during the Seven Years' War against the King of Prussia '>y the

Saxon generals.
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plains between two huge rocks, which restrain the course CFAPJ
"

of the river arid master its direction. Their summits

overlook the whole valley in which the river flows
;
that 1813-

on the right bank is named the Lilienstein, that on the

left the Konigstein. These two immense piles of stone may
be regarded as the advanced sentinels of Dresden. On
the Konigstein was already placed a fortress of the same

name, which was altogether impregnable to open force,

and at its foot stands the camp of Pirna, to which the

wars of the great Frederick had given immortality. On
the opposite rock, the Lilienstein, works were established

which communicated by two bridges with Konigstein,
and the two together were intended to command the

defile, and cover an intrenched camp for sixty thousand

men. The lines of defence at this point extended from

Gieshiibel across to Stolpen, the ancient citadel of which,

built on the flat summit of the basalt, was strengthened
with additional works. The bridges which they com-

manded served as a communication, not only between the

opposite fortresses, but between the armies on the right Ocuiatre.

and left banks in Silesia and Lusatia. The traveller in Hi/pain,

the places now described, will recognise the well-known p'J^i
'

features of those magic scenes, where, amidst awful pre- o^
crvatioi>

1 lllLTS, XVI.

cipiccs, sable forests, sounding cataracts, and spacious 35 ' 36 -

n i
Marm, v.

streams, he regains in the heart or liermany the images 137, iss.

and the enchantment of Alpine solitude.
1

Nor was it only at the great mountain -gate from
/ O OQ

Bohemia into Saxony that the care of the Emperor was works'

bestowed : Dresden itself was the object of his anxious Di""iu.

solicitude. Being but imperfectly fortified, the gaps in

its walls were filled up by ditches and palisades, which

completed the circuit ;
the mouldering masonry of the

old bastions was repaired, their ditches cleaned out and

filled with water
;
while five large redoubts, connected

together by strong palisades, were constructed farther out,

the fire from which intersected the whole intervening

space, and rendered it impossible to approach the town
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CHAP, till part of them, at least, -was taken. The value of these
T X \TX

. 1 redoubts was strongly felt in the campaign which followed ;

"813<

they saved the French army from a deathblow within a

few days after the resumption of hostilities. So anxious

was the Emperor for their completion, that fifteen thou-

sand peasants, drawn together by conscription from all

parts of Saxony, were, during the armistice, employed

constantly on them day and night. All the fortresses

lower down the river were, in like manner, put in the
i Fain, ii. best possible state of defence

;
cannon were mounted on

j.
2.56. their embrasures, and stores and provisions for a long

:w'w!
X ' I-

siege laid in by convoys from France, and requisitions

from the whole adjoining country.
1

Hamburg, in particular, which formed the last of this

And on the iron chain stretching along the Elbe, was strengthened
lho<

with additional works, and its old rampart repaired and

ditches cleaned out
; while, under the able direction of

General Haxo and Colonel Ponthon, new outworks were

formed to a considerable distance round the walls, which

carried the axe of desolation through the charming

gardens and villas which had so long constituted the

delight of that luxurious people. Their tears and en-

treaties were alike unavailing. The rising redoubt over-

whelmed the scenes of festivity and the abode of joy ;

the disconsolate owners, turned adrift on the world, were

ridiculed when they sought indemnification : while the

methodical genius of Marshal Davoust, always fully alive

when money was to be wrenched from a suffering people,

contrived, during the six months of his occupation, to

extract such immense sums from this industrious com-

munity, as would have been reckoned impossible by the

'"<;

lk

F.iin p-
rcnera^s f anj other nation, and passed as fabulous in

M-i
r
'4

;
anJ tncr are but that, which saw the arts of extortion

4<>, 4:5.'

'

brought to perfection by the generals of the humane and

philosophic French Revolution.
2 *

* Davoust levied a contribution of 40,000,000 francs, or 1/100,000, on the

city of Hamburg; and us the magistrates were utterly unablu to produce nuch
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By these means, though at the expense of an enormous CHAP.

amount of human suffering, a very strong line of defence . 1

was obtained on the Elbe. From the rocks of Konig-
25.

stem to the fields of Hamburg, a line of fortresses ex- strength of

tended, some of the first order, others of inferior strength, the Elbe.

but all calculated to impede the motions of the enemy,
and afford to Napoleon the invaluable advantage of

transferring the seat of his operations at pleasure from

one bank to the other. Konigstein, Dresden, Torgau,

Wittenberg, Magdeburg, Hamburg, formed a chain of

formidable strongholds on the Elbe, of all of which he

was master
;
while Merseburg, Erfurth, and Wiirtzburg

composed his echelon fortified posts from that river to the

Rhine. Erfurth in particular, which lay in the centre of,
1 Bout.

and commanded, the main line of communication with iHi-^YA

France, was the object of his particular solicitude. Large Monthoion

stores of provisions were already accumulated within its
Y'^'VI

walls, and its rocky citadels assumed the aspect of formid- -''> -4
.-

*
. .

L .lorn. iv.

able forts. The active genius of Napoleon, revolving <>'?,
364.

the possible events of the campaign, was providing 46.

L

against all the changes which might occur;
1 and while he

a sum, he took possession of the bank, and carried off the whole specie which
it contained, amounting to more than half the sum, and levied the remainder

without mercy from the inhabitants. Hamburg at this period contained about

107,000 inhabitants, being less than a third of the number at present in Glas

go\v ; and, taking into view the difference between the value of money in the

two countries, it may safely be affirmed, that this burden was much heavier in

amount than four millions sterling would be upon Glasgow at the present time.

Some idea may be formed, from this fact, of the enormous amount of the con-

tributions levied by the French generals on the countries which they occupied,
and which excited everywhere sucli unbounded exasperation against them.

This, however, was but a small part of the losses sustained by the inhabitants;

for Davoust seized the merchandise, shipping, and movable property of every

description that could be brought to sale, and disposed of them for the pur-

poses of his army, insomuch that the total loss sustained by the inhabitants

was estimated at four millions sterling. From the bank alone there was taken

no less than 7,500,000 marks, or about 1,200,000. So sensible were the

French government of these enormous spoliations, that by a treaty in 18 1G

they agreed to pay to Hamburg 500,000 by way of indemnity ; which, how-

ever, did not amount to an eighth part of the actual amount of their loss. So

dreadfully did the city suffer from these exactions, that its population in ISM
was reduced to 67,000 souls, instead of 107,000, which it contained when it

was united to the French empire. See MAI.TK-BRUX, IA'>. 12 1, roi'c Hamburg;
and CAI-KFIGUK, x. 271.
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CTHAP. was closing with iron gates the passes of the Bohemian
LXXIX_1 mountains, and adding to the fortifications on the whole

line of the Elbe, he was alternately preparing for a

desperate defensive warfare on the Saxon plains, medi-

tating a hostile irruption into the sands of Prussia, and

taking measures for an eventual retreat to the banks of

the Rhine.

The magnitude and vigour, however, of the Emperor's
Murmurs preparations on the Elbe, clearly evinced to both his

ffosepiaus generals and soldiers his determination to make that

French river the base of a desperate defensive struggle, and gave
army. r

'

ge muc}1 discussion and many sinister presentiments
in the army. Defensive warfare does not suit the genius

of the French soldiers, and it accordingly has rarely, if

ever, succeeded with them. Murmurs loud and long

arose on all sides against the proposed plan of operations.
"
Austria," it was said,

"
by opening the gates of Bohemia

to the allied forces, will enable them to take the whole

line of the Elbe in reverse. Is the Emperor about to

expose himself to be cut off from France
r

( Instead of

so hazardous a project, would it not be more prudent to

collect our garrisons from the Oder and the Elbe, leaving

those on the Vistula to their fate, and with all the troops

which can be collected, retire to a defensive position on

the Saale, and if necessary to the Rhine \ Serious losses

indeed will be incurred by such a system, and a cloud be
1
Fain, ii.

. .

thrown over the star of the empire ;
but can it any longer

iG4.
'

'be maintained in its former brilliancy, and is it not better

to lose a part than endanger the whole
1

?" 1

These representations came from too respectable quar-

.\upoiLon\s tcrs, and were in themselves too much founded in com-

mon sense, to permit the Emperor entirely to disregard

them; and therefore lie laboured, in conversation with

his marshals, to explain the grounds connected with the

peculiarity of his situation, and the general interests of

his empire, on which his plan of operations was based.
'"

It is quite true," said he,
"
that you should not lightly
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hazard jour line of communications every tyro in the CHAP,

military art knows that. But at the same time, when
XXIX

-

great interests are wound up with the maintenance of a

particular position, it must often be maintained at all

hazards : we must have courage to apply the torch to our

vessels. What would the defensive system which you
advocate reduce us to ? losses greater than would result

from the loss of ten pitched battles. We now require a

complete triumph. The question is no longer the aban-

donment of such or such a position : our political supe-

riority is at stake ;
the enemy would reduce it, and on it

our existence depends. Are you afraid I shall be too

much in the air in the heart of Germany ? Was I not

in a position still more hazardous at Marengo, Austerlitz,

and Wagram 1 From Arcola to this day, all the import-
ant steps I have taken have been hazards of that descrip-

tion, and in so doing I have only followed the example
of other illustrious conquerors."" If the enemy debouch

from Bohemia in my rear, it will be precisely in order to

compel the retrograde movement which you would have

me voluntarily undertake. I am not in the air in Ger-

many, when I rest on all the strong places of the Elbe.
" Dresden is the pivot on which all my operations will

turn. From Berlin to Prague, the enemy is disseminated importance

over an immense circle of which I occupy the centre; his tionofKres-

corps must make long detours to concentrate, whereas
dcn '

mine, moving on an interior line of communication, will

*
Xapoleon repeated the same opinion, after mature consideration, and a full

experience of its effects, at St Helena.
" Did Alexander, Hannibal, or Cscsar,

occupy themselves about their line of retreat, when the moment had come to

combat for the empire of the world ? And what would have happened if Alex-

ander had been beaten on the Indus, or Hannibal at Cannae, or C;csar on the

promontory of Dyrrachium ? In the campaign of 1805, I was about to have

Prussia in my rear
;

I was" engaged in the depths of Moravia
; retreat across

Germany was impossible ; but nevertheless I conquered at Austerlitz. In 1806,
when my columns entered the Thuringian forests, Austria was marching on my
communications, and Spain was about to cross the Pyrenees; but I conquered
at Jena, In 1809, when I had to contend with the waves of the Danube, Hun-

gary and the Tyrol were insurgent on either flank, Prussia was preparing to

descend to Franconia, and the English menaced Antwerp ;
but still I conquered

at Wagram." X.U'OLEON in MOXTIIOLON, ii. 1 1
;
and LAS CASLS, iii. 128, 129.
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CHAP, not hare half the ground to go over. Wherever I am
LXXiX

- not in person, my generals must learn to wait for me,

without committing anything to hazard. Do you suppose
it likely that the Allies will be able, for any length of

time, to maintain the unity requisite for such extended

operations \ And may not I reasonably expect, sooner

or later, to surprise them in some false movement "? They
will throw detached parties between the Elbe and the

Rhine. I expect it I am prepared for it. Independent
of the garrisons of the fortresses on that line Mayence,

Wesel, Erfurth, Wiirtzburg Augereau is collecting a

corps of observation on the Maine. Should they have

the audacity to interpose in force between our fortified

lines on the Elbe and the Rhine, I will straightway enter

into Bohemia, or throw myself on their communications ;

and it is I who will threaten their rear. A few Cossacks,

it is true, may insult our departments bordering on the

Rhine, but the National Guard will suffice to repel them
;

and the transference of the seat of war to the gates of

Mayence would be attended with consequences of a very
different description. It is very natural that the Saxons

should be desirous to remove the war from their territory ;

but is it our interest, as Frenchmen, to re-echo their com-

plaints I It is in the Saxon plains that the fate of Ger-

many is about to be decided. As to the line of the Saale,

it cannot be entertained. It has none of the political ad-

vantages of the Elbe, and is weaker as a military position.

Extending only from Ilof to Magdeburg, it is very short,

can be forced at any point, and is as much exposed to be

turned by Bavaria as the line of the Elbe by Bohemia.

Rather than take it up, it would be better to give up

everytiling and retire to the Rhine. I repeat it : the

position which I occupy presents such advantages, that

the enemy, even though victorious in ten battles, could

y.^-.'A.

'

hardly force me back to the Rhine; while a single victory

33" 34', i4. gained by me, by bringing our eagles to the capitals of

the enemy,
1 and delivering our garrisons on the Oder and
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the Vistula, would speedily bring the Allies to terms. I CHAP.
LXXIX

have calculated everything ;
fortune must now decide the -

event. However good my reasons may be, I know that I

shall be judged of according to the event
;

it is the rigor-

ous law of history."

It was not surprising that the Emperor entertained such

an opinion on his chances of success in the position which Fonx-s i>r

he held at Dresden, for the forces which he had accumu- the^cTof

lated for its defence were very great. By vast efforts, the

conscripts and reserves had been so completely brought

up to the Elbe, that the army ready to recommence

hostilities was raised to above four hundred thousand

men, of whom three hundred and eighty-seven thou-

sand were effective, and present with the eagles.* This

immense body of men carried with them no less than

twelve hundred and fifty pieces of cannon, of which two

hundred were the redoubted artillery of the Guard, in the

finest possible condition. The caissons were all replen-

ished, vast military stores were collected, and the mate-

riel of the army, generally speaking, was in good, that of

the Guard in the most admirable, order. The cavalry
was the only arm which was deficient. That of the re-

serve, under Murat, numbered only thirty thousand ; the

* These numbers are ascertained in an authentic manner, and on the best

possible evidence the confidential correspondence of Napoleon himself at that

period with the marshals commanding his armies. On the 17th August 181.'*,

he wrote to Marshal St Cyr:
" The army of Buntzlau, in Silesia, is 130,000 or

140,000 strong, independent of the Guard, which is 50,000. Poniatowski,

Kellermann, StCyr, and Vandamme, have 70,000 opposite to Gabel inlJohemia.

The Duke of Reggio is at the head of 80,000 men near Magdeburg, besides

10,000 in that fortress. The Prince of Echmuhl is at tho head of 25,000

French and 15,000 Danes at Hamburg; in Torgau and AVittenberg are 20,00(1.

It is cluar that 400,000 men, resting on such a chain of fortresses as those of Ike

El//c, and which may at pleasure debouch by Dresden, Torgau, Wittenberg, and

Magdeburg, are not to be turned." See NAPOLKON to ST CYR, \1tli Auyu-xt

1813 ;
to DAVOUST, 13th Auym-.t 1813

;
and to OUDINUT, 1'Mh Anyust 181:5

;
ST

CYK, Jlistolre Militalre, iv. 355, 358, 3GO, 3G7. Piece* Juttt. Joinini, accord-

ingly states "The active army in Germany consisted, at tho resumption of

hostilities, of 400,000 men, with 1250 pieces of cannon." Joinm, Vie tic

Napoleon, iv. 301. Tliiers estimates the disposable French force in Germany
at 387,000 men (TiiiKits, xvi. 258); and Marmont at 450,000 (MAKMu.vr,

v. 13.1).
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CHAP, light horse attached to the different corps, fifteen thousand
LXXIX

1 men. Money, however, was not wanting ;
the vaults of

513- the Tuileries, the vast accumulations of the Emperor's

f.V>2f3,

n ' smugo^n&' nad poured forth their treasures with season-

?v'36
J
]

om ' a^e profusion ;
the whole corps of the army had received

Bout.camp, their pay, and ample funds existed to carry on the pro-
do 1813, ,..., . .

J

4, 5. digious fortifications which were everywhere in progress,

47, 55,' -258. to render the line of the Elbe impregnable to the forces

of combined Europe.
1

It was by unheard-of exertions, however, and by
30 . .

New mca- wringing out of the country its last resources, that so vast

Emperoru> a force had been concentrated for the defensive struggle

cmfscriptlf
i fl the heart of Germany. Aware of the decisive nature

to the army. Of the contest which was approaching, the Emperor had

spared no efforts, either of his own or his lieutenants, to

bring up every sabre and bayonet into the field. The

frequent desertion of the conscripts, and numerous acts

of licence and pillage which attended their line of march,

induced him to prepare an entirely new set of regula-

tions for restraining these disorders, which were rigidly

enforced. By them he succeeded in forcing on the refrac-

tory or reluctant levies to the scene of action. Every

conscript, from the time he was clothed and armed, was

considered as disposable, and treated accordingly. The

moment he was drawn, the young soldier was hurried

off to the depot, arrayed in uniform, armed, and that

very day his military instruction commenced. As soon

as a hundred were assembled, they were marched off,

under the orders of a captain, to the headquarters of their

regiment, and taught the manual and platoon exercise

while walking along the road. Other companies were

directed to the same line, and, as fast as they met, united

together, so as to compose a battalion of march, as it was

called
;
and these battalions again joined, so as to form

a regiment of march. Before crossing the Rhine, these

troops were arranged in columns of march, over the forma-

tion and organisation of which Marshal Kcllermaun, sta-
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tioned at Mayence, presided. The most rigorous discipline <JHAP.

was enforced upon these moving columns
; and though it

LXXIX -

was inadequate to prevent dreadful disorders, consequent
1813-

on the passage of such a multitude of young men just

emancipated from the restraints of parental discipline, yet
it augmented to a surprising degree the number of efficient

soldiers who made their appearance round the eagles of

the regiments. All these columns of march were directed

to Dresden, where the Emperor received daily returns of

the accessions of strength which his army was receiving,

so that he knew the exact force on which he could rely.

No sooner was this return made than the column of

march was dissolved, and the conscripts of each regiment,

under the direction of their own officers, took the route

for the regimental headquarters. With such rapidity

were the military formations and discipline thus acquired,

that a regiment was reviewed by the Emperor, and made
a respectable appearance, on the 20th July at Dresden, i

Fain, ;;.

which had only been embodied in France on the 27th o'dei'i 200

May.
1

The concourse of so prodigious a number of soldiers at
*

o-i

Dresden, as well as the continued residence of Napoleon, Aspectof

who, during the armistice, constantly had made it his
aiT^criod

headquarters, entirely altered the aspect of that charming

city. If you cast your eyes on its palisaded trenches,

on the girdle of redoubts which encircled its walls; on

the host of pioneers who cut their way through its smil-

ing gardens; on the formidable batteries which arose, as

if by magic, around its environs, and the innumerable

camps which covered its lovely hills, it was hardly pos-

sible to conceive whither the peaceful Saxon capital had

iled. Nothing was to be seen on every side but long
columns of troops, trains of artillery, and endless files of

chariots
;

while the rich and varied uniforms of officers

on horseback, riding to and fro, bespoke the incessant s od
. . 1 l*>

activity of the chief by whom the immense multitude Fain,

was ruled and directed." But in the interior of the citv,
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CHAP, things still wore a pacific aspect. The multitude of
T X XI^C

1 French officers, indeed, and civil functionaries, who were
L813*

there established, had given an entirely foreign air to the

capital.

German signboards were generally displaced by French ;

its Frcndii- Parisian costumes and articles of ornament were to be

JL?
PP r

seen on every side; the theatres were filled with actors

and actresses from the Theatre Franais, or the Opera

Comique. The hotel -keepers and sellers of military

maps reaped a rich harvest; and what was not less

characteristic of French habits, the multitude of ladies

of pleasure, who resorted thither from all quarters, was

so great, and the gains they made so large, that, despite

the well-known extravagance and improvidence of that

class, their expenditure could not keep pace with their

receipts, and numbers, in a few weeks, realised fortunes

which rendered them independent for the rest of their

lives.''
5
'

Extravagance, profusion, and licentiousness, uni-

versally prevailed ;
and even the proverbial honesty of

the Saxon character was fast giving way under the accu-

mulated temptations which the presence of such prodi-

gious bodies of foreign troops necessarily induced. But

the progress of this moral gangrene was concealed under

a still splendid exterior. The listless, indolent groups of

officers who thronged the coffee-houses, lounged through
the shops, or adorned the theatres ;

the multitudes of

superb liveries which were to be seen in the streets ; the

splendid equipages which were driving in every direction
;

1 Fain, ii. and the crowds of richly dressed functionaries, who every
57 ;")(!. Tt'-

mo'in Ocui. morning attended at the levees in the palace bespoke

148, iw. the mighty monarch, still, from his central capital, giving
the law to the half of Europe.

1

This vast force, which, by such extraordinary efforts,

Napoleon had collected together, was disposed after the

* " Co fut 1'iigc d'or dcs femmes livrdus a la di'bauclio. On en vit plu.sieurs

s'enrichir au point tie KC constituer de.s rentes, cm do payer comptant en napo
leoiirf dc.s maisous qu'ellcs achctaient." Tcmvin Oculaire, 148

;
UDI:I.. ii. 1 Is.
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following manner. Twenty-five thousand Bavarians sta- CHAP.
T v Y T V

tioned at Munich, observed the threatening masses of 11

the Austrian s, of equal strength, who were collecting in
]

^
13'

the neighbourhood of Lintz; twenty thousand conscripts, Disposition

for the most part almost entirely inexperienced, were Ln's
p
foree

collected, under Augereau, at Wiirtzburg and Bamberg :

m

Davoust occupied Hamburg, at the extreme left, with

twenty-five thousand French, and fifteen thousand Danes :

Girond had ten thousand before Magdeburg: Oudinot,

with seventy-five thousand, was stationed in front of Tor-

gau, on the road to Berlin, to watcli Bernadotte, who,

witli about eighty thousand men, covered that capital;

while two hundred and forty thousand, divided into eleven

corps, or forty-three divisions of infantry, and eighteen

divisions, or four hundred and twenty-nine squadrons of

cavalry, were under the immediate orders of the Emperor,
and cantoned from Dresden to Liegnitz, with a corps,

thirty thousand strong, under St Cyr, to observe the

passes into the Bohemian mountains. This was inde-

pendent of thirty-five thousand men, of various nations,

who were assembled under Rapp at Dantzic, and the

garrisons on the Elbe, the Vistula, and Oder in all, i Joni iv

ninety thousand combatants. But they were out of the s,
61 - 3

!>'
2 -

J J Fain, 11.

spere of operations, and could only be reckoned available 220;,
^i\\.

inasmuch as they withdrew an equal force of the enemy 258.

from the field.
1

The situation, meanwhile, of the garrisons, who were

in a manner lost to France amidst the inundation of Deplorable

hostile nations by which they were surrounded, was such, thegnmscms

that it was impossible to expect that they could much
m

longer hold out for the Emperor's crown. The stores

which Dantzic contained were immense; but such was

the situation of its defenders, that they were hardly able

to make any use of them. A hundred and twenty thou-

sand stand of arms, twelve millions of francs in specie,

and fivc-and-twcnty millions' worth in grain and mili-

tary clothing, constituted a prize to the conqueror, which
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CHAP, it was alike impossible to abandon, and hopeless, In the
T V" Y"T V"_1 end, to defend, from the condition of the garrison, not-

withstanding its still formidable numbers. Five-and -

thirty thousand men, composed of twenty-two different

nations, had there taken refuge after the calamities of the

Russian retreat ;
but they were not only in part mutilated

by the severity of the cold, but almost all so attenuated

in body and depressed in mind, from the unexampled
horrors from which they had escaped, as to be incapable
of any active exertion. They brought with them, more-

over, in common with those who took refuge in Thorn,

Wittenberg, Torgau, and all the fortresses which opened
their gates to the fugitives of the Grand Army after the

Moscow campaign, the seeds of a dreadful typhus fever,

the invariable attendant on wide-spread suffering, whether

from civil or military causes. This terrible malady, spread-

ing with frightful rapidity, from the crowded quarters
in which they were huddled together, and the total

want of hospital stores, linen, or medicines for their use,

soon cut off a large proportion of the soldiers assem-

bled. Thorn had already succumbed, from these causes

rather than from the artillery of Barclay de Tolly, who,

with the Russian reserve, had been intrusted with its siege.

It had been compelled to capitulate, with eighteen hun-

Aprii 17. dred men, before a practicable breach was made. Spandau,
with a garrison of three thousand, and vast military stores,

April <ji. was surrendered on the same terms on the 24th; and

Czenstochau in Poland, with nine hundred men, on the

22d. Dantzic indeed still held out, and with the whole

fortresses on the Oder, Stettin, Ciistrin, and Glogau, as

well as Modlin on the Vistula, and Zamosc, yet hoisted

the tricolor flag. But their garrisons, weakened by disease

and misery, were long unable to undertake any offensive

i iiar.i. xii. operation ;
and nothing but the continued blockade of the

Viet, et' landwehr by which they were invested, was requisite to

27,

D

'i.

XX"
make the fifty thousand veterans they contained surrender

eventually to the allied arms.
1
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If Xapoleon made good use of his time in reinforcing CHAP.

and strengthening his army during the interval afforded
LXXI

by the armistice, the Allies, on their part, were not idle
;

183
_

3 '

and such was the activity which they employed, and the Prepara-

enthusiastic spirit with which their people were animated, Aiijcsdur-

that they gained even more during that interval than ^fj^ke.

their opponents. It is to this accession of strength, more Jul
-
v l

'

2 -

perhaps than any other cause, that the extraordinary and

decisive success, which they so soon afterwards obtained,

is to be ascribed. The first care of the allied sovereigns,

after the conclusion of the armistice, was the arrangement
of a general plan of operations for the conduct of the

campaign ;
and in this important part of their duty, they

displayed equal judgment and ability. The general prin-

ciple laid down was,
"
that the allied forces should

always be directed in strength to the quarter where the

principal forces of the enemy were assembled." As a

consequence of this, the detached corps which were des-

tined to act on the rear of the enemy, should always
move as directly as possible upon his line of communi-

cations.
" The greater part of the allied forces were to

be accumulated in the salient angle of Bohemia, which

appeared eminently calculated to enable them to turn J

_Lon.i.
372.

with facility in whatever direction their services were 347."

required."
:

In pursuance of these plans, the following operations

were agreed on. Part of the allied forces, eighty thousand pian of the

strong, was to be left in Silesia, to check the operations agreed'wa

of the enemy in that quarter, but with orders not to
j

u
cl.l

mcl "''u '

hazard a battle. One hundred thousand Russians and

Prussians were directed to move, some days before the

expiration of the armistice, by the roads of Landshut and

Glatz to Jung-Buntzlau, and Budin in Bohemia, to join

as rapidly as possible the Austrian army, and augment
the allied force in that quarter to two hundred or two

hundred and twenty thousand men. The army of the

Prince-Royal of Sweden, leaving a .corps of twontv thou--
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CHAP, sand men to observe the French in Hamburg, was to
LXXIX

-LL assemble, in number about seventy-five thousand men, in
813> the environs of Treuenbrietzen, before the expiration of the

armistice, pass the Elbe between Torgau and Magdeburg,
and thence move on Leipsic. The remainder of the

i See the allied force in Silesia, estimated at eighty thousand men,

ESTsVa! was to approach the Elbe, taking care to avoid a general

??.
<1

,

st
ll

y
r
' action, and strive to pass that river between Torgau and

Hist. Mil.
'

_ .

>v. 347. Dresden, so as to unite with the army of the Prince-

s6.
;

Royal of Sweden, which by that means would be raised

to one hundred and twenty thousand combatants.
1

" In the event of circumstances rendering it indis-
37

Disposal of pensable to reinforce the allied army in Bohemia, before

forcesby

mn
the army in Silesia could effect its junction with that of

"s P!an-

the Prince-Royal of Sweden, then the army of Silesia

was to march forthwith into Bohemia. The Austrian

army, united to the allied forces, shall debouch from

Bohemia, either into Saxony, Silesia, or towards the

Danube, as circumstances may require. Should the

Emperor Napoleon, in order to anticipate the allied

army in Bohemia, move against it in the first instance,

the army of the Prince-Royal shall endeavour, by forced

marches, to throw itself upon his rear and communications.

On the other hand, if the Emperor Napoleon should direct

his attack against the army of the Prince-Royal, the

grand allied army is immediately to follow from Bohemia,
to fall upon his communications, and give him battle.

The general principle is, that the whole allied armies

shall, from the outset, assume the offensive; and the camp
of the enemy shall be their place of rendezvous. The
Russian army of reserve, under General Bcnningsen, shall

forthwith advance from the Vistula, and move by Kalisch

upon the Oder, in the direction of Glogau, in order to be
2 stCvr, iv. at hand to act according to the same principles, and assist
H4o. Loud. .

'
-1

37-2. liners, m the general attack upon the cneinv if he remains in
xvi. 1K1. ,-,.,. , .

/ i "i i i

is-! bilesia, or oppose his progress if lie should attempt an

incursion into Poland."
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Such was the memorable plan of operations drawn up CHAP.
T X XT V

at Trachenberg, signed by the allied sovereigns and the 11

Prince-Royal of Sweden, on the part of Russia, Prussia,
1

^
13 -

and Sweden, and conditionally, in the event of her medi- Reflections

ation failing, by Austria. History, perhaps, affords no mirabie

'

previous example of operations so vast, diffused over so which"*"
1

wide a circle, and carried on by armies drawn from such vc~
remote and apparently unconnected empires, being com-

bined with such judgment, and executed with such ability

and perseverance. They required for their direction a

rare degree of unanimity and prudence on the part of all

the principal commanders, and could not prove successful

unless carried into effect with the utmost zeal and unani-

mity on the part of the officers and soldiers of all the

different nations employed. Dangers of the most formi-

dable kind awaited the combined armies, if any false step

was committed
;

for they acted on the circumference of

an immense circle, with a great river, wholly in the hands

of the enemy, flowing through its centre
;
and in the

middle lay Napoleon, resting on six fortresses, and at the

head of three hundred and eighty-seven thousand effective

men. At no earlier period of the war could it have been

practicable to have combined the armies of three monar-

chies in concentric attacks against an enemy of such

strength, possessing such a position, and led by such a

commander. But times were now widely changed from

what they had ever previously been. Experienced evil

had allayed the jealousies of cabinets
;
universal suffering

had roused the spirit of the people ; repeated defeats had

given wisdom to the generals who led them. Like Charles

XII., Napoleon had taught his enemies how to beat him;
and a disaster greater than Pultowa awaited him from the

lessons which he had given them.

The determination of the cabinet of Vienna had been

definitively taken at this period to join their forces to

those of Russia and Prussia, if Napoleon refused the

reductions in his empire which Mctternich had proposed
VOL. XII. (J
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CHAP, at the Dresden conference. It is proved by authentic
LXXIX

11 state papers, that the motive which induced that astute

^g
3'

diplomatist to propose the direct mediation of Austria in

Determina- the end of June, and to urge the extension of the armis-

cabinct of

e

ticc till the 1 Oth August, was to gain time for the land-

joiTthe

10

wclir and Hungarian insurrection to be brought up from

the distant provinces of the monarchy, to make head

against the immense forces which Napoleon had so unex-

pectedly brought into action on the Elbe."" Metternich

now declared,
"
that the Emperor Francis's determination

was to support the cause for which the Emperor Alexan-

der had made such noble efforts." Agreeably to this

determination, the Austrian government was a party to

i schocii x
the operations agreed on at Trachenberg; and Bohemia

257. Lond. Was, with her approbation, made the great salient bastion
3WJ. Hard.
xii. 184.

'

from which the forces of the coalition were to issue forth

against the enemy.
1

* In a military report by Prince Schwartzenberg to the Emperor Francis,
dated 2fith June, it was stilted as a reason for prolonging the armistice " The
Bohemian army would be not more than entirely complete on the 20th June.

The vast and unexpected preparations of France render an increased arma-

ment on the part of Austria necessary. Every unappropriated regiment of the

line, the landwehr, and Hungarian insurrection, must be called out and put
into activity. Even if the difficulty of clothing and arming them is got over,
it is impossible to bring them to Znaym and Presburg, from the south-eastern

provinces, before the 14th August, and the other troops in proportion. Besides

the troops raised in Bavaria, sixty-six thousand under the Viceroy have crossed

the Tagliamento, and large reserves are collecting at Wiirtzburg and Fnlda.

As these measures menace Vienna, it is necessary to assemble a force at Klagen-
furth, and near the capital, to counterbalance them. All this must be done
without any detachments from the Bohemian army. Carriages cannot be got
to supply Russia with the provisions she requires from Bohemia

;
and as the

extension of the French line on the Elbe may render it necessary that part of

the allied force should move into that province, it is most desirable that there

should be sufficient time for supplying such a force, and that in the mean time

the wants of the Allies should be supplied from Gallicia."
" Count Metter-

nich' H first and principal object in the negotiations at Dresden, in the end of

June, was to urge the prolongation of the armistice till the 10th August, for

the reasons stated in Prince Schwartzenberg's report. He was desirous also that

Count Stadion should accompany the Emperor to Trachenberg, who was to be
instructed t<> do his utmost to strengthen and decide the Prince-Hoval to

co-operate with the Allies. Count Metternich now declared that the Emperor
Fnmcis's determination was to support the cause for which the Emperor Alexan-

der had made such noble efforts." llcuilnofthe. A rranycment touching the A rmis-

tice and Negotiations; LONDONDERRY'S War in Germany, Appendix No. iii. p. 368.
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And at length, when all hope of a pacific accommoda- CHAP.
. L\XIX

tion had vanished, and it had become evident that, with -11

both parties, the renewal of hostilities was only a matter

of prudence and time, the Emperor Francis permitted Austiia

the signature of Austria to be affixed to the secret article secret arti-

of the treaty of Reichenbach, which had been expressly teafytf

reserved for his sanction by Count Stadion, and in which J^'
1011 "

it was stipulated, that "in the event of Austria taking a Jul > 27 -

part in the war, she should receive 500,000 in bills upon
London, and the like sum in military stores and equip-
ments

;
that she should bring two hundred thousand men

into the field, and be restored to the condition in which

she was in 1803, or, at any rate, at the peace of Presburg,
and that the Pope should be reinstated in his dominions."

This clause had been drawn up under Stadion's eyes in i Hard. xii.

the treaty between Russia, Prussia, and Great Britain, Of Arrange-

but without the dfrect authority of Austria, and the ^1;?"
Emperor Francis long hesitated to sanction it: but at tic

^
m

."
IXc -

pfotiations.

length, when all hope of peace had disappeared, he gave
L n(1 - 3(;8

>

his consent on the 27th July, and thereby conditionally,
NO. in.

in the event of the terms proposed by him being rejected 257.

c

by France, incorporated Austria with the Grand Alliance.
1

But although the accession of Austria to the league

against France though not yet announced to the world, Doubts'

and still veiled under the dubious guise of armed media- Bernadouo.

tion removed the greatest source of disquietude, from

the allied sovereigns, yet they were not without serious

uneasiness in another quarter. Bernadotte, indeed, had

not hitherto failed in any of his engagements, and his

interests were evidently bound up with the maintenance

of the Russian power in the north of Europe, from which

he was likely to derive such substantial advantages. But

it was more than doubtful how he would act when the

contest was removed to Germany, and when he was

brought into conflict with his countrymen, his comrades,

and his old commander. In truth, nothing could be more

heterogeneous than the composition of his moral qualities,
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CHAP, or strange than the political combinations in which ho
T Y "V 1 Y* '

was at this time involved. A Frenchman by birth, he
lt$13 ' was now engaged in a war of life or death against France ;

a republican by principle, he was now deeply involved in

a coalition of sovereigns against the child of the Revolu-

tion
;
a soldier of fortune under Napoleon, he now headed

a powerful army against him
;
the heir to the throne of

Mxm.i. 77, Sweden by election, he was now called on to shed the

xii'. isi'

m '

best blood of his people in a contest seemingly foreign to

their immediate interests.
1

His character, able, indeed, and energetic, but vain,

Kspei-fiiiiy declamatory, and overbearing, afforded but little security

faHfogsof against his conduct being influenced by some of the con-

ler/

1 '
"

tending feelings arising out of so strange a combination
;

and yet the important position assigned him by the con-

ferences of Trachenberg, and to which he was well entitled

both by his military talents and political station, rendered

it of the last importance that the Allies should be able to

rely on his steady and sincere co-operation. "When the

military maps, indeed, were laid out before him, and the

Prince-Royal had his scented white pocket-handkerchief
in his hand, he descanted with equal animation and

eloquence on the great military measures which were in

contemplation ; but, as was well observed at the time by
one who knew him well,*

"
lie clothed himself in a pelisse

of war, but his under-garments were made of Swedish

objects and peace." His zeal was always greatest in pro-

portion as it appeared to be least necessary. A celebrated

French actress, who had lately taken her departure from

Stralsund for Vandamme's headquarters, gave rise to

various surmises as to the Prince's secret communications

s [OIH|
-_ with the French Emperor. His aversion to the Austrian

7<t.' Hird/ alliance was openly expressed ;
he publicly aspired to the

il. Tii'ii-n-, chief command in the armies of the confederacy ;
it M'as

iw.
'

only by the most sedulous attention of the crowned heads
at Trachenberg that he was rendered more tractable," and

"" Lord Londonderry.
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by the able and courteous efforts of Sir Charles Stewart, CHAP.
LXXIX

now Marquess of Londonderry, and General Pozzo di

Borgo, who were attached on the part of the British and

Russian governments to his headquarters, that he was

retained during the campaign in a course in conformity
with the great objects of the alliance.

But whatever his secret inclinations may have been, or

his backwardness in carrying on the operations of the composi-

campaign, Bernadotte faithfully discharged his obligations
* 1

r y

" f '

with respect to the troops which he brought into the field.

They amounted to twenty-four thousand infantry and

four thousand cavalry a very large force for a monarchy
which did not at that period contain, after the loss of

Findland, two millions and a half of inhabitants. Its

composition, too, being drawn almost entirely from the

rural population, where the want of labourers was strongly

felt, while it rendered the troops more respectable, neces-

sarily imposed upon the commander the duty of econo-

mising, as much as possible, blood so valuable to the

nation. The leaders of this armament, Adlercrantz,

Lowensheim, and others, were not only men of tried

ability and valour, but ardently devoted to the cause of

European independence ;
and although the rustic air and

uncombed locks of these Scandinavian warriors appeared
to some disadvantage beside the Russian or Prussian

Guards, yet they were robust, fully clothed, and well

armed
;
and they evinced, by their conduct in the cam-

paign, that they had not degenerated in the elements of

military spirit from their ancestors in the days of Gus-

tavus Adolphus and Charles XII. In addition to this,

Bernadotte had under his command twenty-five thousand

Hanoverian levies, in part composed of the veterans who

had combated in former days under the English standard,

and who now, clothed and equipped by British liberality,

and headed by the gallant Walmoden, had already

attained a surprising degree of efficiency, and burned with

anxiety to avenge their country's wrongs in the blood of
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CHAP, the enemy. Thirty-five thousand Prussians, in great part
LXXIX -

landwehr, under Bulow and Tauenzein, in the highest
1813> state of enthusiastic excitement, though as yet but im-

perfectly disciplined; twelve thousand Russian veterans,

under Woronzoff and Winzingerode ;
and six thousand

German troops, paid by England, but in the Russian ser-

vice, formed, after all detachments to the rear were taken

into account, an army of eighty thousand effective men

in the north of Germany, independent of a detached

i iiani corps of twenty thousand which watched Hamburg. And
Ktatdes this force, although heterogeneous, and drawn togetherr orces

Aiiiu..-s._ from many different nations, was animated in common by
and 74, 82. the best spirit, and effected most important achievements

in the course of the campaign.
1

The most experienced and powerful of all the divisions

ArniyJf of the allied forces, however, was that which was still

cantoned in Silesia, and which, being composed of the

veterans who had survived the Moscow campaign, and

the Prussians who had withstood the shock of France at

Liitzen and Bautzen, might be relied upon for any emer-

gencies, how trying soever. During the armistice, this

noble army was raised to no less than a hundred and

sixty thousand men ; having been swelled to that amount,

during the breathing-time afforded by that convention,

by the incredible exertions of the Prussian government,
the unbounded spirit of the Prussian people, and the

great reinforcement, sixty thousand strong, which joined
the Russian army after the fall of Thorn, and some lesser

fortresses on the Vistula, This immense force was at

this period cantoned between Selrweidnitz and the Oder;
but a few days before the commencement of hostilities,

one half of it, including the whole Russian and Prussian

Guards, in conformity with the plain laid down in the

conferences of Trachcnberg, moved into Bohemia, and

joined the grand Austrian army there, leaving only eighty
thousand under the command of the gallant Bluchcr,

to maintain the war in Silesia. But this bodv, which
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embraced forty -five thousand veteran Russians under CHAP.

Langeron, Sacken, and St Priest, and thirty-five thousand_
Prussians under York, in the very highest state of dis-

cipline and equipment, and which possessed, besides,

three hundred and fifty-six pieces of cannon, was ani- 1 Bout

mated with an invincible spirit ;
and its commanders S"-^^

exhibited that rare combination of military audacity with Lond'- ^79.
J J

Sclioell, x.

scientific calculation, which constitutes the mainspring of 270.

success in war. 1

BLUCHER, the commander-in-chief of this noble army,^ 4.
1

).

was a veteran now far advanced in years, but retaining, Early his-

uuder the grey hairs of age, the whole fire and impetu- Biucher.

osity of youth. He was born at Rostock in Mecklen-

burg, on the 16th December 1742; so that in 1813 he

was upwards of seventy years of age. Descended of an

old and respectable family of landed proprietors, he first

entered the army as cornet in a troop of hussars, in the

service of the King of Sweden, in 1757. His education,

during the troubles of the Seven Years' War, had been

neglected, a want which he never afterwards entirely

recovered
; but his vigour of character soon made him

distinguished, and threw him into a more honourable

career than could be aiforded with the then unwarlike

troops of Scandinavia. Made prisoner in 17GO, in a

skirmish, by the Prussian hussars, he immediately entered

the service of the Great Frederick, and took an active

part in the remaining years of that memorable contest,

particularly at the battle of Curicrsdorf, in 1761. The

long period which followed the treaty of peace in 1763,

threw the young lieutenant into the usual follies and

vices of idle military life
;
and between the sports of the

field, the gambling-house, or still worse places of dissipa-

tion, he had little leisure to improve himself in the mili-

tary art. lie was engaged in the contest with Poland in

1772; but his impetuous temper having led him into an 2
J>io<r.

unjustifiable act towards a Catholic priest, whom he had vz,
:

,>>iu.

arrested and threatened with military execution," he was
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CHAP, dismissed from the service by Frederick with these cha-
LXXIX -

racteristic words,
"
Captain Blucher has got his conge,

1813 - and may go to the devil !"

His career, however, was not destined to be thus tcrmi-

First ex- nated. He shortly afterwards married, and was engaged

Sni
'"

for fourteen years in agricultural pursuits, by which his

fortune was greaily augmented. His passion for war,

however, was not extinguished by this rural retirement.

In 1786, he again entered the Prussian army in his old

regiment of hussars
;
four years afterwards he was pro-

moted to the rank of colonel, and in 1792 distinguished

himself by his intrepidity during the invasion of Cham-

pagne by the Duke of Brunswick. In the campaign of

17.94, he won additional distinction in the combat of

Kaiserslautern. It was not till 1806, however, that he

was called to a theatre worthy of his talents. He was

engaged in the diastrous battle of Auerstadt
; and

although the cavalry which he commanded were over-

thrown during a charge in that battle, by the terrible

artillery of the French, yet lie amply redeemed his credit

by the activity with which he gathered together the scat-

tered remains of the army after the disaster, and the

heroic courage with which lie defended himself at the

assault of Liibeck. Taken prisoner there, he was sent

to Hamburg, where he consoled himself, amidst the humi-

liation of his country, by visions of its future resurrection
i

Auto, <!,.
J J

xiiii. 104. and glory.
1 He afterwards was a member of the secret

society of the Tugcndbund, awaiting in silence the moment
of deliverance. Called to the head of the army in 18i;>,

he evinced the ardour of the sentiments with which he

was inspired by the following proclamation to the

Saxons :

" The God of armies has in the East of

Europe pronounced a terrible sentence
;
and the angel

., .,
of death has, by the sword, cold, and famine, cut oil' live

:'''. I'.i'v. hundred thousand of the strangers who, in the presump-

375?3i&"' tion of their prosperity, sought to subjugate it.
2 We go

where the finger of Providence directs us, to combat for
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the security of ancient thrones, for the present indepen- CHAP.

dence of nations, and to usher in the dawn of a brighter i

day."
1813 -

A true Goth by temperament and complexion, with

light flowing hair scattered over his bald forehead, blue His charao
, . - . -. ter and ap-

eyes, huge mustaches, and an aquiline countenance, he peanuue.

realised the image of those northern warriors who com-

bated under Arminius with the legions of Rome, or

under Witikind arrested on the Elbe the bloody torrent

of Charlemagne's conquests. Originally a hussar officer,

he always retained the ardent character which suits that

branch of the military service : the habits then acquired
never afterwards deserted him

;
and in the close of his

career on the field of Ligny, when commander-in-chief

of eighty thousand men, he headed a charge of dragoons

against the French cuirassiers with as much alacrity as he

would have done at twenty-five, and well-nigh perished
in the shock. Impetuous and unruly in his desires, he

was through life an ardent votary of pleasure : and the

attractions of wine, women, and play, chiefly filled up,

during intervals of rest, the passions of a mind to which,

by nature and habit, violent excitement had become

indispensable. But it was the necessity of strong sensa-

tion, not selfishness of disposition, which was the cause

of these irregularities ;
and though he indulged in themO * O ZD

at times to the close of life, and might be seen at Paris,

in 1814, rising from copious libations of champagne to

seek the excitement of rou<je ct rtoir, he was yet ever

ready to exchange these unworthy pursuits for the more observation

honourable and yet stronger excitement of the field.
1

Vehement, irascible, and often imprudent, he was yet

an ardent patriot. A true German in his heart, his whole Ami miii-

soul was wound up in the welfare of the Fatherland
; ti.

4 "

alone, of all his contemporaries, he distinctly predicted,

amidst the disasters of 180G, the future deliverance of his

country ; deeply implicated in the Tugendbund, he waited

oiilv, during the succeeding years of bondage, the moment
V * O C fc/ O "
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CHAP, of retribution. When Frederick-William at length raised
T XXT X

1 the standard of independence, he was the first to draw
513 -

his sword in its behalf. He could not be said to be

a great general, though few commanders have achieved

more important or glorious victories. The ardour of his

disposition, and overflowing impetuosity of his courage,

induced him, like Mtirat, to court danger wherever it was

to be found, rather than avert disaster from wherever it

threatened. He preferred seeking
"
the bubble reputa-

tion at the cannon's mouth," to waiting by patience and

combination the tardier honours of the general. But he

possessed, at the same time, the rapid glance, quick deci-

sion, and moral courage, which constitute such important
elements in the character of a commander

;
like Suwa-

roff, he always struck home to the centre of the enemy's

force, and never wasted his strength on their extremities.

lie was unrivalled in the tenacity with which he clung
to his projects, and the vigour with which he repaired,

in an incredibly short space of time, the most serious

disasters. Many of the movements which he executed,

particularly the passage of the Elbe, the battle of the

Katzbach, and the cross march from Ligny to Waterloo,

which, if he did not originate, lie at least adopted, were

not only characterised by military genius of the highest

order, but produced the most decisive effect upon the issue

of the war.

What was wanting in prudence and circumspection for

um-rVi the ordinary duties of a general in the coinniandcr-in-

il^irtT
11

chief, was amply compensated by the admirable talents

istoTv
ly an(l scientific acquirements of his chief of the staff, General

GNKISKNAU. This able man, though much younger than

Bluchcr, was endowed with all the foresight, accuracy,

and comprehensive views which are, in the long run,

indispensable fur the successful conduct of a great army.
He was born at Schilda, near Torgau, on the 28th October

17GO, so that he was nearly twenty years younger than

his veteran commander, and was now fifty-three years of
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age. From his earliest years lie evinced the strongest CHAP.
LXXIK

turn for military affairs
;
but his impetuous turn of mind, '. HI

as is often the case in Germany, broke out at the uni-

versity. He was obliged to leave the college of Erfurth

on account of a duel with a tradesman, and soon after

entered the Austrian service under Marshal "Wurmser.

But here he got involved in another duel, and was com-

pelled to leave that service
;
and his father, on account

of these repeated scrapes, having forbidden him his

house, he became desperate, and joined the troops which

the Margrave of Anspach, in 1780, sent out to America.

These misfortunes cooled down his impetuous disposition ;

repentant letters from America reconciled him to his

father
;
and in three years this second prodigal returned 1 Bi g-

i 11 Ulliv - SUP-

to his country and paternal home, where he soon entered ixv. 430.

the Prussian service as a captain of fusiliers.
1

In 1793 and 1 794 he was engaged with distinction in

the Polish war; in 1796 he married, and from that time His first

devoted himself, with the most intense ardour, to the Europe/

study of the military art In the war of 1806 he was

engaged in the bloody skirmish, at the outset of the cam-

paign, in which Prince Louis fell
;
and after the prostra-

tion of Prussia, maintained himself with the most heroic

resolution in Colberg, till the peace of Tilsit found him

still unconquered within its walls. lie then entered the

civil service of government ;
but under pretence of dis-

content passed over to England, where he was engaged in

secret political transactions, in which capacity he made

frequent journeys in 1813 to Vienna, St Petersburg, and

Stockholm. No sooner had the disasters of Moscow

broken out, than he renewed his conferences with the

English government, and, immediately embarking for

Germany, repaired to Breslau, where he was appointed

quartermaster- general of Blucher's corps. He then

laboured assiduously with Stein and Scharnhorst in the

organisation of the Tugendbund, which spread so far the

elements of resistance to France. It was under his
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CHAP, direction that the retreat of the Prussians was con-
LXXIX '

ducted with so much skill from Liitzen to Breslau
;

1813 - and so highly were his abilities now appreciated, that

on the resumption of hostilities he was made chief of

the staff to Blucher, in room of Scharnhorst, who had
DlO ".

Univ. Sup. died of his wounds received at Liitzcn, which office he
Ixv 4'M

437. held till the final termination of the war by the battle of

Waterloo.
1

Thoroughly acquainted with the art of war, a perfect

iiischarao- master of strategy, and invariably accurate in his estimate

general

1

.
of distances and the march of troops, he infused a degree
of correctness and precision into the movements of the

army of Silesia, which enabled it to inflict the most

terrible blows upon the enemy, without sustaining any
serious losses itself. Europe was astonished at the

admirable skill with which, during that whole campaign,
the movements of this important army were conducted

;

yielding ground, where Xapoleon pressed on them in

person with superior forces; returning again to the offen-

sive, the moment that the eagles of the Imperial Guard

were seen receding in the distance
; sacrificing on every

occasion the lustre of separate achievements to the pro-
motion of general objects ;

and constantly following out,

amidst the intricacies of their own movements, the

leading plan of operations agreed on by the allied sove-

reigns. Without detracting from the great services of

Marshal Blucher in that eventful contest, it may safely

be affirmed, that the chief merit of it, at least so far as

the general conduct of the campaign is concerned, as

well as of the contest in France in IS 14, and the

guidance of the Prussian force in 1S13, is due to General

Gneiscnau ; and what is very remarkable in combatin"J i~>

the modern Hannibal, the Marccllus of the Allies was

found under the grey locks of the Prussian veteran,

and the Fabius in the more youthful breast of his gifted
lieutenant.

No jealousy whatever marred the cordial co-operation
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of these illustrious chiefs a sure sign, considering the CHAP.
LKXIX

delicate situation which the veteran held under the _

guidance of his comparatively youthful Mentor, that they
were both great men. " When we wished to beat the striking

French," said Blucher,
"
I rode out with Gneisenau : and whieh

ed between
we went to see how those carls (Kerls) were placed. u n^
Then I would say to him ' What would you think if we Blucllcr -

were to move in such and such a way?' and in less than

an hour the orders were given." The destruction of the

French army on the Katzbach, the passage of the Elbe,

and the battle of Mockern, near Leipsic, were in great

measure owing to his judicious counsels. He had a part,

also, in the bold advance towards Paris in 1814, which

brought about the fall of Napoleon ;
and never was more

rejoiced than when the Emperor's unlooked-for return

stilled the discord among the Allies at the Congress of

Vienna, and gave him another opportunity of striking a

blow at the power of France. He directed the retreat at

Ligny, after Blucher was disabled by the fall of his horse,

and had a principal share in the decisive cross march on J B
i

os-

the 18th to Waterloo, which, with the valour of the 4o7.

English army, terminated the contest.
1

The grand Austrian army, under the command of

Prince Schwartzenberg, cantoned in the neighbourhood of The AUS-

Prague, consisted of ninety-five thousand men, part ofa^PraguZ

whom were in an incomparable state of discipline and

efficiency, but twenty thousand were little better than

raw recruits. It was divided into four corps, com-

manded by Count Coloredo, General Chastellar, and after-

wards General Mcerfeldt, General G inlay, and Count

Klcnau
; while Prince Ilcsse-IIombcrg was at the head

of the reserve, and General Bubna of the detached corps.

Parts of this force, however in particular, the infantry
of Klenau's corps were newly raised, and hardly as yet

capable of withstanding the shock of Napoleon's legions ;

and though the artillerymen were scientific and expert,

the horses fur the guns and waggon-train were greatly
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CHAP, inferior to those of the Russians, and little adequate to

the fatigues of a protracted and active campaign. Very
'

different, however, was the aspect of the cavalry. This

force numbered fifteen thousand admirable horse : the

cuirassiers and hussars of the Guard, in particular, out-

shone any in Europe in the splendour of their appearance,

the quality of their horses, and the brilliancy of their

appointments ;
and their achievements on the field of

Leipsic were worthy of their high renown and martial

aspect. When the elite of this immense force was

reviewed in the neighbourhood of Prague by the Emperor
Aug. ID. of Russia and King of Prussia in the middle of August,

immediately after the resumption of hostilities, to the

number of sixty thousand infantry, and six thousand

horse, with three hundred and eighty pieces of cannon

it presented an array rarely paralleled in Europe, and

formed a military spectacle of unrivalled sublimity."""

The cuirassiers on this interesting occasion were pre-

sented with new standards
;
and when the three sovc-

i Loud. JOG. reigns nailed, in unison, their colours to the poles in
Plotho, ii. . _ . . . . -

Ajip. NO. token oi their farm alliance, it seemed as it no power on

23i.

a ' "'

earth could resist a league of potentates, one only of

whom could summon up so noble an array.
1

PiuxcE SciiWARTZEXBEiiG, who commanded the Atis-

* On the subject of the strength of the Austrian Grand Army in Bohemia
the author has had much difficulty. The German writers assert that it

numbered above 130,000 men. Cathcart, in his very able commentaries on the

campaign of 1813, estimates it at 45,000 only. After a careful examination of

all the documents relating to the subject, the author cannot rate it at less than

90,000 effective men. The most decisive original document as to its numbers,
with which he is acquainted, is the following extract from the private diary of

Sir R. Wilson, the British commissioner at the Russian headquarters. From
his high official position and long personal acquaintance with the Russian and
Prussian armies, he had access to the best sources of information, public as

well as private, whilst his long experience as a soldier had given him that

power of judging numbers by the eye which is so difficult of acquisition.

"Prague, August 20th, 1813. At a review, 50 versts from Prague, I found

to my great surprise <]'.) battalions of Austrian infantry, of which seventeen

WITC Hungarian and three of their grenadiers, and twelve regiments of cavalry
the total ulxn-t: iiO,000, and GOOO cavalry under the command of Prince

Schwartzenberg." "Tl j A uxtrlan force in lin/m/nin m it/ l>." fxtiinatcd <it 1 1 r,000
men. Three divisions of Klenau at Itine were absent ye.iterday, and three of
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trian force, and afterwards obtained the general direction CHAP.
LXXIX

of the allied armies, though far from being a general of

the highest order, was nevertheless in many respects well

qualified for the arduous duties with which he was Prince

. . T , , . , _ . , Schwart-

mtrusted. It was no easy matter, as he himseli said, to zenberg:

command an army when kings and emperors were at t cr.

cu

headquarters ;
and probably there was no man in all the

Imperial service who could have discharged that arduous

and delicate duty so well as himself. Without possessing

any great force of mind or decision of character, he was

yet admirably fitted, by the suavity of his manners, the

prudence of his disposition, and the amenity of his tem-

per, to conciliate the potentates who were placed at its

head, and allay the jealousies or keep together the often

discordant powers of the alliance. Descended of a noble

family ;
habituated from his youth to the very highest

society ;
and personally known, both as a diplomatist and

a commander, to most of the leading persons at the head-

quarters of the Allies
;
he possessed at the same time

the prudent temper and conciliatory disposition which,

in dealing with such exalted personages, were fitted to

prevent any serious dissensions arising among them, and l Lond - 9
'

Jain, 11.

yet preserve, upon the whole, the even tenor of his own m.

intentions.
1

light troops along the cordon. There are 30,000 watching Bavaria, and nearly

60,000 are in. Italy. All the troops we saw yesterday were of the line of

course many recruits, but none of the lanclwehr battalions. The Russians have

about 75,000 men in Bohemia, and the Prussians about 35,000." Making every
deduction for non-effectives, this would leave at the very least from ,90,000 to

95,000 Austrian effective for the field. And this is entirely corroborated by

subsequent entries in Sir Robert Wilson's journal, and by the private letters

and official reports of Sir Charles Stewart. The direct testimony of two such

experienced soldiers, occupying such important positions, entirely unpreju-

diced, and having access to the best sources of information seem to the author

decisive upon the subject. Sir George Cathcart, at that time a young aide-

de-camp on Lord Cathcart's staff, could not have had such good means of

ascertaining the truth. It is very much to be regretted that he has not stated,

in detail, the grounds on which his estimates are founded, as they are directly
at variance with those of every other writer on the subject. The author is

indebted to the kindness and courtesy of the accomplished editor of Sir Robert

Wilson's narrative of the Russian campaign for these and many subsequent
most important extracts from Sir Robert's private journal and letters, to \\hoin

he has much pleasure in making this public acknowledgment.
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CHAP. His combinations were judicious, often able and com-
1 XXIX
Jl 1 preliensive, but lie wanted the decision requisite for

**3'

carrying them into execution ; and more than once, par-
His tempo- tictilaiij at Dresden in 1813, and in Champagne in 1814,

r^'ter.

01 ''

when he had brought Napoleon, by his well-conceived

measures, to the very brink of destruction, he failed in

effecting his object by want of vigour, at the decisive

moment, in carrying them into execution. For the bold

measures which in the end hurled the French Emperor
from the throne, we are indebted to the indomitable

moral courage of Lord Castlereagh, and the noble decision

of the Emperor Alexander. Schwartzcuberg's measures

were of a more temporising and prudent character
;
and

lie more than once seriously endangered the allied cause

by his ready recurrence to the favourite Austrian step of

a retreat. Yet justice must observe, that the powers even

of the generalissimo of the allied armies were far from

being of an unlimited character. It is now known that

during the war in France in 1814, the cabinet of Vienna

was not merely far from being sincere in the cause, but

was earnestly bent on separate measures. It was by no

means desirous to hurl Napoleon from his throne, and

involve the Empress Marie Louise in his fall; but rather

wished to humble him sufficiently to induce him to submit

to a regency, of which she might be the head, during the

minority of his son, to whom the imperial crown might
descend. In this way the Austrian counsellors hoped
that the present liberation of Europe might be rendered

consistent with the preservation of the French imperial
crown in the family of the Ciesars. It was this policy
which so often paralysed the Austrian forces during that

campaign at the decisive moment, and threw on Schwart-

zenbcrg the reproach of timidity, when his measures were

really owing to the secret separate views, very naturally

in the circumstances, entertained by his government. Add
to this, the Aulic Council, now transported to the very
theatre of action, exercised a secret and sometimes preju-
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dicial control over its operations ; diplomacy often inter- CHAP.

posed its obstructions, and asserted its supremacy in the - -

most critical moments; and even when he was most un-

fettered, the power of individual direction \vas generally as j Fain ;i

much restricted as the responsibility of the generalissimo ^f^Jf*
R-

was increased, by the nature of a contest which had never ?ovfcr f... , Russia, .39.

less than two, sometimes three, of the greatest crowned Loud. 97.

heads in Europe at the military headquarters.
1

The grand army of Bohemia, after a hundred thousand

of the Russians and Prussians had joined it, formed a Resume of

mass of a hundred and ninety thousand combatants, of forces in

whom forty thousand were admirable horse, with seven te Elba,

hundred pieces of cannon, which, from the salient bastion

of Bohemia, threatened the rear and communications of

the French Emperor on the Elbe. This, with eighty
thousand pressing on him from Silesia, and eighty thou-

sand from the north, composed a force of three hundred

and fifty thousand men, ready for instant operations in

the field, all acting under one direction, in a concentric

circle, upon one central point. The superiority, therefore,

at the outset of the campaign, was decidedly on the side

of the French
;
and Napoleon's central position astride on

the Elbe, at the head of three hundred and eighty-seven
thousand effective men, and with six fortresses on that river

in his hands, might seem more than sufficient to counter-

balance all the enthusiasm which animated the enemy's

troops.* But this was by no means the whole of the
^pl"^

military array which the allied sovereigns had at their '>,
Yol

;,

ii-

" *
. . . Scnoell, x.

disposal ; and it was evident that, if the contest were 2<>. Hard.
xii. '219

protracted for any time, the forces of the coalition would 2-26.

acquire a decisive preponderance against him.
2

The military force of France was exhausted; not two

thousand troops remained even in the barracks of Paris a

force scarcely equal to the daily service of the metropolis;

* Under Napoleon in person, around Dresden and in Silesia, 272,000 ;
under

Oudinot at Dahrne, 75,000 ;
under Girard at Magdeburg, 10,000; disposable

under Davoust at Hamburg, 30,000. See Tuitu.s, xvi. 258.

VOL. XII. D
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CHAP, and the depots in the interior had sent off their last man.*
LXXIX-

On the other hand, vast reinforcements were preparing,
1813< and might ere long be expected within the allied lines.

Reserves to Bemiingsen was organising a large army of seventy thou-

party ha<i

h
sand Russians in the interior of Poland, which, it was

tolook<
calculated, would join the allied forces on the Elbe in

the first week of September the last reserve, it is true,

of the Muscovite empire, but one to which Napoleon had

nothing additional on his side to oppose. Twenty thou-

sand men watched the combined force of Danes and

French conscripts which Davoust commanded at Ham-

burg ;
and the total amount of Russian and Prussian

forces, which blockaded the fortresses that still held out

for Napoleon on the Oder and the Vistula, amounted to

the enormous number of one hundred thousand men.

Thus the total allied force accumulated in Poland and

the north of Germany was above five hundred thousand

men
;
and although only tM'o-thirds of this immense force,

or three hundred and fifty thousand combatants, could

! p]otho H
be relied on for the shock of war on the Elbe, yet the

APP- ii'- remainder would in the end prove available, when the
Schoell, x.

2t>8, 271. eighty thousand French veterans, who were now shut up
Hard xii

220.

'

in the fortresses on the Oder and Vistula, had yielded
beneath the pangs of hunger or the ravages of disease.

1

Immense as were the forces which were thus arrayed
58

Forces on against each other on the banks of the Elbe, they did not

on the Ha- compose the wliolc of those which were drawn forth by
Italian"* the contending parties in this gigantic conflict. Five-and-
frouticra.

twenty thousand Austrians, in addition, were assembled,

under the Prince de Reuss, at Lint/ on the Danube, to

observe the motions of AVredc, who was at the head ot

twenty-six thousand Bavarians in the neighbourhood ot

Munich; while Ililler, with fifty thousand excellent troops,
and one hundred and ninety-eight guns, was prepared to

"
Parirf and the neighbouring departments had not at that period more

than 2000 troops, veterans and gendarmes included." Jlccucil dc'.t Lcttrcs

Jntcrccjitecs en 1813, p. 13 ; and FAIX, ii. 3o6.
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cross the Isonzo, and commence the conflict on the Italian CHAP.

plains with the Viceroy, who had arrayed sixty thousand
LXX1X -

combatants to oppose him on the banks of the Taglia-
1813>

mento and the Adige. In addition to this, an army of

reserve was forming between Vienna and Presburg, under

the Grand-duke Ferdinand of Wiirtemberg, which was to

be raised to sixty thousand men from the distant resources

of Hungary and Transylvania, which had not yet arrived

at the theatre of war
; making a total of seven hundred

and thirty thousand combatants who obeyed the orders

of the conference of Trachenberg. If to this be added a

hundred and twenty thousand men, who, at this period,

were preparing, under the standards of Wellington, to

cross the Pyrenees, where Soult, with eighty thousand,

was intrenched to resist them, and forty-five thousand

allied troops in Catalonia, who pressed on an equal force

under Marshal Suchet the general result will be, that

above EIGHT HUNDRED THOUSAND men in arms encircled

the French empire, which was still defended by SEVEN

HUNDRED THOUSAND wllO followed tllC fortunes of the

Revolution/''' But if the central situation of the French

is considered, and the advantages which they derived

from unity of command and comparative homogeneity of i

piotiio, ;;.

race, as well as from the talents and reputation of their Hani.'xii.

chief, it can hardly be said that Napoleon was over- ^;J
20 -

x

matched in the field, save from the effects of the un- 270>
2

.

72-

Jom. iv.

bounded enthusiasm and exasperation which his own 3uo, 361.

oppression had excited among his enemies.
1

The whole of the allied armies in Germany were

animated by the highest spirit, and inspired with the

most touching cordiality. The feeling of depression by
which the Russians were animated when, in the outset u

of the campaign, they found themselves far advanced in

* Sue Appendix A, Chap. LXXIX., where the whole particulars of this im-

mense force are given from the official states, published by the German
author Plotho, and the nearest approximation that can be formed to those

of the French, amidst the incessant efforts they have made to diminish, their

real numbers in a campaign so prolific in disasters to their arms.
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CHAP. Europe, and engaged in a fresh war, which seemed foreign
LXXIX

1 to the real interests of their country, had given place to
*13'

an universal and enthusiastic desire to share with their

Prussian brethren in the deliverance of the Fatherland.

Common dangers had awakened brotherly feelings ;
com-

mon injuries a joint desire of vengeance ;
valour on both

sides, mutual respect. Those who had stood side by side

on the fields of Liitzen and Bautzen, felt confident against

the world in arms. The universal animation with which

the war was embraced by all classes in Germany, had

excited a corresponding enthusiasm in the Russian war-

riors
;
the generous flame had spread to every breast

;

and such was the warlike spirit with which they were

animated, that it was with no small difficulty, and only

by the personal exertions of the allied sovereigns, that

they could be prevented from breaking into open hostili-

ties on the expiration of the period originally assigned for

the armistice. The Emperor Alexander and the King of

Prussia set the example of this touching fraternity. Con-

stantly living together on terms of the closest intimacy,

they had not a thought nor a wish save in common; their

suites formed one large family : and when they reviewed

their respective troops, they always appeared in the uni-

i Lonci. 75, form of cacli other's Guards, and with the military orders

x. 159, ibd. hanging on their breasts, which were shared by them with

the humblest of their soldiers.
1

When preparations on so vast and unprecedented a

siowpro- scale had been made on both sides for the resumption of

negotiations hostilities, it becomes of secondary importance to follow out
=
uc - the diplomatic evasions, trifling disputes, and studied pro-

crastination, of the congress of Prague. Official intima-

tion was sent to the French Emperor on the llth July,

by M. Mettcrnich, that the allied sovereigns had agreed to

the prolongation of the armistice, and had sent their pleni-

potentiaries to that city viz. M. d'Anstctt on the part
of Russia, and Baron Von Ilumboldt* on that of Prussia,

*'
Charles William, Baron von Ilumboldt, was born at Burlin in 176".
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while Metternicli himself represented Austria : and these CHAP.
T \" Y T Y"

high functionaries all arrived there on the 15th. Instead,

however, of straightway complying with this intimation,
?13t

and sending his own plenipotentiaries to commence busi-

ness, Napoleon, who was most anxious for delay to get up
his new levies, commenced an altercation with the Prus-

Frederick Heiiry Alexander, his brother, the illustrious naturalist, came into

the world two years later. The eldest commenced his education at the uni-

versity of Jena, where he formed the acquaintance of Schiller, the immortal

poet, with whom ever after, through life, he maintained an intimate corres-

pondence. He united in his person the diplomatic and philosophic character ;

and in that double capacity was intrusted, in 1797, with a secret mission to

Paris, the object of which was to report to the cabinet of Berlin the real state

of France under the Directory. He next became the Prussian Resident at

Rome
; and after a residence of three years in the Eternal City, he was recalled

to Berlin, where lie was placed at the head of the Department of Public

Instruction. It was at the very same time that his brother Alexander set out
on the Travels, which his genius and learning have rendered so interesting, in

the New World. Though at first inclined, as most men of deep and enlarged

sympathies are in the outset of life, to liberal opinions, he had now become

decidedly national and conservative in his politics ; and as the subjection of

Prussia to French influence had long been regarded by him with profound
regret, it became necessary, when that subjection was changed into temporary
servitude by the treaty of Tilsit, for him to retire for a season from public life.

He withdrew, accordingly, to his country-seat of Tigel, in the neighbourhood
of Berlin, where he was for some years entirely immersed, to appearance, in

scientific and literary pursuits ;
and in these he acquired deserved distinction,

especially by his Essays on the Tragic Muse. But during all this time his

heart was in the cause of Germany ;
he was connected with the secret societies

which prepared the minds of the people for its deliverance
; and none looked

forward more ardently for the appointed hour when the great conflict was to

commence. It was from his known constancy to these views that in 1810,
after Austria, by her glorious efforts in the preceding year, had sufficiently

demonstrated her sincerity in the cause, he was sent as Ambassador of Prussia

to Vienna. His situation there, constantly watched as he was by the agents
of Napoleon, was one of uncommon delicacy and difficulty ;

but he discharged
its duties with equal judgment and address. "When the War of Independence,
in 1813, broke out in the north of Germany, he was of infinite use at the

Imperial court in supporting the views of Prince Hardenberg, and overcoming
the hesitation of the cabinet of Vienna, produced by the advantages of the

French family alliance on the one hand, and the ardent feelings of German

nationality in the empire on the other. His correspondence with Prince

Hardenberg, at this period, is one of the most able and interesting portions of

the records of European diplomacy. His diplomatic situation at Vienna led

to his being appointed the chief diplomatist on the part of Prussia in the con-

gress of Prague ;
he subsequently took part in the congress of Chatillon

; signed,
with Hardenberg, the treaty of Paris; and was actively employed in tho con-

gress of Vienna, when the difficult question relative to Saxon}- was mainly
committed to his direction. See CAPEFIGUK, Diplomates Europccns, iii. 70,

83
; Jiloy. dcs Jlwnmcs Vivants, iii. 432, 433.
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CHAP, sian and Russian governments upon the choice they had
T X X IX

made of representatives to the congress; objecting to M.
'

d'Anstett that he was a French emigrant, and to M. de

Humboldt that he was not of adequate rank to meet

either with Count Narbonne or M. Caulaincourt. These

objections came with a peculiarly bad grace from the

head of a revolutionary dynasty: certainly Humboldt,

brother to the illustrious naturalist, and of an old family,

was on a level with M. Maret* or Caulaincourt, neither

of whom had any pretensions to descent : and they were,

*
Hughes Bernard Maret, afterwards Duke of Bassano, was born at Dijon in

1763. His family belonged to the burgher class: his father was a medical

practitioner of some repute in that city. He received a good education at its

academy, and first acquired distinction in the competition for the prize for an

Eloge of Vauban, given by the states of Burgundy, which Carnot obtained.

Maret's Essay, however, had considerable merit, and procured for him an

introduction to M. de Vergennes, then minister of state, who was about to

introduce him into the diplomatic line, when the Revolution called him to

other destinies.

From its commencement he was one of the short-hand writers who took

down the speeches of the orators, and afterwards reduced them into the form

in which they were published; and the immense collection entitled
" Bulletins

de 1'Assemblee Nationale," was in great part the fruit of his labours. It is

well known that many eminent men in England have begun their career in the

game character of reporters. This avocation soon made young Maret, then

twenty-six years of age, acquainted with Mirabeau, Clermont-Tonnerre, and

the other popular orators in the Constituent Assembly. He was introduced by
them to the ckib " Des Amis de la Constitution," and afterwards joined that of

the Jacobins ; but, finding their tumultuous debates little suited to his taste,

he entered the career of diplomacy to which he had been destined by M. de

Vergennes. There he soon rose to eminence. He was first sent as secretary
of legation by the Girondist ministry to Hamburg, and then to Brussels, where
he warmly entered into their projects of propagandism. He was the mouth-

piece of Dumourier, and was by him despatched on a secret mission to London
in 1702. When war broke out with England, he quitted London in February
1793, with M. de Chauvelin, and was soon after sent on various diplomatic
missions in Italy, Switzerland, and the Illyrian provinces, which he executed

with great address. He acted an important part under the Directory in the

foreign office of Paris, and then found time to write a teigedy of very mediocre

merit. Jn 1799 he was actively engaged in the intrigues which prepared the

way for the accession of Napoleon to the consular throne
; and, the moment

the victorious general obtained it, he became the right-hand man of his diplo-

macy, which he continued to be till the empire was overturned. More even

than Talleyrand, he was the organ of the Emperor's diplomatic labour* for he

had an invaluable quality for government he had no ideas of

original vocation of a short-hand writer never forsook him. He
admirable expounder of the ideas of others. With equal readiness he d(

Hio

vas an

eloped
the revolutionary projects of the Girondists, the imbecile intrigues of the

Directory, and the despotic commands of Napoleon. There is scarcely a
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accordingly, after much angry correspondence, finally over- CHAP.

ruled, and the negotiations carried on with the existing 1

diplomatists. He next caused a delay of five days, by
n3'

not naming his own plenipotentiaries, previous to set-

ting out on his tour of inspection, on the ground that

Austria had notified to him the prolongation of the armis-

tice officieusement only, but not officiellement. And

lastly, he caused a nearly equal delay by refusing to allow

Caulaincourt to quit Dresden, until he had received satis-

factory explanations as to the conduct of the allied com-

missions, charged with the details of the armistice, at

Neumarkt, who had declared that hostilities were to re-

commence on the 10th August, whereas it had been ^J^
stipulated that six days were to intervene between the ch to

T
, . Maret, July
denunciation of the armistice, and the actual resumption 12, isis.

of hostilities. Xapoleon at this period was much irritated 152.
'

An-

against Austria, to whose cabinet he not without reason Mettemich,

imputed the reality of hostile feeling veiled under the fs

guise of mediation
;
and in his instructions to Caulam- g

court for the conduct of the negotiations, he revealed a 19
?-

Thicr

xvi. 14*w

desire to win over Russia if possible to a separate nego-^.
tiation, to the prejudice of Austria.

1 *

No sooner, however, was this difficulty in point of form

diplomatic act of the Emperor's, from the 18th Brumaire to the battle of

Waterloo, with which the name of Maret is not associated. He was an honour-

able man, however, and, though entirely destitute of original ideas, had great
talents for working out those of others. On Napoleon's fall he evinced a noble

devotion by adhering to his ruined fortunes at Foutainebleau
;
and through

life he was distinguished by kindness and disinterestedness of disposition,

which were the more remarkable from the contrast they afforded to the

selfishness and egotism with which he was surrounded. See CAPEFIGUE,

I>iplomates Earopccns, 162-190; and Jjioyraphie des Homines Vivants, iv. 334,
33G (MARET).

* " La mediation dont le role est essentiellement impartial ne peut rien

vouloir pour lui. II ne peut etre question dans la negociation que des etats

dont le sort aurait eprouve quelque changement dopuis 1812. Plus tard, peut-

etre, y aura-t-il possibilite de rentrer dans son systeme avec 1'Autriche
;
mais

pour le moment, Fiutention de I'Einpereur est de tu'r/or/er arcc to, Ihisaic une

paix r/i'i s'ltt. r/l<>rica*c pour ccfte puissance, et qui fasse payer a 1'Autriche, par
la perte de son influence en Europe, le prix de la mauvai.se foi et de la faute

qu'elle a commise en violant 1'alliance de 1812. La Rus.sie a souffert, elle a

droit a des avanta^es ; 1'Autriche n'a fait aucun sacrifice, elle n'a rien merite."

Instructions of NAPOLEON to CAULAIXCOUUT, July 22, 1813. BIGNOX, xii. 11*9.
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CHAP, surmounted, and Narbonne and Caulaincourt botli arrived
T VY TY
_J "-L at Prague, where they were not installed till the 28th,
1813'

sixteen days after the arrival of the allied diplomatists,

Difficulties than a new and still more serious cause of dissension

respecting arose regarding the form in which the negotiations

tile confer- should be conducted. Metternich contended, that they
ence- should proceed after the manner of the congress of

Tetschen in 1779 ;
that is, that the negotiations should

be conducted by means of written notes, addressed, not

by the belligerent parties to each other, but by both to

the mediating power, and by it transmitted to the pleni-

potentiary of the power for whom they were respectively

intended. To this proposition the allied diplomatists at

once gave their consent
;

but the French strenuously

contended for the course pursued at the congress of

Utrecht, where both parties sent their notes directly to

each other, and the communications were carried on,

partly in writing, and partly verbally. It is evident that

the former method was calculated to increase the import-
ance and influence of the mediating power, by enabling

it to keep in its hands the thread of the whole negotia-

tions
;

and it is equally plain, that when parties are

really in earnest, and time, as in this instance, presses, it

is far more expedient to proceed at once to personal
intercourse and verbal conferences, than to adopt the

circuitous form of written communications addressed to a

third party. Austria, therefore, by contending for the

latter course, clearly evinced her desire to procrastinate.

But it is equally plain, that if France had been sincere

in the desire of an accommodation, she would have

preferred the commencement of negotiations in any con-

isccoffi- ccivablc method, to the prolongation of unmeaning dis-

inlSTii!''
cussions about their form. In this dispute about the

JOG; and mode of conducting the conferences, nearly the whole
Cancf. x.

_

~
J

]-).), \i,i>. short remainder of the period assigned for the prolonga-
Ihicrs, xvi. . .

i:>;;, I'M. uon or the armistice was consumed; and the 10th

August, the fatal period fixed for its termination, passed
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without either any commencement haying been effected CHAP.

of a negotiation, or any proposal made for its longer
LXXIX'

continuance. 1813 -

It is incorrect, however, to say that neither party in

this armistice wished for a termination of hostilities. Real views

Both parties, in reality, desired it ;
but both were alike rent

powers

aware that the terms on which they were willing to come riod/

8 pe

to an accommodation were such as there was no prospect
of attaining. Austria was not only willing but anxious

to mediate with efficacy, and bring about a general

pacification ;
but then it was on condition that she ob-

tained the Illyrian provinces and a share of Poland for

herself, and the renunciation by France of the Confedera-

tion of the Rhine and the Ilanse Towns, for the cause of

European independence. Russia and Prussia were ready
to terminate hostilities

;
but that was only provided

Prussia was restored and augmented, the kingdom of

Poland dissolved, and the Ilanse Towns restored to free-

dom. France was prepared to renounce some of her

acquisitions, and sheath, for a time at least, the sword of

conquest ;
but she could contemplate no greater abase-

ment than the restitution of the Illyrian provinces to

Austria, of her lost provinces to Prussia, and the dis-

solution of the grand-duchy of AYarsaw, to soothe Russia.

Xapoleon still clung to the Rhenish Confederacy, the

Peninsular and the AYestphalian thrones, and the exten-

sion of the French frontier to include Holland and the

Ilanse Towns. In the event of hostile measures being

resumed, Metternich foresaw it would be impossible to

avoid being implicated in them
;

but he declared, and

with perfect sincerity, to the French plenipotentiaries,

that he did not know whom they should fight. That

would depend entirely upon themselves. Austria had

formed, and up to the night of the 10th would form, no

positive engagement with the Allies
;
but there would be

no prolongation of the armistice
;
and unless on that day

her reasonable conditions were agreed to by France at
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CHAP, midnight she would sign a treaty with Russia and Prussia,
LXXIX

11 and declare war against Napoleon. Thus, though all

L813>

parties were willing to negotiate, none were sufficiently

lowered in their pretensions to render an understanding

i63
ap
i54

X"

practicable : the victories of twenty years could not be
Fainu H. 92, obliterated by a single disaster, how great soever

; and,
9o. Bi<mon, J

xii. 2o<). as in the conferences between the Gauls and Romans of
Thiers, xvi. .

211, 2io-. old, the sword required to be thrown m to restore the

balance.
1

Napoleon himself gave the clearest sense of the hope-

Napoicou's lessness of all attempts at a pacification, by a step which

Ma
e

nce,to at once dissolved all the expectations which had been

Louis*
1*"6

entertained at Dresden of a speedy termination of

hostilities. On the 26th July, three days before the

French plenipotentiaries, Caulaincourt and Maret, had

come to Prague, though a fortnight after those of the

Allies had been in that city, and seven weeks after the

commencement of the armistice, he set out from Dresden

for Mayence, to inspect the fortifications in progress at

that place, and to meet the Empress Marie Louise, who,

by his directions, had come to meet him in that frontier

city. lie remained with her for six days, during which

the most active military preparations were going forward,

and everything announced the speedy resumption of

hostilities. What the communications were which passed
between him and the Empress-Regent during this mo-

mentous period, is now known by the best possible evi-

dence, that of the Empress herself.
"
Associated," said

she to the senate,
"
in that short interview, with the most

secret thoughts of the Emperor, I then perceived with

what sentiments lie would be inspired if seated on a

dishonoured throne, and under a crown without glory."

In these words were truly revealed the most secret

feelings of Napoleon. Seated on a revolutionary throne,

and the head of a military republic, he was compelled
to advance without intermission ;

unbroken success was

to him not merely essential to popularity, but the price
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of existence. He was much pressed at Mayence by CHAP.
I XXTX

the Empress and senate to make peace on any terms
;

1

but his answer, in three words, conveyed the whole secret

of his policy during the remainder of his reign,
" Tout ou

rien."* The Emperor spent six days at that place, in-

specting the fortifications and reviewing the troops, which

were incessantly urged on to swell the roll of Augereau's

corps ;
and on the 3d August he returned to Dresden,

where the increased vigour of his military preparations
at all points, and the prodigious concourse of troops who

incessantly poured into that capital, soon dispelled the

hopes which had till then been entertained of a general i
Fain, ;;.

OQ Ol

peace. While Napoleon was at Mayence, Caulaincourt odd. ;'. 228,

wrote to him in the strongest terms remonstrating against xfi^Tst
the instructions he had received, and urging him to abate L nd-^8

'

o o note. Bign.

of his pretensions and come to an accommodation : but, as xii - 203-
.1

. Thiers, xvi.

usual with all advice addressed to that quarter, without 372, 208.

effect.
1 1

The day after Napoleon returned from Mayence he

wrote a confidential letter to the Emperor of Austria, as ultimatum

he had promised Marie Louise, which was communicated, to France.

in secret, by Caulaincourt to Metternich, desiring to know,
in a categorical manner, how the cabinet of Vienna pro-

posed that peace should be arranged, and whether, in the

event of hostilities, she would make common cause with

France. This was what Austria desired
; it was comingO

to the point to which she wished to arrive, and accordingly

* " All or nothing
"

the very expression used by Sieyes as the watchword

of the Revolution at its commencement. See Ante, Chap. in. 117, note.

How identical was its spirit at bottom through all the different phases it

assumed !

f "
Quelle que soit ma repugnance pour des instructions si illusoires, je me

penetre avant tout de mes devoirs, et j'obeis. Mais permettez que les reflexions

de votre serviteur trouvent ici leur place. L'Autriche est doja trop compromise

pour reculer, si la paix du Continent ne la rassure pas. Certes ce n'est pas la

cause de cette puissance que j'ai 11 plaider pros d'elle. Ce no sont pas scs

150,000 bayonnettes que je veux ^carter du champ de bataille, quoique cette

consideration merite bien quelque attention. C'est le xoitlcvcment de I'A/lc-

maync, que le vieil ascendant de cette puissance peut ameiier, que je supplie
votre Majestd d'eviter a tout prix.'' C.viiLAiNCOUKT to MAUKT, 25lh July 1813.

Biuxo.v, xii. 203, 201.
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CHAP, it led to more substantial overtures. On the 6th, in the

evening, a secret interview took place between Metternich
1813- and Caulaincourt

;
and the answer of the former to Napo-

leon's proposals was sent the day following from the Aus-

trian Emperor's headquarters whither he had been recalled.

The ultimatum was as follows :

" The dissolution of the

grand-duchy of Warsaw, which was to be divided be-

tween Russia, Austria, and Prussia, reserving Dantzic for

the latter power ; the re-establishment of Hamburg and

the Ilanse Towns in their independence ;
the reinstate-

ment of Prussia in its ancient possessions, with a frontier

93^94'

" on the Elbe
;
the cession to Austria of all the Illyrian

^05^206''' Proyinces, including Trieste." These were the cardinal

^r^w'
1 '

points ;
but the Austrian diplomatist stated as minor

229! fhiurs, questions, which would require to be considered in a

219.

~

general pacification, the independence of Spain, and of

the Pontifical States.
1

Caulaincourt entreated Napoleon, in the most earnest

Napoleon's manner, to close with these proposals ;
and his letter dc-

^indT'cic- serves to be quoted, both as a remarkable instance of poli-

tcrms.

thcsc
tical foresight, and a noble example of political courage
and patriotic spirit.

1*

Napoleon spent the 9th in deliber-

ating, and, on the same day, Caulaincourt again wrote to

him, counselling, "with equal fervour, the conclusion of

peace on the terms proposed but in vain. No answer

was returned on the 9th
;
but on the 10th the Emperor

* " Le Due de Vicence s'empresse d'adresser 11 Napoleon le compte rendu
de sa conversation avec le miuistre Autrichien. Sans doute, ajoute-t-il, votre

Majeste" verra dans cet ultimatum quelques sacrifices d'amour propre, mais la

France n'cn fera pas de re"el. On n'en deinande done pas a votre veritable

gloire. De grace, Sire, mette/ dans la balauce de la paix tuutes les chances de
la guerre. Voyez 1'irritation des esprits, 1'etat de 1'Allemagne des quo 1'Autriche

se declarera, la lassitude de la France, son noble ddvouement, ses sacrifices

aprcs les desastres de la llussie. Ecoutez tons les vrcux qu'on fait dans cette

France pour la paix ceux de vos fideles serviteurs, qui, coiiiiue nioi, doivent

votis dire qu'il faut calmer la fievre Europcenne, denoucr cctte coalition par la

paix ; et, quels que soient vos projets, attendrc de 1'avenir ce que les plus grands
sueces ne donneraient pas aujourd'hui. Aprcs tant de teni])s perdu, les heures

sont maintenaiit comjitees.
r

J'rop de passions veulent la guerre, pour que la

moderation accorde le inoindre delai a la paix." CAULAIXCUI/KT lo NAI'OLLON,
8th Adjust 1813. JJJUNON, xii. 2'2'J, 230.
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sent back a reply, consenting to the dissolution of the CHAP.
LXXIX

grand-duchy of Warsaw, and the cession of the greater '-

part of it to Prussia, but insisting that Dantzic should be

a free city, its fortifications demolished, and the King of

Saxony indemnified by the acquisition of the territories in-

cluded in Saxony, belonging to Silesia and Bohemia, and all

Prussia to the west of the Oder, including Stettin, Ciistrin,

Glogau, and Breslau. lie agreed to cede the Illyrian

provinces to Austria, with Finnic, but refused to give up
Trieste

;
the Confederation of the Rhine was to be

extended to the Oder, and the integrity of the Danish

dominions guaranteed."" These terms were despatched in

duplicate to Prague, where they arrived early on the

morning of the llth; but after twelve o'clock on the

preceding night, which was the termination of the armis-

tice. They were not such, however, as Austria could

agree to
;
and the armistice having now expired without

any accommodation having been come to, the Russian

and Prussian plenipotentiaries, at midnight on the 10th, Aug. 10.

addressed official intimations to Metternich that their

powers were at end, and the congress dissolved. On the

llth, the Austrian minister announced these communica- Aug. 11.

tions to Caulaincourt and Narbonne, and on the clay fol-

lowing Austria declared war against France. Metternich Aug. 12.

stated that it was the lapse of the 10th without any
answer from Xapolcon, which was the circumstance which

now rendered an accommodation impossible.
" With the

exception of a few details," said lie,
"
the conditions now

offered would have led to peace yesterday. Now, nothing
can be done, but by common accord. It is no longer a ,

- 1
Bign. xn.

question of our separate interests. To-day we have a 2:1V-);w >

*
'2,'>7, '249.

hundred and fifty thousand Russians amongst us. We Tiners, xvi.

-21!), 227
are now only in a condition to ask what yesterday we 235]

"

might have exacted." 1

*
Caulaincourt was authorised in tlie last extremity to consent to Prussia's

retaining what she already possessed between the Oder and the Kll>c. as well

as the share she would receive of the grand-duchy of Warsaw but this was
the sole concession which the Emperor would make. Sec Tnn:i:s, xvi. '2'l'-j.
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CHAP.
LXX1X,

1813.

66.

Austrian

maiiifesto.

1

Fain, ii.

'21-2, 'JIG'.

The grounds stated in this official instrument, on the

part of the cabinet of Vienna, for joining the Allies, and

coming to a rupture with France, were as follows :

" The progress of events at the congress left no room for

doubt that the French government was insincere in its

professions of a desire for peace. The delay in the

arrival of the French plenipotentiaries, under pretexts

which the great objects to be discussed at the congress

might have well have reduced to silence ;
the insufficiency

of their instructions on points of form, which occasioned

the loss of much precious time, when a few days only
remained for the most important of all negotiations ;

all

these circumstances combined, demonstrated too clearly

that peace, such as Austria and the allied sovereigns

desired, was foreign to the views of France
;
that she ac-

cepted the form of a congress, in order to avoid the re-

proach of being the cause of the prolongation of war, but

with a secret desire to elude its effects, or in the wish to

separate Austria from the other powers already united with

her in principle, before treaties had consecrated their union

for the cause of peace and the happiness of the world.

Austria comes out of this negotiation, the result of which

has deceived her most cherished hopes, with the con-

sciousness of the good faitli which lias animated her

throughout. More zealous than ever for the noble end

which she has proposed, she only takes up arms to attain

it, in concert with the powers which are animated by
the same sentiments. Ever disposed to aid in the

establishment of an order of things which, by a wise

division of power, may place the preservation of peace
under the shield of an association of independent states,

she will neglect no occasion for arriving at such a result
;

and the knowledge she has acquired of the courts now
become her allies, gives her a certain assurance that they
will sincerely co-operate for the attainment of so salutary

an end."
1

To this it was replied on the part of the French Em-
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peror :

" Ever since the month of February, the hostile CHAP.

dispositions of the cabinet of Vienna have been known to '.

all Europe. Denmark, Saxony, Bavaria, "Wiirtemberg,
1 13'

have documents in their archives which prove that A us- Reply of

tria, under pretence of the interest which she took in heiAug.Ts.

allies, and of the love of peace, nourished a secret jealousy

of France. The undersigned will not go over the system
of protestations, so prodigally made on the one hand,

and of insinuations covertly spread on the other, which

the cabinet of Vienna has adopted, and which, when fully

developed, has prostituted what has hitherto been reckoned

most sacred among men a mediation, a congress, and

the words of peace/ If Austria desire hostility, what

need had she of a false language, or of enveloping France

in the tissue of deceitful snares which met her on every
side \ If the mediator really wished for peace, would he

have pretended that transactions so complicated could be

adjusted in the space of fifteen or twenty days 1 Is it

an indication of a pacific disposition to propose to dictate

peace to France in less time than it would require to

conclude the capitulation of a besieged town ? The

peace of Tetschen was only concluded after four months

of negotiation. Six weeks were consumed at Sistowa

before the conferences on the forms were concluded; the

negotiations for the peace of Vienna lasted two months,

although the greater part of the Austrian states was in

the hands of France. Can it be seriously proposed to

reconcile the differences, and adjust the interests of

France, Austria, Russia, Prussia, Denmark, Saxony, and

so many other states, watch in hand, in fifteen days 1

But for the fatal intervention of Austria, peace at this

moment would have been concluded between Russia,

France, and Prussia. Austria, the enemy of France, and

covering her ambition under the mask of mcdiatorship,

complicated everything, and rendered reconciliation im-

possible. But Austria, in an open and avowed state of

hostility, is in a position at once more sincere and more
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CHAP, simple ; Europe is nearer peace ;
there is a complication

the less. If Austria is really desirous of an accommoda-
[813>

tion, let her name a place which may be made neutral

and set apart for a congress, where plenipotentiaries of all

the powers, great and small, may assemble, and the

negotiations may proceed with the gravity and deliberation

suited to the magnitude of the interests at issue, without

the continuance of hostilities." To this last proposal
1 Mart's Metternicli replied, that the proposal for a congress should

Aug. is,

'

forthwith be communicated by the three allied powers to

Metter*

n
the other Allies

;
but before their answers could be re-

Aug.'aT!

16
' ceived the struggle recommenced, and all thoughts of

2i7
n
*222 Peace ^CYG drowned in the roar and' whirl of war. Cau-

Bi'ni

2

xr
lamcoul'fc> however, was so desirous still to renew the

249. ii.icrs, negotiations, that on the 1 3th August he addressed a last
xvi. 227
234." and most pressing entreaty to Napoleon, to make peace

on the Allies' terms
;
but it led to no result.

1 *

It may safely be affirmed that France had the better

Reflections in this debate
;
and that, though both parties wrere in-

bate, and

"

sincere in their proposals for peace at that time, the
on the sub-

rcasons which Napoleon's diplomatists adduced for ques-
niiinifcsto

tioning the pacific intentions of the Cabinet of Vienna,

were more weighty than those which Metternicli advanced

to substantiate a similar charge against them. But, as

usual with state papers of this description, they were

very far from revealing the real motives which actuated
* "

Pe.sez dans ce moment, Sire, lea interets veritables de la France, coux do

votre dynastie, enfin ceux d'une sage politique. Mottez-les dans les monies
balances quo ceux de la gloire avec ses chances, et votre Majeste fera la paix.

J)aignez vous convaincre, Sire, quo cctte coalition nc ressemble pas aux prc-
cedentes. L'Autriche, quo je nomme encore, ii'a pas prepare 1'Evacuation des

archives de Vienue, et fait d'autres preparatifs, sans avoir prevu des revers.

])ans eetteluttegdndrale, la Russie nc court plus aucun risque : die conifmt d/c~

Zf.s' fititffs. La Prusse eat engagee pour elle, et nialgre ellc : il y va do sa vie.

L'Angleterre MO defend en Espagnc ; main, an premier coup de canon, ellc CUM-

munderu j>(irtt>u.t. ; et votro Majextf tic. pent etrc partoiit. Si les armees out les

moindres rovers, si meinc les batailles sont comme le.s dernicrcs, sans <1(! grands
rdsultats, qui j;ut prevoir les consequences de cette reaction ge'ncr.ile, et

assignor uu tormc a la coalition ? Confondc/ vos ennomis, Sire, dejoue/
lours projets ;

faites la paix, no fut-cc quo pour fa ire passer 1'oragc. La France,
lo monde, vous la domandu." CAUL.UNCO URT to XAI'ULKO.V, ]'.',///. Aii;jnt

UIGNON, xii. 21;"., 2J'J.

sequent
manifest
of Austria.
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either party; and were put forward with hardly any CHAP.

other view, on either side, than to effect that grand object
LXXIX '

of diplomacy, the concealment of the real thoughts of the 1813>

parties. The true motives which actuated Austria at this

momentous crisis are much more sincerely, and therefore

pONverfully, put forth in the Austrian manifesto, on the

ground of war against France, drawn up by Gentz, which

was shortly afterwards published by the cabinet of

Vienna, and which will be found in the appendix to this

chapter. Napoleon gave the most decisive proof that^j^
6

he felt he had been touched to the quick by this mani- inHar(1 - xii -

. . . ,. ,, . .
,

211; and in

icsto, by omitting in his publication of it in the Momteur Moniteur,

the most material passages which it contained.
1 And soisii

reasonable were the terms of Austria's ultimatum, already

given, that we have Lord Londonderry's authority for the

fact, that in a private conversation between Caulaincourt

and Metternich, the former admitted, that if he were

Napoleon he would at once accept them, but that he had

no power to do so, and that they must be referred to the 2 Loud. 97.

Emperor.
2

PRINCE METTERNICH, who bore so distinguished a part
in this memorable negotiation, and in whose hands the E^-iy iiis-

question of peace or war was in a manner definitively ^^1
placed, was a statesman who, for above a quarter of a

Muttenil(;l1 -

century, exercised so great an influence on the history of

Europe, that any history might justly be regarded as

defective which did not delineate the leading features of

his character and biography. He was the son of a public

functionary, of ancient and noble descent, who, at an

early period of the revolutionary war, bore a distinguished

part in the administration of the Flemish provinces.

He was born in 177.3, at his father's hereditary seat near

Johannisberg, on the banks of the Rhine. Educated at

Strasburg, lie early improved his information regarding

public affairs, by travels in Germany, Holland, and Great

Britain
;
and soon after entered the diplomatic line, and

served at the congress of Rastadt in 170!). His great

VOL. XII. H
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CHAP, abilities, however, soon attracted notice at a court which,

_L^ '. 1 justly impressed with the vast importance of talent in
' 13>

negotiation, never fails, despite its aristocratic preposses-

sions, to seek for it wherever it is to be found, even in

the humblest ranks of the state. Accordingly, he was

employed on missions of importance to St Petersburg in

1804, and Berlin in 1805. At both these capitals he

sedulously studied, not only the national resources, but

the temperament and habits of the people; and as his

elegant and polished manners gave him easy access to the

highest circles, he soon became personally acquainted
with the most influential persons at the northern cabinets.

After the peace of Prcsburg, in 1805, he was appointed
ambassador at Paris

;
and in that delicate situation,

though representing a vanquished monarch, he succeeded,

at the early age of thirty-three, in conciliating all who
came in contact with him, by the urbanity of his manners,

and the admirable skill with which he maintained a

difficult and yet important position.* In 180.9, he was

appointed chancellor of state upon the resignation of

Count Stadion, under whose auspices he had risen to

WMn'
1 ' xii ' cm incncc

>
aild whose known hostility to France rendered

isi'^.i'iiiv. it necessary for him to retire upon the peace of Schon-
Art. Mettor- >

i i

nidi, Sup. brunn
;
and for more than thirty years from that period

K"' he exercised, almost without control, the highest autho-

rity in the Austrian dominions.
1

No diplomatist, even in that age of intellectual giants,

us.- diiirac- excelled, perhaps hardly any equalled Mcttcrnich, in the

calm and sagacious survey which he took of existing

events, in the prophetic skill with which he divined their

probable tendency, and the admirable tact with which,

without exciting unnecessary jealousy, lie contrived to

render them conducive to the interests of the country
with whose direction he was intrusted. An easy and

*
Napoleon fit this time said to Mextern ie.h

" You are very young to

represent so powerful a monarchy."
" Your majesty," replied Metternich,

' : was not older at Au.sturlitx." C.U'KKiuui-:, Diplumatea Kiirii^tns, Art.
' Mut-

ternieh."

statesman.
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graceful address, a coolness which nothing could disturb, CHAP.
T XXTX"

an inexhaustible flow of brilliant conversation, a fascinat-

ing power of delicate flattery, at once rendered him the

charm of the highest society wherever he went, and

veiled powers of the first order, and a sagacity in dis-

cerning the probable tendency of events which never was

surpassed. He had not the moral courage which rendered

Lord Castlereagh superior to the storms of fortune, nor

the heroic sense of duty which made Wellington indif-

ferent to them, nor the ardent genius which enabled

Napoleon to direct their fury. His talent, and there it

was unrivalled, consisted in gaining possession of the

current, and directing it to his own purposes.
Laissez venir was his ruling principle at all periods of

71

his life
;
but this seeming insouciance was not the result Marvellous

of listlessness or indifference, but of a close observation observing

of the course of events, a strong sense of the clanger of of

e

cvents.

directly opposing it, and a conscious power of ultimately

obtaining its direction. He was well aware of the tide

in the affairs of men which every age has so clearly

evinced
;

and trusted, in combating the revolutionary

torrent, chiefly to its speedy tendency, like all violent

passions, to wear itself out. No man was more fixed in

his opinions, or more convinced of the necessity of

upholding those conservative principles, both in internal

government and external relations, which the French

Revolution had well-nigh subverted
;

but none, at the

same time, saw more clearly the necessity of awaiting
the proper time for action, or disguising formed deter-

minations till the proper season for executing them had

arrived. A perfect master of dissimulation, he was able

to act for years in opposition to his real tenets, without

letting his secret designs be perceived, or even suspected :

and such was the power which lie possessed of disguising

his intentions, that down to the very last moment, in the

congress of Prague, he succeeded in concealing them even

from the penetrating eye of Napoleon.
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CHAP. Talents of this description might have been in the last
TJX X I X

- '- decree dangerous in the hands of an ambitious and
1

^

13>

unprincipled man
;
but in Metternich's case they were

His priVate restrained by influences of a higher description, which in

patriotic^ a great measure secured their right direction. Though

abundantly unscrupulous in diplomatic evasion in state

affairs, and generally acting on the principle, that in

public negotiations, as in love, oaths and protestations

are the weapons which both parties may make use of at

pleasure, he was yet of unsullied honour in private life
;

and whatever he said on the honour of a gentleman, might
with confidence be relied on. Albeit long vested with,

almost unlimited power, and often placed in hostility

M'ith the aspiring spirit of Italian liberalism, lie had

nothing cruel or vindictive in his disposition : blood was

hardly ever shed under his administration, and secondary

punishment, though sometimes severe, was inflicted only
so far as was deemed necessary to preserve the consistency

of a despotic frame of government. Above all, his spirit

was essentially patriotic ;
his ruses and subterfuges, and

they were many, were all directed to the extrication of

his country from difficulty, or the augmentation of its

territory or resources
; and, under his long administration,

it was raised from the lowest point of depression to an

unexampled height of felicity and glory. Admitting that

much of this is to be ascribed to the reaction in Europe

against French oppression, which was commencing when

he was called to the helm of affairs, and soon produced a

general effervescence which was irresistible, still much

also must be attributed to the skilfulness of the pilot

who weathered the storm who yielded to it when its

force was irresistible, and gained the mastery of its direc-

tion when the gales were setting in his own favour.

"Everything for the people: nothing by them," which

Napoleon described as the true secret of government,
1

was the principle by which his conduct was uniformly
roimlated in domestic administration. He had the
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strongest aversion to those changes which are forced on CHAP.

government by the people, but clearly saw the propriety
Lx:?

of disarming their leaders of the most dangerous weapons
18
_
1:5-

which they wielded, by a paternal system of domestic ad- And princi-

ministration, and a sedulous attention to their material erumcuf.

v

interests. The greatest possible personal freedom, and

the least possible political power, were his maxims with

regard to the people. He rigorously prohibited the im-

portation of literary works having a democratic or infidel

tendency, and exercised in this respect a vexatious and

perhaps unnecessary strictness over travellers
;
the press

at Vienna was subjected to the usual censorship of abso-

lute governments; and public thought was confined within

those channels which the Romish Church and Aulic Coun-

cil deemed advisable. But, within these limits, no minister

ever attended with more anxiety and success to the inter-

ests of the people. Under his direction public instruction

has been rendered universal
;
the hereditary states have

come to exhibit in their uniform wellbeing the beneficent

effects of a paternal administration
;
and the Austrian

monarchy, as a whole, exhibits, with a few exceptions, i per,onal

an example of general felicity, which may well put more "bser
i'

at
'.'.'."

1 / ' J Caper, vni.

popular governments to the blush for the vast capacities
341 -

",'"'

for exertion which they have misapplied, and the bound- ^17.'

less means of general happiness which they have abused. 1

The principles on which Metternich's policy was founded,

from the time when he was raised to the supreme dircc- His own

tion of affairs in 1809, till the rupture of the congress of his policy

Prague in 1813, were well described by himself to Sir Hod!"
5
1>c

"

Charles Stewart. He found the finances of the monarchy
insolvent, its military strength weakened, its public spirit

crushed by misfortune. His first care was to arrange and

bring about the marriage of the archduchess Marie Louise,

in order to raise his country one step from the abyss into

which it had fallen : never intending, however, when the

national existence and power were again secured, to make

any permanent change on the policy of the state. This
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CHAP, policy, for the three years which followed the peace of

- '- Schonbrunn, was attended with the happiest effects
;

in-

>13'

somuch that, when Austria was again called to appear on

the theatre of Europe, she found herself speedily at the

head of a force which rivalled that of the most prosperous

days of the monarchy. His object throughout was to

re-establish the influence and power of his country, and

through it to give peace to the world
;
and on this prin-

ciple he resolutely resisted all the entreaties with which

he was beset, to join Austria to the alliance after the

disasters of the Russian campaign, till the period had

arrived when his preparations were complete, and matters

had come to such a crisis, that she could interpose with

decisive effect. But that his policy was essentially pacific,

and that he had no desire to augment Austria, when

restored to her suitable place in Europe, at the expense
of less powerful states, is decisively proved by the fact,

that ever since the peace of Vienna in 1815, and the fall

i umi. KM, of Napoleon, she has remained at rest, and no projects of

also Cape- ambition have cither agitated her councils, or disturbed

174.'

'

the repose of Europe, till she was involved in the terrible

whirlwind which followed the French revolution of 1848. 1

Though the first place is justly due to Metternich,

Early Ws- as well for the important part which he took in this

l^f momentous negotiation, as on account of the subsequent
stu.i.on.

an(j long-continued sway which he bore in the Austrian

councils, yet it is hard to say whether equal merit in

bringing about the final result is not to be assigned to his

less fortunate predecessor, COUNT STADIOX. This eminent

and consistent statesman was born at Mavcncc on the

18th June 176'3. Descended from an ancient and noble

family in I'pper Rhactia, which had for generations ren-

dered important services to the imperial family, he was

bred up at the university of Gottingcn, and entered the

diplomatic line under the auspices of the veteran Kaunitx,

then prime minister at Vienna. The discernment of that

able stateman soon perceived the abilities of the young
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Stadion, and, at the early age of twenty-four, lie was sent CHAP.
TXXIV

by him on a diplomatic mission of some importance to
^

Stockholm. Subsequently he was warmly patronised by

Thugut, with whose firm anti-revolutionary principles his

own were entirely in unison. Thugut was in 1790 asso-

ciated with Count Mercy d'Argenteau in the Austrian

embassy at Paris. Stadion was by him recommended to

Kaunitz to fill an important diplomatic mission to Berlin,

the object of wThich was to bring the Prussian cabinet

into alliance with the Austrian against revolutionary

France, which he ably discharged. Soon afterwards he

was sent to London, where he was deeply initiated

into the policy and designs of Mr Pitt ; but, perceiv-

ing that the principal direction of affairs was given to

Mercy d'Argenteau, and being dissatisfied with the selfish

and temporising policy which at that period character-
1 E

-

orr (lcs

ised the cabinets both of Vienna and of Berlin, he Homfviv.
iv. 416;

ere long withdrew from public affairs, and retired to his c>P
. pr-

ostates in Swabia, where he lived some years in entire 73, s?.'

privacy.
1

AVhen more vigorous councils and generous feelings,

however, came to animate the Austrian government, he His oin-er

was drawn from his retirement, and sent in 1805 to tor!

negotiate the alliance at St Petersburg, which M. de

Metternich was endeavouring to effect at the same time at

Berlin. After the peace of Presburg had terminated the

Continental war, Stadion was made minister of foreign

affairs at Vienna a post which he held till the disastrous

treaty of Vienna, after the battle of Wagram in 1809.

Xapoleon made it a condition of peace with Austria at

this disastrous epoch, that Stadion should be removed

from her councils, as he had stipulated for the retirement

of Thugut from the same high office at the peace of Lunc-

ville in 1 796. This fact speaks volumes as to the character

and consistency of both statesmen. Napoleon never

stipulated for the retirement from his enemies' councils

of any but the able, and those whom he could not corrupt

as a minis-
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CHAP, or overawe, lie surrendered, accordingly, the portfolio

of foreign affairs to Prince Metternich, and, withdrawing
n3'

a second time to his estates, lived in retirement till 1813.

The trumpet of Germany's deliverance, however, then

roused him from his retreat
;

and after the battle of

Liitzen he was sent on a secret mission to the headquar-
ters of the Emperor Alexander and the King of Prussia,

with whom he ere long succeeded in concluding the Grand

Alliance which effected the deliverance of Europe. Ho

subsequently took an active part in the negotiations at

iferPs?,' Frankfort, Chatillon, in the treaty of Paris, and the Con-
s'), uiug. nrress Of Vienna, and is thus to be regarded as a leadingdcs Horn. fc c
viv. iv. man in the glorious band by which the deliverance of
410.

Europe was effected. 1

Stadion's character may be appreciated equally from the

77. facts of his having been signalised for removal from office

tcr!

"

by Napoleon, and intrusted with the formation of the

Grand Alliance by Metternich. Though a warm admirer

of the genius and capacity of the French Emperor, he

was no blind worshipper of his greatness ;
on the contrary,

it rendered him only the more impressed with the necessity

of every effort being made to stem the torrent of his

victories. Alone with Burke, Pitt, and Castlercagh, he

measured with prophetic eye the full extent of the danger
threatened to the liberties of Europe by the French

Revolution, and saw by what means it could alone be

combated. lie perceived that it would be vain to op-

pose it with the old arms of Europe ;
for the strife he

buckled on new armour, specially prepared for the conflict

in the furnace of Vulcan. It was in the Revolution that

he sought the means of combating its excesses. The vast

and universal armament of Austria in ISO!); the appeal
then made to the generous and the high-minded in every

land; the raising of the landwehr and Hungarian insur-

rection, which brought Napoleon to the brink of ruin at

Aspcrn, were owing to his counsels. The glorious alliance

of 1813, which struck the great conqueror to the earth,
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was the work of his hands. He saw clearly that extra- CHAP.
T -y- -y

T
-y-

ordinary circumstances required extraordinary remedies
;

that the days of methodical wars had passed ; that the

world of religion and duty must be roused against the

world of passion and selfishness. His individual probity

equalled his high principles and noble aspirations. It is

mainly owing to his exertions that the finances of Austria,

so deplorably shattered in 1813, have since recovered

their stability ;
and during the ten years that he held

the situation of minister of finance, there was neither

a whisper against his disinterested rectitude, nor a check
\cap.Djp.

to the improvement and flourishing condition of the public w.
'

exchequer.
1

Unbounded was the joy diffused through the Russian

and Prussian troops by the accession of Austria to the Universal

alliance. To outstrip the slow arrival by couriers of the liL'a army

long-wished-for intelligence, bonfires were prepared on "bio^Aus-

the summits of the Bohemian mountains : and at mid- tna>

night on the 10th their resplendent light told the breath-

less host in Silesia that two hundred thousand gallant

allies were about to join their standard. The Emperor
of Russia and the King of Prussia, with their respective

troops, were assembled in anxious expectation at Trachen-

berg, in a large barn, awaiting the preconcerted signal,

when, a little after midnight on the night of the 10th,

loud shouts on the outside announced that the flames

were seen ;
and soon the sovereigns themselves, hastening

to the door, beheld the blazing lights, prophetic of the

fall of Xapoleon, on the summits of the mountains. Such

was the joy which pervaded the deeply agitated assembly,
that they all embraced, many with tears of rapture.

Spontaneous salvos of artillery, andfeux-de-joie of mus-

ketry, resounded through the whole Russian and Prussian $,lf'x

lines. Joy beamed in every countenance; confidence l
.

7

^>
Fllin

had taken possession of every heart. With lightsome Loml - lli:>
>

J
. ,

'

in'i. Tliior.s,

steps the great body of the forces in Silesia obeyed next \vi. -j.jt;.

morning the order to march into Bohemia. 2 Innumerable
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CHAP, columns of infantry, cavalry, and artillery soon thronged
LXXIX -

the passes of the mountains; and before the six days'
IBIS. deiay allowed for the commencement of hostilities, after

the termination of the armistice, had expired, a hundred

thousand Russian and Prussian veterans were grouped
round the walls of Prague.

The Emperor of Russia and the King of Prussia arrived

Arrival' of soon after in that city, where they were received with

peror'oV the utmost cordiality and magnificence by the Emperor

thelTnglff
f Austria; and a review of the principal forces of the

P
at

latter on the 19th August when sixty-nine battalions

Aug. 19. Of infantry, and fifty squadrons of cavalry, in all nearly

seventy thousand men, defiled before their majesties-

conveyed a vivid image of the vast accession of strength

which their cause had recived by this fortunate alliance.

It was a gratifying spectacle to the English diplomatists

Lord Aberdeen, Lord Cathcart, and Sir Charles Stewart,

who had so powerfully contributed to the bringing about

of this felicitous union to behold the persevering efforts

of their country, after twenty years of constancy and

warfare, at length crowned by the formation of a league

which promised speedily to effect the deliverance of

i Lomi 105 Europe; and their patriotic pride was not a little in-

106, 109. creased by the accounts which arrived next day of the
rain, 11. ^ *

.%, 96. defeat of Soult with immense loss, after a series of des-

j?/>,
i7<>. perate battles in the Pyrenees, and the expulsion of his

Journal. <uy, after a second irruption, from the whole Spanish

territory.
1

It had Ion" been fondly hoped at Dresden, that the
!!0

Last review 15th August, the day of the fete of Napoleon, on which,

at Dresden." according to the custom of Catholic countries, his birth-
AU-. 10.

tjay was IJQ]^ M-ould be the day on which the signature

of the preliminaries of peace would be celebrated. As
the armistice drew near to its termination, however,

these hopes were gradually dispelled ;
and at length an

imperial order that the fete should take place on the

lOtli, clearly revealed the presentiment, that on the 15th
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the approaching resumption of hostilities would render CHAP.

such a display as was desired for the occasion impossible.
LXXIX -

A grand review, however, took place on the former day,
asl3t

with all the circumstance of military pomp, at which the

King of Saxony, his brothers and nephews, and all the

principal marshals and dignitaries of the empire, assisted.

Napoleon, followed by this splendid cortege, passed the

line, which was drawn up in the great plain of Ostra-

Gehege, near Dresden, at the gallop ;
and afterwards the

whole troops, who were collected at Dresden and its

environs, denied before him. The multitude of uniforms,

costumes, and nations, which were then assembled, strongly

bespoke the heart-stirring nature of the contest which

had thus divided the world against itself in arms. The

Old Guard, twenty thousand strong, of whom five thousand

were splendid cavaliers, presented a magnificent spectacle ;

and it seemed as if nothing could withstand the hero who
had such a force still at his disposal. A grand banquet

followed, at which the whole soldiers of the Guard were

entertained
;
and in the evening fireworks and illumina- 1

(

Fai
r

n
,<

tions recalled for a moment, amidst the gloom of its fall, x

the brilliancy of the triumphant days of the empire.
1

But though the splendour of these rejoicings for a while

diverted the attention and distracted the fears of the Mek

soldiers and citizens, they afforded no respite to the cares oflr

and anxieties of their chief. Serious and thoughtful, he
lcou<

beheld the vast array defile before him, and immediately
after the review terminated, shut himself up in his

cabinet to resume the labours of diplomacy, which then

wore so threatening an aspect. Melancholy forebodings

filled every breast. It was universally believed that

Austria had joined the alliance
;
no glowing order of the

day, no heart-stirring proclamation, dispelled these fears,

or called the troops to fresh victories
;
and next morning

the rolling of the drums, which in every direction called

the troops to their rallying points, the aides-de-camp

hurrying to and fro, the clatter of artillery and waggons
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CHAP, through the streets, and the long columns of bayonets
__L and lances which defiled through the gates, told but too

U13-

plainly that war was again about to rekindle its flames.

This review deserves to be noticed ;
it was the LAST that

Napoleon ever held of the grand army ;
disaster after-

91,^2!

"'

wards succeeded disaster too rapidly for the animating

pageantry of military magnificence.
1

Shortly before the recommencement of hostilities,

interview of Napoleon summoned to Dresden an old veteran of the

witri'Whe Revolution and the empire, whose selfish ambition and
at Dresden.

capac^y for intrigue were too dangerous to be allowed

to remain in his rear, in the disgrace into which he had

fallen. Fouche forthwith obeyed the summons, and on

his way from Paris had an interview with Augereau at

Mayence, wrho strongly expressed, with military energy,
his conviction that the obstinacy of Napoleon would

speedily prove his ruin." The Emperor received him

with cold civility ;
after the first compliments were over,

they entered on the state of affairs
;
and the veteran

revolutionist had the boldness to tell him that he was

fearful that five hundred thousand soldiers, supported

by an insurgent population in rear, would compel him

to abandon Germany. Napoleon immediately resumed

his Nvarlike air.
"
It is distressing," said he,

"
that a

general discouragement has seized even upon the bravest

minds. The question is no longer the abandonment of

this or that province ;
our political supremacy, and

with it our very existence, is at stake. If my physical

* "I received," .-aid Augereau to Fouehe,
"
letters from headquarters imme-

diately after the battle of JJaut/en, and it appears that that horrible butchery
led to no result

;
no prisoners, no cannon. In a country extremely intersected

\\ith enclosures, we have found the enemy prepared or intrenched at every

point ;
we suffered severely at the subsequent eon

Observe that, in that short campaign, one bullet has e;

this .side of the Kibe, and another, l)unx: at Ueichenba

shall all be destroyed. What would lie do at I trcsde

peace ; you know him better than I do. lie will get h

at of Keichenbach.

rried off liessieres on

i. What a war ! we
( He will not make

mself surrounded by
fi()0,()00 men. ISo one can doubt that Austria will follow the. example of

Prussia. If he continues obstinate, and is not killed, which he will not be, we
Khali all be destroyed." Sec Menioirca dc FouciiK, ii. 171, 17--
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power is great, my moral power is still greater : let us CHAP.

beware how we break the charm. Wherefore all _
these alarms ? Let events take their course. Austria

wishes to take advantage of my embarrassments to

recover great possessions ;
but she Mill never consent

to my total destruction, in order to surrender herself

without a shield to the jaws of Russia. This is my
policy ;

I expect that you are to serve me with all your

power.
"

I have named you Governor-general of Illyria ;
and

it is you, in all probability, who will have to put the whom he

finishing hand to the negotiations with Austria, Set off; governor of

go by Prague ; begin your well-known threads of secret SU(rCee (i

to

negotiation, and thence travel by Gratz to Laybach. a^ ,^
1 '

Lose no time, for poor Junot, whom you are to succeed,
Jul

>"
-y -

is decidedly mad. In my hands, Illyria is an advanced

guard in the heart of Austria, a sentinel to keep the

cabinet of Vienna right." Fouche made a profound

obeisance, and straightway set out. He was well aware

that he was sent into honourable banishment
;
but he

was too prudent to remonstrate against his destination.

Before he arrived in his province, Junot had displayed
evident marks of insanity ;

the vexations consequent
on the public reproaches addressed to him by the

Emperor in Russia, joined to the rigours of its climate,

and domestic embarrassments, had combined to destroy
his understanding ;

and after Fouche's arrival he was

sent back to France, where, in a fortnight after, he died

in the house in which he had been born, having, in a

paroxysm of madness, thrown himself from a window.

Napoleon's early companions in arms were fast falling
1

19̂

OU
9

1

1

1

around him. Bessiercs, Duroc, and Junot, perished ^
l

]'

e

[iS^
within a few months of each other

;
the stars which i>'Ai,.tfs,

shone forth in the firmament eighteen years before on the ; '>-i- TiiUrs,

Italian plains, in the first years of the Revolution, were i"?!?.

rapidly sinking into the shades of night.""
1

*
X.ip'.leon was deeply affected by the death of Junot. When he received
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CHAP. The astute chief of the police, in passing throughLXXIX'

Prague, however, immediately commenced his usual
51 a'

system of underhand intrigue and selfish foresight. He

Fouchfs saw clearly that it was all over with Napoleon ; and,

ws with deeming the opportunity favourable for commencing a
ldl '

negotiation which might give him the means of escape
in the general ruin, he opened to Metternich in that city

his ideas on the important part which the senate would

come to play in the event of the Emperor's fall.

"
Europe," said he,

"
rising en masse against Napoleon,

cannot fail to occasion his overthrow : we must look to

the future. A regency, with the Empress at its head,

and Austria as its support, seems to afford the fairest

chance of success
;

the members of the Buonaparte

family must be pensioned and sent to travel
;

a regency,

composed of the leading men of all parties, including

Talleyrand, Fouche, and M. de Montmorency, would

soon arrange matters
;
the imperial generals might be

easily appeased by great appointments, and France re-

duced to the limits of the Rhine." Metternich, with-

out committing himself, received the plan proposed as

a memorial, observing only "that all would depend on

the chances of war." But this project on the part of

the veteran regicide and bloodstained revolutionist of

210, 21-2!

'

Nantes, deserves to be recorded as the first germ of the

i^
e

i8fi". vast conspiracy which, in the end, precipitated Napoleon
from the throne.

1

the intelligence lie exclaimed,
" Voilk encore un de mcs braves de moins !

Junot O inon Dieu!" Shortly before his death Junot wrote a letter to the

Kmper >r, which, amidst much excitement arising from commencing insanity,

contaii ed expressions strongly descriptive of the feelings entertained by his

early c >mpanions in arms at that period.
"

I, \vlio loved you with the adora-

tion of the savage for the sun I, who live only in you even 1 implore you
to tern inate this eternal war. Let us have pence, i would wish to repose my
worn-o it head, my pain-racked limbs, in my house, in the midst of my family,
of my children, of my friends. I desire to enjoy that which I have purchased
with what is more precious than all the treasures of the Indies -with my
blood the blood of an honourable man, of a good Frenchman. I ask tran-

quillity, purchased by twenty-two years of active service, and seventeen

wounds, by which the blood lias ilowed, first for my country, then for your

glory." D'AuiiA.vrfcs, xvi. 3:io.
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While Xapoleon was tlius providing, in the honourable CHAP.
T \\ \\

exile of his old minister of police, for the security of his
- - -

empire during the chances of war, another illustrious chief 1813<

of the Revolution was again reappearing on the theatre, Arrival' of

destined shortly to close his brilliant career in the ranks Europe."

1

of his enemies. MOKEAU, ever since his trial and con- ^"m
c

*'

demnation by the First Consul 1
in 1804, had lived in 3?.

retirement in America, beholding the contest which still

raged in Europe, as the shipwrecked mariner does the

waves of the ocean from which he has just escaped. But

the Emperor of Russia, who entertained the highest opi-

nion of the republican general, deeming it not unlikely

that he might be induced to lend the aid of his greatC D

military talents to support the cause of European free-

dom, had some time previously opened a correspondence
with him at New York. Its result was an understanding
between them. It was agreed, as the basis of his co-oper-

ation,
" that France should be maintained in the limits

which she had acquired under the republic ;
that she

should be allowed to choose her own government by the

intervention of the senate and political bodies
;
and that,

as soon as the imperial tyranny was overturned, the in-

terests of the country should become paramount to those

of the imperial family." In pursuance of these principles,

it was agreed that Moreau and Bernadotte should appeal-

together on the banks of the Rhine, make an appeal to

the exhausted army with the tricolor flag, and strive to

overturn the tyranny which the 18th Brumaire had estab-

lished. Xo sooner were these preliminaries agreed on,

than Moreau embarked at Xew York, on board the Ame-
rican ship Hannibal, and, after a passage of thirty days, j,^

ll)t
'-

r

;,

x -

arrived at Goteborg on the 27th July, whence he imme- T^I' ('iu,t c

diately set out for Stralsund, to have an interview with lln/i! 'JIM.

Bernadotte.
2

Moreau's arrival on the shores of the Baltic was felt, as

Marshal Essen, the Swedish commander, expressed it,
"
as

a reinforcement of a hundred thousand men/' He \vas
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CHAP, received at Stralstmd with the highest military honours
i V v r Y

: 1 by Bernadotte, who, amidst the thunders of artillery and
1813* the cheers of an immense concourse of spectators, con-

is recep- ducted him to liis headquarters. But though the meeting
between the hero of Ilohenlinclen and the old republican
of the Sambre and Meuse was extremely cordial, yet they

experienced considerable embarrassment when they came

to consult on the ulterior measures to be pursued in France,

in the event of Napoleon being dethroned. Moreau, whose

republican ideas had undergone no change by his residence

in America, was clear for reverting to the constitution of

1792; and perhaps indulged the secret hope, that in such

an event he might be called to an elevated place in the

councils of the country. Bernadotte, whose democratic

principles had been singularly modified by the experience
he had had of the sweets of royalty, inclined to a mon-

archical constitution, and nursed the expectation that the

choice of the French people, as well as of the allied sove-

reigns, might fall on himself. But though the seeds of

future and most serious discord might thus be perceived

germinating in the very outset of their deliberations,

common hatred of Napoleon kept them united in all

i T-ii, i
objects of present policy ;

and after concerting, for three

2.'u, 2.). days, with perfect unanimity, the plan of military opera-

170,171! tions, Moreau set out for the allied headquarters in

Bohemia. 1

Moreau's journey from Straisund to Prague was a con-

Hi journey tinned triumph. Such was the greatness of his reputation,

and the enthusiasm excited in the north of Germany by
his joining the allied cause, that his progress resembled

rather that of a beloved sovereign, than of a foreign, and

at one period hostile, general. The innkeepers refused

to accept anything from him for their entertainment
;

the postmasters hastened to oiler him their best horses,

and sent on couriers to announce his approach ;
wherever

he stopped, a crowd collected, eager to catch a glance of

so renowned a warrior. At Berlin, not only the street
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in which he lodged was thronged with multitudes, but CHAP.
LXXIX

those even which opened into it; and during the few 1

hours that he remained there, he was visited by the prin-
1813<

cipal persons in that city. Nor was his reception at the

allied headquarters, where he arrived late at night on the

16th August, less flattering. Early next morning he was Aug. is.

visited by the Emperor Alexander, who lavished upon him

every possible attention
;
and he was immediately admit-

ted into the entire confidence of the allied sovereigns.o
"General Moreau," said Alexander, "I know your opinions:
I will do nothing which can thwart them. France

shall be allowed to pronounce itself to show its power;
I leave it perfectly free." His reception by the Emperor
Francis was not less flattering, who publicly thanked the

conqueror of Hohenlinden for the moderation he had

displayed, and the discipline he had preserved, when
in possession of a considerable part of his dominions,

Moreau immediately began to study the maps for the

campaign which was about to open ;
and it was very much

by his advice that the grand attack on Dresden, which

so soon ensued, and so nearly proved fatal to Napoleon,
was adopted. On the 15th August, General Jornini, Aug. 15.

whose military writings have rendered him so celebrated,

and who at that period occupied the situation of chief

of the staff to Marshal Ney, chagrined at being refused

the rank of general of division in the French army, to

which his services entitled him, passed over to the Allies,

and was most cordially received. Lecourbe was hourly

expected; so that circumstances seemed to afford no

small countenance to the favourite idea of Moreau, that

it was possible to form a legion of thirty thousand men
out of the French prisoners in Russia, who were reported
to be ready to combat Napoleon; and that this force would g/^'9

lv '

form the nucleus of a host which, under his command, l?}>-
' 29(

v
.

297. Caper.

would divide with the Emperor the military forces of the *. 172, 173.

French empire.
1

VOL. XII. F
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CHAP. But, how gratifying soever the arrival of such distin-
LXXIX -

guished French officers at the allied headquarters might
1813>

be, they led to a division on a point of vital importance,
Contention which, if not terminated by the magnanimous self-denial

appoint-

6

of the party principally concerned, might, at the very

"milder- outset, have proved fatal to the whole alliance. That one

the

C

Aiiics generalissimo was indispensable to give unity to the

operations of so many different armies, when combating
such a commander as Napoleon, was sufficiently evident

;

but who that generalissimo was to be, was by no means

equally apparent. This point was canvassed with the

utmost anxiety at the allied headquarters for some days
before hostilities were resumed, and no small heat was

evinced on both sides in the discussion. The Emperor
Alexander openly and eagerly aspired to the supreme

command, in which he was supported by the King of

Prussia. His colossal power and great reputation, the

unexampled sacrifices which he had made in combating
the French Emperor, as well as the unparalleled successes

with which his efforts had been crowned, his personal

courage and tried energy of character, all conspired to

give weight to his claim, which was strongly supported
both by Moreau and Jomini. It seemed difficult, indeed,

to conceive on what grounds it could be resisted ;
the more

especially as the Archduke Charles, the only general in the

allied armies whose experience or exploits could render
i Lond. 101, him a fit competitor for the situation, was kept at a dis-
102. Jom.

1 .1 1 v i i r
iv. 375. tance by the unhappy dissensions which for some years

had prevailed in the Imperial family of Austria.
1

The command, in truth, would have been unanimously
Rcasoi.il conferred upon the Emperor by the allied powers, had it

to \u being
n t h on f r the arrival of Moreau, and the high place

^.^.t^
1

. immediately assigned him in the Russian military councils.
bcr

fe'- The Austrians, not unnaturally, felt apprehensive of being

placed in some degree under the command of a French

general, from whose hostility they had suffered so much;
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and it was soon painfully evident that, on this account, CHAP.

no cordial co-operation on their part could be hoped for,

if the Emperor Alexander were invested with the supreme
command. In these circumstances, that generous and

noble prince, though not without a severe pang, relin-

quished his claim to that elevated situation; and, from

deference to Austria, it was conferred on Prince Schwart-

zenberg, who remained generalissimo down to the capture
of Paris. But though another was placed at the nominal

head of affairs, it was impossible to deprive the Emperor
Alexander of the weight which he possessed as the head

of the largest and most experienced portion of the allied

forces. Indeed, such was the jealousy of the Russian

soldiers at the idea of foreign interference, that Schwart-

zeuberg's orders were for a considerable time privately
sent to Barclay de Tolly, and by him transmitted, in his

own name, to the corps of his army. It was often diffi-

cult to say, amidst the confusion of emperors, kings, and

generals, at headquarters, who really held the supreme
command. Every one was willing to share in the credit

of successful measures, but none would admit the respon-

sibility of reverses
;
and nothing but the common danger 9,o7

ab
L;n

to which they were exposed, arid the fervent spirit by'!'
1

-}
02 -

J
.

* L J
Capef. x.

which they were animated, prevented the alliance from i^>, isi.

falling to pieces, from the want of a real head, in the very 375/376.

outset of its operations.
1

Nor was it only by the Emperor Alexander that disin-

terested generosity was displayed. On the trying occasion nisiutercst

of arranging the commands and distributing the corps of Of thrille

the multifarious host which was assembled round the r^mfto"
1

allied standards, princes, generals, diplomatists, officers, ^nd
m"

and soldiers, vied with each other in the alacrity with

which they laid aside, not only national enmities, but

individual rivalry, and bent all their energies, without a

thought of self, on forwarding the great objects of the

confederacy. Alexander, discarding all thought of the
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CHAP, supreme command, divided his force in nearly equal pro-
_J 1 portions between the three grand armies, and subjected

L813> them to the command of Schwartzenberg, who had in-

vaded his dominions; of Blucher, who had hitherto been

unfortunate in war
;
and of Bernadotte, who had taken so

active a share in the first Polish campaign. Tauenzein

and Bulow obeyed without a murmur the commands of

the Prince-Royal of Sweden, whose sword had cut so

deep into the vitals of Prussia after Jena, and at Liibeck
;

Langeron and Sacken cheerfully acted under the com-

mand of the veteran Prussian Blucher, as yet unknown to

successful fame; Russia, the main stay and soul of the

alliance, whose triumphant arms had changed the face of

Europe, had not the command of one of the great armies
;

while Austria, the last to enter into the confederacy, and

so recently in alliance with Napoleon, was intrusted with

the general direction of the whole. On contrasting this

remarkable unanimity and disinterestedness, with the

woeful dissensions which had paralvsed the efforts and

marred the fortunes of all former coalitions, or the grasp-

ing ambition and ceaseless jealousies wrhich at that very
time brought disaster upon Napoleon's lieutenants in

Spain, we perceive that it is sometimes well for nations,

as well as for individuals, to be in affliction
;
that selfish-

ness and corruption spring from the temptations of pro-

sperity, as generosity and patriotism arc nursed amidst

the storms of adversity; and that the mixed condition of

good and evil is part of the system which the mercy of

Providence has provided in this world against the conse-

quences of the blended principles of virtue and wickedness

which have descended to us from our first parents.

It is a singular, and to an Englishman a highly

gratifying circumstance to observe, in how remarkable

and marked a manner the achievements of 'Wellington

and his gallant army in Spain operated at all the most

critical periods of the struggle, in animating the exertions,
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or terminating the irresolution of the other powers which CHAP.
r xxix

co-operated in the contest. When Russia, in silence, was . 1

taking measures to withstand the dreadful irruption which

she foresaw awaited her from the power of France, and Great influ-

hesitated whether even her resources were adequate to weiiing-

the encounter, she beheld, in the defence of the lines of cessV^the

Torres Vedras, at once an example and a proof of the ^ariousT

efficacy of a wise defensive system. When the negotia- Perioda-

tions between her and France were approaching a crisis,

in May 1812, she was encouraged by the fall of Ciudad

Rodrigo and Badajoz to persevere in resistance
;
on the

eve of the battle of Borodino, she made her lines resound

with the thunder of artillery for the joyous intelligence of

the victory of Salamanca ; during the circular march to

Taroutino, she received support amidst the flames of Mos-

cow from the fall of Madrid. Nor did the glorious events

of the Peninsula in 1813 occur less opportunely to exer-

cise a decisive influence on the fortunes of Europe. The

intelligence of the overthrow of Vitoria arrived just in

time to determine the vacillation, and add the strength

of Austria to the alliance ; that of the defeat of Soult in

the Pyrenees, to embolden the counsels and invigorate the

arms of the allied army on the resumption of hostilities,

after the armistice of Pleswitz.

Whether these remarkable coincidences were the result
92

of accidental occurrence, or formed part of the fixed Remarkable

design of Providence for the deliverance at the appointed of'eventski

8

season of an oppressed world, it is not given to mortal^f7

eye to discover. But this much may with confidence be the Wiir -

asserted, that they afford a memorable example of the

all-important truth, applicable alike to nations and indi-

viduals, that the only sure foundation for lasting success is

to be found in the fearless discharge of duty : that human

eye cannot scan, nor human foresight discover, the mys-
terious threads by which an overruling power works out

ultimate reward for strenuous, or ultimate retribution for
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CHAP, ignoble conduct : and that, whatever may be the horrors

1 of the wilderness through which they pass, final salvation
1813-

is decreed for that people, who, following the pillar of

fire by night, and the pillar of cloud by day, resolutely

persevere through every difficulty in the appointed path
of virtue.
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CHAPTER LXXX.

CAMPAIGN OF DRESDEN.

THE French Revolution was a revolt not so much CHAP.

against the government and institutions, as against the

morality and faith of former times. It professed to offer
1813 -

new motives of action, new rewards of courage, new spirit of

inducements to exertion, to emancipated man. The old Revolutio

restraints of precept, duty, religion, were to be abolished.

The rule of action was to be, not what is right, but what

is agreeable ;
not what duty enjoins, but what passion

desires
;
not what is promised ultimate reward in another

world but what is attended in this with immediate

gratification. Sedulously fanning the passions, it inva-

riably neglected the conscience
;

often using the language
of virtue, it as uniformly directed the actions of vice.

The incalculable power of the generous affections the

elevating influence of noble sentiments, were neither over-

looked nor underrated by its leaders
;
on the contrary, they

entered largely into their policy for the government of

the world. They were considered as the appropriate, and

often the most efficacious means of rousing mankind as

instruments never to be despised, but on the contrary care-

fully used for effecting the purposes of democratic elevation

or selfish ambition. P>ut it never for an instant entered

into their contemplation, that these sentiments were to

occasion any restraint upon their conduct
;
that the limi-

tations which they so loudly proclaimed ought to bo
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CHAP, imposed on the power of others, should be affixed to their

own
;
or that they should ever be called to forego present

1813-
objects of ambition or gratification from an abstract sense

of what is right, or a submissive obedience to the Divine

commands. Hence its long-continued and astonishing

success. While it readily attracted the active and enter-

prising by the brilliant prizes which it offered, and the

agreeable relaxation from restraint which it held forth, it

enlisted at the same time the unwary and unforeseeing

even in the opposite ranks, by the generous sentiments

which it breathed, and the perpetual appeals to noble

feelings which it made. And thus with almost super-

human address, it combined in its ranks the energy of the

passions and the sacrifices of the affections, the selfishness

of matured and far-seeing sin, and the generosity of

deluded and inexperienced virtue.

The vehement passions which the prospect of unre-

Cause'of strained indulgence, whether of pleasure, gain, or power,

strength of never fails to excite, the ardent desires which it awakens,

tirawypM-
the universal energy which it calls forth, are for a time

"ions. irresistible. If experience and suffering were not at hand

to correct these excesses and restore the moral equili-

brium of nature, it is hard to say how the career of

iniquity could be stopped, save by a special interposition

of avenging power, or the mutual destruction of the

wicked by each other. All the passions of the Revolution,

in its different stages, were the passions of sin
;

the

strength it displayed was no other than the energy

which, anterior even to human creation, had been arrayed

against the rule of Omnipotence. The insatiable thirst

for power which characterised its earlier stages ;
the

unbounded desire for sensual gratification which succeeded

its disappointment ;
the lust of rapine which sent its

armies forth to regenerate, by plundering, all mankind
;

the passion for glory, which sacrificed the peace and blood

of nations to the splendour or the power of one ruling

people were so many directions which, according to the
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circumstances of different periods, the same ruling prin- CHAP.

ciple, the thirst for illicit gratification, successively took.

The sober efforts of industry, the simple path of duty,

the heroic self-denial of virtue, were insupportable to

men thus violently excited. Nothing short of the spoils

of the world could gratify passions excited by the prospect

of all its indulgences. When Satan strove to tempt our

Saviour, and reserved for the trial his strongest allure-

ments, he led him up to an exceeding high mountain,

and showed him all the kingdoms of the earth, and offered

to give him them all if he would fall down and worship
him. Memorable words ! indicating at once the continued

agency of the great adversary of mankind on individual

conduct, and the pre-eminent strength of the temptations
to achieve his conquests which were to be drawn from the

social or national passions.
"
Experience," says Dr Johnson,

"
is the great test of

truth, and is perpetually contradicting the theories of Morai'rca

men/' It is by the ultimate consequences of their actions
giopsThis

'

that the eternal distinction between virtue and vice is ","''"'
llcd

Ltll CCi .

made apparent, and the reality of Divine superintendence

brought home to the universal conviction of men. There

is a limit to human wickedness
;
and duty, supported by

religion, generally in the end proves victorious over

passion resting on infidelity. It is the moral laws of

nature, unceasingly operating, which provide for this

reaction wide as may be the deviations of human ambi-

tion or wickedness from the path prescribed by wisdom

or rectitude, wider still is the provision made in the

unavoidable consequences of their excesses for their final

overthrow, and the condign punishment of their authors.

The wisdom of Providence is incessantly warring against

the errors, and its justice against the wickedness of man.

More than two thousand years ago, the royal bard thus

sang in words of inspired felicity, "Behold, these are the

ungodly, who prosper in the world
; they increase in

riches. Verily I have cleansed my heart in vain, and
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CHAP, washed my hands in innocency. For all the day long
- 1 have I been plagued, and chastened every morning. If
i13'

I say, I will speak thus ; behold, I should offend against

the generation of thy children. When I thought to

know this, it was too painful for me
;

until I went into

the sanctuary of God ; then understood I their end.

Surely thou didst set them in slippery places : thou
1 Psaim castedst them down into destruction. How are they
I , -i ;)

/

19?'"' brought into desolation, as in a moment ! they are utterly

consumed with terrors/'
1

Of whom were these words spoken 1 Of those in the

Extraonii- days of David or of Napoleon \ Twenty years of almost

pTfaatio" unbroken prosperity had reared up and consolidated the

history of

6 m^on^J fabric of the French empire, and no power on

Napoleon. eartn seemed capable of overthrowing it. Despite the

catastrophe of the Moscow campaign, the genius of the

Emperor had again brought victory to the tricolor stan-

dards. The triumphs of Liitzen and Bautzen had steadied

the wavering fidelity of his allies, and reanimated the

spirit of his people : and four hundred thousand brave

men were arrayed around his eagles on the Elbe, to

assert and maintain the dominion of the world. Never,

save on the Niemen, had Napoleon seen himself at the

head of such a force
;
never had Europe beheld such a

host assembled over its whole breadth, for the subjugation

of its independence. But within two months from the

resumption of hostilities, the colossal structure was over-

thrown
;
the French armies were swept as by a whirl-

wind from the German plains ; Spain was rejoicing in

her freedom : the liberated nations of Europe were

returning thanks for their deliverance : and in six months

more the empire of Napoleon was at an end; the mighty

conqueror was cast away in mimic sovereignty on a petty

island, and the glories of the Revolution were numbered

among the things that have been !

The way in which this extraordinary retribution was

brought about, now appears traced in colours of imperish-
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able light. It was the same false and vicious principle. CHAP.
LXXX

pushed to its necessary consequences, which produced the

internal calamities and external disasters of the Revolu-
L8

e

13'

5.

tion. By promising and affording unbounded gratifica- Causes of

Zl 1 A *! ,1 4
thisextra-

tion to the passions and desires, without any regard to ordinary

the mode in which it was to be obtained, that great con-

vulsion arrayed an astonishing force of energy and talent

on its side; and if these indulgences could have been

obtained without involving the ruin or destruction of

others, it is difficult to say where the career of selfish ambi-

tion would have stopped. But honest industry, laborious

exertion, virtuous self-denial, alone can purchase innocuous

enjoyments ;
all summary and short-hand modes of obtain-

ing them without such efforts, necessarily involve the

injury of others. Robbery and plunder, accordingly,

veiled under the successive and specious names of liberty,

patriotism, and glory, constituted from first to last its

invariable method of action. It began with the spoliation

of the church and the emigrant noblesse
;
the fundholders

and capitalists were the next objects of attack; the blood

of the people was then drained off in merciless streams
;

and when all domestic sources were exhausted, and the

armies raised by these infernal methods, let loose to

pillage and oppress all the adjoining states, had failed in

extorting the requisite supplies, even the commons of the

poor and the hospitals of the sick were at last confiscated

under the imperial government.
With those who were enriched by these iniquitous

methods, indeed, this system was in the highest degree Reaction

popular ;
but in all cases of robbery, there are two parties SStuS

to be considered the robber and the robbed. The long miscrv lt

continuance and wide extent of this iniquity at length
occ:usiouca -

produced a universal spirit of exasperation ; resistance

was commenced by instinct, and persisted in from despair.

From the ice of Kamschatka to the Pillars of Hercules
;

from the North Cape to the shores of Calabria all

nations were now convulsed in the effort to shake off* the
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CHAP, tyranny of France. A crusade greater than had been

collected either by the despotism of Asia in ancient, or
1813< the fervour of Europe in more modern times, was raised

for the deliverance of mankind
;
and sixteen hundred

thousand men on the two sides appeared in arms in Ger-

many, Spain, and Italy, to decide the desperate conflict

between the antagonist principles of Vice striving for

liberation from all restraints, human and divine, and

Religion enjoining the authority of duty and obedience

to the commands of God. The world had never beheld

such a contest : if we would seek a parallel to it, we must

go back to those awful images of the strife of the heavenly

powers darkly shadowed forth in Scripture, to which the

genius of Milton has given poetic and terrestrial immor-

tality.

The armistice was denounced on the llth, but, by its

First opera- conditions, six days more were to elapse before hostilities

Allies! could be resumed. It was an object, however, for the

Atias,~ Allies to be in perfect readiness for action the moment
Plates 3.0, fa^ faQ prescribed period arrived

;
and accordingly, on

the 12th, the Russian and Prussian troops, in pursuance
of the concerted plan of operations, began to defile in

great strength by their left into Bohemia, The junction

with the Austrian troops in the plains of Jung-Buntzlau,
raised the allied force in that province to one hundred

and ninety thousand men. But though this host was in

the highest degree formidable, from its numbers and

the admirable quality of the troops of which the greater

part of it was composed, yet a considerable part of the

Austrians were new levies, as yet unused to war
;
and

the variety of nations of which it was composed, as

well as the want of any previous habit of co-operation,

or uncontrolled direction in its head, rendered the suc-

cess of any important operations undertaken in the

outset of the campaign very doubtful. Hostilities were

commenced by the Allies on the side of Silesia before the

six days had expired. Taking advantage of some trilling
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infractions of the armistice by the French troops, the CHAP.

allied generals, in a way very questionable in point of
LXXX -

morality, on the 14th sent a corps to take possession of 1813 -

Breslau, which lay in the neutral territory between the Aug ' I4 '

two armies, and was likely immediately to fall into the

enemy's hands on the resumption of hostilities. On the
August is

day following, Blucher advanced in great force across the
1

T

Bou
?-
5 6 -

f Jom. iv.

neutral territory, and everywhere drove in the French 3G9
> ^-

ii- Fain
'

!i -

vedettes
;
and their troops, surprised in their cantonments, 237, 238.

hastened to fall back behind the Bober. 1

No sooner was the Emperor informed of the resump-
tion of hostilities on the Silesian frontier, than he set out Napoleon

from Dresden, and the first night slept at Gorlitz. As hernia,

he was stepping into his carriage, two persons from dif-

ferent quarters arrived; Narbonne from Prague, with the

account of the final rupture of the negotiations, and

Murat from Naples, with the offer of his redoubtable

sword. Napoleon had a conference of an hour in dura-

tion with the former, whom he despatched with the pro-

posal for the continuance of negotiations during hostili-
2 Ante ch.

ties, which, as already mentioned, proved ineffectual;
2 and ix*ix. ei.

then set out, with the King of Naples, in his carriage.

Though well aware of the vacillation which Murat had

evinced in command of the army in Poland, and of the

advances which he had made towards negotiation with

the allied powers, the Emperor had the magnanimity, or

the policy, to forgive it all : and he was again invested

with the command of the cavalry, in which service he

was, in truth, unrivalled. Uncertain on which side the

principal attacks of the Allies were likely to be directed,

and having himself no fixed plan of operations, Napoleon
established his Guard and reserve cavalry at Gorlitz and

Zittau, watching the operations of his adversaries, and

prepared to strike whenever they made a false movement,
f,.^"

1

^
;i -

or afforded him an opportunity of falling upon them with odd. 1.239,

advantage.
3

Fifty thousand men, in three columns, crossed xvi.' 2^'*'

the mountain frontier of Bohemia, and established them-
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CHAP, selves in the Austrian territories at Gabel, Runibunr, and
LXXX

Reichenberg ;
while the feeble Austrian detachments,

1
01 )

which were stationed at that point under Count Neip-

perg, fell back, still skilfully screening their rear, on the

road to Prague.

9 Napoleon's movements at this time were based upon
He turns the idea, to which he obstinately adhered till it had well-
aside into .. i i -, i ff /. * -IT

siicsia, not- nigh proved his rum that the great effort of the Allies

ing ail st" would be made on the side of Silesia, and that it was
>rts>

there that the first decisive strokes of the campaign were

to be delivered. He persevered in this belief, even after

he had become acquainted, by his irruption into Bohemia,
with the march of the grand Russian and Prussian army
into that province, and their concentration under the im-

mediate eye of the allied sovereigns round the walls of

Prague. All the efforts of Marshal St Cyr to convince

him that this was the quarter from which danger was to

be apprehended; that so great an accumulation of force

in Bohemia would not have been made wit! iout some
1 o7i'ei. i. serious design ;

and that the French would soon find
'241 24'^

stcyrto' their quarters straitened in the neighbourhood of Torgau

Aul'2o"' an(l Dresden, were in vain.* Deaf to these arguments,

poieo'n to*"
ar|d uninfluenced even by the obvious confirmation which

thev received from the march of the Russians and Prus-
*'

sians in such force into Bohemia, Napoleon persisted in

believing that it was on the Bober and the Katzbach,

now comparatively stripped of troops,
1

that he should

* '' The movement which your majesty has commenced into Bohemia, upon
Gabel, and which you appear to design to push still further on, appears to rne

one of tho.se happy inspirations of which your genius is so fruitful. The
re-union of the three sovereigns at Prague, of the Austrian army, and a con-

siderable part of the Russian and Prussian, do not leave a doubt of the inten-

tions of the enemy. They have always desired to operate on that side
; they

desire it still, notwithstanding the movements of your majesty. So great an

army is not assembled without a purpose: their object is to execute a change
of front along their whole line, the left in front moving upon Wittenberg; and

to straiten Dresden and Torgau so much by intrenching themselves around

them, even if they should not succeed in taking these fortresses, as to render

all egress almost impossible, while, with their right, they make head against

your majesty on the Elbe." ST CYH to NAI-OLKON, Amjnut 21, Ibl'.'t. ST CYH,
1/istoire Militalrc, iv. 372 ;

J'lcrr* Just.
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commence operations ;
and assuring St Cyr, who was left CHAP.

at Pirna with thirty thousand men, in command of the '-

1 01 o

passes leading from Bohemia to Dresden, that he had

nothing to fear
;

that Vandamme would come to his

assistance if the enemy threatened him in considerable

force
;
and that, if necessary, he himself would return

with his Guard, and assemble a hundred and sixty thou-

sand men round the walls of that city; he ordered the

whole troops under his immediate command to wheel to

the left, and defile towards Silesia.*

Meanwhile Blucher was vigorously pressing on the Retreat of

French army in Silesia, which, not being in sufficient in^uSa.

strength to resist his formidable masses, was everywhere

falling back before him. Lauriston was pushed by the

Russians under Langeron ; Ney, by the corps of Sacken ;

Marmont and Macdonald were next assailed by the Prus-

sians under Blucher and York. Such was the vigour of

the pursuit, that ground was rapidly lost by the French

in every direction. JSTey fell back on the night of the

1 7th from Liegnitz to llaynau ; next day the Katzbach Aug. 17.

was passed at all points ;
on the 18th, Blucher established Aug. is.

his headquarters at Goldberg, while Sacken occupied

* " Should the Russian and Austrian forces united march upon Dresden by
the left bank, General Vandamme will come to its relief

; you will then have

under your orders 60,000 men in the camp of Dresden on the two banks. The

troops in the camp of Zittau, become disposable in that event, will also hasten

there; they will arrive in four days, and raise your force to 100,000. I will

come with my Guard, 50,000 strong ; and in four days we shall have from

160,000 to 180,000 men round its walls. It is of no consequence though they
cut me off from France : the essential point is, that I should not be cut off

from Dresden and the Elbe. The army of Silesia, which is from 130,000 to

140,000 men, without the Guard, may be reinforced by that corps d'elite, and

raised to 180,000. They will debouch against Wittgenstein, Blucher, and

Sacken, who, at this moment, are marching against our troops at Bunt/.lau : as

soon as I have destroyed or disabled them, I will be in a situation to restore

the equilibrium by marching upon Berlin, or taking the Austrians in roar in

Bohemia. All that is not as yet clear : but one thing is sufficiently clear, that

you cannot turn 400,000 men, posted under cover of a chain of fortified places,

and who can debouch at pleasure by Dresden, Torgau, Wittenberg, or Mag-
deburg. All you have to do is, to dispute the ground, gain time, and preserve

Dresden, and to maintain active and constant communications with General

Vandamme." NAPOLEON to ST Cv'u, 17</t August 1813. ST Cvit, iv. 365;
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CHAP. Lie<rnitz. Still the Allies pressed on: Langeron on the
LXXX

left passed the Bober at Zobten, after routing a detach-
513> ment which occupied that point ;

in the centre, Blucher,

with his brave Prussians, obliged Lauriston also to recross

it; while Ney, in like manner, was compelled to evacuate

Aug. 19. Buntzlau, and fall back across the same stream. Thus,

at all points, the French force in Silesia was giving way
F^n

Ut

n.

10'

before the enemy ;
and it was of sinister augury that the

^im It
4 '

gaMant generals at its head did not feel themselves strong

;t
70 -

. enough to withstand his advance : for it was an army
liners, xvi.

.

265, 2U6. which Napoleon estimated at a hundred thousand men,
which was thus receding without striking a blow. 1 "

But the arrival of the heads of the columns of Guards,

Napoleons and cavalry, commanded by Napoleon in person, which

against were directed with all possible expedition to the left,

who fall's through the Bohemian mountains towards Buntzlau, soon

changed the state of affairs in this quarter. No sooner

did they appear, than the retreat of Ney's army was

stopped, and the soldiers with joy received orders to

wrheel about and march against the enemy. The inde-

fatigable activity of the Emperor communicated itself to

the troops : all vied with each other in pressing forward

to what it was hoped would prove a decisive victory ;

and infantry, cavalry, and artillery, with the Imperial
Guard at their head, poured in an impetuous, yet regu-
lated torrent, down the valleys of the Bohemian moun-

tains, and inundated the Silesian plains. Such \vas Napo-
Aug. 20. leon's anxiety to press forward, that he outstripped even

the cavalry of the Guard, and arrived at Latiban, in

advance of Gorlit/, with hardly any of his attendants

Aug. 21. around him. By daybreak on the following morning he

was on the banks of the Bober, and entered Lowcnberg
with the advanced guards. The bridge, which the Prus-

* " MY COUSIN, Inform the Duke <>f Tarentum (Maedonald) th;it I have

put under his orders the army of the Bober, which is composed of one hundred

thousand men, infantry, cavalry, artillery, and engineers included." NAFO-

LEON'H Instructions to BEUTHII:II/W MACUOXALD, 23t/ Auyust 1313. Sx Cvu, iv.

374 ; Pieces Just.
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sians had broken down, was restored under the cover of CHAP.

artillery; Lauriston, in face of the enemy, recrossed the

river, and advanced, with a constant running fire in front,

to the gates of Goldberg. Blucher continuing his retreat

on the following day, the Katzbach also was passed, and

the whole army of Silesia concentrated around Jauer.

But the retreat of the Allies, though decidedly pro-

nounced, was far from being a flight. With admirable

skill they took advantage of every favourable position to

check the pursuit, and give time to the columns in rear

to retire in order; and in several severe actions, espe-

cially one on the Katzbach, in front of Goldberg, inflicted

a very severe loss upon the enemy. Such was the magni-Aug. 21,

tude of the forces employed on both sides, and the extent

of ground over which hostilities were carried on, that

although they had only lasted five days, and no general

engagement had taken place, each party was already
weakened by fully six thousand men. Napoleon evinced

the greatest satisfaction at the result of this day's opera-

tions, and at thus seeing so great a mass of the enemy's
forces retreating before him in the very outset of theonf-h]!

campaign. But cooler observers in the French army f^Vab,
remarked, that the plan of the Allies was sagaciously y- !

244>

.^;
5-

J Lab. i. 601,

designed and skilfully executed, when they had thus early ,

3
,

()
'

2 -

succeeded in attracting Napoleon to whichever side they 21;?, -269.

chose, and yet avoided the risk of an encounter when thehs,m
chances were no longer in their favour.

1

In truth, Blucher's advance and subsequent retreat

were part of the general policy of the Allies for the Advance of

conduct of the campaign laid down at Trachcnberg, and
uj,

e

on Drts-

developed with remarkable precision in his instructions ;*
deil<

* "Should the enemy evince an intention to make an irruption into Bohe-

mia, or to attack the army of the Prince-Royal of Sweden, the army of Silesia

will endeavour to impede his operations as much as possible, always taking

care not to engage superior forces. In order to arrive at that object, it will

be necessary to harass the enemy with the advanced guard and light troops,

and observe him narrowly, in order to prevent him from stealing a inarch,

unperceived, into Saxony ;
but still every engagement with the enemy in supe-

rior force must be avoided. Should the enemy, on the other hand, direct lii.s

VOL. XII. U
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CHAP, and Napoleon, in consequence of it, and from the bold

measures adopted in his rear, \vas brought to within a
813>

hair's-breadth of destruction. Following out the decided

but yet judicious counsels of Bernadotte, Moreau, and

Jomini, the allied sovereigns had taken the resolution

of descending, with their whole disposable force, from

Bohemia upon Saxony and the great road to Dresden;

thus striking at the enemy's communications, and the

heart of his power, at the very time when the Emperor
himself, with the flower of his army, was far advanced in

Aug. 21. Silesia in pursuit of the retiring columns of Blucher. At
the time when Xapoleon was driving the last corps of the

army of Silesia across the Bober, the grand army of the

Allies, an hundred and ninety thousand strong, broke up
from their cantonments in Bohemia, and began to cross

the Erzgcbirge mountains. All the passes into Saxony
were soon crowded with the innumerable host, which

threatened soon to cut off the whole communications of

the Emperor with France, and render untenable the posi-

^stCyr.iv. tion which he had studied and fortified with so much

2vi!
:
>

B ut '

carc on the Elbe. It had been at first resolved to move

^5->

n
'

Bi'm
*n f rcc llP n Lcipsic, in order to cut off Xapoleon's coin-

*ii-276. munications with France; but this was abandoned as
Cathcart,

212, 213. endangering too much their own line of retreat and sup-

plies.
1

principal forces against the army of Silesia, it will endeavour to arrest him as

long as possible ; and, having done so, direct its retreat upon the Xeisse, taking

especial care not to compromise its safety. In that event, the corps of Gene-

ral Sacken will extend itself along the Oder, and take measures, hy means of a

corps of light cavalry, to keep up the communication with the army of reserve

in Poland. The light corps at Landshut will also, in that event, keep up the

communication with the army of Bohemia
;
the fortresses of Silesia must be

adequately garrisoned, chiefly from the landwehr, and the main army will

retire upon Neisse. That place, with its intrenched camp, which must be put
in a proper posture of defence, will serve as a pohit-d'appui io it; while the

army of Bohemia, and that of the Prince-Royal <>(' Sweden, will take the enemy
in rear. Should the enemy, on the other hand, direct his principal attack

against the army of the Prince-Royal of Sweden, or on Berlin, the army of

Silesia will resume the offensive
;
and the bulk of the allied forces will be

directed against his rear, the army of Silesia on the right bank of the Kibe, that

of Bohemia on the left bank." Instructions to FIELU-MAHSIIAL Bi.rciiKii.

.ST CVH, Ilistoire Milltairc, iv. 349.
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To oppose this formidable invasion there was no force CHAP.

immediately available but that of St Cyr, stationed at
LXXX -

Pirna, which numbered only twenty-two thousand men 18K5 -

present with the eagles on the frontier, though its Forces of

nominal amount was thirty thousand. Vandamme's vandamm

corps, of great strength, and Poniatowski's Poles, were Jhis^Sv^

within a few days' march, at the entrance of the passes
sion>

towards Zittau and Gabel, leading into Silesia
;
but they

could not be relied on to co-operate in warding off any
sudden attack on the capital. Meanwhile, the danger
was instant and pressing. The allied army rapidly ad-

vanced; and, on the 21st, Barclay do Tolly and Witt-

genstein presented themselves in great strength before

the barriers, on the heights of Pcterswalde, which they

speedily forced, carried the camp of Pirna, and laid open
the great road from Prague to Dresden. The Prussians,

under Kleist, farther to the left, descended from the

mountains by Altenberg upon Dippoldiswalde ;
while the Aug. 22.

great masses of the Austrians, with the Imperial head-istcyr, r

quarters, moved by the great road from Commotau on
Fa'in,ii.

Marienberg ;
and on the extreme left, Klenau poured | u't

2

24',

down from the Marienberg hills, by Carlsbad and Zuickau, f

5

g07

Lab '

and, directing his advance upon Freybcrg, threatened Tllicrs < xvi
c

. . 272. C'ath-

entirely to intercept the communication between Dresden cart, 214.

and the Rhine. 1

St Cyr had from the beginning conjectured, from the

perfect stillness of the allied army along the wrhole Bohe- The Allies

mian frontier, contrasted with the incessant rattle of tirail- Dresden,

leurs which Blucher kept up in front of his line, that the

real attack \vas intended to be made on the side of

Dresden. But having been unable to get the Emperor
to share in his opinion, he was left alone to make head

against the torrent. Too experienced, however, to at-

tempt to withstand so vast a force with the comparatively
few troops at his disposal, he contented himself with im-

peding their advance as much as possible ; and, after

some sharp encounters with Wittgenstein's advanced
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CHAP.
LXXX.

1813.

Aug. 23.

1 St Cyr, iv,

85,86. Bout,

2fi,27. Fain,

ii. 252,253.
Jom. iv.

380.

Thiers, xvi,

278, 280.

15.

Important
advantage
puned by
this move-
ment.

guard, withdrew within the redoubts of Dresden, while

Wittgenstein occupied the town of Pirna, and the allied

headquarters were advanced to Dippoldiswalde. Schwart-

zenberg's original intention was not to have moved ono o

Dresden, but to have directed the main body of his force

on Freyberg, with a view to a combined operation with

Bernadotte in the neighbourhood of Leipsic ;
and it was

only after arriving at Marienberg on the 23d, that this

plan was abandoned. Without doubt, the movement upon
Dresden promised infinitely greater and more immediate

results than an advance into the plains of Saxony ;
but it

was owing to the time lost in this march and countermarch,

that the failure of the operation was owing/"" For if their

whole force had from the first marched direct upon Dres-

den, they would have arrived before its walls on the even-

ing of the 23d, and it might have been carried by assault

on the day following, thirty hours before the nearest of

Napoleon's troops could have come up to its relief.
1

As it was, the Allies had now accomplished the greatest

feat in strategy : they had thrown themselves in almost

irresistible strength upon the enemy's communications,

without seriously compromising their own. Nothing was

wanting but vigour in following up the measure, adequate
to the ability with which it had been conceived

; and

Dresden would have been taken, a corps of the French

army destroyed, and the defensive position on the Elbe, the

base of Napoleon's whole positions in Germany, broken

through and rendered useless. But to attain these great

objects, the utmost vigour and celerity in attack were in-

dispensable ;
for Napoleon was at no great distance on

the right bank of the Elbe, and it might with certainty be

anticipated, that as soon as he was made aware of the

danger with which the centre of his power was threatened,

he would make the utmost possible exertions to come up
to its relief. The Allies arrived, however, in time to gain

* The main Austrian column had to make the long circuit of Saida and I >ip-

pokliswalde to reach Dresden.
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their object if they had followed up their movement with CHAP.

sufficient activity. Notwithstanding the unnecessary _J 1

detour towards Freyberg, part of their army reached the

neighbourhood of Dresden on the evening of the 23d,*

and next morning the trembling inhabitants of that

beautiful city beheld the smiling hills around their walls

resplendent with bayonets, and studded with a portentous

array of artillery. During the whole of the 24th, the

troops, who were extremely fatigued, continued to arrive
;

and on the morning of the 25th, a hundred and twenty
thousand men, with above five hundred pieces of camion,

were assembled round the city.f Jomini warmly coun-

selled an immediate attack
;

and Lord Cathcart, who

with his usual gallantry had rode forward over the green
turf behind the Grosse Garten, between Plauen and

Raecknitz, to the close vicinity of the enemy's posts,

reported that the coast was clear, and strongly supported
the same advice. Alexander was clear for adopting it

;

but Moreau thought the risk great, and Schwartzenberg
and the Austrians, accustomed only to the methodical

habits of former wars, and insensible to the inestimable jonTi'v.

importance of time in combating Napoleon, insisted upon gf^'w ; v<

deferring the attack, till Klenau's corps, which, being on '^f'm
the extreme left, had not yet arrived from Freyberg, T'

1

',

01^!-* > >
~2ot>. Cath

should be in line.
1 This opinion prevailed, as the most ^-t, 210.

lukewarm and timid invariably does with all small ir.o, m.

assemblies of men on whom a serious responsibility is

*
"Dresden, 1?><l Aiif/ust 1813, Ten. at ni'jlit. At five this afternoon the

enemy approached Dresden, after having driven in our cavalry. We expected
an attack this evening, but probably it will take place to-morrow. Your majesty
knows better than I do, what time it requires for heavy artillery to beat down
enclosure walls and palisades." ST CYK to NATOLKOX, '23d August 1813; ST. CYK,
iv. 380.

t " An immense army, composed of Russians, Prussians, and Austrians, is at

this moment all around Dresden, with a prodigious train of artillery. From
the vast amount of force which he has thus collected, it would appear that the

enemy is determined to hazard an attack, knowing that your majesty is not far

off, though perhaps not suspecting that you are so near as you actually are.

We are determined to do all in our power; but I can answer for nothing moro

with such young soldiers." Si CTU to NAFOLEON, 25th Angus/ Jijl'J, Midnight ;

ST CYU, iv. 381, 3S5.
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CHAP, thrown :
* the attack was deferred till the following

T Y \""V

afternoon, and meanwhile Napoleon arrived with his

isi3. cuirassiers and Guards, bearing the issue of the strife

upon their sabre points, -f-

On approaching Dresden, Schwartzciiberg issued the

Schwartzcn- following order of the day to his troops :

" The great

ciamatFoa day is arrived, brave \varriors ! Our country reckons on

troops. J u : heretofore she has never been disappointed. All

our efforts to obtain peace on equitable terms, such terms

as alone can be durable, have failed. Nothing could

bring back the French government to moderation and

reason. We enter not alone into the strife : all that

Europe can oppose to the powerful enemy of peace and

liberty, is on our side. Austria, Russia, Prussia, Sweden,

England, Spain, all combine their efforts to attain the

same object a solid and durable peace ;
a reasonable

distribution of force between the different powers, and

the independence of each individual state. It is not

against France, but the overwhelming domination of

France beyond its own limits, that this great alliance has

been formed. Spain and Russia ha\e proved what the

constancy and resolution of a people can do. The year

1813 will demonstrate what can be effected by the united

force of so many powerful states. In a war so sacred,

we require more than ever to practise those virtues by
M'hich our armies in time past have been so distinguished.

Devotion without bounds to our monarch and our country :

magnanimity alike in success or reverse: determination

and constancy on the field of battle: moderation and

humanity towards the weak such arc the virtues of

*
Observe, xmnll assemblies of men, such as juries or councils of war. Rush

counsels are often adopted in large assemblies, for the plain reason, that indi-

vidual responsibility i.s lost amid numbers. Individuals trusted with supreme

powers are so I'reiuu'iitly bold, because the dread of responsibility is merged in

u sense of duty or a de>ire of distinction whieh no one else can share.

t The preceding account of what passed before Dresden on the 2f)th, is

entirely confirmed by the minute details on the Miliject I have often received

from my highly esteemed and veuerable friend, the late Lord Cat heart

himself.
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which you should ever give the example. The Emperor CHAP.

will remain with you; for he has trusted to your arms
Lxxx -

all that he holds most dear the honour of the nation,
1813 -

the protection of our country, the security and welfare of

posterity. Be grateful, warriors, that you march before

God, who will never abandon the cause of justice ;
and

under the eyes of a monarch whose paternal sentiments

and affection are well known to you. Europe awaits her
1 Cap. jx.

deliverance at your hands, after so long a train of mis- 196, IBS'.

fortunes/'
1

Napoleon, having received intelligence of the move-

ments of the Allies across the Bohemian frontier, had Napoleon

halted at Lowenberg on the 23d
;
and after giving the tow-mis

command of the army destined to combat Blucher to
Augflii

Marshal Macdonald, retraced his steps the same day, ac-

companied by the reserve cavalry, Guards, and Marmont's

corps, to Gorlitz
; despatching at the same time orders to

Yandamme and Victor to foil swiftly back from the Bo-

hemian frontier to the Elbe. The same evening Murat

was sent on to Dresden to inform the King of Saxony
and St Cyr of the speedy arrival of the Emperor with the

flower of his army ;
and such was the confidence which

prevailed at headquarters, that Berthier said in a careless

way "Well, we shall gain a great battle : we shall march

on Prague, on Berlin, on Vienna !

"
The soldiers, how-O '

ever, who marched on their feet, and did not ride like

Berthier in an easy carriage, though animated with the

same spirit, were by no means equally confident. They
were readv to sink under their excessive fatigue, having

marched since the renewal of hostilities nearly ten leagues

a-day ;
and such was their worn-out condition, that the

Emperor ordered twenty thousand bottles of wine to be

purchased at Gorlitz, and distributed among the Guards

alone. So complete, however, was the exhaustion of the

country, from having so long been the seat of war, that

hardly a tenth part of that quantity could be procured,

and the greater part of the wearied men pursued their
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CHAP, march without any other than the scanty supplies which

they could themselves extract by terror from the inhabi-

l813 - tants. Xapoleon continued his advance in the middle of

1
Fain, ii.

his Guards all the 24th, and halted at Bautzen. He

Bou't'so' there resolved either to continue his march direct upon

249
1 '

'ile

8 ' Dresden
)
or to move to the left upon Koenigstein, cross

chron
6 ^ie ^ke there, occupy Pirna, and descend upon the com-

374, :j86. munications and rear of the Allies, according to the in-

281/285.'

''

formation he might receive as to whether or not that

capital, unaided, could hold out till the 28th.
1

Early on the following morning, the Emperor resumed

Reasons of his march, still keeping the road which led alike to Dres-

retumto
18 den and P^na, with the design of throwing himself, if

Aug
d '

possible, on the rear of the Allies, and, pushing on Van-

dainme direct to Koenigstein, to pass the Elbe, and seize

the camp of Pirna. Having, however, the day before

despatched General Gourgaud to Dresden* to obtain in-

formation as to the state of the city, he halted according
to agreement at Stolpen, where the road to Dresden

branches off from that to Bohemia, and there received the

most alarming intelligence as to the state of affairs in the

Saxon capital. The letters both of Murat and St Cyr
left no room for doubt that the city was in the most

imminent danger ;
that the accidental delay in the attack

had alone hitherto preserved it
;
and that its fall might

hourly be looked for. At eleven at night Gourgaud re-

turned, arid confirmed the intelligence ; adding that it

was surrounded by so vast an army, that not a chance

remained of holding out another day but from the imme-

diate return of the Emperor. Already the lines of investi-

*
"To-morrow," said Xapoleon to General Gourgaiul, "I shall be on the

road to Pirna
;
but I shall stop at Stolpen. Set you out immediately for

Dresden
; ride as hard as you can, and be there this evening ;

see St Cyr, the

King of Naples, and the King of Saxony ; reassure every one. Tell them to-

morrow I can be in Dresden with forty thousand 7iien, and the day following
arrive there with my whole army. At daybreak visit the redoubts and out-

posts ;
consult the commander of engineers as to whether they can hold out.

Jleturn to me as quickly as possible to-morrow at Stolpen, and report well the

opinion of Murat and St f'yr as to the real state of things." 11th Auyust 1813.

FAIN, ii. 250.
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ture extended from the suburb of Pirna to Plauen, nearly CHAP.
T

-yVV
round the western side of Dresden, and nothing but the _

7 O
arrival of Klenau, the approach of whose columns was

already announced, was wanting, to enable the enemy to

complete the circle from the Upper to the Lower Elbe.

Preparations were already made for evacuating the Grosse
257^268.'

Garten : the glare of a village in flames immediately be- f8
C
g9

r
' 1V-

hind it, threw an ominous light on the domes of Dresden
; ^losse

.
' Chron. i.

and when Gourgaud left the city shortly after dark, the 374 - 38 -

Thiers xvi

whole heavens to the south and west were resplendent 235, 2ss.

with the fires of the enemy's bivouacs.
1

Napoleon now saw that affairs were urgent : there was

not a moment to be lost if Dresden was to be saved, and instructions

the communications of the army preserved. lie instantly damme,

sent for General Haxo, the celebrated engineer, and thus

addressed him :

" Vandamme is beyond the Elbe, near

Pirna : he will find himself on the rear of the enemy,
whose anxiety to get possession of Dresden is evidently
extreme. My design was to have followed up that move-

ment of Vandamme with my whole army : it would, per-

haps, have been the most effectual way to have brought
matters to an issue with the enemy; but the fate of

Dresden disquiets me. I cannot bring myself to sacrifice

that town. Some hours must elapse before I can reach

it; but I have decided, not \vithout regret, to change my
plan, and to march to its relief. Vandamme is in suffi-

cient strength to play an important part in that general

movement, and inflict an essential injury on the enemy.
Let him advance from Pirna to Gieshiibel, and gain

the heights of Peterswalde; let him maintain himself

there, occupy all the defiles, and from that impregnable

post await the issue of events around Dresden. To him is

destined the lot of receiving the SM'ord of the vanquished ;

but he will require sanq-froid : above all, do not let him^ " 2 Fain, 11.

be imposed upon by a rabble of fugitives. Explain fully sr.it, -ji;o.

i r , ^ , .

'
Tillers, xvi.

my intentions to Vandamme; tell him what 1 expect 290, 291.

from him." Never will he have a finer opportunity of
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CHAP, earning his marshal's baton." Haxo immediately set out,

descended from the heights of Stolpen into the gorges of
1813>

Lilienstein, joined Vaudamme, and never again quitted

his side.

Bj daybreak on the following morning, the whole

Entrance of
troops around the Emperor's headquarters were in motion,

Guwdshiio and defiling on the road to Dresden. Despite their ex-

cessive fatigue, having marched forty leagues in four days,

Plate's*, tliey pressed ardently forward
;

for now the cannon were

distinctly heard from the left bank of the Elbe, and the

breathless couriers who succeeded each other from the

Saxon capital announced, that, if they did not speedily

arrive, the city was lost. Latour Maubourg's cuirassiers

were at the head of the array; next came the Old Guard,

then the Young Guard, Victor's infantry and Kellcrmann's

cavalry ;
while Marmont's corps moved in a parallel line

on the direct road from Bautzen, which they had never

left. At eight o'clock the advanced guard reached the

elevated plateau where the roads of Bautzen,, of Stolpen,
and of Pillnitz, intersect each other, shortly before the

entry of the new town of Dresden, and from which the

eye can survey the whole plain on the other side of the

Elbe. With what anxiety did they behold it entirely

filled by an innumerable host of enemies
;
and the hostile

columns so near the advanced works that an assault

might every instant be expected ! Already the Prussian

uniforms were to be seen in the Grossc Garten : columns

of attack were forming within cannon-shot of the suburb

of Pirna : while, on the banks of the Elbe, Wittgenstein
had placed batteries to enfilade the road by which the

2- nT !(;.".' troops were to enter the capital. Dresden was sur-

99
C
ioo

IV ' rounded on all sides: the suburb of Friedrichstadt
O'lei. i. 250. a]onc Avas I10 enveloped. The French were visible in
Grosse

.

-1

(,'im.n. i. force in the redoubts and behind the works
;

but their

Thius. x\i. numbers appeared a handful in the midst of the inter-

can) 217.

'

minable lines of the beleaguring host;
1 and a silence

more terrible than the roar of artillery, bespoke the
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awful moments of suspense which, preceded the com- CHAP.
T "V "Y"Y

rnencernent of the fight.

No sooner, however, did the French advanced guard
1813-

appear than the contest commenced. So violent was the Armour

fire kept up by Wittgenstein's guns on the road by which
perorto"

the Emperor was to pass, that he was obliged to leave his A^.^!

carriage, and creep along the ground on his hands and

knees over the exposed part; wr

hile the bullets from the

Russian batteries on the one side, and the bombs from the

redoubt Marcellini on the other, flew over his head/"

Having in this way got over the dangerous ground, lie .

suddenly made his appearance at ten o'clock at the

Marcellini palace, to the no small astonishment of its

royal inmates, who were deliberating on the necessity of

coming to terms with the enemy. After a short stay

with the King, whom he reassured by the promise of the

speedy arrival of his Guards, Napoleon went out to visit

the exterior works from the barrier of Pirna to that of \^-^ in

Freyberg, accompanied only by a single page to avoid 2
^ :

attracting attention
;
and so close were the enemy's posts 249,2.51.

now in that quarter, that the youth was wounded by a 292!
''

spent musket-ball, while standing at the Emperor's side.
1

Having completed this important reconnoissancc, on

which his operations for the day in a great measure Arrival' of

depended, Napoleon returned to the palace, and sent out and cuira^

couriers in all directions to convey his orders to the corps
siers>

which successively arrived for the defence of the capital.

Meanwhile the Old Guard and cuirassiers followed the

Emperor like a torrent across the bridges into the city ;

and it was soon apparent, from their numbers and gallant

* Baron Odcleben, one of Napoleon's aides-de-camp, and an eyewitness,

gives the following account of this adventure :

"
Napoleon descendait prompte-

rnent du cheval, jeta quelque.s regards sur cette plaine, ou s'etendait 1'artillerio

ennernie depuis Blassewitz ju.squ'a Storesson ; ensuite il s';ivan<;u vvnfre il

tcrre sur le grand chemin, tandis que les boulets volaient d'un coti', et quo la re-

doute Marcellini clevee sur la route de Bautzen lanyait ses grenades de 1'autro

cote. L'infanterie legere des Prus.siens etait dcja dans le Grand Jardin."--

ODKLEBKN, i. 249, 250. The statement in the text Las been doubted, but this

evidence puts it beyond a doubt.
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CHAP, bearing, that all immediate danger was at an end. In
T Y V" \T

rain the inhabitants offered them refreshments; these
1813. kraye men, impressed to the lowest drummer with the

urgency of the moment, continued to press on, though

burning with thirst, and ready to drop down under the

ardent rays of the sun. From ten in the morning till late

249/252;
at night, columns of infantry, cavalry, and artillery, pressed

FaL
u

"ii

164' on hastily as they arrived over botli the bridges; and

Lab' if 309
wn ile the enemy's columns darkened the brows of the

sic. drosse heights of Raccknitz, the gallant cuirassiers, in defiling
Chron. i. . ,.,. r- i

391, 394. over the bridges, keeping their eyes fixed on the spot,

held their heads the higher, and passed on undaunted. 1

At length, at three o'clock in the afternoon, Schwartzen-

Formidabie berg's patience, which had long held out for the arrival

Dresden" of Klenau's corps, which had not yet come up, became

exhausted, and he gave orders for the attack.* Instantly
the batteries on all the heights round the city were brought

forward, and above a hundred guns in the front line com-

menced a terrible fire on its works and buildings. The
bombs and cannon-balls fell on all sides, and over its

Aug. 26. whole extent. Several houses speedily took fire
; the in-

habitants, in despair, sought refuge in the cellars and

vaults to avoid the effects of the bombardment; while the

frequent bursting of shells in the streets, the loud thunder
B Lond. 112. . ... , , ,

o.iei.i. 2f.i. of the artillery from the ramparts and redoubts, the heavy
ii.

c

"W rolling of the guns and ammunition-waggons along the

2(

n
'

']j ;e pavement, the cries of the drivers, and measured tread of

Chron
8

i

the marching men who forced their way through the
399 4oo. throng, combined to produce a scene of unexampled sub-
( aUicart,

' * L

liraity and terror. Every street and square in Dresden
1 hiers, xvi. ... . ,, VIT i 91
2.W. was by this tune rapidly lining with troops;" above sixty

thousand men defiled over the bridges between ten o'clock

*
Schwartzcnbcrg'a orders were to attack at three o'clock. A council of war

was held shortly before. At this .Jotnini, who had urged an assault on the

previous day, said it was now too late
;
Moreau and the Kmperor Alexander

held the same opinion ;
but the King of Prussia pressed ;ui immediate onset.

It wa.s then agreed to suspend the movement
;
but the counter-orders \vere

issued too late ; the attack as originally settled began, and was then persevered
in. See TIIIKHH, xvi. 2i>">, 297.
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and nightfall, and the balls fell and bombs exploded with CHAP.

dreadful effect among their dense masses.

The attack of the Allies was indeed terrible. At the 1813 -

signal of three guns, fired from the headquarters on the Awful ks-

heights of Raeckuitz, six dark columns, deep and massy, afiLa

descended from the heights, each preceded by fifty pieces ^ tTey

S

of artillery, and advanced, with a steady step and in the
Dresden.

finest order, against the city. It was an awful, but

yet an animating sight, when these immense masses,

without firing a shot or breaking the regularity of their

array, descended in silent majesty towards the walls.

No force on earth seemed capable of resisting them ;

so vast, yet orderly was the array, that their tread,

when hardly within cannon-shot, could be distinctly

heard from the ramparts. Wittgenstein commanded

the three columns on the right, who advanced between

the Elbe and the Grosse Garten
;

Kleist's Prussians

in the centre moved partly through the Grosse Garten,

partly over the open ground to their left, under Prince

Augustus of Prussia, and with them were combined

three divisions of Austrians under Count Colloredo- T'Lond. 112,

the remainder of the Austrians on the left, under Prince ns.odei.i.
2o2. Teni.

Maurice of Lichtenstein, formed the completion of the ocu'i. n.

vast army. Soon the beautiful buildings of Dresden Fain, //.'

were enveloped in smoke and flame
;
an incessant fire v'aud

26

;

9'

issued from the works
;
while the allied batteries on the

jfe

5
r%45*

us~

semicircle of heights around sent a storm of projectiles ,

(

t,

rossc
.

1 J
_

Chron. i.

through the air, and the moving batteries in front of their -*ori, 404.

TI i i Cathcart,

columns steadily advanced towards the embrasures ot the 218.

redoubts.
1

At some points the attack was irresistible. The great

redoubt, situated in front of the Moczinski Garten, was Early suc-

stormed in the most gallant style, after its palisades had AiTiw.

been beaten down, by the Austrians under Colloredo. Sir

Robert Wilson, ever foremost where danger was to be

encountered or glory won, was the first man who entered

it, side by side with Sir Charles Stewart, who at the
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CHAP, trumpet's call relinquished his diplomatic duties for the

perils of the field. At the same time, an impetuous
1S13 - attack by the Russians under Wittgenstein, carried the

redoubts on the left, near the Ilopfgartcn ;
while Kleist,

with his ardent Prussians, drove the enemy entirely out

of the Grosse Garten, and approached on that side close

to the barriers of the suburb. The French, by bringing

up fresh troops, regained the Moczinski redoubt
;
but the

fire of the Austrian batteries, which now enfiladed it on

both sides, was so terrible, that the men who entered

were almost all destroyed, and the work again fell into

the enemy's hands. By six o'clock in the evening, the

last reserves of St Cyr's corps had been all engaged; the

suburbs were furiously attacked, as well on the side of

Pirna as that of Plauen. Napoleon, seriously disquieted,

had stationed all the disposable battalions of the Old

Guard at the threatened barriers, and was despatching
courier after courier to hasten the march of the Young
Guard. Meanwhile the Austrian guns were furiously

battering the rampart, at the distance only of a hundred

paces ;
a tempest of bombs and cannon-balls was falling

270*

1

27i.' on all sides; the trembling inhabitants were wounded as

25
d
4.

L
T.ln

3
' soon as they appeared at their doors

; frequent explosions

n
c

i6.o V-'o'
f snc^s ail(l ammunition-waggons in the streets diffused

urossc universal consternation: already the hatchets of the
Cliron. i.

*

406, 407. pioneers were heard at the gate of Plauen and barrier of

298, 299."' Dippoldiswalde, and the triumphant cry was heard among
the assailants, "To Paris! to Paris!"

1

Xapolcon, who had evinced great anxiety while this

Saiiy by tremendous attack was going forward, was at length

wh'ciirejlds
relieved at half-past six by the arrival of the Young

be attack. Q uarc|
j
an(i 110W deemed himself in sufficient strength to

hazard a sally at each extremity of his position. The

gate of Plauen was thrown open, and the dense masses of

the Young Guard under Xey rushed furiously out: while

a quick discharge of musketry from the loopholed walls

and windows of the adjacent houses, favoured their sortie.
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The Austrian columns, little anticipating so formidable CHAP.

an outset, fell back in disorder: and the French Guards,
LXXX -

taking advantage of the moment when the gate was free,
1813>

defiled rapidly out, and, forming in line on either side of

it, by their increasing mass and enthusiastic valour gained

ground on the enemy. Similar sorties took place at the

gate of Pirna and at the barrier of Dippoldiswalde. At
all points the assailants, wholly unprepared for such an

attack, and deeming the day already won, lost ground ;

the two divisions of the Young Guard, under Xey, with

loud cheers, regained the blood-stained redoubt of Moc-

zinski, and dislodged the Prussians from the Grosse

Garten; on the left, Mortier, with the other two divisions

of the Young Guard drove the Russians from the suburb

of Pirna : while Murat, issuing with his formidable

squadrons from the gate of Plauen, established himself

for the night in the rear of the extreme right wing, con-

sisting of a division of Victor's corps, which had emerged
altogether from the suburbs on the road to Freyberg& J & * St Cyr, iv.

into the open country. Astonished at this unexpected 104, foe.

.

L
, . , ,,

J
, , , . . \ Lab. ii. 313,

resistance, which they had by no means anticipated, and 314. Loud.

perceiving, from the strength of the columns which had Fain, ii.'

issued from the city, as well as the vigour of the attacks, Bou't.

2

29".

that Xapoleon in person directed the defence, the allied
n̂
e

{

generals drew off their troops for the night: but, not 410'
415

-.1
, Tliiers, xvi.

yet despairing of final success, they resolved to await a son, 301.

pitched battle on the adjacent heights, on the following 1.52.

morning.
1

The weather, which for some days previous had been

serene and intensely hot, now suddenly changed ;
vast state'of

clouds filled the skies, and soon the surcharged moisture dlfringThlT

poured itself out in a torrent of rain. Regardless of the
"'

storm, Napoleon traversed the city after it was dark, and

waited on the bridge till Marmont and Victor's corps

began to defile over. As soon as he was assured of their

arrival, lie returned hastily through the streets, again

issued forth on the other side, and, by the light of the
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CHAP, bivouacs, visited the whole line occupied by his troops,

now entirely outside the city, from the barrier of Pirna
>13>

to the suburb of Friedrichstadt. The force he had

accumulated was such as to put him in a condition, not

only to repel any further attack which might be directed

against the city, but to resume the offensive at all points.

In addition to the corps of St Cyr, Marmont, and Victor,

he had at his command the whole Guards, and all the

heavy horse of Milhaud and Latour Maubourg, under

Murat
;

at least a hundred and twenty thousand men,
of whom twenty thousand were admirable cavalry. His

position at Dresden also gave him very great advantages ;

for by securing his centre by means of a fortress, of which

the strength had been tried on the preceding day, it

enabled him to throw the weight of his forces on the two

flanks. On the other hand the Allies, having no such

protection for the middle of their line, were under the

necessity of strengthening it equally in all quarters, and

thus in all probability would be inferior to the enemy at

the real points of attack. Considerable reinforcements,

however, came up during the night from the side of

Freybcrg ;
and although Klenau had not yet made his

appearance, yet his arrival was positively announced for

the following day. Notwithstanding the loss of six

thousand men in the assault of Dresden, they had now

nearly a hundred and sixty thousand men in line, includ-

ing Klenau, who it was hoped would come up before the

action was over. They resolved, therefore, to await the

attack of the enemy on the following day ; and, with-

^LomiiH drawing altogether from cannon-shot of the ramparts,

9.0% ^Ti armngc(l their formidable masses in the form of a scmi-

ii. 255, 256. circle on the heights around the walls, from the Elbe

390/391. above the suburb of Pirn a, to the foot of the slopes of

"\Volfn it/, below the city.
1

Napoleon disposed his troops during the night as fol-

lows : The right wing, composed of the corps of Victor,

and the cavalry of Latour Maubourg, under Murat, was
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stationed in front of the gate of Wildsdrack, and in the CHAP.
T VV" V"

fields and low grounds from that down the Elbe towards . _1

Priesnitz; the centre, under the Emperor in person, com- 1813-

prised the corps of Marmont and St Cjr, having the in- Napoleon's

fantry and cavalry of the Old Guard in reserve, supported on the S.
by the three great redoubts ;

on the left, Ney had the

command, and directed the four divisions of the Young
Guard and the cavalry of Kellermann, which extended to

the Elbe, beyond the suburb of Pirna. Nearly a hundred

and thirty thousand men""" were by daylight on the follow-

ing morning assembled in this position, having Dresden,

bristling with cannon, as a vast fortress to support their

centre. But their position was extraordinary, and, if

they were defeated, altogether desperate ;
for they

fought with their backs to the Elbe, and their faces to 32
B U

Lond.

the Rhine : the allied army, in great strength, had y^
11^

intercepted their whole communications with France, J"1

-j
v -

L
_

' o90. StCyi
1

,

and if worsted, they would be thrown back into a town jy.iio,iii.

with only two bridges traversing an otherwise impassable sos.

river in their rear.
1

On the other side, the Allies arranged their troops in

the following manner : On the right, Wittgenstein com- Positions of

manded the Russians on the road to Pirna, and Kleist the
troops.'

6

Prussians between Striesen and Strehlen
;

in the centre,

Schwartzenberg, with the corps of Colloredo, Chastellar,

and Bianchi's grenadiers in reserve, occupied the semi-

circle of heights which extend from Strehlen by Raeck-

nitz to Plauen; while beyond Plauen, on the left, were

posted the corps of Giulay and one division of Klenau's

* St Cyr's corps, three divisions, . . 20,000

Marmont's do. three divisions, . . 22,000

Victor's do. four divisions, . . . 28,000

Latour Maubourg's cavalry, four divisions, . 14,000

Kellermann's do. three divisions, . 9,000

Infantry of the Old Guard, . . . 6,000

]Jo. of the Young Guard, four divisions, . 2^,000

Cavalry of the Guard, four divisions, . . 4,000

131,000

LONDONDERRY, 111; VAUDONCOVRT, i. 12!). TIIJERH, xvi. 30.";, says 120,000.

VOL. XII. Jl
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CHAP,
troops, which had at length come up. But from the

extreme allied left at the foot of the heights of Wolfnitz
U3t

to Priesnitz, was a vacant space wholly unoccupied,

destined for the remainder of Klenau's men when they

should arrive
;
and the whole of that wing was not only

intrusted to inexperienced troops, but was destitute of

any solid support, either from inequality of ground or

from villages. This oversight on the part of the general-

in-chief was the more reprehensible, as they stood opposite

to the terrible cuirassiers of Latour Maubourg, fourteen

thousand strong, with nothing but an intervening level

i&MLM
1 '

sPace f r the horse to charge over
; while, if they had

?
U
V

32
>. been drawn back half a mile to the passes and broken

AA. Jom. iv. *

390,^3.91. ground in their rear, or not pushed across the precipi-

ii], 112.' tous defile of Tharandt, which separated them from the

223.

cal

main army, they would have been beyond the reach of

danger.
1

Both armies passed a cheerless night, drenched to the

Battle of skin by the torrents of rain which never ceased to descend

August?
with uncommon violence. Napoleon, however, who had

supped with the King of Saxony the night before in the

highest spirits, was on horseback at six in the morning,
and rode out to the neighbourhood of the great redoubt,

which had been the scene of such a desperate contest on

the preceding day. Ghastly traces of the combat were to

be seen on all sides
;
out of the newly-made graves hands

and arms were projecting, which stuck up stark and stiff

from the earth in the most frightful manner. The Em-

peror took his station beside a great fire which had been

lighted by his troops in the middle of the squares of the

Old Guard, and immediately behind were the cavalry of

the cuirassiers dismounted beside their horses. The
cannonade soon began along the whole line

; but it M-as

kept up for some hours only in a desultory manner, the

excessive rain and thick mist rendering it impossible
cither to move the infantry or point the guns with pre-
cision. Jomini strongly urged the allied sovereigns dur-
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ing the interval to change the front of their line : and. CHAP.
LXXX

accumulating their force on the enemy's left, which was

next the Elbe, to cut off Vandamine and Poniatowski,
1813>

who were at Pirna and Zittau, from the remainder of the

army. This manoeuvre, which would have re-established

affairs, was altogether foreign to Schwartzenberg's ideas,

which were entirely based upon cutting off the French

communications by their right with Torgau and Leipsic.

Meanwhile the French right gradually gained ground

upon the detached corps of Austrians beyond the ravine
sfcyjv'.

on the allied left, which was equally incapable of main-j^M*
1 -

taining itself by its intrinsic strength, or obtaining sue-
i

590
',

39
,^J DO Loud. ]]5.

cour across the chasm from the centre
;

and Kenlau, ^rosse11 i i 11- Chron. i.

though strenuously urged to accelerate his movements, 406, 410.

had not yet come up.
1

Napoleon was not long of turning to the best account

this state of matters in the allied line. Occupying him- Total defeat

self a strong central position, and in a situation to strike triaiTieft]

8

at any portion of the vast semicircular line which lay

before him, he had also this immense advantage, that the

thick mist and incessant rain rendered it impossible, not

only for the allied generals to see against what quarter

preparations were directed, but even for the commanders

of corps to perceive the enemy until they were close

upon them. This last circumstance led to a most serious

catastrophe on the left. Unpcrceived by the enemy,
Murat had stolen round in the rear of Victor's men,

entirely turning the flank of the Austrians, and got with

Latour Maubourg's formidable cuirassiers into the low

meadows which lie between Wolfnitz and the Elbe, in the

direction of Priesnitz, where it was intended that Klenau's

corps should have completed the allied line to the river.

Shrouded by the mist, he had thus placed himself with

his whole force close to the extreme Austrian left, and

almost perpendicular to their line, before they were aware

of his approach. Murat, in order to divert the enemy's

attention from this decisive attack, caused Victor's inf'an-
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CHAP, try to occupy Lobda in their front, from whence they
advanced in column against the line, and kept up a

*13'

heavy cannonade from a strong battery posted on an

eminence on their left. When the action had become

warm between the foot, he suddenly burst, with twelve

thousand chosen horsemen, out of the mist, on their flank

and rear. So heavy had been the rain that scarce any
of the Austrian muskets would go off. The effect of this

. onset, as of the Polish lancers, under similar circumstances,
1 Marmont s

.

Voyages, i. on the English infantry at Albuera, was decisive. The
2.VJ. Kaus- .,!,,. .

kr, G:>I. Austnans, before they had time to throw themselves into

3:5!" Lab.' ii. square, were broken by the French lancers, followed by

st'cyrltv.
their heavy armed cuirassiers.* In a few minutes the

jimVv' lmc was broken through, pierced in all directions, and
3<a, 3<)2. CU ^0 pieces. A few battalions next the centre made
Cathcart,
2'-(i - their way across the ravine, and escaped; the whole re-
T liiers, xvi.

t t c
311, 314. mainder, being three-fourths of the entire corps, with

General Metsko, were killed, or made prisoners.
1

Xo sooner was Napoleon made aware, by the advancing

Operations cannonade on his right, that Murat's attack had proved
French successful, than he gave orders for his left to move

against Wittgenstein, while the action in the centre was

still confined to a distant cannonade. Xey had concen-

trated the four divisions of the Young Guard between

the Grosse Garten and the Elbe, and with them and

Kellermann's dragoons he immediately made a vigorous

attack upon the enemy. He was received by the

Russians with their wonted steadiness. The villages

of Seidnitz and Gross Dobritz were gallantly defended,

against an overwhelming superiority of force, by General
* Marshal Marmont, who was present, ascribes the successful issue of this

cavalry charge, one of the most important made during the whole war, to its

being made by cuirassiers, preceded by lancers.
" On ne vint a bout de cetto

infanterie, qu'en faisant preceMcr les cuirassiers, par cinquantc lancicrs do

1'escorte du Ge'ne'ral Latour Maubourg, qui firent breche, et donnerent a ceux-

lii, lo moyen de pdno'trer et de tout detruiiv. (Jes lancicrs parent approcher

impuneinent, attcndu que les coups de fusil, a cause de la pluie, etaicnt rarcs
;

mais la question n'eut pas 6t6 inccrtaine dans tons les cas, si les cuirassiers

cussent c'tc' eux-iuthnes aruu'.s de la lauce redoubtable." MAK.MONT, Voyuycs,

i. 'JJD.
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de Roth
;
and when he could no longer make them good, CHAP.

lie retreated, in good order, to the main body of Wittgen-
LXXX -

stein's men, placed in the rear behind Reick. Jomini,
1813-

seeing Ney far advanced along the Elbe, and showing his

flank to the allied centre, counselled the Emperor Alex-

ander to move forward Kleist, Milaradowitch, Colloredo,

and the masses of the centre which had not yet been

engaged, and assail his columns in flank, by Strelilen

a movement which promised the most important results,

and would probably have balanced the success of Murat
on the left. Alexander at once appreciated the import-
ance of this movement, and Kleist and Milaradowitch

were already in motion to execute it
;
but to support 3

them, and fill up the chasm in the line occasioned by 394. 395.'

their descending the hills to the right, it was necessary KaLier,'

that Barclay de Tolly, with the Russian reserve, should
sfc/rjv.

advance to the front. Barclay, however, did not move : ?;,, *;T
K

/ ' 1-1 . VjTOSSC

the signal made for that purpose was at first not seen in
V-,'

1 1

!'
41b, 4zl.

consequence of the mist, and subsequently disregarded ;
Thiers, xvi.

and before the order could be renewed by an officer, a sis!

dreadful catastrophe had occurred, which in a great 229, 231!

measure determined the Allies to retreat.
1

Moreau, who had with equal energy and ability dis-

charged the important duties committed to him in the wound' ;m<i

council of the Allies ever since the campaign reopened, M^U.
was in earnest conversation with the Emperor Alexander

about this very advance of Barclay's, when a cannon-shot

from the French batteries in the centre almost carried off

both his legs, the ball passing through the body of his

horse. This melancholy event excited a very deep sensa-

tion at the allied headquarters, and for a time diverted

Alexander's attention at the most critical moment of the

action. The interest which it awakened was enhanced

by the extraordinary heroism which the wounded general

evinced under an excess of pain which might well liavn

shaken any man's fortitude, lie never uttered a groan

while carried to the rear, with his mangled limbs hanging
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CHAP, by the skin
;
and when laid on the table of the cottage

T K X X
LI into which he was carried to suffer amputation, he called

1813.
for a cigar? winch he smoked with the utmost tranquillity.

He bore the painful operation with the same firmness

which had distinguished his whole demeanour since his

wound : and when the surgeon who had cut off the right

leg examined the other, and pronounced, with a faltering

voice, that it was impossible to save it
" Cut it off then,

also," said he calmly, which was immediately done.

When the retreat commenced, he was transported in a

litter to Laun, where he wrote a letter to his wife singu-

larly characteristic of his mind.* Alexander was inde-

fatigable in his attentions to the illustrious patient, and

sanguine hopes were at one period entertained of his

recovery : but at the end of five days fever supervened,

scpt. i. and he expired with the same stoicism as he had lived,

i Lend, ii.j,
hut without giving the slightest trace of religious impres-

x
2
2bi

Ca
|o2

s i n - Hi8 body was embalmed and conveyed to Prague,
Hiog. Univ. whence it was transported to St Petersburg, and buried
xxx. 9o, 90.

Tine, xvi. in the Catholic church of that capital with the same
315 Cath-

cart.230. honours as had been paid to the remains of Kutusoff.
1

Alexander wrote a touching letter to his widow,t and

* " MY DEAREST At the battle of Dresden, three days ago, I had both my
legs carried off by a cannon-ball. That rascal Buonaparte i.s always fortunate.

They have performed the amputation as well as possible. Though the army
has made a retrograde movement, it is by no means a reverse, but of design to

draw nearer to General Blucher. Excuse my scrawl : I love and embrace you
with my whole heart." CAI-KKIGUK, x. 201.

t
" When the frightful catastrophe which befell General Moreau, at my side,

deprived me of the guidance and experience of that great man, I indulged the

hope that by means of care he might yet be preserved for his family and my
friendship. Providence has disposed it otherwise

;
he has died as he lived, in

the full possession of a great and constant mind. There is but one alleviation

to the evils of life : the assurance that they are sympathised with by others.

In Russia, Madame, you will everywhere find these sentiments; and if it should

.suit your arrangements to fix ynur.self there, I will strive to do everything in

my power to embellish the existence of a person of whom I consider it a.

sacred duty to be the nupp
on this irrevocably, and i

circumstance in which I ca

me directly. The friends

beyond the tomb
; and I h

part the debt which I owe 1

rt and consolation. I pray you, Madame, to count

t to permit me to remain in ignorance of any
be of any service to you, and always to write to

ip which I had vowed to your husband extends

vc no other means of discharging what is but in

in), but by attending to the comfort of his family.
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presented her with a gift of five hundred thousand roubles, CHAP.

(20,000), and a pension of thirty thousand (1200) ;

Lxxx "

but the remains of Moreau remained far from his native 1813-

land, and amidst the enemies of the people whom he had

conducted with so much glory."*

The manner in which this great general met his death-
'34

wound was very remarkable. The cannon of the Guard, singular

which were posted in front of the position which Napo- "She"
Icon occupied, had been observed for some time to exhibit Sh.

by h ' s

an unusual degree of languor in replying to the dis-

charges of the enemy ;
and the Emperor sent Gourgaud

forward to inquire into the cause of so unusual a circum-

stance. The answer returned was, that it was to no pur-

pose to waste their fire, as they could not reply with effect

to the enenry's batteries, placed on the heights above, from

so low a situation.
" No matter," said the Emperor,

" we
must draw the attention of the enemy to that side

;
renew

firing." Immediately they began their discharge, and di-

rected their shot to a group of horsemen which at that

moment appeared on the brow of the hill on the heights

above. An extraordinary movement in the circle soon

showed that some person of distinction had fallen
;
and

Xapoleon, who was strongly inclined to superstition, at

first supposed it was Schwartzenberg, and referred to the

sinister augury which the conflagration in his palace on

the night of the fete on Marie Louise's marriage had
i

afforded.
1

It was then, however, that Morcau was struck; Mil. 20."

and so anxious had the Emperor been to conceal the

intelligence of that great commander's arrival from his
2

,,^"!,

1

;,."-

troops, though well aware of it himself, that it was not]
w
|

*-

till next day that it became known
;

2 when the advanced^ xii.
J ... 30-. I liters,

guards, in pursuing the Allies towards Bohemia, coming xvi. ;ni.

upon a little spaniel which was piteously moaning, were

Pieceive, Madame, in these sad and mournful circumstances, the assurances of

my unalterable friendship ALEXANDER." See CAI'I:KI<;UK, x. 205, note.

* The spot where Moreau was .struck is marked by a simple moniuin-nt

shaded with trees
;
and constitute.-; one of the many interesting objects with

which the charming environs of Dresden abound.
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CHAP, attracted by the collar round its neck, on which were
LXXX "

written the words "
I belong to General Moreau." Thus

retreat.

1813 -

they became at once acquainted with his presence and his

fate.

A council of war was now held at the allied head-
35

Council of quarters as to the course which should be pursued ;
the

thTJE? Emperor Alexander, the King of Prussia, and the principal

resdvecUo generals, assembled on horseback in a ploughed field, to

deliberate on a step on which the destinies of Europe

might depend. The King of Prussia was clear for con-

tinuing the action, and to this opinion the Emperor of

Russia and his principal generals inclined : observing that

the whole centre and reserves had not yet engaged ;
that

the French would hardly venture to attack the middle of

their position, when defended by so powerful an artillery ;

and that a decisive blow might yet be struck at the

French left. But Schwartzenberg was decidedly for a

retreat. Independent of the disaster on his left, which

he felt the more sensibly as it had fallen almost exclu-

sively on the Austrian troops, he was not without anxiety
for his right, on account of the progress of Yandamme in

his rear in that direction, who had advanced to Konig-

stein, and already made himself master of the defile of

Pirna. lie strongly represented that the reserve parks
of the army had not been able to get up ;

that the pro-

digious consumption of the tAvo preceding days had nearly
exhausted their ammunition, several guns having only a

few rounds left
; that the magazines of the army had not

been able to follow its advance
;

in fine, that it was in-

dispensable to regain Bohemia to prevent the dissolution

of the army. These reasons, urged with the authority
of the commandcr-in-chief, and supported by such facts,

p,!i.->

v
B.mt.

proved decisive
;
and a retreat was agreed to against the

Lon.i. 120, strenuous advice of the King of Prussia, who foresaw to

xii. .".or,."' what risk it would expose the allied cause, and in an

sib'
'

especial manner his own dominions.
1 But it was evident

that they were mere covers, put forward to conceal the
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sense of a defeat
;

no victorious army ever yet was CHAP.

stopped in its career by want of ammunition, and some-

how or other the successful party hardly ever fails to find

food.*

But although retreat was thus resolved on before dark
36

on the 27th, it was by no means equally clear how it was Extraordi-

to be effected, Vandamme was master of the road by cuiiLVas"

Pirna
;
that by Freyberg had been cut off by the sue- $J^

cesses of the King of Xaples. Thus the two great roads,

those by which the army had traversed the mountains,

were in the enemy's hands
;
and the intermediate range

between them was crossed only by country or inferior

roads, which, amidst the torrents of rain which were

falling, and the innumerable chariots and guns which

would have to roll over them, would soon be rendered

almost impassable. There was every reason to fear that

the allied columns, defiling with these numerous encum-

brances in the narrow gorges, traversed by these broken-

up roads, would fall into inextricable confusion, and at

the very least lose a large part of their artillery and

baggage. Schwartzenberg, however, deemed the risk of

a prolonged stay in presence of the enemy, after the

disasters of his left, more than sufficient to counterbalance

these dangers ;
and therefore, though Klenau came up

on the night of the 27th, the retreat was persisted in the

following day. The army was ordered to march in three

columns
;

the first under Barclay de Tolly, with the

Prussians of Kleist, on Petcrswalde
;
the second under ,v,.

01

j,',n,.'

Colloredo, by Dippoldiswalde on Altenberg ;
and the p^

1

;';.'*

97"

third, led by Klenau, on Marienberg.
1

Wittgenstein was c^p
8"

intrusted with the command of the rearguard ; and the ^V 41 -

.

1 Iners, xvi.

Prince of Wtirtemberg and Ostermann, who, with a divi- '<^, v&i.

sion of Russian guards and cuirassiers, and one of infantry,

* The preceding account of Moreau's wnimd and death, and the council of

war which assembled to determine on the retreat, is entirely confirmed, and

in part taken from the statement made to me by my late friend Lord Cathcart,

who wan with the Emperor Alexander the whole time, and both witnessed

Murcau'a fall at hirf side, and was present at the conference.
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CHAP, had been left to oppose Vandamme on the side of Pirna,
T V V Y

1 L were ordered to fall back towards Peterswalde.
1813-

Early on the morning of the 28th, Napoleon, according

Appearance to his usual custom, visited the field of battle. It may
of battle! be conceiA*ed what a ghastly spectacle was presented by
ug' 8'

the ground, on which, within the space of a league round

the walls, three hundred thousand men had combated for

two days with determined resolution, under the fire of

above a thousand pieces of cannon. The wounded had,

for the most part, been transported during the night into

the town by the efforts of the French surgeons and the

unwearied zeal of the inhabitants, who, on this occasion,

as after the battle of Bautzen, exhibited in its full lustre

the native benevolence of the Saxon character. But the

dead still remained unburied, accumulated in frightful

heaps, for the most part half naked, having been stripped

by those fiends in woman's form, whom so prodigious a

concourse of men had attracted in extraordinary numbers

to the scene of woe. They lay piled above each other in

vast masses around and within the Moczinski redoubt,

before the Dippoldiswalde and Plaucn barriers, near

Lobda, and in the environs of the Grosse Garten. The

profound excitement which the war had produced

throughout the civilised world was there manifest
;

for

the corpses of the slain exhibited all nations and varieties

of men botli of Asia and Europe. The blue-eyed Gotli

lay beneath the swarthy Italian
;
the long-haired Russian

was still locked in his death-struggle with the undaunted

Frank
;
the fiery Hun lay athwart the stout Norman ;

the lightsome Cossack and roving Tartar reposed far

from the banks of the Don or the steppes of Snmarcand.

Cuirasses, muskets, sabres, helmets, belts, and cartouchc-

,y.

)

,

ll<

:J;..|-

boxes lay strewn in endless disorder, which the inliabit-

Faii'i, ii. ants, stimulated by the love of irain, were collecting,
2<S\ 2.04

Lab. I 323. with the vast numbers of cannon-balls which had sunk

into the earth, for the French artillery and stores.
1

Napoleon was far from being insensible to the magni-
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tudc of the wreck, and gave orders that the principal CHAP.

Saxon sufferers by the siege should be indemnified as far

as possible ;
and then rode on to the height where 1813-

Moreau had been struck, and caused the distance to the Napoleon

battery from whence the shot issued to be measured, pursuit/"

which proved to be two thousand yards. The vast array
of the Allies was already out of sight ;

a few horsemen

alone observed the approach of the French, who were

actively engaged in the pursuit. Seeing he could not

overtake them, the Emperor turned aside and rode to

Pirn a, where he inquired minutely into what had passed
there during the two preceding eventful days. The

Prince of Wiirtemberg, he learned, had that morning
been engaged with Vandamme's corps, and was retiring

in good order towards Toplitz, closely pursued by that

general ; Murat, with his horse, and Victor were follow-

ing on the traces of the left wing, on the road to Freyberg ;

and Marmont and St Cyr's columns were pursuing the

centre on the intermediate roads; while Morticr and the

Young Guard advanced along the chaussee of Pirua. i odei. i.

After sitting still an hour, he said, in the highest spirits, y^f'iL

"Well, I think I have seen it all: make the Old Guard g. >|.w

return to Dresden ; the Youn Guard will remain here 324.

. Thiers, xvi.

in bivouac;" and, entering his carriage, returned to the 3-24, o2a.

capital.
1

The battle of Dresden is one of the most remarkable

victories ever gained by Napoleon ;
and if it were memo- (-Jreat ui.n-

. . > itv ilisplav-

rable for no other reason, it will never be forgotten for eciiy Nape

this it was the LAST pitched battle, on a scale commen-^
surate with his former victories, he ever gained." The

advance to Pirna seemed the fatal limit of his prosperous
fortune: from the moment that he then relinquished the

pursuit, lie became involved in calamity; and disaster

succeeded disaster till lie was precipitated from the

* The conflicts at Montmirail, Vauchamps, Champaubcrt, and Muntoivan,

in the campaign of 1814, were combats, not battles: Lijjny was a pitched

battle, but it could not be called a decisive victory, at least like Napoleon's

former ones; for no prisoners or standards and few guns were taken.
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CHAP, throne. Yet was this great battle a truly glorious
I XXX .

achievement, worthy to be placed beside the brightest
isis. Of hjs earijer career, and such as well might cast a long

ray of light over the dark vista of misfortune by which

it was succeeded. Anticipated by the Allies in their

masterly march upon Dresden, well-nigh deprived of that

vital stronghold by his never conceiving they would have

the courage to attack it, he contrived, by extraordinary

efforts, not only to arrive in time for its deliverance, but

to discomfit the Allies by a signal defeat under its walls.

This battle is the only one in his whole career in which

Xapoleon operated at once by both flanks, without ad-

vancing his centre; and the reason of his selecting this

singular, and, in ordinary circumstances, perilous mode of

attack, was this not only did his position in front of the

intrenched camp enable him to do so without risk, while

the great strength of the allied centre forbade an attack

on them in that quarter ;
but by gaining, by success at

these two extremities, command of the roads to Frcyberg
and Pirna, he threw the Allies back, for their retreat to

Bohemia, upon the intermediate inferior lines of commu-

nication across the mountains, where there was reason

to hope that a vigorous pursuit would make them lose

great part of their artillery and baggage. lie afterwards

adopted a similar mode of attack in the commencement of

the Waterloo campaign ;
but his wings there being advanced

at the same time, without any centre to support them,
1

.ijmi,
iv. like the great fortress of Dresden, became unable to afford

55.''

U
each other the requisite support, and lost for the Emperor

advantages which had well-nigh reinstated his affairs.
1

The fruits of this victory were as great as its concep-

Resufts'of tion had been felicitous. Thirteen thousand prisoners,
the battle on

jmog |. Rv[ Austriiins, were taken. Six - and - twentyboth tmus. J

cannons, eighteen standards, and a hundred and thirty

caissons, fell into the hands of the enemy. Including

the killed, wounded, and missing, on the two days, the

allied loss was not short of twenty-five thousand men,
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while the French were not weakened by more than half CHAP.

the number. But these results, important and dazzling as

they were, especially as re-establishing the prestige of 1813>

the Emperor's invincibility, wrere but a part of the conse-

quences of the discomfiture at Dresden. Barclay had

been ordered to take the road, by Dohiia and Gicshubel,

to Peterswalde; but the Russian officer who delivered

the order said Altenberg, by mistake, instead of Peters-

walde. Barclay understood him so : the consequence of

which was, that Kleist alone, with his Prussians, was

left to follow the great road by Pirn a, and the Russians

were thrown on the road by Dippoldiswalde and Alten-

berg, already encumbered with the prodigious accumula-

tion of Austrian carriages. The highway was speedily ii, n<i. 1-21.

cut through by the prodigious number of vehicles passing ^n^S'i'-,

1

-?'O J C J. C^ JJUUt. JUj *>t

over it
;

the confusion of artillery and carriages of all ^,
rosse

o unron. i.

sorts became inextricable. Cannon and baggage-waggons **-> 4:<t! -

ec o oo Mann. v.

were abandoned at every step ;
and the disorder soon i-5s, I:A.

became extreme.
1

Different corps of different nations got intermingled in

the crowded defiles : orders were given in a language Dreadful

which one-half who heard them did not understand : ^Austrian

supplies of all sorts were wanting, and it was only by trcat?

f '

straggling on either side that the soldiers for some days
could pick up a scanty subsistence. A great quantity of

baggage and ammunition waggons fell into the enemy's
hands

;
and before the troops had extricated themselves

from the mountains, two thousand additional prisoners

had been taken. The poet Korner, who had recovered a Lond. 121,

from the wound he had so perfidiously received at the com- i^W"'"'

menccmcnt of the armistice, received a ball in his breast, ^"
1<L

,j;mt

and died in the action : a few hours before it began, lie
f,['*

7

f

-

had composed his immortal lines to his sword, the testa- -'117.

ment of his genius to his avenging countrymen.-* But

* Theodore Korner was killed at eight in the morning of the 20th August,

in a field near the road from Hchwerin to Gadebuscli, close to a wood halt a

league from Rosenberg. A rnusket-ball which had passed through the neck of

Liu horse, but without killing it, pierced his stomach, and shattered the spine.
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CHAP.
LXXX.

1813.

the most sensible loss which the Allies sustained during
the retreat, was that of General Moreau, whose great
talents were never more required than at that period, to

arrest the evils which then menaced the very existence

of the Coalition. But Providence had decreed that the

cause of virtue and justice should triumph by its own

He breathed his last a few minutes after receiving the wound. He fell with

the first shot from the enemy. Count Hardenberg, a relation of the illustrious

statesman, was killed by the same volley. They were both buried under an

old oak near where they fell, amidst the universal tears of the corps to which

they belonged. KiJrner's name is engraven on the rind of the tree; but he has

left a more enduring memorial of his end in the noble song to his sword,
written on the morning of the day on which he received his death-wound; and

which, more even than all the actions recounted in this history, illustrates the

heroic spirit with which Germany was then animated :

' Tiior sword upon my thigh,
Those beaming glances why?
Thou look'st so pleased on me,
I've all my joy in thee.

Hurrah

' In the belt of a gallant knight,

My glance is ever bright ;

A freeman is my lord,

And this makes glad the sword."

: Yes ! trusty sword, I'm five,

And fondly cherish thee
;

Dear as a bride thou art

The treasure of my heart."

; Ah! would thy vows were mine,
As my iron life is thine !

If (pur nuptial-knot were tied,

Where dost thou fetch thy bride?"

; The trumpet-blast at dawn
Ushers in our wedding morn

;

When the hollow cannons roar,

We'll meet to part no more."

' Yet keep that narrow cell
;

It suits my darling well :

Bide in thy chamber lone,

Till I claim thee for my own."

: Ah ! tarry not, I pray,
For in love's garden gay,
The rose has a bloody shroud,
And blossoming Death looks proud."

1 Xow come from thy scabbard coy.

My bride, my darling .joy !

Where onr gather'd kindred stand,
Thou shall glittter in my hand."

1

Oh, happy bridal state!

All anxiously I wait
;

Thou bridegroom, come wit

Love's garland is thy meed
ii speed-

Why then, in scabbnrd dight,

Dost dank, thuii iron de-light,

So wild, so warlike imw?

My sword, why rattiest thou?"

Well may I clang, Sir Knight,
I hunger for ihe light ;

All wild and glad of battle,

Thus in mv sheath I rattle."

Erst following at your side

A stolen glance she tried ;

Xow in the face of day,
God gives the maid away.

Haste!
i

A kisst.

Title go<

Curst he

Xow bid the charmer sing.

While sparkling sword blades ring;
'Tis our marriage matins peal ;

Hurrah! thou bride of steel!

Hurrah

KOKXKK'S Lyre and Ru-ortl : Edinburgh, 1841. An animated and faithful trans-

lation ;
but even the kindred English tongue can convey no idea of the force

and spirit-stirring fire of the original.
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native strength, and owe nothing to the forces of the CHAP.
T X XX

Revolution, even in their most exalted or blameless form.

Great, however, as were the abilities displayed by
1813>

Napoleon on this occasion, they would have failed in pro- Glaring

ducing the results which took place, if he had not been Austrian
tu

seconded to a wish by the imbecility displayed in the oHhisocca-

execution of the attack upon Dresden. The original
Slon -

conception of that design was in the highest degree
felicitous

;
and by succeeding in placing themselves in

overwhelming strength before that capital, and on the

direct line of the enemy's communications on the 25th,

when Napoleon and his Guards were still a full day's

march off, they had completely out-generaled that vigilant

commander, and brought him, beyond all question, to the

very brink of destruction. Had they commenced the

assault that afternoon, success was certain, for they were

already six to one : St Cyr and his corps would have been
,*

,

* Alarm, v.

beaten, and the whole defensive system of Napoleon on 150, 151.

the Elbe broken through and destroyed.
1

Even when, by delaying the attack till next day, they
had given time for Napoleon himself to come up, they fireat error

might still, by commencing the assault early on the fore- the attack?

noon of the 2Gth, before the bulk of his Guards had

arrived, have carried the place, with the additional lustre

of having done so when the Emperor in person was in

command. By delaying the attack till three in the after-

noon, they gained nothing ;
for Klenau even then had

not come up ;
and they had merely given time to

Napoleon to bring up sixty thousand additional men for

the defence. It was impossible to expect to carry a

fortified place, garrisoned by eighty thousand men, by a

coup-de-main; the stroke was now too late, and should

not have been delivered. The dispositions next day
were equally faulty : for Schwartzenberg, contrary to all

advice, insisted on extending his left over the open ground

beyond Plaucn, without any support against Murat's

cavalry, to which, in consequence, it fell an easy prey ;
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CHAP, while by throwing it back, up the side of the ravine of

Tharandt, it would have been altogether secure from
513'

attack on the top of its precipitous banks. To crown the

whole, he placed inexperienced infantry there, without

horse to cover them, when thirty thousand noble cavalry

were massed together in useless strength behind the

centre, which was already so strong from its position on

the heights, and the prodigious array of artillery by which

it was defended, as to be beyond the reach of danger.

In justice to Schwartzenbcrg, however, it must be

Great dm- observed, that these glaring errors are not to be wholly
allied head

6
- ascribed to him. It is no easy matter, as he himself

said, to command an army when emperors and kings are

with its general. Such were the dissensions which at this

period prevailed at the allied headquarters, that nothing
but the most exalted spirit in the bosoms of the sovereigns

who ruled its destinies, and the most indefatigable efforts

on the part of the able diplomatists who were intrusted

with its counsels, prevented the alliance from being broken

up within a few days after it began the great contest for

the deliverance of Europe. Hardenberg, Mettcrnich,

D'Anstett, Lord Aberdeen, and Sir Charles Stewart,

laboured assiduously, and not without effect, to reconcile

the conflicting jealousies and interests. But it was a her-

culean task
;
and nothing but a universal sense of the

common danger which they all incurred, could have pre-

vented a rupture taking place. They experienced the

J Loud. 1-20. truth of the words of Tacitus :

"
Prospera oinnes sibi vin-

dicant, adversa uni solo imputantur."
1 *

No one would acknowledge responsibility for the

AH ky'tiic advance against Dresden after it failed : to hear the

eadTothcr, opinions of the military council, you would imagine it

no'rclTcom- nat^ been forced on the army against the universal opinion
of its leaders. The Russians loudly exclaimed against

the Austrians as the authors of all the calamities, and

* " AH claim the credit of fortunate enterprises: disasters are ascribed to

one alone."
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referred, not without secret satisfaction, to the magnitude CHAP.
I" YV" Y"

of the losses which they, and they alone, had sustained.

The Austrians repljed, that if Barclay had obeyed
1813-

Schwartzenberg's order to advance on the forenoon of the

27th, all would yet have been repaired. The Prussians

lamented a retrograde movement which would, to all

appearance, deliver up Berlin to the cruel exactions of

the enemy, and paralyse the rising spirit of Germany by
the exhibition of its northern capital in chains. Con-

ferences, political as well as military, were frequent dur-

ing the retreat
;
the troops of the different nations would

take no orders but from their own generals ;
it was hard

to say who really governed the army, or whether it had

any direction at all. Schwartzenberg deemed it advis-

able, situated as he was, to avoid any general action, and

remain wholly on the defensive
;
and it was apparent to

all, that if Napoleon persevered in making propositions,

there was great probability they would be listened to.

Such was the untoward prospect of affairs at the allied

headquarters, when the face of events was entirely

changed, unanimity and concord restored to the combined

chiefs, and confidence and mutual esteem to their fol-

lowers, by a series of events in the exterior circle of the

conflict, so marvellous that they defeated all human cal-
T

. Lond. 120,

dilation, and converted the recriminations of misfortune 122.

into the song of triumph, over the whole allied states.
1

On the very day on which Napoleon gained his decisive

success before Dresden, Vandaimne was following up his Movements

instructions to move upon the rear of the allied army, damme

and await the issue of events on the heights of Peterswalde oTtenLnn.

beyond Pirna. His orders were precise, to march upon
Tetschcn, Aussig, and Toplitz, and throw himself on the

enemy's communications." He had crossed the Elbe at

* "
L'Empereur desire quo vons recueillez toutes los forces qu il a mit a votre

disposition, et qu'avec elles vous penetriez en l.olu'ino, et culbutiez le Prince

de "\Viirtemberg, s'il tentait rle s'y opposer. L'ennemi que nous avons hattu

parait se retirer sur Amiabcrg. Sa Majeste pense quu cons ^n(rr'u'Z an-iccr

VOL. XII. I
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CHAP. Kb'nistein, and been engaged with Ostermann, who had
LXXX" ^ '

been left to watch him with the division of the old Russian
' 13-

Guards and the Russian division of Prince Eugene of Wiir-

temberg. The French general advanced towards Pirna, in

order to intercept the line of the enemy's retreat, and the

disproportion of force gave him good reason to hope that

he would be able to do so ;* for he had twenty-seven thou-

sand infantry, three thousand cavalry, and eighty pieces of

cannon
;
whereas the Russian had only seventeen thou-

sand at his disposal. Ostermann in the first instance fell

back also towards Pirna; but on the day following, being

Aug. 27. that on which Napoleon halted his Guard at that place,

he was obliged, by the retreat of the Allies and its occupa-
tion by the French, to change the direction of his retreat,

and retire towards Peterswalde. Vandamme had got be-

fore him on the high-road to that place, and the Russians

had to fight their wr

ay through the enemy's ranks at
i
Kausler, .

G.54. jom. Gieshtibel and Xollcndorf. Ostermann's grenadiers, how-

st Cyr, iv. ever, forced the passage after a sharp encounter, in \vhich

BTniV 40, he lost three thousand men, and lie reached Peterswalde,

*58^jL
1 ' where he collected his forces, and prepared to oppose a

*'.'-.
317 -

. stout resistance to Vandamme, who, having failed in bar-
1 lners, xvi.

3-27, 330. riiur the way to his columns, was now preparing to follow
Marm. v.

*
,

103, loo. closely upon his footsteps, and press him vigorously with

all his forces.
1

A great issue now depended on the efforts of these

Great into- intrepid generals ; nothing less than the ruin of the allied

pending on army, or the destruction of the corps which had so fear-
lct

'lessly descended into its rear, was at stake. All the

Plates roads from Saxony in that direction through the Erzge-

birge range, terminate at Toplitx, in the Bohemian plain.

If, therefore, Vandamme could make himself master of

arn/it tut ."n.r In communication dr. Tojtlit:, Tet.schen, ct Aussig, ct par la prendre
BOS ambulances, ses. Equipages, ses bagages, enfin tout ce qui m;irclie durrirre

lour arrnde." BKKTIIIKK t VAMJA.MMK, IS tit, Attijtt.it 1S13; ]!I<;.\ON, .\ii. 1317;

TIIIKUS, xvi. 32.S.

* He had fifty-two battalions, twenty-nine squadrons, eighty guns KAKS-

I.KK, G;"i:; and Napoleon has told us,
"
they were thirty thousand strong."

fcico iS'AroLKUN tu ST CYH, l~tk A mjust 1813 ;
ttx CVH, iv. 'Ml .
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that point of intersection, he would be in a situation to CHAP.

prevent the allies debouching from the mountains ; while
LXXX '

the King of Naples on the one road, Marmont and St 18U-

Cyr in the centre, and Napoleon with the Guards on the

left pass, pressed the rear of their columns, and thus

exposed them to almost certain ruin when entangled
with several thousand carriages aniono- those narrowo o
defiles and inhospitable ridges.* On the other hand, if

the French were defeated, they ran still greater risk of

being destroyed by the retiring masses of the grand
allied army, who would fight with the energy of despair
to reopen their communication with the Bohemian plains.

Thus, both parties had equal motives for exertion; both

saw clearly the vital importance of the contest, and the

meanest soldier in the ranks was as strongly impressed
with it as their chiefs. Yandamme now recollected the

Emperor's words, that to him it would be given to receive

the sword of the conquered, and that now was the time to

win his marshal's baton. Ostermann was penetrated with j Jom iv

the conviction, that on his efforts, and those of his brave ,
soa

Bout. 40,

Guards, would depend the safety of their beloved Em- -11.
Fuhyi.

peror, and both were firmly resolved to conquer or die on Lab'.'i. r.i.

the ground where they stood.
1

Vandamme, sensible of the value of time in the critical
48

operation which had been intrusted to him, and aware that Battle of

the Young Guard was at Pirna, to give him the support Aug"l29.

which Napoleon had promised him if required, eagerly

descended on the morning of the 29th from the moun-

tains, and approached the Russians, who had taken post

in a good position in the plain between CULM and Toplitz,

little more than half a league in advance of the latter

town. Ostermann's forces, however, were now much re-

duced
;
from the losses and detachments of the preceding-

days, he could not collect above fourteen thousand men to

* " The distance from Kraupen to the embouchure of the army (allied) \vu.s

but five ver.sts, and if that pans wix tjainr.d lnj the cm-mi/, ruin mix in< ritl,l<-

for ".lore a hundred and fftij thousand mt-ji." LctUr from Silt R. WtL>u.\,

Auyii.it 1813.
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CHAP, defend his posts, and the French had at least double the
T Y Y Y" *

number. Already the near approach of the enemy had
5l3'

spread the most violent alarm among the inhabitants of

Toplitz ;
the whole corps diplomatique in particular had

taken to flight, and were already far advanced on the

road to Deutsch Geyserberg and Laun. The King of

Prussia, who was there, and remained at his post, alone

succeeded by his coolness in preserving some degree of

order in the rear of the combatants. The French general,

conceiving he had only to deal with the broken and de-

jected remains of the army beaten at Dresden, at first

brought forward his troops as they successively came up
into action, and hurried with only nine battalions to

assault the Russian left wing. This rash attempt was

speedily repulsed ;
but the arrival of the division of

Mouton Duvernet restored the combat in that quarter,

and the Russians in their turn were compelled to give

way. An obstinate action, with various success, now took

place over the whole line : the villages of Straden and
1 Bout, 40. Ppiesten were successively carried bv the division Philip-Jom. iv.

' >

399. Lond. p n whicli had just come up ;
but the latter village was

123. Fain, f
J i

.

ii. 314. immediately retaken
;
and after being three times lost

334, 33.5.

''

and won at the point of the bayonet, finally remained in

the hands of the Russians.
1

The weight of the French attack, however, was directed
49

Heroic re- against the Russian left
;
and Ostermann, seeing this,

thTuussum brought up three regiments of the Russian Guards to
(ruards.

jlc mcnacc(i point the Bonnet d'Or, Preobazinsky, and

Simoncfsky grenadiers ;
and the heroic resistance of these

incomparable troops, the flower and pride of the Russian

army, opposed a wall of steel to the French, which all the

efforts of the assailants were unable to pass. In vain the

French batteries were advanced to within pistol-shot, and

sent a storm of grape through the Russian lines
;

in vain

company after company was swept away bv the terrific

discharges of their musketry ;
these heroic troops stood

firm, constantly closing to the centre as their ranks were
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thinned. They found there the Russian Thermopylae, and CHAP.

the greater part of them perished where they stood
; but,

LXXX -

like the three hundred Spartans under Leonidas, they
1813 -

decided the fate of the world by their blood.* A strong
French column in the evening advanced against Priesten,

carried it bv assault, and moved on to attack the crand
1 1C 1

Russian battery in the centre; but the heroism of the 654* 636?

Guards had gained the requisite time. General Diebitch
ou

jom.'i v .

and the Grand-duke Constantine at this moment arrived f.% ^nd -

with the cavalrv and some grenadiers of the Russian o;
l

!

n
\V:

,

~
, . 314, 31o.

Guard, with which this menacing column was stopped :
Gr<>sse.-,

i i

^
T->

Cliron. ii,

ana Vanaamme, seeing that the Russians were now re- H 20.

ceiving considerable reinforcements, drew off for the night 33<j?

r
'

to the ground he occupied before the action.
1

Prudence now counselled a retreat to the French

general ;
for the superiority which he had on the first Vamiammo

day was at length turned the other way ;
and the increas- ^"thlTne

ing force of the enemy, who were seen issuing at all the day'

passes from the mountains, threatened not only to expose
him to ruinous odds, but might even entirely overwhelm

his corps. He had been promised support, however, by

Napoleon, and distinctly ordered to advance to Toplitz;
the Young Guard, eight-and-twenty thousand strong, was

only a few hours' march in the rear; and he never for a

moment conceived it possible that, having assigned to

him the onerous duty of cutting off the retreat of the

right wing of the allied army, that great commander

would leave him unsupported in the perilous attempt.t

The marshal's baton danced before his eyes: instances

were frequent, in the earlier history of the revolutionary

wars, of a similar act of daring being attended with the

f Vandamme received, on the nij^lit of the 29th, a distinct order from

Berthier to push on to Toplitx, ;
it was brought to him by a oolonel of tke

Swiss dtat-major. JOMINI, iv. -Idl. note.
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CHAP, most Morions results: in war. as in love, lie who nothing
T y v v

ventures will notliing M
T

in. Influenced by these considera-
18ia

tions, to which the native resolution of his character

3L5
am
jom Savc additional weight, he resolved to maintain his

;%-. -too, 401. Around, and disposing his corps, now reduced bv the
St Gyr, iv. L >

128, 129. losses of the preceding days to twenty-three thousand

337.
' '

men, in the best order, he awaited the approach of the

Allies in the neighbourhood of Culm.
1

The hourly increasing numbers of the enemy now gave

Dispositions them an opportunity, of which they skilfully availed them-

sian S

C

toat- selves, of crushing the audacious invader who had thus

Aug. so!' broken into their rear in the hope of receiving the sword

of the conquered. Their dispositions were speedily made.

Vandamme had taken post on the heights in front of

Culm, looking towards Toplitz, his right resting on the

foot of the mountains his centre crossing the great road

leading to Toplitz his left in the plain, towards the ham-

let of Karwitz. This was the weak point of his line, as the

ground afforded no natural advantages; and the allied

generals therefore resolved to overwhelm it with superior

forces, and drive both it and the centre up against the

mountains, where escape, at least for the artillery and

carriages, would be impossible. With this view, Barclay
de Tolly, who had now assumed the command, as well

from his rank as in consequence of the wound of Oster-

mann, who had lost an arm on the preceding day, directed

the Russians under Raeffskoi to attack on the left; while

the right, composed of twenty squadrons of Russian

cavalry, under the orders of Prince Gallitzin, and the

Austrian corps of Colloredo, with the division Bianchi in

reserve, was destined to make the decisive onset on the

French left, which was unsupported in the plain. A screen

,

of Russian li^ht and lieavv horse stretched across the
2 Bout. vl. ^
Lond. i-2<;, chaussec, with a powerful artillery, and united the right

ass! Vau.i! and left wings. The total force thus brought to bear

!v. 401, 402! against Vandamme was little short of sixty thousand men,

of whom ten thousand were admirable horse.
2
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The battle benan by a vigorous charge of the Russian CHAP.
I XXX

cavalry on the flank of the French left in the plain, which

being outflanked, and turned at the same time that Col-
*

loredo's corps advanced against its front, was speedily
Second bat-

thrown into confusion, and driven up against the centre,

in front of Culm. Steadily the Austrians moved directly

towards that town, while the French left, now entirely

broken, and pushed on by the cavalry in flank, was dis-

persed over the plain like chaff before the wind. Van-

damrne, now seriously alarmed, despatched a fresh brigade
to stop the progress of the enemy on the left

;
but they

too were overwhelmed in the confusion
;
and the allied

horse, sweeping round their rear, had already approached
the village of Arbesau, not far distant from the great road

to Pirna. At the same time a sharp conflict was going
on on the right, and the Russians were gradually gaining

ground on their adversaries posted on the slopes of the

mountains. Matters were in this critical state when a

loud fire of musketry, followed by several explosions, was

heard on the summit of the pass, towards Nollcndorf,

directly in the rear of the French column, and on the only
line by which they could escape. Joy at first illuminated

every countenance in the French ranks, for no one doubted

that it was the Young Guard pushed on from Pirna to

their support, which would speedily re-establish the for-

tunes of the day. But this satisfaction was of short

duration, and was converted into corresponding conster-

nation when the Prussian standards were seen on the

summits
;
and the news circulated through the ranks, that :

Kausier,

it was Klcist with eighteen thousand Prussians who thus iv, 401,402.

lay directly on their only line of retreat. In effect, the Fai^Y.
"

Prussian general, who had been directed to retire by s* c/rj'v.

Schonwald and Xollendorf, and had the evening before
(

]

r[1

!

'.;, 1 )"'i

"SSL'

received orders from Alexander to descend upon the ?*,
''-'

L
. liners, xvi.

right flank of the French towards Graupen, finding -n, :ii:,.

the road which he followed insupportably bad, had made n,.;.

his way across to the great chaussee,
1 and had just seized
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CHAP, and blown up some French caissons at the top of the
LXXX.

pass.
1813 - And uo\v a scene ensued, unparalleled even in the varied

Appearance annals of the revolutionary war. Vanclamme, seeing his
of Kleist, tr* i r ^ i i i i

and total danger, drew oil Ins troops from the heights on the right

French.

* ie

in front of Culm, and, rallying as well as he could the

broken remains of his left, formed his whole force into a

column, the cavalry in front, under Corbineau, the artil-

lery in the centre, and the infantry on the flanks and rear.

Having made these dispositions, which were the best that

circumstances would admit, he began his retreat, and got

through Culm in safety. But in the little plain beyond,

extending to the foot of the gorge of Tcllnitz, the Russian

and Austrian horse precipitated themselves on all sides

upon the retreating mass, while a formidable array of

artillery, by incessant discharges, threw its rear into con-

fusion. Disorder was already spreading rapidly in the

ranks, and Vandamme had resolved to sacrifice his guns
to save his men, when, to complete their misfortunes, the

advanced guard reported that the defile which they must

immediately ascend was occupied in strength by a Prus-
1 jom. iv. sian corps ! Despair immediately seized the troops : all
402. Bout. .

L
. , . n I

'
1.1 1 1

44. Fain.ii. order and command were lost. Corbineau, at the head

i. ii. 'si/ of the horse, dashed up the pass with such vigour, that

44, Htc!"
1
'

though the ascent was so steep that in ordinary circum-
Die G rosso stances they could hardly have ascended at the gentlestCliron. i. J J &
4c, 4<J9.

trot, he pushed right through the Prussian column at the
J hiers, xvi.

c

346, 34. gallop, cut down their gunners, and seized their artillery,
Mann. v. 1-11 i i i i

166. which, however, he could not carry away, and got
clear through.

1

The Prussians now imagined that they were themselves

Dreadful cut off, and at the point of ruin
;
and their whole infan-

th^fdHe'of try, breaking their ranks, rushed like a foaming torrent
icihiitz.

headlong down the defile, to force their way through the

barrier which seemed to oppose their retreat into Bohe-

mia at its foot. In the middle of the gorge they met the

French column, in similar disorder and impelled by the
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same apprehensions, which was struggling for life and CHAP.
T V VY"

death to get up, with the Russians thundering in their

rear ! A scene of indescribable horror ensued. Close

pent in a steep and narrow pass, between overhanging
scaurs and rocks, nearly thirty thousand men on the two

sides, animated with the most vehement passions, alike

brave and desperate, contended elbow against elbow,

knee against knee, breast against "breast, bayonet against

bayonet, mutually to force their way through each other's

throng.* In the confusion Kleist was seized by the

French, but speedily delivered
; Vandamme was made

prisoner and finally retained by the Prussians. The

remainder of his corps, who were crushed through or out

of the defile, immediately dispersed through the neigh-

bouring woods and wilds
; and, throwing away their

arms, made the best of their way over the mountains to , ,

i * ot i/yr to

Peterswale, where they were received and re-armed by i^rtiner,
* * Au ir

. ol

St Cyr's corps. t Nearly twelve thousand men, including ii3. st

Corbineau's cavalry, escaped in this manner, though in 889.' Bout.

woeful plight, and totally ruined as a military force
;
but ^.'402,403',

the whole remainder of the corps, including both Van- sisJYiP.

damme's and Ilaxo's men, were either killed or made ^
prisoners. The latter amounted to seven thousand

;
and

Sir R. Wil-
4:').

Grosse
Ch

sixty pieces of cannon, two eagles, and three hundred W, 4<>.

ammunition waggons were taken.
1 The total loss of the 2:37, i&y.'

French in the two days was not less than eighteen

* " Oi yap &piffTOL

vres Tpias re /ecu *EKTopa Slav e/j.ifj.vov,

i'Ts Sopv Soupl, tra/cos craKei TrpoOf\v/j.vw

&p' d(77ri5' epeiSe, Kupvs Kopvv, avtpa 5' a^

8" 'nnroKo/j.01 Kopv6es \a/j.Trpoiff[ <pa.Koiffiv

T<av &s -KVKVO\ fcecrrxfra

"E-yXea ^' tirTvaaovra 6pa.ffti.wv ajr ^ip<2v

'S.fiOfj.fy- ol 5' I8vs (f>p6vtov, ^tfj.a.aa.i' 8e /ua^efrSai.''

Iliad, N. 128.

t
" Generals Philippon and Duvernet are occu}iiel in rallying \\liat i-oinaim

of their troops; their number, they think, exceeds ten thousand. \Ve are

furnishing them with cai'tridyes and cannon
;

in fine, we would put them in a

respectable situation, if they can only succeed in recovering their spirits."

Sr CYR tn DKHTIIIF.U, '.'Ant Aityust LS13
;
ST Cvi:, iv. 389.
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CHAP, thousand men, while that of the Allies in the same periodLXXX
Ul_!_ did not exceeed five thousand.""
1
f^

3' On the morning of the 30th, thus fraught with disaster
55.

Napoleon's to Napoleon, he was with great complacency surveying
this period the different positions of his corps on the map, and anti-

tack^m cipating the brilliant accounts he was so soon to receive
,, ,. 10

of the operations of Vandainme in rear of the enemy.
" At this moment," said he to Berthier,

" Marmont and

St Cyr must have driven the Austrian rearguards on

Toplitz ; they will there receive the last ransom of the

enemy. We cannot be long of hearing news of Van-

damme
;
and we shall then know what advantages he

has been able to derive from his fine position. It is by
him that we shall finish in that quarter. We will leave

some corps of observation, and recall the rest to head-

quarters. I calculate that, after the disasters experienced
at Dresden, it will take at least three weeks for the army
of Schwartzenberg to reorganise itself, and again take the

field. It will not require so much time to execute my
projected movement on Berlin." Such were Napoleon's
views on the morning of that eventful day, and the

forenoon was spent in making arrangements for his

favourite design of marching on Berlin, which was at

once to demonstrate the reality of his victory, and again

313.
' '

spread the terror of his arms through the whole north of

Germany.
1

* Of this number, no less than 3200 were killed and wounded in the Rus-

sian imperial guard, who.-e numbers at going into the battle did not exceed

8000 men, cavalry included. The great loss sustained by so small a body of

men, being fully half of the infantry who were seriously engaged, is a decisive

proof, when they were not broken, of the extreme severity of the action, and
the gallantry of their resistance. This action deserves to be borne in mind as

the most desperate and glorious engagement of any body of the Russian or

German troops during the war, and it is to be ranked beside the heroism of

the British at Albuera, where, out of 7/il>U English engaged, the loss was 4i;(M).

Jt must be observed, however, that nearly half of the English loss was occa-

sioned by the surprise of the Polish lancers, which cut off nearly three entire

battalions
;
so that the amount of the respective loss is not in these instances

an exact test of the comparative heroism of those worthy rivals in arms. See

LoNijoNDKiiHY, 124, 12">, for the Russian loss at Culm
;
and ante, Chap. LXVI.

4f), for that of the British at Albuera.
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In the afternoon of the same day, the most alarming CHAP.
LXXX

news began to spread from the side of Pirna. It was

rumoured that a great disaster had been sustained beyond
1

^"
the mountains

; it wr

as even said that Vandanime's corps Manner in

had been totally destroyed. Soon the frequent arrival of received^

breathless and disordered horsemen confirmed the dismal thTdUatter

intelligence ;
and at length Corbineau himself, wounded at Cuh"'

and covered with blood, made his way to the Emperor,
still armed with the Prussian sabre which, in the melee,

he had exchanged for his own. From him Napoleon
heard authentic details of the extent of the calamity ;

and he learned with grief, that not only the grand allied

army was saved, but that it would bear back to Prague
the trophies of a victory. Napoleon received the details

of the disaster coldly, and said
" To a flying enemy you

must either open a bridge of gold or oppose a barrier of

steel. Vandamme, it appears, could not oppose that

barrier of steel." Then, turning to Berthier, he said,
" Can we have written anything which could have inspired

him with the fatal idea of descending into the plain of

Bohemia \ Fain, look over the order-book." Nothing,

however, it is said, was discovered to warrant the descent

from Peterswalde. "
Well," said he to Maret,

"
this is

war ! High in the morning low enough at night. From
a triumph to a fall is often but a step." Then, taking

the compasses in his hand, he mused long on the map, ,1
.

~
1 l Fain. 11.

repeating unconsciously the lines of Voltaire, which he 3-20, ;ui.

was frequently in the habit of quoting,
l

"
J'ai .scrvi, commando, vaincu. quarante amices ;

Du inonde entre mes mains j'ai vu le.s destinies,

Et j'ai toujours counu qu'en chaque evenemcnt,
Le destin des etats de"pendait d'un moment."*

But, in truth, without disputing the incalculable influ-

ence of a few hours, or even minutes, on the fate of

nations during war, nothing is more certain than tliat, in

this instance, the misfortunes of Napoleon were owing to

* La Mort dc C'L'MI; Act i. .scene 1.
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CHAP, himself : and that the attempt which he made, according
I V Y Y

to his usual custom, to throw the blame upon others, was
1813'

as unjust as it was ungenerous. lie maintained stoutly

Reflections in writing, as well as speaking, thinking that Vandamme
causes of* was killed, that he had given him positive orders to

nie'sdhias- intrench himself on the summit of the mountains, and

not descend into the gulf at their feet
;

* and yet, only
two days before, Berthier, by his orders, had enjoined
him "

to march directly upon Toplitz ;

"
t and on the very

day on which the disaster occurred (30th August),
Berthier had written to St Cyr, informing him of Van-

i Growe damme's success on the first day against Ostermann, from

^'
roi

V'. which he anticipated the most glorious results.! In fact,
4/3. tain, i

. .

Napoleon himself admitted, in conversation with St Cyr,
91.

'

that lie should have moved forward the Young Guard

K/7' from Pirna to support Vandamme ;

l
in which case not

only would no disaster at all have been incurred, but the

* " That unhappy Vandamme, who seem* to have been killed, had not left a

single sentinel on the mountains, nor an}' reserve in any quarter; lie engulfed
himself in a hollow, without feeling his way in any manner. If he had only
left four battalions and four pieces of cannon on the heights in re.-i.rve, that

disaster would not have occurred. I had given him jio.-iitire order* to intrench

himself on tlie heir/fits, a/id encamp his corj>x there, and send down into Bohemia

nothing but parties to disquiet the enemy, and obtain news." NAPOLEON to ST

CVK, 1st Xeplentocr 1.813; ST CYH, iv. 392.

t
" March direr! to TiJ/t/itz ; yon v:itl cover yourself with r/lory."- BEKTHIEK

to VAXDAMMI:, 2 fJ/fi Awjust 1813. " Three or four hours only were required
to retreat to Nollendorf, where he would have been in an impregnable posi-

tion
; but Vandamme conceived he was not at liberty, after this positive

order, to effect that movement. What would he have said to Napoleon, if,

on his retreat, he had met him at Nollendorf, as he had been led to expect
would be the case, and the enemy meanwhile, resuming his ground at Culm,
had secured the retreat of the Grand Army !" Victuires ft Con'jitftcn, xxii. 5,

note.
"

I have received your letter of the Gth, from Reinhard Grimme, in which

y<m describe your position behind the Cth corps, [Mannont.] The intention of

hia Majesty is, that you support the Gth corps; but it is desirable that you
should select for that purpose a road to the lelt, between the Duke of Jiugusa
and the corps of General Vanda'inmc, who has obtained great success over the

enemy, and made two thousand prisoners." BKKTIII Hi
1

to At CYK, 30//t Anyust
]S13: ST CYK, iv. .'}!!.

g
' The Emperor admitted to me, in conversation on the 7th September, that

if he had not halted his Guard at I'irna on the 2Mh, but, on the contrary,
followed it up on the traces of Vandamme, he would have found a great

opportunity of striking a blow in the neighbourhood of Toplitz." ST CYH, iv.

l:i7. KJ8. -See also MA KM. v. 1<>7.
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movement on Toplitz, which was ably conceived, would CHAP.

have led to the destruction of Kleist's corps, and the dis-
LXXX -

organisation of the whole right wing of the allied army. 181;3'

Decisive success was within his grasp, when he neglected
to seize it, and permitted the advantage to pass over to

the enemy, by retaining his Young Guard inactive at

Pirna, during the two most vital days of the campaign.
His panegyrists endeavour to account for this neglect,

by observing that he was seized with vomiting at Pirna, Faiiureof

and obliged to return to Dresden in great pain on the to exculpate

afternoon of the 28th. But, even supposing this to have J^
been true, it is no reason why he should not have advanced

Mortier with the Young Guard to support a corps charged
with so perilous and momentous a mission as that of

stopping the retreat of a hundred thousand men. No
man knew better than he did what risk is incurred in

striving to obstruct the retreat of a large army ;
his own

success on the Bcresina must have been fresh in his recol-

lection. Even on the night of the 29th it would have

been time enough to have moved up the Young Guard;
for they required only a few hours to march from Pirna

to Peterswalde.* The truth was, that Yandamme neither

disobeyed orders nor was forgotten: he acted strictly

according to his instructions, and was fully present to the

Emperor's mind, who watched his march with the utmost

anxiety. But Xapoleon judged of present events by the

past. He conceived that the apparition of thirty thou-

sand men in their rear, immediately after a severe defeat

in front, would paralyse and discomfit the Allies as com-

pletely as it had done in the days of Rivoli and Ulm
;

* "On the 29th, in the evening, the Emperor must have known that Yan-
damme hud fought the whole day, against not only the forces of Ostermann,
but those which Barclay hud brought up. He had, therefore, thr whole of that

night to make his dispositions, which a man such as he could easily have done

in an hour; and if he conceived the position of Vandammo hazardous, as un-

questionably it was, he had time to draw his corps back, or support it by his

Guard. The latter corps could have marched to Nollendorf or Peterswaldo in a

few hours; that is, before Kleist's Prus-iians, who wore encamped on the night

of the 20th at Fiir.stenwaldr, had come up."- -Si C'YI:, iv. l'2'J.
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CHAP, and he was unwilling to engage the Young Guard in the
TYYY" crCO O

mountains, as it might ere long be required for his own

is move-
meiits.

!13 '

projected march upon Berlin. He forgot that his con-

. scripts were not the soldiers of Austerlitz and Jena : that
1
liners, xvi. i

356, 3oa the Russian Guards were not the Austrians of 1796; and

that Ostermann was neither Alvinzi nor Mack. 1 *

rg
While these momentous events were going forward in

Operations the neighbourhood of Dresden, and in the Bohemian
in Silesia at ,, /* i i

this period, valleys, events of scarcely less importance were in pro-

instractkms gress among the ravines of Upper Silesia, and on the

donaw,"and
sandy plains in front of Berlin. Napoleon, on leaving

t ]ie command of the army of Silesia to Macdonald, had
J

given that general instructions of the most judicious

description, and which, if duly followed out, would have

probably prevented the dreadful disaster which he expe-
rienced. They were to "concentrate his troops and march

towards the enemy, so as to be in a situation to give his

aid to the operations of the Grand Army against Dresden

or Bohemia; but, if attacked by superior forces, to retire

behind the Q.ueis and hold Gorlitz; and if hard pressed,

and the Emperor was far advanced in his attack, by
Zittau, upon Prague, to retire to the intrenched camp at

Dresden : keeping in view that his principal care should

be to preserve his communication with him." Instead of

following this judicious direction, Macdonald, who was

inspired with that unfounded contempt for his adversaries

which so often proved fatal to the lieutenants of Xapo-
* "Vandamme's defeat was a double misfortune; for it was to be ascribed

to an evident oblivion of the first principles of war, which prescribe the pursuit
to extremity of a beaten enemy. Napoleon should unquestionably have pur-

sued, a /'outrancc, the defeated army of the allied sovereigns. There was the

vital point of the war
;

all the rest was merely secondary, and could have been

repaired. There also was the greatest chance of disorder, from the number <>i'

chiefs who commanded the different corps. If he had quitted Pirna to flee to

the succour of Macdonald, routed on the Kat/bach, the proceeding would have

been at least intelligible, but he did not then know of it; and his return to

Dresden, having no other object but to prepare the march upon Berlin, was one

of the greate.-t faults of his whole career. Independent of its cutting short the

fruits of victory, it became the principal cause of Vandainme's defeat." JO.MINI,

\'ir <lf .\'iifni!e<ni, iv. -10:3, 401. >Sec also the very able remarks of TlllEU.s, xvi.

ai9, 358.
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leon, no sooner found himself, after the departure of the CHAP.
LXXX

Emperor to Dresden on the morning of the 24th,
1
at the

head of three corps and a division of cavalry, numbering
1813-

, 111 : Ante, ch.

eighty thousand combatants, than he broke up early on ixxx. g -21.

the 26th to attack the enemy. In place of following up Aug. 26.

the Emperor's instructions, being impressed with the

belief that the enemy was continuing his retreat in the

direction of Breslau, and that he had nothing to do but

follow upon his traces, he divided his troops, for the

facility of marching and getting supplies, into five columns,

spread out over a front twenty-four miles in breadth, from

Schonau to Liegnitz. In this straggling manner they

were to cross the Katzbach and advance towards Jauer;

the right wing, under Lauriston, moving upon Ilenners-

dorf;* the centre, under Macdonald in person, by the

AYuthende-Xeisse on Weinberg; while the left, led by 2Jom h._

Souham, in the absence of Ney, who had gone with p.
3 - 4

\-J '

t p \ iet. et

Napoleon to Dresden, was to move by Liegnitz to pass Cou q- !!n
>

, 81 . \ aud.

the KATZBACH there, and fall on the right of the enemy, j.
i4.

r
>.

and Sebastiani with his cavalry connected it with the sea?.'
centre.

2

By a singular coincidence, Blucher, having rested his
60

troops in their position in front of Jauer on the 24th and simuita'ne-

25th, and being informed of the departure of the Emperor "f Biuch"r
e

for Dresden on the morning of the first of these days, ^cdonau.

which the halt of his advanced guard on the Katzbach

entirely confirmed, had on the very same day broken up
from his ground to resume the offensive. He kept his

troops, however, much more in hand, and was better

qualified in consequence to take advantage of any omission ciiroml.

on the part of his adversaries, or guard against disaster on *^j"; v>

his own side. lie directed his three corps to pass the ^M^--
Katzbach between Goldberg and Liegnitz; York and .'">

y^';,

1

;

Sackcn on the right, towards the latter place, directing tim. \\.*i.

their attack against Souham's corps :

:; and Langeron on the

* With Puthod's division detached by SeliiJiuiu and the foot of the moun-

tains.
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CHAP, left, on the side of Goldberg, moving towards Lauriston
T VY Y"

_ and Macdonald. At two o'clock in the afternoon, the
1813 -

troops were so far advanced that the enemy were in

sight, and Blucher made his dispositions for a general

attack.

The better to conceal his movements from the enemy,
ucher's and confirm them in the illusion under which the

laboured, that the Allies were flying before them, he con-
'

cealed his troops behind some eminences which lay in

their front, on the plateau of Eichholz, and awaited the

movements of his opponents. A heavy rain, accompanied
with thick mist, which had fallen the whole day, con-

tributed to conceal the movements of the opposite armies

from each other
;
and it was only some Prussian batteries

placed on the top of the eminences, which, by the vivacity

of their fire, made the French suspect that any consider-

able body of the enemy were in their way, and that a

general engagement might be expected. Macdonald im-

mediately gave orders for his columns to deploy at all

1 Blue-he points between AVeinberg and Klein Tintz
;
but it re-

Account. quired a long time for the orders to be conveyed along

Kemeli, iv.
so extensive a line; and Bluclicr, seeing that the enemy

Lai' T't<>7
na(l only partially crossed the ravine of the Xeisse, so

*l
out - 14

', that the troops which had got through were in a greatID. V ami. -I

i. HO. iMo- measure unsupported, and judging the opportunity favour-

&s.'
'

able, and the enemy unprepared, gave the signal for

attack. 1

Macdonald's right, so far as hitherto come up, when
Battle of thus unexpectedly assailed, was supported by the rocky
bach. banks of the Wiitliende-Neisse

;
but his left was in an

Atiu7,~ elevated plain beyond that river, which its rear columns
pktc c. werc st j]| C1

.

oss j n or
5 \vholly uncovered except by the cavalry

under Sebastiani, the squadrons of which were at that

moment engaged in passing the defile. Bluclicr, perceiv-

ing the weak point of his adversary's line, detached

Wassilchikoff, at the head of the cavalry of ^ackcn's

An-. 2G. corps, to charge the French horse which had mounted
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upon the plateau, and so uncover their left. This order CHAP.

was immediately executed, and with the happiest effect.

The Russian cavalry, superior in number, and greatly more

experienced, approached the French dragoons on the

extreme left, both in front and flank; while Karpoff's

Cossacks, who had been sent round by a long detour, were

to threaten their rear in the middle of the action. Sebas-

tiani's horse, little prepared for the danger, had to struggle

through the narrow defile of Kroitsch at Nieder Grain,

already encumbered with the whole artillery of Ney's

corps, which was passing it at the time. The consequence

was, that the squadrons arrived successively on the plateau
on the other side, where they were immediately charged

by a formidable body of horse, four thousand strong, in

close array, both in front and flank. Unable to resist the

shock, the French dragoons were driven back headlong
into the defile in their rear, from which they had just

emerged ;
and two brigades of infantry, which were brought

up to support them, shared the same fate. Sacken's main

body now came up, and, as the incessant rain prevented

the muskets o;oino; off, charged with loud hurrahs with the 1 K^icr,
(539 610

bayonet against the unprotected infantry of Macdonald's Bout. K,'

corps, which broke, and was driven headlong over the officiaV'"

precipices into the roaring Katzbach and Wuthcnde- schocini

Neisse, where vast numbers were drowned."" The guns, ^sT'lidm.

still entangled in the defile to the number of twenty-six, I^JJ'J
12-

with their whole ammunition waggons, were taken, and fif-
j)

o.'

teen hundred prisoners on this wing fell into the enemy's 374.

hands.
1

To complete their misfortunes, Souham, who was

marching towards Liegnitz, still further to the French Defeat of

left, hearing the violent cannonade to his right, turned th"*Cnch

aside, and, moving in its direction, arrived at the mouth

of the defile of Nieder Grain at six o'clock. This movc-

* The name,
" Wwtftewde-Neisse" (mad or furious Xeisse), indicates with

what a raging torrent that stream, at ordinary seasons insignificant, and ford-

able in every part, descends during floods from the Bohemian mountains.

VOL. XII. K
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CHAP, ment, ably conceived, and in the true military spirit,

would in ordinary circumstances have probably restored
L813* the battle, by throwing a fresh division into the scale

when the Allies were disordered by success. As matters

stood, however, it only aggravated the disaster. Souhain's

men arrived at the edge of the ravine of Kroitsch, just as

Sebastiani's horse were beginning to break on the plateau

opposite. Uniting them to Sebastiani's cuirassiers, which

were left in reserve, Souham immediately led his men
down the defile, and hastened to ascend the front, in

hopes of reaching the opposite plateau in time to arrest

the disorder. But just as they began to mount the gorge
on the opposite side of the glen, they met the torrent of

fugitives from the other side, who were hurrying down,
with the bloody Russian and Prussian sabres glancing in

their rear. The confusion now became inextricable. The

dense and ardent columns pressing up, M'ere for the most

part overwhelmed by the disordered mass of horse and

i jom. iv. foot, mixed together, which was driven headlong down ;

Ksrasferf
and such of the battalions and squadrons as succeeded in

^vict^t
1 '

forcing their way through the throng, and reaching the

}jo'

n

g
:

{

Xxii ' summit, were speedily swept away and driven back into

the gulf when attempting to deploy, by the impetuous
479,481. charges of a victorious and superior enemy, now firmly

tii's."

1 '

established on the summit, who with loud hurrahs asserted

the triumph of Germany.
1

While this decisive success was in the course of being
pt

Conti.ma- gained on the allied right, their left, under Langeron,

I'auieon'tho had ^&0 come into collision with the French right, under
nght an,i

Lauiiston, near Ilennersdorf. The combat there was

more equal, and very obstinate : both sides stood their

ground with great resolution
; but, towards night, the

French general having learned the disaster on his left,

fell back, still, however, in good order, toward Prausnitx.

The action seemed over for the day, when an accidental

circumstance renewed it, and augmented the losses of the

French general. At nine at night, two fresh divisions of

ntre.
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Key's corps, now under the orders of Souham, having CHAP.

come up, Macdonald in haste crossed them over the

Katzbach, at the ford of Schrnogwitz, below the conflu-

ence of the Neisse, and directed them against the extreme

right of Sacken's corps, now advanced to the very edge of

the plateau, and engaged in driving the other division and

Sebastiani's horse into the flooded torrents at the foot of

the precipitous banks. These divisions were under the
.

1 Sacken's
command of General Tarayre ; they brought with them official

sixteen pieces of cannon, and ascended to the top of the seSrs'

plateau with a good countenance. Sacken, however, who Bout.'ie.

8 '*

had received intelligence of their approach, was on hiSp
ict - et

..O Conq. xxn.

guard : his troops were readily made to froDt to the right, f^-^
-

and these fresh divisions were forced by Count Lieven -113. GTOSSO

and General Neweroffski again over the Katzbach, with 432, 496.

considerable loss.
1

Next day, Blucher early put his columns in motion to

follow up his successes ;
while Macdonald, in great con- Great sue-

steruation, drew back his shattered bands towards Gold- thelnL

berg. It would seem, however, as if the elements had^Jjg^
conspired with the forces of the enemy to accomplish his

destruction. The floodgates of Heaven seemed literally

opened the whole night ;
the rain fell without an instant's

intermission in tremendous torrents; and next morning,

not only were the raging waters of the Ncisse and the

Katzbach unfordable at any point, but several of the

bridges over those streams, as well as over the Bober,

which also lay farther back in the line of the French

retreat, were swept away by the floods which descended

from the chain of the Ricsengcbirge. Lauriston, sorely Aug. 27.

pressed by Langeron, only succeeded in getting across Aug. es.

the foaming torrents by the sacrifice of two-and-twenty^
1

";;.

pieces of cannon, his whole ammunition-waggons, and ^^'"V
1V -

two thousand prisoners. On the same day the Allies
J^-,}^

occupied Goldberg, and, continuing the pursuit, on tnc
!

I

V
|

?
o

(

J;

i '

:!; i

>

day following crossed the K at/bach, and drove the enemy 373.

back at all points towards the Bober.
2 All the bridges
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CHAP, over that river had been swept away except that at
' ' "

Buntzlau; and of necessity the whole French divisions
i Q-i o

were directed to that point. In the course of the rapid

retreat thither, forty pieces of cannon, and several hun-

dred ammunition-waggons, were sacrificed, and fell into

the enemy's hands.

A still more serious disaster, however, awaited the

Disaster of French in the course of this calamitous retreat. The

division." division Puthod of Lauriston's corps had been despatched

Aug.j$. Qn j.jic 26th, by a circuit at the foot of the mountains by

piato'85
Schonau towards Jauer, in order to menace the rear of

the Allies, and harass the retreat which was deemed on

their part inevitable. He was already far advanced on

his journey, when news of the disaster on the Katzbach

arrived; and he at once felt the necessity of hastening

to regain the main body of the army. Overlooked by the

Allies in the first heat of the pursuit, Puthod succeeded,

without any great difficulty, in retiring during the 27th
;

but on arriving at the Bober, he found the bridge at

Ilirschberg swept away by the floods, and he was obliged

to come down the right bank of the torrent to endeavour

AU-. 29. to effect a passage. Next morning he got as far down

as Lowenbcrg, but there too the bridge was destroyed;
and after several vain attempts to re-establish it, lie was

ii. !n''4. bliged to wind his toilsome and devious way, anxiously

i47

U(1

'j'om looking out for a passage, towards Buntzlau. In doing
iv. 4i4,4]5. so ill-luck made him fall in with the advanced posts of
Kichtcr, i.

3!jf>, 3Sti._ Langeron's corps, who, wholly unsuspicious of his arrival,

n-'i.

'

were pursuing their opponents towards the Bober. The

L'i'i!"

1 '

Russian general immediately collected his forces, and

made dispositions for an attack.
1

General Korff, with his own horse and Czorbatoff's

which "in infantry, was despatched so as to cut off the retreat of

BnTcom.
c

the French back again up the Bober, which they seemed

lunx'ndcr
at nrst disposed to attempt; while Rudziwicz was posted
on the road to Buntzlau, so as to render all escape impos-
sible. Surrounded in this manner by greatly superior
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forces, in the most frightful of all positions, with a roar- CHAP.

ing impassable torrent in his rear, the brave Frenchman -^
did not despair, but taking ground on the hill of Plagwitz,

1813>

nearly opposite to Lowenberg, prepared to resist to the

last extremity. There he was speedily assailed on every
side; Rudziwicz attacked him on one flank, while Czor-

batoff and Korff charged him on the other, and a power-
ful train of artillery opened upon his columns in front.

Shaken by such an accumulation of force, as well as by
the evident hopelessness of their situation, the French * L ?crou

"

8

broke, and fled in wild confusion down the hill towards Accounts.

the river; on the banks of which they were, with the 83/84.
'''

exception of a few who swam across the foaming torrent, mj'oil'iv.

made prisoners. Nearly two thousand were slain or v t .

4

Jt
'

drowned. A hundred officers, including Puthod himself, ^"ViS"
and his whole staff", three thousand private soldiers, two ' ^7 > 14a -

,
-1

liiclitur, i.

eagles, and twelve pieces of cannon, with the whole park 3So, 3;.

of the division, fell into the enemy's hands, who did not 37*'

lose a hundred men. 1

Such was the great battle of the Katzbach
;
the coun-

terpart to that of Ilohenlinden, and one of the most Results' of

glorious ever gained in the annals of European fame.

Its trophies were immense, and coincided almost exactly
with those which had, twelve years before, attended the

.,

.

J
.

"
Ante, cii.

triumph of Moreau.2

Eighteen thousand prisoners, a xxxii. ;;j.

hundred and three pieces of camion, and two hundred

and thirty caissons, besides seven thousand killed and

wounded, presented a total loss to the French of twenty-
five thousand men.* When Macdonald re-formed his

con'^'xxii.

broken bands behind the Queis, he could with difficulty J;{; j"""?;.

collect forty-eight thousand around his standards instead [^
V
(

l

;','ii

of seventy-three thousand, who, when he received the c
'lmm - '

J
. !)(>').

command from Napoleon, on the hitter's setting out for^nn.v.
**].' Tl 1 1 n>

Dresden, crowded the banks of the Bober.
3 The loss of x>.i.Vr.

the Allies was very trilling, considering the magnitude of
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CHAP, the success gained : it did not exceed four thousand men.
LXX X

Indeed, there was scarcely any serious fighting ; the
'813'

French having been surprised by Blucher's attack when

wholly unprepared for it, and subsequently prevented by
the dreadful weather and the destruction of the bridges

in their rear by the floods, from reuniting their broken

bands, or forming any regular mass for resistance to the

enemy.
Great as were the successes thus achieved by the army

Reflections of Silesia, and deservedly as they have given immortality

duct
h
ofthe to the name of Marshal Blucher, it may be doubted

iodides!
1

whether he would not more completely have succeeded

in his object of disorganising the French army, if, instead

of directing the weight of his forces against the enemy's

left, he had thrown it against their right wing, placed at

Goldberg. It was by that town that the whole French

communications were preserved, and consequently a re-

verse there would have cut off Sotiham and the French

left, and paralysed the whole army. On the other hand,

when the line of operation on the French right was taken,

it must be admitted that the Prussian general showed

admirable skill in the selection of his ground for the prin-

cipal attack, where a precipitous glen in the rear of the

French rendered retreat on their part impossible ;
in the

concealment of his own troops till half the enemy were

past the ravine
;
and in then falling on the portion which

was drawn up on the plateau, with such a concentration

of infantry and cavalry as at once rendered resistance

hopeless, and assistance through the narrow gorge impos-
sible. The movements of the French general will not

admit of a similar apology. In direct violation of the

instructions of Napoleon which were to concentrate his

troops and decline battle except with a superiority of

force lie rashly advanced against an enterprising general

at the head of an army superior botli in number and in

warlike experience to his own. His troops Mere so scat-

tered over a line from Licgnitz to Schonau, nearly twenty-
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four miles in length, that, when assailed in his centre CHAP.
LXXX

and left on the most critical ground by the concentrated

masses of the enemy, he had no adequate force at hand

to arrest the disaster consequent on their first successful

onset. Nor was the management of his principal force

less injudicious than its direction. By directing the bulk

of his troops on the great road from Goldberg to Jaucr,

Macdonald would at once have menaced his opponent's

communications, covered his own, and secured to himself

a comparatively safe retreat in case of disaster
; whereas, i Yict et

by accumulating them on the left, he both uncovered his i
ra(

i-.
xsii -

J O CO, OO.

vital line, left untouched that of his adversary, and got Bout 20,
2-i. 1 iners,

his troops entangled in the rugged ravines of the Katz- xvi. 37".

bach and Wlithende-Neisse, where any check was the -245?"'

certain prelude to ruin. 1

AVhile these important operations were going forward

in Saxony, Bohemia, and Silesia, the campaign had also operations

been opened, and an important blow struck to the north Sue; ami

of the Elbe, in the direction of Berlin. Although nothing ^iT'*
is more certain than that the vital quarter of the war was

^ecssover

to be found on the Bohemian or Silesian frontier, where llim -

the great masses of the Allies were concentrated, yet it

was by no means in that direction that Napoleon was

desirous to begin hostilities, or most anxious to obtain

success. He was much more intent upon making himself

master of Berlin ;
it was to clear his flank of Blucher,

before engaging in that enterprise, that he opened the

campaign by the march into Silesia, The first question

which he asked when he returned to Dresden, beset by

the allied grand army, was, whether there was any news

from Berlin
;
and it was to prosecute that favourite design

that he made the fatal stop of the Young Guard at Pirna,

and returned himself to Dresden, in the midst of the pur-

suit of Schwartzenberg's army. Napoleon, however, in his

anxiety to dazzle the world by the capture of the Prussian

capital, and to gratify his private pique by the defeat of

Bcrnadotte, committed an extraordinary oversight in the
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CHAP, estimate which he formed of the strength of the enemy
X- to whom he was opposed in that quarter. He conceived

1
ci o

that the Prince-Royal had only eighty-five thousand men
in all under his command, including those who, under Wal-

inoden, were opposed to Davoust at Hamburg ; whereas,

such had been the efforts made to reinforce the army in

the north of Germany, and such the enthusiasm with which,

under the sense of recent wrongs, they were seconded by
the people, that Bernadotte had now nearly eighty thou-

sand effective men under his immediate command, of whom
* jom. iv. nearly twenty thousand were admirable cavalry, besides

conql Si
*

above thirty thousand who were opposite to Hamburg,

Is! GroL 01
'

guarded the banks of the Lower Elbe. With this

siti5-'o
imPos ino force, he took post at Charlottenburg to cover

Piotho, ii. Berlin, and concentrate his troops as soon as the denun-

Appemiix. ciation of the armistice gave reason to anticipate a resump-
tion of hostilities.

1

Meanwhile Oudinot received orders to march onwards,

Advance of and open the campaign ;
but he not being prepared im-

an.i pre- mediately to obcv the Emperor's directions, the Princc-

rb-uti'cT

'

Royal advanced his headquarters to Potsdam, and his

Aug. 21. numerous army occupied Trebbin and the villages of

Saarmund and Blankcnfcldc. On the 21st the French

army moved forward, consisting of three corps of infantry

viz. Bertrand's, Reynicr's, and Oudinot's, with Arrighi's

cavalry, mustering in all about seventy-five thousand men
;

and, leaving the great road from Torgau to Berlin, made

a Hank movement by Luckenwaldc towards the Witten-

berg road. This speedily brought it in contact with the

foremost posts of Bernadotte's army, and a rude conflict

ensued with the advanced guard of Billow's Prussians,

which terminated in the forcing of the defile of Thyrow,
and the establishment of Oudinot's forces on the heights

Aug. 21. behind Trebbin. Bernadotte, perceiving a general battle

was inevitable to prevent the enemy from making their

way to Berlin, immediately gave orders for concentrating

his forces, and the greater part of the day following was
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occupied in bringing them into line. But before they CHAP.

were all assembled, General Thumen, with a body of
Lxxx

'.

Prussians, was attacked by Reynier with so great a supe-
1813>

j'iority of force at Trebbin, that he was forced to retire

with considerable loss : the enemy carried the defile of

Jiihnsdorf
; and the Prince-Royal, now seriously alarmed

for his left, drew back the troops which he had at Trebbin

and Mittenwalde, and brought up Tauenzein's whole corps
to Blankenfelde. Oudinot's object now was, by directing
the weight of his forces against the enemy's left, to beat

i Viet, ct

his forces in detail towards Blankenfelde and Teltow, and Conq. xxii

force the Prince-Royal, driven up against Potsdam, to iL'nia-

throw back his left, and abandon Berlin. With this view, official

Reynier, in the centre, was directed to march on Guoss ^""n's

BEEEEX
; Bertrand, on the right, on Blankenfelde

; while i!,

00

"^
1
' '"

the commander-in-chief himself, with the left, moved on p'
ut - 5(V

Ahrensdorf. He was not now above twelve miles from 40.5, m.

Berlin, which he fully expected to enter on the following 3^
1S

'

day.
1

The battle began early on the morning of the 23d, by
the French right, under Bertrand, who had the shortest r>attio"of

distance to go over before arriving at the enemy, falling Be^n.

with great viour on Tauenzein, who, with his gallant
Au^ ! -

Prussians, held Blankenfelde. Bulow, who was in reserve
p|.ltoV

behind the centre, upon this began to extend his columns

to the left to aid his brethren in arms in that quarter.

The movement, however, was countermanded by the

Prince-Royal : for Tauenzein had made such a vigorous , ,J os Bcrna-

rcsistancc, that not only were Bcrtrand's attacks repulsed,

but several prisoners were taken, and the line was per-

fectly safe in that direction. Matters, however, wore a \\^

more serious aspect in the centre, where Reynier, at the .',.? .-,

head of twenty-four thousand Saxons, supported by a
(Vj^

strong reserve, attacked and carried Gross Beeren, and ^y
1

established himself close to the very middle of the allied i' 1 " 11

"
1 .iS.

line. Bcrnadottc, sensible of the dangerous consequences xvi.

of this success, took vigorous measures to arrest it.
2

Billow's

Olliciul
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CHAP, whole corps was stopped in its march to the left, and
LXXX -

brought up to the support of the centre, which had re-

1813.
tired, still, however, bravely fighting, to some woods in

the rear of the village. Meanwhile Rejnier, little antici-

pating a second conflict, and deeming the combat over,

was preparing to establish his bivouacs for the night on

the ground he had won, when Bulow, at the head of

thirty-five thousand Prussians, fell upon him.

The measures of the Prussian general were taken with

Defeat of great ability, and he was admirably seconded by the

ceutfe

r

.

euch

intrepidity of his troops. While lie himself advanced

with the main body of his forces to recover Gross Beeren

in front, Borstel, with a strong brigade, was moved on to

Klein Beeren, in order to turn the right of the enemy,
and the Swedish horse were advanced so as to threaten

their left. The troops advanced in two lines, preceded

by sixty pieces of cannon, and follo\ved by the cavalry in

reserve. Incessant rain had fallen the whole day, which

prevented the muskets from going off; but the cannon

on both sides soon opened a tremendous fire, while, in

rear of the Prussian pieces, their infantry advanced with

the precision and coolness of the troops of the great

Frederick. At length they arrived within grape-shot

range, and Bulow immediately ordered a charge of

bayonets by the front line deployed, while the second

followed in column. The struggle, though violent, was

not of long duration : Reynier, assailed by superior forces

in front, could with difficulty maintain his ground : and

^Bout.
53, the attack of Borstel on his right, and the opening of the

4117, 408. Swedish cannon, supported by an immense body of Rus-

ConVxxii. sian horse, on his left, decided the conflict, lie was

Vaudi'. already beginning to retreat, when the Prussians in front,

pbtho^i
w^n ^OU(1 nurraus

> charged with the bayonet. Gross

cifr n

G sse Beeren was speedily won
;
several batteries were carried ;

;
->4i, .->4<>. and the allied horse, by repeated charges on the left

a7, s. flank, completed his defeat.
1

Oudinot's corps, alarmed by
the violence of the cannonade at this period, stopped
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their advance on Ahrensberg, and, hastening to the CHAP.

centre, came up in time to arrest the disorder. Behind
Lxxx -

these fresh columns the broken Saxons were enabled to ln13-

re-form; but it was too late to regain the day. The

Prussians, indeed, ignorant of the strength of the new

army which they had thus encountered in the twilight,

retired from the pursuit, and even at the moment evacu-

ated Gross Beeren
;
but the defeat of the French centre

determined the retreat of their left; their whole army
retired to Trebbin, while Bulow reoccupied Gross Beeren,

and Tauenzein advanced to Jiilmsdorf.

Although the battle of Gross Beeren was not attended

with such extensive trophies in the field as those of Culm Resuits'of

or the Katzbach, yet in its moral influence, and the
11

effects which it ultimately had on the fortunes of the

campaign, it was almost equal to either of these memor-

able conflicts. Fifteen hundred prisoners, thirteen camion,

and a large quantity of baggage, were taken; but these

were its most inconsiderable results. The moral influence

of the defeat of the attack on Berlin was immense. Great

had been the consternation in that capital when the

enemy's columns were advanced almost to within sight

of its steeples, and every house shook with the discharges

of their cannon. They remembered Jena and six years
of bondage, and every heart throbbed with emotion.

Proportionally vehement was the joy when news arrived

at ten at night that the enemy had been repulsed, that

his columns were retiring, and the capital saved
;
and the

general transports were increased by the circumstance,
l n-

that the triumph was exclusively national Bulow and official

Tauenzein having, with their new Prussian levies, almost scW-iij.

alone had a share in the action. The warmest thanks

were next day voted by the municipality to the Prince-
f.f;

1

Royal as their deliverer; joy beamed in every counte-
1!''

1

;,,^'.

1

';

nance; great numbers of the Saxon prisoners, carried
'i/'-~

i i
Mann. v.

away by the torrent of patriotic feeling, petitioned to bcm
allowed to serve in the ranks of the Fatherland,

1 and

u'ut'.'\3
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CHAP, formed the nucleus of the Saxon corps which soon
LXXX '

appeared in the lines of the Allies
;
while several of the

181 3 -

officers, who had served under Bcrnadotte in the cam-

paign of Wagram, wept for joy at finding themselves again

in the patriotic ranks of Germany, and under the banners

of their old general.

The battle of Gross Beeren was immediately followed

Subsequent by other successes, naturally flowing from it, which mate-

the

u

utt]e. rially augmented its trophies. On the 25th, Bernadottc

moved forward, though very slowly and with extreme

circumspection : but the enemy were so scattered that he

could not fail, with his superiority in cavalry, to gain
considerable advantages. Luckau had been fortified by
the French, and garrisoned by a thousand men

; but the

governor, not conceiving himself in sufficient strength to

withstand the assault of the Allies, by whom he was soon

surrounded, capitulated when summoned, with nine pieces

of cannon, and considerable magazines. A still more

serious disaster soon after occurred on the side of Magde-

burg. Girard, with his division, five thousand strong, had

issued from that fortress as soon as he heard of the advance

of Oudinot, in order to co-operate in the general move-

ment against Berlin
;
but the reverse of Gross Beeren, of

which, from the hostile feeling of the country, he had

received no information, followed by the advance of the

Allies, led him, without being aware of it, into the very

middle of the enemy's columns. Finding Belzig occupied
AU-. 20. by the Cossacks of Chcrnicheff, he withdrew to Leibnitz,

where lie took post to aM'ait further orders. There lie

Aug. 2Q. was assailed next day by a division of the Prussians under

llirschfeld; and after a gallant resistance, being attacked

in rear by ChernichefFs Cossacks, he was totally defeated,

and compelled to take refuge in Magdeburg, with the loss

of fourteen hundred prisoners and six pieces of cannon.

These advantages made the total trophies of the battle

of Gross Beeren four thousand prisoners, besides an equal

number killed and wounded, and twenty-eight guns; while
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the Allies were not weakened by more than half the num- CHAP.
T \ \ \"

ber. These results, considerable as they were, might
been greatly augmented, if Bernadotte had made a proper
use of the superiority of force, and great preponderance scp t. 4.

in cavalry which he enjoyed. But he was so cautious in 59.jom. iV.

his movements, or so little hearty in the cause, that though e^coJ^'
he had no enemy to withstand him in the field, and the ^-

1

(' i;i(1

French fell back at all points on Wittenberg, he took eleven
',

1()
'

8 < ]
7.-

1
~

rlotho, 11.

days to advance from Gross Beeren to Rabenstein, near i-H 155.

the Elbe, where he established his headquarters on the 426, 4-28.

*

4th September, though the distance was little more than 390."
"'

fifty English miles.
1

Napoleon was at Dresden when these disastrous tidings
7f>

from Bohemia, Silesia, and Prussia arrived with stunning vast effect

rapidity after each other. His whole projects for the cls'eTof*"

campaign, which seemed to be opening in so auspicious
the AIhes '

a manner by the glorious victory of Dresden, were at

once blasted. The moral effect of that great triumph
was destroyed. The Allies, instead of retreating to Prague
in consternation, brought with them the trophies of Van-

damme and a considerable part of his corps as prisoners.

The battle of Culm had turned into cries of joy the deso-

lation which began to be felt in the valleys of Bohemia
;

the army of Silesia was flying in disorder before its ter-

rible antagonists, and loudly demanded the Emperor and

his Guards as the only means of stemming the torrent;

the attack on Berlin had failed. Instead of electrifying

Europe by the capture of the Prussian capital, the north-

ern army was thrown back to the Elbe, while the Prus-

sian landwchr was singing the pagans of victory, and un-

heard-of enthusiasm animated the whole north of Ger-

many. Napoleon was strongly affected by these reverses,

the more so as they were quite unexpected; and he imme-

diately began, as usual, to lay the whole blame upon his

lieutenants.* Circumstances, however, were so pressing,

* " Mon cousin le Due de Tiironte (Macdonald) s'est lai.ssu pous.ser snr (Jiir-

litz. II sera possible quo j sois oblige de marcher sur Bautzen, demaiu ou
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CHAP, and succours were demanded from so many quarters at

once, that it was no easy matter to say to which direction
1813* the Emperor should turn with the anxiously expected

relief. His first design was to reinforce the army of the

north, and resume in person, and with the aid of his

Guards, his favourite project of a inarch upon Berlin.

i Fain, ;;.
Kut Macdonald's representations of the disastrous state of

st'c^iV.
the army in Silesia were so urgent, and the advance of

i3o, 131. thc enemy on that side was so threatening, that he at
Tliiers, xvi. >

.

394, 397. length determined, though much against his will, to direct

his steps towards Bautzen and the banks of the Bober. 1

In pursuance of this resolution, orders were imnie-

Dcfensive
diately given to stop at all points the pursuit of the

Napoleon allied columns into Bohemia; the broken remains of

tectiou of Vandamme's corps, intrusted to the care of Count Lobau,
Saxony. aftcr being inspected at Dresden by the Emperor, were

reconducted to the inhospitable summits of the moun-

tains at Gieslmbel
; St Cyr's corps was stationed between

Pcterswaldc and Altenbcrg; while Victor occupied the

passes and crest of the range from that to the right to-

wards Freyberg. The command of the army of the north

was intrusted to Ney; the Emperor being with reason

dissatisfied with Oudinot, for the senseless dispersion of

9.stCyr,iv.
his force which had led to the check at Gross Beeren, as

fv.

5
4i5.

m '

Ave^ as f r the eccentric direction of his retreat towards

T-^Thiers Wittenberg instead of Torgau.
2 That grave error had put

xvi. 402.
i n hazard the interior line of communication between the

army of the north and the centre of operations at Drcs-

apres domain. Occnpcz done protnptement les positions defensives." NAPO-
I.KON to ST CYR, Is/ Sefittmln-r IM'JjjSi CYK, iv. 391.
" Mon cousin derive/ au Prince dc la Moskwa (Ney). Nous venons dcrecc-

voir des nouvelles du Due do Reggio (Oudinot), qui ajugc" convenable do venir

so mcttre, a deux inarches, audessus de AVittrnberg. Lcrdsultatde ce mouve-

ment intempestif est, que le corps du General Tauenzein, et un fort parti des

Cosaques, HC sont purti's du cote de Luekau ct de ]>autzcn, et inquietent les

communications du Due do Tarentc. // ixl rrinu nt dijlicilc (I'liroir I/minx <lt>

tf'tff que le Dun dc Rcf/'/lo. II n'a jioint su abnrder 1'ennemi ; ct il a on 1'art de

faire donner un de ses corps separemeut. S il 1'eut abordc franchemcnt, il

1'aurait partout culbutd." NAPOLEON to JJKIITIIIEH, ~2d September 181;}; ST

(Jva, vi. 393; and JOMINI, iv. 417, 41S, note.
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den, and even exposed Macdonald's rear and supplies to CHAP.
T Y V V

the risk of being cut off, or disquieted by the clouds of light
"

'.

horse which inundated the plains beyond the Elbe, from 1813>

Bernadotte's left.

To prevent this inconvenience, and keep up the com-

munication between the armies of Ney and Macdonald, Positions

Marmout's corps was withdrawn from the pursuit offhI
e

Frcnch

the allied grand army, and after accompanying the Around

Emperor to Bautzen, transferred to Hoyerswerda, about Dresdcn -

thirty miles from the right bank of the Elbe, nearly mid-

way between the two armies
;
while the Emperor himself,

taking with him the Guards and reserve cavalry, and

calling to his standard Poniatowski's corps, which had

hitherto lain inactive in observation at Zittau, proceeded
with sixty thousand choice troops to reinforce the dejected
remains of the army which had been shaken by the

disasters of the Katzbach. Thus, after all the losses

from the preceding defeats were taken into account, sixty

thousand men were left under St Cyr, Victor, and Lobau, i
Fain, ;;.

to make head against the grand army of the Allies on the
iap'(fcon

left of the Elbe; a hundred and twenty thousand, under
3 cl|

t

e^
yr '

the Emperor in person, were directed against Blucher in ^
1

r

:j '

iv 39-

Silesia
; seventy thousand, under Ney, were opposed to J( - iv

-,

the army of Bernadottc
;
and eighteen thousand, under Die'Grosse

Marmont, were in observation, and kept up the communi- 5(/25wi.

cations on the right bank of the Elbe.
1

The Emperor's own movement, as usual, was attended

with the desired effect. On the 3d of September, he set Napo'ieim

out from Dresden in the evening, and slept that night at .^'""t^

the chateau of Ilartau, near Bischofswerda. The Guards m

and cuirassiers of Latour Maubourg made a magnificent

appearance as they defiled along the road. The depar-

ture of the Emperor was accelerated by the intelligence

received that day, of the capture of a considerable con-

voy of ammunition between Bautzen and Bischofswerda,

by the Cossacks from Bernadotte's army. Marmont was

pushed forward in that direction, to prevent a repetition
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CHAP, of the insult, and finally took post at Iloyerswerda. On
the following morning, Napoleon set out by break of day,

Jomed Macdonald's army beyond Bautzen, and early in

the forenoon came in contact with the advanced guard of

Blucher, which was strongly posted on the high grounds
of Stromberg and Vohlaerberg, beyond Ilochkirch, on the

road to Gorlitz. The Prussian generals soon perceived,

from the increased activity in the French army, and the

splendid array of troops which crowded the roads coming
from Dresden, that the Emperor was before them

;
and

Blucher, faithful to the instructions he had received, and

the general system agreed on at Trachenberg, immediately
fell back. The French, continuing to advance, soon re-

occupied Gorlitz
;
while Blucher's retiring columns repasscd

successively both the Neisse and the Queis. Napoleon

slept on the night of the 5th in the parsonage manse of

the parish of Ilochkirch
;
and on the following morning

resumed his march in pursuit of the allied troops, hoping
that the impetuous character of the Prussian marshal,

flushed with his recent victory, would lead him to halt

and give battle. Blucher, however, still continued to

retreat
;
and at noon, the Emperor, altogether exhausted

witli fatigue, entered a deserted farm-house by the way-
side, where lie threw himself on some straw in a shed,

and mused long and profoundly on the probable issue of

a contest, in which the Allies never gave him an oppor-

tunity of striking a blow in person, and the armies of his

lieutenants, when left to themselves, hardly ever failed to

be involved in disaster. At the close of his reverie ho

started up, and ordered the Guards and cuirassiers to

y^'m" return to Dresden, leaving Marmont in such a situation

7

J

i'

ut

'o'.i'ji
a^ Iloycrswcrda, as to be able to give assistance, in case

i.2fif). vict. Of nccj cither to Ncy or Macdonald. His presence at
et f.onq. _

J L

xxii. m~>, the Saxon capital was much required ;
for already the

tho,' ii. !<;'_', Allies were beginning to resume the offensive on the fron-

v.'&s.
arm<

tier of Bohemia, and a terrible disaster had been incurred

to the north of the Elbe. 1
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Key, who had been appointed to replace Oudinot, in CHAP.

the command of the army of the north, had received the

Emperor's instructions to march direct to Baireuth. He 1813-

on

would there be only three days' march from Berlin
; and Ne/s move-

so low did Napoleon still estimate the Prussian land-
"gainst

wehr and light horse, that he persisted in assuring him,
Bemadotte -

that if he would only keep his troops together, and put
a good countenance on the matter, all that rabble would

soon disperse, and he would find the road to the Prussian

capital lie open before him.* The Emperor, from this

opinion, and his high estimate of Key's courage and

capacity, entertained no doubts whatever of success, and

repeatedly said to those around him, that they would

soon hear of a glorious victory. Key, in pursuance of

these instructions, and impelled not less by the ardour

of his own disposition than the express command of

Napoleon, immediately put himself in motion. lie

arrived at the headquarters of the army on the 4th of

September, and found the whole troops arranged under

shelter of the cannon of Wittenberg. This state of things

sufficiently evinced the entire incapacity of Oudinot for

separate command
;

for he had now altogether lost his

communication with the central point of Dresden, and 3 Vaud. ;.

permitted the whole right bank of the Elbe, between GO."jom.
l

'iv.

that fortress and the Saxon capital, to be inundated by t0r,'i. 434."

a deluge of Russian and Prussian light horse, who did ^jj^. L

incredible mischief to the communications and supplies of^^ij-
both French armies.

1

Having reviewed his troops, and
;;!

;s
' 3(i!) -

.1
liners, xvi.

encouraged them by the assurance of prompt succour from 4^2.

the Emperor, Key immediately set out on the morning of

* " From Uairenth you will be only three days' march from Ik-din. Tho
communication with the Kmperor will then be entirely established, and the

attack on tho Prussian capital may take place on the Uth or 10th instant. All

that cloud of Cossacks and rabble of landwehr infantry will fail back on all

sides when your march is once decidedly taken. You will understand the

necessity of moving rapidly, in order to take advantage of the present state of

incfliciency of the allied grand army in Bohemia, which might otheruise

recommence operations the moment that they became a\\are <>t the departure

of tho Emi>vrui:"---/it.itni<:ti<>as (u XKV, "2<l tii'ji/ciuljtr Ibl.'J. ,Sr Cvi:. i\. liL'J.

VOL. XH. I-
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CHAP, the 5th, directing his march by Zalma and Saida, so as to
LXXX

1 regain the high road from Torgau to Berlin, which was
81 3'

his proper line of communication with the headquarters

at Dresden.

On the evening of the same day the army was cstab-

Advauecs lishcd on a line between these two villages, the Prussian

Dennewitz. advanced posts rapidly retiring before them. On the

other hand, the Prince-Royal no sooner ascertained that

the enemy were inarching in strength against him, headed

by his old comrade Marshal Ney, with whose determined

character in the field he was well acquainted, than he

took measures for concentrating his army. Setting out

from Rabenstein, where his headquarters had been estab-

lished, he marched across the country, so as to regain the

great road between Torgau and Berlin. Taucnzein, who

formed the advanced guard of his army, reached DEXXE-

Sq.t. c. AVITZ early in the morning of the 6th. and soon found

himself in front of the vanguard of the French army,

which, in its march from Zahna and Saida, had approached
that village on the route to Juterbock, where the great

road from Torgau would be regained. Tauen/ein immed-

iately drew up his troops in order of battle, and unmasked

a powerful battery, the fire of which arrested the progress

of the Italian troops under Count Bertram!. The French

general, however, was not disconcerted, but, bringing up
his remaining divisions, re-established the combat ; his

artillery, posted on higher ground, played witli advantage

izY'isout upon that of the Allies
;
and Morund advancing with his

I'
1

.-'
!'r; ','"" division, which was composed in great part of veterans,

iv. 41.'', 4UO.
_

-1 f i

uirhter, i. sensibly gained ground, and threatened the left wing of

x\i. 4-_>7. 'the Allies, which had iirst come into action, with total

defeat.
1

Succour, however, was at hand ; for Bulow, who coin-
s'.?.

Battle- <.f manded the allied centre, which was inarching up imnic-

fcjjpt'.'o?

1 '"

diately after their left wing, and in the same direction,

Atias,
110 sooner heard the cannonade on the side of Dennewitx,

'

latoi5 '- than lie hastened his march, and arrived M'ith twenty
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thousand Prussians, whom he deployed with the corps CHAP.

under Hesse-Homburg in reserve; and not contented with

remaining in position, he immediately directed the troops,

by an oblique advance, against the flank of Bertrand's

corps, which was now pushing Tauenzeiu before it, in

front of Dennewitz. The Prussians advanced in echelon

by the left, but before they could reach the enemy, Rey-
nier, with the Saxons, had come up to the support of

Bertraud, and taken post on his left, when a combat of

the most obstinate description ensued
;
the French prc-

l vaud. i.

senting a front on the two sides of an oblique triangle to et Conql

'

the enemy, and the Prussians assailing them on both its Bout.

1

^'
faces. After four hours' hard fighting, however, the ^'"'^i

enthusiasm of the Prussians prevailed over the intrepidity ^'fn
1 i .' and bo uc

of the Saxons. The village of Niedergorsdorf and Gcihls- Krieger,

dorf were successively carried, and the French left driven X\L ^29.

back in the direction of Oehna. 1

Xey, however, now brought up in haste Oudinot's

corps, which was stationed to the left of the Saxons, and Arrival of

immediately in front of Bulow's right. The arrival of i,is

}

Centre

this fresh corps, fully twenty thousand strong, made an
ul

immediate change upon the field of battle. The two corps

uniting, turned fiercely on their pursuers, and, being supe-

rior in numbers, not only regained Gohlsdorf, but drove

the Prussians entirely across the road to the high grounds

near "Wolmsdorf, from which Bulow had originally come.

That general upon this brought forward his reserve
;
the

Saxons, though they combated bravely, were forced in

their turn to retreat
;
and Gohlsdorf, the object of such

fierce contention, a second time fell into the hands of the

Prussians. Oudinot then again advanced the division of

Pacthod, and it in the first instance gained ground upon
the enemy, and restored the combat. ]t was hard to say

to which side ultimate success would incline, when, at

this critical moment, the Prussian brigade of Borstel,

which was marching in the rear across the country

towards Juterbock, informed, near Palichow, of ll^
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CHAP, critical state of matters on the allied right, appeared on

the field, and immediately attacked, with loud cheers, the
L813-

extreme left of Oudinot in flank. At the same time, the

Prussians under Tlmmeu, who had combated behind

Dennewitz ever since the morning, resuming the offensive,

vigorously attacked and carried that village, and drove

back Bertrand's corps, who were excessively fatigued with

their long march and subsequent combat, to a considerable

distance. The effect of this double advantage occurring

at the same time was decisive. Ney, finding both his

wings driven back, and his centre in danger of being
i jom. iv. enveloped by the enemy, gave orders for a retreat at all

62,63.

u '

points. This retrograde movement, however, was con-

i?T
l

vict. ducted with great regularity ; the French braved, without

xxii'^os shrinking, the destructive fire of grape-shot from the

Die Grosso enemy's numerous batteries, which were now7 hurried to
Chron. i.

577, 579. the front
;
and several charges of the Prussian horse were

430.
*' '

repulsed by the rolling fire and steady conduct of their

retiring columns. 1

Hitherto the Prussian army, not in all above forty-

arrival five thousand combatants, had singly maintained the con-

flict, with heroic resolution, against the French, who

rcc?ve
C

dc-

h numbered seventy thousand sabres and bayonets. The

victor*-

10 Swedes and Russians, composing nearly a half of the

army, had not yet come into action, having composed the

right of the column of march, which was advancing with

the left in front. But Bcrnadotte, with this powerful

reserve, having broken up in the morning from Lobbcsce

and Eckmannsdorf, had now reached Kaltenborn, a

league in rear of Dennewitz, where the battle was raging,

and, forming his whole force in order of battle, advanced

rapidly to the support of the Prussians, now well-nigh
exhausted by their long and arduous exertions. Tlic

appearance of this imposing mass on the field of battle,

where Xey had no longer a reserve on his part to oppose
to them, was decisive. Seventy battalions of Russians

and Swedes, supported by ten thousand horse of the two
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nations, and preceded by a hundred and fifty pieces of CHAP.

cannon, advanced in beautiful array of columns of attack,
LXXX -

with sufficient space left between them for the front file
1813 -

to deploy, and form a continuous line. Ney, who had
not been able to succeed on his attack upon the Prussians

alone, was in no condition to maintain his ground when
this fresh and formidable body came upon him. Dis-

order and vacillation speedily became visible in his

retreating columns
; soon four thousand Russian and

Swedish cavalry advanced at the gallop to support thedouc'T"

points of the Prussian line, where the contest was most Account.

obstinately maintained; and the ranks were no longer i^" ^,,',";

kept, when Bulow's men, opening with admirable dis- Ĉ
6

^
Vlct<

cipline, made room for the infantry of the reserve to n

xxii
-^',> lUo. Vaud.

advance, and the Russian cavalry, charging furiously i- 172, 17.1.

,i vi 11 Kichtcr, i.

through the apertures, swept like a torrent round the 443, 444.

French retreating columns. 1

The retreat soon turned into a flight. In vain Ney
endeavoured to hold firm, with the Saxons in the centre, Rout of the

who were hitherto unbroken, near Rohrbcck
;
the troops

there, too, were seized with a sudden panic on seeing

their flanks turned by the Swedish and Russian horse,

and, breaking into disorder, fled in confusion. The effects

of this rout of the centre were in the highest degree dis-

astrous
;
the enemy rushed into the huge gap thus formed

in the middle of the line, and, vigorously pursuing the

fugitives, separated the right from the left wing. In vain

Arrighi brought forward his dragoons to cover the retreat
;

a thick cloud of dust enveloped the advancing squadrons
of the pursuers, and rendered them more terrible from

being unseen. Arrighi's men were shaken by the terrors

by which they were surrounded, and wavered before

reaching the enemy. Soon they were overwhelmed by
the torrent, and drawn into its vortex, before the Russian

sabres were upon them. At length the whole army pre-

sented nothing but a vast mass of fugitives. Ney did all

that courage and coolness could suggest to arrest the dis-
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CHAP, order, but it was in vain : his utmost efforts could only
LXXX -

preserve some degree of steadiness in the retiring can-

1813.
noneers, who, by rapidly working their guns, prevented
the total destruction of the centre

;
but the wings were

irrevocably separated. Oudinot, with his own corps and

a part of the Saxons, retreated to Schweinitz
;
while Key

Official

Account, himself, Bertram!, and the cavalry, got off to Dahnie. On

117^ u'out'. the day following, additional successes were gained by the

jtm
6

iV. Allies : Key's rearguard was attacked by the victorious

vfu'd

4

'!'.

5 '

Prussians, and defeated, with the loss of fifteen hundred

tho'ii

P
/70 Pr isoners

5
an(l during the night six hundred more were

172. Rich- taken by their light horse, with eight pieces of cannon.
ter i. 445-6. *

Th'iers, xvi. ]t was not till the 8th that the French general succeeded

v!i>52.

'l

in reuniting his shattered and divided columns, under

cover of the cannon of Torgau.
1

The loss of the French in the battle of Dennewitz was

Result "of very severe. It amounted, in the battle and subsequent
:tle'

retreat to Torgau, to fifteen thousand men, of whom one-

half were prisoners ;
with forty-three pieces of cannon,

seventeen caissons, and three standards
;
besides six thou-

sand stand of arms which the fugitives threw away to

accelerate their flight. The Allies lost nearly six thou-

sand men, of whom five thousand were Prussians
;
a clear

proof upon whom the weight of the battle had fallen, and

with whom the slory of the victory should rest. But its
2 Beroa- J J

dotu/s moral consequences were far more important. The Prus-

Accou.it. sian troops, of whom a large proportion were landwehr,

ii7.Vict.' had here in a pitched battle defeated the French, led by
xxii.""i'."..

onc f their most renowned chiefs : the stain of .lena was

fom' i'v

' washed out : the clays of Rosbach and the (treat Frede-
424. Die r j c ]- seemed about to return

;
and Berlin, no longer trem-

Grosse

bling for foreign occupation, might send forth her sons

conquering and to conquer on the brightest fields of

European fame."

The French military historians, confounded at this

defeat which they could neither ascribe to the cold, as

in Russia, nor to the force of overwhelming numbers, as
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on the second day at Culm, nor to flooded rivers, as at CHAP.

the Katzbach -have laboured to save the honour of their _

arms by ascribing it entirely to the incapacity of Marshal 1ST
j
3 '

Xey, who had no head, they affirm, for previous com- Reflections

bination, and never received any illumination of genius tiL* Errors

till the enemy's balls were whistling through the bayonets.
oi

Without ascribing the disaster entirely to this cause, it

must be admitted that the conduct of the French marshal

on this occasion was not such as to support his great

reputation. Like Oudinot at Gross Bccrcn, he was sur-

prised by an attack on his line of march when little pre-

pared for it, and under circumstances when such an event

was not only probable but certain. When Ts"cy took the

command of the army under the cannon of Wittenberg,
it was completely concentrated, and occupied a posi-

tion of all others best adapted to act with effect on

the army of the Allies, then occupying a line above

twenty miles in length, from Rabenstein to Saida, In-

stead of this, he brought up his columns to the attack

in so desultory a manner, that he was never able to take

any advantage of the great superiority of force which he

might have thrown upon any point of the enemy's line,

and in the end had the whole hostile array on his hands,

before he had been able to make any impression on the

corps first engaged. In justice, however, to the French

marshal, it must be observed, that he was on this occa-

sion very indifferently aided by his lieutenants; and that

Oudinot, in particular, stung to the quick by having been

deprived of the command, by no means pressed forward

into action with the alacrity which might have been ex-

pected from his daring character. This jealousy of the

marshals of each other, already so long known and sorely

experienced in the Peninsular war, had risen to such a

height in German v as to render all cordial co-operation 'Umit. rut,
^

. (..''. .li.ni. iv,

impossible, except under the immediate eye and autho- -j:.

ritv of the Kmperor.
1

Nor was the conduct of the Prince -Roval, though
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CHAP, crowned with success, by any means beyond the reach of
LXXX-

censure. Great as his victory was, it would have been
IBIS. muc]1 more decisive, if, instead of marching with his
00

Errors of reserves on Eckmannsdorf and Wolmsdorf, that is, in
Bernadotte. ^ ^^ Qf ^ prussian Hne Qf batt] Cj ftt thc Bailee Of

five miles, he had followed the march of Tauenzein and

Bulow by the great road direct on Dennewitz, which

would have brought an overwhelming force on the flank

of the French at the crisis of the battle, just as Ney did

to the Allies at Bautzen, and Blucher to Napoleon at

Waterloo. Still more, his pursuit was languid and ineffi-

cient; lie made no sufficient use of the unparalleled ad-

vantage of having utterly routed thc enemy's centre, and

separated their two wings from each other : his noble

cavalry were not, on the day after the battle, thrown

with sufficient vigour on the traces of the flying foe
;

and an army which had been routed on the field, in a

i Tom iv
way har(^y to be equalled in modern war, was allowed

424, 4-2S. to retire with scarcely any molestation to thc Elbe, and
Bout. 68, ..

-, m i "i i

t/j. Rich- reunite its dissevered wings at 1 organ, while the victor

446.'
'

remained inactive at Jiitcrbock, only a few miles from the

field of battle.
1

But if the conduct of Bernadotte, both at Dennewitz
f!9

Admirable and Gross Bcercn, was open to serious reproach, and

tilc'pn'ssLi indicated not obscurely a wish to spare the native

BoEs
Sand

^rooPs f Sweden, and not even to push thc advantages

gained by thc Prussians to the utmost, the vigour, resolu-

tion, and capacity evinced by thc Prussian generals,

especially Bulow and Borstcl, in bearing up, for half

the day, against superior forces on the part of thc

enemy, were most conspicuous. In particular, the per-
fect unanimity and concord with which they supported
each other on every trying occasion, and the true mili-

tary instinct which led them, at once and without orders,

to hasten where thc cannon was loudest and the danger

greatest, were beyond all praise; and, seconded by thc

devotion and valour of their brave though inexperienced
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followers, mainly contributed to the victory on both these CHAP.

glorious days. Never, in truth, was a more animating
J ' ' ' '

,' O '

spectacle witnessed than the Prussian army exhibited at
1S13 '

that period. Jealousies there were none in that noble

array; individual interests, separate desires, were for-

gotten; old-established feuds were healed; recent rival- L?
ou
^.

69>

, ,
<0. Die

ries were suppressed ; one only feeling, the love of country, Grossc

.

L J
.

J Cliron. i.

throbbed in every heart; one only passion, the desire to 589, 595.

save it, gave strength to every hand. 1

,

The repeated defeats which he had thus experienced
in every quarter, and under circumstances where the Those de-

faults of generalship appeared to be pretty equally di- the charm*
5

vided between the contending parties, at length brought iUincibi.

home to Napoleon the painful conviction, that neither Ilty-

his own troops nor those of his opponents were what

they once had been. However much the adulation of his

military courtiers might at the time, or the fond parti-

ality of his subsequent panegyrists may still, be inclined

to ascribe these misfortunes to errors of conduct on the

part of the generals at the head of the movements, or to

inconceivable fatality, their reiterated occurrence, under

every variety of command, officers, and troops engaged,

was sufficient to demonstrate to all unprejudiced observers,

that the long-established superiority of the revolutionary

troops was at an end. In presence of the Emperor,

indeed, and with the consciousness that his redoubtable

Guards and cuirassiers were at hand to arrest any dis-

order, the conscripts evinced extraordinary enthusiasm,

and still performed heroic actions. It was the able use

which he made of that formidable reserve of fifty thou-

sand chosen veterans, in battles where he commanded in

person, which so long arrested the tide of disaster. But

where this great cause of enthusiasm and tower of

strength was wanting, the usual appearances of a sinking

cause had become visible.

The marshals wanted vigour, and had become either

timid and over-circumspect, or were unduly rash and
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CHAP, overweening in their movements. The troops generally

went into battle with courage, but they failed to sustain
IBIS.

-j. ^.jj-jj C01istancy ;
and on the first appearance of a

Especially reverse, took to flight by whole battalions, or laid down

marshal* their arms, like the Austrians in the beginning of the

cluTiTnot war
>

in large bodies. Thirty thousand prisoners and
Napoioon. wo ]mn(]rcci guns ]iac{ |)een taken by tlie Allies in

pitched battles, within three weeks after the resumption
of hostilities

;
while the Russians retreated from the

Niemen to Moscow, a distance of six hundred miles, in

presence of four hundred thousand men in close pursuit,

without one battalion being broken, or one standard

taken. A change, therefore, had plainly come over the

spirit of the contest : the old enthusiasm of the Revolu-

tion was worn out, the military array of the empire had

broken down
;
while its oppression had roused an indo-

mitable spirit of resistance on the other side, and its

antagonists had learned, in combating, to conquer it.

The effects of this truth being perceived, were in the

highest decree important. Napoleon lost confidence in

his troops and his fortune, and no longer attempted those

daring strokes which had so often in former campaigns
secured him success

;
while his marshals evinced that

dread of responsibility and nervousness about conse-

quences which are the invariable attendants, save among
those whom a sense of duty supports, of the secret anti-

cipation of disaster.

While these events were taking place in the northern
0- . .

Second' line of operations, the allied grand armv had resumed
i r-

"'

the offensive on the Bohemian frontier." No sooner was

Schwartzenberg made aware, by the cessation of the

pursuit of his columns, that Napoleon had set out in a,

* Thealliel army li;i<l sustained at immense loss during its retreat from

Dresden. Ii

Sir !'. \Vilsoi

it/i neisbeek, the Prussian

l,DUO; and the Russians, ;

TS."
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different direction, than he put the Russians and Prus- CHAP.

sians, without the Austrians, in motion, again to threaten _^_

the Saxon capital. On the 5th September Wittgenstein
181

;
3 -

crossed the mountains with the right wing, and pushed
c

his advanced guard to Nollendorf, and on the following sq ,t. <;.

day he reached Gieshiibel
;
while Ziethen occupied Gross

Kota, and Count Pahlen and Prince Eugene of Wiirtcin-

berg, who had crossed by Furstenwaldc, took possession
of Nentmansdorf. On the day following, Wittgenstein, se^. 7,

continuing his march, occupied Pirna, and his advanced

posts again appeared in the environs of Dresden; while

Schwartzenberg himself, with his heavily laden Austrians,

separating from his allies, set out for the opposite bank

of the Elbe, and on the 8th reached Aussig. At the same

time, certain intelligence was received that Bcnningscn,
with the Russian reserve, full sixty thousand strong, was

advancing by rapid strides from the Oder, and might be

expected on the Elbe before the end of September. This

information was accompanied by the opinion from St Cyr,

that
"
the system of the enemy is to hazard nothing on

the points where the Emperor is ascertained to be with 72.Vkt. <.'

the troops which he always brings along with him. It lu^io?."'

may be presumed, therefore, that he will undertake
no^pok-on,

operation against Dresden so long as his majesty, with his ^l^jV
1 '

Guards, is known to be in the neighbourhood of that town ;

lsl;! - St

Cyr, iv.

but that he will march against it as soon as they are
'^1, '"V.

withdrawn, the great bulk of his force being concentrated 177, us.'

within one march of Dresden, on the passes of Altcnbcrg, ^I'uu."

Furstenwaldc, and Petcrswalde."
1

Napoleon had no sooner received this intelligence than

he took measures for the concentration of his troops on xnjmWii

the side of Silesia, by ordering Macdonald to retire to ^"""^i"

P>autzen, near which. Poniatowski was placed, so as to '^'j^'hr

form his riirht, while he himself, with the Guards, set out (

;'
!;ini

:-
1 '

ni'jit. / .

in the direction of Pirna; Marmontwas drawn back \\ith

his corps to Dresden, and a division, ten thousand strong,

was stationed at Lcipsic under ]\Iargaron. The repented
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CHAP, checks he had received made him feel the necessityLXXX
of contracting his circle of operations, and stationing

his generals at such distances from the central Saxon

capital, that in a day or two he might be able, with his

Guards and reserve, to carry succour to any quarter
where their assistance might be required. Meanwhile

the Russian and Prussian army, in great strength, was

concentrating in the environs of Culm and Toplitz, while

the Austrians were behind them, though still at a con-

siderable distance, and on the other side of the Elbe. The

Emperor felt strongly the necessity of delivering some

decisive blow, to extricate himself from his difficulties;

and immediately after he joined Marshal St Cyr, in the

neighbourhood of Pirna, on the evening of the 7th, he

had a long conversation with that able general, in the

course of which he admitted that
" he had lost a brilliant

opportunity of striking such a blow, by halting the

Young Guard at Pirna when Vandamme was advancing
to Culm;" but still inclined to the opinion that it should

now be directed against Blucher or Bernadotte, and

insisted that the grand allied army would attempt

nothing during his absence. Impressed with these ideas,

which St Cyr in vain combated with military frankness,

he returned to Dresden the same night, meditating a

great blow against Bernadotte, and consequent triumphal

i7tj

:il

'jji'c
en^ 1T in t Berlin. But early next morning he was roused

from his dream of security, and recalled to the advanced
Cliron. i.

J

<\'2j, (._ posts on the side of Pirna by the sound of cannon, which

87, tw.
' '

announced a formidable attack by the Russian vanguard
in that quarter.

1

Quick as lightning, Xapoleon moved up his Guards and

lie forces cuirassiers to the scene of action; and after reconnoitring

Russia^ the enemy's columns from the heights of Gahrnig, deter-

mined that, although the great body of his reserves hud

not yet come up, it was advisable not to delay the attack,

as by the next day the plateau which the enemy occupied
would be so strongly supported by artillery as to be alto-
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gethcr unassailable. He, accordingly, forthwith put his CHAP.

troops in motion, and, aiming his movement against the
Lxxx '

left of the allied advanced guard, he directed the weight of 1813-

his forces towards Liebstadt and Fiirstenwaldc, whereby he

threatened their communications with Toplitz. To avoid

that danger, Wittgenstein immediately withdrew his men
to Nollendorf, where he was joined by Kleist

;
while at the

same time Klcnau's Austrians, who had been pushed on

towards Chemnitz, retired to Marienberg. The arrival of

Napoleon was felt like a shock along the whole line of the

Bohemian hills. Satisfied with this advantage, Napoleon
retired to his quarters at Dohna, where he received from

Key's aide-de-camp the whole details of the disaster at

Dennewitz. The Emperor interrogated him closely as to

all the particulars, and explained in the most lucid manner

the causes of the reverse to the generals present, without

giving vent to any ill-humour whatever against his lieu-

tenant, but ascribing it all to the difficulties of the mili-

tary art, which, he said, were far from being generally

understood.* He had just received the account of one of

*
Xapoleon's conversation on this occasion, which is reported by St Cyr, who

was present, was very remarkable :

" The Emperor interrogated the officer

minutely, and entered with the most imperturbable sang-froid into the move-
ments of the different corps ;

after which he explained, in a manner equally
lucid and satisfactory, the causes of the reverse, but without the slightest ex-

pression of ill-humour, or any manifestation of displeasure at Xey, or any of

the generals engaged. He ascribed the whole to the difficulties of the art,

which, he said, were far from being generally known. He added that, one day
or other, if he had time, he would write a bonk on the subject, in which he

would demonstrate its principles in a manner so precise that they should be

within the reach of all military men, and enable them to learn the art of war

as they learn any other science. I (St Cyr) replied, that it \\ere much to be

wished that the experience of such a man should not be lost to France, but that

I had always doubted whether it were practicable to form such a work, though,
if any one could do so, it was himself; that it seemed extremely doubtful

whether the longest experience or practice was the best school for learning the

art of a commander; that of all the generals, whether on our own side or that

of our enemies, whom we had seen at the head of the armies of .Europe in all

the long wars which the French Revolution had occasioned, none appeared to

have gained by experience ; and that I did not make any exception in his own

case, as I had always considered his first campaign in Italy as his cltff-tCuiiicrc

in war. He said 1 was right, and that, considering the limited I'oiv he then

had at his disposal, he regarded it as his greatest campaign ;
that he knrw but

one general who had constantly gained by experience, ami that was Turemie
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10.

CHAP, the greatest disasters of the campaign, and which in the
T Y Y Y .' ' ' '

end was attended with the most ruinous effects to his

isi-3.
fortunes

; yet he was not only calm enough to discuss

the subject, as he would have done the wars of Scipio
i

stc.vr, iv. and Hannibal, but he had the magnanimity rare on his
149 ]">u

Bout. 7^ part, under similar circumstances to exculpate entirely

v. 25o.'

in ''

the general whose errors had had no small share in in-

ducing it.
1

On the following morning at daybreak, St Cyr's corps

Napoieon pursued its march, and reached without opposition the

summTtof village of Ebersdorf, on the Gcyscrberg the highest point

l!,'hi"

louu
f *ne mountains between Saxony and Bohemia

;
and

from the heights adjoining which the eye can discover a

considerable expanse of the plains from Tiiplitz towards

Prague. No sooner had the Emperor set foot on the

frontier, than he despatched a messenger to the King of

Saxony to announce that the enemy was thrown back

into Bohemia, and then halted to gaze at the prospect

which opened before him. Immediately at his feet

descended the rapid slope of the Gcyscrberg, its sides,

naked rocks or hanging woods, with the road, which was

much cut up by the retreat of the allied troops from

Dresden, descending in zig-zag down the steep, till it was

lost in the gulf at its feet. The artillery with extraor-

dinary alacrity threw themselves amongst the rocks, and

already the descent of the army had commenced, when

the progress of the column was stopped by a carriage

breaking down in a hollow part of the way; Drouot was

ti,o, ii. in_'. sent to report on the passage, and he stated that it was
'\ !l R'l'S. \ VI.

u.>, i-r;. impracticable till it was repaired. A few hours only,

however, were required for that pin-pose, and Napoleon

-
I.)/. I

whose great talents were the rest

nearest to the end which lie proj

to compose- tlie work which he

on l.v the recital of <>Me of the

attended with terrible efl'.'ds t

hini-elf. lie snoke of it, neve:

affairs of China, or of Europe

It of profound study, and who had approached
osed to demonstrate1

,
if one day he had, time

d mentioned. That conversation was ln'ought

eatest disasters of the campaign a di.~a.-ter

he interests of many, am! of none so much ai

ele.-s, as calmly a- i,e would have done of the

i the preceding century." ST ( 'vi;. llixtoirc
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had himself shown, at the passage of the Landgrafens- CHAP.
T V YY

berg, the evening before the battle of Jena, how quickly
'

the most formidable obstacles of that description yield to
1813 '

the vigorous exertions of a skilful body of engineers.

St Cyr eagerly pointed to the plain at the foot of the

mountain, where the Russian and Prussian army were to But declines

be seen in great masses, deploying, widening, and extend- to cuTn"'or

ing, as if in preparation for an immediate attack. From hemLf

the rapidity of their movements, the confusion which

prevailed, and the hurrying of officers to and fro, it was

evident that they expected to be instantly assailed, for

which they were little prepared, and that their leaders

were in great anxiety for the result, as their situation

and the nature of the ground in their rear would not

admit of a retreat in presence of the enemy; while a

huge column of smoke, the agreed-on signal, rising from

the elevated summits of the Millerschauer, the highest

point of the range, told to the whole north of Bohemia

that the dreaded invasion of the Franks had commenced.

The Grand-duke Constantino's reserve of the Guards were

the first in position, next Wittgenstein's Russians, and

Kleist's Prussians, formed in close array ;
but still there

was no appearance of the Austrians
;
and St Cyr strongly

urged the Emperor to hasten the attack, when his whole

forces were at hand, and the Russians and Prussians, in a

position from which they could not recede, stood alone

exposed to his blows. Xapolcon, who, from the elevated

position which he occupied, beheld every rank, almost

every man, in the hostile array, remained with the

telescope at his eve, intently gazing on the enemy forsept. n.

above an hour; but at the end of that time lie said,
"

I ^ ,>,';;'

1V

will not attack the enemy in that position, but cautiously ;;'.',"' ('i;u
conceal m intention. Let the enineers continue to v' ''"''

repair the road to-day and to-morrow
;
and suffer every

(

.'

1

,'.

1'""-
!

one to rest in the belief that we are to have a great tim, ii. v.>;!

battle; if you are attacked on tin 1 mountain 1 will sup-. IK;, i'<s.

port you/"
1

>So saying he returned to I'irna much dejected

X\ I.
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CHAP, at the failure of his designs, and the day after re-entered
LXXX

Dresden
; having thereby lost the only opportunity which

presented itself, during the campaign, of engaging on

favourable terms the Russians and Prussians when de-

tached from the Austrians.

St Cyr's sinister presentiments were not long of being
The Aiiics verified. JSTo sooner were the Allies aware, by the cessa-
agaraatta: ^Qn Q^ ^ acjvancej fo^ XapolcOll Was 110 longer Oil tllC

EmpcS summit of the Erzgebirge, than they again resumed at all

sf.ris points their offensive movement. The Austrians came up
from the other side of the Elbe

; Wittgenstein ascended

directly towards Nollendorf ;
and two regiments of Rus-

sian hussars attacked, without waiting the arrival of the

other troops, the French division of Dumonceau on the

summit of the mountain, cut to pieces one battalion,

made prisoners of another, and forced back the whole to

Petcrswalde, with the loss of above fifteen hundred men,
which compelled St Cyr to draw back his whole corps to

Gieshiibcl. Meanwhile Napoleon was busied with orders

for the construction of a bridge over the Elbe at Pirna,

and the formation of a great scries of redoubts around it,

to secure the passage of the army from one bank of the

Elbe to the other : as also iutrenchinents on a lar<re scale
* o

near Gieshiibcl, to bar the entrance from Bohemia in that

quarter. Everything announced a resolution to hold by
the Elbe to the last extremity, and, without resuming the

offensive to any considerable degree at any one point, to

maintain that line as long as possible, and take advan-

tage of any errors the enemy might commit in their

1
uiri.ter, operations on an immense circumference around it,

oJi'
1

'!; -J77; During all this time, however, the troops, perched on the

ifvvi
la

st' inhospitable summits of the Er/gebirge, were starving ;

(X iv
: the few villages which were to be met with in those

i.-mii. i:;i;. elevated regions, devastated by the triple passage of
I , I i *

i.w. Thicrs, armies over them, were entirely laid waste :

l
so universal

4<Io.

448 ' was the destruction, that it was with the utmost difficulty,

and only bv repairing a ruin, thnt quarters \vcre got for
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the Emperor himself in the parish manse at Brcitcnau. CHAP.
T \r \' V

The conscripts, stretched on the cold ground, had no __

protection against the frosty nights and frigid dews of lij13 -

autumn, nor was their satisfaction increased by beholding
their adversaries comfortably encamped in the rich plains

of Culm and Toplitz, and hearing the joyous sound of the

feux-de-joie which announced the universal transports of

the allied troops at the victory of Dcnnewitz.

No sooner was Napoleon informed that the Allies were

again threatening St Cyr, and of the check experienced Napoleon

by Dumonceau, than he hastened, at the head of a power- turns to the

ful body of his Guards and cuirassiers, to the frontier,
repd^tiie"

Suddenly approaching Peterswaldc, he fell unexpectedly ^'""15.

with superior forces on a considerable body of the enemy's

horse, which was defeated, and Colonel Blucher, son of

the marshal, after a gallant resistance, made prisoner.

On this occasion the Emperor altered his line of attack :

it was against the enemy's right, and ascending the

course of the Elbe, that his columns were directed
;

in

consequence, he found the roads everywhere passable,

and the enemy were without difficulty thrown back into Sept. i<;.

the Bohemian plain. There, however, they stood firm,

and took a position in the level, ready to give battle.

The opportunity of striking a blow with advantage had

been lost the Austrians had come up : a great part Sept. IT._

of the allied army was now assembled, above seventy 78. "sicyr,

thousand strong, in the plain at the foot of the mountains, p^i^'
Zietlien, with their advanced guard, occupied a wood at pf^d/S'
the base of the hill, Wittgenstein was in Culm, Collorcdo [;^ .

on the heights of Striesewitz in its neighbourhood, and . Tim,
xvi. 4 01

Kleist at Siberschen: the Russian and Prussian Guards 402.

were in reserve between Culm and Toplitz.
1

Everything seemed to presage a decisive battle, and

the soldiers in both armies expected it. Nevertheless,

the crisis passed over with nothing more than some sharp

affairs of advanced guards. In truth, the generals on

VOL. XH. *M
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CHAP, botli sides were desirous to avoid such an extremity : it

Lxxx '

was obviously for the interest of the Allies to postpone

any general engagement till the arrival of Benningsen's
views of reserve had added sixty thousand fresh troops to their

gcncTaiTat arms
;
and Napoleon was desirous not to descend with the

Troati^'of' bulk of his forces into the Bohemian plain, both because

Sen Ant- retreat back again over the mountains, in case of disaster,

ri^'amf"
was Difficult, and because he still thought that it was on

tiie gjde Of Berlin or Silesia that the decisive blow was to

be struck, or that some unguarded movement on the side

of the allied generals would soon enable him to deliver it

with advantage. He had no fixed plan, but was on the

look-out for his opportunity, and he saw clearly it was

not to be found on the side of Bohemia.* Meanwhile

Austria, encouraged by the great successes which had in

so many quarters attended the allied arms, signed, on the

9th September, two important treaties with Russia and

Prussia. By this treaty it was provided that Austria

should be reconstructed as nearly as possible as she stood

in 1805, the Confederation of the Rhine dissolved, and

the independence of the intermediate states between the

Inn and the Rhine established. Each of the three powers

173,

C
175!

V'

was to keep 150,000 men in the field, and to augment

i7!

l

/.

(1

Bout that number if it became necessary; and they engaged

p'lotho' ii

n t t cn^cr i 11^ aiiy separate treaty with France. By
IG, '2o. the secret articles, the 32d military division of the French

Vctter, i. .

J

i2,x, i-29. empire was to be dissolved, the French princes in Ger-

2f.
1 ' x

many dispossessed, and these stipulations communicated

only to Prussia. 1

Napoleon, however, desirous not to depart for Dresden

without having accomplished something worthy of his

renown, and which might check the Allies from renewing

* "
YcHterday I made a reconnaissance to ascertain the force and position of

tin; enemy ;
and although the debouch of Petcrswalde was favourable for artil-

lery, the declivities being gentle, the position of the enemy did not permit me
to attack him. I have resolved, therefore, to hold to the system of go and

come, and to await my opportunity." XAPUI.KOX to ST CYH, IS/A X< i>lcinbcr

18i:j. ST CVR, iv. '\'1\.
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their incursions during his absence, ordered, on the after- CHAP.

noon of the 17th, a partial descent into the plain, and
LXXX -

attack on the enemy's position. Ziethen, who held the 1S1;3 -

post at the foot of the descent, was dislodged, and driven Affair of

back towards Culm by Mouton Duvernet, and Arbesau^"hch
rf

'

was carried. Napoleon himself, encouraged by the success^ worstl'i

of his advanced guard, descended to Dodnitz, at the foot

of the declivity, where he eagerly reconnoitred the posi-
tion and strength of the enemy. An obscure haze con-

cealed the greater part of the hostile columns
;
even the

chapel of Culm could not be discerned through the mist
;

when suddenly a terrible cannonade, loudly re-echoed

from the neighbouring mountains, burst forth on the

right and left : numerous batteries, placed on the heights
on cither side, concealed by the woods and fog, sent a

storm of bullets down on the advancing columns
;
while

the Russians in front, resuming the offensive, with loud

shouts returned to the charge. Napoleon quickly retired

to the heights, but the column which had advanced into

the plain did not escape without very serious loss. Col-

loredo turned their left, and regained Arbesau at the

point of the bayonet ; Mecrfeldt, on the right, moved

direct from Aussig on Nollendorf, so as to threaten their 1 PUK H.

retreat, while Wittgenstein and Ziethen fiercely assailed i. 179. Lmui

their rear. A thick fog, which prematurely brought on
78,79.o.

the darkness of night, alone saved the whole division, p^f'^
84 "

which had descended into the plain, from total destruc-
;?|

4

;()i
Gi

:

osso

tion : but as it was, they only regained the mountains'^,
< i4^

' J J Marm. v.

with the loss of an eagle, three guns, and twelve him- 'r>, _>:,!.

drcd prisoners, besides an equal number killed and-jw, lin-i!

wounded. 1

Convinced by the view he had now obtained of the
. 101

positions and strength of the enemy, that nothing was to
v,,,,,,!,

,,

be made of an attack on the side of Bohemia, and con -!,"'",'

''^

cciving that the Allies were so situated and scattered, "jf^J^

that they could not make any formidable attack on the

French position on the mountains, at least for some
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CHAP,
days,* Napoleon returned to Pirna, and from thence to

Dresden. After a few hours' rest there, he continued his
1813.

Sept ->i
march with his Guards and cuirassiers across the Elbe, to

check the incursions of Blucher, who, taking advantage
of the Emperor's absence, was now driving Macdonald

before him, and had already occupied Bautzen and ex-

tended himself along the line of the Spree. Napoleon

sept. 22. arrived in front of the enemy, whose advanced posts were

in the wood of Ilartau. lie immediately mounted on

horseback, and a skirmish ensued, in the course of which

! Fain jj
the village of Goldbach became the prey of the flames.

?
3

->87'S'
^iat ni&at the Emperor slept at a miserable hamlet

Viet, ct near Ilartau, with only a part of his Guards around him
;

Conq. xxii. . 111 i

no, in. the remainder, unable to bear up against the incessant

I28,

e

i29. fatigue of so many marches and countermarches which

led to nothing, had fallen behind. 1

The utmost melancholy prevailed at his headquarters.

Rcturm' to The campaign seemed endless; the troops, worn out by
without

1

dreadful fatigue and the severest privations, had lost

auytiito".
much of their former spirit. Toils, sickness, and the

sword of the enemy had in an extraordinary degree
thinned their ranks

;
and the generals could not conceal

from themselves, that the French army, daily hemmed in

within a more contracted circle, and diminishing in num-

bers, was no longer able to resume the offensive with a

prospect of success at any point. On the following day,

the Emperor seemed, what was most unusual to him, a

prey to indecision. Blucher's army was drawn up near

Bautzen in order of battle, but he did not venture to

attack him
;
and after remaining under arms for the whole

forenoon, he galloped at ten in the evening towards

Neustadt, where a body of Austrians and Russians, under

General Neipperg, was engaged in a skirmish with Lauri-

* On the morning of the ISth, when the mist had cleared away, Xupoleon
ascended an eminence, and for long gax.ed through his telescope at the columns

of the enemy.
" All that I can sec," said he to Worthier," forms perhaps two

corps of 00,000 men : they -will require more than one day before they can unite

and at^'.ck. Let tis return to I'irna."- FAIN, ii. "'54.
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ston, previous to their retiring into Bohemia. Next day, CHAP.

feeling himself too weak to resume the offensive in any
Lxy

direction, he returned to Dresden; and, being sensible
181:3-

of the necessity of contracting his circle of operations,
withdrew Macdonald's army to Weissig, within two leagues
of that capital, thereby in effect abandoning the whole

right bank of the Elbe to the Allies. On the morning i oacit.

of that day there was a dreadful storm, accompanied jf,^; f'!''

with loud peals of thunder : an unusual circumstance *? l

^''^
so late in the season, and when the chill of winter

wasf,""':,
8
'*;.-

already felt
; which, combined with the state of the 4

?o, 453,

Emperor's fortunes, was deemed by many ominous of hisv. 2tio.'

fall.
1

While these indecisive but important operations were

going on in Saxony and on the Bohemian frontier, ar.misan

serious partisan warfare had sprung up in the rear of the tiiorwiVof

French army towards Leipsic and Westphalia. Secure
sep^lo?''

in their mountain stronghold of Bohemia, the allied

sovereigns wisely resolved to take advantage of their

great superiority in light horse, to threaten the French

communications, and seize their convoys on the roads to

the Rhine. With this view, Schwartzenberg advanced

Klenau's corps to Freiburg, where he made four hundred

prisoners ;
from whence Thiclman, with three thousand

horse, was detached to scour the country towards Leipsic ;

while Mensdorf, with two thousand, beset the road from

Dresden and Torgau towards that city. Thielman at first

had considerable success. He attacked and destroyed, near

Weisscnfels, a large convoy of ammunition destined for sq ,i. 11.

the use of the Grand Army ;
made prisoners five hundred

men in Merseburg, and spread alarm through the \vholesq.u is.

of western Saxony. Lefebvre Desnoucttcs, however, now

took the field with eight thousand chasseurs a cheval and

cavalry of the Guard, and, coining up with the Saxon

partisan near Merseburg, defeated him with considerables^, -jt.

loss, and obliged him to retire towards Zwickau, after

abandoning his prisoners. This check, however, had no
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CHAP, other effect than that of calling forth Platoff, who issued

from Bohemia with seven thousand Cossacks and Austrian
1 Jtl *^

Sept 26 horse, two days after, and, directing his march to Alten-

Sept. 23. burg, where Lefebvre Desnouettes lay, wholly unconscious

of the impending danger, attacked him with such vigour

that he was quickly driven back to Zeitz. The French

1 Lond. ui, general, however, was effecting his retreat by echelon in

s^/vkt. g 0(l order, while still pressed by Platoff in rear, when

xxMii :>
ne was attacked by Thielman, who had rallied after his

Die Grosse check, and totally defeated with the loss of five guns and

605, GIL', fifteen hundred prisoners ;
a blow the more sensibly felt,

263, 264.' that it fell on some of the best corps of cavalry in the

French army.
1

Operations of a still more important character were

Commence- undertaken at the same period by the army of the Prince-

s"eeof
tJC

Royal in the north of Germany. Slowly advancing
A\ ittenbcrg. aft-cr ^jg important victory at Dennewitz, Bcrnadottc at

length moved his headquarters, a week after the battle,

Sept. 15. to Koswig, in the direction of the Elbe, and on the 1 5th

he had got as far as Zerbst, while his vanguard was at

Dessau on the Elbe. Bulow, meanwhile, laid siege, on

the right bank of that river, to Wittenberg. The opera-
tions were pushed forward with great vigour, and on the

Sept. 21. 24th the suburbs were carried
;
under cover of a heavy

bombardment, which set the town on fire in many differ-

ent places, the second parallel was opened ;
and every-

thing announced that, if not relieved, it could not hold

out for any considerable time. Xey, who commanded
now only two corps, not numbering fifty thousand com-

batants (Oudinot's corps having been dissolved, and its

8hvi'cfct remains incorporated with the two others after the dis-

SolTiio*"'
aster of Dennewitz), was in no condition to raise the

iM<>tii<>. is.

siege ;
and a movement which he made from Torgau, to

Maim. v. clear the left bank of the Elbe of some of the allied
)

( ;-> 'Plijun;

xvi'458. 'parties who had begun to infest it, had no other effect

but to make them withdraw within the tctc-dc-pout
1
at
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Dessau, which he did not feel himself in sufficient strength CHAP.

to attack.
LXXX>

Meanwhile Chernicheff, with more than his wonted
105

boldness and address, carried the partisan warfare with Great suc-

the most signal success into the heart of Westphalia. Cherniche

Detached with three thousand horse from the army of the
JjJjiJf"

north, this indefatigable leader crossed the Elbe at Dessau,

and, pushing with great celerity across Germany, reached

Cassel, the capital of the kingdom of Westphalia, in the

end of September. Jerome, with the few troops which sept. 30.

the necessities of the Emperor had left him for the defence

of his capital, made a precipitate retreat without firing a

shot
;
and Chernicheff immediately made his entry into

the city at the head of his Cossacks, amidst the vociferous

applause of the people, and proclaimed the dissolution of

the kingdom of Westphalia. Symptoms of insurrection

against the French authorities were immediately mani-

fested
;
the students flocked in hundreds to be enrolled in

battalions of volunteers ;
crowds assembled in the streets

loudly demanding arms, and the flame rapidly spread into

all the villages in the neighbourhood. But the Russian

commander, being destitute of infantry and artillery, was

unable to maintain the advanced position which he had

gained ; and, after remaining in the capital a week, he

was obliged, by the approach of a considerable body of

French troops, to evacuate it and retire across the Elbe.

lie regained the right bank of that river, however, as he

had effected his advance, without losing a man, taking

with him in triumph the stores of the arsenal, the royal

horses and carriages, and an immense store of booty be-

neath the saddles of his Cossacks. But the moral effect

of this blow for exceeded these predatory gains. The

brother of Napoleon had been compelled to flee from his

capital; his dethronement pronounced and all but effected,

by a foreign partisan ;
and a dangerous example had thus

been given to the world of the facility with which those
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CHAP, oppressive foreign thrones, destitute of all support in the
LXXX.

jn^eres j- s or -ffcctions of the people, might be swept from
1813> the earth, the moment the military power which upheld

Sept. 27. them was overturned. The effect, accordingly, of this

stroke was soon felt through the whole north of Gcr-o

many : already a Saxon battalion had come over from

iFuin, H. the camp of Marshal Ney to that of the Prince-Royal;

lout.")u,
the remainder was only prevented by their personal regard

so. Viet, et
for their sovereign, and the energetic appeals which he

v/Oul] . XXII. <_? * o J. 1.

1
?;.y

s

i

u
-;
made to their military honour, from following the exam-

i. lo'J, loo. *

Die Grossu
pie ;

and more than one Westphalian battalion, after the

589, oW. surrender of Cassel, took the first opportunity of passing

L>(i4.'

n
over from their fugitive monarch to the ranks of German
freedom.

1

Operations also of minor importance, but still of great

Operations local interest, had, during the same period, taken place

amMVaT* on the Lower Elbe. The forces there were very nearly

tile Lower matched : Davoust having above thirty thousand men un-
Eibe.

c|cr his command at Hamburg, besides twelve thousand

Danes, and "Walmodcn thirty thousand on the outside of

its walls. Neither party, for some time after hostilities

were resumed, made any considerable movements : but at

length the French marshal issued forth on the right bank

of the Elbe, and moved towards Berlin. Laucnburg was

Aug. ID. early attacked by a battalion of French infantry, and the

partisan corps of Jut/on expelled. Walmodcn, whose

forces were injudiciously scattered, had not troops ade-

quate at any one point to restrain the enemy ;
and the

consequence was that he was compelled to fall back

AH.-. .",<).
towards Grabow, leaving his right wing, composed of

?,7
IJol

v;j;'';. f
Swedes under Vegcsack, seriously endangered. ])avoust\s

O| . V let. LL J o
Conq xxii.

instructions, however, were to await the result of Oudi-

Vaud. i. not's advance at that period to Berlin
; and lie remained,

IN'), 187. _ .

Die (in;.->e therefore, inactive at oclnvcnn, till the defeat of Gross

.wlTiotc. Becren having rendered the jirojected combined move-

_I^,.I.-,XM. ]ncn j. aga ins t the Prussian capital impossible, he made

the best of his way back to the Elbe." In doing so, the
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Danes under his command separated from the French, CHAP.

the former retiring to Liibeck, and the latter to the lines
Lxxx '

in front of Hamburg.
1813 -

Though this sortie of the French from Hamburg was
. 107.

attended with, no material results, and, by leading to the Waimoden

dislocation of the French and Danish forces, was rather French \\\lt

hurtful than beneficial to their cause, yet it opened theSJjJf"

eyes of the allied generals to the necessity of strengthen-

ing the force which observed the enemy's operations in

that quarter. With this view, twenty thousand of the

landwehr of Mecklenburg and Swedish Pomerania were

called out, who did good service, by rendering disposable
a much larger portion of Walmodcn's regular forces than

he had hitherto been able to bring into the field. The
beneficial effects of this arrangement were soon conspi-
cuous. One of his light squadrons, which scoured the

left bank of the Elbe, having intercepted a despatch from

the French marshal to the governor of Magdeburg, in

which he announced his intention of despatching the

division Pecheux from Hamburg to reinforce the garrison

of that fortress, which was threatened with a siege after

the rout of Dcnncwitz, the Prussian general immediately
took measures to intercept and destroy that force. For

this purpose, leaving Vcgcsack, with the Swedes and land-

wehr of Mecklenburg, in the environs of Schwcrin to ob-

serve Davoust, he himself set out with the flower of his

army, sixteen thousand strong, for Dornitz, where, with

surprising celerity, he threw a bridge of boats across

the Elbe, and, having crossed the river, came up witli

Pecheux, who had six thousand men and eight pieces of

cannon, at the village of Gorda, near Danncnbcrg. There i vfjt. L't

the French were speedily assailed by forces twice as^if^"'
numerous as their own, and totally defeated. The general ^
and eighteen hundred men were made prisoners; the

j-.J

whole guns and caissons taken, and twelve hundred killed .'wi

and wounded
;
while the Allies lost only eight hundred KUN>, 41.

men. 1

Having gained this brilliant success, Waimoden
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CHAP, instantly recrossed the Elbe to oppose Davoust, who was

L greatly superior to the forces left to observe him
;
and

*13 '

with such secresy and skill were the operations con-

ducted, that he was back, like the Consul Nero in the

war with Hannibal, before the enemy were aware of his

absence.

Matters had now arrived at such a pass with Napoleon,
Reasons that a change of position, and an alteration of his line of

compeikT action, had become indispensable. AVith equal judgment
the

1

"eafof and ability, he had taken every possible advantage of the

poTeon.

Na"

fortified line of the Elbe
;
and by means of the skilful

use of his bridges over that river, and his interior line of

communications, he had long, with forces which had now

become inferior, maintained his ground in the heart of

Germany.* By so doing, he had preserved his ascendancy
over the states of the Rhenish confederacy longer than in

any other way could have been practicable, and kept at

bay forces of the Allies, by which, under any other sys-

tem of operations, he would in all probability ere this

have been crushed. But the time had now arrived when

i_stCyr,
iv. this defensive system could no longer be maintained.

i/2(is. Te-m. Rich as the agricultural productions of Saxony are, they
o<-uL u.iyo, ^ erc ^ ^s

-

mc entirely consumed by the enormous

multitudes of men and horses 1 who had so long been

* The French forces at this period had sunk to under 250,000 men : those

of the Allies, principally owing to the great exertions of Prussia, risen to

nearly 350,000. Compare THIKRS, xvi. 452, with CATHCAHT, 2C8, 270, and

WILSON'S /J !'<>>/.

Cathcart, in his very interesting and able work on the campaign of 1S13,

has blamed Napoleon severely for not, after the battle of Dresden, abandoning
the line of the Elbe and taking up that of Saale that is, the position behind

that river, between the Hart/ mountains and the Thuringian forest. But to

abandon the Kibe was, politically speaking, to abandon Germany. At Dresden,

Napoleon equally menaced Austria through Bohemia on his right ; threatened

to cut the great line of communications ot' the Russians and Prussians through
Silesia in his front

;
and hung like a thunder-cloud over Berlin on his left.

Had he retired to the Saale, all the north of Germany would have risen.

Moreover, as a defensive position, the line of the Saale was not so strong

against an attack in front as that of the Kibe, being unsupported by fortresses;

while against a Hank attack, it was as easily turned from Bavaria through the

Thuringian forest, as that of the Elbe was from Bohemia through the Krz

Cebirge.
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quartered on its territory ;
and the contracted circle CHAP.

within which, on all sides, the French armies now stood,
LXXX<

rendered it totally impossible for any further subsistence
1813-

to be extracted from the soil
;

while the increasing

audacity and strength of the allied cavalry made any sup-

plies from the rear to the last degree precarious.
Not only had all the towns and villages around Dresden

109
been long ago exhausted by the triple scourge of quarter- Deplorable

ing, pillage, and contributions, but the forage was every- the French

where totally consumed, the stack-yards emptied, the iulirtors -

houses burnt or in ruins
;
while the fields of potatoes in

the rural districts, in some cases ten times turned over in

search of food, told to what shifts the countless swarms of

troops of all nations, by whom they had been trodden,

had been reduced.* On the small town of Pirn a, already
reduced to despair by previous exactions, the crushing
burden of six thousand rations a-day was imposed in the

end of September ; while, such were the necessities or

cupidity of the soldiers, when quartered in the villages

between it and Dresden, that not only were the wooden

crosses, erected by the piety of former ages over the

places of interment, torn up and burnt for firewood, but

the graves themselves were opened ; the coffins were

broken and draped up, the bones and corpses scattered
* T(5" 1

."
in

..

Oculairc, n.

about, the very shrouds and dead-clothes they contained, u'"> ]1 '7 -

' J J Odel. i. '2()8,

with the garlands of flowers found on once-loved hearts, ^,^i\\.

seized by avaricious hands, and sold to the miscreants 177/378.

"

who followed the army to profit by its excesses.
1

Deplorable as was the condition of the troops in the

environs of Dresden, from the total ruin of the country,

and the excessive privations to which they were exposed,

their lot was enviable compared to that of a great part

* " Xot a vestige of forage was to be; got for the horses. The frontier

villages were all in ruins. All the houses not built of stone were turn to pieces

for the fires of the bivouacs. All the environs bore the impress of the ravages
of war. The earth in the fields, which had been ten times turned over, was

again carefully searched for the few potatoes which might have escaped the eye

of former plunder." Tcuwin Oculuire,iu ODKLI-JSKN, ii. 27it.
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CHAP, of the soldiers who were accumulated in the towns. The
I X V V

latter had warmth and lodging, indeed, but they were
S13-

often dearly purchased amidst the accumulated horrors of

Deplorable famine, contagion, and mortality. The immense number

the French of wounded who had been brought into the hospitals of

ToSufand tnat city smcc tnc campaign recommenced, had not only

of

e

the

rtEs
filled a11 tlie P^lic establishments, but a great number

of private houses, with the sick and the maimed
;
and

although death had fearfully thinned their ranks, often

at the rate of two hundred a-day, yet fifteen thousand

were still heaped together in such a state of misery as to

engender the never-failing accompaniment of human woe,

a typhus fever of the most malignant kind. In this state
j 1 ^-

of wretchedness they were when the general retreat of

the army from Silesia and the Bohemian frontier, in the

end of September, suddenly filled the city with thirty

thousand fresh troops, besides tM'ice as many quartered
in the environs, upwards of two-thirds of whom were in a

state of the most deplorable destitution. The accumula-

tion of men and horses in a narrow space, and consequent

spread of contagion, were then prodigiously augmented.
In vain the most severe orders were issued bv the Em-

/

pcror one in particular, that every tenth marauder

5. should be shot
1

to arrest the progress of disbanding and

wandering on the part of the troops; the necessities of

their situation, the confusion which prevailed, the thirst

for gain and enjoyment, with the continual prospect of

death before their eyes, rendered the men utterly indiffer-

ent to all such precautions.* The distribution of rations

of meat had become rare, those of bread were reduced a

* "The recent movements of the (Jrand Army had entirely exhausted the;

last resource's of th

of combat to distract his misery, felt it the more keenly. Tc

plaints on this head, the answer always was,
'

L'au-e the comm
and you will want for nothing." To the written re

k'iven to apply for orders or decorations, these bei

bread. At this moment, tin: Kin pcror sent a decree by wh

excitement

ssarytu be shot,

n invitation was

to supply than

eh the town of

Pirna, at that moment at the lowest point of misery itself, should furnish us

with cix thou.;aud rations of bread a-day." -S'l' Cv;:, iv. 173.
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half
;
and nearly the whole army, with the exception of CHAP.

*
T V "VV

the Guards, were compelled to forage individually for their

own subsistence. This system, which did admirably well

as long as the French armies were continually advancing
in the career of victory, to hitherto untouched fields of

plunder, told against them with crushing but well-deserved
1 OM ..

severity, now that they were thrown back by defeat upon w>, iw,Till r Temoin
the exhausted theatre of former devastation. It was the ocuiaire.

counterpart of the compulsory retreat by the wasted line 216.
''

of the Smolensko road.
1

Often a hundred men were crowded together in huts
1
11

intended only for a single family, and that of the hum- Dn^iM

blest rank
;
men and horses, soldiers and marauders, thesTcL

camp-followers and prostitutes, were shut up together, |?

uccs

half famished, and eagerly snatching from each other the Frunch
e J army.

plunder which they had wrenched from the miserable

inhabitants. Even the hospitals of the insane had been

seized on for lodging, and the lunatics turned out without

the slightest means of subsistence, in pursuance of Napo-
leon's inhuman order, "to turn out the mad."* The

wonted spirit of the soldiers was entirely broken by the

sombre aspect and protracted fatigues of the campaign,

and, above all, by the exhausting marches and counter-

marches which came to no result. Their discontent broke

out in open murmurs, and their despondency exhaled in

bitter and graphic terms in their correspondence with their

relations in France, great part of which was taken by the

partisan corps in the rear, and fell into the hands of the

Allies. t It may be conceived how the bonds of discipline

*
"Depuis plusieurs mois il y avait a Sonnenstein, pres do Firna, 11110

maison de santo pour les insenses. Le 14 Sept. elle fat tout-a-coup evacuee

et convertie en une forteres.se. Le directeur de l'<5tablissement obtint pour

toute reponse du chef supreme,
'

Qu'on chasse les fous.' Le major charge de

prendre possession du chateau, rendit encore plus dure, par la rigi

mesures qu'il prit, 1'exc'cution de cet acte de violence." ODKI.KHKN, 'J

Ornln't,-'', ii. 200.

t The following are a few of the extracts : "Two years in HUCCI

such torments exceed the limits of human strength." Another,
"'

I an

out with this life; continually exposed to fatigue and danger, witlioi

appearance of a termination." A third, "Louis is there, wound*
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CHAP, were relaxed, how the progress of contagion was accele-

rated, among multitudes thus cooped up together, under
fl<} - circumstances of such physical privation and mental

depression. The diminution experienced in the effective

force of the French army from these causes, was far

greater than that occasioned by capture, or the sword of

the enemy. From official documents it appears, that the

total number of military inmates who were quartered on

the inhabitants of Dresden and its suburbs from the 15th

June to the 1.3th November in this year, amounted to

the enormous, and, if not proved by authentic evidence,

incredible number of five million sixty-two thousand eight

hundred and seventy-one persons,* a result which can

only be explained by recollecting how frequently armies

of a hundred thousand men, with their followers, passed

through its gates during that disastrous period. And,
from equally certain evidence, it is proved that the mili-

j Bic Grosso tary force at the disposal of Napoleon, which, on the tcr-

]TT)45
m ination of the armistice, amounted to nearly three hun-

Odei. H. tired and sixty thousand men present with the eagles, had,

Loud. 140. by the end of September, a period of only six weeks, sunk

down to less than two hundred thousand combatants.
1
1

On the other hand, the condition of the Allies, since

Compara- the struggle commenced, had sensibly ameliorated. They
fondle""

1 '

had lost, indeed, by sickness, prisoners, and the sword,

ot-'thc allied above eighty thousand men since hostilities were renewed
;

jg imm])Crj great as it was, would be nearly replaced

by Benningsen's army, which was now advancing by rapid

strides across Silesia, and which crossed the Elbe on the

25th, and reached Toplitz in the beginning of October.

Their troops were incomparably more healthy than the

French. With the exception of the advance to Dresden

prisoner : this, then, is the end of military honours; this is the issue of our

prosperity." A fourth,
" Such a one has been killed : if this eontiniie, every

one will be killed: such as survive one campaign will be cut down in the next."

FAIN, ii. =574, 375.
* See App. A, Chap. LX.xx. ;

and Omai:m:\, Ttmoin Ornluhr, 237.

t Hcc App. 1!, Chap, i.xxx.; and LOUD r.u;Gin:nsii'.s ])'; /// G'm/w////, .'JIG,

A. No. 2.
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in the end of August, when the fatigue had been excessive, CHAP.
T X X X

the soldiers had not been exposed to any considerable

hardships. Comfortably hutted or lodged in Bohemia,
the grand allied army was able, by the advance of a few

corps to a short distance on the frontier, to put the flower

of the French troops in motion, and bring back Napoleon's

Guards, in breathless haste, from the extremity of Silesia

to the summit of the Erzgebirge. Their wants, purveyed
for by the wealth of England in the immense circle of

Germany in their rear, were amply supplied : rations

were regularly served out to the men
;
and the necessity

of providing for their own necessities, so fatal to mili-

tary discipline and subordination, was almost unknown.

The enthusiastic spirit and signal success of the troops

preserved them from mental depression ;
the sick and

wounded were attended to in the rear, where contagion
was not fostered by multitudes, and the kindly feelings

of the peasantry alleviated the evils they had undergone : i Lon(1 . i

Bout.while the universal exhilaration and spirit which prevailed, Dio

served as a balm to the wounds of those who had been <*rossc
.

Chron. i.

injured, and sent them back in an incredibly short time 646, 047.

to the ranks of war.
1
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CHAPTER LXXXT.

BATTLES OF LEIPSIC.

CHAP. IF the military position of the two parties were alone
"

considered, it would be difficult to say in favour of which,
1813 - at this period, the scales of fortune were likely to pre-

Generai ponderate. The French, it is true, had lost a hundred

position of

6
and sixty thousand men, since the termination of the

at

e

thiT
Ues

armistice
; they had been defeated in three pitched battles ;

period. ail(j their troops, severely straitened in their quarters,

had suffered grievously from privation and famine. But

still their line of defence was unbroken. Six weeks'

fighting on a scale of unprecedented magnitude, had not

driven them from their stronghold in the centre of Ger-

many; and of all the great fortresses which they held on

the Elbe, not one had been wrested from their arms.

Napoleon in person had never ceased to be victorious :

a triumph worthy of being placed beside Austerlitz and

Fricdland had already graced his arms
;
the ample circle

of his enemies never ventured to withstand the shock of

his cuirassiers; and the losses of the Allies, though not so

great as his ONVII, had yet been so considerable as to

reduce them for some weeks to a defensive system.

Above all, he held a central position, and ruled with

undivided and despotic authority
;
whereas they acted

on an immense circumference, and were directed by inde-

pendent cabinets and generals of different nations, whose

mutual jealousies had already well-nigh broken up the
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alliance, and who could not be expected to work together CHAP.

if a disaster similar to that of Dresden should again
LXXXIt

befall their arms. So strongly did these advantageous
181:}'

circumstances impress the Emperor's mind, and such was
the confidence which he still had in his star, that he

wrote, at the moment of leaving Dresden to engage the

Allies at Leipsic, that he was about to gain a glorious

victory.*

So many chances did these circumstances afford in

favour of the French Emperor, that, if this had been an Advantages

ordinary war, it is more than probable that he would
'

have extricated himself from all his difficulties
;
and that

another victory would, as at Wagram or Friedland, have

reinstated his affairs, and again prostrated the whole

Continental states. His situation after Eylau or Aspern
was seemingly more hopeless than now on the Elbe : and

his prospects was then more unfavourable
;

for the family
connection with Austria rendered it more than probable,
that means might be found by concessions, or facilities

procured by disaster, to detach that power altogether

from the alliance. But this was not an ordinary war,

and a spirit was now abroad upon the earth which over-

ruled the decisions of cabinets, and mastered the move-

ments of generals. The unbounded enthusiasm and the

profound exasperation of Germany formed an element of

unexampled importance in the strife, and, like a mighty

stream, swept all lesser obstacles before it. Governments

could not restrain their people : willing or unwilling, they

were compelled to join in the crusade for the deliverance

of the Fatherland. This generous and noble spirit had

penetrated into the recesses of courts, and subdued all

selfish feelings alike in the leaders of armies and the

* (I"
L'Empereur va livrcr bataille. Dre.sde sera occupee par trento millo

homuie.s. Si S. M. perd la bataille, elle fora evacuxT la place ;
uiais cuminc >'.

M. yuynern Ittbatallle, Dresde restera toujours son centre d'operations, Comnio

HUV cent chances S. M. croit en avoir (|uatrt-vingt.s pour die, il faut u^'ir <-<>iintio

si elledevait reussir." Xot? </!<'ti>- y/ar C Entire u.r a M. Li: CUMTK lUiir, (>'-t.

7, 181.3; I;K;NO.\, xii. .'ill, :!]-'.

VOL. XI 1.
*
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CHAP, rulers of nations. It was felt equally in the cabinet and
-r v V"Y T

1 the cottage : it stilled the jealousies of sovereigns, and
181 3 *

animated the courage of armies. This it was which held

in indissoluble bonds the discordant elements of the

Grand Alliance
;

this it was which filled all the chasms

in their ranks by gallant multitudes pressing forward to

the strife. Nor were material resources awanting ;
for

the last reserve of Russia, above fifty thousand strong,"""

under Benningsen, was approaching, and to it Napoleon
had no corresponding force to oppose ; every sabre and

bayonet at his disposal was already on the Elbe.

The arrival of this great force at Toplitz, on the 1st

Plan of the October, where it was reviewed, and found to be in a very

this'period.
efficient state, with the addition of eight thousand Prus-

AtiasT" sians to Kleist's corps, raised the Russian and Prussian
Plate o. arm ics in Bohemia, after all their losses, to eighty thou-

sand effective men in the field, exclusive of the Austrians,

who were fully seventy thousand. This was the signal for

the recommencement of great operations. The allied

sovereigns were at first inclined to have gone into

Schwartzenbcrg's plan, which was to have called Blucher's

army, as well as that of Benningsen, into Bohemia, and

acted by one line, by Kommotau and Chemnitz, on

Leipsic, so as to intercept altogether the communications

of the French army, and compel them to fight their way
through two hundred and thirty thousand men back to

the Rhine. But this would have left on Bernadotte's

hands a force which he could not attempt to resist, if the

enemy chose to cross the Elbe with all his troops, and

carry the war into the hitherto untouched fields of Prus-

sia, whereby Berlin would inevitably be taken. In addi-

tion to this, difficulties almost insuperable were experi-
enced when the proposal was mooted to place Bluchcr

and the hfilesian army under the immediate direction of

the Austrian commander-in -chief. They had hitherto

*
.

r
)7,329 infin, of whom T2,8$6 wore cavalry and Cossacks, and l.Oo fjuns.--

Pr.oTiio
; BKII.AGJ:, vii.

iJ'-'>,
(>'J. WILSON says -N, 500; CATUCAIIT. -10,000.
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done very well at a distance, and when each obeyed the CHAP.

commands of his respective sovereign ;
but it was very

LXXXL

doubtful whether this harmony would continue if they
1813t

were brought into immediate and personal collision.

Little cordial co-operation could be expected from the

hussar-like energy of the Prussian veteran and the

methodical circumspection of the Austrian commander
;

and Blucher himself, whose opinion, age, and great
services were entitled to respect, had expressed his dis-

inclination to any such arrangement. It was, therefore,

resolved to descend with the grand army of Bohemia and

Benningsen's corps alone into the plains of Leipsic ;
and w*?.'

to unite Blucher's army to that of the Prince-Royal, Lond. 142.

which would form a mass of a hundred and forty thou- S-th *'

J {!. cettcr,

sand men, capable, it was hoped, either of arresting any j,;^

7^ 11 '

advance of the enemy in the direction of Berlin, or of 2 '
?.' Thjc'rs,

co-operating in a general and decisive attack on his forces 470.

in the Saxon plains.
1

The different corps of the Allies forthwith received

orders in conformity to these views. Blucher, as usual, Movements
. i n . .' -r .-[ i

. . . c i~> of Blucher
was the first in motion. Leaving the divisions of Prince across the

Czorbatoff and Bubna at Bautzen to cover Lusatia from
fomiitywuu

the incursions of the garrison of Dresden, he marched with ^^l^'
1

the remainder of his forces, about sixty-five thousand Oct - 2 -

strong, towards the Elbe, and reached Elsterwerda, while

the French corps in that quarter, under Marmont, crossed

at Meissen, and moved by Eilenburg on Leipsic. To

deceive the enemy, he caused Sacken's advanced guard to

attack the tete-de-pont at that place ; and, while their

attention was forcibly drawn to that point, he himself

marched rapidly by Ilerzberg and Jcssen, and on the night

of the 2d October reached the Elbe, at the mouth of the

Schwarze Elster. Bridges were thrown across with in-

credible expedition, and the operation was conducted with

the most signal ability. Such was the activity of all con-

cerned in it, and the admirable arrangements made

for its completion, that by six next morning half the
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CHAP, army was across without experiencing the slightest op-

__L position. Bertrand's corps, however, mustering eighteen
i13 '

thousand combatants, was strongly posted at Wartenburg,
at a short distance from the river, and Blucher could not

advance without forcing this position. He commenced

the attack, accordingly, at eight o'clock with the troops

which had effected the passage; and having carried the

94. Viet.' et village of Bleddin on their right, after six hours' hard

ii's^iiy?

1 '

fighting, drove the enemy from their position, with the

&' Die l ss f six hundred prisoners and an equal number killed

lt,

rossc
. and wounded, though the loss of the Prussians, who were

Chron. i.
' o

045, G46. alone engaged, was hardly less considerable. On the
Tillers, xvi. *

47t>, 47. following day, the remainder of the army effected its

279, 2Si'. passage without opposition, and Blucher, moving forward,

established his headquarters at Diiben. 1

At the same time the Prince-Royal of Sweden crossed

Movements the Elbe, without any resistance, the Russians at Ackow,

doucTnTi the Swedes at Roslau, where headquarters were imme-
Schwartzen-

cjja ciy established. His advanced posts were pushed for-

oct. 4. ward, so as to enter into communication with Blucher

on. j. from Diiben
;
and on the day following, Bulow and

Taucnzein were also crossed over, leaving Thumen only,

with fourteen thousand men, to continue the siege or

blockade of Wittenberg. Xey, whose army was so

reduced that he had under his immediate command only

Reynier's corps, now not more than twelve thousand

strong, was in no condition to make head against forces

Oct.. <;. so considerable : he therefore evacuated Dessau, and

retreated by Bitterfeld towards Leipsic, summoning Ber-

trand to join his standard, and requesting Marmont to

come to his assistance. At the same time the grand
allied army began to defile by its left through the moun-

tains, to penetrate into Saxony by the route of Sebas-

tiansberg, and Chemnitz. Colloredo remained at Toplitz

to guard the magazines there, and Benningscn continued

in the same place, but for a few days only, to rest his

soldiers after their long inarch across Germany. The
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reserve of that army, under Prince Labanoff, which had CHAP.

now entirely come up, presented striking marks of the

prodigious efforts which Russia had made to recruit her 1S13 -

forces. A great number of Tartars and Bashkirs were to

be found in its ranks, who had come from the Lake
Baikal and the frontiers of China, and some of whom
were armed with their primitive weapons of bows and

arrows. On the 3d October, the advanced guard, under , ,

. .
' etter, i.

Klcnau, reached Chemnitz, where it was attacked, at first 147
-..
P1
^-_

with success, by Prince Poniatowski at the head of his Bout. '95,

'

gallant Poles. But the indefatigable Platoff appeared oniv."433?
m "

the flank of the victors as they were pursuing their advan- conq.

e

xxii.

tages, and compelled them to make a precipitate retreat K^GS^GG
to Mitweyda. Next day headquarters were advanced to

chroifT
80

Marienbers ; a hundred thousand men had already entered (;49
>

<;5(l -

^ Alarm, v.

the Saxon plains from Bohemia, while a hundred and 265. Theirs,

thirty thousand had crossed the Elbe, under Blucher and 489.

Bernadotte, to encircle the French Emperor.
1

While the vast armies of the Allies, acting upon an

immense circle, and directed by consummate judgment, Napoleon's

were thus drawing round the French army, and preparing
to crush it in the position it had so long maintained on

the banks of the Elbe, Napoleon, for the first time in his

life, remained without any fixed plan, and watching

merely the course of events to select his point of attack.

When he had regained Dresden, after his last abortive

expedition against Blucher, he said,
"

I will not go out

again ;
I will wait." In effect, he rested on his oars for

ten days, constantly expecting his enemies to commit

some fault which would give him an opportunity of strik-

ing with effect. lie summoned up Augereau with his

newly-raised corps, about fifteen thousand strong, to

Leipsic from Maycncc, though it had barely completed
its military formation. At length, however, the losses

sustained by the partisan warfare in his rear, and the

frightful progress of famine and disease in Dresden,

Torgau, and the other fortresses on the Elbe, rendered it
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Lx
J

xxi ^Dispensable for the French army to move. The Emperor
1 had no alternative but to do so, or see his forces melt

1 HI *^

away and sink to the last stage of weakness before his

eyes without firing a shot. The rapid march of Blucher

to the Elbe
; the passage of that river by Bernadotte at

Roslau
; the movements of the grand army towards Kom-

motau and Chemnitz all indicated a determination on

the part of the Allies to hem him in on every side, and

possibly renew on the banks of the Elbe the catastrophe
of the Beresina. Napoleon felt his danger ; and, calling

,

St Cvr to his cabinet at midnight on the Gth October,1 St Cyr, iv.
i

178, iso. he thus expressed himself upon the prospects of the

campaign.
1

"I am going to leave Dresden," said he,
" and I shall

Hisadmir- take Vanclamme's and your own corps with me. I am

expressed certainly about to engage in a decisive battle : if I gain
r '

it, I shall regret not having had my whole forces at my
disposal to profit by it

; if, on the other hand, I experience
a reverse, you will be of no use to me in the battle

; and,

shut up here, you will be lost without resource. Besides,

what is Dresden now to me r

( It can no longer be con-

sidered as the pivot of the army, which is unable to find

subsistence in the exhausted country which surrounds it.

As little can it be considered as a great depot ;
for there

remain in it only provisions for a few days : almost all

the stores of ammunition are exhausted, and what little

remains may be distributed among the soldiers. There

arc at Dresden twelve thousand sick and wounded
;
but

they will almost all die, being the remains of sixty thou-

sand who have entered the hospitals since the opening of

the campaign. AVhen winter sets in, the Elbe no longer

affords a position : being frozen, it can be passed at every

point. I am about to take up another position, which is

defensible at every point. I shall throw back my right

as far as Erfurth, support my left by Magdeburg, and my
centre by the heights forming the left bank of the Saale,

which form a material bulwark, at all times capable of
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arresting an enemy. Magdeburg will become to me CHAP.

another Dresden : it is a noble fortress, which can be left _
as long as necessary to its own resources, without the risk

1813>

of seeing it carried, as Dresden might have been during
the three days that the Allies were before its suburbs, if

they had been commanded by a man of capacity. Dres-

den can never be made a strong place, without destroying
the vast suburbs which at present constitute the chief part
of that beautiful capital. In addition to this, it would

require to be re-stored with ammunition and provisions,
and it is now impossible to introduce them. In fine, I

wish to change my position. Dresden is too near Bohe-

mia
; no sooner have I left it, even upon the shortest

expedition, than the enemy are before its walls
;
and I

have not the means of preventing that by threatening
their rear. By the more distant position which I pro-

pose to take, I will be in a situation to direct great

strokes against them, and force them to a durable peace."

St Cyr expressed his entire concurrence in these lucid

and masterly opinions ;
and he was dismissed with the

assurance that next morning he would receive the requi-

site formal order for the destruction of the blockhouses,

palisades, and exterior fortifications of Dresden, and the iat>, iss.

evacuation of its stores upon Magdeburg.
1

Early next morning Napoleon set out from Dresden,

and had a conference with Murat at Meissen. But in- Xapoi'con

stead of then following out the plan he had formed, and plan! sets

transmitting the instructions he had promised to St Cyr, x^",!
11

for the evacuation of the capital, he totally altered his^jj^
views, transmitted orders to that general to hold it to the (

Q
-

last extremity, and placed under his orders his own and

the remains of Vandamme's corps, about thirty thousand

sabres and bayonets, besides twelve thousand sick and

wounded, who encumbered the hospitals. "With the bulk

of his forces the Emperor marched to the northward, with

the intention of joining the army of Ncy in the vicinity of

Torgau, and resuming his favourite project of an attack
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CHAP, on Berlin : not without the hope that he would succeed,
T Y Y YT

.1 with his army in a central position between Bernadotte
n3> and Blucher, in separating the one of these commanders

from the other, and beating them both in succession. To

cover his communications, and keep in check the grand
allied army, which was now fast issuing from Bohemia

towards Leipsic, by Marienberg and Chemnitz, he detached

Murat, with fifty thousand men, composed of the corps

of Victor, Lauriston, and Poniatowski, to Frcybcrg, with

instructions to retard the advance of the enemy as long

as possible, and when he could no longer keep his ground,

to retire towards Leipsic and the Upper Mulde.* The

Imperial Guard and cavalry, with Macdonald's and

Souham's corps, followed the standards of the Emperor,

and, joined to the corps of Marmont, and those of

Bertrand and Reynier under Ney, formed a mass of a

hundred and thirty thousand men, with which he pro-

366, 367." posed to strike the redoubtable blows which he meditated

ifrcudT'ie in the direction of Berlin. The King of Saxony, with

sTififf-i
his family and court, left Dresden in the suite of the

434*' Odei Emperor. It was a mournful sight when the long train

ii. 210, -jji.of carriages, amidst the tears of the inhabitants, defiled
Theirs, xvi. n
4Bi, 4iw. through the streets, and the sovereign, leaving his beloved
Marm. v. .

l
. . . , , .

l

-'66, 263. capital to the horrors or an inevitable siege, set out a

suppliant or a captive in the ranks of war.
1

!

* "
Napoleon's instructions to Murat, which explained liis views at this period,

were in these terms :

"
I have raised the siege of Wittenberg : I have separated

tin' corps of Sacken from that of Langeron and York: Augcrcau this evening
will be at Liitzcn or Leipsic, and Arrighi has orders to join him, which will

bring you a reinforcement of at least 30,000 men. One of two things will

happen : either I will attack the enemy to-morrow and beat him, or, it" he

retires, I will burn the bridges over the Elbe. Then you will do what you can

to preserve Leipsic, so as to give me time to beat the army of Silesia
;
but if you

are obliged to quit Leipsic, you should direct your course to the Mulde: the

bridges of iHiben and Eilenburg are guarded, ^fy intention is to pass over to

the right bank of the Elbe, and to manoeuvre between Magdeburg and Dresden,

debouching by one of my four places on that river to surprise the enemy."
See JOMIM'S Vic <lc N(i/>/<-im, iv. \'.\~>, 130.

t Napoleon's notes on the position of the French and the Allies, and tho

different plans which he had entertained for the conduct of the campaign at this

critical juncture, are very curious and instructive. See Appendix A, Chap,
i.xxxi.

;
and NOIIVINH, J!<.c>icil dc 1813, ii. ,'J'JCi.
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The rapid evacuation of the right bank of the Elbe, in CHAP.

pursuance of these orders for the concentration of the

army, prevented the execution to the letter of the rigor-
1813-

ous orders of Napoleon, which were,
"
to carry off all the who is

cattle, burn the woods, and destroy the fruit-trees." The roumiea 'iiy

officers intrusted with the execution of this inhuman order
thc cneill) '

found various excuses for not obeying it, and, in general,
had not time to execute instructions which would have

reduced a large part of Saxony, where they had been

treated with so much hospitality, to a desert wilderness.

The rapid approach of thc allied armies, who covered

the whole right bank of thc river, and were already

descending from thc Bohemian hills by Pirna and Son-

nenstcin, threw back the numerous swarm of stragglers

whom the French had left behind them. Dresden was

speedily invested on all sides
;

and numerous covered

boats, laden with crowds of sick and wounded, in thc last

stage of weakness and contagion, were daily arriving

within its walls. Nothing could be more revolting than

thc conduct of thc French military to these miserable

wretches, when there was no longer any prospect of their

being serviceable in thc campaign. A soldier, in thc last

stage of dysentery, was found lying by the roadside,

almost buried in a dunghill, and uttering thc most piteous

cries. One said in passing,
" That is no business of ours :

"
]

' '^'""i"

Oculaire, ii.

another,
"

1 have no orders on the subject." An officer '-'i-j, :>is.

came up, and exclaimed "
lie is not to be pitied he is 213.

' '

about to die."
1

As soon as Napoleon was informed of the passage of

thc Elbe by the Prince-Royal, he determined to interpose Napoleon

between his army and that of Silesia, and, if possible, ^
crush one or other before any assistance could be obtained. [^

With this view he pushed on at thc head of a hundred l:

and twenty-five thousand men. Thc French army being-

concentrated, had thc fairest prospect of falling on the

detached columns of Blucher's army, which were march-

ing across from thc Elbe, in thc direction of Bcmadottc's
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CHAP, forces. Langeron and York alone were at the head-
T X \ XT_! quarters at Diiben, Sacken being between Eilenburg and

L8i3.

Torgau. So late was the Prussian general of receiving

information of the approach of danger, that it was only

by a sudden decision and immediate movement that he

extricated himself from his perilous situation. On the

Oct. 9. 9th he passed the Mulde, and by forced marches joined
Bernadotte with all his forces, late on the evening of the

1 Bout. '97, 10th, at Zorbig. On the same day Napoleon established

I v.' 436, 437. his headquarters at Diiben, which Blucher had left the

Conq.'xxii. morning before. So near was Sacken being cut off, that

FainM!' m following the wake of Blucher towards Diiben on the

piotiio

7(

ii
eyening f the 9th, he found the town already occupied

2.5:3, 2,57. by the French advanced guard, and only got on by filing
Tliiers xvi. * **

500, 504.

'

to his right, and making a detour by the village of

Sokana, where he passed the night.
1

The decisive crisis was now approaching: every
The AI'HCS moment wras precious; the fate of Europe hung in the

the west balance, suspended almost even; a feather would make

Napokon,
it incline either way. Both parties adopted equally bold

pareskT
resolutions

;
and it was hard to say which would be first

Fibc-md piercc(l to the heart in the desperate thrusts that were
invade about to be exchanged. Each army had passed the

other, and lay in great strength upon his opponent's com-

munications. Blucher and Bernadotte at Zorbig were

between Napoleon and the Rhine, while he at Diibcn

Oct. 10. was between them and the Elbe. Both thought that, by

threatening their adversary's communications, they would

draw him back or reduce him to the defensive, and both

Oct. 11. acted on this principle. On the 11th Blucher and the

Prince-Royal, leaving Tliumcn before Wittenberg, and

Tauen/cin at Dessau, to guard the passage of the Kibe,

instead of returning towards the Elbe, marched still fur-

ther to the south-west, and established themselves, the

former at Halle, the latter at Bcrnbcrg and Rothenburg,

directly bctM'een Napoleon and the Rhine, and in such a

situation that they could open up a communication across
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the plain of Saxony with the Grand Army descending CHAP.

from Bohemia. Napoleon, on his part, pushed forward .

Reynier to Wittenberg, and Ney to Dessau, which threat-
1S13-

ened his adversaries' communications with Berlin. The

former, with the aid of the garrison of the besieged for-

tress, speedily raised the siege of Wittenberg, and drove

Thumen, who commanded the blockading force, before

him towards Roslau
;
wrhile Tauenzein, finding himself in

no condition to make head against Ney at Dessau, fell

back with considerable loss to the same place, and, afterP^2
^

breaking down the bridge over the Elbe, continued his " Na -

retreat by Zerbst, towards Potsdam and Berlin. Napo- Cyr, Oct.
1 1 S 1 *]

leon was highly elated with these advantages, and, seeing jom. iv.'

the road to that capital open before him, entertained ct

3

Con q'.

ct*

more sanguine hopes than ever of carrying the war into *f";1^
the heart of the Prussian territory, rallying to his stan- Iv

19
/''

197 '

J '
./ & Die UTOSSQ

dard the besieged garrisons on the Oder, and establishing !'J
on

,v (

'-

his winter quarters, supported by Torgau, Magdeburg, Marm. v.

and Wittenberg, in the hitherto untouched fields of cartes?,

northern Germany.
1 *

Although, however, Napoleon did not prosecute his

projected movement upon Berlin, and even withdrew False m<>vc-

Reynier back to Wittenberg, yet his demonstrations Bcrmuiotte

against that capital had the effect of withdrawing Berna- S^''
lstho

dotte from his true line of operations, and endangering
in the last degree the army of Silesia, On the 12th

October, he detached himself from Blucher, recrossed

the Saale, and moved back towards the Elbe as far as

Kothen. The forces under his command, however, as

Tauenzein was on the other side of that river, did not

exceed fifty thousand combatants, with which he could

never have hoped to stop Napoleon at the head of a

*
Xapoleon at this period wrote to St Cyr :

t;
I have raised the siege <>f

Wittenberg : the army of Silesia is in full retreat Ly the left bank
;
to-morrow

I will compel it to receive battle, or abandon the bridges of Dessau and \Var-

tenberg. I shall then probably pass over to the right bank with all ni\ army ;

and it is by the right bank I shall return to Dresden." X.vruU.u.s tv ST C'YI;,

lltk October 1813; JO.MINI, iv. 43G.
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CHAP, hundred and twenty thousand : while the separation
LXXXI

1 seriously endangered Blucher, whose communications were
813 - now entirely cut off, and who had lost a considerable

part of his baggage by the operations of the French light

horse on his rear. Bernadotte's true policy would have

been to have continued united to Blucher, who had so

gallantly made his way to him through many dangers
across the Elbe. Their united force, a hundred and

thirty thousand strong, might not only have bid defiance

to Napoleon, but would have entirely cut him off from

the Rhine, and rendered his retreat to France, or even

yict.
et

'

Holland, impossible. Sir Charles Stewart, who was at

I2r,
q
i22?'' the Prince -Royal's headquarters, strongly urged this

wfros. course on him, but in vain. It was already apparent

23<)

th

b'ie
that the royal ex-marshal of France had no disposition to

Grosse
push matters to extremities with France, and that lie had

Cliron. i. 1

MO, 661. secret views of ambition which rendered him unwilling
J liiers, xvi.

i v n*
5u. to do anything that might alienate the affections of its

inhabitants.
1

Meanwhile, however, the grand allied army was not

Advance of idle. Issuing from the denies of the Bohemian moun-

aiilJurmy tains, Klcnau, on the extreme left, pushed as far as Penig

Ldpsic!
n the Cth, on the direct road to Leipsic, while AVittgen-

Oct - 6>
stein on the right reached Altenburg on the same day.

At the same time, Murat marched from Freyberg to

Oderau a central position at the foot of the high moun-

tains, well calculated at once to maintain his connection

with the garrison of Dresden, and keep in check the

<>a. 7. advancing columns. On the day following, Schwartzen-

berg moved his headquarters, with the bulk of his armv,

to Chemnitz ;
and although Murat, Poniatowski, and

Victor exerted themselves to the utmost, and the Poles

even regained Penig, and drove back Klenau to a consi-

derable distance, yet the continued approach of the vast

masses of the Allies on all the roads turned all the posi-

tions which they took up, and compelled them to fall

back towards Leipsic. It was impossible that fifty thou-
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sand men could maintain themselves against a hundred CHAP.
LXX XI

and twenty thousand. The Austrians, constantly press- __
ing forward, gained ground in every quarter, and on the

,^^
night of the 9th, their advanced guard, under Prince cin-on. i.

Maurice of Lichtenstein and Thielman, surprised Wetlau, piotV il.

between Naumburg and Weissenfels, and on the direct 103, loT!*"

road from Leipsic to Mayence. This movement in
^'i.Q.o.

advance, however, which, by destroying the French com-^ c

^ xii

munications, would have been of the very highest import- ^h 1

^--
ance if effected by a large body of the Allies, totally

is.

failed in its effect from the insufficiency of the means Oct.' 9.

employed.
1

Augercau, who was hurrying up by forced marches to

Leipsic, next morning attacked them with great vigour, The A'US-

and not only cleared the road, but defeated the allied i" cutting

advanced guard with considerable loss. On the 12th, Drench

witli fifteen thousand men, he entered Leipsic, where aI"'
considerable concentration of troops had already taken ^ J!J-

place. On the allied right, Wittgenstein continued to

advance towards Borna, though not without experiencing
considerable resistance, and after several severe combats

with Murat's cavalry. The forward movement, however,

of the allied right, rendered the King of Naples' position

at Oderau no longer tenable, and lie was obliged to fall

back along the course of the Tchoppa, by Mitweyda, on

Leipsic. On all sides the allied forces were approaching 2Vi^t

Leipsic, and already their advanced posts were within ^""'i^"'

si "lit of that citv. On the same day on which Augereau^v103
;" 104. \ and.

entered it, Giulay made himself master of Weissenfels, on i-
T
isw, -><>

the road to France from Leipsic, where lie captured twelve Rccucii'do

hundred sick and wounded ; and, two days afterwards, nso!
'

I'M,-

Schwartzenberg made a rcconnoissance with the corps of ciiron! ;.

Klenau and Wittgenstein, which led to a severe action
vltJitV.

near Borna between three thousand of Murat's horse aud
Jj^f,,^'

Pahlen's dragoons, which, after several gallant charges,
'-';'i

5 -

^
1

',

i ''''s '

terminated in the overthrow of the French by the surpass- .

r

>ir.

ing valour of sixteen squadrons of Prussian cuirassiers."
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CHAP. The Russian cavalry on this occasion were overwhelmed
T X X XI

by the great superiority of the enemy, and would have
1813. keen Destroyed had it not been for the brilliant charge

Desperate of the Prussian cuirassiers, who threw themselves upon
action'be- the enemy, in the midst of their triumph, with the most

]en

C

and
Pa!l ~

determined courage. When Colonel Boutourlin, Alex-
Murat. ander's aide-de-camp, expressed to an officer engaged in

it the high admiration which he felt at witnessing their

gallant bearing, the brave Prussian replied,
"
Comrade,

could we do less ? this is the anniversary of the battle of

Jena." In the course of this desperate cavalry encounter,

six regiments of cuirassiers, fifteen hundred strong in all,

which had come up with Augereau, and had recently
arrived from Spain, were almost totally destroyed. Murat,

who threw himself with his wonted gallantry upon the

enemy, was on the point of being made prisoner. When
the Prussian cuirassiers broke those of France in the close

of the day, he was obliged to flee, closely pursued by the

enemy ;
and an officer who headed the pursuit, almost

touching the monarch, repeatedly called out,
"
Stop, stop,

(MeTVis! king
" A faithful follower of Joachim passed his sword

i"<;i)

te

i<;i' through the pursuer's body, and so effected the monarch's
])ie Gro c deliverance

;
for which he \vas made an esquire of the

G7o, 074. king on the spot, and next day received the decoration of

the Legion of Honour from Napoleon.
1

While the vast masses of the Allies were thus in all
Jo.

Napoleon's directions converging towards Leipsic, Napoleon remained

carrying"' inactive at Diiben, merely detaching Marmont to Debitch

i'ruBsia?"

10
to observe Blucher, waiting the concentration of his corps
to carry into execution the plan which lie had so long

meditated, of transferring the war to the Prussian terri-

tory, and, under the protection of the strong places which

lie still held on the Elbe and the Oder, maintaining the

contest in the spare hitherto untouched between these

two rivers.* When lie came to propose this bold design,

* " The jiliin
of the Kmperor was t<> have allowed the Allies to advance into

the territory between the Kibe and the Sank1

,
and then, manoeuvring undiT
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however, to his marshals, he experienced a unanimous CHAP.

and most determined resistance. They were not equally
^

sanguine with the Emperor as to the success of future 1813 -

operations ; they had experienced the inability of their

troops to contend with the Allies when the animating
effect of his presence was no longer felt

;
and they not

unnaturally entertained the greatest dread of plunging, i
Fain, n.

with two hundred and fifty thousand men, into the north
f^'

2

'^
om '

of Germany, when four hundred thousand allied troops )?
ct - ct

.

> r
(Jonq. xxn.

were prepared to interpose between them and the Rhine, ,

J

,

2
!<

122
-.

and cut them off entirely from their communications with sos.

the French empire.
1

Granting that they would find provisions for a con-

siderable period in the fields of northern Prussia, and Which 'is

shelter from the fortresses of the Elbe and the Oder, of hTs'mar-
y

which they still retained possession, how were they to get uleirreasons

ammunition and military stores for so vast a host in the
for so domg<

plains of Brandenburg, or forage for their cavalry amidst

the clouds of light horse by which they would speedily be

enveloped '\ In the desperate strife in which they would

be engaged, when each party threw himself upon his

enemy's communications, and disregarded his own, was it

not probable that two hundred and fifty thousand would

be crushed by four hundred thousand, and the party
inferior in light horse by the one which had so great a

superiority in that formidable arm ? Above all, what

wrould the Allies lose by the war being transferred into IJ'm'
Prussia but Berlin, and the warlike resources, now nearly If-'"'.,!,'.;

_ f

>
6i'l, -jt->.

exhausted, of that realm
r

( they still retained Austria, i-^Cases,

Silesia, and southern Germany, from which they could vict. ct

derive all their supplies.
2 But if the French were irrevo- i-^iw."'

cably cut off from the Rhine, a few weeks' warfare, such as

protection of the fortresses and magazines of Dresden, Torgau, Wittenberg,
and Hamburg, to have carried the war into the territory between the Kibe and

the Oder, on which latter river France still held Glogau, Stettin, and Ciistriii
;

and, according to circumstances, to have raised the blockade of Dant/ic,

Zarnosc, and Modlin, on the Vistula. Such was the success which might have

been expected from that vast plan, that the Coalition would have been disor-

ganised by it." X.U'OLKON in MOSTHOLON, ii. 1-5.
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CHAP, that which had recently occurred, would exhaust all their
T V V V f

resources
;
and the very magnitude of their forces would

813-
the sooner paralyse them, from the failure of all the

muniments of war.

Notwithstanding these obvious considerations, Napoleon

NapokWs was strongly bent upon carrying his bold project into

whhYiiT execution ;
and the four days that he spent at Diiben,

"nTmm'ns cndeaTouring to overcome the repugnance of his marshals,
foradvunc- an(j reyolvino; in his mind the probable risks and advan-
ing to bcr- o r
liu -

tages of the undertaking, were among the most gloomy
and painful of his life.

" When the intentions of the

Emperor," says Caulaincourt,
"
to cross the Elbe, and

carry the war into Prussia, became known, there was a

general explosion of murmurs in the army,
' Are we then,'

said they,
'

to recommence a levy of bucklers in Prussia,

and go and bury the remains of the army at Berlin 1 Has

he not yet slaughtered enough ? This will never come

to an end. It is too late to adventure on this perilous

campaign. Had he replaced us on the Rhine, we should

have found winter-quarters ;
and in spring, if necessary,

have resumed the offensive. We have had enough of

fighting : we must regain France.' 1 was in the saloon

of the Emperor when the staff in a body came to suppli-

cate him to abandon his projects on Berlin, and march

on Lcipsic. No one wrho did not witness that deplorable

scene, can conceive what he suffered in that moment.

The reasons they advanced were futile in the extreme,

lie remained cold and reserved.
'

My plan/ replied he,
' has been deeply calculated : I have admitted into it, as

a probable contingency, the defection of Bavaria : I am
convinced that the plan of marching on Berlin is good.

A retrograde movement, in the circumstances in which we

arc placed, is a disastrous step, and those who oppose

my projects have taken on them a serious responsibility

I will think on it, gentlemen.' With these words he re-

entered his cabinet, and remained the whole remainder

of the dav wrapped in thought, silent and moody. The
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weather was sombre and cold : the wind blew with vio- CHAP.

lence, and moaned through the vast corridors of the ancient

chateau of Diiben, and its old leaden-cased windows 1813 -

trembled in their sockets.
1

Everything in that mournful Souvenirs,

residence bore the character of profound melancholy."
11 ' 201 '"03 '

It is interesting to recollect that a similar storm attended

the decisive debate in the National Assembly of France

on the 17th June 1789, when the sovereignty of the
2

nation was assumed, the monarchy overthrown, and the iv. 53.

march of the Revolution rendered inevitable.
2

In spite of all the obstacles which the marshals threw

in his way, it is probable that the Emperor would have Defection

ventured on the movement immediately, had not news which ove^

arrived on the 12th, which rendered it impossible. Murat
project!

8

reported that Schwartzcnbcrg was closing on Lcipsic ;

Oct" 12-

while Marmont announced that Blucher, far from retreat-

ing on the Elbe, was ascending the Saale on the same

place. The cabinet of Munich, which, ever since the war

began in Germany, had been besieged with entreaties on

the part of its subjects to abandon the Confederation of

the Rhine and join the alliance against France, had long
continued firm to its engagements, and even testified great

joy on his triumph at Dresden.* But the victories of

Culm, the Katzbach, and Dennewitz renewed its vacilla-

tion, and at length the torrent of feeling in Germany
became too strong to be resisted. Accordingly, at length,

notwithstanding its strong partiality for Napoleon, and

natural gratitude for the benefits he had conferred upon

Bavaria, it was compelled to yield. A treaty had been

signed at Ried, on the 8th October, which had secured

the accession of that state to the Grand Alliance. This

* "
line lettre cle la Reine do Saxe, focur clu Roi de Bavarie, dcrite dans

1'enthousiasme du premier moment apres la bataille de Dresde, respirait la jio
la plus sincere. Les mots,

' notre chor Empereur's'y trouvaient plusieurs fois

reputes. Le Roi de Bavarie lui-mcme, croyant d'abord la Coalition abattuc par
citto vietoire, en parut d'autant plus satist'ait qu'il n'avait pas eu le ti'inps do

ne cornpromettre vi.s-u.-vis ii 1'Empereur." BKJNO.V, xii. 3i;i<. !J'J-1, and -\'27,

note.

VOL. XII. O
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CHAP, important event, which the Emperor had foreseen, though
XL

it was not known by him till the 15th, as he had been
isis. forewarned of it by the King of Bavaria, together with

the eminent junction of the armies of Bohemia and Silesia

in his rear, gave great additional weight to the arguments
of the marshals who urged a return to France.

"
By

this great concentration on our communications, and the

probable defection of Bavaria," said they,
"
the question is

entirely changed ;
we must look forward to the other defec-

tions which will follow. Wurtembcrg, Baden, and Darm-

stadt will be swept away by the impulse given so violently to

the south of Germany. The Austrian army, which was on

the Inn, is doubtless already in march for the Rhine. The

Bavarian army will follow it. They will draw after them the

whole armed force which they find on the road, and then

our frontier is at once menaced and invaded. What can

be so urgent, then, as to draw near to it
r

{ It is always,

without doubt, an evil to change a plan ;
and the peril

here is the greater, that we must operate towards the

Rhine, when we were prepared to have marched over the

Elbe. But is it not better to resign ourselves to this,

i
Fain, ;;. than to lose everything 1 Circumstances have changed :

njj o-o *
t

jom.1v/ we must change with them." The Emperor was not con-

WC'GTOSSO vinccd by these reasons, how weighty soever they might

718 71 s appear; but he yielded to the torrent, and gave orders to

Bit:,, xii. rccaii Rcynier and Bertrand, who were making ready to
,Wt. Marm. *

t

J

v. 273. march on Berlin; and all was prepared for a retreat to

Leipsic.
1 "*

When this resolution was taken, however, matters had

proceeded to such extremities, that it was not only im-

possible to regain the Rhine without a battle, but the

losses likely to be incurred, in case of disaster, were

* These orders, however, were given on the forenoon of the 12th, Icftirc the

defection of Bavaria was known, so that the statement put forth by Napoleon
in the bulletin.", that it was the defection of Bavaria which made him change
his plans of operations, was untrue. The dread of ]5hu:her'.s uniting with

Schwartzenberg at Leipsic on his communications, Beems to have influenced

him most. See THIEKS, xvi. 516, 530.
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frightful. St Cjr was to be left at Dresden with thirty- CHAP.

five thousand men, and Davoust with twenty-five thou- ___!

sand at Hamburg; Magdeburg, Wittenberg, and Torgau,
1S13-

20
had each its garrison, which would be speedily stir- v~t\i\

rounded; and if the French army were obliged to con- which the'

1

tinue its retreat to the Rhine, it was easy to foresee that wcnTen-

the whole fortresses on the Elbe, with ninety thousand Vllollt'a -

men in arms within their walls, would become the prey
of the victor. Magdeburg contained the great magazine
of provisions for the army : the grand park of

artillery,

and reserves of ammunition, which had been stopped at

Eilenburg, were hurried into Torgau; while the King of

Saxony prepared to follow the fortunes of the Grand

Army to Leipsic. In this way, Napoleon set out to fight

his way back to the Rhine, through two hundred and

fifty thousand enemies, separated both from his magazines
and his reserve artillery and ammunition. It must be

admitted that a more perilous position could hardly be

conceived, and that the system of pushing forward, and

making war maintain war, had now been strained to the

very uttermost. The Emperor felt his danger; but still ] j.^ c.,.^

trusted to his star. "A thunderbolt," said he after- y.'-

:

;i!;,

Fl
,

li ">
11. 0/8, 3bl.

wards, "alone could have saved us; but nothing was J)i(-' Gn
;^

desperate so long as I had the chances of a battle: and in
7i{>. Tinas,

our position a single victory might have restored to us sis.

the north as far as Dantzic."
1

AVith joyful steps the army obeyed the order to face

about and march towards the Rhine. Joy beamed in rnivnWi

every countenance; the sounds of mirth were heard in wto'the

every rank : at length their sufferings were come to an J

end, and the}' were to revisit their beloved France. Tlie^

Emperor set out early on the morning of the 1 .jth, and'

arrived at noon at LKIPSIC, where Marmont and Atigereau 1

had some days before united their forces. In approach-

ing the city, which he already foresaw was to be the

theatre of a decisive battle, he cast an eager glance over

the heights of Pfaffendorf, and the windings of the Partlia,
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CHAP, which protect on the north the approach to the town. lie

__! 1 then rode out to survey the ramparts which encircle the
L8ia old town and separate it from the suburbs ; and, while

doing so, the sound of cannon was heard in the direction

of Pegau. It was the King of Naples, who, on the posi-

tion of Magdeborn, arrested the approach of the advanced

guard of Schwartzenberg's army. Five corps, including

a numerous body of cavalry, in all sixty thousand men,

Oct. 14. were there assembled under his orders, lie had previously

intended to conduct the bulk of his army through Leipsic,

and join the Emperor to the north of that city, conceiv-

ing that it was in that direction that the battle was to be

fought; and, under this idea, he had abandoned to the

enemy the important defiles at Grobern and Gochrew.

But being informed the same day of the resolution of

Napoleon to hold the town to the last extremity, he rc-

4/6 47
V< traced his steps the day following, and took post on the

^i"' '-!; heights of Magdeborn, between which and Borna the
~5J>>j O&41

.

Bom. io, severe cavalry action took place between the French dra-
109. .Marrn.

-, , T-* T i T

v. 277. goons and the Russian and Prussian cuirassiers, which has

already been noticed.
1

The old city of Leipsic, which is of no great extent, is

Description surrounded by an irregular rampart, which forms nearly
of the town -I , . c vi -iii i f
and cnvi- a square. It consists of a dilapidated curtain ot masonry,

Leipsic.
covered by a ditch almost obliterated, without a counter-

scarp, beyond which broad boulevards, planted with trees,

tc ss. form a spacious and shady walk for the citizens. The

suburbs, which stretch, as in most Continental cities,

beyond this verdant belt, were much more considerable at

that period ;
and they were then, as now, also shut in

towards the south and east, by walls, and the gates

strengthened by palisades ;
but towards the north -west,

on the side of the Partha, they were altogether open.
To the west and south-west, on the road to France, the

city is bounded by the marshes of the Elstcr and the

Pleisse, which streams, flowing in a lazy current to the

north-west, enclose between them swampy meadows nearly
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two miles broad, wholly impassable for carriages. Though CHAP.

those rivers are of no great breadth, they are so deep and _^1

muddy, that they are in most places unfordable either by
1813'

cavalry or infantry. This broad marsh is crossed only by
the road to Liitzen and Mayence, which, after traversing
the long and narrow street which leads to the barrier of

Markrannstadt, enters the city by the Halle gate, over a

bridge at the same place. There were no other arches

over the Elster but one or two wooden ones for foot pas-

sengers, and the stone bridge over which the great road

passes, well known from the frightful catastrophe a few

days after, which has rendered it immortal in history.

To the east the country consists of a beautiful plain, in

the highest state of cultivation, offering a theatre worthy i Personal

of the battle which was to decide the fate of Europe. u^Bout.
To the south-east, like a chain of verdure, extend the ^introS*

hills of "Wachau, then occupied in force by Murat's army ; ^-,
Fa

i?:
i! -

L > > ' 383. Die

while to the north-west, in the direction of Mockern, the ^rosse

windings of the Partha, and the gentle swells and villages 757, 758,<-> O
^"('9 TM '

adjoining its banks, present a variety of obstacles to retard Xvi.' 538.

ers
'

the advance of an enemy.
1

No sooner was the arrival of the Emperor known to

Murat, than he hastened to wait upon him; and the two NapoiJon

sovereigns rode out together toward the heights behind (ieia

e

of

S

bat-

Liebertwolkwitz, from whence the whole plain to the tlc>

south-east of Leipsic can be descried. From an elevated

point in that direction, near the bed of the Pleisse, Napo-
leon surveyed the entire field, and gave the necessary
orders for the day following. Seated by a blazing watch-

fire, after his usual custom, in the midst of the squares of

his Guard, he long and anxiously surveyed the ground,
and in particular the mossy and swampy beds of the

Pleisse and the Elster, which extended, in a broad belt,

nearly two miles across, in the rear of the whole posi-

tion occupied by the French army. From thence he rode

on to the hills of Liebcrtwolkwitz, from which elevated

ridge not only the positions of his own troops, but the
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CHAP, advanced posts of the enemy, were visible. The heads of the

__1 Russian and Austrian columns appeared in great strength
1813. within cannon range. But as yet all was still: not a

sound was heard, and no appearance of hostilities was

i odd. ;.
visible. Here an imposing ceremony took place, in the

.

5
'io;

F
.?i' distribution of eagles by Napoleon to three regiments

11 . ool . *)o'X **

pioti.o, ;;. which had not hitherto received them
;
and he returned

.totj. Die
Grouse to Leipsic by the course of the Pleisse, after inspecting

746, 749'. Poniatowski's Poles, who occupied the marshy banks of

that stream.
1

The positions occupied by the French army on the

Position* of night of the 15th, were as follows : Bertrand's corps held

army round Liiidenau, at the entrance of the chaussee which crossed

OctTis the marshes of the Elster, in order to cover that import-

ant defile, and keep at a distance a strong column of the

enemy, which, having gained the great road to Erfurth,

menaced the rear, and had already entirely cut off the

communications of the French army. To the eastward

of the marshes, under the immediate command of the

Emperor, three corps were stationed, facing to the south-

ward viz., Poniatowski's Poles on the right, on the edge
of the Elster and Pleisse, between Mark-Kleeberg and

Connewitz; next, in second line, Angercau, on the northern

slope of the heights of AYachau, with Milhaud's and Kel-

lermamfs cavalry in his front
;
behind AYachau were placed

Victor's men; from thence to Liebertwolkwitz stretched

Lauriston's corps ;
on their left, Macdonald, who, every

instant expected, was to debouch from Ilolzhausen
;
La-

tour Maubourg and Sebastiani's horse stood on the left

flank of Lauriston's corps; while the Imperial Guard,

around Napoleon, were in reserve near Probstheyda. In

all, six corps of infantry and four of horse, mustering a

hundred and ten thousand men, of whom eighteen thou-

i. Ti.iers, sand were cavalry; and of these a hundred thousand were
i it. \i\ *

to the eastward of the Pleisse, and on the proper field of

battle.
2

To the north-west of Leipsic, but so far removed from
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it as to be a separate army, a considerable force was col- CHAP.
lected to combat Blucher and the Prince-Royal of Sweden,

LXXXL

who, in that direction, were drawing near to the city with
1813 -

a formidable array of troops. They consisted of Mar- Forces' and

mont's corps, which was posted between MOCKEKX and S^'SiS

Euteritzsch, and two divisions of Souham's, who were to ^l^
lh

take post on its right : the other division of Souham's : vami. ;.

corps, with the artillery, were on march from Diiben, but vict/ct

4 '

had not yet taken up their ground. Arrighi's cavalry, i'^i-ls."'

however, three thousand strong, had come up, and Rey- J^
lt -^

nier's Saxons were hourly expected. The forces on the *7
?-J L

Kauslcr,

ground consisted of forty-five thousand infantry and three 9-'. ^at-

thousand cavalry.
1 The whole army, already arrived, or Po8en!?835,

on the road from Diiben, and certain to take part in the cfrossc

^

battle, amounted to a hundred and forty thousand infantry 7^'
''

and thirty-five thousand cavalry, with seven hundred and

twenty pieces of cannon, distributed in three hundred and

eighty-four battalions, and three hundred and seventy-
two squadrons. An immense host! equal to that with

2 Ante, ch.,

which Napoleon had conquered at Wagram, and superior KX. -24.

f
Tb

!

tL
,
c
o

1XX11. g O(J.
to that which had fought at Borodino;

3 but great as it
TbtLc

O <-

was, it was overmatched by the ranks of the Allies, who
had now arrayed under their banners the greatest military

force that modern Europe had ever seen assembled in a

single field.

The forces of the Allies were divided, like the French,

into two armies
;
the principal of which, under Schwart- P<.

zenberg, was opposed to the Grand Army of Napoleon, ail^urmy

while that of the north, under Bernadotte and Blucher, |jj- j^p'!
'

advanced against Ney and Marmont. They were thus

arranged in the Grand Army for the attack of the French 9-2i.

ai

Vaud.

from the south. On their own left, opposite to the French I'-J^'no.

right, and on the edge of the morass on the left bank of the
(v,',"-"

Elstcr, stood Giulay's corps of Austrians, with Lichten-
[;

V) - 7
-'!'-

J I' ;un, II.

stein and Thiclman's light troops;
4
the left centre, between

j

!

;">-
i"7.

the Elster and the Pleisse, consisted of the principal part MI, 302.

of the Austrians under Mccrfeldt and the Prince of Hesse
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CHAP. Hoinburg; Wittgenstein's Russians and Kleist's Prus-
LXXXI

- sians formed the right centre opposite to Wachau ;
while

the right wing, opposed to Macdonald and Lauristou, was

composed of Klenau's corps of Austrians; Ziethen's

brigade of Prussians, who were at Gross Possnau, liaving

their extreme flank covered by the Cossacks under Pla-

toff. The reserve, consisting of the Russian and Prussian

Guards, and two divisions of cuirassiers, under the Grand-

duke Constantine and Milaradowitch, were at Magdeborn.

27
The great defect of this arrangement, which no repre-

at error scutations on the part of the Russian general could induce

rangcmcnt. Prince Scliwartzenberg to alter, was, that the rivers Elstcr

and Pleiss flowed through the middle of the Allied line,

separating thus the left wing from the centre, and one

part of the centre from the other a most perilous situa-

tion, if any disaster had rendered it necessary for one

part of the allied line to assist the other, and which

exposed the portion of it placed between the two rivers

to imminent danger. The Austrian general even carried

his infatuation so far, as to desire to post the flower of

the allied army, the Russian and Prussian Guards, in the

narrow space between the Pleisse and the Elster
;
and it

was only by the determined resistance of the Emperor
Alexander, that they were brought to the decisive point
in the centre, to the east of botli these rivers. Although

Bcnningscn's corps and Collorcdo's reserves had not yet

come up, the force here assembled was immense : it con-

sisted of no less than a hundred and thirty-one thousand

combatants, of which twenty-five thousand were cavalry,

, Kjlusler
with six hundred and twenty guns,"" Benningsen and

f ?>!)'>

V
ro u't

C11 1<C(1 '>S reserve, although not in time for the battle on

110,111. the 16th, miirht be expected on the day following ;
and

Jom. iv. .

L J

448, 44<>. they M'crc forty-eight thousand more, of whom three thou-

sand were horse, withahundrcd and thirty picccsof cannon.
1

To the north of Leipsic the disproportion was still

* " The allied force actually in tlio field was 131,000, and tlic total moving
from Bohemia upon Leipsic 17^,000 men." WILSO.N'S Private Itiary.
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greater. The armies of Silesia and Bernadotte, which CHAP.
LXXXl

lay in that direction, formed in all a mass of a hundred __

and three thousand combatants, of whom sixteen thousand l

^
s'

were cavalry, writh three hundred and ninety pieces of Forces and

cannon. They had not, however, all come up. Ber- the Allies

nadotte, as already mentioned, in spite of the strongest O f Leipsic.

representations of Sir Charles Stewart, had made an

eccentric movement towards the Elbe, and the troops in

line consisted only of the corps of Langeron and York,

with Sacken in reserve, which had their headquarters at

Schkeuditz, on the road to Halle ;
and they amounted to

fifty-six thousand effective men, with three hundred and

fifty -six guns. Thus the contending parties towards

Muckern were very nearly matched on the first day,

though the superiority was on the side of the Allies
;

the French having forty-eight thousand, and the Allies

fifty-six thousand men. But if the contest should be

prolonged for another day, and the Prince-Royal come

up in time to take part in it, forty -seven thousand addi-

tional combatants would be thrown into the balance
;

to

which the French reserves, brought from Dilben, would

not oppose more than thirty thousand. Thus, upon the

whole, for the final shock on which the contest would

ultimately depend, the Allies could count upon two hun-

dred and eighty thousand men, and above thirteen hun-

dred guns ;
while the French could only reckon on a

hundred and seventy-five thousand men, and seven hun-

dred and twenty pieces of cannon. A fearful dispropor- 1 ?,, lt . 1-21.

tion, which all the advantages of Napoleon's central posi- ^\
s

i:;l

tion and great abilities could hardly compensate ;
and ]",

]

:^
which demonstrated that the formidable military confe-

*/.'!
>

.'';.*/ 4 1 ) ; ) l ) \ (j

dcracv, of which he had so long formed the head, was (i " *.
*

,
Chr n. i.

now fairly overmatched by the vast host which its intol- r.vt. Ti.iers,

X \ i . .") 1 -

erable exactions had arrayed to assert the independence },.i.i.

of mankind. 1 *
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CHAP. At midnight on the night of the 15th, two rockets were
T \ V V T

-

' ' " '

sent up to a prodigious height from the headquarters of
isi3. prince Schwartzenberg, to the south of Leipsic, and were

Feelings of immediately answered by three, two of a blue and one

on both
"

of a red light, from Blucher's, on the north. These awful

signals told the assembled myriads, that all things were

in readiness in both armies, and that the hour of the final

struggle had struck. All was tranquil in the French

lines : their watchfires burned with a steady light, and

no moving figures around the flame indicated an intention

to retreat. Unspeakable was the ardour which the solem-

nity of the moment excited in the allied ranks. Now
was the appointed time now was the day of salvation.

Retreat to the enemy without a conflict was impossible :

the host of Germany encircled his ranks : on the morrow,

the mighty conflict which was to avenge the wrongs of

twenty years, and determine whether they and their

children were to be freemen or slaves, was to be decided.

Confidence pervaded every bosom; hope beat high in every
heart. Recent success, present strength, seemed the cer-

tain harbingers of victory. A sombre feeling of disquie-

tude, on the other hand, pervaded the French army : their

ancient courage was the same, their hereditary spirit was

unshaken
;
but disaster had chilled their ardour, diminished

numbers depressed their hopes, and their confidence in

the star of the Emperor had been irrevocably shaken.

Still they looked forward undaunted to the fight, and
1

Capef. x.
^

218. resolved to show themselves, under whatever fortune,

worthy of the eagles which they bore. 1

At daybreak, the following noble proclamation was

Schwart7.cn- issued by Prince Schwart/ciibcrg, and read at the head of

ciamatlonto every company and squadron in his army :

" The most
:-ooj)s.

jmp0rt all t epoch of this sacred war has arrived, brave

warriors ! Prepare for the combat. Hie bond which

unites so many powerful nations in the most just, as well

as the greatest of causes, is about to be yet closer drawn,

and rendered indissoluble on the field of battle. Russians,
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Prussians, Austrians! you all combat for the same cause: CHAP.

you fight for the liberty of Europe for the independence
LXXXI -

of your children for the immortal renown of your names. 1S13-

All for each ! each for all ! With this device, the sacred

combat is about to commence. Be faithful at the decisive

moment, and victory is our own/'* No proclamation
was issued to the French army : no heart-stirring words

breathed the fire of Napoleon's spirit, or announced the

well-known prophecy of victory an ominous circumstance,

indicating in no equivocal manner that the Emperor's 2in, 219.

confidence in his fortune was at an end.
1

Early in the morning of the 16th, Napoleon repaired
to the army of Murat, and, from a height near Liebert- Commenco-

wolkwitz, lono; and anxiously surveyed the field of the Se?and
6

i

'

approaching battle. Precisely at nine, three guns were
'

t j-'o

UCl

discharged from the centre of Schwartzenberg's army,
AlllL's -

and immediately the fire began along the whole line.

The allied columns, dark and massy, advanced to the

attack in the most imposing array ;
two hundred pieces

of artillery preceded their march, and soon the cannonade

on the two sides exceeded anything ever heard in the

annals of war. The earth, literally speaking, trembled

under the discharge, on the two sides, of above a thousand

guns : the balls Hew over every part of the field of battle,

and killed several persons in Napoleon's suite, as well as

in the Guards and cuirassiers, who were stationed a little

in the rear
;
while through the midst of the iron tempest

the allied columns advanced to the attack. Slowly but

steadily the vast host moved forward. The eye sought in

vain to measure its dimensions : innumerable battalions

and squadrons covered the field in every part. From the

* " Ecco 1'ultiino giorno ;
eccov

Che gia tanto bi-.unaste, <>ma

No senza alta cagion, cho'l K

1'opolo in un s'aucoglia, il (.'

Ogni vostro neinicd ha qui c

Fur fornir moltc guerre in u

TAHSO,

quello

presentc.
(. rubdlo

.I (.on.scnto

ngiuntn,
I punt".

/ill. XX. ]
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CHAP, steeples of Leipsic it seemed as if a dark forest of immea-
T XXXT

L surable extent was slowly approaching the city.
The

L813'

scene realised, in a far greater scale, all that the genius

of Homer had prefigured of the Grecian host which

advanced against Troy :

" *ls Tiav f6vea Tro\\a vticv &TTO Kal KKiffiacav

"Es ireSiov Trpoxfovro ^KapavSpiov avTap vTrb ^flip

2/up5aAeoj' Koj/dftt^e irofiiav avrdiv Te Kal "TTTTWV

ESTOP 8' (t> \ftfj.wvi 'SKa/j-avfipiq av9e/j.6ei'Ti

Mupi'oi, offffa Tf tpv\\a Kal av9ta yiyvtrai lapy."
*

Kleist, with the left, following the course of the Elster,

moved against Mark-Kleeberg, of which he soon made

himself master. To check his progress beyond that

village, a considerable body of Milhaud's horse were

brought forward by Poniatowski
;
but Lewachoff, at the

head of two regiments of Russian cuirassiers, boldly

charged across the ravine which descends from the heights

of Wachau to that village, and, scaling the rugged banks

on the opposite side, dispersed the enemy's horse, and,

pushing right on, carried confusion into the French right,

and even compelled Napoleon himself, with his suite, to

give ground. The Imperial Guard and two regiments of

cuirassiers were brought up ;
but though they checked

Lewachoff's advance, yet he retired in good order, and

i
Kausicr, brought back his men without sustaining any serious

itoutfiuj,
l ss - I 11 the centre, however, the attack was not equally

h
14

454
in '

successful. Prince Eugene of AViirtcmbcrg was at first

oddi. is. if, repulsed at Wachau by the heroic defence of Victor's
2u. ^ mid. i.

i >

am.
pio-_ men, while his guns were silenced by the superior fire

saw'. Triers', of the French artillery. And although, by a great effort,

555. he at length carried the village, he was speedily driven

out again with great loss by the French reserves
;

l

while,

" With noise the field resounds
;

Thus numerous and confused, extending wide,
The legion* crowd Scamander's flowing side :

With rushing troops the plains are covered o'er,

And thundering footsteps pluxkc the .sounding shore;

Along the rivers' level meads they stand,

Thick as in spring the flowers adorn the land,

Or leaves the trees." Port's Homer, ii. 5JG.
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on the right, Klenati and Gortschakoff. not having sue- CHAP.
T "YY "Y T

ceeded in reaching Liebertwoikwitz at the same time,

ultimately failed in dislodging Lauriston permanently
1813 -

from that important village, though it was at first carried

by the Austrians under the first of these generals. Six

times did the brave Russians and Austrians return to

the attack of these villages, and six times were they re-

pulsed by the invincible resolution of Lauriston's men,

supported by Macdonald's corps and Sebastiani's dragoons.
At eleven o'clock Macdonald brought up his whole

corps in an oblique direction from Holzhauscn, and, Napoleon

taking Klenau's attacking corps in flank, he gained con- gramTat-"

1

siderablc success. The Austrians were driven back, and euemyV
K

a battery which they had established on the heights of
ccntro -

the Kolmberg was taken by Carpcnticr's division. En-

couraged by this advantage on his left, and deeming the

enemy in front of Liebertwolkwitz sufficiently exhausted

by three hours' continued and severe fighting, Napoleon,
who arrived at noon on the heights behind Wachau,
followed by the Guards and cuirassiers, resolved to put
in force his favourite measure of a grand attack on the

enemy's centre. With this view, two divisions of the

Young Guard, under Oudinot, were brought up and sta-

tioned close behind Wachau
;
two others, under Mortier,

were sent to Liebcrtwolkwitz ; Augereau was brought up
from his ground behind the right-centre, to support Ponia-

towski, who had nearly succeeded in regaining Mark-

Klecbera
1

; and behind him the Old Guard moved forwardO *

to Dolitz, so as to be in readiness to support cither the
1

. , L .
J Pxmt.m,

right or the centre, as circumstances might require, ii.x o.iei.

Finally, Drouot, with sixty guns of the Guard, so well KaiwiW"

known in all Napoleon's former battles, was brought to f^^yim!.'

the front of the centre
;
and these pieces, moving steadily .

l

,r!.l

1 -

'j^-'

forward, soon made the earth shake by their rapid and (i ' osso
.

* ( lirun. i.

continued fire. The allied centre was unable to resist 77 1, 77/>.
_

this desperate attack : Victor and Oudinot, preceded by r>r,<;.

'

the terrible battery, steadily gained ground ;.' the advance
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CHAP, of Macdonald's column at AVa^ram seemed to be a^ain
LXXXI_1 renewed under circumstances precisely similar

; and Napo-
' 13-

leou, deeming the battle gained, sent word to the King of

Saxony in Leipsic that he was entirely successful, and

had made two thousand prisoners. lie enjoined him to

cause all the bells to be rung, in the city and adjoining

villages, to announce his victory.

Schwartzenberg, finding his centre thus violently as-

Sci.wartzcn- sailed, made the most vigorous efforts to support it.

BurCTtosup-
Prince Eugene of Wiirtemberg, unable to resist the shock

of Victor, supported by the Young Guard and Drouot's

artillery, gave ground and was rapidly falling into con-

fusion, when Raeffskoi was brought up to support him

with his invincible grenadiers. The brave Russians took

post, one division behind the shcepfold of Aucnhayn, and

the other at Gossa
; and, without once flinching before

the terrible battery, kept up so incessant a fire of mus-

ketry as at length arrested the progress of the enemy.
Mortier, however, had thrown back Gortschakoff on the

wood of the university : while Klcnau, attacked in front

by Lauriston, and threatened in flank by Macdonald, was

unable to maintain himself on the slopes of Liebertwolk-

witz, and was forced back, after a desperate resistance by
his cavalry, to Gross Possnau and Seyffertshayn, where

he at length succeeded in maintaining himself, though
with great difficulty, till nightfall. Schwartzcnberg, see-

ing his centre so nearly forced by the impetuous attack of

the French Guard, ordered up the Austrian reserve, under

Prince Hesse Ilomburg, from Zobigker, where it had been

stationed, in spite of the strenuous remonstrances of

Alexander and Jomini, on the other side of the Pleisse,

and consequently in a situation where it could not be

brought to bear on the decisive point without a long delay.

They were hurried as fast as possible across the river
;

but meanwhile Napoleon, desirous of beating down the

resistance of Raeffskoi's grenadiers, moved forward his

reserve cavalry under Latour Matibourg and Kcllcrinaun.
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At the same time an attack by infantry was ordered, CHAP.

under Charpentier \vith liis division of Macdonald's corps,
LXXXI -

on an old intrcnchment on a hill called the Swedish re-
1813-

doubt, where the bones of the warriors of the great
Gustavus reposed, which had been won from the French

in the early part of the day. So vehement, however, was

the fire from the batteries on the summit, that the assault-

ing regiments paused at the foot of the hill. Napoleon
hastened to the spot: "What regiment is that?" said

he to Charpentier.
" The 22d light infantry,'' replied the l o.ioi. ;;.

general.
" That is impossible," replied Napoleon ; "thei'i^ 110*'

22d would never let themselves be cut down by grape- 1.'456.

shot without taking their muskets from their shoulders." ^ -%,',',,

These words being repeated to the regiment, they were so Vict - ct
1

<

>
Uonq. xxn.

stung by the reproach, that, breaking into a charge, they w, ^--

ran up the hill and carried the post, which seemed to 378, 379.'

give the Emperor a decisive advantage in that part of the oo'^soo."'

field of battle.
1

Such was the impression soon after produced by the

reserve cavalry, that terrible arm wThich always formed so
n^per'atc

important an element in Napoleon's tactics, that it had
"!'j;!*

well-nigh decided the battle in his favour. At one o'clock tllc tehtix'-

in the afternoon, Kellermann, at the head of six thousand

horse, debouched from Wachau, to the right of that village,

and advanced rapidly against the retiring columns of

Prince Eugene of Wurtcmberg. Lewachoff, proud of his

gallant achievement in the morning, threw himself, with

his three regiments of Russian cuirassiers, in the way of

the charge ;
but he was speedily overwhelmed, and driven

back with great loss towards Gossa. The consequences

might have been fatal, had not Alexander, by the advice

of Jomini, shortly before brought up his Guards and

reserves to the menaced point in the centre, where they
were stationed behind the Goselbach ;

while Schwart/en-

bcrg, now sensible, when it was all but too late, of his

inexplicable error in stationing the Austrian reserves in a

position between the Elster and the I'leisse, where they
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CHAP, could be of no service, hurried forward the Austrian
T Y" Y" V" T

_1 cuirassiers of the Guard to the point of danger. This
[813>

superb corps, consisting of six regiments cased in steel,

the very flower of the Imperial army, under Count

Nostitz, after crossing the Pleisse at Griibern, arrived at
1 \ ict. et

.

conq.xxii. the menaced point at the critical moment, and instantly

jom. hT bore down with loud cheers and irresistible force on the

Bout, no, flank of Kellermann's dragoons, when somewhat disordered

Sv'940*" by tue rout f Lewachoffs men. The effect was in-

chron"f
se stantaneous

;
the French horse were routed and driven

781, 72. back in great disorder to the heights behind Wachau,
Plotho, n. ~-

384,392. where, however, they re-formed under cover of the

562.
"' '

powerful batteries which there protected the French

centre.
1

While extreme danger was thus narrowly avoided in

Latour the centre to the west of Wachau, peril still more imnii-

threatened the Allies to the east of that village.
.

thTeastof Latour Maubourg and Murat, at the head of five thousand
A\achau. cuirassiers of the Guard, there bore down on a yawning

gap near Gossa, which had opened between the allied

centre and right. This charge was at first attended with

great success. Though the brave Latour Maubourg had

his leg carried off by a cannon-shot in the advance,* the

ponderous mass advanced in admirable order under Bor-

desoult, broke part of Prince Eugene and Wurtemberg's

infantry by a charge in flank, routed ten light squadrons
of the Russian Guard, which strove to arrest its progress,

and captured six-and-twcnty guns. So violent was the

'jo7

ai

Bout. onset, so complete the opening made in the centre of the

J,
1
*?'

1
?.
7 - Allies by this terrible charge, that the French horsemen

Fain, 11. J

3!*o. Thiors, pushed on almost to the position where the Emperor
5t>3. Alexander and the King of Prussia had taken their

station,
2 and they were obliged to mount on horseback

*
Amputation was immediately performed on this distinguished officer, which

he bore with his usual courage and saii'j froid. His servant, a faithful domestic,

having given way to an agony of grief at the sight, he said,
" Why do you dis-

tress yourself? you will only have one boot to clean." ODEI.EJJKN, ii. 32.
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and retire a little distance to the rear, to avoid being CHAP.

made prisoners.

But in this decisive moment Alexander was not want- 1813-

ing to himself or the cause with which he was intrusted. whiS'is

Imitating the coolness of Napoleon on occasion of aJJJJjfc?
similar crisis at the cemetery of Ejlau,

1 he boldly
in Penron -

advanced to the front, and ordered the red Cossacks of xih6e.
1 '

the Guard under Orloff Denisoff to charge the enemy's
flank, while the heavy cavalry of Barclay were also called

up, and the last reserve batteries directed to open their

lire. These dispositions, promptly taken and rapidly

executed, changed the fate of the day. With resistless

force, Orloff DenisoiFs men, all chosen cavaliers from the

banks of the Don, bore clown on the flank of the French

cuirassiers immediately after they had captured the guns,
and when their horses were blown by previous efforts,

and their ranks broken by the swampy banks of a stream

on which they had arrived. Their long lances were more

than a match for the cuirassiers' sabres : instantly the

whole hostile squadrons were pierced through and routed,

four-and-twenty of the guns retaken, and the French

cavalry driven back with immense loss to their own lines. ii.s

u
vaud!

Resuming the offensive, Raeffskoi's grenadiers now at-
jv S^iss!

tacked the shecpfold of Auenhayn, the object already of|^
n>i
^le

such desperate strife, and carried it at the point of the GTOMB
Chron, i.

bayonet an acquisition which, from its elevated position, 78<>. 7.<u.
^

if IT i -i i- Ciithcart,

again gave the Allies the advantage in that part ot the 307, sos.

field.
2

The crisis of the battle was now passed; the direction

of Napoleon's attacks was clearly indicated; Schwartzen- Arrmdof

berg had gained time to rectify his faulty dispositions,

and he had brought up his powerful reserves from the

other side of the Pleissc to the scene of danger. At three

o'clock in thc afternoon, the Austrian reserves came up
to the front at all points: Bianchi relieved, at j\lark-

Kleeberg, Klei.sfs troops, who had with great difficulty

maintained themselves there against the attack of Aug--
VOL. xii. i'
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CHAP, reau and Poniatowski : and, turning tlie powerful batteries
LXXXI

1-1 which they brought up against the flank of Augereau's
!13 '

corps, they compelled it to fall back to its original posi-

tion. Biauchi followed up his advantage : he issued from

Mark-Kleeberg and charged the right flank of Napoleon's
centre with loud cries, and with such vigour that all

around the Emperor deemed the battle lost. He him-

self was forced to retire some hundred paces. Instantly,

however, like Alexander an hour before, he ordered up
the battalions of the Old Guard, who stopped the head

of the column; but its numerous artillery played in the

Vaud.'i.

'

most destructive manner in the flank of Victor's corps,
208

458.

om '

and compelled it to fall back to the French lines. At
IV.

40i
n
'odei the same time, the cannon sounded violently on the

l
otl

i v north, and repeated couriers from Marmont and Ney
n. 393. Die * >

Grosse announced that, so far from being able to render the
Ohroii. i

79i, 794. Emperor any further assistance, they could with difficulty

564^"'
''

maintain themselves against the impetuous attacks of

Blucher.
1

Sensible that, if success now escaped him, he would

Napoleon's in vain seek to recall it on the following day, when the

Prince-Royal, Benningsen, and Colloredo had brought up

nearly a hundred thousand fresh troops to the enemy's

standards, Napoleon resolved to make one effort more for

victory. AVith this view, between five and six o'clock, he

re-formed his reserve cavalry behind Liebcrtwolkwitz :

Mortier's divisions of the Guard and Latiriston's corps

were thrown into a deep column of attack, and, preceded

by a numerous array of artillery, advanced against Gossa.
2 Viet, ct Such was the weight of the mass, and the rapidity with

i^'m"' which the guns were discharged, that GortschakofFs corps

ii!)!

'

join, was broken, and Gossa taken
;

but in this extremity

Kausier!

39 '

Barclay de Tolly brought up the Prussian division of

Pirsch, which regained the village, and drove back the

column to a considerable distance;- while a powerful

Russian battery of eighty pieces of the Guard, by the

precision and rapidity of their lire, arrested the progress

?i

4

W'"'
li "'
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of the enemy in that quarter. Excessive fatigue prevented CHAP.

either party from making any further efforts in the centre __
and left, and the battle there was reduced to a furious

lii13 '

cannonade, which continued without intermission till night

overspread the scene.

Meerfeldt soon after came up, having been long retarded

in his march across the swamps between the Pleisse and Last attack

the Elster, by the almost impracticable nature of the Mdtfwhich

ground. Late in the evening, however, he succeeded in ^u^iT
1
'

crossing the latter stream by the ford of Dolitz, and was "^ pri
~

advancing at the head of the leading battalion to attack

the French right flank near Mark-Kleeberg, when he was

suddenly assailed by a division of the Old Guard in front, iBout. 119,

and by Poniato\vski's Poles in flank, and driven back with lv'm
m '

great loss into the river. Meerfeldt himself wras made
conq.^xii.

prisoner, with a whole battalion, and immediately brought jf^-^i^
into the Emperor's presence. Although the repulse of his Grosse

.

c Chron. i.

corps was of no material consequence to the issue of the 793, oo.

day, it threw a ray of glory over this well-contested field ssk

of carnage.
1

On the other side of the Elster, Giulay was engaged

the whole day, with various success, against Bertrand's operation*

corps. Though far removed from the headquarters of Lmd'iLm.'

1

either army, and separated by five miles of marshes and

broken ground from the great body of the combatants, the

struggle there was one of life and death to the FrenchCo

army ;
for Bertrand fought for Lindenau, and their only

line of retreat to the Rhine in case of disaster. The

Austrian s were at first successful, though not without a

desperate struggle. After seven hours' hard fighting, their

gallant corps overcame the stubborn resistance of the

French, and Bertrand was not only driven out of Lindeuau

into the marshes, but forced to take refuge behind the

Luppc, where his troops, drawn up in several squares,

maintained the contest only by a loose lire of tirailleurs.

If Giulay had, as soon as he got possession of the town,

broken the bridges of Lindenau, the communications ol
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CHAP, the French army would have been entirely cut off, and
LXXXT-

their retreat to the Rhine rendered impossible. Seriously
1813< alarmed at the prospect of such a disaster, Napoleon sent

positive orders to Bertrand to regain that important post

at all hazards, coupled with severe remarks upon his

having ever lost it. Stung to the quick by these reproaches,

cJnJ'xxii.
that brave general immediately re-formed his troops into

120' Fa"n,
columns of attack, and, falling suddenly on the Austrians,

!!
407. Lab. w ]10> deeming the contest over, were off their guard, drove

Die Grosse them out of Lindcnau, and re-opened the communications

802, 804. of the Grand Army. Giulay, upon this, drew off his

566?
rs

' ''

troops to the ground they had occupied at the commence-

ment of the action.
1

To the north-west of Leipsic, on the side of Mockern,

Battle of a conflict took place, less important as regarded the num-
Mockern
between
Blucher
between

11

ber of forces engaged, but not inferior in the valour and

and NCV obstinacy displayed on both sides, between the armies of

Blucher and Ney. The Prussian general, in conformity
with the concerted plan of operations, had put himself in

motion at daybreak from his position in front of Halle,

and advanced in two columns : Langeron by Radefeld and

Breitenfeld ;
and York along the great road to Leipsic,

by Liitzschcna on Mockern
;
while Sacken formed the

reserve. Before they reached the enemy, however, the

action had begun on the south of Leipsic ;
and Ney, who

had the command, was so impressed with the awful can-

nonade which was heard in that direction, that lie de-

spatched two divisions of his own corps, now under the

command of Souham, towards AVachau, to reinforce the
M'lotho, ii. . , _ _

sw, 38!i. Lmpcror, leaving only JMarmont to oppose Blucher, with

ChronlT his own corps and Dombrouski's division. The effects of

Lon<L 155,
this generous zeal were in the highest degree disastrous

121,' 122!*'
to tne French arms. The other divisions of Souham's

Viet. ct

corps having not yet come up from Diibcn, the French
Conq. xxu. * >

i:u, is",, marshal had not at his disposal, after this large deduc-
Marm. v. .

2o, 2*2. tion, above twenty-live thousand toot and three thousand

horse, while Blucher had fifty-six thousand. 2 Marmont
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drew up his troops in a strong position, the right in front CHAP.

of a wood of some extent in the neighbourhood of Breit- _
enfeld, and occupying the villages of Gross and Klein

Widderitzch
;

the line extending from thence through
Lindenthal to Mockern on the left. Advanced posts also

occupied Radefeld and other villages in front. Suddenly
he received an order from Napoleon to fall back on Leip-

sic, and his columns were actually in motion to do so,

when the enemy came on.

At the first onset, Marmont, finding himself assailed by

superior forces, abandoned Radefeld and the villages in Defeat"of

front, and drew in his advanced posts over a considerable Biucher.

space to a line running from Euteritzsch to Mockern.

There, however, notwithstanding his great inferiority of

force, he stood firm, and a most obstinate conflict ensued.

The wood on his right, and the villages of Gross and

Klein Widderitzch, furiously assailed by Langeron, were

as bravely defended by Dombrouski
; but, after being

three times taken and retaken, they finally remained in

the possession of the Allies. York at the same time

commenced a vigorous attack on Mockern, on the extreme

French left
;
while the Russian horse charged with the

utmost gallantry the French batteries and squares in the

open plain between the villages. After a most sanguinary

conflict, in the course of which it was five times taken and

retaken, Mockern was carried by York
;
and Marmont's

corps, driven back to the open plain in the direction of

the Partlia, soon fell into disorder, and lost a considerable

part of it.s artillerv, under the repeated charges of the 3 f,on<i. 155,
J '

jrjji Bout.

Russian and Prussian cavalry. The whole French line 121', iJ.
'

was falling into confusion before Sack en came up with ^JJVca.

the Russian reserve
;

so that he was not required to take SS^.
part in the action. Late in the evening, Delmas' division

J^!,,,,-'

11 " 1
'

of Souham's corps arrived from Diiben, and was immedi-g 1 '10

^';

ately hurried forward to the right, to cover the retreat of^ -

r^
the park of Souham's corps,

1 which was in the most ini- -JK:, -JM-.

minent daiiucr of falliii" into the hands of the victorious
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CHAP. Russians. But, though this calamity was averted by the

- good countenance which that body showed, yet it was too
]U'

late to retrieve the day ;
and the shattered remains of

Marmont's force retired behind the Partha, having lost

an eagle, two standards, twenty guns, and two thousand

prisoners, besides four thousand killed and wounded, in

this well-fought field. In addition, thirty cannon were

surprised by the Cossacks on the night following ;
and

this concluded an action in which the French, though de-

feated by superior numbers, displayed the most heroic

courage and devotion.

The battle of the 16th, though it terminated decisively

Result of in favour of the Allies only on the side of the Partha, yet

fighting.

8

was, in its general results, entirely to their advantage.
Situated as Napoleon was, an indecisive action was equi-

valent to a defeat : his affairs were in such a situation,

that nothing could retrieve them but a decisive victory.

Under Napoleon in person the French might boast with

reason of having had the advantage, since the Allies who
made the attack had been unable, excepting at Mark-

Kleeberg, to force them from their position ;
and the loss,

which was upwards of fifteen thousand on each side, was

pretty nearly balanced. But the defeat at Mockern

threatened his rear; the frightful peril incurred at Lin-

denau, had shown the hazard in which his communications

were placed. The enemy on the succeeding day would

receive reinforcements to the amount of nearly a hundred

thousand men, while he could not draw to his standards

above thirty-five thousand; and his position, separated
from his reserve park of ammunition, which was at Tor-

gau, and his only magazines, which were at Magdeburg,
witli a single chaussee traversing two miles of morasses

for his line of retreat, was in the last degree perilous.

Sound policy, therefore, counselled immediate prepar-
tions for a retreat, when his forces were still in a great

measure unbroken, and he could, by holding Leipsic as a

tete-de-pont, gain time for his immense army to defile
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over the perilous pass in its rear. As soon as the junction CHAP.

of Reynier's corps and the grand park of artillery was
LXXXI -

secured, he might have retired with comparatively little
1813>

loss, and probably without any molestation, on the 1 7th.

But Napoleon could not brook the idea of retiring from

an open field, in which he himself had commanded. His

position, as the head of a revolutionised military state,

forbade it. Continued success, the dazzling the world by
ceaseless triumphs, was to him the condition of existence.

He had announced to the King of Saxony that he had

been victorious : all the bells in and around Leipsic had

been rung to celebrate his triumph : if he now retreated, 1 Bout 19<5

it would be to announce to all Europe that he had been ip4.vict.et

defeated. Actuated by these feelings, as well as by a i?
( >.

'

W-
lingcring confidence in his good fortune, and in the likcli- la Guerre,

e

hood of the allied generals falling into some error which i v . 462.

m

might give him the means of striking a decisive blow from ^''"'n'ie

his central position, he resolved to remain firm. But in [l^ ;

doins so, he committed a fatal error. He not only made ;*

:

?
(i

> 83
?.-

J Bign. xn.

no preparations for a retreat, but gave no directions for 4
1-

Chicrs xvi,

throwing any additional bridges over the Elster and 57"), sso.

Pleisse in his rear, though the engineers could have 290.'"

established twenty in a single night.
1

No sooner had the firing ceased than Napoleon ordered

Meerfeldt to be brought into his presence. lie hailed x.i]>>i,ws

with the utmost eagerness the opportunity of re-opening, ^th
C

Mcr-

by means of the Austrian general, with whom he was j^;,^'""

well acquainted, diplomatic relations, which he hoped ''^,'^"1,';,'.

might become separate and confidential, witli the Emperor i" )Sil1*-

Francis and the cabinet of Vienna. Having partaken of

the frugal supper which the bivouac would alone afford

even for the imperial table, Meerfeldt was at ten at

night introduced into the Emperor's cabinet. By a

singular coincidence, it was he who had come a suppliant

on the part of the Emperor of Germany to solicit the

armistice of Lcobcn: it was he who had conducted, on

tlio part of the cabinet of Vienna, the treaty of Cainpo-
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CHAP. Formic; and it was from his hand, on the night follow-

_1 ing the battle of Ansterlitz, that the pencil note had
813r come which gave the first opening to the conferences

that led to the peace of Presburg. The mutations

of fortune had now brought the same general to the

Emperor's tent, when the latter in his turn had become

the suppliant, and he was to solicit, not to concede,

peace and salvation from his former Imperial opponents.

He addressed to him some obliging expressions on the

misfortune which he had sustained in being made pri-

soner, and dismissed him to the Austrian headquarters,

stored with every imaginable argument that could be

urged against continuing in the Russian alliance
;
and

offering, on condition of an armistice being immediately

concluded, to retire behind the Saale, on condition that

the Russians re-crossed the Elbe, and the Austrians

retreated to Bohemia. He refused, however, to retire to

the Rhine which Meerfeldt said would be required, saying

that could not be demanded till he had been defeated

in the field, which he had not yet been.
"
Adieu,

1 T1
'lT; general," said he, when he dismissed Meerfeldt on his

xvi.584. fe

Fain, ii.

parole ;

" when on my behalf you shall speak of an

o.fe'i. ii. -tf. armistice to the two Emperors, I doubt not the voice

320.

M
which strikes their ears will be eloquent indeed in recol-

lections."
l *

* '' Our political alliance," said Xapoleon, "is broken up ;
hut between your

master and me there is another bond which is indissoluble. That it is which
I invoke; for I shall always place confidence in the regard of my father-in-law.

It is to him I shall never cease to appeal from all that passes here. You .see

how they attack me, and how I defend myself. Does your cabinet never

weigh the consequences of such exasperation ? If it is wise it will speedily
do so : it can do so this evening; to-morrow it may perhaps be too late, for

who can foretell the events of to-morrow? They deceive themselves in re-

gard to my disposition: I ask nothing but to repose in the .shadow of peace,
and to dream of the happiness of Fi-auce, after having dreamt of its glory.
You are afraid of the sleep of the lion : you fear that you will never be easy
after having pared his nails and cut his mane. You think only of re-pairing

by a single stroke the calamities of twenty years; and, canied away by this

idea, you never perceive the changes which time has made around you, and
that now for Austria to gain at the expense of France, is to lose. Reflect on

it, general : it is neither Austria, nor France, nor Prussia, singly, that will be

able to arrest on the Vistula the inundation of a people half nomad, essen-
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Napoleon's sense of the dangers of his situation was CHAP.

sufficiently evinced by his offering to retire behind the
LXXXI -

Saale on condition that an armistice was agreed to. He 1B
1

;5-

passed a melancholy night after Meerfeldt had departed, Mournful

his tents being placed in the bottom of a dried fishpond, Napoleon's

not far from the road which leads to Rochlitz, whereS qu:u'~

they were pitched in the middle of the squares of the

Old Guard. The cannon continued to boom occasionally
on the side of Mark-Kleeberg through the whole night,

where the advanced posts were almost touching each

other. The most sombre presentiments filled the minds

of the generals who attended on the Emperor. Ammu-
nition was already becoming scarce, and no fresh supplies

could be obtained
;

a few potatoes found in the fields

were all the provisions the men could obtain in the

country, and the stores in Lcipsic would soon be

exhausted. Certain ruin appeared to await them, when
the army, which had not been able to discomfit the

enemy to whom they had been opposed, was assailed in

addition by a hundred thousand fresh troops, who would

come up on the succeeding day. Still the Emperor,

though fully aware of his danger, made no preparations i odd. ii.

against it; not a carriage was directed to the rear, not f^'J^
0111

a bridge was thrown over the Elster
; but, relying on the ^f^?]'a

valour of his soldiers, his own good fortune, and the ^crre^3
'

strength of Leipsic as a point d'cvppui to his centre, the
^<>,

MS,

mighty conqueror remained in moody obstinacy to await ter/i. isi.

the stroke of fate.
1

The allied sovereigns were too well aware of the advan-

tages of their situation, either to fall into the snare which The Allies

Napoleon had laid for them, by sending back Mecrfeldt Jtack t'm

with proposals for an armistice, or to throw these advan-
'

tages away by precipitating the attack before their whole

forces had come up. Under pretence, therefore, of refer-

ring the proposals to the Emperor of Austria, Schwurtzcn-

tially conquering, and whose dominions extend from this to China.
'

FAIN,

ii. -112, 4113.
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CHAP, berg eluded them altogether: and no answer was returned
LXXXI

1 to them till after the French had recrossed the Rhine.
>13-

Meanwhile the great reinforcements on which they relied

were approaching. Bernadotte, on the 1 6th, had at length

got to Landsberg, on his way back from the Elbe, to which

he had been drawn by Napoleon's demonstrations against

Berlin
; Benningscn was at Colditz, and Colloredo at

Borna ;
so that all three might be expected to take part

in the action in the evening of the following day. The

attack, accordingly, was ordered for two o'clock in the

afternoon of that day ;
but such was the badness of the

roads to the southward, from the immense multitude of

artillery and chariots which had passed over them, that

Colloredo and Beimingsen had not then come up, and

did not reach their ground, the former till four, the lat-

1 Bout. 12.-),
tor till late in the evening. The battle was, therefore,

h
2<

4G4
J

4(i3 adjourned till the following morning, when the troops
Die Grossc Were ordered to be in readiness by daybreak ;

and no
Cliron. i.

J J

841,847. doubt was entertained of success, as the grand allied

583.
'

army would then be reinforced by nearly fifty thousand

combatants, besides those who joined under Bernadotte.
1

But although matters were thus favourable to the

Dangerous Allies on the ground where Napoleon and the allied

irs sovereigns commanded in person, to the south of Leipsic,

Affairs were far from being in an equally satisfactory

state to the north of that town, where Blucher was

opposed to Ney and Marmont. Reynier had now come

up from Diiben, which rendered him more than a match

for the army of Silesia, weakened as that noble host was

by six thousand men lost on the preceding day, and the

incessant lighting which it had sustained since the com-

mencement of the campaign. A violent cavalry action

<)ct. 17. on the 17th, between Arrighi's dragoons and AVassil-

chikoff's Cossacks, on the banks of the Partha had only
terminated to the advantage of the Allies by their bring-

ing ii|)
the reserve hussars, who at length drove the

enemy back to the very walls of Leipsic. Everything,
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therefore, on that side depended upon bringing the CHAP.
T x v v r

Prince-Royal into action ;
but in that quarter a most _

alarming degree of backwardness had become visible,

which threatened the cause of the Allies with the most

serious consequences. Not only had Bernadottc, in

pursuance of his usual system of saving the Swedes, so

successfully applied at Gross Bcercn and Dennewitz,

arranged the troops of his own dominions a full march

in the rear of the Russians and Prussians
;
but instead Oct. 15.

of directing them to Halle, as he was recommended,
where they would have been, if not in a line with Blucher,

at least not very far in his rear, he had moved the Rus- 1^
011^^ '

sians only to Zorbiir, while the Prussians and Swedes ct
P.

01
?q.

' xxn. loo.

stretched by the Peterberg and Grobzig, so far from the Piotiwyi.

decisive point as to be of no service whatever in the crisis tcr,'n. -209.

which was approaching.
1

Fortunately for the Allies and the cause of European
freedom, their interests were at this juncture supported, vigorous

at the headquarters of the Prince-Royal of Sweden, by lirCharies

men whose discernment showed them where the decisive bri^uV"

point lay, and whose moral courage rendered them equal
Beraadotte-

to the task of enforcing it upon the commander. Sir

Charles Stewart and General Pozzo di Borgo* were

*
Charles Andre Pozzo di Borgo was born at Pozzo di Borgo, near Ajaccio,

in Corsica, on 8th March 1768, in the same year as Napoleon. His history was

throughout life so intimately blended with that of Xapoleon, that in the age of

astrology it would have been said that they were born under the influence of

the same planets, with this difference, that their respective apogees and perigees

were reversed. The family of the Pozzo di Borgo (Putts dc Vilkujc,
'' Well of

the village") was a very ancient one in Corsica, and belonged to the native race;

while the families of the Buonapartes and the Salicetti were descended from the

Italians, whom the revolutions of the neighbouring peninsula had. in the course

of ages, brought to seek refuge in its mountain solitudes. From his earliest years

young Pozzo di Borgo belonged to the national party, and was closely allied with

its noble hero, Puoli, who struggled for the preservation of old institutions and

national independence : the Buonapartes, with Arena and Salicetti, were con-

nected witli the Jacobin clubs, and aimed, by French interference, at the over-

throw of society. In 17S!>, Pozzo di Borgo, then in his twenty-second year,

already secretary of the noblesse of Corsica, was sent as deputy of the nobles to

the National Assembly. He spoke little at the tribune, but made an e!".|uenl

oration in the interest of the Girondists, to which party he belonged, on tin-

war with Germany on the lo'lh July 1792. At the termination <,i' (he Consti-

tuent Assembly he returned to Cor.-i<:;i, and united with I'a. ili in the .-idminis-
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CHAP, officially attached to his headquarters on the part of their
T \ \ V T

*
'

respective courts, and both possessed great influence with
1813<

his Royal Highness; for the former had the disbursement

of the British subsidies, and the latter was the accredited

tration of the island. France, under the administration of the Girondists, was
then dreaming of a federal union of little republics; and Paoli and Pozzo di

Borgo, for a short period, deemed it practicable to realise that union among
their rugged mountains. The Salicettis, Arenas, and Buonapartes, on the other

hand, dwelling in the cities of the plain, were associated with their ardent

population, and supported a republic one and indivisible, in order to obtain the

constant support of the Jacobins of Paris. The influence of those families

obtained from the Convention an order for Paoli and Pozzo di Borgo to attend

at the bar of the Assembly to justify their conduct, at a time wheu obedience

to such an order was certain death. In these perilous circumstances an

assembly was held at Corse, the ancient capital of the island, at which it was

resolved to disregard the decree of the Convention, and continue the adminis-

tration of Paoli and Pozzo di Borgo. They declared " that it was not worthy
of the dignity of the Corsican people to occupy themselves with the families

Ai'eua and Buonaparte, and that they abandon them to their Infamy and remorse,

for having separated themselves from the national cause."

It is difficult to see, however, how Corsica could have maintained itself

against its terrible neighbour, had not, at this critical juncture, an event

occurred, which for a brief period enabled it to preserve its independence.
Toulon had fallen into the hands of the Republic, and the English squadron,

expelled from its spacious harbour, cast anchor before Ajaccio, in hopes of

finding, in the national spirit of Corsica, some compensation for their recent

disaster. Paoli and Pozzo di Borgo gladly availed themselves of this fortunate

circumstance to extricate their country from the tyranny of the Jacobins, and
it was immediately declared an independent state under the protection of

Great Britain. Soon after an assembly was summoned to construct a constitu-

tion for the island, on the model of that of England; and on the recommenda-

Jnly 10, tion of Paoli, Pozzo di Borgo was appointed president. Upon Admiral Elliot,

afterwards Lord Minto, the governor of the island, seeing him, and remarking
that he appeared young for a situation of such importance, Paoli replied,

"
I

will answer for him ;
he is a young man, as skilful in directing the people as in

acting firmly on the field of battle." Pozzo di Borgo accordingly was elected,

and immediately applied himself with vigour to organising the institutions of

his country, not upon their ancient but an improved model. This was the

turning point of his history; thenceforward he entered heart and soul into the

preservation of order, and the objects of the European alliance.

The independence of Corsica under British influence, however, existed only

two years. The dense urban population, thirsting for democracy, soon proved
more than a match for the scattered mountaineers, attached to old institutions :

the British succours were far distant, and given in a parsimonious spirit, and
the island again fell under the government of France. Compelled to leave his

country, PO//.O di Borgo, with Paoli, embarked on beard a frigate of the English

fleet, and landed at /:'///</, as if n mysterious destiny had in every point of his

career linked his fate with that of Napoleon. From thence he came to London,
where his capacity and information soon gained for him the conlidi.-nee of Mi-

Pitt, who employed him in Severn] diplomatic missions to Vienna. From thence

he passed into the service of Russia, where in like manner he won the eoiifi-

denee of Alexander, by whom he was employed as diplomatic agent at the
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diplomatist and personal favourite of Alexander. Inde- CHAP.

fatigable were the efforts which these ardent men made LXXXL

at this crisis to overcome the backwardness of the Prince- 1813 -

Royal, and bring forward his powerful force, fifty thou-

court of Naples, when Queen Caroline made her unfortunate essay in arms, on
the eve of the battle of Austerlitz. Obliged to return, by the peace of Presburg,
to St Petersburg, he received the rank of colonel in the army, and was attached
to the Emperor's suite, in which capacity he was actively employed in the cam-

paigns of Jena and Eylau, and was intrusted with several diplomatic missions

of importance particularly to Vienna and Constantinople. When the peace
of Tilsit again threw Russia into the French alliance, he had the prudence to

request permission to travel
;
but in a farewell interview with Alexander he

used these remarkable expressions, which subsequent events rendered prophetic :

" The alliance of your Majesty with France will not be of long duration : I

know the profound dissimulation and insatiable ambition of Buonaparte. At
this moment your Majesty has one arm held by Persia, and another by Turkey,
Avhile Napoleou presses on your breast. When you have loosed your hands,
the weight will be more easily shaken off the breast. Adieu for a few years."

During the memorable campaign of 1809, Pozzo di Borgo was at Vienna,
aiding the Austrian cabinet with his counsels, and animating it by his spirit.

At the peace of Vienna, after the battle of Wagram, Napoleon, aware of his

weight, made it an express condition that he should be banished from the

Austrian dominions as well as from Russia. To this last condition Alexander
was obliged to consent ; and on this ocsasiou Pozzo wrote a noble farewell

letter, resigning his appointment in the Muscovite service, adding.
" The time

is not far distant when your Majesty will recall me to your service." He then

repaired to Constantinople, the sole route by which at that period he could

reach England, and arrived in London in October 1810, when his value was

immediately discerned by Lord Castlereagh, then minister of foreign affairs,

as it had formerly been by Mr Pitt. His prophecy to the Czar was soon

accomplished: the terrible war of 1812 broke out: Alexander recalled his

faithful servant and true prophet to his side : he was sent on the wny to

Stockholm, where he contributed to overcome the indecision of Bernadotte,
and joined the Emperor at Kalisch, as he was on the eve of signing the Grand
Alliance which delivered Europe.
As soon as he arrived, Alexander admitted Pozzo di Borgo to a private inter-

view, in which, after recalling to his recollection his prophecy, he treated him
in the kindest and most confidential manner, and, taking him by the arm,
walked out with him in that manner at a parade of the Guards. The courtiers,

who had received him coldly from the recollection of his former exile, were

immediately all smiles : every one, regarding his fortune as made, hastened

to tender to him their congratulations. Constantly attached to the head-

quarters of the Czar, he shared his entire confidence, and took a prominent

part in the important negotiations with Great Britain and Austria which

followed. He was chosen with Sir Charles Stewart, from his known energy and
decision of character, for the delicate and important task of holding Bernadotte

to the charge during the campaign of Leipsic, which duty he executed with

equal ability and success. He was at Alexander's side when he entered Paris :

he took a leading part in Napoleon's dethronement : and was long ambassador

of Russia at the court of the Tuileries, when his ancient rival at Ajaccio was
an exile on the rock of St Helena. Personal knmolcflye; and CAI-WIGUM,
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CHAP, sand strong, to the support of Blucher, who was alwaysTYYYT
in the front, and might be exposed from that cause, if

1813>
not adequately backed, to the most serious danger. Not

only did Sir Charles personally remonstrate, in the most

energetic manner, on the 14th and 15th against the

pernicious and eccentric direction which Bernadotte was

giving to his troops, and which had the effect of exclud-

ing them from all share in the action of the 16th; but on

the morning of that day he addressed to him a written

remonstrance, penned with respect but military frankness,

ou
n ' "

and breathing a warm but not undeserved spirit of patri-

otic indignation.
1 *

Diplomates Europeens, 124, 143 one of the ablest works of that eloquent and

accomplished author.
* These letters are very curious, and remain enduring monuments both of

the tortuous policy of Bernadotte at that period, and of the clear military
discernment and unflinching moral courage of the Marquess of Londonderry.
At 9 A.M., on the 16th, he wrote to the Prince-Royal as follows :

"
According

to the report of General Blucher, the enemy has quitted Delitsch. It is of the

last importance, according to my ideas, that the army of your lloyal Highness
should move to the left behind Delitsch

;
the marshes and defiles render such a

movement free of all risk, and your Royal Highness will then be in a situation

to take a part in the approaching battle, which will be more decisive with your

army and military talents. As the enemy's whole forces are in the environs of

Leipsic, permit me to observe that the moments are precious. The English
nation has its eye upon you : it is my duty to address you with frankness. The

English nation will never believe that you are indifferent, provided the enemy
is beaten, whether you take a part in the battle or not. I venture to beseech

your lloyal Highness, if you remain in the second line, to send forward Captain

Bogue with the rocket brigade, to General Blucher, to act with the cavalry."

Bernadotte, however, still hung back, saying that so as the French were beaten

he would much rather not be (here, and, by Blucher's desire, Sir Charles gal-

loped to his headquarters, and found the Russians only at Landsberg ;
the

J'rii.t.iiaii.i a 'niarch behind the Russians, and the Swedes a march behind the

J'l-tiitiuHis. He could not obtain an interview with the Prince-Royal : but got
from General Adlercrautz a promise to send forward three thousand horse next

morning. Sir Charles then returned to Blucher, took part in the action, and
after it was over rode back to Halle, where Bernadotte had still not arrived,

and wrote to him the following laconic epistle :

"
llalli; 1* I'.M., Uth Oct. I

have ju.-t come from General Blucher's field of battle. I have the honour to lay
before your lloyal Highness the details of the action. I venture to supplicate

your Royal Highness to march on Taucha the moment you receive this letter.

Tin-re is not an instant to lose : your Royal Highness has pledged your word to

me to do an. I must now address you as a friend. J n/ieak now as a soldier ;

a/i'l. if <i<>u <li, ,n,i ci,,,i,nf'//ci; >/nur march, 1/011 will recent it c.s Inn;/ <at i/mi /Ire."

'\'i> a soldi'T and a gentleman this was sufficient, and Bernadotte at length
moved next morning, and reached his ground on the evening of the same day.
lie \va.;, however, most indignant at thi.s freedom, and the first time he .saw Sir
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These efforts, which were vigorously seconded by CHAP.

Blucher and Pozzo di Borgo, at length produced the
LXXXL

desired effect. The circuitous sweep, indeed, which 1813 -

Bernadotte had given to his troops, saved Ney from which 'at

destruction, and doubled Blucher's losses on the 16th; but profSsuc-

at length he was brought forward to his ground. On the
CCSbfuL

night of the 16th, Bernadotte slept at Landsberg, and on

the evening of the 1 7th he was on the heights of Breitcn-

feld, immediately in the rear of Blucher's army. II is

conduct on this occasion, as on many others during the

campaign, was not owing either to want of military dis-

cernment or physical resolution, but to secret views of

political ambition. lie clearly foresaw, and anxiously

desired, the fall of Xapolcon ; but he had no wish to

have a hand in completing either his destruction or that

of his arm)'. He was averse to both, as much from a

natural feeling of patriotic attachment to the land of

his birth, as from a conviction that such a catastrophe ^on.i. 102,

would prove an insurmountable bar to his own ascent uro'ssc

of the vacant throne, on which he had already set his 84
n "

heart.
1

Considerable changes, during the night of the 17th,

were made by Xapoleon in the disposition of his troops, change's in

At two in the morning, seeing that no answer had been
digposiUon

8

s

returned to the propositions he had sent through Meer- ^
r

^g the

feldt, he prepared for battle, and made the requisite con-
At]^~~

traction of the circle which his troops occupied, to enable 1'i^eS!).

them to withstand the prodigious force by which they
were to be assailed.* lie had now brought up his whole

Charles afterwards, he said,
' ;

Comment, General Stewart ! quel droit avez-vous

do m'ecrire ? No rappelezvous pas quo je suis Prince de Suede, VH dc plus

yrands f/6n>'t\uix de I'ttyc? Et si vous etioz a ma place, que penseriez-vous si

quelqu'un vous ecrivait comme vous rn'avc/ ecrit!" The Gascons are always
true to their name and character. He soon, however, recovered his good-

humour; and when the Marquess and Marchioness of Londonderry visited Swe-

den in 18-38, on their way to St Petersburg, he received them, much to 1, is

credit, with the most distinguished kindness and hospitality. LOJUJOXUEHHV,

1C2, 177; War in <i<rm/iiii/; and personal 'information.
* Should the enemy not attack his new position, he had determined to ivtiic
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CHAP, reserves from Diiben; and Reynier, with his Saxons, now

reduced to eidit thousand men, had joined the standards
J
01 >

J

of Ney on the Partha. The troops effected a change of

front to the left, the left wing being thrown back, and

Connewitz, on the extreme right, serving as the pivot.

Poniatowski remained fixed there, on the edge of the

Elstcr
;
and the whole army, now not numbering more

than a hundred and fifty thousand combatants, was ar-

ranged in a semicircle, facing outwards from that point

to the extreme left, which rested on the Partha to the

north of Leipsic. The line, thus contracted, abandoned

Wachau, Liebertwolkwitz, and the heights in their rear,

the object of such fierce contention on the preceding day;
it ran from Connewitz to Probstheyda, in which last

village Victor was stationed. Macdonald fell back to

Holzhausen ;
Lauriston at Stotteritz was a reserve to the

two latter corps ;
while the Imperial Guard, under Napo-

leon in person, on the Thonberg, near the Tobacco-

windmill, still occupied a central position, from which lie

could succour any point that might be peculiarly menaced.

Bertram! remained in his old position at Lindenau, and

detachments in observation merely occupied the villages

xivi I'.w!' to the westward of Tweinainsdorf and Milkau, round to

fsiT'jom. ^CJ" S army, which was in position immediately to the

v'i'cTtt

4 '' '' north of Leipsic on the Partha; Reynier at Paunsdorf,
ronq \.\ii.

opposite Taucha
; Souham at Santa Tliecla

;
and Mar-

v.-ui.i. i. mont at Neutzsch. Uneasy about his retreat, Napoleon
211, '2\

J

Dic'tviti- repaired at three in the morning to Lindenau, where he

Srchsen, hud a conference with Bertrand, who received orders to

i'l.o.'ii. :;!)!, push forward an advanced guard and occupy Weissenfels,

(irohSC

Dlc on the roa( l to Mayence, which was done before noon on

;:';'-! "TI,!',.^
^ 10 salllc ^ :1J- >̂ut

> strange to say, no orders were given
to throw any additional bridge over the Elster.

1 The po-
. . T ......

sition of the French army around Leipsic, with its Hanks

secured from being turned by the Elster and the Partha,

i-!'i\v]y in tlif course of the day through Leipsic. MARM. v. 291, and THIKRS,
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and the old walls of the town itself as a great redoubt in CHAP.
. T v -Vv r

its centre, was undoubtedly strong, and hardly liable, if

bravely defended by such a force as Napoleon's, to be
1813 '

forced by any masses of assailants, how great soever.

But it had a frightful defect, that it had but one issue for

so vast a multitude of men, horse, cannon, and chariots in

rear : resembling thus, in a striking manner, the position
of the Russians, with the Alle at their backs, in front of

Friedland, of which Napoleon had taken such decisive

advantage in the first Polish war.

Schwartzenberg, on his side, made the requisite dispo-
sitions for following up his advantages, and pressing upon Dispositions

the columns of the French upon all sides of the narrow Schwab

circle into which they had now retired. The grand theaulck.
r

army of Bohemia, and Benningscn's reserve from Poland,
Oct - 18-

were formed into three columns
;
the right, under Ben-

ningsen's orders, composed of his own army, the corps of

Klenau, and Ziethen's Prussians, was directed to advance

from Gross Possnau to ITolzhauscn
;

the centre, under

Barclay do Tolly, who had the corps of Kleist and Witt-

genstein under his command, with the grenadiers and

Guards in reserve, assembled near Gossa, and was to

advance straight upon Wachau
;
while the left, under the

direction of the Prince of Hesse Ilomburg, consisting of

Meerfeldt's and Colloredo's Austrians, his own reserve,

and Lichtenstein's men, was to move forward by the

edge of the Elster, from Conncwitz and Mark-KIceberg,

on Dolitz and Leipsic. To the north of Leipsic, also,

the Prince-Royal and Bluclier, now nearly a hundred

thousand strong, had made their arrangements for a de-

cisive engagement : the former, with the corps of Lan-

geron, as well as his own troops, was to cross the Partlia,

turn Ney's right, and force him back upon Leipsic, from

the side of Taucha, and the road to Wittenberg ;
while

Bluchcr, with his two remaining corps of Sackcn and

York, was to remain on the right bank of the Partlia,

and drive all before him who should remain on that side
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CHAP, of the river. The forces of the Allies were more numerous

1^1 than had ever been assembled in one field during modern
1813<

times, for they mustered two hundred and seventy thou-

sand combatants, with nearly fourteen hundred guns ;

and in intrinsic strength and military equipment, far

exceeded any force ever collected for warlike purposes
since the beginning of the world.* The awful nature of

i Boat. 128, the contest which was approaching, its momentous rc-

iy.46i;,4(i7. suits, its uncertain event, had impressed every mind with

212,213. solemn feelings ; which was increased by the confused

9*5?9*6. murmur which arose from the innumerable multitude,

Svioi
1 '

the neighing of the horses, and rolling of the guns, as

rhrouT
sc ^1C PrcPai

'ations for the conflict commenced. But when
8G '5 - they were completed, these feelings gave place to military
Ciitlicart, / i

i T , , ,

825, 3*5. ardour, and universal enthusiasm animated the men when
'J'liier^ xvi. .

,
- . i i i

59s. the order to advance was given, and the immense host

began to move forward against the enemy, t 1

At length the battle of giants commenced. The 1STH

Commence- OCTOBER dawned, and the last hour of the French Empire
EC" antf began to toll. At nine, Napoleon took his station on the

thcTmcs Thonberg : the enemy's columns were already approach-

ing with rapid strides on all sides, and their heads were

soon seen surmounting the hills of AVachau, and driving,

like chaff before the wind, the French detachments which

* Mardonius at Platjea is said to have had 300,000 men, and the Gauls, when

they blockaded Crcsar in his lines round Alesia, had 240,000. According to

Quintus Curtius, Darius at Arbela had 200,000 foot and 40,000 horse (L. iv.

c. 1 2, 13), a number much more probable, of real fighting men, than 1,00(1,000,

which Plutarch (Alexander, c. 54) and Arrian (L. iii. c. 2) assign. In India,

jd'tcr the bloody battle with Poms, Alexander had 90,000 infantry and 10,000

horse, with 900 chariots (Q. Curtius, ix. 4, 1(5). Bajazet, at the battle of Angora,
wlier : he was defeated by Timour, is said to have hud 400,000 horse and foot

uiidr hi.s banners. GIBBON, xii. 28, c. Co. Hut none of these armies could

my comparison, in the number of real soldiers and the military strength,
the host which fought under the allied banners at Lcipsic, which was

00, with 1384 pieces of cannon.

\~ 'Turn vei'o universa futuri discriminis facics in oculus erat : armis insig-

n i bus c<|iii virique splendebant : et, omnia intentiore cura pr;eparari apud In istcm,

Kollicitudo pr.'utorum agmina sua intercquitantiurn ostendebat : ac pleraquo

inania, sicut frcmitus hominum, equorum hinnitns, armorum internitentiuin

f'ulgor bollicitam expectatione rnentem turbaverant." QuiNTUH CUKTIUS, iv. l:?,

g I.

bear

\\ith
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Tvcre stationed to retard their advance in the intermediate CHAP.

villages. Inexpressibly awful was the spectacle which _L_
their advance afforded to the agitated multitude who 1813>

thronged the steeples of Lcipsic. As far as the eye
could reach, the ground was covered with an innumerable

multitude of men and horses; long deep masses marked
the march of the infantry; dazzling lines of light indi-

cated the squadrons of cavalry; the glancing of the

bayonets in the rays of the sun sparkled like crests of

foam on a troubled ocean
;

while a confused murmur
from the ranks sounded like the roar of a distant cataract.

" In mighty quadrate joined
Of union irresistible, moved on

In silence their bright legions, to the sound
Of instrumental harmony, that breathed

Heroic ardour to adventurous deeds,
Under their godlike leaders, in the cause

Of Clod and his Messiah. On they move,

Indissolubly firm : nor obvious hill,

Nor straitening vale, nor wood, nor stream, divides

Their perfect ranks."
*

The allied left, under the Prince of Hesse Homburg,
first came into action, and its success was brilliant and

immediate. The resistance of the Poles on the banks of

the Elster, under the brave Poniatowski, proud of the

rank of marshal of France, worthily conferred on him

the day before by the Emperor, was indeed heroic; but

they were unable to withstand the superior numbers and

vehement attacks of the Austrians, under Bianchi and

Colloredo, and gave ground. The danger on that side

was soon imminent; for the victorious Austrians, driving

the Poles and the weak remains of Augereau's corps before 41^420!'

them, soon passed Dolitz and Lossnig, and menaced Con- i^'vaua

newitz and the suburbs of Lcipsic the only line of rc- 1

.;

2

^-;
1 " 11

treat to the army. Napoleon immediately repaired to J^K .

the spot with two divisions of the Young Guard, under ^
Oudinot, while the other two, under Morticr, was sta-3'Ib.

tioncd in the rear, in the suburbs of Lcipsic.
1 The steady
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CHAP, countenance of these veterans restored the combat
;
Hesse

LXXXL
Homburg was wounded

;
and though the Poles were

IBIS, driven back, after hard fighting, to Connewitz, the action

on this side ceased to be alarming, and all Bianchi's

efforts could not dislodge Poniatowski from that village,

even with the aid of Giulay's corps, which Schwartzenberg

despatched to his support.

The village of Probstheyda formed the salient angle of

Dcspc-ratc
the position occupied by the French around Leipsic, and

Probsthey-
as such it became, early in the day, the object of the

most vehement contention between the opposite parties.

Seen from the steeples of the city during the prolonged
contest which surrounded its buildings, it resembled a

rocky cape advanced in a tempestuous ocean, against

which the surging waves incessantly beat. In the first

instance, the progress of the Allies in the centre was

rapid. Liebcrtwolkwitz arid Wachau, the scenes of such

bloody struggles on the 16th, were abandoned after a

slight combat of advanced posts ;
the allied artillery was

hurried forward amidst loud shouts to the summit of the

hills of Wachau, and soon two hundred pieces of cannon,

arrayed along the heights, began to send an iron tempest
into the French columns. But meanwhile Napoleon's
batteries were not idle. Sensible of the inferiority of

their pieces in point of number to those of the enemy, the

men endeavoured to supply the deficiency by the rapidity
of their fire, and their guns were worked with extra-

ordinary vigour. Every cannon that could be brought to

bear on cither side was hurried to the front
;
and soon

eiiiht hundred pieces of artillcrv played on the hostile
.

J . J

masses, in a space of not more than half a league in

breadth in the centre of the army. Tn the midst of this

tremendous fire, Prince Augustus of Prussia and General

^ '[""-',
Pirsch received orders, with Klcist's corps, to cany Probs-

itiL'n. xii. theyda. Swiftly they moved over the intervening open
40.-J. Jliiurs

J J J

space, and entered the village with such vigour, that tliev

readied its centre before the onset could be arrested ;' but

x\i.
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there they were met by Victor and Lauriston, at the head CHAP.
LXXXI

of dense masses, who combated with such resolution that
- - '

they were driven back.

Nothing daunted by this bloody repulse, Prince Augus-
tus re-formed his men, and again rushed into the village, A second

followed by Wittgenstein's Russians and nearly the whole
p'robstheyda

of Kleist's corps. Such was the vehemence of their onset, hv
r

$Lnn?
d

J. ' U\ -1
cijJU-

that the French were entirely expelled ;
the fugitives and k

^
u iu

i
)cr '

wounded overspread the plain which extended towards

Leipsic. Imposing masses at the same time displayed
themselves towards Ilolzhausen, on the French left, and

the centre seemed on the point of being forced. Napoleon

instantly hastened to the spot with the two divisons of

the Old Guard: the steady columns made their way

through the crowd of fugitives who were leaving the rear

of the centre, and blocked up all the roads. Amidst the

clouds of dust which obscured the view, and the cries of

the combatants, which drowned even the roar of the artil-

lerv, he preserved his usual calmness and decision, and, };

c Gi
:<

;^
*' UlirOB. 1.

pushing forward to the front, arrested the tumult with two h/a 8/4.

battalions of the Guard, and did not return to his station 406. r.-ih.,

beside the windmill till he had entirely expelled the enemy Bout, isi,

'

from the village. Again the Russians under Wittgenstein, jf^wftno ^ * ' '
_

*

and the reserves, were brought up to the attack, and dis- J,'
1 -

j'; ali

lodged the French
;
but a third time the invincible yg;r

soldiers of Lauriston and Victor recovered their post, an
^;^V;f, i

hurled back the assailants with dreadful loss into tlieeo'i
J

allied ranks.
1

On the right, Ziethcn's Prussians and Klenau's Ans-

trians marched against Ilolzhausen and Zuckethausen, at operation

eleven o'clock in the forenoon, followed by a considerable aiiicdright.

part of Benningscn's Russians in reserve. In moving up

they were charged in flank by Scbastiani's dragoons ;
but

Pahlcn's and Tchaplitz's cuirassiers speedily repulsed the

attack, and drove back the enemy's horse with great loss

into their own lines. At the same time Platofl', with six

thousand Cossacks, bv a circuitous sweep turned the ex-
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CHAP, trcmc left of the French on this side, and threatened the
LXX

rear of Macdon aid's corps. He, in consequence, abandoned
1813.

Holzhausen, and fell back to Stotteritz, warmly pursued

by the victorious Prussians
;
and the allied sovereigns,

who had now advanced their headquarters to the sheep-

fold of Meitsdorf, ordered an attack on that village.

Ziethcn, followed by Klenau, went briskly on. Such,

however, was the vehemence of the fire of the French

batteries of a hundred guns, posted on either side of

Probstheyda, which, seeing their rear thus threatened,

wheeled about, and opened with terrible execution on the

flank of the attacking column, that, after having all but

carried the village, the assailants were forced to recoil,

glad to seek shelter in the nearest hollows from the fear-

i
Kausicr, ful tempest."" Still further to the allied right, Bubna's

13-2! Jom.' light horse, with a body of PlatofFs Cossacks, pushed
Vaud. ;. across the plain beyond the reach of the combatants, and

u!o,' ;;

P1

402. opened up a communication with Bernadotte's outposts,

ChrcmT
se M'hicn soon niadc their appearance from the direction of

873, ii!;-2. Taucha : united, they fell upon the rear of the AVurtcm-
Catlicart,

' >

?>-2i, 3:32. berg brigade of Normann, which straightway abandoned

G02.
' '

the colours of France, and ranged itself in the ranks of

the Fatherland.
1

Schwartzcnberg, finding that the resistance of the enemy
The .A flics to the south of Lcipsic was so obstinate, and that the

their assault of the villages was attended with such a fearful

'pC

S

n l ss of h'fe, and having received information of decisive

of'c'aH-

1

success to the north, which would soon render the enemy's

position untenable, ordered his columns, over the whole

semicircle to the south, to seek refuge in the nearest

hollows from the dreadful effect of the enemy's batteries;

and for the remainder of the day confined his attack on

that side to another and more powerful arm. The whole

cannon of the Grand Army, amounting to above eight

hundred pieces, were brought forward to the front,

Bornadotte did not rom<! up till the afternoon, and until liis arrival on lii.s

(lank, Benning.scii did not vcuturo to engage his llu.s.sian.s against Mamlunald.
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arranged in the form of a vast semicircle two leagues in CHAP.

length, from Lossnitz by the ridges of Wachau towards
LXXXL

Holzhausen; and during the remainder of the day they
m3 -

kept up an incessant and most destructive fire on the

enemy's columns. The French batteries in that direc-

tion, which numbered above five hundred pieces, answered

with unconquerable vigour; but, independent of their

inferiority in point of number, the position which the

allied guns occupied was far superior, they being stationed 30/31!

"'

in great part on the heights commanding the whole plain, 215" Bout.

which the enemy had occupied on the preceding day, while H
33
^""'

their semicircular position caused their concentric fire to ^g*^'
fall with double severity on the dense and close masses of *Y'1(lz - (ler

Napoleon's forces the fire of whose batteries, on the other ;2.

hand, spreading like a fan towards a wide circumference, <>03.

'

was attended, comparatively speaking, with little effect.
1

Galled beyond endurance by the frightful discharge,

Lauriston's and Victor's troops repeatedly, and almost Herotc Ve-

involuntarily, rushed out of Probstheyda, and advanced SSrench.

with heroic resolution against the hostile batteries ; but,

as soon as they came within the range of grapeshot, the

heads of the dense columns were swept away, and the

broken remains recoiled, horror-struck, behind the shelter

of the houses. For four terrible hours this awful scene

lasted; the allied batteries continuing till nightfall, like

a girdle of flame, their dreadful fire, while the French

masses, devoted to death, still closed their ranks as they

wasted away, but with unconquerable resolution main-

tained their ground. Close to Napoleon himself twelve

guns were dismounted in a few minutes; from the

ranks which immediately surrounded him, some thousand
4i>v^:!'

wounded were carried back to Lcipsic. In Probstheyda, si'.ViuA '.

Vial, Rochambeau, and several generals of inferior note, ^ '

were killed, and great numbers wounded during this dread-
J:'.^

1

',

1

';,;'

1
'

1
'

ful period. But still their columns stood firm beneath the
ij.jVf *;. ;

tempest, exhibiting a sublime example of human valour u>7, ebb.

rising superior to all the storms of fate.
2

xvi.
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CHAP. While this terrible conflict was going on to the south
T V X XT

of Leipsic, Ney and Marraont had to maintain their
IBIS,

ground against still more overwhelming odds on the

Operations banks of the Partha. At ten in the morning, Blucher,

ma Bern" leaving the corps of Sacken and York on the right bank,

dotteagaiitjn pursuance of the plan agreed on, crossed that river,

and marched to join the Prince-Royal, who, on his part,

broke up at eight from Breitenfeld, and passed at Taucha

and Mockau. Their united force, when they were both

assembled, was little short of ninety thousand combatants,

exceeding by fully forty thousand men the troops which

JN"ey could oppose to them; and they moved direct upon

Leipsic by the left bank of the river. The French

general, finding himself thus outnumbered, adopted the

same change of front which Xapoleon had followed to the

south of Leipsic, and drawing back his men to Schonfeld

and Sellershausen, extended across to Reynicr's corps,

i
Kausier,

which was established at Paunsdorf. Thus the whole

i?>' v'ict'
French army was now arranged in a circle around the

't}'' having its right, under Poniutowski, resting on the

j)i GI-OS.SO Pleisse at Con ncwit/, and the extreme left, under Marmont,

88i, sW. at the confluence of the Partha and Elster, below the gate

of Rosenthal. 1 *

The first incident which occurred on this side was of

Defection of ominous import, and depressed the French as much as it

and'rutreat elated the Allies. A brigade of Saxon cavalry, as soon

French as the Russians approached the heights of Ileiterblick,

riRhTtiHjL
^'here it was stationed, instead of resisting, passed over

" l ''
^ ^ 1C a^' C(l 1'ftuks. This example was speedily followed

by two Saxon brigades of foot, with their whole artillery,

consisting of twenty-two pieces ;
and the Wiirtemberg

horse of Normann, as already noticed, immediately after

went over also to the enemy. This defection in the

middle of the battle was the more discreditable, that

Napoleon, anticipating something of the kind, had eight

* The weak divisions of Dombrowski and Mar^aron lined tin; banks of the

Partha from Suhonfuld to its junction with the Elster.

e
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days before offered such as chose to withdraw from his CHAP.

ranks, the liberty of doing so.'* This unparalleled event
LXXXL

caused great consternation, as well it might, in Reynier's
1!J13-

corps ;
for not only were they weakened, when already

inferior in force, by fully eight thousand men, but such

was the exasperation of the Saxon cannoneers, that they

pointed their guns, immediately after going over, against
the French lines, and tore in pieces the ranks of their

former comrades by a point-blank discharge. The French

general, reduced to the single division Durutte, and

threatened on the right by Bubna from the Bohemian 1

Jom.jv.

army, and on the left by Bulow from that of the Prince- Bout. 136,

Royal, was immediately compelled to fall back to Sellers- et conq!"*'

hausen, almost close to Leipsic. Ney, informed of the j^^
catastrophe, hastened to reinforce Reynier by Delmas' ^,

ie G sso

J J Chron. i.

division of his own corps ;
while Marmont, to keep abreast 884

> 887 -

. , . . ,
r

Plotho, n.

of the retrograde movement in other points, withdrew his 4ii.

troops in a similar degree, with the exception of his 292, 293.'

extreme left, which still stood firm at Schonfeld.
1

The allied troops, excited to the greatest degree by
these favourable circumstances, now pressed forward at Napoleon's

all points to encircle the enemy, and force them back, at tUtsid"

the point of the bayonet, into the suburbs of Leipsic ;

1S

while the French, roused to the highest pitch of indig-

nation by the defection of their allies, made the most

desperate and heroic resistance. Xo sooner was Xapo-
leon informed of the defection of the Saxons, and that

Schonfeld, almost a suburb of Leipsic, was threatened,

than, feeling the vital importance of preserving that city

as his only line of retreat, he hastened with the cuiras-

siers of Nansouty, and the artillery of the Guard, to the

menaced point. It was full time that succour should

arrive ;
for when these veterans came up, Durutte and

Delmas had been driven back close to the town
;

the
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CHAP. Swedish troops had penetrated to Kuhl-Garten, on the
LX XXI

. . 1 very edge of the walls
;
while Langeron, furiously assault-

J13'

ing Schonfeld, had three times penetrated into that

village, and as often been dislodged by the heroic courage
of Marmont's men. Nansouty was immediately pushed
forward by Durutte in the direction where there was a

sort of chasm, filled up only by a cordon of light troops,

between the extreme right of the army of Bohemia

under Bubna, and the extreme left of the Prince-Royal
under Bulow. This powerful corps rapidly made its

way, almost unresisted, in at the opening ;
but before

it had advanced far, it was assailed with such vigour
on the right by Bubna, arid on the left by Bulow, sup-

ported by the English rocket brigade, under the able

direction of Captain Bogue, that it was forced to retire,

after Delnias had been slain, with very heavy loss.* At
the same time, Schonfeld was vehemently attacked

by Count Langeron, and as gallantly defended by Mar-

1 Bout. 1:57
mor>t : five times did the Russians penetrate in with

138.Jom.
in-csistible vigour, and five times were they driven out

IV. 4/4, /

475. vict. by the devoted courage of the French. Marmont's
Ct (,OIU|.

xxii. 142. aide-de-camp was struck down by his side
;

General

ITS. Kaus- Compans was wounded
; General Frederick killed, in

DicVirosse this terrible struggle. At length, at six at night, it was

fto897, carried a sixth time amidst terrific cheers, and remained

Ma v Anally in the hands of the Russians
;
while four thousand

. of their bravest soldiers and an equal number of its
I lncrs, xvi.

w>, 007.
intrepid defenders lay dead, or weltering in their blood,

in its streets.
1

Such was the exhaustion of both parties by the long
continuance of this mortal struggle, that neither for the

* This was the first occasion that this new and most formidable implement
of modern warfare was brought into action. Such was its effect upon the

enemy, that a solid square of French infantry, upon the flank of which it opened
- its fire, surrendered in a few minutes. Hardly was this brilliant success achieved,
when the commander of the brigade, Captain Bogue, a noble and patriotic

nflicer, struck on the breast by a cannon-ball, expired. It was first introduced

in the Peninsula at the passage of the Adour in February 1S1 1. Vide LOXIJO.N-
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remainder of the day were able to undertake any con- CHAP.
T "5C~V YT

siderable operations. Gradually, however, and almost L

insensibly, the Allies gained ground on every side.

Bulow, following up his success against Durutte and close of the

Nansouty, carried the villages of Stuntz and Sellershausen, prepar.-T

1

and drove the French on the north-east back under the Napoleon

very walls of Leipsic ;
while Sacken attacked the suburb

for rctreat<

of Rosenthal, from which he was only repelled by the

devoted valour of Dombrowski's Poles and Arrighi's

dragoons. But the near approach of the enemy on all

sides now made it evident to Napoleon that the position
of Leipsic had become untenable, and dispositions were

made for a retreat. He had early in the forenoon rein-

forced Bertrand, at Lindenau, with a considerable part
of the reserves at Leipsic ;

and that general, driving

Giulay before him, had succeeded in opening the road to

Weissenfels, so that the principal line of their retreat was

secured. Towards evening the carriages and baggage of

the army began to defile in that direction; and Blucher, 4u.
ot

Bout'.

observing the long files of chariots which filled the high- vkt.
1

^
9 '

way to France, immediately sent intimation to Schwart- I^K^"!
zenberg that the enemy was about to retreat, and 1 r

>.
9

;

51 '9^
2 -

D J
_ Richter, n.

despatched York's corps, which had been kept in reserve -w> -%'-I-IT TT Thiers, xvi.

during the day, to move upon Halle in order to anticipate 60s.

his columns upon the left of the Saale.
1

Night came, more terrible even than day after such a

conflict ; for with it was brought the memory of the past. xi;>.iit >un-
11111-

and the anticipation of the future. To the incessant roll Napoieon'on

of musketry, and the roar of two thousand cannon, suc-

ceeded a silence yet more awful, interrupted only by a

casual shot from the sentries as they paced their rounds,

and the hollow murmur which, over a field of such vast

extent, arose from the cries of the horses and the groans
of the wounded. Soon the bivouacs were spread, and

the heavens, in the whole circumference of the horizon,

were illuminated by the ruddy glow of innumerable

watch-fires. Silent and sad, Napoleon's marshals and
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CHAP, generals assembled around him. Little was said in the
T Y V Y T

1
L

deliberations which succeeded ;
the position of the enemy,

1813> the dreadful circle of bivouac flames which surrounded

them, the dead and the dying who environed them on

every side, told but^ too plainly how near and imminent

the danger had become. Sorbier and Dulauloy, the

commanders of the artillery, were requested to report on

the condition of the army's ammunition. They stated

that above two hundred thousand cannon-shot had been

discharged during the battle, and to renew it was impos-
sible without thirty or forty thousand fresh troops, and

some hundred caissons of ammunition. Neither could be

obtained
;

for the last sabre and bayonet had been

brought up on the preceding day ;
the grand park of

ammunition had been deposited in Torgau, which was no

longer accessible, and Magdeburg and Erfurth were the

nearest depots of provisions. During this eventful con-

ference, Napoleon, overcome with fatigue, fell asleep in

the chair on which he sat
;

his hands rested negligently

folded on his breast, and his generals, respecting the

respite of misfortune, preserved a profound silence.

Suddenly, at the end of a quarter of an hour, lie awoke,

and casting a look of astonishment on the circle which

surrounded him, exclaimed " Am I awake, or is it a

dream
r

(

"
Soon recollecting, however, what had hap-

pened, he returned to Leipsic, where he resumed his

o,i c.i. :;.
wonted energy of mind, and spent the remainder of the

Vi'iit'ii night in dictating orders to the generals and commanders

'iic-V'r,

1

,.

f fortresses which were to be abandoned. Soon after

^!""

1

;- L daybreak, lie sent a message to the King of Saxony, an-

i-M. xii. nouncing his intention to retreat, and leaving it to him

\i.'wi!).'"

r ''

either to follow his fortunes, or remain where he was, and

conclude a separate peace with the Allies.
1

No words can describe the state of horror and confu-

sion in which the inhabitants of Leipsic were kept during
the whole night which followed the battle. The pro-

digious multitude of wounded who had been brought in
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during the day, had filled to overflowing every house it CHAP.

contained
;
the maimed and the dying were lying, with- _1

out either bandages for their wounds or covering for their
18

^'
bodies, in the streets; while the incessant rolling of Dreadful

.,, , . IT state of

artillery waggons and caissons, on every avenue leading Leipsic

to Lindenau, the cries of the drivers, the neighing of the n^f
horses as the wheels of the carriages were locked together,

and the continued march of the columns, kept every eye

open, in that scene of unutterable woe, during the whole

night. At eight at night, Napoleon left his bivouac on

the Thonberg, and took up his quarters in the Prussian

Hotel. His horses were ordered to be ready to start at a

moment's notice
;
but he himself sat up till daylight, with

Berthier, Maret, and Caulaincourt, receiving reports and

dictating orders. The King of Saxony, amidst the wreck

of his fortunes, was chiefly inconsolable on account of the

defection of his troops during the battle, and repeatedly

requested counsel from Napoleon how he should act in

the crisis. But the Emperor had the generosity to leave

him altogether unfettered in the course he was to pursue ;

and more than once expressed his admiration of the con-

stancy of a prince who showed himself the same now,

when surrounded by disaster, as when he inscribed on his i
Fain) ;i .

triumphal arches the words,
" To Napoleon, the grateful cSi.Tae,

Frederick Augustus/'
1 The parting of the two sovereigns f/^J?'

was a noble and touching interview, worthy of dramatic
gj

1 1

^:.-

representation in future times, for it was the separation BiKn. x ii.

i irv -, 411. J Iners,

of the first in genius from the first in elevated reeling and X iv. cis.

fidelity in misfortune.

Early on the morning of the 1 9th, the allied generals

made preparations for a general attack on Leipsic. By Disposi-

, , -n i r 11 11 tious of the

daybreak the French army was in lull retreat on all |.Yen( .i, for

sides. The Guard, Victor and Augcrcau, with the whole ^S^!
1

five corps of cavalry, defiled across the suburb of Lin-
j^

11101'"'

dcnau, and issued forth over the chaussec which traversed

the marshes of the Elstcr. But this was the sole issue

for the army: one single bridge over that river was to
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CHAP, receive the prodigious concourse of soldiers and carriages ;

T X X X T

: 1 for no orders to form other bridges had been given, ex-
L813>

cepting one of wood, which speedily gave way under the

multitude by which it was thronged. Reynicr, with the

division Durutte, which alone remained to him, was

charged with the defence of the suburb of Rosenthal;

Key withdrew Marmont's and Souham's troops into the

eastern suburbs, while the corps of Lauristou, Macdonald,

and Poniatowski entered the town and took a position

behind the barriers of the south. They were destined

to the honourable post of the rearguard; but, though
the two former still numbered twenty -five thousand

combatants, the Poles had been reduced by their two

days' bloody fighting on the banks of the Elster, to

two thousand seven hundred men/" The total loss

of the French army in the two preceding days, had

been fully forty thousand men
; but nearly sixty thou-

sand were still in Lcipsic, besides an equal number

4:'
un

kaus- who were defiling on the road to France : the barriers

odeutss were a^ strongly palisaded; the adjacent walls and

ij'j'j,

Va
j^

' houses loopholcd; and such a force, defending house by
Grusse house the suburbs of the city so strengthened, could
Chron. i. . i-ii
jin, iu4.

_ certainly, it was hoped, make good the post till the

tii'i'C'an.

'

retreat of the ammunition waggons and cannon was

effected.
1

Xo sooner were the allied troops made aware of the

Dispositions preparations in the French army for a retreat, than a

for the

Ch

universal cry of joy burst from the ranks; the whole

army, almost by an involuntary movement, stood to their

arms, and loudly demanded to be led on to the assault.

The allied sovereigns hastened to profit by this universal

burst of enthusiasm, and their dispositions were promptly
made. >Sackcu advanced against the suburb of llalle,

* "
Prince,'' said \apoleon to Poniatowfcki, "you will defend the suburb of

the south." "Sire:," replied he:, "I have few followers left." "What then?"

rejoined Napoleon, "you will defend it with what you have?"- "Ah! Sire,"

replied the descendant of the Jagollcms, "we are all ready lu die for your
Majesty."- FAIN, ii ['.', -I.
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supported by Langeron as a reserve. Bulow prepared to CHAP.

storm the Hinter-Thor and Kuhl-Garten Thor, on
LXXXL

the north
; Woronzoff was to move against the barrier

1813>

of Grimma, on the north-east; while Benningsen and the

advanced columns of the Grand Army assaulted the

Sand, Windmiihlen, and Munz barriers, on the east and

south. A prodigious multitude of artillery waggons and

chariots obstructed the approaches to the town in that

direction; and the French troops, lining all the walls,

gardens, enclosures, and windows of the suburbs, were

evidently preparing for a desperate resistance. On the chrorJT
80

other hand, the allied columns, flushed with victory arid H^'i^ti?!

burning with enthusiasm, pushed rapidly forward with ^"^Bout.

inexpressible ardour. The arrangements of Trachenberg y^
14

,

4 '

had been executed to the letter : gradually and skilfully
Con(i-

xxii -

contracting the circle within which the enemy's move- Kriegs B;-

ments were circumscribed, they were at length preparing 400.

^

to meet at the appointed rendezvous, in the centre of his 347
hcart>

camp.
1

Before the assault commenced, a deputation from the

magistrates of Leipsic waited on the Emperor Alexander, Napoleon's

beseeching him to spare the city the horrors with which ^w
1

with

it was menaced if it were carried by open force
; and, at^eKingof* i Saxony,

the same time, a flag of truce arrived from Macdonald, a (1 llis

. departure

offering to surrender all that remained of the Saxon from Leip-

troops, with the town, if the French garrison were pcr-
s 'c

mitted to retire with their artillery unmolested. This

proposal, which would in effect have secured the retreat

of half the French army, was of course rejected, and the

troops moved on to the attack. Meanwhile Napoleon,
at ten o'clock, went to pay a farewell visit to the King of

Saxony. He was received with the accustomed etiquette,

and conducted into the apartment of the Queen, where he

remained a quarter of an hour, endeavouring to console

the aged monarch in his misfortunes : at length, hearing

the rattle of musketry on the side both of Taucha and

Grimma, he bade him adieu, and, mounting his horse, set
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CHAP. off. In the first instance, he directed his course towards

_

LXXX
_Il the gate of Ranstadt, which leads into the suburb of Lin-

1813. denau
;
but wrhen he arrived there, the crowd of horse-

men, carriages, and foot-soldiers was so prodigious, that

even the authority of the Emperor's attendants could not

clear a passage through them, and he was obliged to

retrace his steps. He then returned through the centre

of the city, issued on the opposite side by the gate of St

Peter, where the bullets were already falling around him,

rode round the boulevards, and again reached Ranstadt, by

making the entire circuit of the walls. There, however,

new dangers awaited him
;

for the confusion of carriages,

artillery, and chariots in the streets of the suburb was

such, that to penetrate the mass was impossible ;
while

the rapid approach of the enemy, whose loud cheers were

already heard above the roar of the musketry, rendered

a.ron.T
ssc

the moments precious, and instant escape indispensable.

odL'i.

9
?!

8 '

I 11 this extremity, one of the citizens pointed out a lane

!!n!i 4i"

tc
l)V which he got into a garden, by the back-door of which

*'''"',',' he escaped out upon the banks of the Elster, reached the
4.W, -14D.

Viet, et chaussee beyond the suburb, and hastened across the

149.

'

marshes to Lindenau. Had it not been for that casual

discovery, he would undoubtedly have been made prisoner.
1

Meanwhile the allied columns were pressing in on all

sides
;
and the tumult in the interior of the city was

such, that it was with the utmost difficulty, and only by
the most energetic efforts on the part of Poniatowski,

Lauriston, Macdonald, and Marmont, who were charged
with the maintenance of the post as long as possible, that

any degree of order could be preserved in the defence.

Despairing of the possibility of carrying off their innu-

merable artillery waggons and chariots, the French set

fire to three hundred which were in park before the

Dresden gate ;
and the sight of the flames and sound of

the explosion, by rendering it certain that the enemy
intended to evacuate the place, redoubled the ardour of

the allied troops. The resistance, however, was beyond

67.

Leips
carrie
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expectation vigorous. Sacken was twice repulsed from CHAP.

the Halle gate beyond the Partha, and only succeeded
LXXXL

at length in forcing his way in by the aid of Langeron's
1813 -

corps, and the sacrifice of almost the whole regiment of

Archangel. Still the arch over the Partha and the inner

suburb were to be carried
;
but the Russians crossed the

bridge in the face of two heavy guns pouring forth grape-

shot, and, rushing down the main street, commenced a

murderous warfare with the French, who were firing from

the windows and tops of the houses. At the same time

an obstinate conflict was going on at the barrier of Hinter-

Thor, where Bulow, supported by six Swedish battalions,

after a furious conflict, at length forced the gate, and

commenced a guerilla warfare with the French at the

windows and in the houses. The assailants, however,

Avere now pouring in on all sides, and further resistance

was unavailing.""' Woronzoff, at the head of several

Russian battalions, forced the barrier of Grimma : Kra-

sowski stormed that of the Spital ;
while Benningsen and

the advanced guard of the Grand Army carried those
,i Die Gross

of Sand, Windmlihlen, and Pegau, looking to the south, cimm. i.

(j-25 997

On all sides the allied troops poured like a furious tor- plotho" ii.

rent into the city the very steeples shaking with the 143, 146?
'

tumult bearing down all opposition, and driving before Si'
11 '

j;m .

them an enormous mass of soldiers, carriages, artillery, p^ ;-.

481 '

and waggons, which, with the rearguard everywhere yet^t

Mar-

bravely fighting, was rolled slowly onwards towards the 291.
'

J c IT liners, xvi.

west, like a huge monster, bleeding at every pore, but 615,017.

still unsubdued.
1

At this dreadful moment the great bridge of Lindenau,

the only remaining passage over the Elster, was blown up
with a frightful explosion. The corporal charged with

the mine which had been run under it by orders of Napo-

leon, hearing the loud hurrahs on all sides, and seeing

* Marmont witli the utmost difficulty made his way into the throng by his

aide-de-camp clearing a way with his sabre
;
and when lie got into the stream,

such was the pressure that he was squeezed up and carried for a considerable

distance, horse and all, aloft on the shoulders of the throng.

VOL. XII. li
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CHAP, some of the enemy's tirailleurs approaching in the gar-

iLl dens of the suburbs on either hand, naturally conceived

that the French troops had all passed and the baggage

Blowing up only remained, and that the time was therefore come to

over the fire the train, in order to stop the pursuit of the Allies.

Burrender'of He accordingly applied the match
;
the arch was blown

rear^ani!

1

into the air, and the passage stopped ;
while the only

other bridge over the river, hastily and imperfectly con-

structed, had shortly before sunk under the weight of the

crowds who thronged to it. A shriek of horror, more

terrible than even the loudest cries of battle, burst from

the dense multitude which crowded to the edge of the

chasm, when they found the arch destroyed. The ranks

immediately broke
;
the boldest threw themselves into the

river, where a few escaped across, but the greater part

perished in the deep and muddy channel. Macdonald

by great exertions succeeded in reaching the brink, and,

plunging in, swam his horse across and escaped. Fonia-

towski also reached the side, and spurred his horse on
;

but the gallant charger, exhausted with fatigue, reeled as

he strove to mount the opposite bank, and fell back on

his noble rider, who perished in the water. Lauriston,

Reynier, and twenty other generals, with fifteen thousand

soldiers, were made prisoners ;
besides twenty-three thou-

sand sick and wounded who lay in the hospitals and

private houses. Two hundred and fifty pieces of cannon,

nine hundred chariots and ammunition waggons, an incal-
j
uirhtc-r, ii. culablc quantity of baggage, the Kinij of Saxony, two

IJ23. Bout. -ip
MI;, M!. generals of corps, seven generals of divisions, twelve of

4i.

t

j.>i.'iv] brigade, and thirty thousand other prisoners, independent

F:iin, ii.' of the wounded, constituted the trophies, during the three

vtu'.i.'!. days, of a battle in which the total loss of the French was

?7i' /r!"

1 '

upwards of seventy thousand men. The loss of the Allies

i;

was also immense
;

it amounted to eighteen hundred ofli-

cers, and forty-five thousand private soldiers, killed and

wounded, in the three days' combat :

l
a prodigious sacrifice,

but one which, great as it was, humanity has no cause to
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regret, for it delivered Europe from French bondage, and CHAP.
T \" V X T

the world from revolutionary aggression/"

At tMr

o o'clock the carnage ceased at all points ;
the 1813-

rattle of musketry was no longer heard, and a distant roar Entrance of

in all directions alone indicated that the waves of this
sovereigns

terrible tempest were gradually sinking to rest. But what "^
Leip"

pen can paint the scene which the interior of the city now
exhibited ] Grouped together in wild confusion, lay piles

of the dead and heaps of the dying ; overturned artillery

caissons, broken guns, pillaged baggage waggons, and de-

jected prisoners, were to be seen beside the exulting bands

of the victors, who in admirable order forced their way
through the throng, and, amidst cheers that made the

very welkin ring, moved steadily forward towards the

principal square of the city. On the side of the suburb

of Markrannstadt, in particular, the frightful accumula-

* The following is the exact proportion in which the total loss was divided

between the different powers whose troops were engaged, and it affords a pretty
fair criterion of the degree in which the weight of the contest fell upon them

respectively :

Generals. Officers. Xon-Cora. Officers and Privates.

Russians, 13 . 864 . . 21,740

Prussians, 2 . 520 . . 14,950

Austriuns, 1 . 399 . . 8,000

Swedes, . 10 .. 300

21 1793 44,990

1,793
21

46,804

KAUSLKR, 952 ;
and Die Grouse CJironik, i. 937.

Great part of the French military writers, following the example of Napoleon's

official account in the Jfonitcur, have ascribed the catastrophe of the 19th en-

tirely to the accidental blowing up of the bridge by the corporal on guard, before

the prescribed time. It is evident, however, that a single bridge could never

have permitted so vast a mass as fifteen thousand soldiers, two hundred and fifty

guns, and eight hundred chariots, to defile across in less than an hour, especially

when the enemy were pressing the rear of the mass vigorously on all sides; and

in the confusion of such a multitude of stragglers to get forward, with the m
ketry and cheers of the victors approaching on all sides, the passage wo

necessarily be speedily choked. This is, accordingly, admitted by the m
judicious of the eye-wituesses in the French ranks: "]Ju re-;te, ceux pii

furent coupe's seraient de rneme tombes entre les mains de remicmi. San

accident, 1'impossibilite de sortir autrementque par L'etruit II<HWI<J<: d'unc *

pnrtc, Ir.s eut. cyalemcnl Urn'* aux Allies, qui avaient touto facilitd de pas.-er

1'Elater bur d'autrcs points." OUEI.KBKX, Tnnnln Ocu'ai/'c, ii. 41.

is-
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CHAP, tion of wounded fugitives, and as yet unwoimded but
I XXXI'

captive warriors, recalled the awful scene of the passage
*13t

of the Beresiua. Amidst this unparalleled scene, the

allied sovereigns, at the head of their respective troops,

made their entrance into the city. The French marshals

were courteously received by the Russian Emperor, but

he turned coldly from the King of Saxony, to whom he

had never forgiven his breach of the engagements entered

into in the preceding April. The Emperors of Russia and

Austria, with the King of Prussia, surrounded by their

illustrious generals and brilliant staffs, came by the bar-

riers on the south, the Prince-Royal of Sweden by those

Oct. 19. on the east, and all met in the great square. At this

323.

c

pio-"' heart-stirring sight, the enthusiasm of the people knew

Lend!']?!,

1 ' no bounds : all felt as if themselves and all dear to them

p4i3
l

'i>ie
nacl cscaPcd from death. The city resounded with accla-

non ;

nations
;
handkerchiefs waved from every window, merry

932, im. chimes rang from every steeple ;
while tears, more eloquent

rathe-art, . in- i -, -,

35-j. than words, rolling over almost every cheek, told that the

tyrant was struck down, and Germany delivered.
1
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ce-

CHAPTER LXXXII.

DELIVEEANCE OF GERMANY.

WHILE these scenes, outstripping even the splendour of CHAP.

oriental conception, were passing in the city of Leipsic,
LXXXIL

the French army, sad, disorganised, and dejected, was 1813>

wending its way towards Markrannstildt. The Emperor, common

after passing the last bridge, that of the mill of Lindenau, Napoleon's

ascended to the first floor of the windmill to examine the ^afti^
state of the army ; but there his exhaustion was such that Rhine-

he fell asleep, and slept profoundly for some time, amidst

the distant roar of the cannon at Leipsic, and the din of

horsemen, guns, and foot-soldiers, who hurried in a tumul-

tuous torrent past the base of the edifice. Wakened

by the explosion of the bridge on the other side of the

marshes, he hastily arranged some guns in battery, to

guard against an immediate attack
; but, finding he was

not pursued, and having learned the real nature of the

catastrophe, he continued his course more leisurely to

Markrannstadt, where the whole Guard had already ar-

rived. There headquarters were established for the night.

But it was soon apparent how much the fatigues and cala-

mities they had undergone had weakened the authority

of the Emperor, and dissolved the discipline of the army.
The troops, with feelings embittered by misfortune,

marched in sullen and moody desperation. No cheers *Fhj'.

were heard on the approach of the Emperor : pillage and i.
-i;;,

11.

rapine were universal:
1
the bonds of discipline, even in
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CHAP, the Guard itself, were relaxed : and the officers appeared
TW V TT

'. to have lost at once the power and the inclination to stop
n3'

the disorder which generally prevailed.

On the side of the Allies, a very considerable disloca-

Movemcnts tion of the immense force which had combated at Lcipsic

troops
after immediately took place. Bernadotte with the Swedes,

the battle.
&n(j a conquerable part of his army, moved by Cassel

towards Hamburg, where the presence of Davoust, with a

powerful corps, both required observation and promised
an important acquisition. Benningsen moved direct on

the same point and Magdeburg. Klenau was detached

towards Dresden, to aid in the blockade of St Cyr, who,

with thirty-five thousand men, was now altogether cut off,

and might be expected speedily to surrender. Bluchcr,

with the corps of Langeron and Sacken, moved after the

French on the great road to Maycnce, which he was to

gain by crossing the Elster below Leipsic ;
and reached

Schkeuditz the same night. York had already preceded
him throng) i Ilalle, and Giulay with his Austrians inarched

on Pcgau ;
but the great body of the allied arm}', worn

out with its toils, remained in the neighbourhood of

Leipsic. These movements, and in particular the speedy
removal of Bernadotte from the headquarters of the allied

sovereigns to a separate but yet important command, were

recommended not less by their military importance than

by political considerations of yet greater weight. The

Grand Alliance, though hitherto faithful to itself, and

prosperous beyond what the most sanguine could have

anticipated, was composed of materials which, when the

pressure of common danger was removed, could hardly be

expected to draw cordially together. Bernadotte, in par-

ticular, could not be an object of very warm interest to

the Emperor Francis, by whom his conduct at Vienna,
fourteen years before, when ambassador of the Directory,
was fur from being forgotten \

l

his backwardness, espe-

cially in the employment of the Swedish troops, during
the whole campaign, was well known at headquarters ;"

1 Ante, c

xxv. j; 1,33.

AiGin. uc

Charles
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and be himself, as lie admits, felt that he was in a false CHAP.

position, and that he would be better at a distance from -

'

the scene of French carnage and humiliation.'""

The funeral of Prince Poniatowski terminated the last

scene of this bloody drama. Victors and vanquished vied Funeral of

with each other in striving to do honour to the hero, who, niatowsw."

faithful to his country and his oaths, exhibited, amidst
Oct< 20 '

the general defection of Europe, the glorious example of

unconquerable firmness and unshaken fidelity. After

bravely combating at the head of his heroic but wasted

band of followers, in the suburbs of Leipsic, to retard the

advance of the Allies, he was retiring to the banks of the

Pleisse, still keeping up a desperate resistance, when an

explosion was heard, and the cry arose that the bridge was

blown up.
"
Gentlemen/' said he to the officers around

him, drawing his sword,
"

it now behoves us to die with

honour." At the head of this gallant band he made his

way, though severely wounded, through a column of the

Allies which strove to intercept his retreat, and reached

the banks of the Pleisse, which he succeeded in passing by

dismounting from his horse. Exhausted with fatigue and

loss of blood
; he mounted another, and, seeing no other

possibility of escape, plunged into the deep stream of the

Elster, and by great exertions reached the other side.

In striving, however, to mount the opposite bank, the

hind feet of the horse became entangled in the mud
;

it fell backward, and the exhausted chief sank to rise

no more. His funeral was celebrated with extraordinary

pomp by the allied sovereigns, who hastened to do honour
3 T;iJ) 5

to a warrior whose military career had been unsullied, ^'
y

>
no -

J
_ xSorvms,

and who, in the last extremity, preferred death to sur- r,.itpfcuiiio

render.
1 But a still more touching testimony to his worth \i. &, '121.

was borne by the tears of the Poles, who crowded round

* The Prince-Royal lost no time in quitting Leipsic, and moved in the

direction of Hamburg. The fact is, that at Leipsic he was in a false posit inn.

The sight of every dead body, of every wounded man, of every French priscnuT,

awakened in his. breast the most cruel feelings." Mcmolrcs tic CIIAKLKS, JEAN,
il 100.
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CHAP, his bier, and anxiously strove to touch the pall which
LXXXIT -

covered the remains of the last remnant of their royal
isis.

}jn6j an(j j.jlc jas j. J10pc Of their national independence.
On the day following his dreadful defeat, Napoleon

March of arrived at Wcissenfels. In passing over the plain of

army to Lutzen, the soldiers cast a melancholy look on the theatre

feis^ of their former glory, and many shed tears at the sad
Jct ' 20 '

reverse of which it exhibited so striking a monument.

What had availed them the efforts made, the sacrifices

endured, the blood shed, since that heroic combat had

been maintained'? Where were now the young hearts

which then beat high, the glittering hopes that were then

formed, the ardent visions which then floated before them
"
in life's morning march, when their bosoms were young

1

?"

Before the blood-stained environs of Kaia and Starsiedel,

defiled, in wild confusion, the tumultuous array of a

beaten, dejected, and half-famished army : three-fourths

of those who there had fought so bravely for the inde-

pendence of France had since perished, or were now

captives ;
the few that remained, more like a funeral pro-

cession than a warlike array, passed on pensive and silent;

they envied the lot of those who had fallen, for they
would not witness the degradation of France.

" The boast of chivalry, the pomp of power,
And all that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,
Await alike the inevitable hour
The paths of glory lead but to the grave !

"

The Old Guard halted at Rippach, near the spot where

Bessie-res had been slain the day before the battle of

Lutzen
;
and there Xapoleon experienced a momentary

lo.w ii.-ii, gratification in seeing a column of five thousand Austrian
4i. Fain,

~
. _

n
if. 4.->2. prisoners, with all the standards taken at Dresden, which,
H'it. H.', . ,..,..
};,<). in order to keep up the illusion or victory, were carried

with the army, defile before him. 1

But this enjoyment was of short duration. As the

corps and regiments, in utter disorder and for the most

part mingled together, crowded past, it became painfully
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evident that all the Germans had left their colours
;

CHAP.

several even of the Polish regiments had passed over to _
the enemy ;

of Pomatowski's followers, none but six hun-

dred foot-soldiers and fifteen hundred horsemen remained,

and they had engaged to abide by the Emperor's stand- appearaVn

ards only for eight days more. Already the Allies were hisames
8

^
pressing the rear of the army. Blucher's cavalry, under^?

kou s

WassilchikofF, had made two thousand prisoners : and

the great road being cut off by Giulay, who from Pegau
had moved on Kaumburg, it became necessary to throw

bridges over the Saale, in order to gain, by a cross march,

the other highway at Freiburg. Such was the emotion

of Bertrand, who received the Emperor at Weissenfels,

and there first became acquainted, from the confusion of ir . ..
1 r am, n.

the columns, with the magnitude of the disaster that had 4iV-' 4 -53 -

L - Bout. loO.

been sustained, that he shed tears, and openly besought odei. H. 44,
, . - -^

'

TT P
^

!
4 ~- V " Ct - Ut

him to hasten forward, even it it were alone, to brmrth cwq. xxii.

and Mayence, and preserve in his person the fortunes of X vT.' t^lT'

8
'

France.
1

On the day following, the retreat was continued in the

direction of Freiburg; but as they could not reach that pursuit of

place, the Emperor passed the night in a cabin on the
Freiburg

8

.

10

road-side, only nine feet square. York, at the head of

Blucher's advanced guard, continuing the pursuit, arrived

the same day at Weissenfels, and immediately set about

the construction of new bridges in lieu of the wooden

ones over which the French had passed, which had been

destroyed. Burning with anxiety to overtake the enemy,
the Prussian hussars pushed on the moment the passage
was practicable, and came up with them at the passage of

the Unstrut at Freiburg, where, after a sharp conflict, the

rearguard was overthrown, with the loss of a thousand

prisoners, eighteen guns, and an immense quantity of

ammunition and baggage. On the same day, Giulay had o ct . 'ji.

a more serious aiiair witli the cnemv at the defile of

Koscn. Bcrtrand had been sent forward by Xapoleon
to secure it and cover his Hunk. That position, which ia
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CHAP, extremely strong towards Naumburg, offers scarcely any
LXXXIL

obstacles to an enemy advancing from the left of the

1}!13> Saale. Bertrand, accordingly, without difficulty dislodged

the enemy from it
;
and once master of the defile, its

strength in the other direction enabled him easily to

maintain himself in it against the repeated attacks of the

Oct. 22. Austrian corps. The passage of the Unstrut at Freiburg,

however, evinced in striking colours the disorganised state

of the armv. Such was the accumulation of cannon and
/

chariots on the opposite hill, that Napoleon's carriages

were unable to get through, and he himself was obliged

to alight, and make his way on foot, which he did with

extreme difficulty, through the throng. When the enemy's

guns began to play on the dense mass, the most frightful

disorder ensued ; every one rushed headlong towards the

bridges, and the bullets began to whistle over the head

of Napoleon himself. Finding that he could no longer

be of any service, he calmly turned aside the favourite

bay horse which he had mounted, and, penetrating

through several narrow and difficult defiles, readied

Eckartsberg, the scene of Davoust's triumph at the battle
i
riotiio, ii. Of Auerstadt some years before, where lie passed the

4t^7 4'iw.

niuGrosse night in the same house from whence, six months before,

95<)"9.r2. lie had set out, full of hope, to try his fortune at the

head of a brilliant host on the Saxon plains. Through
the whole night the army, like a furious torrent, never

ccasc(l to roll along in wild confusion, and with dissonant

cries, under the windows of the apartment in which the

Emperor slept, where all was still and mournful as the

grave.
1

During these days, the greater part of the allied army
X;i]M-i,- (m marched by the main road through Zeity and Jena; and,

passing Weimar, took post on the road to Erfurth, near

Nolira, while the army of the Prince-Royal continued its

march by Merscburg, in the direction of Cassel. In this

way, the latter repeated exactly the pursuit of the Grand

Army by Kutusoff, on the parallel line of inarch from

'
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Malo-jaroslawitz to Krasnoi
; contenting themselves with CHAP.

harassing the rear of the French army by the army of
LXXXIL

Silesia, On the 22d, the French retreated with such 1813>

expedition over the great plains which stretched from

the neighbourhood of Eckartsberg to Erfurth, that even

the Cossacks were unable to overtake them; and on the

following day they reached the latter town, where forti- Oct. 23.

fied citadels gave a feeling of security to the army, while

the distribution of provisions from extensive magazines

assuaged the pangs of hunger which were now so severely
felt. Murat there quitted Napoleon, and bent his course

towards his own dominions. The pretext assigned for

this departure was threatened disturbances in his king-

dom, and the necessity of providing for its defence amid

the dangers with which Italy would soon be menaced.

But though these reasons were plausible, and not alto-

gether without foundation, his real motives were very
different. A secret correspondence had commenced with

Metternich: and the King of Naples, in the hope of

preserving his crown in the general wreck, was preparing
to abandon his brother-in-law and benefactor, Napoleon,

who, ever since his desertion of his post on the Vistula 1I)icGi
;

ossc

ill- T Chroii. i.

in the preceding spring, had watched his proceedings %7, (

j/o.

with a jealous eye, had no difficulty in divining his real -izo'Yzi.

motives. But lie dissembled these feelings, and em- 484%s5.

braced his old companion in arms, as he parted \vith ^'"H"^
him, with a melancholy presentiment, which was too

'/,!^ vi

fatally realised, that he would never sec him again. His {

J ' C
last words to him were,

" Remember always that you arc s

a French prince."
1

Napoleon passed two days at Erfurth, entirely engrossed
in the labours of the cabinet. There lie composed and Stay of tho

sent off his famous bulletin, giving the account of the army at

battle of Lcipsic; from the place, and the very hotel ot.t'.'k'i'um

where, five years before, during the conferences with the f
l-

Emperor Alexander, his fortunes had attained their K. 5'.

highest elevation,
2

he now was doomed to date the
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CHAP, narrative of his decisive overthrow. These two days'
'

rest had a surprising effect in restoring the spirit and
18]3-

rectifying the disorders of the troops; and then might
be seen the clearest proof how much the rapid diminution

which, since hostilities recommenced, the French army
had undergone, had been owing to the almost total want

of magazines of provisions for their subsistence, and the

consequent necessity of individual pillage : all the effects

of the atrocious revolutionary maxim, that war should

maintain war. So indignant was the Emperor at this

result of physical privations, which he never felt himself,

that on witnessing the effect of the magazines of Erfurth

in restoring order, he said to the officers around,
"
Xow,

only see what a set they are
; they are going to the devil.

I shall lose eighty thousand men from this to the Rhine

in this manner." But even in this moment, when his

beaten and dissolving army was only held together by
the temporary supply of the magazines which they passed
on their march, he was dreaming of fresh projects of con-

quest, and said repeatedly,
" From hence to the Rhine

;

in spring I shall have two hundred and fifty thousand

combatants." He was perfectly calm and collected in his

i O.K.]. ;;. manner, however; firm and unshaken in his views
;
and

Fulfil
hcar(l with equanimity all that was addressed to him,

Tif'.t^'-
cven on ^ 1C ncccss^}' f Baking peace with the Allies;

630.
' '

the subject of all others the most repugnant to his secret

thoughts.
1

The army underwent a great change of composition
Keor-.-uiisi- during its brief sojourn at Erfurth, eminently descriptive
tion oftliu f T

"

(. , , i-iii 11- i .

Frx-nch or the awtul catastrophes which had recently thinned its

ranks. All that remained were formed into six corps,*

the sad remains of thirteen which, when the armistice

terminated, followed the standards of the Emperor.
Three whole corps viz. those of Lauriston, Reynicr, and

Poniatowski, had disappeared during the catastrophe of

* Commanded by Victor, Xey, Bertraml, Marrnont, Au^ereau, ami Mae-
douald.
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Leipsic, and were never heard of again in the French CHAP.

army. Oudinot's had been dissolved after the disaster
LXX ^

of Dennewitz
; two, St Cyr's and Vandamme's, had been 1S13-

left in Dresden; Davoust was in Hamburg, with detach-

ments in Torgau and Magdeburg, and Rapp still held the

ramparts of Dantzic. Above a hundred and ten thousand

men were left to their fate in the garrisons on the Elbe
;

in Magdeburg alone there were thirty thousand
;

in Ham-

burg twenty-five ;
in Dresden thirty-five ;

in Torgau four-

teen thousand. Including the troops in the fortresses on

the Oder and the Vistula, the number blockaded was

1 70,000. This is admitted by M. Thiers. The garrisons

of these places had been swelled to these enormous

amounts by the multitude of stragglers, sick and wounded

men, who sought a refuge within their walls after the re-o o

treat of the Grand Army from the Elbe. But they

proved rather a burden than an advantage to their

garrisons, for they brought with them physical contagion
and mental depression, from the miseries and privations

of the campaign, and augmented the number of mouths,

which pressed upon the now straitened supplies of pro-

visions. The whole force which the Emperor brought
with him from Erfurth towards the Rhine was under

ninety thousand men
;
while nearly twice that number

were left blockaded in the fortresses on the Elbe, the
*

,
*'"'.-'"

4(>(>, 4(>/.

Oder, and the Vistula ;
a most extraordinary and tin- X'"

1

'!-,

1

-.

paralleled result of the campaign, and saying little for the xvi. 57;).

general plan of operations which he had adopted.
1

The stay of the Emperor at Erfurth, short as it was,

filled the citizens, most of whom had been reduced to continued

destitution by the continued exactions of the French th/French,

army, with the utmost anxiety ;
for they were afraid ""^"m"!

that, to complete their miseries, they were to be involved

in the horrors of a siege. It was necessity, however,

from the dilapidated state of the artillery, and the dis-

organised condition of his troops, which alone dictated Oct. 25.

this stoppage ;
and no sooner were the guns and caissons
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CHAP, replenished from the magazines of Erfurth, and the men
LXXKII . . .

.' partially fed and arranged in different corps, than the
>13>

army resumed its march for the Rhine, and on the same

day reached Gotha. Blncher, with unwearied activity,

followed on its traces, and not only collected all the

abandoned guns and captured the stragglers, but attacked

and defeated the rearguard near that town, and at

Eisenach, with the loss of two thousand prisoners. These,
1 Lab. ;. however, he turned aside to his right, and marched on

( ie']
:

Kmp.

e

Wctzlar to cut off Napoleon from Coblentz. The grand

iron. Tain, allied army, with the headquarters of the Emperor of

Bou/.Va. Russia and the King of Prussia, followed the French

4

>

^
th

V)

"'
through the Thuringian forest; but so rapid was their

Grosse retreat towards the Rhine, that they were unable to keep
Cliron. i.

.

973, U74. i)ace with them, and beyond that woody region the task
Catlicart, . .

J
, -,,-,

3GG, 3<J7. or pursuing the retiring columns was devolved on the

Cossacks.
1

These formidable light troops, however, under their

Dreadful renowned leaders, Platoff, Orloff, Dcnisoff, Chcrnicheff,

ofti)T'
g and Kowaiski, continued the pursuit with indefatigable

anny'lrom perseverance. Not only were all foraging parties on

fau'-ue

and cither s^ f the road cut off, but the whole stragglers

were made prisoners, and a vast quantity of abandoned

guns and ammunition was collected at every step. The

certainty of being made prisoners had no effect in deter-

ring a large part of the army from straggling. Such were

the pangs they underwent from hunger, that they were

often glad of a pretence for yielding themselves to the

enemy for the sake of momentary relief ;
and the woods,

2 Viet, t-t for some leagues, were filled with isolated men, great part

is^'jimit. of whom sank, from pure exhaustion, into the arms of

FaVii?' death. AVith the exception of the frost and snow, the

3 !

7:

ji.-> retiring army presented the same appearances as in the

4 Hi. jvurr, ]{uss j ;in retreat. Desertion prevailed to a frightful
1. '_''!.) 'OiJ

l

extent, especially among the few troops of the Rhenish
'

( 'onfederacy which still adhered to the fortunes of Napo-
leon ;~ the road was strewn, the ditches on either side
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filled, with the dead bodies of men and horses who had CHAP.

dropped down from the effects of fatigue and famine; _
and so rapid was the process of dissolution in the whole

army, that it was hard to say, in the last days of the

retreat, whether it was not melting away as fast as the

host which retreated from Moscow had done under the

severity of the Russian winter.

While Napoleon, however, was thus making by rapid

strides for the Rhine, a new and unexpected enemy was Mard."^

arising in that quarter, who threatened to intercept his the Bava-

retreat, and renew on the banks of the Main the horrors Rhine?
l

of the Bercsina. Bavaria, though the last to join the

alliance, had taken the most decisive steps to demonstrate

her sincerity in the cause which she had newly espoused.

No sooner were the cabinet of Munich relieved, by the

march of Augereau for Leipsic, of the apprehensions
excited by the presence of his corps near their frontier at

Wiirtzburg, than they yielded, as already mentioned, to

the solicitations of the Allies, and concluded a peace with

the cabinet of Vienna on the Sth October, in virtue of Oct. s.

which Bavaria acceded to the Grand Alliance. Military

operations of the highest importance immediately followed

this diplomatic conversion. The Bavarian army, under

Marshal Wrede, which was stationed at Braunau, oppo-
site to the Austrian corps under the Prince of Reuss,

joined itself to the latter force, and both united set out

in the middle of October in the direction of Frankfort on Oct. 15.

the Main, under the command of Wredc. The whole

consisted of three divisions of Bavarian infantry, with two

brigades of cavalry of that state, and two divisions of 487. Bout.
1 -" I t

"
Austrian infantry and one of cavalry; and numbered Viet. <Jt

'

fifty-four thousand combatants, with one hundred and i-'

1

.'
1

'

j^e'

sixteen guns. On the 19th they passed the Danube at^,^
Donauwerth, and Wredc marched with such expedition,

! ' s:

'v'
)i

'

il

'-.

Plotlio, ii.

that on the 27th head quarters wore at Aschaffenbiiri:, ;','V l;"'~-
.

from whence he detached ten thousand men to Frank- 1>3, isai*.

'

fort;
1 and on the 29th he took post in the forest of
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CHAP. HAXAU, stationing his troops across the great road, and

. LJ blocking up entirely the retreat of the French army to
1813 -

Mayence.
The forces which Napoleon brought back with him

Forces' were much more considerable in point of numerical

Napofeon

'

amount
;
but a large party of them were so completely

aglin"t him. disorganised and depressed by the privations they had

undergone during their retreat, that the contest between

the two armies could not be said to be unequal. Nearly

ninety thousand men had set out around his standards

from Erfurth; but ten thousand had strayed from their

colours, oi' been made prisoners in the subsequent forced

marches; and when the army approached the Main, it

did not number above eighty thousand men. Fully

thirty thousand of these, also, were either stragglers, or

so far in the rear as to be of no value in the shock which

was approaching; so that, to clear his passage, Napoleon
could not rely upon more than lifty thousand men

;
and

his once magnificent artillery of eight hundred pieces was

reduced to two hundred guns. They were, for the most

part, however, the artillery of the Guard, second to none

in Europe for vigour and efficiency; and the troops,

aware of their danger, ardently desirous to get back to

France, and perfectly sensible that no other way remained

but what they could win at their swords' point, might
be expected to fight with the courage of despair. The

Guards, moreover, upon whom the weight of the contest

was likely to fall, had suffered comparatively little in the

late disasters
;
and Bertrand's corps had been an entire

"'7:5'' stranger to the losses of the last two days' combat at

Leipsic. The Emperor, therefore, who had slept on the

20th at Lanircnselbold, the chateau of the Prince of

Lsemberg, no sooner heard that the road to Mayence was

ci.j.

'

blocked up by the Bavarian troops, than he made his

dispositions for an attack.
1

\Vredc, who had driven the garrison of Wiirtzburg
into the citadel, and so secured the passage of that import-

F;iin, ii

47-'

Joi

Vai

2-27
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ant post on the 27th, reached Hanau with his advanced CHAP.
T X X XTT

guard on the 28th, and on the day following brought up .

the bulk of his forces to that town, and, stretching his

line across the high-road leading to Frankfort and May- Description

ence, entirely stopped the way. His advanced guard of battufat

soon came into communication with the Cossacks of Cher-
Hanau -

nichefF and Orloff Denisoff, the vanguard of the allied
pjj"'90

grand army which hovered round the outskirts of the

French host. No sooner was the junction formed, than

the Bavarian general arranged his troops in order of

battle
;
and the position which they occupied was so

peculiar, as to be entirely different from any which had

formed the theatre of combat since the commencement of

the revolutionary war. The allied army stood in front

of Hanau, at the point where the great road from Erfurth

to Frankfort emerges from a thick forest, five miles broad,

through which it passes into the open plain, the right

wing resting on the Kinzig, the left being in echelon on the

great road. Sixty pieces of cannon were planted in the

centre between the Lamboi bridge, over the Kinzig,

and the great road, to play on the advancing columns of

the enemy when they attempted to debouch from the

forest. The vanguard was posted at Ruckingen, with

orders to retire from that post as soon as it was seriously

attacked, and fall back to the main body of the army,
which was drawn up across the great road in the plain

which lies between the town of Hanau and the forest of

Lamboi. A large body of light troops occupied the wood

to retard the advance of the enemy. That great tract

of forest extends for above two leagues in breadth towards

Erfurth, and is composed of old oaks, many of them as i personal

large as those in Windsor Forest, whose aged stems at S^is'
times rise out of close thickets of underwood, at others, (

V'
n

t

overshadow with their spreading boughs beautiful vistas .

of greensward, where numerous herds of swine feed on
I

the acorns;
1

realising thus, in the days of Napoleon, that

scene of primitive nature in northern Europe, in the time

VOL. XII. S
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CHAP, of Richard Coeur-dc-Lion, over which modern genius has

.

'

thrown so enchanting a light.*

The position which the allied army thus occupied,

Advantage resembled, in a military point of view, that held by

nci^f
ak~

Moreau at the western side of the forest of Ilohen-

^sitki
8

linden
;
and if Wrede had been in sufficient strength to

there.
keep his ground in front of the issues from the wood, and

hinder the enemy from deploying, at the same time that

a division was thrown across the thickets, on the flank of

the advancing columns, as that of Richepanse had been at

Hohenlinden, he might possibly have realised the brilliant

success of the great republican general on that memor-

9.
a le spot.

1 But his army was not sufficient in strength

to effect such an object. It originally consisted of

twenty-three thousand six hundred Austrians, and thirty-

one thousand two hundred Bavarians, in all fifty-four

thousand eight hundred. But after deducting three

battalions left to blockade the citadel of AYurtzburg, and

ten thousand imprudently detached to Frankfort, he

could not bring above forty thousand men into the field
;

and, with such a force, it was impossible to expect that
a Vohlern-

.

-1 l

dorf, iv. the retreat of eighty thousand combatants, with t\vo hun-
26'S fi9

Die'ciro^e dred pieces of cannon, fighting witli the courage of

iooT,

n
ioo4. despair, could be arrested, the more especially when the

43'488. head of the columns was composed of the Old and

vawi \'
7 '

Young Guard. Nor was the position of the Allies

Wmu/s''
exempt fr m Pei'il

'>
f r

>
if they were defeated, and the

official French army was in a condition to follow up its suc-

s<:iioeii,'iii. cesses, they ran the risk of being thrown back upon the

xii.'3Si.'
g"'

Main, and destroyed by superior forces, in attempting to

make their way across that broad and deep river. 2

At eleven o'clock on the forenoon of the 30th the

battle commenced. The French columns, preceded by a

cloud of tirailleurs, advanced in dense masses through
the wood, the artillery following the great road, the light

troops spread out in the thickets and greensward on

* The opening forc.st-Hccne in Icanlioc.
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either side ; and soon a warm fire began among the CHAP.

trees. The dark recesses of the forest were illuminated
'

by the frequent flashes of the musketry : the verdant

alleys were hastily traversed by files of armed men, and Commence-

the action began like a magnificent hunting-party in the "ition" and

forest of Fontaiuebleau. Victor's and Macdonald's corps, Slggff
now reduced to five thousand combatants, headed the o^f'so

00(L

advance, and with some difficulty made their way, fight-

ing as they penetrated through the wood, to the plain

beyond it
; but when they came there, and endeavoured

to deploy on its south-western skirts, they were crushed

by the concentric fire of seventy pieces of cannon which

stood before the allied line. For four hours the French

army was unable to clear its way through the narrow plain

which lay between the forest and the banks of the Kinzig.

During this period, however, the Guards and main body
of the army had time to come up ;

and Napoleon, now

seriously disquieted for his line of retreat, immediately
ordered a general attack on the enemy. General Curial, *

Fain,

with two battalions of the Old Guard, dispersed as tirail- Wrede's

leurs, were brought forward to the front, and began to Account,

engage the Bavarian sharpshooters. The hardy veterans fg^j,'^;

soon gained ground, and won not only the issues of the
t

1
1

58
-..
p

,

1

?"-J
_ . tho, n. 45b.

forest, but part of the little plain sprinkled with oaks Die Grosse
1 *- A 1-1 Chron. i.

which lay beyond ;
and to the space thus won, the artil- 1007, 1009.

lery of the Guard, under Drouot, was immediately brought an.
1 '

forward.
1

This admirable officer commenced his fire with fifteen

guns ;
but they were gradually augmented, as others came Tlu ,

]}
^n ,,c

up, to fifty, and soon acquired a decided superiority over
{j.^rtTikty

the batteries of the enemy, whose artillery, though more ^
<

t

1

, 1

c

(
;

avalry

numerous, returned the fire feebly, from an apprehension
uuard.

of exhausting their ammunition, the reserves of which had

not yet come up from Aschaffenburg. Under cover of

Drouot's terrible fire, Nansouty and Sebastiani debouched

on the right with the cavalry of the Guard, which had

suffered less than any other part of the army in the
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CHAP, preceding actions, and by a vigorous charge overthrew
'

everything that was opposed to them. Wrede, seeing his

1813<
danger, collected his cavalry, and the Bavarian horse and

squares endeavoured to rally behind Chernicheff's Cos-

sacks ;
but although the Russian dragoons combated

bravely, they were unable to withstand the thundering

cl^'xxii. charges of the French cuirassiers, and the point-blank fire

SJife, of the artillery of the Guard. Ere long the whole left

H
59

477 *4?9
w *n& f *ke Allies gave way and fled towards the Kinzig,

wade's
leaving the plain between the river and the wood, and the

Report. road to Frankfort, open to the enemy. As a last resource,

389?
e

p\o- the Bavarian general made an effort with the whole rc-

Voidern
4
-

'

sources he could collect against the French left
;
but

275!' 'we Napoleon quickly pushed forward two battalions of the

airfm i

CM Guard, who arrested his advance
;
and Wrede, de-

1017, iois. spairinsr of success, withdrew the shattered remains of his
Thiers, xvi. , T7-. T . ->

648, 649. army behind the Kiuzig, under protection ot the cannon

of Hanau.1

While this vehement conflict was going on at the

Position entrance of the wood, Napoleon himself, in the depths
of Napufeon of the forest, was a prey to the most anxious solicitude.

Miion.

' "

Fresh troops were continually coming up from the rear
;

but the highway and alleys through the forest were

already blocked up with carriages and cannon ;
and the

increasing multitude, when no issue could be obtained,

only augmented the confusion and embarrassment in its

wooded recesses. The Emperor, unquiet and anxious,

was meanwhile walking backwards and forwards on the

highway, near the bend which the road makes, con-

versing with Caulaincourt. A bomb fell near them in

a ditch bordering the highway : the latter immediately

placed himself between the Emperor and the danger,

and they continued their conversation as if nothing had

occurred. The attendants of Napoleon hardly ventured

to draw their breath
;
but the bomb had sunk so deep

in the ditch, that it was prevented from bursting. Mean-

while the forest on all sides resounded with the echoes of
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artillery. The eye sought in vain to measure its depths, CHAP.

even with the aid of the bright flashes which illuminated

their gloom ;
the crash of the cannon-balls was heard 1813>

with frightful violence on the gnarled branches of the

oaks
; and not a few of the French were killed by the

fall of the huge arms which had been torn from the sides

of these venerable patriarchs of the forest by the violent

strokes. When Wrede's last and desperate onset was

made on the French left, in particular, the combatants

approached so near that their cries were distinctly heard,

and the tops of the trees were violently agitated, as in a

hurricane, by the bullets which whistled through their

branches. The repulse of that attack by the infantry
of the Old Guard removed, indeed, the danger, and

opened the road to Frankfort
;
but the Emperor, not-

withstanding, did not march on with the advanced

guard, but spent the night in the forest, beside a blaz- 1 Fain ;i

ing watch-fire under the oaks, where next morning he re- 178>
*79-

IS orvi ns,

ceived a deputation from the magistrates of Ilanau, who Portefeuiiic

.
r. del813, ii.

came to beseech him to spare their city the horrors or an 431.

assault. 1 *

During the night after the battle, the French army
defiled without intermission on the great road by Wil- Capture of

helmstadt, from whence it moved by Hochstadt on the French

Frankfort. But though the Guards and principal part
D

of the army were thus placed beyond the reach of danger,

it wras not so easy a matter to say how the rearguard,

* The field of battle at Hanau is one of the most interesting of the many
spots on the continent of Europe to which the exploits of Napoleon have given

durable celebrity, as well from the circumstance of its having been the theatre

of the lu.-st of his German conflicts, as from the extraordinary and romantic

character of the old forest where the severest part of the action took place.

When the author visited this spot, in 1816, the marks of the then recent

conflict were everywhere conspicuous on the huge trunks and gnarled branches

of the oaks, many of which were cleft asunder or torn off their stems by the

cannon-shot ;
while the naturally picturesque appearance of the decaying

masses was singularly increased by the cavities made by the howitzers and

balls, which were in many cases sunk into the wood, and the ruined aspect of

the broken branches, half overgrown with underwood, which encumbered its

grassy glades.
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CHAP, and the numerous stragglers who followed its columns,
LXXXII

_ were to be brought through the perilous pass between the
513 '

forest and the river. Late on the evening of the 30th,

the rearguard, under Mortier, was still at Glenhausen, on

the other side of the forest; and, in order to protect his

retreat, Marraont was left before Hanau, with a consi-

derable part of the army. At two in the morning of the

Oct. 31. 31st he began to bombard the town, and with such effect,

that it was evacuated early in the forenoon by the Aus-

trian garrison, and immediately taken possession of by
official

8

the French forces. Xo sooner was this point d'appui
Sdweiif'iii. secured on the other side of the Kinzig, than Marmont

252.'

V

R"ut.
attacked the right of the Allies which was endeavouring

tV
JI

'--
p
/"o to cross the Kinzig, and with such impetuosity that it

u.o, 11. 4o9. J

Grusse ^vas forced to give way, and thrown back in disorder on

io23, 1024. the Main, where it must inevitably have been destroyed, if

aw. the Guards and cuirassiers of the French army had been

at hand to support the advantage.
1

They had, however, meanwhile passed on towards

its recap- Frankfort
;
and Marmont, in consequence, solicitous only

Wre.ie, and to secure the passage of the rearguard, did not press his

the^rench success
;
and on being relieved by Bertrand at two in the

fort.

rauk
afternoon, passed on towards Frankfort. Wrede, stung

to the quick by the disaster he had experienced, himself

led on his forces against Bertrand, and stormed Hanau at

the head of his troops. In pursuing, however, the Italian

rearguard towards the Kinzig, he received a severe wound,
which obliged him to relinquish the command. At the

same time, another column of the Allies drove the French

over the bridge of Lamboi
; but, pursuing their advantage

too warmly in the plain in front of the forest, they were

attacked in flank by a French column issuing from the

woods, and driven back with great loss. These checks,

and the wound of Wrede, rendered General Tresncl,

who succeeded him in the command, more circumspect.

Relinquishing, therefore, all hope of inflicting farther

ininjury on the retreating army, he kept his troops
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behind the Kinzig, and Bertraud continued his retreat CHAP.

to Frankfort, where the same night he was joined by
XXTI '

Mortier with the rearguard. That marshal having heard 1813 '

an exaggerated account of the losses of the army on the

day before, had, by marching all the preceding night by
Langenselbold, succeeded by a circuitous route in avoid-

ing the scene of danger. Napoleon was, with reason, to

the last degree indignant at the defection of Bavaria,

which had brought him to such straits, and he expressed
this soon after at the Tuilcries, in no measured terms, c^ )

0886

to M. d'Argenteau.
" The King of Bavaria," said he, ^j (

|
7-

"
has been guilty of a base treachery. He wished to 462. Bout.

*
161, lt;2

gain possession of the keys of France for my enemies. Fain, \\.

'

What need had Bavaria of the keys of France \ It is the Vau'd. 252,

kick of the ass's foot : but let him beware
;
the lion is not wfede's

dead. I have just returned from killing Wrede and ^
fficial

*) O ACCOuIit.

passing over the Bavarian army. The King of Bavaria
fgo ^"'"

shall see me again next year, and he will not soon forget Bi$n.
423.

.

J
.

G
Thiers, xvi.

it. He was a little prince whom I made great ;
he is a oso, esi.

great prince whom I shall make little."
1 ""

The battle of Ilanau cost the Allies ten thousand men,
of whom four thousand were prisoners ;

and the French Results' of

lost seven thousand, of whom three thousand were ami passage

wounded and left in the forest, from want of carriages to L\jj
e

e

convey them away. The road to Frankfort from the
French -

field of battle resembled an immense wreck, being strewn

with ammunition-waggons, broken-down guns, dead horses,
2 p am, li.

and wounded men, who were abandoned in the precipitate 430, 48i.

retreat of the French army. Napoleon left that city onvict.'et
'

the 1st November : soon the red domes and steeples of ^\Q\
n '

Mayence appeared in view
;
the army defiled in mournful

^af^s"'
silence over the long bridge which it had so often passed ]?,JIj

ro

i

S!iC

in the pride of anticipated victory.
2 The Emperor remained i-7, note.

six days in that stronghold to collect the ruined remains

* The authenticity of tins remarkable speech is placed beyond a doubt by

many concurring witnesses. See MICKEY I/AHGKXTKAU, Notice Historlque, 48,

49
;
and BIGNON, xii. 423.
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CHAP, of his vast army, and then set out for Paris, where he
LXXX1L

arrived on the 9th.* Meanwhile the French eagles bade
1813> A FINAL ADIEU TO THE GERMAN PLAINS, the theatre of

their glories, of their crimes, and of their punishment.
The battle of Ilanau was a dignified termination to

22.

Reflections the exploits of the French revolutionary army beyond
tie.

'

the Rhine, and threw a parting ray of glory over their

long and successful career. Its lustre belongs in an espe-

cial manner to the Imperial Guard, by whom the victory

was almost exclusively gained ;
and certainly no troops

could, under circumstances of greater difficulty and depres-

sion, have achieved a more glorious triumph. AVhen we

reflect that the soldiers who, after sharing in the dangers,

and witnessing the disasters, of the greatest battle recorded

in history, were obliged to toil for above two hundred

miles through a wearisome and disastrous retreat, suddenly
found themselves, at its close, assailed by a fresh army,

superior to that which at the moment they could array

against it, and which entirely blocked up their only line of

retreat we must admit that, equally with the discipline

and resolution of the Guard during the Russian retreat,

their victory on this occasion demonstrates the uncon-

querable firmness of those iron bands, whom the training

and victories of Xapoleon had nursed up to be at once

the glory, the terror, and the scourge of Europe.
It throws a clear and important light upon the wisdom

Light 'it of Kutusoff in not attempting to stop the Imperial Guard

at Krasnoi,
1 and contenting himself with the lesser but

sa^cr advantage of passing the succeeding columns under

c , ch. the edge of the sword
;
and on the injustice of the clamour

'

which has been raised against Tchichagoff, because, with

less than thirty thousand men and a hundred and fifty

guns, he did not succeed in stopping Napoleon at the

Beresina, who had forty thousand efficient combatants,

independent of as many stragglers, and two hundred and

* When it reached Mayence the grand army had not above 40,000 combat-
ants actually in its ranks. See TIJIKHS, xvi. C;"<3.

i An
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fifty guns, at bis disposal.
1

In truth, the success of the CHAP.

French at the Beresina, of the Russians at Culm, of the
LXXXIT '

English at Corunna, and of Xapoleon at Ilanau, demon- ia13'

strates the truth of the old adage, that it is in general well ixxUi. '86.

to make a bridge of gold for a flying enemy. Nothing is

often more fallacious, in such a case, than to judge of the

prostration of the strength of an army by the number of

its stragglers, the disorder of its columns, the \vreck of

guns and ammunition-waggons which marks its course,

or the languor with which it resists when attacked by
the pursuing enemy. All these are the beginning of ruin,

but they are not ruin itself; as much as it is weakened

in rear in conflict with the pursuing enemy, is it strength-

ened in front by the multitudes constantly increasing who

successively come up. If their retreat is threatened, and

the necessity of opening a passage at the sword's point
becomes evident to every capacity, it is surprising how
soon order will be resumed under the pressure of impend-

ing danger, and a desperate valour will compensate the

loss of the largest amount of material resources.

While the sad remains of the French army were retir-

ing across the Rhine, the allied troops followed closely Combat of

on their footsteps ;
and the forces of central and eastern anTap-

61 '

Europe poured in prodigious strength down the valley off^^med
the Main. On the 4th November the advanced guards, ff"

1

^?.
40

t> ' the Rhine.

under Prince Schwartzenberg, entered Frankfort
;
and on Nov - 4 -

the same day the headquarters of the allied sovereigns

reached Ascbaffenburg. On the day following, Alexander

made his entry into Frankfort at the head of fifteen

thousand horse, amidst the universal transports of the

inhabitants
;
and the Imperial headquarters were fixed

there, till preparations could be made for the arduous

undertaking of crossing the Rhine, and carrying the war

into the heart of France. At the same time, their forces \ov. <>.

on all sides rapidly approached that frontier stream.

Schwartzenberg forced the passage of the Nidda, and

advanced to Ilochst, within two leagues of Mayencc;
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CHAP, while Blucher, on his right, approached the Rhine, and
LXXXIT'

fixed his headquarters at Giessen. A few days after,

1813<
Giulay received instructions to attack Ilochheim, a small

town fortified with five redoubts, which stands "a little in

advance of the tete-de-pont of Mayence at Cassel, and

was garrisoned by six thousand men, under Guilleminot,

supported by Morand with an equal force. So formidable,

however, were the columns which the Allies had destined

iiMeGrosscfor its assault consisting of Giulay's column, which

loss^ioea.
attacked the town itself, while Prince Alois of Lichten-

dorf,

l<

5~ stein turned its right, and threatened its communication
288, 290. wjth the Rhine that the place was speedily carried, and
Viet, et r L J >

Conq. xxii. the French were driven, with the loss of three hundred
161. Bout. . . 111 c
16.5, 166.

prisoners, into the tete-de-pont of Cassel, the last fortified

375,

1C

37tf! post in that quarter which they possessed on the right

bank of the Rhine.
1

This combat was the last of the campaign, so far as the

winter- grand armies on either side were concerned. Exhausted

par-
"with a contest of such unexampled fatigue and vehemence,

both commanders put their forces into winter-quarters.

Those of Napoleon, entirely on the left bank of the Rhine,

extended from Cologne on the north to Strassburg on

the south ; but the bulk of his forces were stationed

at Mayence, Coblentz, and opposite to the centre of the

allied forces around Frankfort. Their appearance on

crossing the .bridge of Mayence, so often the scene of

their triumphant entry into Germany, was melancholy in

the extreme. During two days that the passage lasted,

the bridge and the town, says an eyewitness, resembled

less the headquarters of an enemy than a field of battle,

from which the dead had not yet been removed. No

Chron ^

0880
sooner had they reached the streets, than the soldiers fell

1069 1074. jown in multitudes from inanition or fatigue. Soon a
T U11<1. 1 .

2:57. Hout.
frightful typhus fever broke out in their attenuated ranks.

] (,( . liign. .

xii. 421, The presence and activity of Napoleon alone alleviated
4'_'"J. Thicrs .

xvfji.V).
'

these accumulated evils, and provided hospitals and re-

sources for the suffering multitude.
2 The grand allied
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army, including botli that of Bluclier and of Schwartzen- CHAP.

berg, extended along the course of the Rhine, from Kehl
'

1 o i o

to Coblentz : the army of Silesia, forming the right, being

opposite to Coblentz, and spreading up the hilly part of

the Rhine by Ehrenbreitstein
;
that of Bohemia spread-

ing from the Main to the Neckar, and thence to the

borders of the Black Forest.

The Germans have Ions; connected heart-stirring asso-
26.

ciations with the sight, and even the name of the Rhine. Enthusiasm

The vast amphitheatre of the central Alps, from the snows man troops

of which that noble stream takes its rise
;

the sublime
approached

cataract by which it descends into the plains of Germany;
theKhmc -

the ancient and peopled cities which lie along its banks
;

the romantic regions through whose precipices it after-

wards flows; the feudal remains by which their summits

are crowned
; the interesting legends of the olden time

with which they are connected; the vineyards which

nestle in their sunny nooks; the topaz-blaze of the cliffs

on which the mouldering ruins are placed have long sunk

into the heart of that imaginative people, and, united to

the thrilling music of Haydn, have touched the inmost

chords of the German soul.* They connected it, in an

especial manner, with the idea of Germany as a whole.

It was their great frontier stream
;

it recalled the days of

their emperors and independence; it had become, as it

were, the emblem of the Fatherland. It may easily be

conceived what effect upon the armies of a people thus

excited whose hearts had thrilled to the songs of Korner,

whose swords had drunk of the blood of Lcipsic the

sight of the Rhine produced, when it first burst upon their

united and conquering arms. Involuntarily the columns

* " The Rhino! the Rhine ! be blessings on the Rhine !

St Rochua bless the land of love and wine !

The groves and high-hung meads, whose glories shine

In painted waves below ;

Its rocks, whose topaz-beam betrays the vine,

Of richer ruby glow.
The Rhine ! the Rhine ! be blessings on the Rhine !

Beats there a sad heart here 1 pour forth the wine !

"
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CHAP, halted when they reached the heights beyond Ilochheim,
"

where its windings spread out as on a map beneath their
1813>

feet
;
the rear ranks hurried to the front ;

the troops

uncovered as they beheld the stream of their fathers
;

tears trickled down many cheeks; joy, too big for utter-

ance, swelled every heart
;
and the enthusiasm passing

from rank to rank, soon a hundred thousand voices joined

knowledge, in the cheers which told the world that the war of inde-

pendence was ended.
1 *

Nothing remained but to reap the fruits of this mighty
Final over- victory, to gather up the fragments of this prodigious

kingdom of

e

spoil. Yet so wide was it spread, so far had the French
estphaha. empjre extended over Europe, that to collect these fruits

was a matter of no small time and labour. The giant was

thrown down, but it was no easy undertaking to uncase

his limbs, and collect his armour. The rickety kingdom
of Westphalia was the first of Xapoleon's political crea-

tions which sank to the dust, never again to rise. Jerome,

already almost dethroned by the incursion of Chernicheff,

was finally swept away by the arms of Bernadotte.

WoronzofF, with the advanced guard of Bernadotte's

Oct. 2s. army, entered Cassel nine days after the battle of Leip-
sic

;
Jerome had previously abandoned that capital ;

the

greater part of his army joined the Allies, and the few

who remained faithful to his cause precipitately retired

to Diisseldorf, where he crossed the Rhine. He was

closely followed by Winzingerode, who not only soon

organised the whole kingdom of Westphalia in the

interest of the Allies, but overthrew the revolutionary

dynasty in the grand-duchy of Berg, which united its

NOV. G. arms to the common standards of Germany. The army
of the Prince -Royal, united to that of Bemiingscn,

* The following lines were at this period added to the national anthem,

pointing to the anxiou.s desire, generally felt, to reclaim from the spoiler tho

German provinces on the left bank of the Rhine :

" The Rhine shall no longer be our boundary--
It is the great artery of the .state,

And it shall flow through tho heart of our empire."
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no longer required for the great operations in the field, CHAP.

spread itself over the north of Germany. By Gottin-
LXXXIL

gen it marched to Hanover, everywhere re-establishing
1813-

the authority of the King of England, amidst the unani-

mous transports of the inhabitants, who chased away
their old oppressors, the douaniers, with every mark of

ignominy. Bernadotte's headquarters were established in

that city, while Winzingerode spread over the grand-duchy
of Oldenburg, and East Friesland

;
and Bulow marched Nov - ] 2.

to Munster, on his way to Holland, where the people were

only waiting for the approach of the allied standards to

throw off the French yoke, and declare their indepen-
dence. Those Prussian corps, with their shoes and cloth-

ing entirely worn out by the protracted and fatiguing

campaign they had undergone, were now in no condition T P ]oth0) H.

to undertake any ulterior operations; but at this juncture ^i'd^oo

a liberal supply of clothing and every necessary arrived
l^.

2^
from England, which at once restored their former effici- Viet, ct

-i r i 1 i 11 i 11 Conq. xxii.

ency, and for which they expressed the most unbounded 162.

gratitude.
1

Davoust, who had been left in Hamburg with twenty
-

five thousand French, besides ten thousand Danes, pre- Operations

sented a more important and difficult object of conquest, ifu-oust on

Bernadotte wisely determined to unite his forces to those Eib^
w

of Walmoden, in order to cut off the retreat, and secure AU
~

the reduction, of this powerful body of veteran troops ;

1>late 39 -

and with this view he broke up from Hanover on the

20th November, and marched by Luneburg to Boitzen- NOV. 20.

burg on the Elbe, where he arrived four days afterwards ;
NOV. 24.

while Woronzoff invested Ilarburg, and Strogonoff moved

against Stade. An attempt to take the latter town by NOV. 20.

escalade failed
;
but the French commander, fearing a

repetition of the attack, withdrew his forces across the

Elbe, and joined the Danes at Gluckstadt. The Prince- DOC. i.

Royal, having now collected forty thousand men, pre-

pared a general attack on Davoust, who was in llolstein,

in position behind the Steckenitz ;
but the French mar-
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CHAP, slial, fearful of being cut off from Hamburg, quitted that
T \ 3C V TT" '

position during the night, and retired behind the Bille.

1813. The effect of this retrograde movement was to separate

entirely the French corps from the Danish auxiliaries ;

and the latter, foreseeing the perilous predicament in

which their allies would soon be placed, deemed it most

expedient to detach themselves from their fortunes, and

accordingly retired to Liibeck. Thither they were imme-
1 bond.' 209, diately followed by the allied forces. The Danish com-

cinq^ Si? mauder, finding himself menaced with an assault which

170' in
ut ' ne was *n no condition to resist, proposed a capitulation,

Die Grossc which was accepted, and he was permitted to rejoin the

losi, io89. bulk of the Danish forces at Segeberg, while Davoust shut

37

a

9.'

ca
himself up in Hamburg, resolved to defend his post to the

last extremity.
1

The Danes after this retired towards their own country
29

Concluding followed by Walmoden
;
but seeing that the allied gene-

agaiDsttTe
ral had imprudently extended himself too far, they gained

anSce
nd an unforeseen advantage over him. Three battalions of

wuh them. Danish infantry, with two regiments of cavalry, and six

guns, having been vigorously charged by the Swedish

horse, hud laid down their arms
;
but the Swedish coin-

Dec, e. mander having imprudently left only a single squadron
of hussars to guard so large a body of prisoners, they
rose on their escort, and almost all escaped, leaving the

guns alone in the hands of the Swedes. After this event,

discreditable to both parties, the one for the surprise, the

other for the breach of faith, the Danes retired in a body
towards Kiel, pursued by AValmodcn, who, in order to

cut off their retreat, took post himself at Osterrade with

part of his forces, while the remainder pushed on after

their line of retreat. The Danes, seeing their pursuers
I)^<' 7. thus divided, quickly fell upon the corps at Osterrade

witli ten thousand men, and defeated it with considerable

loss. The torrent of success, however, on the part of the

Allies, was too violent to be arrested by such a casual

check. Threatened by superior forces, the Danes shut
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themselves up in Rendsburg : Bernadotte advanced to CHAP.
T Y V "Y I T

Kiel
;
and the Allies spread themselves over the whole _1^_J

of the south of Jutland. Upon this, the Danish com- 1813>

mander, seeing it was impossible to keep the field against

such superior forces, and that the whole southern pro-
vinces of Denmark would speedily be overrun, entered

into conferences with the Prince-Royal with a view to

an armistice, and the adhesion of Denmark to the allied

powers. On the 15th December an armistice was accord-

ingly concluded, to endure for fifteen days only ;
but this

led to negotiations with the cabinet of Copenhagen,
which terminated in a peace between Denmark and the

allied powers, which was signed on the 1 4th January and

8th February 1814: the particulars of the treaty will

afterwards be given. Meanwhile, the two fortresses of

Gluckstadt and Friedrichsort, being excluded from the ;;. l-;!, ^?.

armistice, were besieged by the Swedish forces
;
and such fj^VJ^'et

activity did the Prince-Royal display in his operations, ^""
<1

i (

iii<

now more immediately affecting his own interests, that ee'^c .
*

1 rcaties in

the latter of these fortresses was compelled to surrender MaiWs_

on the 19th December, with a hundred pieces of cannon cai.

and eight hundred prisoners.
1

The principal attention of the Allies, however, after

the battle of Leipsic, was drawn to the city of Dresden, Operations

where St Cyr, as already noticed,
2 had been left with a,,,i oster-

thirty-five thousand men, when Napoleon set out in the 5re'sden.

f r

direction of Wittenberg and Berlin. At that period the "-

Auto, v\\.

only force left to observe the place was Count Ostermann

Tolstoy's, whose troops did not exceed twenty thousand

men. Profiting by so considerable a superiority, St Cyr

wisely resolved to make a sortie, and throw the enemy
back upon the Bohemian frontier. Four divisions accord-

ingly, mustering altogether twenty thousand men, moved

on the 17th October against the Russian general, whose o.-t. 17.

forces were for the most part new levies who had never

seen fire. Two divisions of the French attacked the

Russians in front, while two others assailed them in Hank
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CHAP, by the side of Plauen. With such skill was St Cyr's
T X XXTT

I attack conceived, and with such vigour was it executed,
1813 - that Ostermann's troops were broken at all points, and

obliged to retire in disorder, which their great superiority

in cavalry alone prevented from being converted into a

flight. As it was, the loss they sustained amounted to

twelve hundred prisoners, ten guns, and a bridge equipage,
i

pie
Grosse besides fifteen hundred killed and wounded. Discon-

iiSMiss. certed by this check, Ostermann hastened to regain the

2otVi8.
v'

Bohemian frontier, which he crossed two days after; but

Conq.^xii.
the garrison of Toplitz, consisting of ten thousand Aus-

177' i78

ut '

trians, having advanced to his support, St Cyr relinquished
jom. iv. the pursuit and returned to Dresden, where in the interval

Oct. 19. all the works erected by the enemy to straiten the city had

been demolished.
1

This advantage was considerable, and alike creditable

The block- to the talents of St Cyr, and the valour of the troops

Bumcd after under his command
;

but it was an accessory only, and

Leipsic.

e
did not counterbalance the great events of the campaign.
It was in the plains of Leipsic that the fate of Dresden

and its immense garrison was decided. When Napo-
leon set out from the Saxon capital for Diibcn, he left

for the troops it contained only provisions for seven,

20-2.

} v

'and forage for three days ;

2 and so complete was the

exhaustion of the surrounding country, that the garrison

were able to add hardly anything to these scanty stores,

during the few days that they had regained possession

of the open country. At the same time, the influx of

stragglers, sick and wounded, left behind by the Grand

Army on leaving the Elbe, continued unabated. All

attempts to execute Napoleon's orders, by sending the

maimed to Torgau, had failed, under circumstances of

more than usual horror;* and Dresden, encumbered with

* '' As soon as the wounded were apprised of the intention t<> remove them,

they gave themselves up to transports of joy, thinking they would now at

length revisit their country. In such multitudes did they crowd, or rather

crawl down to the quays, that the boats were in danger of Kinking, and one

was actually submerged, and all cm board perished. Nevertheless, though a
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agonised and useless mouths, soon found itself beset by CHAP.

a double amount of enemies. No sooner was the battle
LXXXIL

of Leipsic decided, than Schwartzenberg, justly eager to 1813-

secure so splendid a prize as the fruit of his victory,

detached Klenau with his whole force to reinforce Oster-

inann, who in the mean-time had more than recruited his

losses by drafts from Toplitz, and the other garrisons and Oct. 20.

depots in the interior of Bohemia. Their troops, fully j^27
; iv>

fifty thousand strong, effected a junction on the 26th, ?,
7-

??
ut

:- *) 1/8. V ict. et

and resumed the blockade of Dresden on the day follow- Con(
i-
x -

ing ;
when St Cyr, in no condition to keep the field Grossc

against such superior forces, was obliged to shut himself 115.5, 1157.

up with a dejected army, and hardly any provisions.
1

The condition of the French marshal was now in the
32

highest degree alarming, and such as might well have Miserable

struck terror into the most dauntless breast. Although and diffk-ui-

the troops under his orders had exerted themselves to the gt

cs

c
f

r>

utmost, during the ten days that they had the command
of the adjacent country, to recruit their slender stock of

provisions ; yet such was the total exhaustion of its re-

sources by the previous requisitions of Napoleon, and the

passage of so many vast armies over its surface, that they
were barely able to maintain themselves by the most

rigorous exactions, without adding anything to the miser-
r^ / cs

able stores, adequate only to seven days' consumption,
which Napoleon had left for their use. On the 27th

October, therefore, they found themselves shut up in

Dresden with this scanty stock of provisions ; while, at

the same time, the depression of the troops, the almost

few only could be received, from the limited number of boats, nothing could

prevail on these unhappy wretches to return to the hospitals. They preferred

lying down in rows along the river-side, to be in readiness to get into the first

boat that appeared. The assemblage of these spectres, who lay out all night
in the cold, presented the most hideous spectacle which a war, where such

scenes were too frequent, could exhibit. But the superiority of the enemy,
and the manner in which Xapoleon had conducted the war, rendered the pre-

scribed evacuation totally impossible. All the hospitals in the rear, sooner or

later, fell into the enemy's hands. Three thousand were sent from Dresden in

boats, but I never ascertained whether they reached Torgau." ST CYK, J/is-

toire Mi/it<i'n-c, iv. 200, 201.

VOL. XII. T
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CHAP, total exhaustion of ammunition, the rapid desertion of all
LXXXII

1 the German auxiliaries within the place, and the superior
l813 '

forces of the enemy before its walls, rendered it altogether

impossible to attempt to make their way out by force of

arms. During the whole of this period they were left

without any orders, direct or indirect, from Napoleon, or

any other intelligence than the rumours, vague and exag-

247,

(

^o.
lTl

geratcd, which prevailed as to the disaster of Leipsic.

Vaud lf
>7i

D riycn to desperation, St Cyr endeavoured to make a

242
-..

p
r
1(

;; sortie, with fifteen thousand men, by the right bank of
tho, 11. 532.

. . , *

533. the Elbe, in order to effect, if possible, a junction with

cue, 6os. the garrison of Torgau or Wittenberg, and with their

united force cut his way across to the Rhine.
1

But the allied generals had information of his design,

st C\T in and were on the alert. General Wied-Runkel met them

Sortie?
8

with three thousand men on the Gth
;
and though the

Sov< '

French .were nearly five times that number, yet such was

their physical attenuation from want, and moral depres-

sion from disaster, that they were unable to force their

wr

ay through, and, after a slight combat, were driven back

again into Dresden. This check, and throwing back of

mouths, proved fatal both to the spirits and resources of

the garrison. Discouragement became universal, escape

seemed impossible, provisions of every sort were absolutely

exhausted, discipline was dissolved by suffering : the miser-

able soldiers wandered about like spectres in the streets,

or sank in woeful crowds into the hospitals.

" Semanimes crrarc viis, dum stare valebaut,

Adspiceres; fleates alios, terrscque jacentcs,

Lassaque versantes supremo lumiiia motu.

Membraque pendenti.s tendunt ad sidcra cocli ;

Hie, illic, ubi inors deprendernt, exhalantes.

Quo we eumque acies oculorum flexurat; illic

Vulgus enit stratum."*

"
Such," says an eye-witness,

" was the famishing

condition of the French troo})s, that they pillaged for

the twentieth time the neighbouring vineyards, and cut

flesh off the limbs of the wounded horses lying by the

*
OVID, Metamorphoses, vii. 577.
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wayside. In the interior of the town, misery had risen CHAP.

to the highest pitch. The mills were idle
;

there was _1

neither grain to grind, nor water to turn the wheels. The

bakers had shut up their shops, having no more bread to

sell : a miserable crowd surrounded their doors, demand-

ing, with mingled threats and prayers, their accustomed 2^7,^6
!V *

supplies. Many of the poor had been for several days^^
without bread : and, as the stock of butcher-meat was P iu Grosse

Cliron. i.

also nearly expended, they were reduced to the most use, nco.

miserable shifts to support life.
1

"Nor were the French soldiers in any better situation:

every day they killed thirty horses
; and, instead of the Miseries of

accustomed ration of an ounce and a half of butcher- troops.

meat, to which they had been long reduced, they got

nothing but double that quantity of horse-flesh, often so

bad that the soldiers could not cat it, even though pressed

by the pangs of hunger. At last, however, famine over-

came their repugnance, and the miserable wretches dis-

puted with each other the half-putrid carcasses which

they found in the streets, and soon their bones were laid

bare, and the very tendons of the dead animals eagerly

devoured. The ravages which a contagious fever made

on the inhabitants of the town, added to the public

distress. Among the citizens alone, not less than three

hundred were carried off weekly by it. Two hundred

dead bodies were every day brought out of the military

hospitals. Such was the accumulation in the churchyards,

that the gravcdiggers could not inter them, and they were

laid naked, in ghastly rows, along the place of sepulture.

The bodies were heaped in such numbers on the dead-

carts, that frequently they fell from them, and the wheels

gave a frightful sound in crushing the bones of the corpses

which thus lay on the streets.

"
Corpora rnissa ncci, null is do more feruntur

Funeribus
;
numie ciiim cajuebant fuiiera portsc.

Aut inliumata prcmunt terras, aut tlaiitur in all
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CHAP. The hospital attendants and carters trampled down the

^-L dead in the carts, like baggage of straw, to make room for

1813* more
; and, not unfrequently, some of the bodies gave

signs of life, and even emitted shrieks under this harsho '

usage. Several of those thrown into the Elbe for dead,

were revived by the sudden immersion in cold water, and

the wretches were seen struggling in vain with the waves,
1 Odel. 11.

- c
-/r T i

2-27, 234. by which they were soon swallowed up. Medicines and
Plotho, ii.

J
.

J
.

L
, ,, ,

532. hospital stores there were none; and almost all the sur-

geons and apothecaries were dead."
]

At length the French marshal, unable to prolong his

capituia- defence, entered into a capitulation, in virtue of which

place!

l

the Allies gained possession of the town, and the French
Nov' 1L

laid down their arms, on condition of being sent back to

France, and not serving against the Allies till regularly

exchanged. On the day following, the troops began to

defile out of the town in six columns, and, after laving

down their arms, proceeded on the road to France. The

chron.'i?

s&t

result showed the magnitude of the success which had

SHTyr/i'v.'
been achieved, and the terrible disasters which were

vVct
2

et

7 '

accumulating round Xapoleon's empire since the catas-

?"
f
i-

x
_
xiL

trophc of Leipsic: for the number who surrendered were
!()(), 1U7.

Bout. us. no less than thirty-two generals, seventeen hundred and
Odel. ii.

*

2:?o, 2:3*. ninety-five officers, and thirty-three thousand private

532.
''

soldiers, of whom twenty-five thousand were able to bear

arms.
2

The terms awarded to the French garrison were nearly

Terms of the same as those which Napoleon, in 179G, had granted

lation

1

,

1
" '

to Marshal Wurmser at the capitulation of Mantua
;

3

vioi-ueiiTv
an(l the Allies obtained possession, by the surrender of

t

'en*rais

d no ^css than two hundred and forty pieces of cannon.

a Ante, cii. AYhcn the troops marched out, they afforded a melancholy

proof of the degree to which the exactions of the Emperor
had strained the physical resources of France, and his

total disregard of the comforts or subsistence of his soldiers
;

for such was the weakness of the infantry, arising from

youth, fatigue, and famine, that, by the admission of St
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Cyr himself, three-fourths of them would have perished CHAP.

before they reached the Rhine.* Such as it was, how- 1__!

ever, the capitulation was disapproved of bj Schwartzen- T

1813-

berg and the allied sovereigns, who intimated to St Cyr
that no terms of surrender could be admitted but such as

provided for the garrison being conducted as prisoners of

war into the Austrian states
;
but that, if he was dissatis-

fied with these conditions, the troops would be replaced in

Dresden in the same situation in which they were before

the convention had been concluded. This offer, which was

communicated to St Cyr at Altenburg, on the road to

France, the day following the capitulation, was felt by NOV. 20.

him, as indeed it was equally by his opponents, to be

perfectly elusory ;
as not only were the enemy now in

Dresden, and had been there for seven days, but they
had become acquainted with all its weak points, and in

particular with the absolute want of provisions to subsist
1 c'lmsteiiar

a besieged garrison even for a single day. He rightly Nov. i&/
ISI'3 St

declined to accede, therefore, to the alternative offered cy to

of returning to Dresden
; and, being unable to make any xo'vfskC''

resistance, preferred being conducted, Avith all his fol-
.^'iv _

yt

lowers, as prisoners of Avar into Bohemia; loudly protest- ^'C
4

f;1;u.

ing against this violation of the convention, as a breach 1;lti <m in
.

.St Cyr, iv.

of good faith and of the laws of war, which would onewf

day recoil Avitli fearful force on the heads of the parties 669, tin.

'

Avho Avere guilty of it.
1

This refusal on the part of the allied sovereigns to
37.

ratify a convention concluded by the general in the full Reflections

command of their armies on the occasion, has excited, as broach of

Avell it might, the most vehement feelings of indignation I'"*, "y"tu<!

l~

among the French Avritcrs. There can be no doubt that Alllcs>

it Avas to the last degree impolitic in Klenau to have

acceded to such a convention, Avhcn escape and sub-

sistence Avcre equally beyond the power of the enemy;
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CHAP, and when, by simply maintaining his position for a few
T V VY T T

J- /

1 days, without firing a shot, he must have compelled them
1813-

to surrender at discretion. It is equally certain that, even

if half the garrison readied the Rhine, they would have

proved no small acquisition to Xapoleon, whose greatest

weakness was now likely to arise from the want of expe-

rienced soldiers, and whose necessities might render him

little scrupulous in his adherence to the treaty, as to their

not serving again till exchanged. But all these considera-

tions are reasons why the capitulation should never have

been entered into
; they afford none to vindicate its vio-

lation. Schwartzcnberg might have debarred his lieuten-

ants from entering into any convention but such as con-

tained a reservation of his sanction
;
but he had not done

so. Klenau had full powers ;
and the capitulation, upon

the faith of which the French had delivered up Dresden,

surrendered their guns and laid down their arms, was

clearly within his duties and province as the general com-

manding the siege, and was absolute, without any condi-

tion or suspensive clause. In these circumstances, it was

unquestionably obligatory upon the honour of the victors,

who arc bound, by the most sacred of all ties, to respect

the rights of those who are in their power, and have

become incapable of making any further resistance.

Justice in such a case can admit of no equivocation,

injustice of derived even from the most pressing reasons of expc-

ccwifngon dicucy. Honour regards all treaties with the vanquished
'" p:" t '

as debts which must be paid. The proposal to reinstate

St Cyr in the Saxon capital, after its defences and total

want of provisions had become known, and his own troops
were far advanced on the road to the Rhine, though the

best that could be done next to observing the convention,

was plainly an offer such as the French garrison neither

could nor were bound to accept. In violating this con-

vention, the allied sovereigns did not imitate the honour-

able fidelitv with which Napoleon observed the conditions

of the capitulation of Mantua, granted to \Vurmser in
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1796 j

1 but rather took a model from the cordial approba- CHAP.

tion which he gave to the unworthy fraud by which the ^1

bridge of the Danube was surprised in 1805,
2

or the
1813'

i i P T i Antc - clu

express example winch he had set ot disavowing an x\-. 151.

armistice, in his own refusal to ratify that of Treviso, ^i^io?'
concluded in 1801 by his lieutenant Brune. 3 Condem- s Ante, ch.

ning equally such deviations from the path of honour by
xxxll ' s/1 '

all parties engaged in the contest, it is with pride and

gratitude that the English historian must refer to the

conduct of his own country on occasion of a similar

crisis
;
and when he recollects that the convention of

Cintra, though unanimously condemned by the English

people, was executed, on the admission of their opponents

themselves, with scrupulous fidelity by the British govern-
ment * he must admit that such an honourable distinc-

4 Ante, ch.

tion was cheaply purchased by all the advantages which liv. 75.

its faithful observance gave to the enemy.
4

The interest excited by the refusal, on the part of the
3.0

allied sovereigns, to ratify the convention of Dresden, sir cimrics

was, however, attended with one good effect, in prevent- payouts

ing a similar political mistake in the case of Marshal
|!aj"^J;|t

r

ion

Davoust and the garrison of Hamburg. Bernadotte, who '^'"fi^
111 "

had now assumed the command in chief in that quarter,
vou > t -

was far from evincing the same activity and vigour in his

operations against the important French army shut up in

that city, which lie had displayed in bringing to a con-

clusion hostilities with the ancient rivals of Sweden the

Danes. On the contrary, he had at this period entered

into negotiations with the French marshal, the object of

which was, that, upon condition of surrendering Hamburg
and the adjacent forts, he was to be permitted to retire to

France with all his forces. lie, in the first instance, had

promised Sir Charles Stewart that he would not enter

into such a capitulation without his consent
;

but no
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CHAP, sooner had the former been called to Frankfort, to attend
LXXXII
. '. on behalf of England the conferences of the allied powers,

[S13> than he sent express instructions to AValmoden to bring

about a convention of such a character with Davoust.

But this equivocal step did not escape the vigilant eye of

the English military plenipotentiary, who, the moment
he received intelligence of what was in agitation, de-

spatched such energetic remonstrances against the pro-

posed measure, that the Prince-Royal was obliged to

abandon it.* And thus the same eminent and patriotic

officer, who, by his moral courage on the eve of the battle

of Leipsic, had gained for the allies the decisive advan-

tage of bringing the Prince-Royal's army up to the

charge on that eventful day, now rendered to his country
the not less important service of preventing a capitulation,

which, by restoring twenty-five thousand veteran troops
iLond.210,

J
, , 5V i

211. to the standards of .Napoleon, might have entirely changed
the fate of the war next spring in France.

1

The fall of Dresden was shortlv after followed by that
40

J

Fail of' of the other chief fortresses on the Oder and the Vistula.
5"1

On the 21st November, Stettin, which had been closely

.
blockaded for eight months, and the garrison of which

had exhausted their last means of subsistence, surren-

dered : the troops, still eight thousand strong, were made

prisoners of war, and three hundred and fifty guns on the

walls and in the magazines fell into the hands of the

* "
I trust your Royal Highness, with your wonted condescension, will per-

mit me to express the sentiments of Great Britain on a military question, in

which it must feel the deepest interest. To all appearance Denmark is now
with us, and Marshal Davoust is gone. Should he escape to France by menus
of any capitulation, I foresee it will affix the deepest stain on the military glory
of the army of the north ;

it would be nothing less than to transport the corps
of Davoust from a fatal spot, where its destruction is inevitable, into one in

which it might again appear in battle against the Allies. My prince, you have

loaded me with your kindness
;
be assured it is of your glory, of your personal

interests, that I am thinking. 1 will answer for the opinion of my country.
It is with the most sensible pain that I have recently heard, even after (lie

assurances to the contrary which you gave me yesterday evening, that General

AValmoden has received fresh orders to the effect I so earnestly deprecate."
SIR CHARLES STEWART (now Marquess Londonderry) to the Pitixc K-Roy.\i,, ]>;//<,

Xwmhcr 1S13.
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Allies, who shortly after despatched the blockading force CHAP.

to reinforce the corps of Tauenzcin, to which it belonged. -

Fifteen hundred Dutch troops, who formed part of the

garrison, immediately entered the ranks of the Allies

an ominous circumstance, which presaged but too surely
the revolt of Holland, which in effect soon took place.

Torgau was not long in following the example of Stettin,

although the more recent investment of the place rendered

it necessary to have recourse to an actual siege, instead

of the more tedious method of blockade. On the 23d Oct. -2:5.

October, Taucnzein sat down before its walls
;
and on

the 1st November the investment was completed, and the

trenches were opened on the 22d. The approaches of

the besiegers were proceeding rapidly, when an armistice ^: |g

was agreed to on the 28th, with a view to arranging the
1

v P;
t

)llt

jt

17f) -

terms of a capitulation. But when the French com- ^'""i- **>'

, ,. T i
1(J7 - ^

mandcr discovered that an unconditional surrender was u rosso

required, he broke off the conferences, and hostilities were iioi"iio'o.

resumed.
1

They were not, however, of long duration. Disease,

more terrible than the sword of the enemy, was making Dreadful

the most unheard-of ravages within the walls. Tvphus [^rc^ami

fever, the well-known and never-failing attendant on
J;

1

,"."

1 tho

human suffering, was carrying off the garrison by him- Doc - '-

dreds daily; while thousands encumbered those awful dens

of misery, the military hospitals. Decimated by death,

attenuated by suffering, the garrison were in no condition

to maintain the place against the impetuous and repeated
attacks of the Allies. After a fortnight of open trenches,

the outworks were carried by assault, and the rampart

seriously shaken by the fire of the besiegers' artillery.

The governor, Dutaillis, finding the troops under his Dec. w.

command incapable of manning the works, from the

extraordinary ravages of fever, was obliged to surrender

at discretion. Including the sick in the hospitals, the

number who were captured was ten thousand, the poor

remains of nearlv twenty-live thousand who had sought
*/ /
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CHAP, refuse there after the retreat of the Grand Army from
LXXXIL

the Elbe. But such was the danger of contagion in that
1813.

great pest-house, that the Allies did not venture to enter

the fortress till the 10th of January. In Torgau was taken

the whole reserve park of the Grand Army, the want of

which had been so severely felt at the close of the battle

of Leipsic, including two hundred and eighty-seven guns ;

but these advantages were dearly purchased by the terrible
1 Die Grosse . . ,.,.. . , ,, ,,
chi-on. i. epidemic which, issuing from its woe-struck walls, made the

piotho, H.

'

circuit, in the following years, of every country of Europe,

Conr^ xxii!' until, among the Venetian paupers in 1S1G, and the Irish

isrt' Cath- Poor in 1^17, it encountered a starving population,
cart, ;JSL

^vhere, amidst equal suffering, it swept away numbers
I lucre, xvi.

~-
J- >

G7i,<i7->. proportionally greater into the common charnel-house of

mortality.
1 "

;;
~

During the course of this terrible struggle on the Elbe,

Operations the fortresses on the Vistula, still remaining in the hands

Dantzic of the French, have almost escaped observation
;
but the

ibi3.
g time was now approaching when their defence, after a

siege or blockade of nearly twelve months, could no longer
be prolonged. Rapp, as already mentioned, had done

everything which iirm resolution and rigorous discipline

could effect, to restore order among the motley group of

h've-and-thirty thousand men, who had taken refuge in

Dantzic after the Moscow retreat, and in some degree he

had succeeded. Disease, however, as usual after all these

disastrous retreats, soon began to make ravages in the

interior of its walls, and, before the end of January 1813,
six thousand were in hospital. The garrison, nevertheless,

was still so powerful, that the Russian blockading force,

which was not of greater strength, and composed chiefly

of landwehr, was unable to confine it within the circuit of

Feb. ij.

'

the walls
;
and in the course of January and February

* The author witnessed the pour of Venice, labouring under this epidemic in

1S1'!, and the Irish prostrated by its ravages in Isl". The imagination <if

J),uite himself never conceived anything so terrible as, the scenes of woe then

exhibited under that frightful scourge the sid bequest to humanity of the

amhiti'in and the wars of Napoleon.
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several severe actions took place, with various success, but CHAP.

without the besiegers being able to complete the invest-
Lxxxn -

ment. Early in March, the Russians, being reinforced

by the troops who had successfully terminated the block-

ade of Pillau, amounting to six thousand men, made a

vigorous attack on the fortified posts held by the French

in advance of the city, particularly Langenfurth, Stotzen-

berg, and D'Ohra ;
but they were repulsed after a severe Mm-ch 24.

action, with the loss of fifteen hundred men. Encouraged conq.'xxii.

by this success, Rapp shortly after made a sortie to collect y^i
1

';

1 '

subsistence, which was beginning to fail, in which he in a
i^;t

2

i%
crcat measure succeeded, and made himself master of an u Grosse

( liroii. i.

hospital of the enemy, containing several hundred sick 11-12, n 47.
J > O

and wounded. 1

Disease, however, now came to the aid of the Allies :

and the accumulation of so many troops some of them operations

bringing the seeds of contagion with their columns into tile'com!

the fortress began to produce the most fatal ravages. In ^
c

"hc rcmi-

the end of April, the health of the garrison having been
J'

ir si
.

c c iu
-1-

.
October.

in some degree restored, a sortie was hazarded into the April t29.

island of Xehrung, the fertility and agricultural riches of

which promised to afford considerable resources for the

garrison. The Russians, three thousand strong, tried to

stop the columns, but they were defeated with heavy

loss, and the French advanced eight leagues along the

island, making spoil of all its provisions, and bringing

back grain in abundance to the fortress, besides five hun-

dred head of cattle. In the course of May, however, the

besieging army received considerable reinforcements from

the interior of Russia, and the adjoining provinces of

Prussia; and in the beginning of June, the Duke of

AYiirtemberg, who had assumed the command, had thirty

thousand combatants under his banners. Yet notwitli- J" !)-

standing this, Rapp, on the 9th June, again made a

sortie at the head of fifteen thousand men ; and

although defeated at some points, he succeeded in bring-

in !; considerable stores of fora ire and irrowiiiir I've into
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CHAP, the fortress. In this affair, botli parties lost about
LXXXJI

'1 '. twelve hundred men. Hostilities were soon after ter-
>u

minatcd by the armistice of Pleswitz, and not again
June 10. resumed till the end of August the fortress, in the

intermediate period, having been rcvictualled every five

days, by commissioners conjointly appointed for that

purpose, in terms of the convention. The armistice ter-

minated on the 28th, and several obstinate conflicts took

Aug. 29. place, on the following morning, at the advanced posts ;

in the course of which, though success was balanced, the

besiegers sensibly gained ground, and contracted the

circle within which the posts of the besieged were con-

fined. During the whole of September repeated sorties

'2i!-2';}.

''

were made by the garrison, some of which were success-
i V- 1

'

o^oyvict.'etful and others defeated; but the besieged, after a most

78*179"' honourable resistance, were at length thrown back at all

Dartois,
points into the fortress

;
and the Duke of Wiirtemberg

Siege do n
i)iint/!<-, -,-t, having received considerable reinforcements, and a regular
/2. Flotho, .

i-

ii. 5:37, 339. battering-train, operations in form commenced in the

first week of October.
1

The bombardment commenced on the 8th, before the
44,

Continue- breaching batteries were ready, or any impression had

siugc. been made even upon the external works of the place.

AVitli such vigour was the fire kept up, that in a short

time the town was in flames in several places. During
the distraction produced by these conflagrations, the

principal attack was directed against the suburb called

Scholtenhausen, and the redoubts which covered it
; and,

after a vigorous cannonade for some days, the besiegers

on. MI succeeded in establishing themselves in that outwork,

sifegedo"' though after sustaining a loss of a thousand men. From

L^'vau'u'. this advanced position the bombardment was resumed

fv''ir)4

J

"]">ie
w ith redoubled vigour and terrible efficacy : soon the

G
,

r"sse flames broke out in eiffht-and-twenty different quarters ;
( 'liroii. i.

*

11 in. iif.o. the principal magazines in the place, both of provisions
Tl.icrs, xvi.

, , . 19 T
<^". and clothing, were consumed ;" and, notwithstanding the

extent of their supplies, provisions began to grow scarce.
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The body of the place, however, was still uninjured : the CHAP.

rampart was unshaken, and the firm spirit of Rapp could

not brook the idea of submission.

At length, in the beginning of Xovember, the regular

siege commenced, and parallels were begun to be run Fail of 'the

with great vigour. Although the approaches of the Nov?3.

besiegers were sensibly retarded by the heroic exploits of

a small corps of volunteers, who more than once carried

terror and conflagration into the centre of the besiegers'

lines, yet their progress was rapid and alarming. All the NOV. 7.

external works of the place fell successively into the

enemy's hands : a naval officer, who was despatched to NOV. .0.

make the Emperor acquainted with the distressed state of

the garrison, was unable, after the most heroic efforts, to

penetrate farther than Copenhagen ;
desertion was taking

place to an alarming extent, and all hopes of being
relieved having vanished with the battle of Leipsic, Rapp NOV. -20.

at length consented to capitulate ; stipulating, however,

that the garrison should be permitted to retire to France,

on condition of not serving again till exchanged. The

garrison still consisted of sixteen thousand men, of whom
about one half were French, and the remainder Germans

and Poles. By the capitulation, it was provided that the

ratification of the Emperor of Russia should be obtained;

and he having refused to sanction the condition relative

to the return of the garrison to France, the same offer

was made to them as had been made to St Cyr, that

thev should be reinstated in the fortress in the same ' nic(5iws

position in which they were before they left it. This m'ui52

was strictly legal in this case, as the sanction of the y^He

Emperor had been expressly stipulated for in the con- j^"
71

^;
vcntion ; and as it was not agreed to, Rapp and the!-- 1

,';

iv. 4-

French were conducted as prisoners of war into Russia, vu-t

( \>i\<\

but almost all the auxiliaries immediately entered tliei^-',

allied ranks.
1

The lesser places still held by the French on the Vistula

having exhausted their last means of subsistence, surren-

!i;1

41)4.
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CHAP, dered shortly after. The garrison of Zamosc, three thou-
T \"W T T

1 ; sand strong, capitulated on the 22d December
;
that of

1813.
Modlin, with twelve hundred men, three days after

;
so

Surrender of that the tricolor flag no longer waved to the eastward of
the forts of , ~. .. A1 , . , -.^ , .

Erfurth, the Oder. About the same time General Dalton, who

anTMod- commanded the French garrison in Erfurth, finding liim-

DC'C. 22. s lf n t sufficiently strong to defend the whole circuit

Dec'Io'
f *nc wa^s retired into the citadel of St Petersburg,

on the rocky summit of which he still maintained him-

self when the city was surrendered by capitulation in

Jan. c, the beginning of January. At the close of the cam-

paign, France retained only, of her immense possessions

beyond the Rhine, Hamburg, Magdeburg, and Wittem-

bcrg, on the Elbe
;

Ciistrin and Glogau on the Oder ;

and the citadels of Erfurth and Wlirtzburg. All the rest

of the places, garrisoned or influenced by her arms, had

been torn from her
;
the Confederation of the Rhine was

dissolved, and its forces were marching under the allied

banners
; and, refluent over the bridges of Mayence,

eighty thousand men, with two hundred guns, sad and

dejected, had retired into France the poor remains of

Vkt?ct
'

four hundred thousand combatants, with twelve hundred

iso.'is^"' cannon, who, three months before, still held the scales of

isi'

1 '

Die'
fortune equal on the banks of the Elbe. The contest in

^.
rosse

. Germany was over : French domination beyond the
Chron. i.

f

J ' -

n-27, 1141. Rhine was at an end; thirty thousand prisoners taken
Kichter ii.

411. pio- on the field, and eighty thousand since surrendered in
tho ii .V'J .

5-2d'.

' '

garrison, constituted the proud trophies of the battle of

Lcipsic.
1

The universal fermentation produced in Europe by the

Universal deliverance of Germany, was not long of spreading to the

iriioiti'nd. DUTCH PROVINCES. The yoke of Napoleon, universally

Atias~ grievous from the enormous pecuniary exactions with
riiito 4.

-\vhich it was attended, and the wasting military con-

scriptions to which it immediately led, had been in a

peculiar manner felt as oppressive in Holland, from the
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maritime and commercial habits of the people, and the CHAP.

total stoppage of all their sources of industry, which the
LXXXIT -

naval war and long-continued blockade of their coasts 1S13 -

had occasioned. They had tasted for nearly twenty years
of the last drop of humiliation in the cup of the vanquished

that of being compelled themselves to aid in upholding
the system which was exterminating their resources, and

to purchase with the blood of their children the ruin of

their country. These feelings, which had for years existed

in such intensity, as to have rendered revolt inevitable but

for the evident hopelessness at all former times of the

attempt, could no longer be restrained after the battle

of Leipsic had thrown down the colossus of French

external power, and the approach of the allied standards iDieGrosse

to their frontiers had opened to the people the means of m^ii'ii.

salvation. From the Ilanse Towns the flame of hide- ^- ^;
pendencc spread to the nearest cities of the old United

1,
8
JVI '

.1
_

161. Viet, ct

Provinces ;
and the small number of French troops in the Conq. xxii.

164. V otter,

country at once encouraged revolt and paved the way tor i. 217.

external aid.
1

At this period the whole troops which Napoleon had

in Holland did not exceed six thousand French, and two which'

regiments of Germans, upon whose fidelity to their colours in open

little reliance could be placed. Upon the approach of
"j

1

^
11

'

1
'00 "

the allied troops under Bulow, who advanced by the

road of Minister, and Winzingerode, who soon followed

from the same quarter, the douaniers all withdrew from

the coast, the garrison of Amsterdam retired, and the

whole disposable force of the country was concentrated at

Utrecht, to form a corps of observation, and act accord-

ing to circumstances. This was the signal for a general

revolt. At Amsterdam, the troops were no sooner gone
than the inhabitants rose in insurrection, deposed the N>V. i">.

Imperial authorities, hoisted the orange flag, and estab-

lished a provisional government with the view to the

restoration of the ancient order of things ; yet not

violently or with cruelty, but with the calmness and com-
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CHAP, posure winch attest the exercise of social rights by a
LXXXII

-

'

people long habituated to their enjoyment. The same
ism i .

change took place, at the same time and in the same

orderly manner, at Rotterdam, Dordrecht, Delft, Lejden,
ni, Haarlem, and the other chief towns. The people, every-

.
I

. where, amidst cries of " Orunne Boven! and universal
27$ 271)

Viet, et

'

rapture, mounted the orange cockade, and reinstated the

i64,
q
i65

X

."' ancient authorities. After twenty years of foreign domi-

us.
1 '

inn. nation and suffering, the glorious spectacle was exhibited,

ifflf ill
13' f a Peol^e peaceably regaining their independence, with-

DieGrosse Out shedding a drop of blood, and, unstained cither by
C hron. i.

'

UK;, 1119. passion or vengeance, reverting to the institutions of

former times.
1 *

Military and political consequences of the highest
Lan.iinffof importance immediately followed this uncontrollable out-

Of Orange, break of public enthusiasm. A deputation from Holland

of the'uu's- waited on the Prince-Regent of England and the Prince

posits.'

111

f Orange, in London : the latter shortly after embarked
Nov. 27. on board an English linc-of-battlc ship, the Warrior, and

on the 27th landed at Scheveling, from whence lie pro-
ceeded to the Hague. Meanwhile the French troops and

coast-guards, who had concentrated at Utrecht, seeing

that the general effervescence was not as yet supported by
any solid militarv force, and that the people, though thev

had all hoisted the orange flag, were not aided by any

corps of the Allies, recovered from their consternation,

and made a general forward movement against Amster-

* The following proclamation, issued l>y the provisional government of the

Hague in name of the Prince of Orange, i.s .singularly descriptive of this

memorable and bloodless revolution:
'

C'w,/</? J'ort n ! Holland i.s free;

the Allies advance; on Utrecht, the English have been invited, the l-'rench are

flying on all .sides. The .sea is opened: commerce revives: the .spirit of

party has ceased v:ltut tec hare xnjt'<-rcd is jxtnloneil a/iil fiiryivcn. Abu

intelligent men have been called to the helm of government, \\Iio have invit

the prince to resume the national .sovereignty. Wo join our forces to th

of the Allies, to compel the enemy to make peace; the people will ere

have a day of rejoicing at the expense of government ;
but every sp

of pillage or excess i.s absolutely forbidden. Every one returns thanks to

Cod: old times have returned. (Jranyc Jluvcn !
"

See C.\]'j;M(;ri:, x. 278,

27'J, note.
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clam. Before they got there, however, a body of three CHAP.

hundred Cossacks had reached that capital, where they
Lxxxn -

were received with enthusiastic joy : and this advanced 1813-

guard was soon after followed by General Benkendoif 's
x
v^f' 58

brigade, which, after travelling by post from Zwoll to 59
;,
K " t

'

ll~ ' c j L
i. 55. Bout.

Harderwyk, embarked at the latter place, and, by the aid 1
J
5 - Al111 -

of a favourable wind, reached Amsterdam on the 1st ofi6i,'it>2.'

December. 1

The Russian general immediately advanced against the

forts of Maycler and Ilafwcg, of which he made himselfGeneral ex-

master, taking twenty pieces of cannon and six hundred STrendi

prisoners; while on the eastern frontier, General Oppen,[^
with Billow's advanced guards, carried Dornbourg by

Dcc- 2-

assault on the 23d, and, advancing against Arnheim, NOV. 23.

threw the garrison, three thousand strong, which strove

to prevent the place being invested, with great loss back

into the town. Next clay, Bulow himself came up with NOV. 20.

the main strength of his corps, and, as the ditches were

still dry, hazarded an escalade, which proved entirely

successful
;

the greater part of the garrison retiring to

Ximeguen, by the bridge of the Rhine. The French

troops finding themselves thus threatened on all sides,

withdrew altogether from Holland : the fleet at the Texel

hoisted the orange flag, with the exception of Admiral

Yerhuel, who, with a body of marines that still proved
faithful to Napoleon, threw himself with honourable

fidelity into the fort of the Texel. Amsterdam, amidst 56. vai!'ii.

transports of enthusiasm, received the beloved repre- i.Ann.Ucg.'

sentative of the house of Orange. Before the close of^'BoJt.
the year, the tricolor flag floated only on Bergen-op-zoom \l

5 * 17(i -

J j o r \ ict. ct

and a few of the southern frontier fortresses
;
and Europe

(
'<>n<i-

* xii .

beheld the prodigy of the seat of war having been trans- orossc

ferred in a single campaign from the banks of the Nicmcn nTo"n2i.

to those of the Scheldt. 1

To complete the picture of this memorable year, there

only remains to give a sketch of the Italian campaign,

VOL. XII. U
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CHAP, and of the operations of Wellington in the Spanish
L_l peninsula. The former can be but a sketch

;
for the

I813-

operations of the opposite armies, though numerous and

Operations complicated, led to no material result
;

it was on the

during
y
this fields of Leipsic and Vitoria that the fate of the French

campaign. cmpjre was decided, and on them that the broad light of

history requires to be thrown. Yet the narrative, how

brief soever, will not be without its interest
;

for it will

recall the memory of other days, when the dazzling light

of the young Republic played around the bayonets of

Napoleon's grenadiers ;
and after a long sojourn amidst

the rough sounds of the German regions, there is a charm

in the sweet accents of the Italian tongue.

Eugene Beauharnais, as already mentioned, retired

Eugene's from the grand army in Germany when Napoleon took

awFmea,-
riS

the command, and he arrived at Milan on the 18th of

defence

1

^/
10

May. His first care was to organise an army in Lom-
j,omimr.iy.

| )arjy? sy ]1ic ] 1 mjght put him in a condition to inspire

phte'ii feelings of apprehension in the cabinet of Vienna, or

resist any attempt which it might make to recover, by

force of arms, its lost and long-coveted possessions in

May in. Italy. Napoleon, by a decree, early in May intrusted the

formation of the new army of Italy to his Viceroy, and

it was to be composed entirely of native soldiers, or con-

scripts from the French departments adjoining the Alps.

Though this ordinance bespoke strongly the confidence of

the Emperor in his Italian subjects, and might be sup-

posed to increase the patriotic spirit which was developed
in the north of Italy, yet it was attended with one

1

Vignolles, .
T i

Precis .ins obvious danger, which came to tell with signal severity

Anmies" upon the fortunes of the empire in its last moments.

isi'a-iKU,
These soldiers were bound by no tic to the tramontane

JH con^
lct '

regions, and might be expected all to desert, if the fortune

iv'''

]

.\o'r
f war should compel the French- eagles to retire across

vins, p-.rtf. the Alps. When the Viceroy returned to Italy, lie found
ilc ^-' *

.
*

only the skeletons of a few regiments, and three hundred

officers and non-commissioned officers,
1 Mho had been
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forwarded by post from Spain the whole forces of the CHAP.
TVVXTl

kingdom of Italy had perished in Russia, or been marched
to the Elbe. But his energy and activity overcame lfn:>>>

every difficulty ; and, by the beginning of July, fifty-two
thousand men were in arms, of whom forty-five thousand

infantry and fifteen hundred horse were present with the

eagles.

On the other side, the Austrians were not idle. Early
in July a respectable force was collected on the frontiers Austrian

of Illyria, under the orders of Field-marshal Hiller
;
and poSifof

before the end of the month jt was raised to seven divi-
1)0tll "ni " t

's -

sions, mustering fully fifty thousand combatants, of a

description much superior to the Italian conscripts. In

addition to this, they raised the landwehr of Illyria and

Croatia, and, reinforced by several thousands of these

hardy mountaineers, commenced the campaign the moment

they received intelligence of the armistice being denounced,
on the 1 7th August. At this period the Viceroy occupied
the following positions. Two divisions under Grenier were

stationed between Udina and Gorizia
;
and the remainder

of the army, under Verdier, Marcognct, Gratian, and Pa-

lombini, stretched by the left by Palma Nuova to the

blood-stained heights of Tarvis and Villach, occupying
thus the whole eastern passes from Italy into Germany.
I tiller's force, directly in front, extended from opposite
Villach on his right to Agram on his left, where he had ivignoiu-s,

concentrated two divisions
;
and the ferment in the pro-

1 - )

>7
4 - wt -

et Conij.

vinces of Croatia, ceded to France, already promised the xxli - 192
>

.

*
1

(J5. Nor-

most favourable reception to the Austrians, if they in- vins, \iw.

vadcd that portion of the spoils which France had won W.VH'JI;'.

"'

from the Hereditary States. 1

The Austrians being the stronger party, were the first

to commence hostilities. On the 17th two columns passed TJH-
'ws-

tlie frontier stream of the Save at Agram, and directed .nemL'ui"

their march towards Karlstadt and Finnic. General Jean- "^"?"'

nin, who commanded in that quarter, at first made pro- '''^'^'.;

|I ' |L<

parations for resistance
;
but finding himself' spoodilv stir-
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CHAP, rounded by an insurrection, which broke out on all sides
LXXXIT

- 1 at the sight of the much-loved Austrian standards, he
' 13> was obliged to abandon the first city and fall back on

the second. This retrograde movement threw the whole

Illyrian provinces into a blaze. All Croatia was soon in

insurrection; the flame spread along the Dalmatian shore ;

and, as far as the mouths of the Cattaro, the whole moun-

taineers were in arms to throw off the yoke of France.

This vehement ebullition, coupled with the numerical in-

feriority of Eugene, who found himself assailed by above

fifty thousand German troops, for whom his newly-raised
Italians were no adequate match, rendered it impossible
for him to maintain his ground along the whole frontier.

In consequence, abandoning Fiume and the whole coast

of Illyria, he ascended with the bulk of his forces the

course of the Isonzo, and took post in the intrenched

camp at Tarvis, hoping to make good the passes till time

was afforded for the armaments to be completed in his

rear. Meanwhile Villach had been evacuated by the

Italian troops ;
but no sooner did Eugene's reinforce-

ments arrive in that direction than it was retaken byJ
three French battalions : again it was carried by the

Au<T. !j'. Austrians, and finally gained by Eugene, who temporarily
established his headquarters in that city. But these ad-

vantages were obtained by denuding the right and mari-
"

time provinces, and Fiume was occupied by the Austrians
Port feui lie, i

L
i TVT -i ! ir.

ii. 4(jo
-

, 407, under General JN ugcnt, without opposition, m the end or

August.
1

On the 2Gth of August General Pino attacked the
/JO

oi.stinatc Austrian intrenchments on Mont Leobcl
;
but the Ita-

of'the'v'irc. lians failed entirely against that formidable bulwark,

Bucccs"cV"

8
an(l were thrown back in utter disorder on Krainburg.

C?1

Eugene brought them back to the charge in greater
Sept. 2.

force, and the Austrians were driven out. The design

of Ililler, at this period, was to have forced the enemy
to evacuate the passes in his front in the Julian Alps,

and retire behind the line of the Isonzo
;
and with that
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view lie had occupied Fiestritz, from which point he CHAP.
T VV" V TT

could at pleasure either menace Tarvis, or turn and
'

descend the valley of the Upper Save. To frustrate this
1813-

i -n -i- Sept. 6.

design, Jlaigene directed an assault on this fortified post,

and, after a sharp combat, Grenier, who commanded the

assailants, carried it, with a loss to the enemy of eight
hundred men. Encouraged by this success, the Viceroy
made a general attack on the enemy's positions at all

points. He met, however, with a severe check on his

right, where General Belotti, with a brigade, was totally Sept. s.

defeated with a loss of twelve hundred men; and his

right wing, disconcerted by this disaster, fell back, closely

pursued by the Austrians, towards Trieste, while the

insurrection in their favour spread over the whole of

Istria. The Viceroy was obliged, therefore, to remain on

the defensive; but, like a skilful general, he turned it to

the best advantage. Observing that Ililler had directed

the weight of his forces to the sea-coast on his left, to

follow up his successes in the direction of Trieste, he

moved in the same direction, and succeeded, after several P^rSs,
actions, in expelling the enemy from Flume, where {[* i

<

J 467

General Pino established himself. So sudden was this ict-' et

attack, that the Archduke Maximilian, who was in the 20:5, -264.

town at the time, with difficulty saved himself on board 2-m.

Admiral Freemantle's vessel.
1

These balanced successes on either side led to no dcci-
,5fi.

sive result, and, after a month's active hostilities, the The French

position of the contending parties was not materially back 'into'

1

different from what it had been at their commencement, p, ;,!'/;'

1'" r

But events were now on the wing which gave a decisive ^ ?/,'

advantage to the Austriaus, and threw back the Italian ^T 1 - -5 -

army behind the Adige. Large reinforcements, chiefly

from the landwehr of the adjoining provinces, reached

Killer in the middle of September ;
he passed the ])ravc

on the 19th of that month, and soon gained considerable

advantages over the divisions of Grenier and Verdier, on

the French left, in the Julian Alps. The object of this
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CHAP, transference of active operations from the Austrian left
i v v ^f \ r

U. on the sea-coast, to their right in the mountains, was soon

apparent. The treaty of Ried, between the cabinet of

Vienna and that of Munich, which secured the accession of

Bavaria to the alliance, again put the House of Ilapsburg
in possession of the great central fortress of the Tyrol,

and enabled the enemy to turn the Italian valleys by
their upper extremity, amidst the Alpine snows, lliller

was not slow in turning to the best account this signal
OIL i. advantage. Directing a considerable part of his force

up the valley of the Drave, which enters the Tyrol by
Prunecken ; and, moving forward towards the valley of the

lhips?iviii Adige by the bridge of Laditch, Brixcn, and the scenery

immortalised in the Tyrolcse war,
1 he himself remained

in the centre to force the fortified posts held by the enemy
at Tarvis. A vigorous attack was made by lliller in

person on the position of Tarvis, from which, after several

obstinate conflicts, the Viceroy was at length driven with

great loss. Despairing now of maintaining his ground in

the hills, Eugene withdrew his troops, not without con-

ou. i:j. sidcrable difficulty, down all the valleys, abandoning

altogether the crest of the mountains, and concentrated

them on the banks of the Tagliamento, at the entrance of

^Jmn'iv the plain of Friuli; while, by a decree from Gori/ia, he
497. vict.ct directed the levy of fifteen thousand additional conscripts,
('onq. xxii. > 1 '

jo;), -jii. to supply the loss of an equal number who had perished
Vignollos, t

a?, 44. by fatigue, sickness, or the sword, during this consuming
warfare of posts in the Alps.

2

The retreat, once commenced, could not easily be

<;.'ncrai re- terminated. Encouraged by the accession of Bavaria,

campaign and the enthusiastic support of tlic Tyrolcse, who crowded

uiii.'!"" with shouts of joy to their standards, the Austrian*

pressed everywhere on the retiring columns : and it was

soon evident that the line of the Adigc was the only one

where a stand could be made. In contemplation of that

event, the garrison of Palma Nuova was strengthened by
three battalions, that of Venice augmented to twelve
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thousand men; while, to delay as long as possible the

discouragement and disaffection which he was well aware

the retreat of the army would produce in Italy, the Vice- 1813-

roy determined to maintain to the last extremity the line

of the Isonzo. So long was the circuit which the troops

required to make by Brixen and Trent, that he was not

without hope that the new levies might be brought for-

ward before the enemy threatened Verona. But so rapid
was the march of events, that this was soon found to be

impossible. On the 25th September, indeed, George sq >t. -25.

Gifflenga, with an Italian division, had gained some ad-

vantages over the enemy, and rcoccupied Brixen
; but the ?v\iius,

hourly increasing strength of the Germans, whose columns j^'en'

were now augmented by a vast concourse of volunteers '!,

alie ' w '

1*
.

oo. Vauu.

from all parts of the Tyrol, soon compelled him to cva- om-e
J

.
, il'ltalic, 4(J,

cuate that town, and retreat successively by Bolzano and 54.

Lavis to Trent.
1

The latter town was next day evacuated, and its
r
>$

castle invested by the victorious Austrians
;
while the Kutire c\a-

dispirited Italians retired to Yolano and the famous tile Italian

defiles of the Adige above Verona. Eugene, finding his Oct?i6.

rear thus threatened, felt that the line of the Isonzo was

no longer tenable. Throwing garrisons, therefore, into a

few forts as he retired rapidly across the Tagliamento, CM. i>:>>.

and after sustaining a severe defeat on the part of one

of his divisions at St Daniel, he arrived on the 2Gtli at CM. L><;.

Sprcssiano on the Piavc. Meanwhile a bloody combat

took place at Volano, which, after a gallant resistance,

was carried by the Austrians, the Italians falling back to

the still stronger and well-known position at the entrance o>t

of the pass of Serravalle. Here they were attacked next <>!!

day: the Italian troops, now thoroughly discouraged, .tj.

made a very feeble resistance, and were driven in utter
}

disorder to the plateau of Kivoli. The recollection of
'^j

Napoleon's glory was unable to arrest even for a day, on ''...,,"' '"

this memorable spot, the rapidity of his fall;" Kivoli -_>i i

was abandoned almost as soon as it had been occupied,
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CHAP, and the enemy was driven back out of the hills to the
LXXXI '

very gates of Verona
;
while two clays after, the citadel

1813. Of
r

pren |, after a short but active siege, surrendered withO '

its garrison of five hundred men.

This skilful operation of Ililler, in turning the French

Concluding line of defence on the Piave, by the mountains, rendered

oFthecam- a further retreat indispensable, and soon brought their

Juaiy.

m
standards in the plain back to the Adige. To cover this

retrograde movement, which was eminently hazardous in

the level country in presence of a superior and victorious

Oct. 31. enemy, the Viceroy on the 31st made a vigorous attack

on Bassano, which had fallen into the hands of the Aus-

trians, and the situation of which, at the entrance of the

Val Sugana and the defiles of the Brenta, promised to

secure the army from molestation on the side where

most danger was to be apprehended, and carried the

place with a loss to the Austrians of eight hundred men.

Thus secured, the Italian army continued its retreat

across the plain from the Piave to the Adige, while the

grand park of Artillery was directed to Valleggio and

Nov 4
Padua. On the 4th November the Viceroy's head-

i-.y^'
08 ' Quarters Avere established at Verona: the garrisons were

/.5, ,SJ. V ict. ^ <->

et Cr.nq. withdrawn from Bassano and all the posts to the eastward
xxii. iil!)

220.' Nor- of that city. Finally, the campaign which had been begun

m "' '

on the Niemcn and the Vistula, terminated on the Rhine

and the Adige.
1

The withdrawal of the Italian troops, however,

Surrc i.W of behind this river, proved fatal to the French power on

!st

a

"f the whole eastern shores of the Adriatic. General
tia -

Nugent, with the left wing of the Austrian army, speedily
overran the shores of the gulf of Trieste, and invested

Oct. is. that city in the middle of October. The operations,

powerfully aided by an English squadron and auxiliary
force from Sicily, were pushed with uncommon vigour ;

an important outwork, called the Old Powder Magazine,
was carried by assault by the combined British and

Austrian forces on the 22d ; and the breaching batteries
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being then established, a most vigorous fire was kept up CHAP.

on the citadel, which soon produced such an effect that
LXXXIf -

the works were entirely ruined
;
and the place being no 1S13 -

longer tenable, surrendered at discretion on the 31st, Oct. 31.

with twelve hundred men, and very valuable magazines.
Nor were the Allies less successful in Dahnatia, where

the Austrian troops, powerfully assisted by an insurrec-

tion of the inhabitants on the one side, and by the

British marines on the other, speedily overcame all

resistance. So early as the middle of October, they Oct. 10.

were masters of all the forts at the mouths of the Cat-

taro
;
a fortnight after, the town of Knin was taken by

assault
;

ere long, the garrison of Scbenico revolted, and Oct. so.

surrendered it to the Austrians; Spalatro was carried NOV. 2.

the same day, and the entire reduction of the province
and eastern shores of the Adriatic effected, by the cap-
ture of the strong fortress of Zara, which capitulated,

after a severe cannonade of thirteen days, to the com-

bined Austrian and British forces on the 9th December. Dec. 9.

Meanwhile Palma Nuova was besieged, and Venice in-

vested. The strength, however, of the garrison of the

latter city, which, including the marine forces, was twelve

thousand strong, and the magnitude of the flotilla,

mounting above three hundred guns, which defended the

lagunas and approaches to the Queen of the Adriatic,

rendered its reduction a matter of time and difficulty. \siT,'i^

Yet the whole Continental possessions of the old Repub-^ ot

xxii

lie, as far as the Adigc, were occupied by the Aus- ,
H.

5 J ^ inn. .')!,

trians, whose forces extended to Ferrara and the banks 102.

of the Po. 1

Such was the memorable campaign in central Europe
of 1813, the most fruitful in great events, and the most

momentous in its consequences, which had occurred in

the annals of mankind. The armies of CV\sar or Scipio

would have formed mere corps d'armee in its vast array;

the forces of Tamerlane or Genghis-khaii would have
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CHAP, been easily dispersed by a few discharges of its stupcn-

; dous artillery. Disciplined skill neither appeared there
1813.

in miniature array as in the Grecian republics, nor bar-

barian valour under the guidance of unskilled energy as

in the hosts of Bajazct or Attila, Civilisation and know-

ledge had exhausted their resources for the contest ;

ambition poured forth the accumulations of ages for its

support ;
barbaric valour strained the energy of the de-

sert for the interests it involved. The last reserves, the

arriere-ban of Europe and Asia, wrere engaged in the;

struggle. On the field of battle, beside the Tartars and

Bashkirs of the East, were to be seen the tender youth
of Europe, only recently torn from the embraces of ma-

ternal love; in its maintenance were exhausted all that

the military force of France could extort of wealth from

the present sufferings of Continental Europe, and all

that the industry of England had accumulated of credit

during past centuries of pacific exertion. Nor were the

.skill and science of the leaders in this memorable struggle

inferior to the prodigious forces they were called to com-

mand, or the vital interests for which they contended.

The genius of Napoleon, equal to that of C;esar or Han-

nibal, all but overbalanced the heroism of Alexander and

the science of Gneisenau, which rivalled those of Pompey
and Scipio ;

and the cause for which they contended was

not the conquest of provinces or the plunder of cities,

but the liberation of the human race from unbearable

oppression, or the establishment of universal dominion

upon an immovable foundation.

Great as were the disasters which attended Napoleon
in the course of this memorable campaign, and rapid as

was the fall of his power during its continuance, it may
thiTci'im-

'"

be doubted whether he ever, on any previous occasion,
IKU-H.

displayed greater abilities, cither in the general concep-
tion of his designs, or in their rapid and vigorous execu-

tion. His system of strategy was the same as it had

been at Austerlitz and Jena; and, if it led to very dif-
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forent results, it was only because lie was now opposed CHAP.
[\\vir

in a totally different manner, and resisted with a spirit
-

commensurate to the attack. His general ideas for the

conduct of the campaign, both in its outset at Liitzen

and Bautzen, and in its subsequent stages, during the

protracted and desperate struggle on the Elbe, were

distinguished by all his usual vigour of conception and

boldness of execution. And, although the obstinate

tenacity with which he clung to that river, involved him

latterly in the most dreadful reverses, it is the general,

and seems to be the just, opinion among his ablest mili-

tary historians, that, situated as he was, he could not

have done better
;
that it was the last defensible posi-

tion where the empire of Germany could be maintained
;

that a retreat to the Rhine, though with undiminished

forces, would immediately have been attended by the

defection of all the states of the Rhenish Confederacy ;

and that the risks were well worth incurring, which

retained one half of Europe, in the crisis of his fate, to

his standards.*

If Napoleon's conduct in tactics, and on the field of

battle, during this campaign, is considered, it will often The sk'm ..r

appear worthy of still more unqualified commendation. O'nthefid.i

The admirable rapidity with which he took advantage
ol batlic '

of his central position on the Elbe, to defeat the formid-

able assault of the allied sovereigns on Dresden, was

equalled by the felicitous conception of the attack next

day on both wings of his opponents ;
a measure, unlike

liis ordinary tactics, unlooked-for by them, and therefore

the more likely to meet with decisive success : while at

the same time, from the strength of the fortress in the

* " The abandonment of Dresden and Saxony would have decided the defec-

tion of the princes of the Confederation of the Rhino, and enabled all the allied

armies to unite on the left bank of the Elbe
;
a fatal result, which vould have

taken away his last chance of fortune. On the other hand, by reniai lin^on the

Kibe, he had a central point which intercepted all the direct conn

of the different allied armies, and put him in a situation to take a

any false manoeuvres they rni^ht fall into, to beat them in detail.
'

1!

Uu-,1^1. dc 1813, 01, 02.
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CHAP, centre, it was attended with little danger to himself.
LXXXII.

'jijlougj1 ovenvheiracd by superior numbers and a moral
1813. cnergj which nothing could withstand at Leipsic, the

gallantry of his resistance, the heroism of his troops, are

worthy of the most unreserved admiration : the more so

that they wanted the stimulus of hope, the recollection

of success ;
and that they fought, at least on the second

day, with the mournful conviction that all was lost.

Much as we may admire the redoubtable conqueror who

struck down his opponents with his iron gauntlet at

Austerlitz and Jena, there was as much vigour and

resolution displayed on the field of Bautzen, or under

the walls of Dresden : the central charge at "Wachau

was equal to that which decided the fate of Austria at

AYagram ;
the daring intrepidity of the Beresina was

again displayed in the forest of Ilanau
;
and if his oppo-

nents had been of the same mould on the Elbe that they
were at Ulin or Rivoli, the destinies of the world would

have been irrevocably decided in his favour on the Saxon

plains.

Nevertheless, nothing can be more certain than that

TheKHr'nai Napoleon committed the most enormous errors in the

abie'errors* course of this campaign, and that his conduct on more
iHMwmimt-

j.jjan Qnc occas jon was sud^ that if it had occurred on

the part of any of his lieutenants, lie would have made
them lose their heads. In fact, when we recollect that,

at the resumption of hostilities in the middle of August,
he had four hundred thousand combatants and twelve

hundred guns concentrated under his immediate direction

on the Elbe, besides three hundred thousand more who
maintained the contest in Italy and Spain;* and that,

* The warmest panegyrists of Napoleon admit this, and even cstii

higher amount the total of the military force then at his dispus;

military power," says Napier,
" was rather broken and divided than

for it is certain that the number of men employed in 1813 was

greater than in 1812. In the latter four hundred thousand, but in tl

late at a

iifinitely

e former

woven hundred thousand men and twelve hundred field-pieces were ci gaged on

different points, exclusive of the armies in Spain. Then, on the Vistula, the

Oder, and thu Elbe, he bad powerful fortresses and uumerou.-i garrisons, or
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of this immense force, lie led back only eighty thousand CHAP.
ixxxir

men, forty thousand of whom were stragglers, and two !

hundred guns across the Rhine in the beginning of No- 1813t

veniber, we are at a loss, at first sight, to conceive how it

was possible, that in so short a time so vast a host,

hitherto always victorious (save with England) in pitched

battles, could have been so entirely discomfited and over-

thrown. The killed and wounded, and the prisoners

taken in the different battles, will not explain the diffi-

culty, for they did not amount to a third of the number
;

and although the unheeded ravages of the bivouac and

the hospital always cut off more than the sword of the

enemy, yet this source of diminution was common to both

armies, and could have made no material difference on

the fortunes of either. Napoleon managed matters so,

that he rendered the prizes of victory enormous beyond
all parallel to the conquerors. Thirty thousand prisoners

on the spot, and a hundred and fifty thousand more taken

in the fortresses, whom it virtually surrendered to the

enemy, constituted the proud trophies of the battle of

Leipsic ; and, marvellous as were the conquests which

followed the thunderbolt of Jena, they were as nothing

compared to those which attended the shock of that

mighty field, which at one blow prostrated the French
<- J 1 Tliiers xvi

empire, and threw back the tricolor flag from the Vistula 057.

to the Rhine. 1

The faults in generalship committed by Napoleon during

this campaign, were of such a kind, as to be inexplicable Dreadful rc -

on any other supposition than that they were the ncccs-
system of"

saiy result and natural concomitant of his system of war, '"J,![!||u
war

when met by a worthy and adequate spirit of resistance war -

on the part of the enemy. We have the authority of

Marshal St Cyr for the assertion, that the light troops of

the Allies, by the mariner in which they cut off the for-

aging parties, and intercepted the communications of the

rather armies, of strength and goodness to re-establish his ascendancy in

Kurope." NAHKK'S 1'ciiinsulur }\'ar, v. lol.
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CHAP. French, did them more injury while on the Elbe, than

they sustained in all the pitched battles put together ;

llil:x and the chief of Napoleon's engineers, General Rogniat,

who had access to the whole official documents at head-

quarters, has stated, that he lost three hundred thousand

men "byfamine in Russia in 1812, and one hundred thou-

sand by the same cause in Saxony in 1813.* It is in this

incessant wasting away, the necessary result of carrying

on a campaign with such enormous multitudes of men,

without any adequate magazines or support of a lasting

kind, save what they could extract from the suffering

population among whom they were placed, that the real

secret of the destruction of Napoleon's powder is to be

found. The dreadful typhus fever, which in the close of

o-

1

/
1

!/'
^ ie camPa'gn swept off such unheard-of multitudes in the

fortresses on the Elbe, was the natural consequence of the
.

L

unexampled privations and misery to which he reduced

the gallant conscripts who crowded round his standards.
1

His panegyrists botli on this and the other side of the

* "The numerous partisans of the enemy committed frightful ravages mi

mir rear: our depots of cavalry were obliged to fall back towards the Rhine
to avoid falling into their power ; many horses might have been gained to the

army, if it had been possible to allow them to take a few days' repose : nothing
could make up for the want of subsistence for the troops and replenishing to

the parks. It may safely be affirmed, that these detached corps, as numerous
as armies in the time of Turenne, commanded by officers skilled in that species
of war, did more injury to Napoleon than the grand allied armies, and were

sufficient of themselves to have consummated his ruin, if he had not instantly

adopted the plan of drawing near to the Rhine. The magazines were so tho-

roughly exhausted, that soldiers, whom a complete ration of good food could

hardly have maintained in health, were reduced from the outset of the cam-

paign to half rations, and even this scanty supply was latterly often not fur-

nished."--ST CYH, llixtirc Mililairc, iv. 323, 324.
" I-Yom want of magazines, Napoleon suffered to die of famine, in the

space of a few months, three hundred thousand men in Russia, and a hundred
thousand in Saxony. The soldiers, obliged to separate in search of subsistence,
in great part never rejoined their colours : all the bonds of discipline were

relaxed; the troops seized every opportunity to disband; the inhabitants of

the villages, exasperated by the pillage which went on, rose up and massacred
the marauders; and in fine, in the midst of these disorders, the armies disap-

peared, or perished from misery, ((specially when the war was prolonged for

any considerable time on the same theatre." Ro(;.\[.\T, Chef (hi (1,'nii: <!<

N.\i-Di. KDX. Art <l In f.'mrri-, -If, 7. See also MAKMONT, vol. v. 3I'2. 303; and
Tim. us. xvi. t;:',n. <;:'>! . and (i l.'i.
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Channel, who follow the bulletins in ascribing his ruin CHAP.
T XX XTT

entirely to the rigour of the Russian winter, would do

well to explain away the fact proved by the records of

the War-office at Paris, that the "morning state" atHisenor-

Wiazma on the 3d November 1812, four days before tlie^^*
frost began, exhibited a total of somewhat above fifty-five

causc '

thousand combatants and twelve thousand horses
;

the . .

1

Caper, i.v.

poor remains of three hundred thousand soldiers and 4
p,

422
;

eighty thousand cavalry, whom Napoleon had led in APP . NO.'H.

person across the Niemen. 1
It is neither, therefore, mixxiii.i:

24.

the rigour of the elements, nor the accidents of fortune,

that we are to seek the real causes of Napoleon's over-

throw, but in the natural consequences of his system
of conquest ;

in the oppressive effects of the execrable

maxim, that war should maintain war; and in the

impatience of taxation and thirst for plunder, in the

rapacious military Republic of which he formed the head
;

which, by throwing the armies they had on foot upon
external spoliation for their support, at once exposed

them, the moment the career of conquest was checked,

to unheard-of sufferings, and excited unbounded exas-

peration among every people over whom their authority

prevailed.

After making every allowance, however, for the influ-

ence of these causes, which, undoubtedly, were mainly ms u:i,>-

instrumental in producing and accelerating the over- ^"0^!"

throw of the French revolutionary power, it must be

admitted that there are some military errors which he

committed in this campaign, which arc altogether inex-

plicable. The destruction of Vandamme's corps, which

was the beginning of his long train of disasters, was

clearly owing to his imprudence in first ordering him to

march on Toplitz, with thirty thousand men, to cut off

the retreat of a hundred thousand, and then neglecting
to support him, when engaged on his perilous mission,

by the Young Guard at Pirna. Jlis plan of commencing
offensive operations by three armies at the same time,
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CHAP, diverging from a centre at Dresden, one against Berlin,
LXXXIT

1 one against Blucher, and one against Bohemia, was, to
513 '

saj the least of it, imprudent and hazardous
;

for each

army was weakened the farther it removed from the

central point; and none, in case of disaster, could afford

any rapid or immediate support to the others. His

simultaneous advance of Vandamme unsupported to

Culm and Oudinot to Gros-beeren was a most imprudent

step, and the immediate cause of his ruin.* On leaving

the Saxon capital, he deposited his reserve park of artil-

lery and ammunition in Torgau, separated himself from

his only considerable magazine on the Elbe, in Magde-

burg, and left thirty-five thousand men, who might have

cast the balance in his favour in the approaching decisive

contest, to stand a siege in Dresden with seven days'

provisions for the men and three for the horses. At

Leipsic, he chose a position to fight, which had an

impassable morass, traversed only by a single chaussec,

in his rear, thereby violating "what he himself has told

us is the
"

first requisite for a field of battle, to have no

defiles in its rear.'' When unable to conquer on the

first day, he still clung to his ground, though the vast

increase of the allied force rendered defeat inevitable;

he made no preparation whatever for retreat, and threw

no bridges over the Elster, though his engineers could

have erected twenty in a single night. And he perilled

his crown and his empire in a conflict with greatly

superior forces in that dangerous situation, when a hun-

dred and ninety thousand of his veteran soldiers were

cooped up in the fortresses on the Elbe, the Oder, and

the Vistula, to be the trophy of the conqueror in case of

defeat.

Inexplicable as these military errors must always

*
Napoleon failed at Dresden, not because he adopted, but because ho

departed from, the cardinal principle of defending a central position viz. to

accumulate his whole disposable force on one point on/y at a time, remaining

btrietly on the defensive, or falling back if pressed on the others.
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appear in so sagacious and clear-sighted a general as CHAP.

Napoleon, they are jet, if minutely considered, nothing
LXXX1L

more than the natural and inevitable result of his system
1!na

GS
of war, when it was once thoroughly understood, and The gene-

opposed with a vigour commensurate to the attack. He lilul chame-

has himself told us, that on many previous occasions he warfare!*

had been in equal danger, from which he had nevertheless

extricated himself not only with credit but with decisive

success ; and the course he pursued on those occasions

had been just as perilous as that which, in 1813, proved
his ruin. In the marshes of Arcola in 1796; during the

advance to Leoben in 1797 ;
in Moravia, previous to the

battle of xVusterlitz, in 1805
;

in Poland after the battle

of Eylau, in 1807
;
on the Danube, after the catastrophe

of Aspern, in 1809 he was in equal, if not greater

peril ;
and he extricated himself from the difficulties into

which his imprudence had brought him, only by a happy

audacity which paralysed or divided his opponents when

they had the means of destroying him absolutely within

their grasp. lie never thought of retreat
;

he never

anticipated defeat where he was in person with the army

though he provided often carefully for it in the case of

his lieutenants : but, dashing boldly forward, he struck at

the centre of the enemy's power, without any thought

how, in case of disaster, he was to maintain his own.

His own words, that
"

if Alexander had looked to his

retreat at Arbela, or Crcsar at Pharsalia, they would never

have conquered the world," reveal the ruling principle of

his warfare, and explain at once his early triumphs and

ultimate disasters.

The wide difference at the two epochs in the result of
69

the same audacious system of warfare, is to be ascribed Causes of its

in a great degree to the superior vigour and unanimity ami uitlmat^

with which he was resisted in the later, to what he had lh

been in the earlier stages of his career. It was the incom-

parable energy Avith which the people rose in arms in the

latter years of the war, the concord which prevailed

VOL. xn. x
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CHAP, among the sovereigns, the perseverance with which they
LXXXIL

carried through their designs, and the disinterestedness
'13-

with which they sacrificed all separate interests to the

general objects of the alliance, which led to its glorious

results. And without diminishing the credit due to all

in this noble career, and admitting that it was on the

Russian reserve that the weight of the contest in its last

and most serious stages in general fell, justice must yet

admit, that the chief glory of the deliverance of Germany
is to be ascribed to Prussia ; and that, but for the vigour

with which her people rose against their oppressors, and

which filled the allied ranks with a host of warriors,

beyond all precedent great for the amount of its popula-

tion,* the first onset of Napoleon on the banks of the

Elbe never could have been resisted, and the grand alli-

ance which effected the deliverance of Europe would

never have been formed.

"I shall not," says Gibbon, "be readily accused of fanati-

, r -ii,ie cism
\ yet I must admit that there are often strong appcar-

rctrt anccs of retribution in human affairs." Had he lived to

'the the present times, and witnessed the extraordinary con-
ation- finnation of this truth which the Revolutionary contest

afforded, his innate candour would probably have extorted

a still more unqualified testimony to Supreme superin-

tendence from the great sceptic of the eighteenth century.

On the ICth October 1793, at nine o'clock in the morn-

ing, Marie Antoinette ascended the fatal scaffold, and

*
Prussia, after its partition in 1807 by the treaty of Tilsit, possessed only

5,034,000 inhabitants. In 1813, she had 200,000 men in arms, and actually in

the field, independent of the landsturm, or, as nearly as possible, one for every
tii-i ,,h/ jlre xinils. This is the largest proportion that occurred in any stato

resting on its own resources during the war; for although Great Britain had

{{00,000 men in arms <>ut of a population not at that period amounting to more

eluding that of Ireland
; yet of these only 500,000 were

irs, the others being local militia, who were not per-

Mcn
exan
mor:
buti(

\vhi

eveR
ary
utior

than eighteen millions, ii

regular soldiers and Kail

largest proportion whicl

to keep up for any lengtl

KEAGll'b HjiCCch, I'll/I. A'(

manently drawn from t icir occupations. One in a hundred in arms is the

any country, how warlike soever, has over been able

of time. Ante, Chap, i.xxvr. 20; and LUIMJ CASTI.K-

r. 1313: Purl. Deb.
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revolutionary crime reached its highest point by the CHAP.

murder of a queen and a woman, the noble and unoffend- '.

ing daughter of the Caesars. On that day and that hour 1813>

twenty years on the 16th October 1813 the discharge
of three guns from the allied headquarters announced the

commencement of the battle of Leipsic, and the infliction

of the greatest punishment on a nation which the history
of mankind had exhibited. On the 19th of October

1805, revolutionary ambition beheld its greatest external

triumph consummated by the surrender of Mack, with

thirty thousand men, to its victorious leader on the heights
of Ulm

; and on that day eight years on the 1.0th

October 1813 the final blow was struck for Germany's
deliverance by the swords of the Fatherland : thirty

thousand prisoners lowered their colours to the victors

within the walls of Leipsic ;
and the mighty conqueror,

sad and dejected, was leading back his broken and

defeated host to the Rhine. On the 20th October 1805,

Napoleon, as the brilliant array of Austrian captives
defiled before him, said to those around him,

"
Gentlemen,

this is all well
;
but I must have greater things than

these I want ships, colonies, and commerce." On the

very next day after these memorable words were spoken,
on the 21st October 1805, the united navies of France

and Spain were destroyed by the arm of Nelson
;
the

maritime war Mr

as finished by the thunderbolt of Tra-

falgar ;
and "

ships, colonies, and commerce" had irrevo-

cably passed over to his enemies.

Whether these marvellous coincidences were the result

of accident
;
of that accumulation of great events in the ftcmarkaUc

years of the Revolution, which rendered almost every day o/thewTco-

prolific of historic incident : or formed part of the general
1UC1(

design of Providence for the more striking manifestation

of its judgments upon the world, they arc equally worthy
of attention. Whatever may be thought of the coinci-

dence of days, it was no accident which directed the inarch
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CHAP, of events ;
it was no casual combination of chances which

- '. led revolutionary ambition to expiate its sins on the
>13'

Saxon plains; which let fall in due season the sharpened

edge of German retribution
;
and at the darkest period

of the contest, sank the fleets of infidelity in the deep,

and righted amidst the waves the destined ark of Christian

civilisation.
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CHAPTER LXXXIII.

FORCING OF THE PYRENEES, AND INVASION OF FRANCE
BY WELLINGTON.

NOTHING remained after the glorious termination of CHAP.

the battles in the Pyrenees, to complete the expulsion,
Lxxxm -

on the western frontier, of the French from the Spanish
1813-

territory, but the surrender of Pampeluna ; and till that operations

event took place the British general resolved to suspend ^ sp^T*
active operations. But, meanwhile, success deserted the

English standards, and unwonted disgrace was incurred

in the east of the Peninsula
;

as if to demonstrate that

victory was still the reward only of persevering and re-

solute conduct, and to mark, by the force of contrast,

what they owed to the chief who had so long apparently
chained it to his chariot-wheels.

With a view to establish a good base for operations at

the mouth of the Ebro, and at the same time hinder K X1 ,c,i'ition

Sachet from despatching any succour to resist the general ^'"f ,^"~

offensive movement which he was meditating in the <k'
1

', V,
u

V,'

:iy

O and tlallo-

north-wcst of the Peninsula, Wellington directed Sir wdl
-_

John Murray, early in May, to embark the great bulk M\-M,

of his troops at Alicante, and attempt a descent near

Tarragona ;
in the hope cither of regaining that fortress,

or, at all events, of drawing Suchet back for its defence

from his advanced position on the Xucar, and withdraw-

ing the beautiful and fertile province of Valencia from

the imperial domination. To aid him in its reduction, a



1
Welling-

ton's in-
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CHAP, powerful battering train of fifty guns was placed at his

^_'

disposal ;
and as Admiral Ilallowell, with a squadron of

*13 '

the Mediterranean fleet was at hand, both to facilitate

the disembarkation and aid in the operations, it was hoped

they would prove successful, before an adequate French

force could be collected from beyond the Ebro to raise

the siege. The troops placed at Murray's disposal for

this purpose were very considerable, consisting of the Brit-

ish and foreign divisions which had come from Sicily,

Whittingham's and Roche's Spaniards, and the most

efficient part of Elio's and the Due del Parque's armies.

But the first only were to be embarked for Catalonia ;

toTilirrTv,
tne latter being left to threaten the French positions

lilr?

1

^'ur
coyermo Valencia on the Xucar. The forces embarked

at Alicante wrere somewhat above fourteen thousand, of

]j, 1813. which eight thousand were British and German foot, and

4/5.

% '

fifteen hundred British and German cavalry and artillery,

the remainder being Spanish and Sicilian infantry.
1*

This army embarked at Alicante on the 31st May,
Fi^t opera- and arrived with a fair wind in the neighbourhood of

Tarr'a^na',"

1

Tarragona on the 3d June, where it was immediately

sui'tifd. landed by the active co-operation of Admiral Ilallowell,

Ante, rh. the intrepid captain of the Swiftsure at the Nile. 2
They

*

had thus entirely gained the start of Sucliet, who could

not possibly be up for ten days to come, for he had a

hundred and sixty miles to march
;
and meanwhile the

besiegers, with the ample means at their disposal, might
make themselves masters of Tarragona, the works of

.!...,(.:}. which were in a very dilapidated state, and which was
:tAnu-,

_ri.. defended by only sixteen hundred men. Fort Olivio, the
Ixv. jjj t'.'i,

J J

7i- scene of such desperate conflicts during the former siege,
3

was occupied, as well as the heights of Loretto, without

resistance, the first day. An expedition was at the same

time despatched under Colonel Prevost to attack San

Felippe dc Balagucr, a strong fort perched, on a rock,

which commanded and blocked up the only carriage-road

ricu Appendix A, Chap. LXXXIII.

xvv
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from Tortosa to Tarragona : and the fire of two mortars, CHAP.
LXXXIII.which were with great difficulty brought up to bear on

the fort, having blown up its magazine, the governor sur- 1813-

rendered at discretion, with two hundred and sixty men.

This early success greatly elevated the spirits of the

allied army, and they confidently anticipated the imme-
diate capture of the main fortress ;

for its outworks, in-

complete, ill-flanked, without palisades or casemates, f^,
6

',.;.

could not have withstood a vigorous attack
;
and once M^V'S

taken, a few hours' breaching with the noble battering ^j^j,
train which they possessed, would have brought down the J u ^

'

wall of the town, and a general assault might have been *. 482.

made with every prospect of success.
1

But the leader is the soul of an army, and no valour

or skill on the part of the officers and men employed, can Murray

supply the want of resolute determination on the part of Jsauh, and

the general-in-chief. There is no reason to doubt the loraisftL

personal courage of Sir John Murray ;
but he proved

sicgc -

himself destitute of the rarer qualities of firm resolution,

moral courage, and confidence in his followers, which are

indispensable in a commander. His troops were brave
;

and such was the spirit with which they were animated,

that an Italian regiment which at Alicante had been

ready to go over to the enemy, now volunteered to head

the assault on Fort-Royal. But the general was far

from sharing the confidence of his followers ;
he had

despaired of victory even in the moment of glorious

triumph at Castalla, and he was not likely to be more

sanguine when in front of the bastions of Tarragona.

The operations were by no means pushed with the rapid-

ity which circumstances required, and the ample means

at his disposal rendered practicable. The guns, though
close at hand, were not put into the batteries till the

llth; and though the order to assault the outworks wasjuuuii.

given that night, it was countermanded: instructions for

embarking the guns were given, and, when half executed,

likewise countermanded. Thus the precious time, when
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CHAP, the place might have been carried, was lost in irresolu-

^!i* tion
;
and meanwhile intelligence of the approach of for-

1813-

midable bodies to raise the siege, completed the embar-

rassment of the English general. On the 10th, eight

thousand French, under Maurice Mathieu, began their

march from Barcelona, and intelligence was received that

Suchet was approaching the Col de Balaguer from Valencia

with nine thousand more, driving before him Copons'
mountain bands, who had drawn into the neighbourhood
of Tarragona. Murray had, including Copons' Catalans,

above twenty thousand men, whereof one-half were British

and Germans, on whom reliance could be placed; but

instead of pushing the siege with this respectable force,

which would have taken the place before either army

j
,

could have got up, the English general gave orders for

official the embarkation of the troops and battering train. It

June 14,' began on the 12th, and was not completed till next day,
ISIS

Gurw. x. when the French had not yet arrived even within sight

vf ]^!
1

!'
f Tarragona. The soldiers and sailors could not conceal

ij^'

v
Vjcf'

their indignation at abandoning the guns, nineteen in

xxii' "^i)
num^er

>
which were left in the advanced batteries for

-'w. they were part of the time-honoured train Nvhich had

torn down the ramparts of Badajo/.
1 '"

r
After the troops had got on board, Murray discm-

Ti.carmy barked them again near Balaguer, in hope of cutting oil'

Alicante, a French brigade which lay there; but, finding it had

\y.
i Jen- cscapedjie again put to sea, and steered for Alicante,

suniesThe ^'hile Copons retired with his Spaniards into the moun-

tains, and the French entered Taragona amidst the shouts

of the garrison. Soon afterwards Lord "William Bcntinck

*
Murray after this disaster was deprived of tho command, and, when he

returned to England, was brought to a court-mart ial after the peace, which

acquitted him of the serious charges preferred against him for his conduct oil

the occasion, but found him g
in this; vindictive pn.seciitii

judgment of posterity which
duct. Sir John was a man

private: the fault lay in hid

was wholly disqualified.

lilty of want of judgment. There was no harm
is are of no service in military afl'airs : it i-i the

s tho real reward or punishment of public con-

f talent, and had many estimable qualities in

ppointment to a public situation for which he
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arrived from Sicily, and took the command. A violent CTTAP.

storm, which overtook the fleet and wrecked some of the
LXXXIIL

transports, prevented the soldiers being all disembarked m3 -

before the 27th; and meanwhile, Elio and the Due del

Parque, with twenty-five thousand men, attacked, in two

columns, Habert, who with nine thousand maintained

the line of the Xucar; but they were defeated at both

their points of attack with the loss each of some hundred J M.
i for. v.

men. Thus everything seemed disastrous on the eastern 29<>, 209.Oi..
coast

; and, to complete the untoward state of affairs, M|m
e

H.

Lord William Bentinck had come alone from Sicily, fear- lap.^o,

ing a descent from Murat in that island
; although, after ^itr^to

d

having entered into secret negotiations with the Allies, ?,
udu

-;

t '

'

May I!!,

he soon after set out for Saxony, where, as already 181
"

3 -111 ''-Suchet, ii.

mentioned, he bore an important part in the battle 01 324.

Dresden.
1

But the triumphs of the French were not of long dura-

tion. On the 27th, intelligence was received of the Retreat of

battle of Vitoria, accompanied by orders, which were a hind tho"

necessary consequence of that event, for Suchct entirely thc-T^uio

1

to evacuate Valencia, and retire behind the Ebro. He of Vuona -

immediately made preparations for abandoning the pro-

vince, and left Valencia with a heavy heart on the 5th

July, which was entered four days afterwards by LordJuiyu.

William Bentinck. But, faithful to the positive instruc-

tions of Napoleon to keep a tenacious grasp of all his

conquests, he left twelve hundred men in Saguntum, five

hundred in Peniscola, and four thousand five hundred in

Tortosa a fatal error, the counterpart of the Emperor's
obstinate retention of the fortresses on the Elbe and the

Oder during the German campaign, and to which, more

than to any other cause, the little subsequent success of

Suchet in the field is to be ascribed. It was Suchet's

first intention, when he retired behind the Ebro, to have

marched upon Saragossa, and, forming a respectable force

with the troops left in that province, to have united with

Cluusel, and together threatened the right Hank of \Yel-
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CHAP, lington. But the rapid retreat of Clausel from Sara-

1
"

gossa, by Jaca, into France, totally disconcerted this well-

813> conceived project. The plain of Aragon being entirely

inundated with guerillas, while Wellington's masses in

Navarre were on its flank, he felt it necessary to con-

slTsIe
"' centrate his forces in Catalonia and on the Lower Ebro,

Tor
p
'v" i;>%'

anc^ accordingly gave orders for the evacuation of Sara-

298.
'

gossa and the fortresses of Aragon, the troops retiring to

Mequinenza, Lerida, and Tortosa. 1

Bentinck followed with the Anglo-Sicilian army ;
but

Hcntinck it was soon found by the British general that, though his
follows him ,, p i i i i i

to the lorces were ot considerable numerical amount, yet they

Ebro" were not of such a composition as to enable him to hazard

offensive operations without the utmost caution beyond
the Ebro. He had indeed thirty thousand men nominally
under his orders

;
but of these the British and Germans,

not quite ten thousand strong, could alone be trusted in

presence of the enemy. Elio and Roche, with ten thou-

sand more, were at Valencia in a very destitute condition
;

the Due del Parquc, with twelve thousand, was several

marches in the rear
;
and his troops, though paid by Bri-

tish subsidies, were, from the inherent vice of procrastina-
tion common to all the Spaniards, almost as unprovided
as the former. Suchet expected to be joined by Decacns

from Tpper Catalonia. Dccaens, however, at this moment
was himself in nearly as difficult a situation

;
for the news

of the battle of Vitoria had again roused all the upper

valleys of Catalonia
;
and the insurrection, nourished by

supplies from the English fleet, was making rapid pro-

gress. Thus neither party were in a condition to under-

take any operation of importance ;
and though Suchet

had sixty-eight thousand of the best troops of the empire

2s<i.hrt ii
5lt n ' s command, they were so scattered over the numerous

V-"'
:;:

:'- fortified posts and cities which the Emperor had ordered
N;ij. \i. 1 1.

L

i
1

.'. vi.-t.ut him to garrison and maintain, that he was little more

y>-2, L';:J.

'

than a match in the field for Bentinck with his motley

array of thirty thousand. 2
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The evacuation of Aragon and Valencia, like that of CHAP.
T "V"Y v T IT

all the other places which had been under the dominion
* _!

of the French armies, revealed the extraordinary system
1813>

of forced contributions and organised plunder, by which

they had so long succeeded in maintaining their ascen- tudc ofthe

~

dency in Europe without any sensible addition to the StLis*
1'

burdens of France itself. Immediately after the occupa- ^Jjjj^'
51

'

tion of Valencia in the end of 1811, the French marshal, Brought to

. . light by tlii!S

as already mentioned, had imposed an extraordinary retreat.

contribution of 200,000,000 reals, or about 2,000,000

sterling, a burden equal, if the value of money be taken

into consideration, to at least 5,000,000 in Great

Britain. The half of this enormous requisition entirely
exhausted the whole money, gold, silver plate, and jewels
of the province, and the remainder was taken in grain,

stuffs, clothing, and other articles necessary for the sub-

sistence of the troops. Next year the burden was fixed

at 70,000,000 reals, or 700,000, equal in like manner

to 1,750,000 in England ;
but by the vigour of the

French marshal's government, and the regularity and
... c ,.

i ,1 T . M ..
-,

~. iSuchet, ii.

justice or his rule in the distribution and exaction of 290, 296.
rr *>f\

these enormous burdens, nearly the whole was brought, 305.

v '

chiefly in kind, into the imperial treasury.
1

Aragon at first, after the capture of its capital, had been

subjected to enormous burdens, great part of which was And hi

irrecoverable from their excessive magnitude ;
but from Aragou -

the time that the regular government of Suchet began,
the impositions were more uniform, and amounted to

about four times what the province had paid in the most

flourishing days of the old monarchy. While these facts

illustrate in the clearest manner the oppressive nature

of the imperial government, and explain the unbounded

exasperation which it everywhere excited in Europe, as

well as the long enthusiasm which it awakened in France

itself, it must at the same time be added, to the honour

of Marshal Suchet, that he carried this onerous system
into execution with far more attention to the interests
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CHAP, and wishes of the inhabitants than any of the other
LXXXIII. prenc]1 marsna]s> No private plunder disgraced his foot-

1S13<
steps, no military disorders rendered hateful his govern-

ment. Unlike the other parts of Spain, the monuments

of the fine arts remained untouched in Valencia during

his administration ; and, despite the grievous weight of

9.ffr
c

->?8

"' ^ie burdens he was obliged to impose, such was the pro-
ami'i. 279, tection to industry which he simultaneously afforded, that

v. 304, sue. the receding of the footsteps of the French army was

beheld with regret by the grateful inhabitants.
1

Beiitinck long hesitated whether he should commence
Bentiuck active operations in Catalonia with the siege of Tortosa

Tarragona, or that of Tarragona ;
but he at length determined on the

peiija to"

1

latter, chiefly in consequence of the facilities for carrying

sfc*e.

the ^ on which the vicinity of the sea and the Mediterranean

squadron afforded. Having crossed the Ebro, accord-

ingly, he sat down before the place in the end of July
with ten thousand good troops ;

while the Spanish armies,

about twenty thousand more, but of a very different

quality, were drawn to the neighbourhood to cover the

siege. Sucliet was long unable to collect any sufficient

force to interrupt his operations ;
but having at length

formed a junction with Decacns, he advanced at the head

of thirty thousand men to raise the siege. Bentiuck was

at the head of an equal force, but upon the Spaniards no

reliance could be placed ;
and he therefore wisely declined

AH-. i.x battle, retreating to the denies of the Ilospitalat, near

the Col dc Balaguer. Suchct, without pursuing him,

AU-. is. passed on to Tarragona, which lie entered on the 18th,

and immediately blew up the fortifications and brought

away the garrison. Such was the strength of the ancient

masonry, the work of the Romans, that it was with no

small time and labour that the demolition was effected.

2 \:m. vi. Having destroyed these renowned bastions, the French
,00 54 Tor. . .

v.'ws", :]'. general retired to the neighbourhood of Villa Franca

ii;;l,':w;"' and the Llobregat, while ])ecaens was sent into I'pper

Catalonia;
2 and Tarragona, with its ruined battle-
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racnts and fertile fields, was occupied by the British CHAP.
f

J LXXXLII.
forces. .

Gradually after this the British army gained ground, ^J
3*

and the French were cooped up into more contracted Unfortunate

limits within the war-wasted province of Catalonia. On the p^s of

the 5th September, the advance entered Villa Franca,

and Suchet retired altogether into the Llobregat, leaving

Tortosa, Lerida, and Mequinenza, now blockaded by the

Spanish troops, to their own resources. An event, how-

ever, ere long occurred, which showed that it was not

without reason that Bentinck, with his heterogeneous

array of troops, had hitherto avoided a general engage-
ment with the admiral veterans of Suchet. On the 12th Sept. 1-2.

September, twelve hundred German and British infantry,

with two British and two Spanisli guns, under Colonel

Adam, and three battalions of Sarsfield's Catalonians,

occupied, twelve miles in advance of Villa Franca, the

position of Ordal, a ridge which rises gradually from a

deep and impassable ravine, crossed by a noble bridge in

front. Suchet, hearing that this advanced guard, not

more in all than three thousand men, was not adequately

supported, conceived the design of cutting it off. For this

purpose the divisions Ilarispe and Ilabert were put in

motion at nightfall, by bright moonlight passed the bridge
without resistance, and at midnight suddenly attacked

the allied advanced guard at all points. The second

battalion of the 27th, who were on the right, were first

assaulted ; but the men, who were lying beside their

muskets in battle array, instantly started up and fought

fiercely; and the Spaniards and Germans, who were next

attacked in the centre, made a most gallant resistance, i Bent in, r s

Ilarispe's men, however, crossing the bridge in great ^ount

numbers, ere lonij turned the allied flank; Adam was ^.'l'-,*'-
147, II".

wounded early; Colonel Reeves, who was second in com- surk-t, \\.

mand, was also soon struck down; and amidst the con- N:./.. vi.':>7,

fusion of a nocturnal combat, the troops, without any ;i, :;:;!

''

recognised leader,
1

fought with great fury in detached
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CHAP, bodies, but without any general plan. At length the
'

Spaniards in the centre were broken, the 27th regiment
1813. turned and forced, and the whole dispersed, four guns

being taken. Captain Waldron, with eighty of the 27th,

and Captain Midler, with the like number of Germans,
effected their retreat by the hills; but all the rest were

dispersed or slain, and the actual loss was not less than a

thousand men.

Encouraged by this blow, which seems to have been

Tiicaii'ies induced by undue confidence on the part of both Ben-

Tarragona, tinck and Adam, in thus exposing an advanced guard
without support to the blows of superior bodies of the

Sept. is. enemy, Suchet pursued his march, and came up at eight

o'clock with the main allied army near Villa, Franca.

But they retreated in admirable order, and a charge of the

French cavalry was stopped with remarkable resolution

by Lord Frederick Bentinck, at the head of the 20th dra-

goons and German horse. That gallant officer engaged in

single combat and wounded Colonel Myers of the French

horse, and defeated the cavalry with the loss of three

hundred men. Great numbers of the missing at the pass
of Ordal who had been supposed to be taken, rejoined
their colours two days afterwards; but this disaster had

the effect of causing the allied army to retire to the

neighbourhood of Tarragona, while the Catalonians fell

back to Igualada. Although the operations in the cast

of Spain were thus checkered with misfortune, yet they
.
had a most important effect on the issue of the campaign,1

Suchct, 11.
-1 in-

MI, 3ir>. and clearly demonstrated on what erroneous principles
Bentinck" s

-\T -i > i f r .

oiiiciai JN apolcon s defensive system of retaining garrisons m so

Sept'."i'.\ many fortresses was founded. For during a period when

Gifrt. xi.
Soult was pressed by superior forces in the western

N;i

7
', \i?'r,7 I'jrencc^ and France itself was menaced with invasion,

;

r

;'.\ T'',
r
;

v -

sixty-eight thousand of the best soldiers of the French
54J, )>>. *

i,:t. ct empire were kept in check by ten thousand British and

German troops, supported by twice that number of ill-

disciplined Spaniards;
1

all pressure on Wellington's right
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flank from that formidable body was prevented, and the CHAP.
T ~V\"V T I T

whole of Valencia and half of Catalonia were rescued _ _'

from their grasp by a motley array, which could not for

three days have kept the field in presence of Suchet's

united forces.

Meanwhile Wellington, having completed his prepara-

tions, and received considerable reinforcements both from Reasons

England and the hospitals, from whence the wounded thiTperiod

men were discharged in such extraordinary numbers, and
wtiiTngtou

with such rapidity, under the influence of the mental
jiot

(1

^'
rc

excitement produced by continued and glorious success,*
' va(le

.

r
'.

c France.

as to excite the astonishment of the whole army, was
J 7

taking measures for an invasion of France. He was

desirous, indeed, not to hazard that attempt at the present

moment, for several reasons: Pampelima, though again

closely blockaded, and now severely distressed for pro-

visions, had not yet fallen
;
and till that event took place,

not only could the blockading forces not be reckoned on

to support the allied army in its advance, but he himself

could not be considered as solidly established on the

Spanish frontier. The Spanish troops who were acting

in co-operation with his army were fully forty thousand,

and they had now acquired, from having served for some

time with the Anglo-Portuguese forces, a far higher l Gunv xi

degree of consistence and efficiency than they had ever f4
5

yo

an<1

before attained during the war. But still there wrere Wellington
. i . -,. . .

,
to Spanish

many circumstances in their condition which rendered Minister at

War Au"
them likely to prove at least as dangerous as serviceable 30,' isis.

'

to an invading army.
1

In spite of all the representations of Wellington, which

had been as energetic as they were innumerable, the

* " We have gained on the strength of the 76th, 84th, and 85th regiments,
1797 rank and file, and 800 recruits; and 500 British andloOOPortugue.se
from the hospitals last week, and we are gaining some every day. We are

now as strong as we were on the 25th July, before the battles of the Pyrenees,
and in a short time we shall be within 5000 or 6000 as strong as we were

before the battle of Vitoria. The troops are uncommonly healthy, indeed

there is no sickness amongst them." WKLT.IXGTON to LOUD BATUL'KST, 251/t

Anfjust 1813; GUKWOOJJ, xi. 45.
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CHAP, government at Cadiz, wholly engrossed with democratic
L\X\III '

ambition, had taken no efficient steps to provide for their
ltn3 '

armies. They were neither clothed nor paid, and in great
The total in- part depended for their subsistence upon the British

thegovem- rations
;
and there was too good reason to fear, that if

Cadizwas they entered France they would rouse a national resist-

pal dnc"

CI ~

ancc > ky the license with which they might retaliate upon
its inhabitants the misery which their own countrymen
had so long suffered at the hands of the enemy. The

Cortes, inflamed almost to madness by the incessant

eiforts of the republican press at Cadiz, who now dreaded

nothing so much as the success of the allied arms, did all

in their power to thwart the designs of Wellington for the

common cause. The excesses at San Sebastian afforded

too plausible a ground, which was amply taken advantage

of, for inflaming the popular passions against the English

general ; they were represented as not the designless

work of the unbridled soldiers, but as the deliberate
'

Welling-
ton to the attempt of a heretical nation to destroy a mercantile

EsLr at community, of which they were jealous. Wellington

SMsis'/to himself was openly accused of aspiring to the crown of

ure"!set!~ Spain : his character was too great, his achievements had
/>, 1*1:5.

jjCcn ^00 glorious, not to excite the most vehement envy(iiirw. xi. J

"']'.-

r' 7
;. Qn among all the base of the realm he had delivered.'"' To

91 ; and xi.' such a height did these malignant recriminations rise,
-[-> )()((

.
c

xi. 327, 349. that he more than once offered to resign the supreme

command;! and, despairing of success with such lukc-

* " Nee minus periculi, ex magna fama, quam ex mala." TACITUS. Envy
is a passion second only in extent to selfishness, to which it is twin brother

in human nature, and its effects are far more general than is commonly
supposed.

f "More than half of Spain has been cleared of the enemy above a year;
and the whole of Spain, excepting Catalonia and a small part of Aragon, since

the months of May and June la-st. The most abundant harvest has been

reaped in all parts of the country ;
millions of money, spent by contending

armies in the Peninsula, are circulating everywhere ;
and yet your armies,

however weak in numbers, are literally starving. The allied Hritish and Por-

tuguese army under my command, have been subsisted particularly latterly

almost exclusively upon the magazines imported by sea
;
and 1 am con-

cerned to inform your Excellency, that besides moin-y for the pay of all tlie
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warm or treacherous allies, advised the British government CHAP.
T X \ X 1 IT

to demand San Sebastian as a hostage, and, if refused, to __'

withdraw their forces altogether from, the Peninsula.

Although the British government were far from being

armies, which has been given from the military chest of the British army, and
has been received from no other quarter, the British magazines have supplied

quantities of provisions to all the Spanish armies, in order to enable them to

remain in the field at all
; and, notwithstanding this assistance, I have had

the mortification of seeing the Spanish troops on the outposts obliged to

plunder the nut and apple trees for subsistence; and to know that the Spanish

troops, employed in the blockade of Pampeluna and Santona, were starving

upon half an allowance of bread, while the enemy whom they were blockading

were, at the same time, receiving their full allowance.
"
It cannot be pretended that the country does not produce the means of

maintaining the number of men necessary for its defence
;
those means are

undoubtedly .superabundant ;
and the enemy has proved that armies can be

maintained in Spain, at the expense of the Spanish nation, infinitely longer
than are necessary for its defence.

"
Sir, the fact is notorious, that there is no authority in the country to enforce

the law and the due payment of the contributions to government ;
and the

officers of the Hacienda do not perform their duty.
"
They are infinitely more numerous than is necessary, and their mainten-

ance exhausts the revenues which ought to be employed in the maintenance

of the troops on the frontiers. I have sent to your Excellency's office proofs
that some branches of the revenue cost 70 and 80 per cent to collect them.

" It must be obvious to your Excellency that matters cannot go on long as

they ai-e. The winter is approaching, and no magazines, or other provision

of any kind, have been made for the Spanish troops, who, as I have above

stated, have not at present even enough for their daily subsistence." WEL-
LINGTON to the Spanish Minister at War, 30f/t A uyust 1813 ; GURWOOD, vol. xi.

pp. 50, 58.
" Our character is involved in a greater degree than we are aware of in the

democratical transactions of the Cortes, in the opinion of all moderate and

well-thinking Spaniards, and, I am afraid, with the rest of Europe ; and if the

mob of Cadi/ begin to move heads from shoulders, as the newspapers have

threatened Castanos, and the assembly seize upon landed property to supply
their necessities, I am afraid we must do something more than discountenance

them.

"It is quite impossible that such a system can last. What I regret is, that

I Min the person that maintains it. If I was out of the way, there are plenty

of generals who would overturn it. Ballasteros positively intended it
;
and I

am much mistaken if O'Donnell, and even Castanos, and probably others, are

not equally ready. If the King should return, he also will overturn the whole

fabric, if he has any spirit ;
but things have gone so far, and the gentlemen of

Cadi/ are so completely masters of their trade of managing that assembly, that

I am afraid there must be another convulsion
;
and I earnestly recommend to

the British Government to keep themselves clear of the democracy, and to

interfere in nothing while the government is in their hands, excepting in

carrying on the war, and keeping out the foreign enemy."- WJ-ILLIXGTON /<>

KAKL P.ATHUKST, ?>tk &'i>t. 18K5
; Guuwooo, vol. xi. pp. 9u, 91.

" In consequence of the existing regency of Spain having departed from ;:11

VOL. XII. V
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CHAP, insensible to the cogency of these arguments, yet they
LXXXIII.

^iseiy determined to follow Wellington's advice, in cau-

^l
3 -

tiously abstaining from all interference with the Regency
By desire of and Cortes at Cadiz, how criminal or absurd soever their

government conduct might be, and to bend all their efforts to the

takes'lr vigorous prosecution of the war. But they were induced,

by other considerations of still higher importance, to urge

their general to undertake the immediate invasion of the

south of France. The coalition in Germany, they were

well aware, was still very nearly matched by Napoleon ;

the disasters at Dresden had well-nigh dissolved its hete-

rogeneous materials ;
and therefore so important an event

as the invasion of France by the British forces might be

expected to produce a moral effect of the greatest import-

ance throughout Europe. Wellington, who at that period

had little confidence in the stability of the Grand Alliance,

and looked, not without reason, to the security of the

Peninsula as the main object of his efforts, was desirous

that his troops, or a principal part of them, should be

turned against Suchet in Catalonia, in order that, during
the absence of Napoleon with the greater part of his

forces in Germany, the important strongholds in that pro-

vince, an effectual barrier against France in the East

might be recovered to the Spanish monarchy. But the

English government, having in view the general interests

y^ito!' f Europe, and the probable effect of the measure on tlie

in Urif
1"" determination of the allied Sovereigns on the Elbe,

HatiM.rst decided otherwise. The invasion of France, even before
Crurw. xi.

Pampcluna had fallen, was resolved on;
1 and Wellington,

like a good soldier, set himself to execute, to the best of

the engagements entered into with me by the late regency after repeated

personal discussions, and notwithstanding that I had received what I con-

ceived was a confirmation of the engagements, and a declaration to adhere to

them by the existing regency, I thought it proper, on the 3<itb August last, to

resign the command of the Spanish armies, which resignation, I have been
informed by a despatch from the Minister at War of the 2'2d of September, has

been accepted by the regency, and I continue to exercise the command only
till the new Cortes shall have been assembled." V\"I:I.UN<;TO.V tu KAKI,

li.vni'MtST, 5th (Holier 1SK5; {Juuwoon, vol. xi. p. 10-1.
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his ability, an offensive campaign, which on military prin- CHAP.

ciples he deemed premature.
Soult's position on the northern side of the Bidassoa 1813>

consisted of the base of a triangle, of which Bayonne was Description

the apex, and the great roads running from thence to French

Irun on the sea-coast, and St Jean Pied-de-Port in the l^S,,"!
1

interior, were the sides. The interior of this triangle was soa -

filled with a mass of rugged and in great part inaccessible

mountains, affording little means of subsistence to troops,

and presenting at every step huge cliffs and passes capable
of arresting an invading army. The French army was

stationed on the summit of the southern ridge of this wild

and rocky district, which immediately overlooks the valley

of the Bidassoa, and various parts of it were strengthened
with field-works. The summit of the Rhime mountain

the highest part of the ridge, terminating in a peak, sur-

rounded on three sides by inaccessible precipices, and to

be reached only from the eastward by a long narrow

shelve on the top of the rocks was crowned with a

complete redoubt. All the hill-roads which penetrated

through this strong position were commanded by works,

the greater part of which were nearly completed ;
and

the position, flanked by the sea on the one side, and by
the Rhime mountain, which rises to the height of two^^p-y

1 -

thousand eight hundred feet, and overlooks all the neigh- Beim. i.

bouring hills, on the other, could hardly be turned on xi. 17.

either side. 1

Wellington, nevertheless, determined to hazard an
17

attack, and he first intended to have made it in the Amount of

middle of September, immediately after the castle of Vhiculsouit

San Sebastian fell
;

but the excessive storms of rain
[;;|J

t

" 1

, 1I'"

s

which afterwards came on, and swelled the Bidassoa into

a raging torrent, rendered it impossible to attempt the

crossing of the fords till the beginning of October
;
and

the state of the tides, upon which the threading through

them was mainly dependent, would not permit the passage

being attempted till the 7th of that month. Soult, not
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CHAP, expecting that Wellington would attempt to force Ins

Lxxxiir.
strong p0sition in this quarter, had not above fifteen

1S13 - thousand men immediately above the Bidassoa ;
as in

truth he did not regard the heights in front as the prin-

cipal part of his position. It was in the fortifications on

the Nive in their rear that the principal strength of the

position lay, by which he hoped to prevent the inva-

sion of the south of France. The French general had
* Bcim. L rcceutlv been joined by sixteen thousand new conscripts,
2'ii> -(>/. ^

Souit'totiie who were distributed among the veteran corps of the

w'ar
S

at

ra

army; so that his numerical force was little inferior to

SftTfiia?' what it had been before the battles of the Pyrenees.

C94
1 '

'xap.
But this accession of force was fully counterbalanced on

w 'ir
'' "'"'"' the allied side by the arrival of three thousand fresh

Wellington >

to Loni troops from England, and the approach of the Andalusian
Bathurst,

o.-t.y,isi3. army of reserve under the Conde d'Abisbal, fully twelve

176.

'

thousand strong, which bore an important part in the

action that followed. 1

The troops which Wellington employed in the attack

welling were very considerable, and proportioned rather to the

iloiitionV strength of the enemy's position, than to the actual force

the passage,
he had at his command to defend it. Graham, having

witli him the first and fifth divisions, Lord Aylmer's

brigade, and a brigade of Portuguese, commanded the

left wing, and received orders to cross the Bidassoa by the

fords immediately above and below the site where the

bridge on the great road from Paris to Madrid formerly

stood; Frcyrc, with his Spaniards, was to cross by the

2 xvoiimjr. Binitu fords, and storm the intrenched camp on the

BatimrHtT heights above them; Major-General Alton, with the light
Oc-t.i), 1*13. v IT > c< i i j.1

ounv! xi. division and Longas Spaniards, was to pass by the upper

ray''g JJl^f" fords, and attack the Bayonettc mountain and the pass
nil or,i,.,s, Of ycni

;
while on the right the army of reserve of

in \\ yld a J

Memo!, Andalusia, under the command of General Giron, was to
]'2!, i:}o,

I'M. attack the enemy s posts on the mountain cf La Illume,
2

and the fourth and sixth divisions were in reserve to sup-
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port him, if necessary.* Altogether, the English general CHAP.

directed twenty-four thousand men against the Lower
LXXXIIL

Bidassoa, and twenty thousand against the Rhune moun- Itil3>

tain and its adjacent ridges.

The night preceding the attack was unusually stormy
and tempestuous. A thunder-storm rolled down from coimnonc-o-

the summit of the Rhune mountain, and broke with the Ekf
U

utmost violence on the French positions on the Lower Oct " 8 '

Bidassoa. During the darkness and storm, Wellington
advanced a number of his guns up to the heights of San

Marcial, while the troops and pontoons were brought

down, still unperceived, close to Fontarabia and Irun, at

the mouth of the Bidassoa. At the same time the

columns which were to cross over further up, moved close

to the respective points of passage, which were no less

than ten in number, in order to be able simultaneously to

commence the attack on the French position. All the

tents of the allied army on the hills were left standing,
and the pontoons, which had been brought down to the

water's edge, were carefully concealed from the enemy's
view. At seven o'clock Lord Aylmer's brigade, which

led the advance on the left extremity of the left wing,

suddenly emerged from behind their screen of hills, and

advanced with a rapid pace towards the sands adjoining

Fontarabia. Immediately all the guns on the heights of

San Marcial commenced their fire along the whole line.

So completely were the enemy taken by surprise, that i5l
un

^
xi -

Marshal Soult was passing troops in review in the centre \L I

2r>i.

,.,... ,. IMlot, 54,
or Ins position, at the moment when the hrst guns were 57.

heard at the Lower Bidassoa.
1

He immediately set out at the gallop in that direction
;

but before he could arrive in its vicinity, the positions had Forcing <>r

been carried, and the British were solidly established in ni^
10

the French territory. From the summit of San Marcial

seven columns could be seen descending rapidly from the

* Sue Appendix, I>, Chap. LXXXIII.
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CHAP, heights, and advancing with beautiful precision and a
T X V YTTT

rapid step towards the fords of the Biclassoa. Those on
1813-

the upper parts of the stream descended at once into the

enemy's fire
;
but those on the lower wound like huge

snakes through the salt pools on the level sands, and

were in some places almost immersed in water before

they reached the firm ground on the opposite side. But

the surprise was complete, and the enemy on the heights

opposite made no very strenuous resistance. Several

redoubts on the sandhills were taken, and seven pieces of

cannon captured. A much more obstinate resistance was

made, however, at the mountain of Louis the Fourteenth,

and the heights of the Croix des Bouquets, which was the

key to the whole position in that quarter, and towards

which botli parties brought up their troops and guns witli

the greatest rapidity. The Germans, who first made the

attack on this point, were repulsed with severe loss
; but

1

Welling- . t rv i 1 n t*
ton to Lord the 9th regiment, under Colonel Cameron, at this moment

Oct.gjsis. came up, and stormed the post with the utmost gallantry;

i77?

v

'i!i>.
tlie French falling back at all points, and in great confu-

Subdtern
8 '

s i n
>
on the high-road towards Bayonne ;

and it was only
94, 104. ky ]ie arriyal Of Soult at this moment, with the reserve
V ict. ut J

Coiiq.^xii. and several guns, that order was in part restored. Mean-

57, 5.
'

while Freyre had also carried the camp of Biratu after a

hard struggle.
1

While this rapid and important success was achieved

The French on the left, Alton, with the light division, having forded

from ulcir tlic river, attacked the enemy's intrenchments in the pass

thu'it'f" of Vera; and Giron, with the Andalusians, was led against

the mountain of La Rhunc. Taupin's division guarded the

stupendous rocks in front of the Allies which were to be

assailed
;
while the sixth division, under Cole, which was

posted on the heights of St Barbara, formed an imposing

reserve, full in view of the French troops, and ready to

co-operate at a moment's warning in the attack. The

French soldiers in this quarter were posted on the sum-

mit of enormous rocky ridges, one of which, called by the
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soldiers the Boar's Back, projected like a huge redoubt far CHAP.

into the valley of Beira. No sooner, however, did Clausel,
LXXXnI -

who commanded there, hear the first cannon-shots on the 1813<

Lower Bidassoa, than he hurried four regiments up to

the summit of the Great Rhune, and advanced with the

remainder of his forces to the support of Taupin on the

ridges beneath. But before he could arrive, the action

in that quarter was decided. Soon after seven o'clock,

the Boar's Back was assailed at both ends : at its eastern

extremity that is, on the British right by Giron's Au-

dalusians, and on its left, towards the British centre, by

Kempt's brigade ;
whilst Colonel Colbornc, at the head

of his brigade, consisting of the 52d, 95th, and some

Portuguese battalions of light troops, advanced against

the Bayonette mountain on the British left. Ere long
the slopes of the mountains were covered with men and

fire, while the dark forests at the bottom of the ravines

were filled with volumes of white smoke, that came iffi^g*
1 '

curling up out of their inmost recesses. The Boar's Back ^V-'-
was soon carried, and the troops then rushed on to the vict. *

assault of the interior range, consisting of the Bayonette 283,
:

284.

'

mountain and the pass of Vera.
1

The Portuguese Cacadores were the first who madeO ^ .).)

the attack
;
but they were overmatched by the French, The i^y-

who, rushing out of the redoubt at the summit, hurled (Treat

'"

them over the rocky slopes with great violence. In the carried."'

middle, however, of their pursuit, the 52d regiment sud-

denly emerged from the wood, and startled the victorious

French by the apparition of the red uniforms. At this

sight the pursuers wavered and fled, closely followed by
the British regiment, who entered the redoubt with them.

Following up his success, Colborne next attacked the second

intrenchment, which was carried with equal impetuosity,

and four hundred prisoners were taken. Meanwhile Kempt
in the centre won the Vera pass, and Giron's Spaniards,

on the right, also worked their way with great difficulty

up the mountain-side., and stormed some iiitrcnclimcnts
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CHAP, which the enemy had thrown up in that quarter on

^.' the Saddle Ridge. They were repulsed, however, in

1813>
the attack of the strong position of the Hermitage on

the Great Rhune mountain, from the summit of which

the enemy rolled down immense rocks, which made huge

gaps in the assailing companies. On this rugged height

the French succeeded in maintaining themselves all night ;

but as soon as the mist had cleared away on the follow-

ing morning, Wellington directed an attack by Giron's

Spaniards by the eastern ridge, which alone was acces-

sible. This important and difficult operation was per-
1
Celling- formed with the utmost gallantry by the Andalusians,

ton to Lord & J J '

Batimrst,
^
who drove the enemy from one fortified post in the

Gnrw! xC' rugged slopes to another, till the Great Rhune itself was-__ .._ Oo I

Nap. vi.' in a manner environed by enemies. Clausel upon this,

v'ict.

2
ct'' fearful of being cut off, drew off his regiments from that

S:" q;
>84

"' elevated position, and from the advanced camp of Sarre
Peiiot <;o, jn the night; and on the following morning the whole

Mi, 3G. ridge occupied by the enemy, from the summit of La Rhune
to the sea-coast, was in the hands of the Allies.

1

2>5
Though not so celebrated as some of his other achicvc-

Retkvtions iiients, there is none which reflects more lustre on "Wel-

battic. lington as a general than this extraordinary action. AYith

assiduous care, the French had for more than a month

fortified their mountain position in the Pyrenees; it was

guarded by an army as numerous, so far as the regular

troops on cither side were concerned, as that of the Bri-

tish general; and the heights on which the French were

placed, far exceeded the far-famed steeps of Torres Vcdras

in strength and ruggedness. From this all but impreg-
nable position they had been driven, in a single day, bv

an enemy who, to reach it, had to ford a difficult and

dangerous river, forming, as it were, a vast wet ditch to

the intrenchment. Great as was the spirit evinced by the

whole troops, Spanish as well as British or Portuguese,
who had been engaged, it was not by their efforts alone

that the battle was won. It was the combinations of the
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general \vliicli rendered their attacks irresistible. It was CHAP.
t VVY

(
T f

the secresj of his preparations, and the suddenness of his _^

onset, which carried the enemy's position on the Lower
Bidassoa. It was the admirable combinations which

threw an overwhelming force against the rocks in the

centre, which won the dizzy heights of La Rlmne. In

defence of their rocky intrenchments, the French were

far from displaying their wonted spirit and vigour ; and,

what is very remarkable, the same troops who had

ascended with so intrepid a step the crags of Soraoren,

now abandoned with little resistance the loftier rocks of

the Bayonette a remarkable proof of the old observation,

that the soldiers of that nation arc much better adapted
for offensive than defensive warfare, and an illustration of

how much the courage of the bravest troops may be

lowered by a long series of defeats. In this battle the

Allies lost about sixteen hundred men, of whom one-half

were Spaniards. The French were weakened by not

more than fourteen hundred, their troops, during the

greater part of the fighting, being protected by the

intrenchments which they defended. But this was of

little consequence. The enemy's intrenched position,

upon which they had so long laboured, had been lost
;

the territory of the Great Nation was violated
;

and a

vast hostile army, for the first time since the Revolution,

was permanently encamped within the territory of France.

And thus was England, which throughout the contest

had been the most persevering and resolute of all the i x .

q , vL

opponents of the Revolution, and whose government had
^iifnlo

never yet cither yielded to the victories or acknowledged *' Urd... . Bnthurat,

the chiefs which it had placed at the head of affairs, the ^V 1

',

first of all the powers of Europe which succeeded in \\. ih>.

planting its victorious standards on the soil of France.
1

The first care of Wellington, after the army was estab-

lished within the French territory, was to use the most

vigorous measures to prevent plundering on the part of

his troops, and to establish that admirable system of
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CHAP, paying regularly for the supplies of the army, which, as
LXXXIII.

milcj1 as t ]ie kravery of the British soldiers, had con-
1813. tributed to his previous successes. The better to effect

welling- these objects, he issued a noble proclamation to his men,

anVhumane in which, after recounting the incalculable miseries which

entering

"
the exactions of the French soldiers had brought upon

France.
gpa in and Portugal, he declared that it would be unworthy
of a great nation to retaliate these miseries upon the

innocent inhabitants of France, and therefore that plun-

dering and every species of excess would be rigorously

punished, and supplies of every kind paid for with the

same regularity as they had been in the Peninsular king-

doms.* Neither the Spanish troops nor the French

peasantry at first gave any credit to this proclamation, so

utterly at variance was it with the system by which the

former had been accustomed to suffer, and the latter to

profit, during the Peninsular campaigns. But Wellington
was at once serious in his intention, and resolute in his

determination
;

and he soon gave convincing proof of

botli by instantly hanging several soldiers, both British
j j o o

and Spanish, who were detected in the act of pillaging.

At the same time, the perfect regularity with which sup-

lilies of all kinds were paid for with ready money in the

* "The officers and soldier.-; of the army must recollect that their nations

are at war with France solely because the ruler of the French nation will not

allow them to be at peace, and is desirous of forcing them to submit to his

yoke ;
and they must not forget that the worst of evils suffered by the enemy,

in his profligate invasion of Spain and Portugal, have been occasioned by the

irregularities of the soldiers, and their cruelties, authorised and encouraged by
their chiefs, towards the unfortunate and peaceful inhabitants of the country.

' ; To revenge this conduct on the peaceful inhabitants of France would be

unmanly, and unworthy of the nations to whom the commander of the forces

now addresses himself; and, at all events, would be the occasion of similar and
worse evils to the army at large, than those which the enemy's army have

suffered in the Peninsula, and would eventually prove highly injurious to the

public interests.

'"The rules, therefore, which have been observed hitherto in requiring, and

taking, and giving receipts for supplies from the country, are to be continued

in the villages on the French frontier
;
and the commissioners attached to each

of the armies of the several nations will receive the orders from the com-

mander-in-chief of the army of their nations respecting the mode and period
of paying for such supplies." WJ.I.U.\(,TU.N'.S J'ruc/dntulion, Sth Uct"b<.r Jblo

;

tl L'liWOOD, xi. p. 1.
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English camp, awakened the covetous feelings of the CHAP.

French mountaineers, who hastened to profit by the pro- _L_

lific stream of war, which, fortunately for them, had 1S13<

entered their valleys. Simultaneously with this, fourteen

French peasants, who had been taken near the pass of

Echalar firing on the British troops, were conducted to

Passages as prisoners of war, wrhere they were embarked

for the British islands. The effect of this stroke was

incalculable ;
for the peasants could not deny its justice,

or accuse the British general of harshness when treating

them as prisoners of war
;
while at the same time the

idea of being carried to England, appeared like an exile

to the world's end to these simple mountaineers. Thus,

impelled by terror on the one hand, and attracted by love

of gain on the other, the peasantry generally laid aside

all feelings of hostility, and the English dollars succeeded r

1

n
pellot

'.,f.r'J Tor. v. :jO().

in revealing stores of subsistence in the mountains, which x
i>-

v '-

-'G.S. (nirw.

all the rigour of the French requisitions had been unable *i. iuy.

to discover.
1 *

What rendered the impression of this conduct the

greater upon the French peasantry, was the wide con- Contract

trast which the measures of their enemies thus presented tho'i-'rcndi
7

to the system which was at the same time pursued by
lequis

their own defenders in the French army. The Revolu-

tionary generals, now for the first time thrown back upon
the territory of France, had no means, which the govern-

ment of Paris would sanction, of providing for the sub-

sistence, clothing, and often pay of the troops, but by
forced requisitions on the countries in which they were

* '' The system which the Allie.s adopted on entering France was eminently
calculated to render the inhabitants favourable to their operations; money,
the sinews of war, was as abundant with them as it was wanting with us : they
scattered it abroad with profusion, and took nothing without paying for it with

hard cash on the spot. The English knew well that that affected generosity
would do us more mischief than their arms; and, in point of fact, they thus

obtained resources which we had been incapable of discovering. The peasants
\\'\\a could not reason were rapidly seduced by that politic conduct, and re-

ceived as friends the army of the stranger whose footsteps sullied the soil of

their country, and whose arms were stained with the blood of their brethren."

I'I-:LLOT, MCmoircs dc la Guerre dc.s 1'ijrCnCis, p. SO.
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CHAP, cantoned. This system did admirably well, and was in
LXXXIII.

j.jie hjghegt cjcgrec popular with the French, so long as

isis. the requisitions fell on foreign countries; but the case

was very different now when they were driven back into

their own territory, and these oppressive burdens had to be

borne by themselves. Their eyes were then at once opened
with appalling effect to the injustice which they so long

practised upon others. When the whole arroudisscments

round Bayonnc, accordingly, were laid under contribution

for the support of Soult's army, and these demands were

necessarily repeated as the wants of the troops called for

fresh supplies, their indignation knew no bounds; and

such was the general exasperation, that already they were

contrasting these enormous revolutionary burdens with

the comparatively light weight of the old corvecs, which

had been so much complained of before the Revolution.

Soult, indeed, did his utmost to prevent plundering, and

even executed an officer and some soldiers who had been

detected pillaging a few houses in Sarrc, immediately
after the action. But this was not the grievance that

was complained of: it was the forced requisitions; in

other words, the organised rapine of government, that

was the real evil which was so sorely felt. And thus,

while the English army spread wealth and prosperity
around its cantonments, the presence of the French was

known only by the oppressive weight of the military

exactions by which they were maintained. And such

soon became the magnitude of these burdens, and the

exasperation which they excited among the peasantry
of the country, that Soult's principal commissary, Pcllot,

has not hesitated to ascribe chiefly to that cause the

general indisposition manifestated by the rural population

j-'.Y'll''

"'
of France, during the invasion of 1814, to support the

cause of Napoleon.
1

"

* " The system of forced requisitions conceals, under the appearance of a

just division of the burdens of war, an inexhaustible, source of abuses. It

\veighs exclusively on the rural proprietors, while the capitalist, who lias no

productions, escapes it altogether. This system, born oi' the Revolution,
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When Wellington found himself once established in CHAP.

the territory of France, lie immediately began strength-
Lxxxn '

ening his position with field-works, facing towards the 1

^
13 -

north, in order to be the better able to resist any at- Distress of

tempt Soult might make to expel him from the French

soil. He waited only the surrender of Pampehma to

resume offensive operations ;
but such had been the acti-

vity which the governor had displayed in replenishing his

magazines during the short interruption of the blockade

by the battle of Soraorcn, that it was not till two addi-

tional months had expired that his resources were ex-

hausted. The garrison had confidently expected to be

delivered on the 25th of July, and gazed with silent

rapture on the mountains of Zubiri and Estcribar, which

reflected at night the glow of the French bivouacs; but

these hopes gradually died away as the fire receded on

the day following, and their aching eyes beheld no

friendly columns surmounting the nearest ridges of the

Pyrenees. On the 30th the blockading forces resumed

their old position, and the blockade became more strict

than ever. Early in August, the Galicians, about nine

thousand strong, replaced ODonnell's Andalusiaris in

the surrounding lines
;
while Mina, with ten thousand

more, lay in the defiles of the Pyrenees to intercept the

garrison, in case they should escape the vigilance of the

troops around the town. With such strictness, however, }
.Jones's

1 1-1 Sieges, 11. 5,

was the blockade conducted, that, during the three months y. J}^
(

it lasted, the garrison never once received even a letter Nap.vi'.W.

from their comrades.
1

In the middle of October, the governor, who had con-

ducted the defence with the most persevering constancy, its eapi'tuia-

put his troops on scanty rations of horse-flesh
;
and on In."'

applicable, perhaps, under a popular government, exasperates the mind under

the rule of a single monarch. I do not hesitate to say that it is one of. the

causes which lias chiefly contributed to render the departments subjected to

requisitions so impatient of the government of Napoleon ;
the people were

incessantly pronouncing with loud groans the words requisition and curvde."

I'KLLOT, L'ljmmissaire-General d<: la dm-rrc duns fm Pi/n'iti'cx c/< 1M-'. p. !'..
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CHAP, the 26tli, his resources being wholly exhausted, and the
Lxxxm. .

,
. ,.

-,
,, u .

garrison subsisting only on the most revolting Terrain
'13> and unwholesome plants which grew on the ramparts,*

negotiations were entered into for a surrender. Cassan,

the governor, at first proposed to capitulate, on condition

of being allowed to retire into France, with six pieces of

cannon ;
but this was positively refused, as Wellington's

instructions were peremptory that the garrison must

surrender at discretion. Upon this refusal hostilities

were resumed, and the governor undermined some of the

bastions, threatening to blow them up, and cut his way,
sword in hand to France, as Brennier had done at

Almeida three years before. But three days more of

hunger so tamed the spirit and reduced the strength of

the garrison, that they were unequal to such an effort :

Wellington's orders wr

ere positive, if such an attempt

j Bdm h
were made, to give no quarter to the governor or of-

77*;, 77. ficers, and to decimate the garrison. Fortunately for the
loiics*s

sieges, ii. 5, honour of England and the fame of her chief, it was not

290, 294.^' necessary to have recourse to such extremities, which, in

t<>Don'
8tcn the case of the soldiers and inferior officers at least,

Espana,'
would have been of very doubtful legality and unques-

iiY"Gur tionable barbarity. On the 31st the garrison surren-

xi.^'io.
dercd at discretion, to the number of three thousand,

3oy.
'

including eight hundred sick and wounded, and were

made prisoners of war.
1

Santona was now the only fortress which remained to

Souk's ,ic - the French in the north-west of Spain ;
and though Lord

pt-rimi, of' Aylmer, with his gallant brigade, was ordered to embark

operuti'ms.
*it Passages to aid in the reduction of that place, yet
circumstances prevented the design being carried into

effect, and it continued blockaded to the end of the war.

Meanwhile .Soult was at first anxious to abandon the lines

in front of Bayonne, and proposed to march with
fifty

*
Dogs and cats were esteemed a luxury; rats and mice Lad long been sought

out with avidity; and several soldiers had died from eating the roots of hem-
lock which grew <>n the rampai-is.- UKI.MAS, iv. 77-1.
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thousand men to Pan, unite there with Sucliet, who, he CHAP.

thought, might join him with twenty thousand more, and _
with their combined forces again invade Spain, through

1813>

the pass of Jaca, maintaining the war on the resources of

that country, instead of the now exhausted provinces of

the south of France. But this project, which afforded

by far the most feasible plan for averting from the im-

perial dominions the horrors of invasion, was rendered

abortive by the obstinacy of Napoleon, in insisting upon
the retention of so many fortresses in Catalonia by Sucliet,

which so reduced his effective force in the field, that,

after providing a body of men to watch the Anglo-Sicilian

army, he could not operate in Aragon with any respect-

able body. Sucliet accordingly at once agreed to the

principle of Soult's proposals, but declined the specific

plan urged by him on the ground that the pass of Jaca

was impracticable for artillery. To get over this diffi-

culty he proposed that Soult, leaving his guns behind,

should debouch by Jaca into Aragon, whilst lie would

ascend the Ebro with thirty thousand men and a hundred

guns, to co-operate with him in driving the Allies over

that river
;
but only on condition that he got the artil-

lerymen and draught-horses of Soult's army sent to Cata-i.w.Souit

Ionia, his own being absorbed in the fortresses. This i"c ] t "c oU.
1813.

was out of the question, as it would have entirely para-

lysed Soult himself
; and, moreover, Sucliet declared that ^ I

!

e

)l

'

11(

I

1

' -

he must, in conformity with the Emperor's instructions,
A pp.^/ IN M i ) . ii / f >

return, as soon as the English were driven across the 287-

Ebro, to his principal duty, that of watching over the u, is.''

fortresses in Catalonia.
1 *

Thus, the project of joint

* " Informed as you are by the letters of the Puke of Palmatia of the part

assigned in his projects to the armies of Aragon and Catalonia, you will from

this moment take measures to concur with all your disposable means in the

general plan of joint operations, so as to be in a condition, the moment that 1

transmit to you his majesty the Emperor's sanction, to take the field
; Inklinj

rare, 1i_/iu:n;er, to leave the fortresses of Catalonia and A mr/o/i well r/arrixoned, ami

'en, the Itext -/tossiole state of defence." Due DK FEI.TKI-;, Minwtre dr la (iaerre, an

Pi:<; D'ALBUFEUA, ]?>th ^I'jit. ]S13
; SUCHKT, ii. (:")(, Pierex Just.

''
In examining the dispositions which your excellency has directed to u.eut
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CHAP, operations came to nothing : and meanwhile Wellington's
T Y \ V" tTT

" '

passage of the Bidassoa and invasion of France rendered
l813*

all idea of offensive hostilities in the Peninsula out of the

question, and fixed the theatre of war permanently in

the south of France. A striking proof of the wisdom of

the British government in urging, against Wellington's

opinion, that bold undertaking.

Soult made good use of the month's respite afforded

Desertion him by the prolonged resistance of the garrison of Pam-

position on pcluiia, to strengthen to a most extraordinary degree his

^l
cllc -

position on the Nivelle. It consisted of three lines of

riate'oi defence, one behind another, which equalled those of

Torres Vedras in strength and solidity. The first line ran

along a line of hills forming the southern boundary, for

the most part, of the valley of the Nivelle, and stretched

the case of the army being ordered to commence active operations, his majesty

sees, as well as your excellency, grave objections to the plan as at present com-

bined. It leaves the frontier altogether unguarded ;
and whatever movement

you may execute with a corps in the field, theft-rat and indispensable condition

to its commencement is, to leave a strong r/urrison in Barcelona, Fi</ueras, and

Pnycerda." Duo DE FELTRE au Due D'ALBUFEKA, 15th Nor. 1813; SUCHET,
ii. 457.

" On the 7th October Lord Wellington crossed the Bidassoa, and transported
the war into the French territory. By that stroke everything was changed,
and offensive operations became no longer possible to the French armies.

Marshal Suchet, however, conceived he would still have time to succour the

distant garrisons in the east of Spain ;
and he flattered himself he should be in

a condition at their head to make an effort and march upon the Ebro. The
minister at war entered into his views : and the Emperor himself, when he

returned to Paris, breaking the silence which he had previously preserved on

the projects submitted to him, seemed to approve of their execution. Unhap-

pily he directed that, when the army marched, a portion of it should be left in

i/d.rrlson at Barcelona, Fi'jueras, and Puyccrda. The Due d'Albufera besought
in vain for the combinations promised in that event to enable him to march.

He received proofs of confidence, but no increase of force. He grieved at

seeing the precious time pass away, while nothing was done : he desired not

less ardently than the government to deliver the garrisons, but he had not the

means of realising his wishes." SucilKT, Mcmoirex, ii. 348, 349.

Colonel Napier (vi. 2.V2, 284) represents the failure of this well-conceived

project of joint operations on the part of Soult and Suchet, as the result of

the latter throwing unnecessary and unfounded diiliculties in the way of its

execution. But it is plain, from the correspondence above quoted, that it in

reality arose from the invincible repugnance which the Kmperor felt to give up

any of the great fortresses his arms had conquered, which necessarily deprived
Suchet of the means of carrying it into execution, and was part of the same

system which caused him to lose such noble armies in the garrisons on the

Kibe, the Oder, and the Vistula.
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from the sea and St Jean de Luz on the right, to Mount CHAP.

Daren on the left : from thence to St Jean Pied-de-Port,
the line was protected by a ridge of rocks, so rugged that

neither army could attempt to cross them. Numerous

field-works, constructed on every eminence, especially on

the right, where the great road to St Jean de Luz and

Bayonue crossed the ridge, protected the line in every

part where it appeared not to be adequately secured by
the obstacles of nature. A second series of works in rear

of the former and to the north of the Nivelle, ran from

St Jean de Luz on the right to Cambo on the left, and

embraced the camps of Espelette, Suraide, and Serres,

the principal points where the French forces were as-

sembled. A third line was established behind Santa Pe,

on the road to Ustaritz ;
but the redoubts on it were

only commenced. Those on the two former were com-

pleted, and armed with heavy guns drawn from the

arsenal of Bayonne. Soult having been reinforced by
sixteen thousand conscripts, had eighty thousand effective

combatants under his orders, of M'hom seventy thousand

were in the field, and could be relied on for active opera-
tions. The right, near St Jean de Luz, under Reille,

consisted of three divisions of infantry : Clausel in the

centre guarded the redoubts behind Sarre with three

divisions : the left, under d'Erlon, of two divisions, was ' Vict - ct
..

( onq. xxn.

behind Ainhoue. on the right bank of the Nivelle. Foy, 2!:<>, 287.

f <V P'-'llot, "0,

with his division, was on the extreme lett, between fet7i.Nop.vi.

Jean Pied-de-Port and Bidarray, to threaten the allied Tor! v. 370.

right, and act as circumstances might require.
1

The heavy rains usual in the end of autumn being
30

over, and fine weather having returned, Wellington, on weiiing-

the .9th November, prepared for a general attack. After S' 1"11 of

carefully surveying the enemy's position, he judged that Nov - 9 -

it was weakest in the centre, in the opening between the

Rhune mountains and the bridge of Amotz, over the

Nivelle
;
and it was there accordingly that he resolved

to make his principal effort. His plan of operations was

VOL. XII. /
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CHAP, thus arranged : Hill, with the right wing, consisting of the
T XXX ITT '

second and sixth divisions, tinder Stewart and Clinton,
[813>

Murillo's Spaniards, and two Portuguese brigades, was to

assail the enemy's left, behind Ainhoue. The right

centre, under Bercsford, consisting of the third, fourth,

and seventh divisions, under the command of Generals

Colville, Cole, and Le Cor, were to direct their attack

against the redoubts in front of Sarre and the heights

behind it, supported on the left centre by G iron's

Spaniards, who were to attack the slopes situated to the

westward of Sarre. General Alten, with the light divi-

sion and Longa's Spaniards, was in the first instance to

attack the heights of La Petite Rhune, which the enemy
still held as an advanced redoubt in front of the middle

of his line, and, having carried them, to co-operate in the

general attack on the centre
;
while Sir John Hope, who

had succeeded Graham in the command of the left wing,

consisting of Freyre's Spaniards and the first and fifth

division, was to engage the enemy's attention by a feigned

attack on their right, near the sea, on the hills in front

of St Jean de Luz. Thus Hill and Beresford's corps,

forming a mass of forty thousand admirable infantry, of

whom above thirty thousand were British and Portuguese,
were to be thrown on the weakest part of the enemy's

i
,

line in the centre, near the bridge of Amotx, between

(Tt-neraf Clauscl's and d'Erloii's corps. It will be seen from these

WyMJ'i42, directions how many of England's best generals, Picton,

inton to" Dalhousic, Leith, Oswald, and others, were absent from

Uiur^Nov ill health, or other unavoidable causes
;
but on the other

u, ifei-">. hand, the posts assigned to the Spaniards in the fight,
trurw. xi. <"">

280, 2.si. told how sensibly their discipline and efTicacv had im-
J or. vi. 37], .

y? proved under Wellington's directions in the course of the

campaign.
1

The action began at daylight by an assault on the

enemy's fortified outworks on the Lesser Khune, which

was so far in advance of their main line that it required
to be carried before the general attack could commence.
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This fort, perched on a cra^y summit, surrounded on CHAP.
"*

T V V Y I I T

three sides by precipices two hundred feet high, was _1_J
accessible only on the east by a long narrow ridge, which 1813<

in that direction descended towards Sarre, in the valley Battle of

of the Nivelle, and on the west by a similar slope towards and storm-

6
'

the hermitage. The troops destined for this operation, pftite*

1"

consisting of the light division under Alton on the left,
Khunc -

and Giron's Andalusians on the right, had been formed,

concealed from the enemy, as near as possible to their

respective points of attack on the evening of the 9th:

and at the signal, on the following morning, of three

guns from the lofty summit of Atchubia, they sprang up ;

the level rays of the sun glanced on ten thousand bayo-

nets, and immediately the rugged sides of the Petite

Rhune rang with the thunder of cannon, and were

enveloped in smoke. The French fired fast from the

summit of their inaccessible cliffs
;
but the 43d, which

headed the attack of the light division against the western

spur, pressed boldly upward, and the first redoubt was

soon carried. From thence to the second was an ascent

almost precipitous, to be surmounted only by narrow

paths, which, amidst, the steep crags, wound up to the

summit. There a desperate conflict, bayonet against

bayonet, man against man, ensued
;
but the enthusiastic

valour of the 43d overcame every opposition, arid the fort

was won. Upon this, the French retreated to their last

stronghold, at the summit of the Petite Rhune, called the

Donjon ;
and here the impetuous assault of the 43d was

stayed by a natural ditch or cleft in the rocks, fifteen feet

deep. .Soon, however, the Portuguese Cacadorcs came to

their aid ; the 52d threatened them on the other side, r,;;','^!.''

and the outer works were abandoned. Upon this, the
cdnq^xxii.

43d with a loud shout leaped down into the cleft : in a
f'^;m \

N l>11 ~

minute the old walls were scaled, and the British colours L"" 1 l!:
';

tliurst, .Nov.

planted on the highest summit of the castle.
1 At the i-:. isi;>.

same time Kempt, though sorely wounded, kept the field -j;:i,i^

further to the left, and expelled the enemy from the
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CHAP, elevated plateau from which La Petite Rhune arose: and
LXXXIII '

the French, driven out of all their advanced positions,
*13 '

fell back in great confusion to their main line of defence

behind Ascain, leaving a battalion which was made

prisoners at the summit of the mountain.

While the rocky summits of the Lesser Rhune were

Progress of thus wrested from the enemy, the fourth and seventh

the right"

011

divisions in the right centre, under Beresford, moved

centre,

th

against the redoubts of St Barbara and Granada; and

eighteen guns placed in battery against them soon sent

such a stream of shot upward into the works, that the

garrison, upon seeing the troops advancing with the

scaling ladders, leaped down from their intrenchments and

fled. Far on the right, II ill, after a long and difficult

night-march, had got, a little before seven, to the front of

the enemy's left
;
and after driving them from the rugged

positions immediately opposite, near Urdax, inclined up-

wards to his left, and, with the aid of the sixth division,

soon approached the broken ground where D'Erlon's re-

doubts were placed, leaning on the bridge of Arnotz.

To the spectator on the Petite Rhune, which overlooked

the whole of this complicated battle-field, it presented a

scene of unequalled grandeur. Far to the left, Hope's
1
Nap. vi. . .

342, 343. Spaniards were coming into action, and a hundred guns

Conq.'xxii. below, answered by as many on the summits of the rocks,

Wellington
made a deafening roar in the lesser hills near the sea :

Bathnlt,
while iii the centre and right, fifty thousand men, rush-

Poh,
1 ' 5

;. in<z like an impetuous torrent down the slopes of the
Ir5 1 >. \ TUT. *

xi.^si, 'jn-j. Atchubia mountain, with loud shouts chased the reccd-

373.
'

ing French divisions into the lower grounds near the

Nivelle.
1

03
The enemy's troops, retreating at various points at the

Tk-trcatof same time through broken ground, and having their lino

and their
'

of defence pierced through in many places, were in no

many" condition to resist this terrible onset, and gave way with

an ease that proved that long-continued disaster had

materially weakened their spirit. Clausel's divisions in
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the centre,* in particular, yielded in a manner which CHAP.

called forth the severe animadversions of that general and

Marshal Soult. Clinton, with the sixth division, broke 1813 -

through all the works guarded by d'Erlon's men, which

covered the approaches to the bridge of Amotz, and then,

wheeling to the right, attacked and carried in the most

gallant style the enemy's redoubts behind Ainhoue, so as

entirely to turn their defences in that quarter. The Por-

tuguese division and Byng's brigade, with equal vigour,

stormed the redoubts to which they were opposed in

front of Ainhoue
;
and the French of d'Armagnac's divi-

sion, finding that their line of defence was entirely broken

through, set fire to their huts, and retreated behind

Santo Pe, nearly two leagues to the rear. The rough
nature of the ground caused the French left to fall into

confusion while executing this retrograde movement ;

and Abbe's division, which stood next on the line, was

entirely uncovered on its flank, and exposed to the most

imminent danger. That brave general, however, stood

firm, and for a short time arrested the flood of conquest ;

but d'Erlon, seeing his danger, at length ordered him to

retreat. Conroux's division, which extended from Sarre

to Amotz, was, at the same time, broken through at

several points by the third, fourth, and seventh divisions,

and its gallant commander mortally wounded. The c.mq.'xxii.

third division, by carrying the bridge of Amotx, united its xai >. vi.'

attack with that of the sixth division, and thus formed the
Itifot, 72.

apex of a wedge thrust in between the centre and left of-,to^"
the French army. Though occasionally arrested by the V 1 B

";
"

.
e J J thurst, Nov.

formidable redoubts which lay in their way, the flood of V' 1!il;>>
:

war did not the less roll impetuously on, until these iso- 282, ->M.'

lated landmarks, cut off from each other,
1 were over-

* " General Clansel was tlio first to declare with regret, that the divisions

tinder his orders had not in all cases done their duty. If they had fought with

the ardour which they had evinced in previous combats, and subsequently

showed, the enemy, in spite of the superiority of number, would not have

forced our lines without a loss of 15,001.' or 20,<MiU men." PKI.I.OT, (iucrrc d''x
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CHAP, whelmed, as a stream tide, breaking on rock-bestrewn
^ '

shores, rushes round the black masses which obstruct its

513-

rise, till, surrounded by the foaming surge, they are

finally submerged.
Clausel's right wing, however, forming the French right

Routofti.c centre, consisting of Taupin's division and a large body

cenre, aw
t

of conscripts, still stood firm; and the position which

of"t!!e

ktluu

they occupied, resting on three large redoubts near

victory. Ascain, was such as to afford a fair prospect of rallying the

fugitives, and still retrieving the day. But at this critical

juncture the light division, which had won the Petite

Rhuiie, pressing forward with unabated vigour, led by
the gallant 52d, attacked Taupin's front; and Longa's

skirmishers, having turned the same ridge and approached
their flank, the French, seized with a sudden panic, broke

and fled. Four regiments of the whole division alone

remained unbroken, and the seventh and fourth British

divisions quickly assailed them in front and flank, and

they were put to the rout. The signal redoubt, the

strongest in the whole French line, situated on a high
hill in the centre, was now left to its fate, and Colborne,

at the head of the 52d, advanced to storm it; but two

attacks were repulsed with heavy loss, though on the

third, the garrison, seeing themselves entirely cut oil' and

surrounded, surrendered at discretion. During this rout
c^

of the right centre, GlauseFs other divisions fled through
the Nivelle in great disorder

;
and Soult, in extreme alarm,

hurried from St Jean de Lu/, with all his reserves, to

endeavour to arrest the progress of defeat. Wellington,

upon seeing the force which was thus ready to be thrown

upon the Hank of his victorious centre when hurrying on

in the tumult of success, wisely halted the fourth and
seventh divisions, and (i iron's Spaniards, upon the

northern slope of the heights they had won, looking
down upon the enemy's cam)) at Serres. Xo sooner,

however, had the sixth division, which was in reserve,

come up, than the pursuit was renewed
;

the whole
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British centre crossed the Nivelle, drove the enemy from CHAP.

the heights beyond it, which formed his second line of
Lxxxm -

defence, and established themselves on that advantageous
1813-

ground, about two leagues in advance of the position oc- ton to Lord

cupied by them in the morning. Upon this the enemy's Nov.
u

i3,'

right, under Reille, which had been engaged all day with x^'saf
"'

Freyre's Spaniards and the first and fifth divisions, fell
~!f

3

34!f
ap-

back also, and St Jean de Luz and Ascain were evacuated
; p.V

or- v -

and the whole line of the Xivelle, with its superb posi-
vict. et

tions, and six miles of intrenchments, fell into the hands 288,m '

of the Allies.
1

Next morning the victors advanced in order of battle
3.5.

at all points. Hope, with the left, forded the Nivelle The French

above St Jean de Luz, and approached Bidart
;

Beres- intrenched

e

ford, with the centre, moved direct upon Arbonne; and f^ut'of

Hill, with the right, occupied Espelctte and Suraide, and x*v
on

n
e '

approached Cambo. During the battle on the preceding

day, Foy, who with his division was in front of the

Puerta de Maya, had gained some success against Miua

and Murillo's Spaniards, to whom he was opposed, and

captured a considerable part of their baggage. But the

defeat of the main army obliged him also to fall back,

and he effected his retreat, not without difficulty, by
Cambo and Ustaritz, on the following day. Soult had

now rallied his army in his third line of intrenchments,

about eight miles in rear of the first
;
but the troops were

too dispirited, and the works in too unfinished a state, to

think of defending them; wherefore, abandoning that

line also altogether, he retired into the intrenched camp
he had constructed in front of Bayonne, leaving the ton to Lord

whole intermediate country in the hands of the Allies. NoV.T',,'

In this battle Wellington lost two thousand six hundred x^-ls//
1 ' 1 '

and ninety-four men; but the loss of the French was
.'/;'',"' -y R .

t

four thousand two hundred and sixtv-five, including ct
f-
on

'i;- ' n xxn. _'.')< I,

fourteen hundred prisoners. They abandoned fifty-one ^';^
|vl

.

lot '

pieces of cannon, and all their field magazines;" and, ?!.'<&>, &3.

what was of more importance, the great mountain barrier,
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CHAP, on which they had been labouring assiduously for three
TXXXIIT '

months, was broken through and captured ;
the Allies

IBIS. were fjrmiy established a considerable way within the

French territory, with the harbour of St Jean de Luz to

bring supplies of all sorts into the heart of their canton-

ments
;

and the flames of war had been seen lighted

upon the summit of their mountain screen, far and wide

through the plains and valleys of France.

Though Wellington, however, had thus driven the

General dis- French from their position, and gained very considerable

piTia^r

'"

extension for the cantonments of his troops, yet his own

wTimK- situation was far from being free from anxiety, and even
ton s troops.

peY{\ jje was uneasy for his right flank so long as Soult

held, which he still did, the tet$-de-pont over the Nive
;

and, in consequence, Hill received orders to menace it on

the 16th. This was accordingly done, and at his ap-

proach the French retired across the river and blew up
the bridge, which effectually secured his right flank. But

the disorders of the Spanish and Portuguese soldiers in

the villages, as well as the pillaging of the British, was

a more serious and durable subject of anxiety. With

the latter, plunder was the result merely of the passing
desire of gain and intoxication; but with the former it

had a deeper origin, for it was founded on a profound
thirst for vengeance, arising from the innumerable evils

of a similar description which the French troops had

inflicted upon every part of the Peninsula. There was

hardly a soldier in the Spanish or Portuguese armies

who could not tell the tale of a parent or brother mur-

dered, a sister or daughter ravished, or a patrimony

destroyed, from the violence of the French soldiers, or

the more lasting scourge of their contributions. They
not unnaturally imagined, that now that thev had got
into France, it was their turn to indulge in the same

excesses, and satiate at once their thirst for vengeance
and desire for plunder, on the blood and the property of
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the wretched inhabitants.* Rapine, accordingly, imme- CHAP.
FXXXITT

diately commenced. On the very day of the battle,

Freyre's and Longa's soldiers began pillaging Ascain the 1813-

moment that they entered it, and murdered several of lNa vi

the inhabitants: Mina's battalions on the right, some of 3
^
6 - Gur-

.

~
xi. .52o.

which had shaken off all authority, dispersed themselves, Beau-

inarauding through the mountains
;
the Portuguese and Guerre de

British soldiers of the left had begun the same disorders, 31, 3-2."'

and two persons had been killed in one small town. 1

Natural as the feelings were which led to these excesses
37

on the part of the Peninsular soldiers, they were utterly His vigor-

abhorrent to the disposition of Wellington; they were [Tartest'ft.

subversive of the principles on which he had throughout
maintained the contest, and were only the more danger-
ous that they arose from such deeply-moved passions of

the human heart. Immediate and decisive, accordingly, to^'SId
were the measures which he adopted to remedy the evil. atiurst,

iSov. 27,

On the 12th, though in hourly expectation of a battle, heii3. Gur.

put to death all the Spanish marauders he could take in
Nap.

vf.

the act; and as the Peninsular generals were tardy or inlton t

c "

reluctant, in carrying his orders into execution, and even
x^i'-i,

remonstrated against them, he at once sent the whole
xf

1

9S7

Gur '

Spaniards, except Murillo's division, which had conducted 2
.

88 - Bcau-

. . . champ,
itself properly, out of France; obliging Freyre's Galicians, <Tuerrc_<ie

to retire into Biscay, Giron's Andalusians into the valley si, s-i

of Bastan, and Longa's men over the Ebro
;

2
while Mina's

* " We ran up and found a poor old French peasant lying dead at the

bottom of the garden. A bullet had passed through his head, and his thin

grey hairs were dyed with hi.s own blood. A Cagadore rushed out, and

attempted to elude us. On entering, we saw an old woman, the wile of the

peasant, lying dead in tho kitchen. The desperate Portuguese did not attempt
to deny having perpetrated the.se murders; he seemed, on the contrary, wound

up to a pitch of frenzy,
'

They murdered my father,' said he
;

'

they cut my
mother's throat, and they ravished my sister before my eyes ;

and I vowed at

the time I would put to death the first French family that fell into my hands
;

you may hang me if you will, but I have kept my oath, and care not for

dying.' He was hanged ; indeed, no fewer than eighteen were suspended, on

this and the following days, t<> the branches of trees. Such extreme measures

were requisite to check the ardent thirst for vengeance in the Peninsular

soldiers." Subaltern, 14G.
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CHAP, mutinous battalions were disarmed and sent across the

1

'

Pyrenees. By these vigorous measures, he deprived him-
isi.1

gc j a j. a peri0(} when he much required it, of the aid of

twenty-five thousand now experienced troops. But the

effect was decisive : it marked the lofty character of the

man who would rather arrest success, even at its flood-tide,

than purchase it by iniquity. It restored his authority

in the army, and at once checked its excesses ; and, by

dissipating the fears of the French peasantry, brought
them back to their homes, where, finding the strictest

discipline established, and everything paid for in ready

money, an amicable intercourse was immediately estab-

lished between them and the invaders.

But although the disorders with which he was im-

vioicnce of mediately surrounded were effectually checked by these

cracy
at energetic steps, it was not so easy a matter for the Eng-

lish general to make head against the dangers which were

accumulating in his rear, and which threatened to snatch

the fruits of victory from his grasp at the very time when

they were within his reach. The democratic government
at Cadix, actuated by the furious passions and insatiable

ambition which could not foil to be engendered by vesting

the supreme power in an assembly elected by the universal

suffrage of an old community, M'as indefatigable in its efforts

to throw obstacles in his way, and excite the national

passions against him.* A slight reverse would have blown

* "
It is quite clear to me, that if \ve do not beat down the democracy at

Cadi/, the cause is lost; how that is to be done, God knows." WKLI.INCTON to

Silt H. \VKI,LI:SIJ-;Y, l>>/ft OHuhcr 18 1 3
; Gruwoon, xi. i>oo.

" The persons who propagate the libels against the British army in Spain,
are not the people of the country, but the officers of government, who would

>t dare to conduct themselves in this manner, if they did not know that their

ndiiet would be agreeable to their employers. If this spirit is not checked,
e must expect that the people at large will s

iiamier; and we shall have; no friend, or none who
11 Spain. A crisis is approaching in our connect!"

!o not bring the government and nation to their sei

vou will inevitably lose all the advantages which y<

MTvieen vou have rendered them. I recommend to

of the conduct of government and their servants: t

( 'arthagena ami, 1 believe, Ceuta were garrisoned

behave to us in the same
ill avow himself as such,
with Spain ; and, if you
es before they go too I'ar,

u might expect from the

yon to complain seriously
remind them that Cadiz,

vith .British troops at their
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the flame thus kindled into a conflagration ;
and it was CHAP.

only by the unbroken series of his successes that the _J J

Peninsular confederacy, at the moment when it had

triumphed over all its external enemies, was prevented
from falling the victim to unworthy jealousy and preju-

diced ambition. To such a length did they carry their

hostility, that though Wellington had nominally forty

thousand Spaniards under his orders, he did not venture

to advance them into France, because their total state of

destitution rendered pillage almost unavoidable
;
and im-

mediately after lie had borne the British standards in

triumph across the Pyrenees, he was so thwarted in all i Gunv. xi.

his designs by the democratic leaders at Cadiz, that he
ingt

'

on to

e

actually resigned the general command of their armies, r̂

d
gt

B
NOV

and recommended to the British government entirely to '{7-

1!i13 -

e J Nap. vi.

withdraw their army from the Peninsula if their demands 424, 425.

were not acceded to.
1

Nor were his difficulties less formidable at Lisbon, where

the ample British subsidy was so dissipated by official cor- Andobsta-

-, r .
1 ->

clcs thrown

ruption, that not one-halt of it reached its proper dcstma- in Wciiiug-

tion. The muleteers of the army were two years, the L^on.^

soldiers nine months in arrear of their pay ;
the maga-

zines were empty, the stores deficient ; although the sub-

sidy was fully adequate to have kept all these services

abundantly supplied. Fortunately the Spanish authori- 2 wciiimr-

ties had still sufficient recollection of their defeats to
$athuret

>rd

appreciate the consequences of being left to their own^ '

27
^ ur

resources. The resignation of Wellington was not ac- xi - :i -7
-.

I\ap. vi.

cepted; the stern measure of sending back the marauders 424,434.

to Spain restored discipline to the Peninsular armies;
2 and

own earnest request, and that, if they had not been so garrisoned, they would

long ere this have fallen into the hands of the enemy, and Ceuta of the Moors.

I recommend to you to demand as a security for the safety of the King's troops,

against the criminal disposition of the government and their servants, that a

British garrison should be admitted to San Sebastian, with the intimation that,

if this demand is not complied with, the troops should be withdrawn. And, if

this is not conceded, 1 recommend you to withdraw the troops, be the ronse-

([iiences what they may, and to be prepared accordingly." WELLINGTON to

LORD JJATUL'UHT, 27 tli, AVre//i/xr Islb; (Juuwooo, xi. 327.
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CHAP. Wellington was again enabled, with undiminislied forces,
'

to renew the career of victory in the south of France.

While Wellington was thus experiencing, in the ran-

Weiiington coui' and jealousies which were accumulating in his rear

forTthe in the Peninsula, which he had delivered, the baseness of

fhel^e! factious opposition, and the usual ingratitude of men to

those from whom they have received inestimable services,

he was preparing to follow up his successes over Marshal

Soult, and confound his democratic calumniators at Cadiz

by fresh obligations. His vast army, eighty thousand

strong even after the Spaniards were withdrawn, and

powerful in artillery and cavalry the former numbering
a hundred pieces, and the latter eight thousand six hun-

dred sabres was restrained in the contracted space

which it occupied ;
and he was anxious to extend his

cantonments, and gain possession of more fertile districts,

by forcing the passage of the Nive, and throwing the

enemy entirely back under the cannon of Bayonne. But

the heavy and long-continued winter rains, which in the

deep clay of Beam rendered the roads knee-deep of mud,

and wholly impassable for artillery or chariots, prevented
him from undertaking any offensive operations till the

end of the first week in December. At that period,

ivict et however, the weather cleared up, and the Nive having

29?
q
'Na"'

Become fordable, he brought up fifty pieces of cannon,

yi.
368, auj the passage of the river was attempted : an effort

79, o.

'

which led to one of the most desperate and sanguinary

actions of the war.
1

Soult's situation on the Nive, though strong, was full

Kouirs posi- of difficulties. Bayonne, situated at the confluence of

oTiJayonne. tliat river and tlie Adoiir, commanded the passage of

At\a^~ both
;
and though a weak fortress of the third order, it

had now, from its situation, and the intrenched camp of

which it formed a part, become a point of first-rate im-

portance. The camp, being commanded by the guns of

the fortress immediately in its rear, could not be attacked

in front, on which account the French general stationed
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only six divisions there. The right wing, consisting of CHAP.

Reille's two divisions and Villatte's reserve, was placed to
LXX:x

the north-west of the fortress on the lower Adour, where 1813-

there was a flotilla of gunboats ;
and the approach to it

was covered by a swamp and artificial inundation. The

left under Clausel, consisting of three divisions, posted to

the south-west of Bayonne, stretched from Anglct to the

Nive, and was protected partly by the flooded grounds,
and partly by a large fortified house which had been

converted into an advanced work. The country in front

consisted of deep clay soil, and was much inclosed and

intersected by woods and hedge-rows. Four divisions of

d'Erlon's men occupied the camp and ground beyond the

Nive, one in front of Fstaritz, another as far as Cambo
;

the remaining two in reserve, stationed on a strong range
of heights, in front of Mousserolles, stretching from Yille-

franque on the Nive, almost to Vieux Mougucrrc on the

Adour. The great advantage of this position was, that

the troops, in case of disaster, might securely find refuge

under the cannon of Bayonne ; while the general-in-chief,

having an interior and protected line of communication con^'x^i

through that fortress, could at pleasure, like Napoleon at
*u

'
~9L

_ { Nap. vi.

Dresden, throw the weight of his forces from one flank to ; 9 . :5'-
Bchn. i.

another, when unforeseen and unguarded against, uponm
the enemy.

1

But although, in a military point of view, the position

of Soult was thus favourable, his political situation was His political

very different
;
and it required all his perseverance, and

vigour of administrative powers, to make head against

the difficulties which were hourly accumulating round

the sinking empire. His soldiers, though depressed by

defeat, were still brave and docile. It was the difficulty

of procuring supplies which was the real evil
;

it was the

system of making war maintain war, which now pressed

with terrible but just severity on the falling state. Money
there was none to be got from headquarters in Paris

;

and the usual resource of the imperial government on
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CHAP, such emergencies, that of levying contributions, however
'

warmly and unanimously approved of so long as these
1813. were ]ajd on other countries, was now complained of as

the most intolerable of all grievances when they fell upon
its own. Nor is it surprising that this universal indig-

nation burst forth when the imperial system of govern-

ment came to be really felt in France itself
;
for we have

the authority of official documents for the assertion, that

in Navarre, for some years before the French were driven

out of the country, the requisitions had often amounted

to two hundred per cent of the whole income of the

landowners and farmers. So oppressive were the exac-

tions of the French authorities felt to be, that numbers

migrated into the British lines, where they not only were

subjected to no such burdens, but found a ready and well-

paid market for all their commodities. An official letter

written from Bayonne at this period said,
" The English

general's policy, and the good discipline he maintains,

do us more harm than ten battles every peasant wishes

to be under his protection." The conscripts raised in all

the southern provinces were indeed marched in great

numbers into Bayonne ;
but the ancient spirit of the

rJm
Ul

.\is

r

imperial armies was gone; they deserted by hundreds at

in
\up._vi. a time, although every possible care was taken to treat

51 III, .)!!(.
'

Puiiut, 79, them with gentleness, to spare their inexperienced frames,

v. 309. 'and to set them only on duty in the interior of the

fortress.
1

Having taken his resolution to force his adversary's

position in front of Bayonne, Wellington made the fol-

lowing dispositions for the attack : Sir John Hope and

General Charles Alten, with the first, fifth, and light

divisions, Vandeleur's cavalry, and twelve guns, in all

twentv-four thousand combatants, were to drive back

the French advanced posts along the whole front of

the intrenched camp from the Nive to the sea. On the

right, Sir Roland Hill with the second and Portuguese

divisions, Vivian's and Victor Alton's cavalrv, and Ross's
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horse artillery, was to put himself in motion in the night CHAP.
T XXX TTT

between the 8th and 9th, so as to pass the Nive by the
"

fords of Cambo at daybreak on the latter day, and 1813 -

advance by the great road from St Jean Pied-de-Port

towards Bayonne. At the same time Beresford, in the

centre, with the third and sixth divisions, was to cross

the Nive by bridges to be thrown over it near Ustaritz

during the night ;
while the fourth and seventh divisions

were to be in reserve a little in the rear, concealed from

the enemy, but ready to support any part of the line

which might require it. The main attack was to be

made by the centre and right : the principal object of

the advance by Hope, on the left, was to acquire an accu-

rate view of the nature of the enemy's works between

Bayonne and the sea, on the Lower Adour. Welling-,,.., ,"
:
Welling-

ton s object in these movements was not to force the ton to Lord

intrenched camp before Bayonne, which, from its being DOC.'H/

under the guns of that fortress, could not be effected x j. ;$6.-,.

without very heavy loss
;
but to place his right upon the ^""orders

Adour, after crossing the Nive, whereby the enemy, already ^Xveii-
distressed for provisions, would lose the means of com-

["fj"^
munication with the interior by the aid of that river, and Dec. 9,

would be compelled to fall back to other and more dis- m ' J '

tant quarters, from which to draw his resources.
1

The requisite preparatory movements having been

made with perfect accuracy on the night of the 8th, a Forcing of

huge fire, lighted on a height behind Cambo at daybreak oniie^t

on the 9th, gave the signal of attack. The French had ^'L ]lt
.

t>u _

broken down the bridges at Ustarit/ in the centre; but ^
the island which connected them was in the possession

of the British, and the passage was immediately forced

under cover of a heavy lire of artillery. D'Armagnac's

brigade, which lay opposite, was driven back by the sixth

division. At the same time, Hill's troops, under the

cover of artillery, crossed over on the right above and

below Cambo, and drove the French left M'ing back on

the great road from St Jean Pied-de-Port to Bayonne.
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CHAP. With such vigour was this onset made, that Foy, who
LXXXIII .

_' commanded in that quarter, was separated from his men,
1813- and driven across the fields, with a few followers, towards

Hasparren. No sooner, however, did the French troops

behold the bale-fire lighted behind Cambo, than they all

flew to arms. Abbe's division, which was nearest, soon

joined Foy's men, and their united forces took a position

on a range of heights running parallel to the Adour, with

Villefranque on their right. At the same time Hope,
with the left wing, moved forward by the great road from

St Jean de Luz towards Bayonne ;
drove in all the

enemy's advanced posts after a vigorous resistance, and

approached so near to his intrenchments under that

fortress, as completely to achieve the object intrusted to

him in the general plan of operations. Shortly after

ton to Lord noon, the Portuguese of the sixth division having come

Pec.

m
i4/ up, Beresford attacked d'Arrnagnac's troops at Villefranque

Jfiaes, aS;
and the heights adjoining, and, after some sharp fighting

onc rePu ^ se
>
drove them out of the former, and estab-

vict. et lished himself in strength on the latter, the French retir-
Conq. xxn.

. 1 i ^11
291, 202. mg, amidst a heavy rain, by deep and almost impassable

roads, towards Bayonne.
1

The passage of the Xive was now forced, the French
Souifs able left driven under the cannon of Bayonne, and the Eng-
rct^ievin- lish general established in a position from whence he

could at pleasure, by a slight extension of his right, inter-

cept the navigation of the Upper Adour, the great artery

by which the French army was supplied, and which it

was the chief object of the attack to cut off'. But though
this passage had thus been surprised, and the operations

successful, his situation had become one of no inconsider-

able peril. The Nivc, flowing in an oblique direction

from south-east to north-west, cut his army in two
;

while Soult with his troops, concentrated in the intrenched

camp, and enjoying ample means of communicating at

pleasure, by the bridges of Bayonne, from the onc bank

to the other, might, unknown to the Allies, throw the
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weight of his forces on either half of their army, when CHAP.
F Y Y"V T 1 T

deprived of the means of co-operation with the other.
"

lie immediately resolved to take advantage of this singu-
lar good fortune, and did so with an ability and decision

which would have done honour to Napoleon himself.

During the night he drew back the whole of his troops
into the intrenched camp, yielding thus to the allies the

ground they had won on his left, and permitting them to

extend themselves to the Adour, and intercept his prin-

cipal communications by that river. But while thus

abandoning in appearance the whole objects of the con-

test, he was preparing a blow which was calculated to

effect, and had well-nigh produced, a total change in the

fortunes of the campaign. lie gave orders in the night
for the whole troops to hold themselves in readiness to l

wciiin?-

start at daylight ; and, after providing for the defence of
Ba'timrst',"

the intrenched camp and the fortress, early on the morn- iJnVtVir.

ing of the 10th he issued forth on the left of the Xivc, ^afV
3US-

with nearly his whole disposable forces, about sixty thou- 3/.537<j.*
. .

Viet, ct

sand strong, to assail one-half of the Allies stationed in cnq- xx ;i.

that quarter, not mustering more than thirty thousand 1.209.

combatants.
1

At daylight this formidable apparition burst upon the

British left, by which such an onset, after the success situation of

of the preceding day, was wholly unexpected. Hope's ieft and
ls

troops, with the exception of Wilson's Portuguese, in front
^period,

of Barrouilhet, deeming the contest over, had retired to
L)oc - 10 -

their cantonments
;
the first division was at St Jean de

Lux, six miles from the outposts ;
the light division had

orders to retire from Bassussary to Arbonne, nearly four

miles in the rear, but had fortunately not begun to move ;

and the fifth division was behind Bidart : so that the

troops were scattered in a way of all others the most

favourable for being cut up in detail. The British and

Portuguese brigades which were left in front occupied

indeed a strong position, stretching along the ridge of

Barrouilhet, across the great road to the Bidnssou, and

VOL. XII. - A
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CH\P. along the ridge of Arcangues on its right; and the
LXXXIII.

country in that direction, much intersected by woods and
isi3.

hedgerows, and capable of being traversed, like la Vendee,

only by narrow and deep roads, was very susceptible of

defence. But the risk was extreme that the light divi-

sion, not more than six thousand in number, would be

crushed before any succour could arrive for its support.

The chateau and church of Arcangues, and the village

of the same name, constituted strong points of defence ;

and three tongues of land extended from its front to

the northward by which the enemy must approach ; they
were held by the 52d, the pickets of the 43d, and the

Riilcs, while the valleys between them were clothed with

vi copsewoods, which were almost impenetrable. Intrench -

v
7

-

7 '
3
Jt

)- mcn ^s h-ac;l been ordered to be constructed on a great

c.mq. xxii. scale, to strengthen this part of the position ; but they
39:1 I'cllot, \ f . .

' J

_>, ss. were only traced out, and the fourth division, the nearest

support, was several miles in rear of the light.
1

In these circumstances, if Soult had adhered to his
47. . .

Desperate original design of massing his whole army together on

Areangucs. the plateau of Bassussary, and falling at once on the

light division at Arcangues, it must inevitably have been

destroyed. But late in the evening he changed his plan,

and, instead of concentrating his force on one point,

divided it into two corps the one of which, under Clauscl,

advanced against Arcangues, while the other led by Rcillo,

moved against Hope by the great road to the Bidassoa.

A heavy rain fell in the night ;
and it was some time

after daybreak ere the enemy, whose vast accumulation

in front of Arcangues was wholly unsuspected, were

observed to be lining the hedgerows, and silently stealing

up the wooded hollows in front of that village. Kempt,
who was with the pickets, no sooner observed these

ominous symptoms, than he gave orders to occupy the

church and village with his reserves, and there was barely
time to complete these preparations when the enemy
were upon them. Issuing from the woods and the hoi-
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lows with loud cries, and all the restored confidence of CHAP.

victory, the French fell upon the pickets on all the tongues
LXXXIIL

of land in front of Arcangues in overwhelming numbers,
1813>

and with assured anticipation of success. To maintain

their ground against such vast odds would have exposed
themselves to certain destruction; and the 43d, 52d, and

Rifles, with a Portuguese regiment, fell swiftly back along
the narrow necks of laud for above a mile, firing all the

way; but no sooner had they reached the open ground
at their extremity in front of Arcammes, than these

v O '

incomparable troops suddenly united their seemingly
routed bodies, faced about, and presented an impenetrable
front to their pursuers. The French, with loud cries, and

extraordinary enthusiasm at their now unwonted success, ton to LOI-J

advanced to the attack, and Soult brought up a battery
of twelve guns directly in front of Arcangues, which *f|67

opened a heavy cannonade on the church and village ; but ^'.l
33
'^-"'

.

J
. KM, ly.

the 43d, Rifles, and Portuguese, by an incessant and well- Xar- vi -

381 3S'5

directed fire of small-arms, made good their post, wT
hile vict. et

'

the 52d held the open ground on the left, towards the 29!?'
'

great road, with invincible courage.
1

While this desperate conflict was going on in the

centre, in front of Arcangues, a still more sanguinary Bioo.iycon-

and doubtful fight had commenced on the left, at Bar- fjf *at*Bar-

rouilhet. There the attack was so wholly unexpected,
roullhet -

that the first division and Lord Aylmer's brigade were

at St Jean de Luz and Bidart, six miles in the rear, when

the action commenced about nine o'clock. At that hour

Reille with two divisions attacked Wilson's Portuguese

brigade in Anglet, the advanced post of the left, and

soon drove them out of that village, and pursued them

with heavy loss to the ridge of Barrouilhet, where they
rallied on Robinson's brigade of the fifth division, which

had just come up, and stood firm. A confused but

desperate and bloody conflict immediately ensued along

the whole line in that quarter, as the assailants, heated

and animated by their success, pushed through the open-
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CHAP, ings in the hedges, at some places penetrating these, in
LXXXIII '

others vigorously repulsed. But by degrees the troops
>13 ' from the rear came up. Lord Aylmer's brigade of the

Guards and Bradford's Portuguese arrived in breathless

haste, and relieved Robinson's men, who by this time

had suffered severely; and Sir John Hope, who received

a severe contusion, and his whole staff', set a noble

example of ability, coolness, and devoted valour. Thus

time was gained; and meanwhile Wellington, who, during
the night of the 9th, had been on the right bank of the

Nive, alarmed by the heavy fire on his left, repaired in

person at daybreak to the threatened side of the river,

and made the third and sixth divisions cross, while Bcres-

ford threw over another bridge to facilitate the passage.

i Gunv xi As soon as he arrived near Arcangues, and saw how

Scigvsub.
matters stood, he ordered up in addition the fourth and

isT'

n
p |

!!f!
> seventh divisions

;
and the sight of these imposing masses,

83. vict. ct which now appeared on the field, so disconcerted Soult,
Conq. xxii. iiiiPi
294, -jf)5. that he suspended all further attacks, and both parties

rested on their arms on the field of battle.
1

Soult's blow, ably conceived and bravely executed, had

TWO tier- now been delivered, and failed; the attack of his con-

ments^s ccntratcd masses on the allied left had been met and

Anlcsjn
h

driven back by a small part only of the British force.
tin- night. g tiu that i1Kiefatigable officer did not yet hold himself

beat
;

instead of being disconcerted by his repulse, he

immediately set about fresh combinations to recall victory

to his standards. But in the night a disheartening re-

verse occurred, strikingly manifesting that the fortunes of

Napoleon were sinking. Two German regiments, one of

Nassau and one of Frankfort, came over to the Allies,

and were received with unbounded joy, drums beating
and arms presented by the British battalions, who were

drawn up to receive them. They were not deserters, but

acted in obedience to the command of their prince, who,

having joined the ranks of Germany's deliverers on the

Rhine, now sent secret instructions to his troops in Soult's
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army to do tlie same. Several other German regiments CHAP.

were in Catalonia, and both generals immediately sent
LXXXIIL

advices of what had occurred to the rival chiefs in that 1813 '

province the one hoping to profit, the other to take

warning, from the occurrence. Before the intelligence

arrived, however, Suchet had already, by the Emperor's
\v cllinir-

orders, disarmed the troops of that race, two thousand ton to Lord

four hundred strong, in his army with a heavy heart, Dec.TI,'

for they were among the best soldiers he had : so that x^ses.
"

they were merely lost to the French, but not gained to
conVLsii.

the Allies. Those which came over to Wellington were ^g^" 1
*'

immediately embarked at St Jean de Luz, and soon after
|^

hct

^^
joined the ranks of their countrymen on the banks of the aitem, iw.

Rhine. 1

The forenoon of the clay following, the llth, passed
without any considerable action ; but about two o'clock An attack

Wellington ordered the ninth regiment to make a recon- ; s repulsed
i >i

noissance on the left towards Pucho, which led to a sharp J(l \veii-

skirmish at that point, in -which the 9th, being at first
'n
ê .

m

unsupported, was worsted, but was at length, with diffi-

culty, brought off by the aid of some Portuguese which

Hope advanced. Soult, upon this, seeing the British

unprepared, ordered a general attack on the ridge of

Barrouilhet ;
and it was executed with such vigour and

celerity, that the French got into the midst of the British

position before they were ready to receive them
;
and a

confused action began with great animosity in the village

of Barrouilhet and the adjoining wood. The Allies were

so worn out and reduced in number by incessant fighting

all tliat and the preceding day, that the village and

mayor's chateau were both carried; the Portuguese broke

and fled, and some of the British regiments began to

waver. At that moment Wellington himself rode up to

the troops in front of the church
" You must keep

your ground, my lads," cried lie; "there is nothing behind

you charge !" Instantly a loud hurrah was raised; the

fugitives on the flank rallied and rc-fonned line; a volley
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CHAP, was poured in, the bayonets levelled, and the enemy
-

'

were driven, still obstinately fighting, out of the village
i13 ' and chateau, which remained in the possession of the

British
;

as one bull, his horns close locked in his adver-

sary's, is fairly mastered and pushed back by the superior

strength of his antagonist. General Hope soon after

came up with the 85th regiment ;
and that noble officer,

whose overflowing courage ever led him to the front, where1
ellino;- ITT

ton to Lord the lire was hottest and the danger greatest, was to be

Dec.

m
i4,' seen among the troops, his lofty figure overtopping all

xi.^e'?, 369. the motley throng with which he was surrounded, ani-

385
P
'389. mating his men by his voice and example.'" By great

^Jgj

8

fg8"
exertions he at length restored order, and the enemy

189. Viet, et were repulsed, with a loss of about six hundred on each

2.9-1,295. side; but the fifth division, being now exhausted with

84.
'

fatigue, and much reduced in numbers, was relieved by
the first in the front of the position.

1

Nothing but a severe cannonade, which consumed
51. .

Souit passes fruitlessly four hundred men on each side, took place

to attack*

1

on the 12th; and Souit, seeing that the mass of the

right the enemy's forces was now concentrated on the left of the
Nive -

Adour, resolved to renew his attack on the British right,

under Hill, on the right bank of that river. With this

view, in the night of the 12th, he again drew the bulk of

his forces through Bayonne ;
and leaving only two divi-

sions and Villatte's reserve in the intrenched camp on

the left bank of the Nive, crossed over with seven divisions

* "
I Lave long entertained the highest opinion of Sir John Hope, in com-

mon, I believe, with the whole world
;
and every day's experience convinces

me of his worth. We shall lose him, however, if he continues to expose him-
self to fire as he has done in the last three days ;

indeed his escape was then
wonderful. His hat and coat were shot through in many places, besides the
wound in his leg. He places himself among the sharpshooters, without, as

they do, sheltering himself from the enemy's fire." WELLINGTON to COL. Toit-

KK.VS, I'ttli Dec. 1813. Guuw. xi. 371. The author lias a melancholy pleasure
in recording these lines to the memory of a noble relative, now no more;
whose private worth and patriotic spirit, in the management of his great

estates, as Karl of Hopetoun, have enshrined his memory as imperishably in

the hearts of his friends and tenantry, as his public services have in the annals

of his country.
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to the right bank, in order to crush Hill, who had now CIIAP.

two divisions only and some brigades in all fourteen

thousand combatants, with fourteen guns, in that quarter.
1813 -

The advantages of the French marshal's position singularly

favoured this operation ;
for his internal line of commu-

nication, from the one bank to the other, by the bridge of

boats above Bayonne, was three quarters of a league only
in length, while Wellington's on the outer circle was no

less than three leagues. In this way he succeeded, be-

fore daylight on the 13th, in placing thirty-five thousand

combatants in Hill's front on the right of the Nive at ST

PIERRE, while seven thousand more under General Paris

menaced his rear. In expectation of this attack, Welling-
ton ordered the sixth division to cross at daylight again
to the right of the Xive

;
and the fourth division, and a

part of the third, were soon after moved in the same

direction, by the bridge which Beresford had thrown

across two days before
;
while a division of Galicians was L^o'ilmi-

brought forward to St Jean de Luz, and one of Andalu- j^Tf'
sians from the Bastan to the rear of the British army at ^l;;- ^

m -

J xi.3h9.Aap.

Itsatsou, and fed from the British magazines. But before vi. 339,392.

any of these succours approached, Hill had, by the native c'omj. xxii.

valour of his men, defeated the whole efforts of his antago- iu, 85.

'

nists, three times more numerous than themselves.
1 '"

His force was stationed on both sides of the Irish road
5

from Bayonne to St Jean Pied-de-Port, and occupied a Position ,,1-

line about two miles in length. The centre, consisting of
11

Ashworth's Portuguese and Barnes's British brigade, was

strongly posted on a rugged conical height, one side of

which was broken with rocks and brushwood, while the

other was closed in by high and thick hedges, with twelve

guns pointing directly down the great road by which the

enemy were to advance. The left, under Pringle, occu-

pied a wooded and broken ridge, in the middle of which

was the old chateau of Villcfranquc ;
the right, under

Byng, was posted on the ridge of Vieux Mougticrrc, nearly
* Sue Appendix, C, Ch;ip. i.xxxm.
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CHAP, parallel to the Adour. The French occupied with their
T XX XT IT '

pickets a range of counter-heights, nearly parallel, at the
IS13*

distance of about a mile. Between the two armies was

a wide valley or basin open, and commanded in every

part by the allied guns ;
while the roads were too deep,

and the soil too wet for the action of cavalry. The posi-

tion was intersected in its centre by the great road to

St Jean Pied-de-Port, as that at Waterloo was by the

chaussee leading through La Belle Alliance to Charlcroi.

The heavy rains during the night so swelled the Nive,

!
Nap vi

that Beresford's bridge of boats was swept away : and

vict^t
3 ' tnough ^ was soon restored next morning, yet during

conq.^xxii.
the early and most critical period of the action, Hill's

Sj.
'

corps was entirely separated from the remainder of the

army.
1

A thick mist, on the morning of the 13th, enabled Soult

French to form his columns of attack unperceived by his advcr-

attack. sary, and they were extremly formidable. In front, on

the great road, came d'Erlon, leading on d'Armagnac's,

Abbe's, and Daricau's infantry, with a large body of

cavalry, and twenty-two guns ; next came Foy's and

Maransin's men, and, behind, the other two divisions in

reserve. These huge and dark masses, closely grouped

together on the high road and fields immediately adjoin-

ing, at one time entirely shrouded in mist, at another

dimly descried through openings of the vapour, seemed

of portentous magnitude. "With dauntless hearts, how-

ever, the little army of the British beheld the imposing

array, albeit well aware that the bridge of the Nive had

been swept away, and that no succour would be obtained

till the day was far spent. At half-past eight the sun

broke forth. Soult immediately pushed forward his light

troops, and drove in the allied pickets in the centre,

?,*
il

P-..
vi - which fell back towards St Pierre. Abbe attacked them

Com,, xxii. with great vigour; d'Armagnac, standing off to the left,

ftf.' 'directed his troops against Vicux Mouguerre and Bvng's

men;
2

Uaricau, marching by his right, moved against
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Pringle. The sparkling line of fire soon crept up the slopes CHAP.

on either side of the basin, and the more distant hills

re-echoed with the roar of forty guns, which were worked 1813>

with extraordinary vigour.

Abbe's onset in the centre was pushed with such energy
that Ashworth's Portuguese were soon driven in ; and Battle of

<jf V
the 71st, which was sent witli two guns to their aid, wasamiimnl?-

likewise forced to give ground; but the 50th having "f"thcBn-
r

advanced to its support, the French in their turn were tlslu

repulsed. The enemy upon this brought up a strong

battery of cannon, which played on the British centre

with such effect that it was seriously weakened ;
and

Abbe, seeing the impression, pushed forward a deep and

massy column, which advanced with great vigour, in spite

of a crashing cannonade that tore its front and flanks,

drove back the Portuguese and 50th, and won the crest

of the hill in the centre. Barnes upon this brought up
the 92d Highlanders, who were in reserve behind St

Pierre; and that noble corps charged down the highway,

clearing away the skirmishers on either side. The
main body, driving home, met the shock of two French

regiments which were advancing up the causeway, but

which soon wavered, broke, and fled, closely followed by
the mountain plumes. Soult immediately advanced his

guns on either side, the shot from which plunged through
the flanks of the pursuing mass, while fresh regiments

were brought up to arrest its advance. Despite all their

valour, the Highlanders were unable to resist this accu-

mulation of enemies. The French corps in front advanced

steadily forward with admirable resolution, and the 92d

were borne back, fighting desperately, but in disorder, to

their old ground behind St Pierre. The Portuguese guiis^/J^f,
1

'';^

upon this drew back to avoid being taken; the French
:|;|v

N
.|

l

(

'L-
vi -

skirmishers everywhere crowded forward to the front. X ut - et
..

"
( OIK). XXII.

Barnes fell, badly wounded; the Portuguese gunners, wi, w*.

who had resumed their post in the rear, dropped so fast 270.

'

beside their pieces that their fire almost ceased.
1 The
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CHAP. 71st were withdrawn from the field, by orders from their
LXXXIII.

cojoncj^ gliashing their teeth with indignation at being
1S13> taken out of the battle

;
the 3d, on the right, had yielded

to the impetuous attack of d'Armagnac ; nothing but

the thick hedge in their front prevented Ashworth's

Portuguese from being driven from their ground ;
and

already the once dreaded, but long unheard, cries of vic-

tory resounded through the French lines.

Then was seen in its highest lustre what can be effected
p-f* O

iiiii restores in war by individual firmness and resolution, and how vital

by%upport-
are the duties which, at the decisive moment, devolve on

nig the ecu-
t jlc general-in-chief. No sooner did Hill, who had stationed

himself on a mount in the rear, from whence he could sur-

vey the whole field of battle, behold the critical position

of the centre and right, and especially the retreat of the

71st and 3d regiments, than he descended from his emi-

nence, and in person led on one brigade of Le Cor's Por-

tuguese infantry to support Barnes's men in the centre,

while the other was despatched to aid the right at Vieux

Mougucrre against d'Armagnac. Meanwhile the right wing
of the 50th, and Ashworth's Cacadorcs, spread themselves

as skirmishers behind the impenetrable hedge, and still

with the most heroic coin-age made good their post. The

,
(

)2d, in consequence, had time to re-form behind St Pierre
;

and their gallant colonel, Cameron, led them again down

the road with colours flying and music playing. At this

sight the skirmishers on the flanks again rushed forward ;

the French tirailleurs were in their turn driven back, and

the .92d charged at a rapid pace down the highway, until

they met the solid column of French infantry, in all the

pride of victory, marching up. For a moment the dense

mass stood firm
;
a shock with crossed bayonets .seemed

^l,',''^:^ inevitable, when suddenly the enemy wheeled about and

:!;

{ -

7

N
.$!j

vi> retired across the valley to their original position, scarcely
vi.:t. ct pursued by the victors, who were so thoroughly exhausted
(!,,ii<|.

xxii. *
.

'2:17, 2'<*. with their desperate encounter as to be ready to drop
down with fatigue.

1 At the same time, the brave 71st,
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indignant at being withdrawn from the fight, returned CHAP.

to aid the tartan uniforms with such alacrity, and were JJ

so gallantly supported by Le Cor's Portuguese, headed

by Ilill and Stewart, that the enemy on the left centre

also were overthrown, though not without heavy loss,

including that of Le Cor himself, who fell severely

wounded.

While this terrible conflict was going forward in the

centre, d'Arniagnac, on the British right, with the aid Progress of

of six pieces of horse-artillery, had all but carried the onthe two

ridge of Yieux Mouguerre, where Byng bravely struggled ^i"|e ti.o

against vastly superior forces. But just as that division ^"^th
had established itself on the summit, and appeared in torious -

threatening masses on the right of the British centre, the

brigade of Portuguese, so opportunely detached by Hill,

arrived in double-quick time to their support. These

admirable troops, ascending the reverse slope of the ridge

under a raking fire from the French guns, now established

on the summit, succeeded in rallying the 3d regiment ;

and the two united charged again up the hill with the

utmost gallantry, and with loud shouts won the top. At
the same time, Soult was obliged to withdraw d'Armag-
nac's reserve to support Abbe in the centre

;
and Byng,

now more feebly opposed, succeeded in re-establishing

himself in a solid manner on the Partouhiria range.

Meanwhile Daricau, on the British left, maintained a

brave and balanced contest on the hills of Villefranquc

with Pringlc's brigade, who stoutly stood their ground ;

but the repulse of Abbe, in the centre, rendered it impos- !
1

1>ri "?
le

j

s
-

Mcniinr, 4(,

sible for the gallant Frenchman to maintain the advanced ">- -V:i
i'-

vi -

e AW, -tin i.

position he had attained, and his own losses having been \^i.
ct

very severe, he was soon after obliged to fall back to his 21^, -2W.

original position on the other side of the basin. 1

Thus the repulse of the enemy was complete at all

points before the other divisions came up from the left

bank of the Nivc. But at half-past twelve, the sixth

division, which had marched without intermission since
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CHAP, daylight, and crossed by the re-established bridge of boats

^ beyond Villefranque, appeared, led on by Wellington in

isis.
pCrsOD) iu imposing strength, on the mount in the rear

The arrival from which 1 1 ill had descended ;
and it was soon fol-

ton wltiTtL lowed by the third and fourth divisions, and some brigades

rionJcom- f tue sevciitli, who were seen hurrying forward in great
pietes the haste from the bridge. At this joyful sight, the wearied
victory.

S> > J '

British, forgetting their fatigues, resumed the offensive at

all points. Buchan's and Byng's brigades, with loud

cheers, hurled d'Armagnac's division down the Partou-

hiria slope ;
and the centre, rushing impetuously forward,

enveloped and carried all the advanced positions still held

by the enemy in front of St Pierre, taking two guns,

which had galled them excessively from the beginning of

the fight. In vain Soult hurried to the front, and, ex-

posing his life like the meanest of his followers, besought
his men by the remembrance of their past glories, and

the sight of the present dangers of their country, to

return to the charge. Nothing could withstand the

onward movement of the British; and the French, baffled

at all points, recoiled to the ground they had held before

tn u> i"mi the action commenced. The battle now died away, first

i',;aim,st, a Declining interchange of musketry, and then to a

lf
1

'!(';.
f
)

Gur ' distant cannonade; and before night, Soult, despairing

$'/''
^ succcss 1U anj further attacks, withdrew his troops into

Vic-let the intrenched camp, and himself crossed with Foy's divi-

sion to the right bank of the Adour, to guard against any

attempts on the part of the enemy to cross that important
river.

1

This desperate battle, one of the most bloody and liard-
l

f
*

fought which had occurred in tlie wliolc course of llie

Peninsular war, cost the British two thousand Jive hun-

dred, and the French three thousand men. The total

loss of the Allies, from the time when the passage of the

Nive commenced, was six hundred and fifty killed, three

thousand nine hundred and seven wounded, and five

hundred and four prisoners in all, live thousand and
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nineteen; and this included five generals, Hope, Robin- CHAP.

son, Barnes, Le Cor, and Ashworth, wounded: a clear
LXXXITI -

proof of the obstinate nature of the conflict, and of the 18K5 -

stern necessity which had compelled the chiefs to expose
themselves as much as the humblest soldiers. The

French lost six thousand men, killed or wounded, on the

field, besides two guns, the hard-earned trophies of the

fight at St Pierre: including the German troops who
came over on the night of the 10th, they were weakened

by eight thousand five hundred men. But, what was

of still more importance, they had lost the object for

which they fought. The Allies had crossed the Nive, and

were established in strength on the left bank of the

upper Adour; the navigation of that river was inter-

cepted ;
and Soult, with all the advantage of an intrenched

camp and fortress in his rear, with an interior and central

line of communication for his troops, had not only been i
AVeiiin^-

unable to obtain any durable advantage over the portions BathurstT*

1

of the allied army which lie had successively assailed with^ 14

^ur

his whole force, but he had been deprived of his principal ^i^
71

:

line of communication, and disabled, as the event soon 2?(>. Pe">t,...,.-./.. . . , oS.LaPeiui,

proved, from continuing in his defensive position under 72.

the cannon of Bayonne.
1

The good effects of the ground which Wellington had

won with so much toil and bloodshed, soon appeared in Great a<i-

the extended cantonments for his troops, and the enlarged Of
Weijing-

comforts of his men. While the French army, cooped up q"!H\er"
tor

in its intrenched camp, was deprived of all communica-

tion on either side by the Adour, and driven for their

forage and support upon the vast and desolate landes of

Bordeaux, traversed only by land carriages, and yielding

almost nothing for the support of an army; the British

troops, comfortably established in Urrugnc, St Jean de

Luz, and the other towns on the coast, drew ample

supplies from the sea on the one side, and the rich fields

of Beam, the birthplace of Henry IV. and the garden of

France, on the other. St Jean de Luz was declared a
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CHAP, free port; and by a special proclamation, protection was

1 ! afforded to all vessels, even French, which had been or
[813-

might be found in the Nivelle or the Adour, or in any
harbours on the coast of France. By these wise and

disinterested measures, joined to the admirable discipline

established among his troops, and which he rigorously

maintained, and their constant payment for everything
in ready money,* Wellington indeed deprived himself of

much prize-money, which would otherwise have fallen to

3!Ki','7^V.

''

his lot
; t but he secured ample supplies of all sorts for

his soldiers. 1

The harbour of St Jean de Luz was speedily crowded

with the pendants of all nations, wafting in profusion

* "
I do not believe that the union of the two nations depends on pillage ;

but if it does, I declare for one, that I desire neither the command nor the

continuation of such a bond, founded on plunder. I have lost twenty thousand

men in this campaign ;
and I have not done so in order that either General

Murillo, or any other general, should come here to pillage the French peasants ;

and as long as I command, I will not permit it. If you are resolved to pillage,

look out for another commander than me ;
for as long as I am at your head, I

declare aloud I will not permit it. You have large armies in Spain ;
if you

desire to plunder, take away the command from me. Enter France, and I

will withdraw into Spain ; you know well you would be driven out in fifteen

days, having neither magazines, money, nor anything requisite to carry on a

campaign. France, rich as it is, would never maintain your troops, if it is

given up to plunder ;
even those who go on the principle of levying contribu-

tions to make war maintain war, are well aware that the first thing to do is to

stop private disorders. I am the best friend of the soldiers and their real

interests, when I prevent them from destroying both by pillage. I could also

say something in justification of my conduct on political considerations
;
but I

have said enough, and I repeat it. I am altogether indifferent whether I

command a large or a small army ; but, be it large or small, it must obey me,
and there must be no pillage." WELLINGTON tu GKXEKAL MUKILI.O, 2-ilh Dec.

1813: Guuwoon, xi. -396.

f
" The proclamation which I issued, declaring that private property should

be respected on entering France, has been applied by their owners to the

vessels taken in the Nivelle and the Adour
;
and though I had not such an

application in my contemplation when I issued it, yet, as far as I am concerned,
who in personal interest may be considered a principal party, I am desirous for

the general good that it should be so applied, and that the owners of these

vessels should retain their property. If the law-officers of the crown construe

the proclamation otherwise, as applying only to property ashore, I request the

authority of his Royal Highness the Prince-Regent to issue another proclama-

tion, to protect the vessels found in the rivers and ports of France belonging
to persons remaining in their houses, as described in my proclamation of

November last." WKU.INUTON to EAKL BATHUKST, 8//< Jan.; GI/RWOOD, xi.

4-':5, 421.
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everything requisite for the maintenance of his army: CHAP.
TYYYlTT

while the peasants of Be'arn brought their produce more !

regularly to the British market than they had ever done 1813-

to that of Bayonnc. This admirable conduct indeed Ami benc-

caused a severe drain upon the British finances, especially Of wemng-

as all the payments required to be made in specie; it^ of
p

"

threw the army in consequence seven months into arrear, i
)lumler -

and accumulated debt to an immense amount in every

part of the Peninsula. But Wellington and the govern-
ment had the firmness to adhere to it with scrupulous

fidelity under every difficulty, and their constancy was

not without its reward. It entirely stopped the growth
of a national war in the south of France, which the

pillage of the Spaniards at one period was beginning
to excite

;
it sent the conscripts home by thousands

from the tricolor standards
;
and by the striking con-

1 We!lin , r

trast which it afforded to the ruinous requisitions of tontoLonl

-N- -11 T Bathurst,

JSapolcon, contributed to rouse that general indignation Jan. ,

at his government, which
(

so soon after hurled him from x i. 423, 425

the throne.
1

The battles in front of Bayonne afford one of the most
61.

remarkable examples which the whole annals of war Reflections

have preserved, of the importance of an interior line of tL in front

communication, and the prodigious effect which the skil-
of Ba

-
vonne -

ful use of that advantage can produce in the hands of an

able general. Like Napoleon around Mantua in 1796, in

Dresden in 1813, or in the plains of Champagne in 1814,

Soult contrived by means of this circumstance, with an

army inferior upon the whole to that of his adversary, to be

always superior at the point of attack
;
and such was the

weight of the columns which he thus hurled in succession

against different parts of the British force, that he more than

once all but gained a decisive advantage, and nearly reft

from Wellington the fruits of his whole conquests beyond
the Spanish frontiers. This close approximation to suc-

cess, also, was attained with troops disheartened by long-

continued defeat, and in great part composed of young con-
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CHAP, scripts, against an enemy flushed with an unparalleled scries

_' of victories, and against a commander who never was out-
31 3> done in the sagacity with which he divined the intentions

of his opponent, and the rapidity with which he moved his

forces to counteract them. On the other hand, the ulti-

mate defeat of all these efforts, though planned with the

utmost ability, and executed with surpassing gallantry,

by a comparatively small body of the allied troops, proves,

what so many other events in the war conspire to demon-

strate, that a certain degree of firmness in the generals,

and courage in the soldiers, who are thus assailed by
the powers of strategy, will often counterbalance all their

advantages ;
and that it is to the want of these qualities

among his opponents, as much as his own genius, that

the triumphs of Napoleon in Italy and Champagne are

to be ascribed.

co
Soult's conduct in the campaign, from the time that

Reflations he assumed the command in the middle of July, was a

roquet in model, so far as the general direction of its movements is

iKii^i!"

1

concerned, of vigour and ability; and probably no other

commander in the French army, excepting the Emperor,

could, with the same means, have made a resistance

equally obstinate and protracted. When it is recollected

that when he took the command of the army in the

middle of July at Bayonne, he found it routed and dis-

organised, and in such a state of depression as to be

almost unequal to any active operations ;
and that in

the end of December he was still under the walls of the

same fortress, after having, in the intervening period,

fought seven pitched battles, and sustained a loss of

thirty thousand men, it must be admitted that a more

glorious example of tenacious resolution and patriotic

resistance is not to be met with in the long and glorious

annals of military exploits. 11 is immediate resumption
of the offensive, and advance towards Pampnluna, is one

of the happiest instances that ever occurred of a defen-

sive, maintained by a vigorous offensive warfare; and
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though defeated both then and in the subsequent en- CHAP.

gagements on the frontier, by the admirable prompt!-
L

tude and moral courage of his antagonist, yet, in pro-
1S13-

longing the contest for such a considerable period, he

evinced resources of no ordinary kind. In the execution

of his admirable projects, however, in the actual shock

of battle, he did not by any means display the same

capacity; and if he had evinced as much vigour at

Soraoren on the 26th July, at Bassussary on the 10th,

or St Pierre on the 13th December, as he showed ability

in the previous conception of the movements which led

to these battles, the result might have been different,

and the British arms have been rolled back with defeat

behind the Ebro.

Divided as the Spanish and English writers will ever

be on the share which their respective countrymen had Peculiar

in its triumphs, there is one glory connected with the with which

Peninsular war, which the British empire shares with no ^af en-

other power, and which the biographer of Wellington is f^the
entitled to claim as exclusively his own. During all the coutest -

difficulties of the contest, and in the midst of the almost

overwhelming embarrassments which arose from the long

continuance and oppressive burdens of the war, England
never adopted the odious revolutionary principle of draw-

ing the resources for the contest from the country in

which it was carried on
;
and from first to last firmly,

to her own great immediate loss, repudiated the maxim

that war should maintain war. Whatever she did, she

did with her own forces, and from her own means

alone. Xo ravaged country had to rue the day when her

standards appeared upon it; no wasted realm showed

where her armies had been; no tears of the fatherless

and the widow, mourning cold-blooded massacres, dimmed

the lustre of her victories. If disorders occurred, as

occur they did, and occur they will, it Avas against her

system of warfare, and despite the utmost efforts of her

officers and her chief. AVitli unconquerable constancy,

VOL. XII. - 15
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CHAP. "Wellington and the British government adhered to this
'

noble system, in the midst of pecuniary difficulties which

would have crushed any other man, and financial embar-

rassments which would have overwhelmed any other

nation. During all this time, Napoleon's generals and

armies were revelling in wealth and affluence, and France

itself was enjoying comparatively light taxation, the fruit

of the unbounded and systematic extortion which they
had long practised in all the countries occupied by their

armies. But mark the end of these things, and the final

opposite effect of the gains of oppression and the rule of

justice upon the fortunes of nations. Napoleon, driven

with disgrace behind the Rhine and the Pyrenees, was

unable to protect even the mighty empire lie ruled, from

the aroused and universal indignation of mankind
;
while

Wellington, commencing from small beginnings, at length

burst, with an overwhelming force, through the mountain

barrier of the south, liberated the whole Peninsula from

the oppressor's yoke, and planted his victorious standards,

amidst the blessings of a protected and grateful people,
on the plains of France.
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CHAPTER LXXXIY.

EUKOPE IX AEMS AGAIXST FKAXCE. NOV. 1813 JAX. 1814.

THE astonishing results of the campaign of 1813 ap- CHAP.
LXXXiV

peared more fully when the crash of arms was over, and -

the alternations of hope and fear no longer distracted the

mind from the contemplation of the revolution which it Protons

had effected. "When the campaign had terminated when the cnm-

the remains of the Grand Army, mournful and defeated, uua!

had wended their way across the Rhine, and the once

triumphant Peninsular hosts, refluent through the passes
of the Pyrenees, had finally abandoned the fields of Spain

the magnitude of the change was such, that it seemed

beyond the power of any earthly forces, how great soever,

to have effected it. Little more than three months had

elapsed since four hundred thousand French, flushed with

recent victory, were grouped round the fortresses of the

Elbe
; nearly a hundred thousand more garrisoned the

strongholds on that river, the Oder, and the Vistula
;
while

two hundred thousand, proud of their expulsion of the

British from the plains of Castile, were prepared to main-

tain on the Tormes or the Ebro the dominion of the Pen-

insula. Of this immense host not more than eighty thou-

sand had regained the left bank of the Rhine, and hardly

as many remained to arrest the invader on the Adour and

amid the Pyrenees. The remainder had sunk under the

sword of the enemy, wasted away under the horrors of the

bivouac and the hospital, or were shut up, without a hope
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CHAP Of escape, in the German fortresses. The few who had
'

regained their native land bore with them the seeds of
Iti] 3

contagion, and a sadness of feeling, which rendered their

presence a source of weakness rather than of strength to

their suffering countrymen. The vast and splendid fabric

of the French empire had disappeared like a dream. Its

external influence, its foreign alliances, had vanished
;
the

liberated nations of Europe, amidst shouts of triumph and

songs of gratulation, were crowding in arms to overwhelm

its remains
;
and the mighty victor, reft of all his conquests,

was left with no greater resources than the old monarchy
of Louis, now nearly drained of its military defenders, to

make head against so many iron bands, whom former

wrongs had roused to resistance, and recent heroism led

to victory.

The forces of the Revolution had hitherto basked only
2.

Approach, in the sunshine of prosperity. So feeble and ill-concerted

the Revofu- had been the assault of the European powers in 1793,

for"os\v that even the tumultuary arrays which the fervour of the
misfortune. Convention had called forth, and the guillotine of the

Committee of Public Salvation had retained at their

standards, were sufficient to repel them; and the hydra,
which might with case have been crushed in its cradle,

was permitted to grow up till it had encircled every

monarchy of Europe in its folds. But the period had

now arrived when this long career of prosperity was to

be succeeded by a still more striking train of adverse

fortune when the forces of Europe, instead of being

arrayed with France against England; were to be arrayed
with England against France; when disaster, long-con-
tinued and universal, was to break in pieces the vast

supremacy of former times; and when the iron was to

enter into the soul, not merely of the sinking nation, but

of every family and individual of which it was composed.

This, then, was the real test of the strength and constancy
of the Revolution. The time had come when the passions
of success were no longer to animate, the blaze of victory
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no longer to allure ;
but when the stern approach of CHAP.

adversity could be met only by the inherent strength of
LXXXIV-

heroism, or the willing sacrifices of duty. The moment 1813>

is interesting beyond any other which had occurred in

the progress of the contest; for the touchstone was now
to be applied to the power, resting on the passions of the

world, which had so fearfully shaken those which were

based on the fervour of Heaven
;
and France was to go

through the ordeal from whence had issued the spirit

which defended the ramparts of Saragossa, and the cle-

votedness which fired the torches of Moscow.

Napoleon set out for Paris from Mayence early in

November, and arrived at St Cloud on the 9th of that Return of

month. For the second time within the year, he hadpan,
e

and

reached his capital defeated and forlorn, with his anny g^ thero!"

lost, his power shaken, and his glory dimmed. But how Xov - 9<

disastrous soever the circumstances of his empire were,

the energy of the Emperor was equal to the emergency.
His first care was to convoke the Council of State ;

and

to them he made a candid and true statement of the mag- NOV. 10.

nitude of his losses, and the necessity of vigorous measures

to avert the dangers by which thev were threatened.* To~
/ /

them also he communicated the terms which will be

immediately mentioned on which the allied sovereigns

at Frankfort had declared their willingness to treat for

peace. The Council, consisting of the Secretaries of

State, Talleyrand and Mole, implicitly adopted the views

of the Emperor which were in themselves obviously

well founded that, in the emergency which had arisen,

it was indispensable to have recourse to a dictatorship,

and that vast sacrifices must be demanded of France.

The Emperor set the first example of such a sacrifice, by
* Sorne changes at this time took place amongst the Ministers of State.

M-iret, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, was removed in deference to public

opinion, which erroneously attributed to him a warlike tendency, and was suc-

ceeded by Caulaincourt. Mole was appointed Minister of Justice, vice Massa,

removed to the Presidency of the Legislative body. D iru became one of the

two Ministers of War along with Clarke: and Maret was employed as Secretary

of State.
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CHAP, ordering thirty millions of francs (1,200,000) to be
LXXXIV -

taken from bis vaults in the Tuileries for the public ser-

1813. Tjce>
* He speedily, also, gave earnest of what he expected

of his subjects, and of the dictatorial power he was about

NOV. 11. to assume, by issuing of his own authority, and without

any legislative sanction, a decree by which thirty addi-

tional centimes, that is, nearly a third, was added to the

land, window, and door tax
;
the personal tax on move-

ables was doubled, and three-fifths were added to the

excise duties and the salt tax. Although these additions

to the taxes were plainly illegal, as wanting any legisla-

tive sanction, even according to the shadow of constitu-

tional freedom which remained to France under the impe-

rial regime, they were the only means which remained of

replenishing the public treasury, which, from the cessation

of all external requisitions, and the enormous expenses of

the late campaign, was totally exhausted. The confisca-

tion of the funds of the municipalities and the hospitals of

ixxiv. 76. the poor, decreed at the beginning of the year,
1 had not

produced half the sum expected, as few purchasers could

N?v,
cr

i7' oe f un(l
J

an(l cvcn what was got had been altogether

ra
l3

'

x
in

29s
drained away. Public credit was ruined

;
the three per

Fain, M.S. cents were at forty-five : the bank shares of one thousand
do 1814,

j>-
1.

..
francs at three hundred and four; and no capitalist could

54,55! '"'be found in France who wrould advance the government
2

five pounds.
2

But, however indispensable these illegal stretches

General and might be to provide funds for the immediate necessities

content"
8

of the state, they were by no neans acceptable to the

Iccmnuhiu nation
}
and the time had now come when the unparal-

leled disastci's of the last two years, and the continual

drain which the taxes and conscription had occasioned on

the wealth and population of the empire, had produced a

general feeling of discontent, which neither the influence

of the imperial government could stiile, nor its terrors

* He had 63,000,000 francs altogether in the vaults of the Tuileries.

TJIIKHS, xvii. 53.
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overawe. The feelings of natural affection had been sub- CHAP.

dued, and the woeful destiny of the young conscripts con- _U

coaled, so long as success attended the imperial arms, and 181;51

the continued advance of the armies veiled from observa-

tion the sufferings of the soldiers. But when the vic-

tories of the empire were at an end, and the armies,

instead of moving on to fresh conquests, were thrown

back with terrific slaughter on their own frontiers
;
when

no marshal's baton in distant prospect could allure the

young conscript, but the gloom of the hospital, or the

starvation of the bivouac, rose up in grim array to termi-

nate his career in a few months
;
when relief from domes-

tic taxation, and the means of foreign aggrandisement,
were no longer to be attained by the advance of their

conquering arms to hitherto untouched fields of plunder,
but increase of burdens, and the prospect of themselves

suffering from pillage, were imminent from the threaten-

ing hosts which were ready to pour into their territory, l Lab H 3

or their refluent armies retiring from scenes of defeat
;

|-
p'P-

x -

the minds of the people were of necessity turned into aMarm.vi.
5 Tliicrs

new direction, and they became sensible of the real ten- xvii. &>.

dency and necessary effects of the imperial government.
1

A general feeling of horror, accordingly, especially at

the conscription and the excise taxes now became general striking

in the community : the opinion spread widely that the !>"' itTu'

"

war was endless, and its exhaustion insupportable ;
the

unbending character and known ambition of the Emperor
seemed to preclude all hope of a termination being put
to it, save by the destruction of France itself; and wishes

in secret were formed for a change of government, as the

only means of escaping from such a multitude of evils.

Several pieces containing lines which might be applied to

existing circumstances, were prohibited, in consequence,

from being represented at the public theatres
;
defama-

tory couplets* were circulated and eagerly received in

* Such as,
"
Napoleon e.st niauvais jardininr ;

car il a laisse golur sos grena-

diers, ct flutrir ses l.auriera." The " Tableau 1'arlant" was prohibited at the
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CHAP,
society ;

and one in particular, found affixed in the Place

Vendome to the pedestal of the column of Austerlitz,
i13'

which then was adorned with the statue of the Emperor
on its summit, had an inscription terribly characteristic of

4
Ca

Lab' ii'
tue feeli"g of the time. It bore, that if the blood which

;f .. he had shed were collected together in that square, it
Ihiera, xvu.

^ x

21, 38, 3i>. would reach his lips, so that he might drink it without

stooping his head.
1 "

It was not surprising that this feeling of horror should

Deplorable have pervaded the community of France
;
for the calami-

state of the . 1-111 r 11 j.1

army on the ties which had now fallen upon the army, in consequence
of the disastrous issue of the late campaign, were extreme.

On returning to Paris, Xapoleon had inserted a statement

in the Moniteur, that the reorganisation of the army was

rapidly advancing; that the marshals had received rein-

forcements to enable them to maintain impregnable the

barrier of the Rhine; that the artillery had repaired its

losses; the National Guards were crowding into the for-

tresses
;
and that all the efforts of the Allies would be

shattered against that bulwark of art and nature. But

in the midst of all this seeming confidence, the real state

of the army on the frontier was very different ; and

disaster, wide-spread and unparalleled, had overtaken the

shattered remains of the host which had wended its way
back from the Elbe. Though the country through which

that retreat had been conducted was rich and cultivated,

the season temperate, and the marches not in general of

unusual length, yet the deplorable effects of Xapolcon's

system of carrying on war without magazines, or pro-
vision of any kind for a retreat, had reduced the troops

theatres fir fear of the application of the line,
'

II nvo.it autrofois fait dcs

completes, cc qu'aujotird'hui il no pent pas." Sec < '.\ri-:m;i;i-:, x. ','>.

* "
Tyraii ! juehe sur cctte chaise,

Hi lc sang que tu fin verser

Pouvait tcnir en cette place,

Tu ]e boirais .sans te liaisxT."

Another inscription, in huge letters, was found in the morning atlixed to

the Tuilerica
" Fond.s a vendrc Pas clicr Fubriipie de Sire.s." ('.\ri:i let

i:,

x. 1.
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to the most woeful state of destitution. The first corps CHAP.
T v v" Y"T V"

which passed along the road consumed everything on its _:

line, and within reach of the stragglers on cither side, to

the distance of several miles
;
and those which came after,

as on the Moscow retreat, could find nothing whatever

whereon to subsist. Magazines there were none, except
at Erfurth, between the Elbe and the Rhine, a distance of

above two hundred miles; and the supplies in that city

only maintained the troops during the two days that they
rested within its walls. During the fifteen days that the

retreat lasted, the men were left to search for subsistence

as they best could, along an already wasted and exhausted

line. The consequence was, that they straggled from : Lab i; 3

necessity over the whole country, and arrived on the
(

K,
c 'l

!,

)

A
x -

> > Mo/, Z6i).

Rhine half-starved, in the deepest dejection, bearing; with Ma.-m. \-.

J
HIK5. Thicrs,

them the seeds of a frightful epidemic, which soon proved xv:i. 3, 4.

more fatal even than the sword of the enemy.
1

Nothing could exceed the astonishment of the inhabit-

ants of the left bank of the Rhine, who had hitherto Terrible

known war only by its excitement and its glories, when w^ichTrok

they beheld this woeful crowd, pouring back by the bridge u'01u
mdll

of Mayence into the French territory, and spreading like

a flood over the whole country. But their number was

so considerable, that even the zeal and charity of the

inhabitants, which were exerted to the utmost, were

unable to provide any effectual remedy for their dis-

tresses. In the fortified towns, where the great mass of

the fugitives, armed and unarmed, found a refuge, their

situation, though at first superior, was ere long still more

deplorable. The dreadful typhus fever which they

brought with them from the scenes of their suffering in

the German plains, soon spread to such a degree among
the exhausted crowds who sought shelter within the walls,

that in a few days not only the greater part of the mili-

tary, but a large proportion of the citizens, were prostrate

on the bed of sickness. The churches, the hospitals, the

halls of justice, the private houses, were soon filled with
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CHAP, a ghastly and dying multitude, among whom the worst

!

'

species of fever spread its ravages, and dysentery wore
isis.

(jown attenuated forms to the lowest stage of weakness.

Such was the mortality, that for several weeks at May-
ence it reached five hundred a-day; and in all fourteen

thousand soldiers, and as many of the inhabitants, fell

victims to its fury. The exhalations arising from so

great a multitude of dead bodies, which all the efforts

of the inhabitants could not succeed in burying, were

such that they ere long poisoned the atmosphere, and.

spread an insupportable and pestilential odour through
the whole city. The churchyards and ordinary places

of sepulture being soon overcharged, and interment in

coffins out of the question, from the multitude of dead

bodies which abounded on all sides, they were thrown

promiscuously into vast trenches dug in the public ceme-

teries, which were rapidly heaped up to a height

exceeding that of the walls enclosing them. "When

this resource failed, they were consigned to the Rhine,

the stream of which wafted them down, as from a vast

field of carnage, to the German Ocean. Meanwhile, the

shores of the Baltic were polluted by the corpses, which,

T^ckp'x'
borne by the waters of the Elbe, the Oder, and the Vis-

297. Bign. tuia from the vast charnel-houses which the fortresses
xii. 4>. '

Murm. vi. on their banks had become, told of the last remains

xVii. 60,6?! and final punishment of the external government of the

Revolution.
1 *

The internal administration of Marie Louise, as Regent,
Great 'levies after the departure of the Emperor for the German cam-

n th"

!"' ri ts

paign, had been sombre and monotonous, little calculated

]"i':"'iu

f

either to distract the attention, or dispel the increasing
* ranee.

anxieties, of the people. She went through, with docility,

all the external forms which were required by her ele-

vated situation
; and, incapable of apprehending cither

* See Tableau des Jfdpitaux pendant la Derniere Campayne dc Xapolcon.
Par J. B. A. HAI-DK, Ex-direetuur des Hopituux Militaires. Paris, 1815: and

MAHMUNT, vi. 1, 5.
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the duties or the perils with which it was attended, CHAP.

submitted with the same impassable temper to the mi-
LXXXIY-

bounded flatteries with which she was surrounded, as to 1813-

the fearful demands she was compelled to make on the

blood of her subjects. In August she obtained a tem-

porary respite from the formal duties which oppressed
her in the capital, by a journey to Cherbourg, where she

had the gratification of beholding the last stone put to

that vast construction, partly built, partly excavated from

the solid granite, which, commenced by the patriotic

spirit of Louis XVI., and continued by the unwearied

perseverance of Napoleon, was destined to rival the noble

harbours on the opposite coast, from whence the fleets of

the proud Albion issued forth to give law to the waves.

The little feet of the Empress were the last which pressed
the solid granite of the basin before the new element was

let in. But sterner duties soon awaited her. Immedi-

ately after her return to Paris, she was made the organ Sept 7

by which the Emperor demanded a conscription of thirty

thousand men from the southern departments ; and, a

month after, another of two hundred and eighty thou-
Oct 10

sand from the whole empire, which were immediately
voted by the senate in all three hundred and ten thou-

sand. They were ordered to be taken in the following

proportions viz. one hundred and twenty thousand from

the class attaining the legal age in 1814 and the preced-

ing years, and the remainder from those reaching that

age in 1815 in other words, who were two years under

the legal age of nineteen to twenty-one. So vast had
L I)ccrces

been the consumption of life in the French army, even SLT I - <" "<i

() L't. i",

anterior to the overthrow of Leipsic, in the disastrously. Mom-

campaigns on the Elbe and in the Pyrenees, and so fearful GoT<u?nitir s

the inroads which the insatiable ambition of the Revolu- oj^-j'iU)."'

tion had now made upon the blood and strength of
the^'lj'g.

empire, that the military population of the proper age '.

l

)

'

(

l

l

'i'
:

.

1

'";*['

was exhausted,
1 and additional troops could be raised only

x

by seizing upon youths of seventeen and eighteen years
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CHAP, old, hardly capable of bearing arms, and altogether unfit
LXXXIV .

e

_' to withstand the fatigues of a campaign.
These ample supplies of men, however, were wholly

Napoleons insufficient to meet the wants of the empire, after the

the

C

cduncii disasters of Leipsic had thrown them back behind the

Nov
U
io. Rhine, and the invasion of Wellington had laid bare the

defenceless condition of the southern frontier. In the

Council of State, the day after his arrival, Napoleon
unfolded the danger of his situation with manly sin-

cerity, and enforced his demands with nervous eloquence.
"
Why," said he,

" should we fear to speak the truth ?

lias not Wellington invaded the south ? Do not the

Russians menace the north 1 What shame ! and the

nation docs not rise in a mass to chase them away.
All my allies have abandoned me : the Saxons betrayed
me on the field of battle

;
the Bavarians endeavoured

to cut off my retreat. Never talk of peace till I have

burned Munich. The same triumvirate which partitioned

Poland has arrayed itself against France : we can have

no truce till it is defeated. I demand three hundred

thousand men : with what remains of my armies, I shall

then have a million of soldiers. Councillors, what we

require is energy ; every one should march : you arc the

chiefs of the nation
;

it is for you to give an example or
1

Momtcur, >

NOV. 11, courage. Every one speaks of peace ; that word alone

ii. 8," 9.

'

strikes my car, while everything around us should resound

with the cry of war !

" l

On the day following the senate was assembled, and

Decree' the fresh demand on the Emperor's part of three hundred

rie^vv'of thousand men was brought forward by the orator of gov-

im-n."" eminent, Fontancs, whose brilliant elocution and sounding
NOV. io.

periods were well calculated to throw a deceitful veil over

the devouring requisitions of the Revolution. Napoleon's
own words breathed a nobler spirit

" A year ago/' said

he, "all Europe marched with us; at present it all marches

against us : that is because the opinion of the world is

formed by France or England. We should, then, have
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everything to fear but for the power and energy of the CHAP.
T Y VV 1V

nation. Posterity shall admit that, if great and critical _

circumstances were presented, they were not above France 1!]13<

and me." The levy required was decreed as soon as the

project was presented : it was ordered to be taken, not,

as in former cases, by anticipation from the young men
who would arrive at the age liable to the conscription in

succeeding years, but by retrospect from the classes who
had undergone the ordeal of the conscription in former

years, from 1803 downwards. Thus, within little more

than two months, successive levies were demanded from

the French people, now reduced almost to their ancient

limits, of more than six hundred thousand men : an awful

proof of the consumption of human life occasioned in their

last stages by the wars of the Revolution. The change
in the classes declared liable to the conscription is very
remarkable. It indicates the consciousness of government
of the arrival of the period when the dreadful destruction

of life by the campaigns of 1793 and 1794, had rendered

it impossible to draw additional supplies from the young i Decree,

men born in these or the succeeding years, and when it^ ^';mi _

had become indispensable to recur to those who had come
'?'"';

nn ' 1

. .

Goldsmith s

into being before the revolutionary scythe had begun to Rceueii. \i.

J
. oi-L liners,

sweep away at once the strength of one generation and x\-ii. *<>, ,:o.

the hopes of the next.
1 *

Preparations to resist the dreaded invasion were

immediately ordered by Napoleon. Engineers were de- xai.k-..H

spatchcd to the principal fortresses on the northern abandon the

frontier, with instructions to repair the walls, arm the Rhine/
"

ramparts, fortify the bridges and passes, and make every

possible preparation for a vigorous defence. But when

they arrived there, and became acquainted, by ocular

inspection, with the deplorable state and reduced num-

bers of the army, as well as the total want of any pre-

* See Chap. LXNIV. 71 c! st-r/.,
\\hen: the effect of tlio mnsenj>i ion on tlio

male population of France a most curiou.s anil interesting subject w lully

di.scu.s.sed.
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CHAP, paration, either in the way of magazines, provisions, or

fLj artillery, for putting the frontier fortresses in a state of
IBIS,

defence, they were soon convinced that it was altogether

impossible to think of defending the line of the Rhine.

That great frontier stream, above five hundred miles in

length, extending from the foot of the Alps to the sands

of Holland, strongly studded with fortresses, presented,

indeed, a most formidable line of defence, if guarded by
three or four hundred thousand men. But it was alto-

gether impossible to maintain it with sixty or seventy
thousand soldiers, worn out with fatigue, depressed by
defeat, with a frightful contagion thinning their ranks,

and no magazines to replenish their military stores. It

was resolved, therefore, to make no attempt to defend the

frontier river, but to fall back at all points across the

Vosges mountains. But the Allies were not aware of

this resolution
; they were ignorant of the weakness and

Camp'de
l sses or> the French army, and paused before the majestic

inn, 2, s, stream which had so lon been the frontier of their
Lab. n.

I'M 1 - empire, when they needed only to have crossed it to have
Tlners, xvii. J J

19, 22, 101, wrested from the enemy, without firing a shot, nearly a

third of France.
1

9 Serious, however, as were the external dangers which

Alarming menaced the empire, they were neither the only ones, nor

tioTamhiis- the most pressing, which awakened the anxiety of the

the interior Emperor. Tlie fermentation in the interior was still more
of i ranee.

a iarm j n or
;
and it had now become painfully evident that

the Revolutionary government, deprived of the stimulus

of external success, was tottering to its fall. The cor-

respondences of the prefects over all France at that period
were very remarkable, and clearly bespoke the agitation

and uncertainty of the public mind. The conscription

in particular excited universal apprehension, extending,
as it now did, not only to those who arrived at the legal

age in the course of the year, but to those who had attained

that age during the ten preceding years, and who had

hitherto deemed themselves secure from further molcsta-
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tion
;

while the enormous increase of the excise and CHAP.

assessed taxes, which practically amounted to more than
LXXXIV '

a half, diffused universal consternation. The alarm on m3<

this last account was the greater, that these duties were

now levied by the sole authority of the Emperor. Already
the price of a substitute for the army had risen to four

or five hundred pounds ;
the last conscription at once

doubled it, and in some instances as much as twelve

hundred were given. Families of respectability spent xo^iif"''

their W7hole property, the savings of a long lifetime, to l

.^ ^
ab-

save their sons from destruction. It was universally
CaP- *

*
2.iO, 2o4.

understood, what in truth was the fact, that the purchas- Harm. vi.

ing of a substitute for the conscription, was bribing one xVu. 21?'

man to sacrifice his life for another.
1

In proportion as the dangers of military service increased,

desertion from the ranks of the conscripts became more Extraordi-

frequent, and its punishment more severe
;
the prefects "n^ea^ng

were incessantly occupied in enforcing the laws with the the

e

co?-

to

utmost rigour against refractory conscripts. Long files of scnpts -

them were everywhere to be seen marching along the

roads to their places of punishment, with haggard visages,

downcast eyes, and a four-and-twenty pound shot chained

to their ankles. Great numbers, especially in the moun-

tain districts, driven to desperation by the alternative of

such a punishment, or death in the field or in the hospi-

tals, fled to the hills and formed roving bands, which

subsisted by plunder, and already bade defiance to the

gendarmes and local authorities. Alarmed at the accounts

he received from all quarters of this growing disaffection,

the Emperor adjourned the meeting of the Chamber of 2
Ca,>. x .

Deputies, which, by a decree dated from Gotha during ilb. ;L 10,

the retreat from Leipsic, stood summoned for the 1 st x ( ;v

D "'oe
'

December, to the 19th of that month, in the hope that in^j'j;
(

^
)M "

the interim the negotiations which had commenced with -^ ;.

ail(1

Monituur,

the Allies at Frankfort might have taken a favourable NOV.
j^_

turn,
2 and that he might be able to present some prospect -is.

at least to satisfy the universal desire which was felt for
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CHAP, peace. At the same time, to prevent the general discon-

. .' tent from affecting the voice of the deputies, a decree was
)13>

passed by the senate, vesting, in defiance of the constitu-

tion, the nomination of President of the Chamber in the

Emperor, and prorogating the seat of such of the deputies

as had expired and required to be filled up anew, so as

to prevent any new elections in the present disturbed state

of the public mind.

While France was thus reaping, in the utter prostra-

Opcnin'<r of tion of public credit, the entire exhaustion of the blood of

Parliament, tlic nation, and the universal anxiety which prevailed, the

declarations natural consequence of domestic revolution and external

Remit"
10

aggression, England exhibited at the same period a

memorable example of the very opposite effects, flowing

from a strictly conservative system of government, and

affording a proof of the almost boundless extent of the

resources which a country at once orderly and free can

develop, during the most protracted and arduous struggle,

if its finances and currency arc regulated on proper prin-

ciples. Parliament assembled in the beginning of Novem-

ber; and the speech from the throne dwelt with marked,

but not undeserved, emphasis upon the extraordinary
successes which had signalised the last memorable cam-

paign, and concluded with the important declaration,
"
that no disposition to require from France sacrifices of

any description, inconsistent with her honour or just pre-

tensions as a nation, will ever be, on the part of his

Royal Highness the Prince Regent, or his allies, an

obstacle to the conclusion of peace." The address in

answer, moved by the adherents of ministers, was agreed
to in both houses without a dissenting voice; so wonder-

fully had the glorious concluding successes of the war

stilled, both in the legislature and the nation, the furious

passions which tore both at its commencement. Lord
l

Liverpool, the prime minister, declared, that in considcr-

ing the conditions of a general pacification,
"

Jt would be

the policy of England to give full security,
1
not only to
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her friends, but to her enemies; and that the cabinet CHAP.

would not countenance any demand from them, which, in _

their situation, they would not be willing to concede."

Though the language of government, however, was thus

pacific, yet, like prudent statesmen, who know that the Naval and

olive branch is in vain tendered with one hand, if thej^pS
sword is not at the same time held unsheathed in the Q^'BH-

other, they not only admitted no relaxation in their war- tam -

like efforts, but made preparations for carrying on the

contest on a still more colossal scale than in the preceding

campaign. A hundred and forty thousand men, includ-

ing thirty-one thousand marines, were voted for the sea

service; the ships of the line in commission were ninety-

nine; the total number of vessels of war, which in that

year bore the royal flag, was one thousand and three, of

which no less than two hundred and thirty-one were of

the line, and six hundred and forty-four of all classes were

in commission. The regular land forces consisted of two

hundred and thirty-seven thousand men, and the regular

militia of eighty-three thousand all of which were

obtained by voluntary enrolment; besides two hundred

and eighty-eight thousand local militia, who were raised by

conscription from the population of the British islands.*

The land forces in India were two hundred thousand, and

forty thousand militia in Canada were under arms, and

actively and bravely engaged with the enemy; so that
1

x v̂

i

|[

1 -

ĝ

ob-

England, in this, the twenty-first year of the war, carried 'y- -\
n "-

* J
l\t!g. JM-J,

on hostilities with, in all, ONE MILLION AND FIFTY-THREE 20^, 203.

THOUSAND MEN IN ARMS. 1

* Sailors and Marines, .... 110,000

Regular Army, ..... 2:57,000

Regular Militia, ..... 83,000

Yeomanry Cavalry, .... G5,(IO()

Local Militia, .".... 2RSJIOO

Native Indian Army, .... 2oo,d(i()

Militia in Canada,
'

.|n,<MH)

1,053,000

LORD CASTLEUKAGH'H /S^eec/t, A'ou. 11, Ami. AY*/. LSI '5, '20.'!
;
and I'm-/. /></>.

xxvii. <S.'i, 87.

VOL. XII. '2 (!
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CHAP. It is not the least surprising circumstance of these mar-
LXXXIV.

venoug times that, with the exception of the local militia,

which were embodied only for a few weeks in the year,

its whole and the persons composing which never permanently left

fsn

were their homes, the whole of this immense force was raised

voTuutary by voluntary enrolment. Three or four candidates were
enlistment.

^ ^Q founj applying for every vacancy in the Indian

army; and the casualties of the British army in Europe,
which amounted to twenty-five or thirty thousand annu-

ally, were entirely filled up by enlistment, or volunteering

from the regular militia a system which had been

attended with the very best effects, and which had yielded
in the last six years, no less than a hundred thousand

admirable soldiers to the troops of the line. To extend

and improve upon this disposition, a bill was passed early

in this session of Parliament, authorising twenty-seven
thousand men to be raised by volunteering from the

militia, in one year ;
a measure which, with the ordinary

recruiting, which was taken at sixteen thousand, would

i Lord produce at least forty thousand men to meet the wants

rc^s of the approaching campaign. By such gentle means was

r?ov

Cl

i']
^1G stupendous force brought together, which now carried

ivf'xxvii''
on ^1C Nvar victoriously in every quarter of the globe, and

86, 87. A. -with so small a consumption of life were the victories
Reg. 1]3, i , i

20-2, 203. gained, which now shook to its centre the iron empire ot

France.
1

But this immense force could only be maintained bv a
] 7_ _

> -1

Enormous proportional expenditure; and, great as had been the

the
P

)-uar.
financial efforts of Great Britain during the former year,

they were yet exceeded by the colossal exertions of the

present. The cost of the army alone, ordinary and extra-

ordinary, rose to the enormous amount of thirty-three

millions, besides four millions and a half for the ordnance ;

the navy required nearly twenty-two millions; and the

interest on the national debt and exchequer bills, with the

sinking fund, was no less than forty-three millions. The

loans to Continental states were ten millions
; eight
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millions were advanced to Ireland
;
and altogether the CHAP.

expenditure of the year reached the enormous amount of -

OXE HUNDRED AND SEVENTEEN MILLIONS. The HCCCSSlty
n3 '

of carrying on the war with the utmost vigour, at once by
land and sea, both in Europe and America, from the

coincidence of the near termination of the Continental

with the commencement of the Transatlantic contest;

the vast expense of the campaign in the south of France,

at the same time that the war was prosecuted by British

troops in the Netherlands, and all the armies of Europe
were arrayed in British pay on the banks of the Rhine,

sufficiently explain the causes of this vast expenditure.

Certainly no policy could have been so short-sighted, even i^8^^
in a financial point of view, as that which at such a crisis ^f^^'d
would have hesitated at straining every nerve to improve Parl -

.

D
'

eb -

. . XXX. 1. 11.

to the utmost the advantages already gained, and bring Apr .

the contest to an immediate and glorious termination.
1

"""

But if it is easy to assign the causes of the vast expenses
of the last year of the war, it is a very different matter Prodigious

to explain how the nation was able to bear it; and in vi<i"<i

p
for

truth, of all the marvels of this period, the most marvel-
oflbfyeax.

Ions is the way in which funds were provided by the

British empire for the gigantic expenditure of the con-

cluding years of the war. 'When we recollect that the

finances of France, supported as they still were by the

industry of forty-two millions of persons, and aided as

they had so long been by the contributions levied from

one half of Europe, were at this period utterly bankrupt,
and that it was only by the aid of the great reserved

fund, the fruit of imperial smuggling, in the vaults of the

Tuileries, that the most pressing demands on the treasury

could be met
;
we are at a loss to conceive how it was

possible for the British empire, with a population not

then, including Ireland, quite reaching eighteen millions,

bv any means to have raised the enormous funds which
* J

were annually poured into the public treasury. ^ et no
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CHAP, difficulty whatever was experienced in this particular.LXXXIV
. ! The permanent revenue for the year 1814 amounted

>13 '

to nearly forty-four, the war taxes to thirty millions

sterling; thirty-six millions were raised by loan, including

that provided for Ireland; and the ways and means

reached altogether the enormous sum of ONE HUNDRED

AND ELEVEN MILLIONS, independent of above six mil-

lions, which were annually raised from the landed pro-

perty of England for the support of the poor. But this

marvel, great as it is, is much enhanced when it is recol-

lected, that such was the unshaken credit and inexhaust-

ible capital of Great Britain, that these prodigious loans

were raised, in this the twenty-first year of the war, at

the low rate of 4, 12s. Id. of annual interest
;
and that

even on these reduced terms, such was the competition of

the lenders, and rise of the funds and scrip, at the time
lpar

!-^
lj - the bidding was going forward, that no less than a million

xxviu. 60,
D no

67 ; and Of stock was thereby saved to the public the lenders

2-:);an<i being inscribed for so much stock in the five and three

1813, 34
g

per cents, and immense fortunes were realised to lucky
contractors. 1 """

The Continental writers, struck with astonishment at
19

General this growing and expansive power in the British finances,

thlTcxtra- which no demands, how great soever, were able to exhaust,

finlmia'i liavc generally concurred in referring it to the effect of

GreatBri-
^ 1C war itself, which secured to the English merchants

tain - the commerce of all civilised nations, and rendered

London the centre of the wealth, not only of the British

empire, but of the whole globe. English writers, equally
amazed at this extraordinary phenomenon, have sought
an explanation of it in the great addition which at this

period was made to British industry, by the introduction

of the steam-engine, and the vast improvements intro-

duced into the machinery for cotton manufacture
;
and

have repeated again and again the striking observation,

that James AYatt stood forth the real conqueror of

*
See Appendix ]), Chap. LXXXIV.
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Napoleon.* Without disputing, however, that these CHAP.

causes had a material effect in counteracting the influence
LXXXIV<

of the many circumstances which, during the progress of 1813>

the contest, had at various periods tended so powerfully
to depress the springs of British industry, it may safely
be affirmed, that the influence of this concentration of

foreign commerce, and growth of manufacturing industry,
has been much overrated, and that it is in other causes

that the true solution of this extraordinary phenomenon
is to be found.

The coincidence of the American Non-importation Act,

passed in February 1811, with the exclusion of British it was not

commerce from almost the whole Continent by the Berlin thetie

and Milan decrees, had reduced the British exports to a ^fhew.
most alarming degree in that year ;

and though the open-

ing of the Baltic harbours by the war of 1812, and of

those of Germany and the Adriatic by that of 1813, had

a powerful effect in counteracting these causes of depres-

sion, yet the closing of the North American market,

which took off, even at that period, manufactured goods
to the amount of fourteen millions annually, had a most

prejudicial effect upon every branch of industry. Neither

the exports nor imports, accordingly, of 1812 or 1813,

* James Watt was the inventor of tho steam-engine, and as such has

deservedly acquired immortal renown. But so great and rapid have been the

improvements effected by British genius on the application of that wonderful

engine to the purposes of manufacture since that time, that it oiay be doubted

whether subsequent mechanical philosophers have not had as lai-ge a share as

the illustrious Scottish sage in the production of the marvellous and compli-

cated machinery which now sustains the vast fabric of British manufacturing

industry. Among the authors of these improvements, the chief places must lie

assigned to Sir Richard Arkwright and Samuel Crompton, Esq. The former

realised a princely fortune from his inventions ;
the latter, to whom the cotton

manufacture is perhaps still more indebted, received a gift of .'>000 from

parliament, as an honorary mark of distinction for his services to his country.

The result of those splendid inventions has been, that in seventy years the

cotton consumed in the fabrics of great Britain has increased from .'5,0(10,0(10

Ib. to 500,000,000 Ib.
;
the persons employed in them have swelled from (iii.O(M)

to I,:i0(j,d00 ;
and the official value of British manufactured cotton goods

exported from Great Hritain, which in 1751 was only ..'! .
r
>,!);>G, had ri-m in

1810 to i']7,S!)!i,ni9, and in ISIW to the ama/ing amount of .1' H;..".:',7,tiH'.
--

See IJ.viNK.s's Hi.-dnj <>f tin: UMn Manuj'artitrc, p. WO- a most interesting and

valuable work.
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CHAP, had equalled what they had previously been in 1809 and
F YY V TV

'1

'

1810 ;
and those who are accustomed to refer the stupen-

1813- dous financial efforts of Great Britain at the close of the

war, to the monopoly enjoyed at that period by British

commerce, which has been since shared with other nations,

or the vast recent growth of its cotton manufactures,

will be probably surprised to learn that at that period
our exports and our imports were not more than a third

of what they have since become; that our tonnage little

exceeded a half of what it now is; and that the popu-
lation of the empire \vas twelve millions less than the

amount which it has attained at this time (1849.)'""

The true explanation of these extraordinary and unpar-
Rcai causes alleled phenomena is to be sought for, not in any casual
tt> be found .

*
.

i ^ i -i i

in the heroic or accidental circumstances wrnich at that period poured

ener^yTf any extraordinary stream of wealth into the British
lon '

islands, but in the industrious character of their inhabit-

ants, the long protection from foreign aggression which

they had enjoyed, the free and yet tempered spirit of

their internal constitution, the heroic spirit with which

they were animated in the latter years of the contest,

and the admirable system of taxation and currency which

the wisdom of Mr Pitt had bequeathed to his successors.

Jt is not any casual or passing advantage or monopoly,

enjoyed for a few years by its merchants or manufacturers,
which can enable a country to maintain a war for twenty

* Table showing the Population, Exports, Imports, aud Tonnage of the
British Empire in 181 1, 1812, and 1814, and in 1830, 1837, and 1838. Records
of 1818 destroyed by fire:

])(

1811 17,580,000 28,799,120 26,510,186
1812 17,830,000 38,041,573 26,163,431

1814 18,000,000 53,573,234 33,7.55,264
1836 26,030,000 97,621,549 57,230,908
1837 26,360,000 85,781,669 54,737*301
1838 26,680,000 105,170,549 61,268,3-20
1816 28,860,000 151,000,000 8/i,000,000

- POKTKR'S /W/mw of the Nation, i. 11, ii. .08, 174 ; and 1'!,><< A<;:,,nitx

ISlO; luid I'OKTKK'S Purl. Tables, ix. 43, 44.
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years with the most powerful nations in the world, and in CHAP.

its concluding years to spend from a hundred and ten to
LXXXIV -

a hundred and twenty millions annually, without raising
1813 -

the rate of interest or exhausting its national resources.

Centuries of pacific exertion, the accumulations of long-

protected industry, the energy of a free constitution, the

security of habitual order, an industrious national char-

acter, the influence of long-established artificial wants, and

unbounded natural advantages, at once for agriculture, com-

merce, and manufactures, as well as a monetary system cap-
able of giving scope to all these favourable circumstances,

must combine to produce such an astonishing result.

England had made good use of this extraordinary com-

bination of advantages during the whole course of the Comifna-

contest. Her industry, constantly protected alike from ^"4'
foreign aggression and domestic spoliation, had flourished ^"^

v~

amidst the revolutionary devastation or military opprcs-
rcsult -

sion of other nations; her agriculture, keeping pace with

the rapid growth of her population, had even outstripped

the wants of the people, and for the first time, for nearly

a centurv, had rendered the empire, in ordinary seasons,

independent of foreign supplies of food; while her com-

merce and manufactures, enjoying a virtual monopoly of

all the lucrative intercourse which the dreadful contest

that was raging had left to mankind, though inconsid-

erable in amount to what they have since become, were

attended in general with large profits, and occasioned a

vast accumulation of wealth in a comparatively small

number of hands. Above all, a system of currency was

established in the country, which, without being redun-

dant, like the French assignats, was sufficient for the

wants of the community, and kept the great moving power

of the nation constantly in activity, how large soever the

drain of the precious metals to foreign nations, from the

necessities of war, had became. But though due weight

is bv no means to be denied to those concurring circum-

stances, they wore not the most important causes which
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CHAP, conspired to produce this extraordinary result : they
LXXXIV

- merely brought to maturity the crop prepared by centu-
i13 '

ries of previous regulated freedom, protected industry,

and natural advantages. And all these causes, powerful
as they were, would have failed in producing the result,

if they had not been aided at the decisive moment by a

noble constancy in the government, and spirit in the

people, which made them face difficulties, and undertake

burdens which would have been deemed unbearable in

any other age or country, and poured forth the long

accumulations of British wealth in the cause of mankind,

with a profusion which must ever render this the most

glorious and animating period of British history.

While Great Britain and France were thus severally
23. .

Proposi'- preparing for the final struggle which was to decide the

a'meVsove
6
- great contest between Revolutionary and Conservative

Frankfort'" principles, the allied sovereigns, assembled at Frankfort,
astoa - c

'ne ~

adopted a measure which, more than any other, tended
ral peace. 1

to elevate their cause in the estimation of mankind, and

to detach from Napoleon the support of the French

people. The Baron Saint Aignan, ambassador of France

at the court of Saxe Weimar, had been made prisoner

during the advance of the Allies to the Rhine, and in

the first moment of his capture he had been received with

marked kindness by Metternich, who assured him, in the

most emphatic terms, of the anxious wish of the allied

powers, and more especially of his own sovereign, for a

general peace.""" Five days subsequent to their arrival

* " '

L'Empereur,' dit M. dc Metternich a Saint Aignan,
'
sefait illusion depuis

deux an?. II a cru faire la paix a Moscow, ensuite il s'est persuade qu'il la

fera it a Dreade. II a pense que nous ne ferions la guerre ;
il a penso qu'il pour-

rait garder la position de 1'Klbe, memo en nous ayant contre lui. Maintenant

qui pent prevoir les re-udtats de eette campagne ] Le Due de Vieence sait

qu'il y a entre nous, sous le sceau du secret, un ecrit qui pourrait faire la

paix ei soixante heures. L'Empereur Napoleon l'a accepte a deux articles pros.

L'Kni] ;reur croyait toujours que nous ne ferions pas la guerre. II sup-

posait [Ue nous u'avions que 150,000 homines; nous en avions 300,000. II a

fallu I i declarer la guerre. l)ans une conversation de neuf heures, jn 1'iu

nrui.t
i

i'i-i-:i'> ci/nj foi; 'mats rieii ne pouvalt le In!faire entire. Xmim-unlivHs

,s,'//'v/r ti,iit la paij:, nous la voulions encore, et nous la ferons. 11 no s'agit
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at Frankfort, the allied leaders sent for the Count, and CHAP.

after again reiterating in person, in the strongest terms,
LXXXIV -

their pacific inclinations, despatched him to Paris with a 1813-

private letter from the Emperor Francis to his daughter,
Marie Louise; and a diplomatic note from the whole

sovereigns, in which they stated the terms on which they
were willing to open negotiations. The basis of these iMo'Jt'eur,

terms was, "that France was to be restricted to its^ 2
F'ain

natural limits between the Rhine, the Alps, and the^'^,
Pyrenees; that Spain should be restored to its ancient 5 ''- Pfcces

dynasty ;
and that the independence of Holland, Italy,

xiii/30.

and Germany, should be secured under princes of their 30,34'.

native families."
1

If these terms were agreed to, M. de Saint Aignan
04

was assured that England would make great sacrifices, Napoleon's

and M'ould recognise every liberty of commerce and
au

navigation to which France had any right to pretend,
and that nothing hostile to the dynasty of Xapoleon
would be insisted on. To these propositions Maret

replied on the part of the French Emperor, that
"
a NOV. IG.

peace concluded on the basis of the independence of all

nations, as well in a Continental as in a maritime point
of view, had been the constant object of his Majesty's

solicitude;" and he specified the city of Mannheim on the

right bank of the Rhine, which he proposed should be

declared neutral, and made the seat of the negotiations.

But he did not say whether or not the French Emperor
would accede to the basis proposed, which omission was

justlv complained of by Metternich in his reply, as \ov. 2.5.

rendering nugatory any negotiation which might be com-

menced." To this Caulaincourt (who had succeeded Maret IV.'-'
2 '

-
l>j;;n. MIL

as Minister of Foreign Affairs) replied, that in admitting ;io - :;1 -

TIlllTS. X\ 11.

as the basis of the whole the independence of all nations, w, :>t, r.i*.

the French Emperor had in effect admitted all for which
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CHAP, the Allies contended, and that he accepted the terms pro-
LXXXIY -

posed by them.*
1813. Hitherto everything seemed to augur well for the
05

J
. .

Nolle lie- opening of the negotiation ; and the better to express

tKiL
f
the views with which they were animated, the allied

foT
Fra"k

"sovereigns published a declaration, dated Frankfort, 1st

December 1813, detailing the principles on which they
were willing to treat with Napoleon, and the objects for

which the alliance contended. The whole history of the

world does not contain a more noble instance of justice

and moderation in the moment of triumph than is

exhibited in this instrument.
" The allied powers," it

declared, "desirous of obtaining a general peace on a

solid foundation, promulgate in the face of the world the

principles which are the basis and guide of their conduct,

their wishes, and their determinations. They do not

make war on France, but on that preponderance which,

to the misfortune of Europe and of France, the Emperor

Napoleon has long exercised beyond the limits of France.

They desire that it should be powerful and happy that

commerce should revive and the arts flourish that its

territory should preserve an extent unknown under its

ancient kings ;
because the French power, great and

strong, is in Europe one of the fundamental bases of the

social edifice because a great people can only be tran-

quil so long as they arc happy because a brave nation

is not to be regarded as overthrown because in its turn

it has experienced reverses in an obstinate and bloody

struggle, in which it has combated with its accustomed

valour. But the allied powers wish themselves also to

be happy and tranquil they wish a state of peace which,

bv a wise division of power, by a just equilibrium, may

*
Kapport ilu liiiroii S:imt Aip;i

<i;h Nov. Dm; do r.;iss,uio au I'rii

d<: Mfttcrnicli, .'.Hi i X<>v. IS]:!.

Motternidi, 'Jd Doc. 181:!. Uepoi

tallied in tlio s i>i>rr*x(il Mnni

in, Ot.li Nov. 1H:5. Xoto <V Saint Ai^uan,
-( <lc. MolteMlioli. TItli Xnv. 1S13. Kop.mse
.ottro do M. 1o Dm: <!. Vioenc.e ;ui 1'rinco do

so (I.; :\I<-ttTiiio!i, 10 Div. IMS. ,\li con-

of liMli .!;'!! ISi I. :;!id irivi'll ill I
;
\l\, .'/>'.

.< ']'i!ii;;:s, xvii. :5;i, :V.i. 1 JS.
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hereafter preserve their people from the calamities with- CHAP.
T V V V 1 V

out number which for twenty years have oppressed _

Europe. They will not lay down their arms before they
1813 -

have attained that great and beneficent result
; they will ti^D."i,

not lay them down till the political state of Europe is of K^'^T'
new secured, till the immutable principles of justice have i,

4
r

;

A""
1

_

-J school!,

resumed their ascendant over vain pretensions, and till Rccucii, n.

, . , 11 i
3?>7. Moiitg.

the sanctity or treaties has at length secured a real peace vis. 278.

to Europe,"
l

AVhen sentiments so elevated and generous were pro-

mulgated openly by the conquerors, it might reasonably Napoleon's

have been expected that the negotiations would have been efwieac-

immediately commenced by the French government ;
and theseTerms.

certainly never was defeated monarch and nation invited

in such a way to concur in the general pacification of the

world. It is admitted by Caulaincourt, that in making
these propositions the Allies were, at that time at least,

perfectly sincere, and that if Napoleon had at once closed

with them, peace might have been concluded." Instead

of this, however, Napoleon by every art postponed the

opening of the negotiations as much as possible ;
and a

month after M. de Saint Aignan had been despatched with

these pacific overtures, they had not even got the length

of plenipotentiaries being named. Meantime the views

of the Allies considerably changed. They had become

more alive both to their own strength and to Napoleon's

weakness, and were consequently no longer anxious to

hamper themselves with negotiations until they had tried

the issue of battle. Mettcrnich, therefore, replied upon
the 10th December to Caulaincourt's note of the 2d ivr. 10.

(agreeing to the proposed basis), that the acceptance of

France had been very tardy, but that, late as it was, he

" Los Allies out avom' depuis, quo wi, dus 1'instant 01

bases do Frankfort, il avait fait partir i n plenipotei

1'Kinpcreur
tiairo auturi.- I K
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CHAP, would communicate it to the allied powers. No further
LXXXIV.

no^ce> however, was taken of it by them : and on the 6th
1813.

January, Caulaincourt on the part of France addressed

another letter to Metternich on the subject ; by that

time, however, the Rhine had been crossed at all points,

and the war carried into the French territory. The

negotiation, in consequence, only commenced at Chatillon

at a later period of the campaign. In truth, Napoleon
was desirous only to gain time to complete his defensive

preparations in his own dominions
;
and could not bring

himself to withdraw entirely behind the Rhine, the Alps,
and the Pyrenees. His most devoted panegyrists admit

this.
*

Although, too, the other allied powers were really

desirous of an accommodation, yet Alexander in the course

of the negotiation became strongly impressed with the idea

which experience soon proved to be well founded that

no real peace was practicable with the French Emperor ;

and that the wisest policy was to await the course of

military events, and not fetter themselves by any engage-
ments which might prove prejudicial, in the event of

ulterior success in the great measures which were in
court, Dec.

.

c

i<>, in: 1

.; preparation. In these views, Lord Aberdeen, on the

court 'to part of England, strongly concurred, and he formally ob-

Jan.
te uc ''

jected to the admission of any expression indicating the

W,
4

r^'\\l- acceptance of such a basis, though Prince Metterinch had

Cample
evinced no reluctance to its adoption. Thus the negotia-

?,:?

1 ' -' :

''.-. tion which opened under such favourable auspices, came
1 MILTS, XV11.

]u;, i _). at this time to nothing;
1

for this plain reason, that the

views of the leaders on both sides were so much at vari-

1 Mettcr-

nicli to

d'offiir la paix a 1'Einpercair Xapolci i. Leur attitude, reuforceo de 1'acco.ssion

do tous les princes d'Allemagne, n'a >as on d'inllu 'iico sur los conditions.

C'est en cos tennes qu'ils fo t valoir hi fante (pie I'JOmpereur vieiit do

comniettre en ne doiiiiant pas suite i miC'liateinent a leurs propositions. .\'HHS

r
iic ii in it x jinx ci'l/i' ja ii Ir. toutet'oi.; on i sail rait s'enipeclier de reconnaitro (jne la

f^nivite en e,~t pin tot relative (ju'ubsollie. Tonti- la finite d" Napolep|i e'est dc

trop conipter cette t'ois sur la dnn'o des dispositions pacitio;nes de ses adver-

.sairert." I'IGNON, xiii. '.'><>. Soo also the curious details given l>y 'I'hiers, as to

the sacrifices to which he really would submit. Tiui;i:s. xvii. (JO, 02, 103.
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ance, that the difference between them could be adjusted CHAP.

only by the sword.

One reason why Napoleon went, in appearance at
18 *3 '

least, into this correspondence, was in order to have the Opening of

benefit of the statement, to lay before the Chamber of of^heTegfs.

Deputies, who were summoned to meet on the 1.9th Dec?i9.
dy'

December, that negotiations were in progress, without

being fettered by any engagement or the acceptance of any
distinct basis of peace. That assembly met accordingly
at that period ;

but soon evinced a spirit so refractory,

that he found it impossible to carry on the government
until they were adjourned. The clamour was too loud,

and the spirit of discontent and despair which now pre-
vailed in almost every part of France, too deep-seated
and profound, to be either stifled by the seductions, or

overawed by the terrors, of the imperial authority.

Napoleon opened the session in person, with great pomp.
"
Splendid victories," said lie,

" have immortalised the

French armies in this campaign ;
defections without a

parallel have rendered those victories unavailing, or turned

them against us. France would now have been in danger
but for the energy and union of the French. In these

momentous circumstances, my first thought has been to

summon you around me : my heart has need of the

presence and affection of my subjects. I have never

been seduced by prosperity ; adversity will find me

superior to its strokes. I have often given peace to the

nations when they had lost everything : with a part of

my conquests I raised up thrones for monarchs who have

since abandoned me. I had conceived and executed

great designs for the happiness of the world. A monarch ,u. xTi?"
Mi" 1 '

I

and a father, I feel that peace adds to the security of ISI^M',,,,;.

throncs as well as to that of families. Nothing on my ^'/J'
1

,'

'

part is an obstacle to the re-establishment of peace ; you JJJ^Vfj

111

are the natural onrans of the throne
;

it is for vou to irivo
'

.

an example of energy which may dignify our generation

in the eyes of posterity.
1 Let them not say of us,

'

They
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CHAP, have sacrificed the first interests of their country ; they
L/xxxrv

'1_'

have submitted to laws which Enland has sought in vain
isi3.

during four centuries to impose upon France.' I am
confident that, in this crisis, the French will show them-

selves worthy of themselves and of me."

M. de Foutanes, the orator of the government, answered
23. ,

Eloquent in his wonted style of sonorous and dignified eloquence,

Napoleon concluding with the exhortation
"

to rally round the

occSon. diadem, where the lustre of fifty victories shines through
a passing cloud. Fortune is never long wanting to

nations which are not wanting to themselves." Napoleon

rejoined :

"
I will make, without regret, the sacrifices

required by the basis proposed by the enemy ; my life

has but one object, the happiness of the French. Mean-

while Beam, Alsace, and Franche-Conite are invaded
;

the cries of that part of my family agonise my heart
;

I

call the French to the assistance of the French ! I call

the Frenchmen of Paris, of Brittany, of Normandy, of

Champagne, of Burgundy, and of the other departments,
to the assistance of their brethren ! Shall we abandon

them in their misfortune 1 Peace and the deliverance of

our country should be our rallying cry. At the sight of

a whole people in arms, the stranger will flv, or sign

peace on the terms which he himself has proposed. The

time has gone by when we could think of recovering our

conquests.'' But in the midst of this external homage
to the warlike dispositions of the Emperor, there were not

wanting men bold enough in private to counsel him to

come to a pacification. Caulaincourt strongly urged the

immediate adoption of the basis proposed by the Allies

at Frankfort, and the publication of this adoption to the

4i;\"

h

Mo'ni- people.
" Such frankness," si id he, "and the confidence

P'ix/r snown ' n the nation, will do more than senatus-consulta
<T,,Ii !>">iti., and decrees. Courage is not awantinir, sire ! what is
VI. >! . Ul^ll.

xiii. 48. wanted is confidence that it will not be misapplied.
Tliicrs, xvii. .

!'>'.'>. \\ hen the conditions accepted are known, every one will

support them. 1 AVith the opinion entertained of your
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character, whatever tends to show that your hands are CHAP.

bound, and that fortune will make no change in your
pretensions, is of advantage to you. The real danger

1813-

is not the force of the Allies
;

it is the dread generally
felt that the sacrifices asked to secure a peace will only

augment the pretensions which must prolong the war.

Proclaim your moderation, sire ! and the nation will

precipitate itself, as in 1794, to defend the frontiers.''

It was not long before the Emperor had cause to repent
not having followed these wise counsels. In the senate Unexpected

everything went on smoothly, and nothing indicated any opposition

distrust of, or opposition to, government. But in the break* out

Chamber of Deputies matters soon assumed a very differ- chamber

ent aspect. Notwithstanding the pains which had been of Dcpulics -

taken by the nomination of a president, Regnier, Duke
of Massa, bj

r the Emperor, and the filling up of all the

vacant seats, twenty-three in number, by the same autho-

rity, instead of by the legal mode of election, it soon

appeared that a large part}' in that assembly were ani-

mated with a spirit which it was impossible to control.

The first serious business which was committed to the

senate and the Chamber was the nomination by each of

a committee, to whom the documents connected with the

negotiations which had been opened with the allied

powers should be submitted. That appointed by the

senate, consisting of Talleyrand, Lacepede, Fontanes, and

others, entirely in the interest of government, gave no

umbrage to Xapoleon. But the list circulated by autho-

rity for the adoption of the Deputies met with a very
different reception. It was rejected by a considerable

majority ;
and a committee appointed instead, consisting

of persons, with the exception of one, Laine, heretofore

unknown, and over whom the court possessed little inilu-
, Thih vl

ence. It was easy to foresee, from this commencement, i','

8 ' 41 '9
'..

J
_ .Mllllt^'. Ml.

that in the present excited state of the public mind, a -''-

Tlnt'i's, \\ 11.

contest of a very serious kind awaited the Emperor with KM, n;.">.

his own legislature.
1
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CHAP. In effect, it broke out sooner than could hare been
' '

anticipated. The committee appointed to consider the
i13-

diplomatic instruments communicated to them, imme-

Lainfs'Rc- diatclj commenced their labours; and their report, drawn

Chamber of 11P by Laino, was presented to the Chamber, in a secret

Dec.

U

28.

s '

meeting held on the 28th. This report bore that, to

prevent the country from becoming the prey of foreigners,

it was necessary to nationalise the war
;
and this could

not be done unless the nation and its monarch were united

by closer bonds.
"
It has become indispensable to give

a satisfactory answer to our enemies' accusations of

aggrandisement. There would be real magnanimity in

a formal declaration, that the independence of the French

people, and the integrity of its territory, is all that we
contend for. It is for the government to propose measures

which may at once repel the enemy, and secure peace on

a durable basis. These measures would be soon efficacious,

if the French nation were persuaded that the government,
iu good faith, aspired only to the glory of peace, and that

their blood would no longer be shed save to defend our

country and secure the protection of the laws. But these

words of 'peace' and 'country' will resound in vain, if

the institutions are not guaranteed which secure these

blessings. It appears, therefore, to the commission to be

i Ti.ii.. ix. indispensable that, at the same time that the government

BudiM^'t P1>0Poscs the most prompt and efficacious measures for the

ROUX, Hist, security of the country, his majesty should be supplicated
1 an. xxxix. ^ >

.

to maintain entire the execution of the laws, which gua-
Tliicrs, xvii. . i i

i7u, 171. rantee to the rrench liberty and security, and to the

nation the free exercise of its political rights.
1

" The Confederation of the Rhine is an alliance useful

only to the (lerinans : under it a powerful hand secured

them independence. If they prefer the chains of Austria,

why not abandon them to their desires ? As to Holland,

since the Allies insist on the conditions of Luneville, we

may withdraw without regret from provinces difficult to

preserve, in which the English interest exclusively pre-
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vails, and to which the English commerce is the price of CHAP.
T \ \Y TV

existence. Have these countries not been so impover-
"

ished by the war, that we have seen patrician families
1813-

withdraw from them, as if pursued by a devastating

scourge, to carry elsewhere their industry and their

riches ? We have need, without doubt, of courage to

make the truth known to our Emperor ; but with what-

ever perils the attempt is attended, we will incur them
rather than betray his confidence : we would rather en-

danger our own lives than the existence of the nation.
" Let us attempt no dissimulation : our evils are at

their height ;
the country is menaced on the frontiers And wgiit-

at all points ;
commerce is annihilated, agriculture Ian- of t

guishes, industry is expiring ;
there is no Frenchman who r

y,

has not in his family or his fortune some cruel wound to

heal. The facts are notorious, and can never be suffi-

ciently brought into view. Agriculture for the last five

years has gained nothing ; it barely exists, and the fruit

of its toil is annually dissipated by the treasury, which

unceasingly devours everything to satisfy the cravings of

ruined and famished armies. The conscription has be-

come, for all France, a frightful scourge, because it has

always been carried into execution with the utmost rigour.

For the last three years the harvest of death has been

reaped three times a-year ! a barbarous war without an

object swallows up the youth, torn from their education,

from agriculture, commerce, and the arts. Have the tears

of mothers and the blood of generations thus become the

patrimony of kings I It is fit that nations should have a

moment's breathing-time ;
the period has arrived when

they should cease to tear out each other's entrails
;

it is

time that thrones should be consolidated, and that our . T1 Parl, Tlist.

enemies should be deprived of the plea, that we arc for >'>

nvam^

ever striving to carry into the whole world the torch of^n."

revolution."
J

The reading of this report conjured up a perfect storm

in the Chamber. It was so long since the words liberty

VOL. XII. 2 I)
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CHAR and political rights had been heard within its walls, that

-' the courtiers started as if high treason had been spoken in

their presence. The president, Regnier, interrupted the

Napoleon report.
"
Orator," said the nominee of Napoleon,

" what
resolves to .

, ., ,. , ., -, ,
,

- .. v i i

dissolve the you say is unconstitutional. In what 5 replied he ;

MMThig
18' "

there is nothing unconstitutional here but your pre-

tK'ouncii scnce." The debate was adjourned to the 30th, and a
of state,

majority of four-fifths voted an address to the Emperor,
and that Laine's report should be printed and distributed.

Napoleon instantly ordered the printing to be stopped,
the proofs already thrown off to be seized, and refused to

DOO. :). receive the address. He summoned the Council of State,

and thus broke forth :

"
Gentlemen, you are aware of

the state of affairs, and the dangers of the country. I

thought it fit, without being under any obligation so to

do, to make a confidential communication to the Chamber

of Deputies on the state of the negotiations, because I

wished to associate them with my dearest interests.

They have taken advantage of that communication to

turn an arm against me that is, against the country.

Instead of aiding me by their efforts, they restrain my
own. An imposing attitude on our part can alone repel

the enemy theirs attracts him. Instead of presenting

to him a front of brass, they lay bare our wounds: they
demand peace with loud cries, when the only possible

means of obtaining it is by seconding me in Avar. They

complain of me: they speak of their grievances; but

what time, what place, have they chosen for bringing

-them forward? Is it not en famille, and not in presence
of the enemy, that they should treat of such subjects 1

Have I, then, been inaccessible to them '( Have I shown

myself incapable of listening to reason "? Matters have

come, however, to such a pass, that a decisive part must
\ \ nib. i x.

4i;<), .i7o. be taken. The legislative body, instead of uniting with

u'^'nr'" me to save France, docs all it can to precipitate its fall :

it betrays its duties
;

I fulfil mine. I dissolve it." 1

He then caused a decree to bo read,, which he pro-
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posed to issue, declaring that two-fifths of the legislative CHAP.

body had already exhausted their powers ;
that another ^

fifth, on the 1st of January, would be in the same situa-
1813-

3-1

tion; and that, therefore, the legislative body was pro- nu decree

rogued till the elections were completed.
"
Such," re- the'cham-

sumed the Emperor,
"

is the decree which I propose to
bcrs-

issue; and if I were assured that this very day the peo-

ple of Paris, in a body, were to come to massacre me in

the Tuileries, I would not the less persevere in it for it

is my duty. When the French people intrusted me
with their destinies, I considered the laws given me to

govern them
;

if I had deemed them insufficient, I would

not have accepted the charge. They need not suppose
that I am a Louis XVI. When I became Emperor,
I did not cease to be a citizen. If anarchy is to be

installed anew, I shall abdicate, and mix in the crowd to

enjoy my part in the sovereignty, rather than remain

at the head of affairs, when I can only endanger all,

without protecting any. My determination is con-

formable to the law: if all would now discharge their
1

duty, I would be invincible behind it in face of the 470,471.'

enemy.'
31

On the day following, being the 1st January 1814, on

occasion of the public reception of the authorities in the in* \iok-nt

Tuileries, Napoleon broke forth in a strain of vehement ^linst tiic

invective against the legislative body.
"
Gentlemen," at '5 Tnli-

said he,
"
you have had it in your power to do much t

'ncs '

good, and you have done nothing but mischief. Elcvcn-

twclfths of you are good, the rest are factious. What
do you hope for by putting yourselves in opposition'?

To gain possession of power 1 But what are your means

for doing so? Are you the representatives of the people?
I am so: four times I have been invoked by the nation

;

and four times I have had the votes of four millions of

men for me. I have a title to supreme authority which

you have not. You are nothing but the representatives

of the departments of the nation. Your commission has
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CHAP, been guided by the spirit of the Gironde M. Laine is
T YY Y TV
J *

a conspirator, an agent of England, with which he is in

l813*

correspondence by means of the advocate Deseze ;
the

others are actuated by factious motives. I will keep my
eye on M. Laine: he is a bad man. Your report is

drawn up with an astute and perfidious spirit, of the

effects of which you are well aware. Two battles lost in

Champagne would not have done me so much mischief.

"
I have immolated my passions, my pride, my ambi-

tion to the good of France. I hoped that you would

appreciate my motives, and not urge me to sacrifices

inconsistent with the honour of the nation. Far from

that, in your report you mingle irony with reproach ;

you tell me that adversity has given me salutary

counsels. How can you reproach me with my misfor-

tunes'? I have supported them with honour, because

I have received from nature a strong and indomitable

character
;
and if I had not possessed that ardent tem-

perament of mind, I would never have raised myself
to the first throne in the world. Nevertheless, I have

need of consolation, and I expected it from you : so far

from giving it, you have endeavoured to cover me with

mire. But I am one of those men whom you may kill,

but cannot dishonour. Is it by such reproaches that

you expect to restore the lustre of the throne ? What
is the throne

r

( Four pieces of gilded wood covered with

a piece of velvet. The real throne has its seat in the

nation: you cannot separate the two without mutual

injury; for the nation has more need of me than I have

of the nation. What could it do without a chief and

without a guide? When the question was how we could

repel the enemy, you demanded institutions, as if we had
them not ! Are you not content with the constitution ?

If you arc not so. you should have told me so four years

ago, or postponed your demand till two years after a

general peace, Is this the moment to insist on such a.

demand ?
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" You wish to imitate the Constitutent Assembly, and CHAP.
T X X X 1 V

commence a revolution 1 Be it so. You will find I
"

shall not imitate Louis XVI. I would rather abandon

the throne I would prefer making part of the sovereign

people to being an enslaved king. I am sprung from the

people : I know the obligations I contracted when I

ascended the throne. You have done me much mis-

chief: you would have done me still more, if I had

allowed your report to be printed. You speak of abuses,

of vexations I know as well as you that such have

existed : they arose from circumstances and the misfor-

tunes of the times. But was it necessary to let all

Europe into our secrets ? Is it fitting to wash our dirty
linen in public, instead of in the privacy of our families 1

In what you say there is a mixture of truth and false-

hood. What, then, was your obvious duty \ To have

confidentially made known your grounds of complaint to

me, by whom they would have been thankfully received :

I do not love those who have oppressed you more than

you yourselves do. In three months we shall have peace :

the enemy will be chased from our territory, or I shall be

dead. AVe have greater resources than you imagine ;
our

enemies have never conquered us never shall. They
will be chased across the frontier more quickly than they
have entered it." The dissolution of the Chambers im-

mediately followed this violent apostrophe, which paints

the character of Napoleon better than volumes of ordinary

history. Although, however, lie had been so vehement

in his menaces, and had denounced M. Laine, in particu-

lar, as sold to England and a traitor to his country, yet

no arrests or measures of seventy followed. The De-

puties retired without molestation to their departments;
and the Emperor, engrossed in military preparations, for-

got this transient ebullition of resistance in the legislature,

or prudently dissembled his resentment, lest he should

extend still further a {lame which he could not extinguish.

IS till, however, he eluded all appearance even of closing
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CHAP, with the terms proposed by the Allies
;
and declined to

LXXXIV.
tne exampie set on a similar crisis by Louis XIV.,

1813. Wk saveci France by the noble and well-known pro-
1 Hist. Parl -

clamation, in which, after showing that he had made
de r ranee, <

xxxix.46o, every sacrifice to obtain peace, which was consistent with
4ol. Bigu.

* ..,.,.. i 11 j
xiii. 51. his honour or the integrity of his dominions, he called

u'Cisi."

11 '

on his people as his last resource to rally round the

throne.
1 *

Vast preparations were made for resisting the enemy.
Measures of Commissioners were sent down to all the departments to

foruSde- hasten the levies of men, accelerate their equipment and

France? arming, take measures for the arming and provisioning

of the fortresses, and where invasion was threatened,

Jan. 4. effect a levy en masse. A decree of 4th January fixed

the budget at 1,176,800,000 francs, or 47,072,000

sterling ;
and in order to provide for this immense sum,

Jan. 9.
fifty per cent was ordered to be added to the land tax ;

and the duties on doors and windows, as well as the

personal and assessed taxes, were doubled by the sole

authority of the Emperor. The commissioners sent down

to the provinces on these momentous missions, however,

though invested with very ample powers, were men little

calculated to move the masses
; being mostly old generals

2 Thib. ix. or decayed functionaries of the imperial court, who had

De'cree' no feeling in common with the great bulk of the com-

ja"' 9'

aui1 mum'ty. But even if they had been endowed with the
1814 Gold-

energy of Danton, or the fire of Mirabeau, the passions
smith, vi. J

r>84, .is?, were extinct in the nation
;
the time was past when it

( ''Lit X '*'( )

:!.'
'

'

was possible again to revive the revolutionary fever.
2 A

sombre feeling pervaded all classes that the wars of JS
r
a-

* "
J'aurai.s accepts, pour retablir la paix, tics conditions bien opposees a la

suretd dc rnes province.-) fronti<TCs
;
niais plus j';ii temoiguo do facilite" ct

d'onvie de dissiper les ombrages quo me* ennemi.s affectent de conwerver de rna

puissance et de mes desseins, plus ils out multiplio leurs jirctcntions. J'ai fait

voir a toute 1'Europe (jue je desii'ais sincerement le.s faire jouir de la paix ; et

je suis persuade cpue mes peuples s'opposeraicnt eux-ineme.s ii la recevoir a (U'S

conditions egalemeut contraires a la justice et h 1'honncur du nom Fran^ais."
Proclamation de Louis XI V., \~2tk June 1709. CAI-EFIGU:, Jlislvire dc Louis

XIV., vi. 107.
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poleon were endless, and that a change of government or <"IIAP.

dynasty could alone put a stop to the ceaseless effusion of
Lxx '

human blood. Soon after, the rapid advance of the 1813>

Allies rendered all these defensive preparations of little

avail
;
and the occupation of a third of France by their

victorious armies reduced the resources and weakened
the influence of the Emperor, as much as it augmented
the physical means and swelled the moral strength of his

antagonists.

The presence of external danger at this period extorted

from Xapoleon two important concessions in foreign Treat/ of

diplomacy, which of themselves were calculated to have
JytS'

effected an entire alteration in the relations of the ^j"',
1

",',

1

European states to each other, and implied a total aban- f.
thc Sl ':m"

1 ish crowii.

donment on his part of the principal objects of his Con-

tinental policy. The first of these was the treaty of

Valengay, by which he agreed to the liberation of Fer-

dinand VII. from his confinement in France, and his

restoration to the throne of Spain. The coincidence of

the invasion of the south of the empire by Wellington,

with the climax of discontent which the democratic leaders

at Cadiz had raised against their English allies, from the

glorious successes of their arms, and the entire liberation

of the Peninsula from the invader's yoke, naturally sug-

gested to the French Emperor the hope that, by relin-

quishing all thoughts of retaining Joseph on the throne

of Spain, and restoring the imprisoned monarch to his
1

4 '/.'!'

i

|j- 1
.

i

,

x -

dominions, he might not only break the sword of Welling- tV*?! ,

I
. oil. J I11CTS,

ton in his hands, but convert the exasperated Jacobins of-wii.uo^-'.

Cadiz into useful allies.
1

The sacrifice required was equal to nothing ;
for Joseph

was already bereft of his dominions, and had recently Xapok-on

arrived at Morfontaine, accompanied only by a few bag- j,,'"'j,ii,"a,,,i

gage waggons, laden witli the riches of the Escurial the
i' C rii!nLi.

poor remains of a lost crown, dishonoured throne, and

plundered realm.* By the advice of Talleyrand, Napoleon
* Whuu Xupoloon fir.^t hcanl of the disaster of Vitoriu, hu wu.
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CHAP, immediately abandoned his disconsolate brother to his
T vYVty '

fate, and opened a negotiation with Ferdinand, the object
513'

of which was to restore the captive monarch to his

dominions, and re-establish peace with Spain on such

terms as might be most likely to embroil that power
with its English allies. He opened the communication

by a holograph letter to Ferdinand, in which, accusing

the English of a design to establish democracy and

Jacobinism in Spain,* he professed his own desire to

re-establish the good understanding which had so long

subsisted between the two monarchies. Ferdinand at

first was doubtful of the Emperor's sincerity, and was

cautious in the answers he gave. But as soon as he was

made aware of his real intentions, the negotiation was not

long of being brought to a conclusion. Ferdinand, wearied

of his long detention at Valcnyay, was overjoyed at the

prospect of regaining his liberty and his dominions ;
and

he had little scruple in agreeing to any terms which were

exacted of him. He was certain that they would at all

events procure for him his liberation
;
and he flattered

3io)
p
3iL himself with the secret hope that, if any of them should

44-'

l>

443' Provc burdensome, he could avail himself the of plea that

,

1

mgn
;r i

dii ' the treaty was concluded under the coercion of captivity,
89. liners,

"

xvii. 85, 8. and was no longer binding on him or the nation after he

had regained his independence.
1

It was in the middle of November, immediately after

the return of Napoleon from Leipsic, that this ncgotia-

at Joseph that he not only deprived him of the command in Spain and ordered

him to quit that country instantly, but directed him to repair at once to

Morfontaine, and shut himself up there, seeing no one ;
whilst he positively

forbade him to approach Paris : and scut tiniers to the ministers to arrest him if

he disobeyed these instructions. Sco THIKKS, xvi. 140, 141.

"My Cousin, The present political circumstances of my empire make mo
desirous of winding up the affairs of Spain. England there foments anarchy,
Jacobinism, and the destruction of the monarchy and the nobility, in order to

establish a republic. I cannot be insensible to the destruction of a nation so

near my own states, and with which I have so many maritime interests in

common. I desire, therefore, to take; away every pretext for English interven-

tion, and to re-establish the bonds of friendship and good neighbourhood which
have so long existed between the two nations."
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tion was commenced under the direction of Maret, and CHAP.

by the intervention of M. Laforest, an able diplomatist
LXXXIV "

who had long been ambassador of France at the court of lsl3-

OQ

Joseph, and had there acquired an accurate knowledge of Ncgotia-

the secret springs of influence in the Spanish councils. iTto the

h

The Emperor wrote to Ferdinand in a conciliatory and y
c

^-''u
flattering strain ; representing that the affairs of his empire

1S13 -

had inspired him with the desire to close at once the con-

test in the Peninsula, to put an end to the anarchy which

had so long desolated its provinces, and terminate that

fatal ascendancy which England, for its own selfish pur-

poses, had converted into the means of diffusing universal

ruin over its kingdoms. Ferdinand replied in dignified NOV. 21.

terms, that he could not conclude an arrangement without

the consent of the Spanish nation, or at least of the

Regency ;
and that, rather than treat without its depu-

ties, he would spend all his life at Valencay. The Duke
de San Carlos, however, was sent shortly after to Paris,

where he had a long secret interview with Napoleon, who 4^443*'
soon convinced him of the sincerity of his proposals. The N*

P-
J'^

Duke forthwith returned to the captive monarch, who was tsunami,
-r

NOV. 11,

no sooner assured of the intention of Napoleon really to
r

'i ;3.

,., i p i i i ^ Thicrs, xvii.

liberate him from his captivity, than he agreed to every- i, y.

thing that was required.
1

The treaty was concluded on the llth December, and
. . 411

stipulated the recognition, by the Emperor, of Ferdinand rts mdi.

as King of Spain and the Indies
;
that the English troops

1"

should retire from the Spanish dominions
;
that Port-

Mahon and Ceuta should never be ceded to Great Bri-

tain
;
that the high contracting parties should mutually

guarantee each other's dominions, and maintain the rights

of their respective flags, agreeably to the stipulations of

the treaty of Utrecht; and that the late monarch,

Charles IV., should receive an annuity of thirty millions

of reals (300,000), and two millions of reals (l'i0,QOO)

yearly to the Queen-dowager, in case of her surviving her

husband. The treaty provided for its ratification by tliu
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CHAP. Regency established at Madrid. Thus had Napoleon and
TXYXIV

_' Talleyrand the address, at the conclusion of a long and
18181

bloody war, in which their arms had been utterly and

irretrievably overthrown, to procure from the monarch

whom they had retained so long in captivity, terms as

i
rap. x. favourable as they could possibly have expected from a

Thib ix." long series of victories. And thus did the sovereign, who

ste'the

3'

^ia(l reeained ms liberty and his crown by the profuse
treaty in

shedding Of English blood, make the first use of his pro-
Martens, i.

'

t;.
r
>4. N. K. mised freedom to banish from his dominions the allies

<M. whose swords had liberated him. from prison, and placed
him on the throne. 1

The result, however, both disappointed the hopes of the

it is not French diplomatists, and saved the honour of the Spanish
the Regency nation. The spirit of the Peninsular revolution, as Wcl-

lcs<

lington often remarked, was essentially anti-Gallican
;
and

though the democrats of Cadiz, in the ardour of their

pursuit of absolute power, had evinced the most invete-

rate hostility against the English general and his gallant

army, and even gone so far as to open secret negotiations

with Joseph for the recognition of his title to the crown,

provided he subscribed the republican constitution of

ixxvi.'

C

42. 1812 ;

2

yet they recoiled from actual submission to

France, and could not be brought to give their sanction

to a treaty, extorted from their sovereign while in a state

of captivity, which was calculated to arrest their arms in

the moment of victory, and stain the honour of a contest

which already resounded through the world. The Regency
and the Cortes, accordingly, had the virtue to refuse the

ratification of the treaty; and although Napoleon, hoping

3 Nan Vi*'
to distract or paralyse the Spanish armies, sent Ferdinand

MI. \v
'"-|jack into Spain, where he arrived by the route of Cata-

llll'tOll t<> J

Ionia on the 1.9th March, yet the treaty, as it remained

without ratification, made no change in the military oper-

ations ;
and Spain took a part in the war down to the

final overthrow of the power of Napoleon.
3

A similar feeling of necessity induced Napoleon shortly
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after to recede from another favourite object of his ambi- CHAP.

tion, and to consent to the liberation of the Pope from
LXXXIV -

his long and painful confinement at Fontainebleau. The 1813>

whole of Christendom had long been scandalised at the Napoleon

prolonged imprisonment of the supreme Pontiff, and thegSioiT
French Emperor had felt the consequence of the pro-pope.

the

found indignation which it had excited, in the inveterate

hostility of the Peninsular nations, as well as in the readi-

ness with which Austria had united her forces to those of

the Alliance. With the double view, accordingly, of de-

priving his enemies of this envenomed weapon of hos-

tility, and propitiating Austria from the diplomacy of

which he never ceased to expect secret favour, in conse-

quence of the matrimonial alliance he made private

overtures to the Pope at Fontainebleau early in January.
AVhat was not a little extraordinary, the person first

charged with the delicate mission was a lady of rank NOV. 15,

belonging to the court of Marie Louise the Marquise
Anne Brignole of Sienna. She had several interviews

with his Holiness in November
;
but the Pope was firm

in declining to come to any accommodation till he was

restored to Rome : and he persisted in the same refusal Ja
f-

lfi -

r '

Artaud,

when the Archbishop of Bourges formally offered, two vie do
PI^

months afterwards, on the Emperor's part, to restore the soy.'

Holy See as far as Perugio.
1

He replied, that the restitution of his dominions was

an act of justice which Providence would itself work out, \vh<, ,io-

and which could not be the fit subject of a treaty while ^gotVu-,

the Pope was detained, to the scandal of Christendom, in
J'^'nly

)IJ
"

a state of captivity, lie added "
Possibly our faults

Na
i
|olcon -

render us unworthy to behold again the Eternal City ;

but our successors will recover the dominions which

appertain to them. You may assure the Emperor that

we feel no hostility towards him religion docs not per-

mit it : and, when we arc at Rome, lie will see we shall

do what is suitable." The necessities of the Emperor,

however, rendered it indispensable for him to disembar-
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CHAP, rass himself of the presence of the Pope, even although
T Y V \ TV

*

he could not extort from him any concessions of territory
1813. to pr0p Up jj|s faning empire ;

and accordingly, four days

Jan. 22. afterwards, on the 22d January, Pius VII. was conveyed

away from Fontainebleau towards the south of France,

by Montauban and Castel Naudery. Yet even in this

act of concession, the grasping disposition of the Emperor
was rendered apparent : he delayed, on various pretexts,

the passage of the supreme Pontiff through the south

of France, hopeful that a return of fortune to his arms

might enable him to retain so precious a prisoner in his

power. When Paris was taken by the allied armies, he

viVdTp'ie was stiU detained at Tarascon, near the mouth of the
vi i. ii 362, Rhone : and the final order for his deliverance proceeded
,ii 1 . Cap.

} L

x. 312,313. from the provisional Government which succeeded upon
the fall of Napoleon.

1

44 Negotiations of an important character at the same

Negotia- time were going on, between both Napoleon and the
lions of DO'

^

l

Murat with allied powers, with Murat, King of Naples. That brave

imTthe
n

but irresolute prince, seeing clearly the approaching down-

fal of the Emperor, and actuated as well by his own incli-

nations as by the ambition of his queen, Caroline, who,

after having tasted of the sweets of royalty, had little

inclination to share in the ruin of her brother and bene-

factor, was desirous above all things, by one means or

other, to secure, and if possible strengthen, in the coining

catastrophe, his own throne. AVith this view, after the

overthrow of Leipsic, when the external fortunes of the

Emperor were evidently sealed, while he still kept up a

confidential correspondence with Napoleon, he advanced

a column of troops to Ancona, which he occupied, pro-

claiming loudly his resolution to establish the indepcn-2 (
,1]).

X. n
_

J

.54:5, :m. dence of Italy. At the same time he secretly opened a

4!M, 4%. negotiation with Prince Metternich, while he was loudly

'jc'.'Yuir"' professing his desire to adhere to Napoleon if secured in

the general sovereignty of Italy.
2

In truth, it was evident
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that lie would join Iris arms to whichever party should CHAP.
T Y V "Y TV

bid highest for his alliance.

To Napoleon he held out, that matters had now
arrived at that pass when it was necessary to take a deci- H; S doubic-

sive part ; that the menacing position of the English in NapdfoT
l

Sicily rendered it wholly impossible for him to hazard Aiii^with

the bulk of his forces to the north of the Po
;
but that, ^Om hf

if the Emperor would guarantee to him the whole Italian conclu(les

a treaty.

provinces to the south of that river, and unite them all

into one monarchy, he would rekindle the flame of inde-

pendence in Italy, and raise such a spirit in that penin-

sula, that Austria should never cross the Adige.* To

Metternich he at the same time represented, that the

ambition of Napoleon was insatiable, as his infatuation

was incurable, and that he would willingly enter into the ^Lln
coalition of the allied sovereigns, provided he were N

a

RTt>6o

guaranteed the possession of his Neapolitan dominions. CP- x -

:'

m -

Napoleon having returned no answer to his last and xiij.
IT"

urgent demand for the establishment, in his favour,
1
of a 100, ioe>.

sovereignty embracing the whole territories to the south

* " Your Majesty need not indulge the hopes you have formed of seeing
me pass the Po ; for if I put that river between my army and my own domi-

nions, I should have no means of resisting the fermentation which now pre-

vails in Romagna, Tuscany, and my own states. Be assured, Sire! the pro-

clamation of the independence of Italy, forming one single power of all its

states to the south of the Po, would save that country : without such measure

it is lost beyond redemption. It will be partitioned anew
;
and your sublime

design of emancipating the Italian peninsula, after having covered it with

glory, is for ever lost. Put at this moment the provinces beyond the Po at

my disposal, and I will engage that the Austrians shall never cross the Adige.

The enemy at present shake the Italians by speaking to them of independence;

the hope which they have in their armies has hitherto obviated the effect of

these propositions : but will they continue proof against such seductions, if

the King of Naples do nothing to realise their hopes, and continue, on the

contrary, to maintain the yoke of the stranger ? It is mere delusion to sup-

pose they will. Will your Majesty explain yourself on this vital point ? Time

presses; the enemy is daily reinforced. I am constrained to silence
;
and the

season approaches when I in my turn will be driven to make a choice, and

forced to join the enemy. Sire ! in the name of all you have dearest in the

world in the name of your glory delay no longer. Make peace ! make it

on any terms." M fitAT to NAJ.-OLKO.N, 25//t December IM'J; CAFKFIGUK, x,

544, 545, note.
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CHAP, of the Po, lie wrote a long letter to him, in which he
I XX XTV'

announced that matters had now reached a crisis, and
513-

that he could no longer refuse to come to terms with the

Jan. 11. Allies.* He was as good as his word, and early in

January concluded a treaty, by which it was stipulated

that he should be guaranteed in his Italian dominions,

and join the allied forces on the Po with thirty thousand

men.

No sooner was this treaty signed, than Murat pre-

iic indies pared to act in conformity to it, and on the 19th January

territories.

11

entered Rome at the head of twenty thousand men.

The slender French garrison retired into the castle of St

Angelo; and thus was the second city in Napoleon's

empire wrested from him by the arms, not of his enemies,

but of his brother-in-law and lieutenant, the old comrade

and friend whom he had raised from a private station to

the throne of Naples ! Murat accompanied this invasion

by an energetic proclamation, in which he outstripped

the most inveterate enemies of France in his denuncia-

tion of the perfidy and violence of the Revolutionary

government.
"
Soldiers ! as long as I could believe that

the Emperor Napoleon combated for peace and the

happiness of France, I fought by his side
;
but now it is

no longer possible to give credit to that illusion. The

Emperor breathes nothing but war. I would betray the

interests of my native country, of my present dominions,

and of yourselves, if I did not at once separate my arms

from his, to join them to those of the powerful Allies

whose magnanimous intentions are to re-establish the in-

dependence of nations and the dignity of thrones. Sol-

diers ! there arc but two banners in Europe on the one

* "
Hire, This is the saddest day of my life. I have to make a choice

;
and

I see on the one side the inevitable loss of my dominions, my family, and pos-

sibly of rny glory; and, on the other, engagements at variance with my eternal

attachment to your Majesty, with my unchangeable devotion to France. For

'four days past an Austrian Commissioner, Count Neipperg, has been at Naples,

proposing to me, in the name of his sovereign, a treaty of peace." MI'HAT f/>

K.\i'oi,Ko.\, Jan. Id, 1813; lUcNON, xiii. I DO.
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are inscribed Religion, Morality, Justice, Law, Peace, and CHAP.
T Y \" \" f \7"

Happiness on the other, Persecution, Artifice, Violence, _

Tyranny, War, and Mourning to all nations." A caustic,
181:iit/* O

though, in the main, just expression; but which sounds l Thib - ix -

:

.

J A
. 496. Cap. x.

strangely, coming from the brother-in-law of Napoleon, 34-2, 344.

and a child of the Reyolution !

l

In the general feyer of anxiety to preserye the digni-

ties and possessions they had acquired, hardly any mem- incipient

bcr of Napoleon's family escaped unsullied. Eyen Eugene of Ku^ne

Bcauharnais, though a more exalted and blameless char-n^"
1 "

acter than Murat, was not uninfected by the contagion :

although he wrote publicly that he would not separate

himself from his benefactor, yet he in secret receiyed

oyertures from the Allies, to which he replied by a

refusal. Iloweycr, he ultimately sent an envoy to Cha-

tillon, to attend to his separate interests. What ulti-

mately preyented this negotiation from coming to ma-

turity, was not so much disinclination on his part to

come to an accommodation, as the impossibility of recon-

ciling his pretensions to his Italian dominions, which lie

naturally cyinced the utmost reluctance to abandon, with

the ambitious yiews of Austria oyer that part of the pen-

insula. All heads were swept away by the torrent : eycry

former obligation, how great soeyer, was forgotten. Among
the rest, the Princess Eli/a, Napoleon's sister, cndcayoured

to sayc her fortune in the general wreck : her uneasiness

at the prospect of a downfall was extreme, and she lent

a ready car to the suggestion of Fouche when he passed

through Florence, on his way back from the honourable

exile which the Emperor had assigned him at Rome and^'P-
*

Naples
" Once Napoleon is dead, everything will fall

{"."'">

into its natural place, and they will leave you your bcau--'-^, '**.

tiful palaxzo Pitti."
*

In the north of Europe a more honourable constancy

in misfortune was exhibited
;
but the march of events

was irresistible, and even the warmest allies of the French

were at last compelled to abandon their fortunes, and
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CHAP, range themselves on the side of the European confederacy.
T YYYIV

: .' The Danes, whom jealousy of Russia, not less than the
1813>

bitter recollection of their capital twice taken by the

Treaty be- English, had inspired with a strong predilection for the

martTand
1

French alliance, and who had exhibited, like the King

piwers.

ed
of Saxony, an honourable fidelity to their engagements

during the general defection of 1813, were unable any

longer to continue the contest. Entirely severed from

the armies of Napoleon by the evacuation of Germany
after the battle of Leipsic : unable either to succour or

derive assistance from the corps of Davoust, shut up in

Hamburg ; pressed by the army of the Crown-Prince of

Sweden on the south, and the fleets of England on the

north the Danish monarchy was menaced with imme-

diate destruction, and the cabinet of Copenhagen had

no alternative but to submit, even on the hard terms of

agreeing to abandon Norway. After a short negotiation,

accordingly, a treaty was concluded between Denmark

and the allied powers, by which it was stipulated that

the former should join the coalition against France, and

bring to its support a corps, the strength of which was

to be afterwards determined, to operate in the north of

Jan. 14. Germany. The King of Denmark agreed to the cession

of Norway to Sweden ;
the King of Sweden, on his part,

engaging to maintain the rights and privileges of its

inhabitants inviolate : and, in exchange for this painful

sacrifice, the duchy of Pomcrania, with the island of

Rugcn, were ceded by Sweden to the Danish crown.

Thus was accomplished the first permanent cession of a

kingdom in the north of Europe, consequent upon the

wars of the French Revolution. And although history

cannot contemplate without regret the violent transfer-
i See the cncc Of a ]jrave an({ ancient people from the government
I rtsity in * L ~

Martens, Of their fathers to a stranger rule, yet the mournful
Sup. i. W>

; . . in- 11 i n i i-v
an.i in impression is much alleviated by the reflection, that Den*

lv.227.' mark obtained, to a certain extent at least, an equiva-

lent adjacent to its own territories;
1
that the Scandiiui-
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vian peninsula was thus for the first time united under CHAP.
T "V V \* TV

one dominion, and a power all but insular established in __!_

the Baltic, which, with the support of the British navy,
1813<

may possibly be able to maintain its independence in

future times, even against the colossal power which over-

shadows the north of Europe.
While the grand confederacy was thus strengthening

itself by fresh alliances on the shores of the Baltic and important

the Mediterranean, and the last allies of the French domi-
fodetTcyTf

~

nation were breaking off from its sinking empire, the Germany>

great central power of Germany was rising with porten-
tous energy at the call of patriotism ;

and the military

strength of its inhabitants, roused to the highest pitch by
the trumpet of victory, was directed with consummate

talent to the prosecution of the last and greatest object

of the war 'the final subjugation of the power of Napo-
leon, and the extrication of Europe from the thraldom of

the Revolution. The accession of Bavaria to the coalition

on the eve of the battle of Leipsic, had already been

followed by that of all the lesser powers which formed

part of the Rhenish Confederation; and the great out-

work which had been erected with so much effort by

Napoleon, to form the advanced post of France against

Europe, had already become the outwork of Europe

against France. The whole population welcomed the

allied troops as deliverers
; transport beat in every bosom,

joy beamed from every eye: and before even the energy

of the allied cabinets could arrange the different govern-

ments in their confederacy, the people had everywhere

made common cause with their armies. A few of the

princes, particularly the Grand-duke Charles of Dalberg,

Prince Isenberg, and the Prince of La Laycn, held out

for the French, and their dominions were in consequence

occupied by the allied troops ;
but all the others gladly

ranged themselves under the banners of the victorious

powers. Already on the 21st October, before the sovc-isiii."
'

reigns separated from Leipsic, a convention had been

VOL. XII. - H
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CHAP, entered into, for the organisation of the whole forces of
LXXXIV. Qermany against the common enemy, and the best de-

1813.

velopment of these resources for the purposes of the war.

A central administration had been formed, to direct the

efforts, and regulate the contributions of the states. At

334,337.] 'the head of it was placed Baron Stein, whose energy and

257? 26*1!' wisdom had so early prepared in Prussia the means of

resistance to the French domination.
1

The formal accession of the leading princes of the

Accession of Confederation of the Rhine was soon obtained to the

ofl/ieT'ou- new league. On the very day after the convention was

oTthf
1011

signcd at Leipsic, the King of Wiirtemberg concluded a

Rhino to
treaty witli the Allies, and his contingent was fixed at

the new J ' c
league. twelve thousand men

;
the Duke of Saxe-Wcimar signed

NOV. i and his accession on the 1st, the Duke of Darmstadt on the
'2 Lsl.'i

2d of November; and the whole lesser princes, witli

the exceptions above mentioned, followed their example.
The Elector of Hesse stood in a somewhat different

situation, as he was not a member of the Rhenish Con-

federacy, his states having been swallowed up in the

rickety kingdom of Westphalia. lie was accordingly
admitted into the grand alliance by a separate treaty in

]><>(-. 2. the beginning of December, which immediately restored

him to the possession of all his ancient dominions, witli

the exception of the bailiwicks of Dorheim, which had

been assigned to the Grand-duke of Darmstadt. The

contingent of the Elector of Hesse was fixed at twelve

thousand men. The respectable but unfortunate King of

Saxony had been treated with unwonted severity by the
** %/ J

allied sovereigns after the battle of Leipsic, who considered

him as having broken his word to them. None of them,

excepting the Cro\vn Prince of Sweden, had visited him

in his misfortunes
;
and he had been conveyed away, a

r,-.

1

"^'!'

x '

prisoner, to Berlin, where he remained uncertain of the

fate which awaited him. But the whole civil and mili-

tary resources of Saxony M-cre at the disposal of the grand

alliance;'
2 and its soldiers, borne away by the torrent,
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marched as cheerfully in the ranks of the Fatherland, as CHAP.

those of the states which had gained most by the crusade
LXXXIV -

for its deliverance. 1813 -

It was both a delicate and complicated work to arrange
into one organised body the various members of the Treaties at

Rhenish Confederacy, and, after adjusting the pretensions, NoTembeV"

determining on the reclamations, and smoothing down "^0^-
the jealousies of its numerous princes, to combine the VT Con "

"
tederaey

whole into one effective league for the prosecution of the asainst
France.

war. The general enthusiasm, however, which prevailed,

rendered these difficulties much less formidable than they
would have been at any other time

;
and the previous or-

ganisation of Napoleon presented a machine ready made,
and of most skilful construction, which was now applied
with fatal effect against himself. By two treaties con-

cluded at Frankfort on the 18th and 24th November, NOV. is and

the important objects of providing for the maintenance of
" '

the grand army, and regulating the contingents to be

furnished by all the German princes who had joined the

confederacy, were accomplished. To effect the first ob-

ject, each of the princes of the old Confederacy of the

Rhine engaged to provide at once, on his own credit, a

sum equal to the gross revenue of his dominions
;
and

the payments were to be made in instalments every : Nr .irtors

three months, till the whole was paid up. The sum-total xii.6i9,<>:k
A

Sclioell, x.

thus raised at once on credit, was 17,116,500 norms, 353, 35.

equal to about 1,770,000 sterling.
1

In addition to those ample payments in money, the
rr>

most effective measures were taken to draw forth the Military

military power of the whole states forming the Germanic fun^i iX

Confederacy. The contingent of each state was taken at
p',wers

L

df"

the double of that which it had furnished to the Confede-
Gur""u

'-
v -

ration of the Rhine; the one half to be provided in troops

of the line, the other half in hmdwchr ;
and in addition

to this, corps of volunteers were permitted, and the land-

sturm or levy en masse was organised and made ready for

action, in all the countries which seemed to require .such
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CHAP, extraordinary precautions. The troops thus raised,
T X XXT V '

amounted, independent of the forces of Bavaria, which
!13t were thirty-five thousand strong, to upwards of a hundred

thousand, besides an equal number of landwehr ;
and

they were divided into six corps. Of these, Saxony
furnished twenty thousand, Hanover and Hesse twelve

thousand, Wurtemberg twelve thousand, and Baden eight

thousand.* The most minute regulations were laid down

for providing the requisite supplies, hospitals, and provi-

ischoeii, x. sions for this vast aggregation of men. So universal and

Marten*' wide-spread was the organisation which had now arisen

ami 6-^
f r arrayino Europe in a defensive league against France,

JUKI Schoeii, and so unanimous the concord which the oppressions of
Kecueil, a. _...,., i i- i i
53. the Kevolution had established among nations so various,

interests so opposite, and animosities so inveterate.
1

Nothing remained now but to detach Switzerland from

Negotia- the French alliance, and from the great salient bastion of

switzer'-

1 '

the Alps to threaten France on the side where its defences

were weakest, and the least precautions had been taken

by preceding sovereigns to guard against foreign invasion.

The Helvetic Confederacy, like all feeble states, without

being either strongly attached to or exasperated against

France, were desirous to preserve their neutrality, and

anxiously sought to prevent their country from becoming
the theatre of war. Aware of the great importance of

securing the frontier of the Jura from invasion, if not by
the attachment, at least by the interests of his mountain

neighbours, Napoleon had studiously avoided both insult

and injury to them, and forborne to draw those resources

from their territory which the proximity of its situation,

and warlike character of its inhabitants, placed within his

reach. They had neither been plundered and insulted

like the Prussians, nor denationalised like the Tyrolese :

the conscription of men had been far from oppressive, and

* Sec Appendix 13, Chap. LXXXIV., for a detailed account of the forces fur-

nished by each of the states of the new German Confederacy. K

//istoirc dcs Truitfg de /Vtr, x. Z~i7.
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the cantons had felt the war rather in the obstruction it CHAP.

occasioned to foreign commerce, than in any peculiar
LXXXIV -

exactions with which it had been attended. An extraor- ia13-

dinary diet, assembled at Zurich, had already, in the

middle of November, proclaimed the neutrality of the x,,v. is,

republic, and sent a body of men to the frontiers to cause
1813'

them to be respected. The French Emperor readily
acceded to a declaration which promised to secure France

from invasion on the side where it was most vulnerable,

and immediately withdrew his troops from the canton of

the Tessino, which they had occupied. But the allied

sovereigns were not disposed to be equally forbearing, for

it was as much their interest to make their attack from

the side of the Alps as it was that of their adversary to

avoid it; and accordingly, having resolved to occupy part, ,"^ ~ FJfi
Schoell, x.

of the Swiss territory with their troops, they despatched
359 > 3iu.

M. Libzettern and Count Capo d'Istria to the Helvetic 521/Thiew

diet, to endeavour to obtain their consent to such am.'

proceeding.
1

Austria had already taken the initiative in this im-

portant negotiation. On the 8th December, M. de The Allies

Schrant, the envoy of the cabinet of Vienna at the Helvetic ue'>et

Confederacy, presented a note to the diet, in which he jj^)
l

^"~r

declared that the allied sovereigns were resolved to extri- *

cate them from their degrading state of dependence, which D

had now reached such a height, that their orators were

obliged to pronounce an annual eulogium on their oppres-

sors. On the 20th December, M. Libzettern and de

Schrant, the Austrian envoy, presented to the diet a note,

in which they declared that the intention of the allied

sovereigns was to deliver Switzerland from that state of

dependence which, under the specious name of protection,

had so long kept them in a state of thraldom; that in

carrying these intentions into execution, they must of

necessity enter the Helvetic territories; that they could

not recognise a neutrality which existed only in name;

but that they would interfere in no respect in their inter-
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CHAP, nal government, and that, from the moment that their
T "VY V 1V

: independence was really established, they would rigidly
!13<

observe their neutrality. To this note was annexed the

order of the day, which, on the following day, Prince

Dec. 21, Schwartzenbere was to issue on entering the Swiss terri-
-t Q-I o

1
Schocii, tory.* This decisive step at once destroyed the influence

Trait. *x.

8

which, under the name of mediation, the French Emperor
' na(^ so ^OJl exercised in the states of the Helvetic Con-

!'.

4
'

2 - federacy ;
and as it was followed next day by the entrance

liners, xvn. J
. .

133, 139. of the allied forces in great strength into their territories,

it produced an immediate effect in the Swiss councils. 1

r . Eight days afterwards, a majority of the deputies of

The cantons the old cantons viz. those of Uri, Schwytz, Lucerne,

constitution Zurich, Glarus, Zug, Fribourg, Bale, Schaffhausen, and
11 '

Appenzel, declared the constitution introduced by Napo-
leon, by his Act of Mediation, annulled

;
and promulgated

the important principle, that no one canton should be sub-

jected to the government of another a declaration which,

* " The irresistible march of events in a war which all just and right-

seeing men must look on in the same light, and the necessity of consolidating

and securing the happy results which have hitherto flowed from it, have led

the allied armies to the frontiers of Switzerland, and forced them, in fur-

therance of their operations, to traverse a part of its territory. The necessity
of this step, and the vast results dependent on it, will probably furnish a suf-

ficient vindication of it to all reasonable men
;
but that necessity, great as it

is, would not have appeared a sufficient justification in the eyes of the allied

powers, if Switzerland had been in a situation to maintain a true and real

neutrality; but so little is this the case, that all the principles of the law of

nations authorise them to regard as null the neutrality she has proclaimed.

The allied sovereigns recognise, as the most sacred principle of that law, the

right of every state, how inconsiderable soever, to assert and maintain its

independence : they are so far from contesting that principle, that it is the

basis of all their proceedings: but no state can pretend to neutrality which is

not in a condition to assert, and has not in fact asserted, its independence.
The pretended neutrality of a state which is habitually governed by external

influence, is but a name
;
and while it secures to one belligerent the advan-

tages of a substantial alliance, it exposes the other to the evils of a real hos-

tility. When, therefore, in a war, the object of which is to impose limits to a

menacing and preponderating power, such a neutrality serves as a shield to

injustice, and a barrier to those who strive for a better order of things, it must

disappear with the evils which have created it. No one can dispute that

such is the actual position of Switzerland towards the allied powers on the

one hand, and J'Yance, whose south-eastern frontier it covers, on the other.''

Dflnrnt;,,,, f the Al'icil /'uiart to the Si>:l.--s 1>'A, list /Ac. IMS.

liccucil, ii. 8, 12.
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by virtually raising the hitherto dependent cantons of St CHAP.

Gall, Thurgovia, Argovia, and the Pays de Vaud, to the
LXXX1V -

rank of independent members of the confederacy, laid the 1813-

foundation of a more extended and equal confederacy in

future times. On the 31st December, the allied SOVC-DCC. ai.

reigns issued a declaration, in which they called on the

Swiss to take up arms to aid in the recovery of their

independence ;
and at the same time came under a solemn

engagement not to lay them down till the independence
of the Swiss Confederacy was secured, and placed under

the guarantee of the great powers, and till the portions of

it, especially the Valais, which had been seized by the

French Emperor, were restored to their rightful owners.

In these changes, although the aristocratic cantons, espe-

cially that of Berne, went cordially along with the allied

powers, yet the Swiss, as a whole, were rather passive

submitters to, than active auxiliaries of, their arms. But HisSs
so equitable was the constitution which they ultimately g^'ali

established, and so complete the independence they have i
1

.^

001
!^

1
'

since enjoyed under it, that the Helvetic states have no . jA'-4

cause to regret the transient evils which the passage of 140.
'

the allied forces through their territory occasioned.
1

Thus was at length accomplished that great confederacy
which the prophetic mind of Pitt long ago foresaw could completion

alone extricate Europe from the fetters of the French AHiaiJo'""

revolutionary power, but which the selfish ambition and ^""^
blind jealousies of the European states had hitherto pre-

vented them from forming. From the rock of Gibraltar

to the shores of Archangel- from the banks of the Scheldt

to the margin of the Bosphorus all Europe was now

arrayed in one vast league against France, which was

reduced entirely to its own resources. From the kingdom
of Italy it could not expect succour, but might rather

anticipate demands for assistance : all its other allies were

now arrayed against it; and the power which, only eighteen

months before, had headed a crusade of all the western
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CHAP, states of the Continent against the independence of Russia,
LXXXIV.

redliceci to combat, with its own unaided forces,
1813- the combined military strength of all Europe. An

astonishing change to have been produced in so short a

time, and strikingly characteristic of the oppression of that

military tyranny which could thus, in so brief a space,

reconcile interests so discordant, still jealousies so invete-

rate, and combine forces so far severed by language, race,

and political institutions !

The efforts of the allied cabinets, and the enthusiastic

immense
spirit which universally prevailed among their people, had

mdateTby now accumulated forces so prodigious for the invasion of

powers. France, that nothing in ancient or modern times had ever

approached to their magnitude. By the universal arming
of the people, and establishment of the landwehr in all

the German states, an enormous array had been collected,

which enabled the Allies, without materially weakening
their military force on the Rhine, to blockade all the

fortresses on that river and the Elbe which were still in

the hands of the French, and thus irrevocably sever from

the French empire the numerous garrisons, still mustering
above a hundred thousand combatants, which were shut

up within their walls. The absurdity of Napoleon cling-

ing with such tenacity to these advanced posts of conquest,

isolated in the midst of insurgent nations, when he was

contending for his very existence in his own dominions,

became now strikingly apparent. They at once detached

from his standards a vast army, which, if collected together,

might have enabled him still to make head against his

enemies, but which, in the foreign fortresses, served as so

many beacons scattered through the enemy's territory, at

once recalling the recollection of past oppression, and

indicating the undiminished resolution to resume it.

This extraordinary resolution on the part of the French

Emperor to abandon, even in his last extremity, none of

the strongholds which he held in any part of Europe,
and which cost him, from first to last, above a hundred
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and seventy thousand of his best troops (for they were CHAP.

nearly all veterans), whom it compelled to surrender to
LXXXIV-

bodies of ill-disciplined landwehr and militia, little supe-
181:J -

rior to themselves in number, was, beyond all doubt,

one of the greatest causes of his fall
;
and it affords a

memorable example of the manner in which revolutionary
ambition overleaps itself, and falls down on the other

side.

The forces which the allied powers had collected by rn

the end of December to co-operate in the projected Oramianny
p-n IT,! ,1 T irni miderl'riiHo

invasion ot r ranee and Italy, were thus disposed. The Schwartzcu-

Grand Army, still under the immediate direction, as in

the former campaign, of Prince Schwartzenberg, numbered

on paper two hundred and sixty thousand combatants ;

and, even after deducting the usual average number of

sick and non-effective, might be expected to bring ulti-

mately two hundred thousand, and at once a hundred and

sixty thousand, sabres and bayonets into the field. Its

composition, however, was heterogeneous ;
and though

it boasted the imperial guards of Russia, Prussia, and

Austria within its ranks, and had the elite of the forces

of those great military monarchies around its standards,

yet it was far from being powerful and efficient, as a

whole, in proportion to its gigantic numerical amount.

It comprised the Austrian corps of Bubna, Liechtenstein,

and Giulay ;
the Wiirtcmbergcrs under their Prince-Royal ;

the "Bavarians under Marshal Wrcdc
;
the Austrian guards

and reserves, commanded by Prince Ilcsse-IIomburg ;
and

the German Confederates under Prince Philippe of Hcssc-

Ilomburg and Count Ilochberg. But though these Ger-

man troops were nominally little short of two hundred

thousand combatants, and some of them formed a noble

array, yet the main strength of the army consisted in the

Russian and Prussian guards, and the Russian reserves

under the Grand-duke Constantino and Count Milara-

dowitch. These magnificent troops, nearly forty thousand

strong, the very flower and pride of the allied host, with
O* v *
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CHAP, the Russian corps of Wittgenstein, twenty thousand
IAXXIY.

mor6j aj[ bronzed veterans who had gone through the war
1813. Of i3i2 } formed a reserve, in itself a powerful army,

which in the end operated with decisive effect upon the

fate of the campaign. This large body was destined to

act on the side of Switzerland and Franche-Comte, where

there were no fortresses excepting Besancon, Huningen,

and Sarre-Louis, to arrest the progress of an invading

army. But though the line of its invasion was thus com-

paratively smooth, and it was so formidable from its

numerical strength and the quality of a part of its force,

this huge array was seriously paralysed by the presence

of the allied sovereigns at its headquarters, by the conse-

1 Schoeii x <l
uent subordination of military movements to diplomatic

3?, 379! negotiation, by the known aversion of the Austrian cabinet
Plotho, iii.

J
.

Beii, i. to push matters with IS apoleon to extremities, and by
''

the cautious and circumspect character of its commander-

in-chief.
1

The second army, still called the Army of Silesia, under

strength the orders of Blucher, was composed of four veteran

8itu>naf
p

"

corps, of which two were Prussian under the command

of!sncwa
f York and Klcist, and two Russian under the direc-

tion of Langeron and Sacken. To these had recently

been added two corps of German Confederates, one com-

manded by the Electoral Prince of Ilesse-Cassel, and the

other by the Duke of Saxe-Coburg. The total amount

of this army on paper was one hundred and thirty-seven

thousand, of which upwards of fifty thousand were Rus-

sians inured to war and ilushed with victory, and nearly

forty thousand were Prussian conscripts burning with the

ardour of the war of deliverance. This army was stationed

on the north-eastern frontier of France, between Maycnce
.. and Coblcntz, and threatened it on the side of the Vosgcs2

Plotho, in.

i5 ii, ii. mountains and Champagne, and could produce in the iield
Schot'll, x.

fop immediate operations about sixty thousand sabres and

bayonets.
2 In that quarter, though a double; line of for-

midable fortresses guarded the frontier, yet, if they were
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blockaded, no natural barrier of any strength was inter- CHAP.
L\X\LV

posed, after the Rhine was passed, between that river and -

Paris
;
and a vigorous invasion might with certainty be

anticipated from the admirable quality of the troops of

Avhich the army was composed, and the well-known enter-

prising character of its chief.
*

The third army which was destined to co-operate in
co

the invasion of France, was under the command of the Annyot'the

Prince-Royal of Sweden. It comprised the Russian Prince of

corps of Winzingerode, and the Prussian of Bulow, each

of which was thirty thousand strong ;
the corps of

German confederates under the Duke of Saxe-Weimar,
and that commanded by the Duke of Brunswick, each

also numbering thirty thousand combatants
;

fifteen

thousand of Walmoden's men
;
the Swedish auxiliaries,

twenty thousand
;
and nine thousand English, who took

a part in the campaign on the banks of the Scheldt.

This army mustered in all one hundred and seventy-four
thousand combatants, of whom a hundred and twenty

thousand, after deducting the sick and troops blockading
the garrisons, might be ultimately relied on for operations
in the field. But although this army was thus formidable

in point of numerical amount, and the Russian and Prus-

sian corps which it comprised were second to none in

experience and valour, yet the positions of the troops, the

variety of nations of which they were composed, and the

peculiar political situation of their commander-in-chief,

rendered it doubtful whether they would render any very

efficient services in the course of the campaign. They

lay on the Lower Rhine, between Cologne and Diissel-

dorf, with the iron barrier of the Netherlands, still in

the enemy's hands, right in their front
;
and only three

corps, about sixty thousand strong, ready to cross the river.

* This great difference between the nominal force and that ready fur imme-

diate field service, arose from the former including the contingents of the

German Confederation and allied reserve*, a very .small part of which only

could by any effort be got ready by .January ;
MJ that the armies nrtuui/i/ t<x>k

the Jidd with hardly their IO.SSCM in the former campaign made up.
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CHAP. And though a large proportion of the fortresses of which
T "YXXTV

___' it was composed were unarmed or ill-provisioned, yet
513<

others, particularly Antwerp, might be expected to make

a formidable defence, and would require to be besieged

by considerable forces. The abilities of Bernadotte were

unquestionable, and he had, on more than one occasion,

rendered important sendees in the course of the preceding

campaign ; yet his disinclination, in itself natural and

unavoidable, to push matters to extremity against his old

country and comrades, was very apparent ;
and the hopes

which he in secret cherished, of being called, on the fall

i
Plolll0) i;i

of the present dynasty, to the throne of France, rendered

Bcii, in.
}H

'm in the last degree unwilling to be associated in the
bchoell, x.

3si, 32. minds of its people with the days of their national humili-

ation or disaster.
1

6] Independent of these immense armies, the allied

TI,C allied powers had collected, or were collecting, a variety of

reserves, which in themselves constituted a mighty host.

They consisted of the Austrian reserve, twenty thousand

strong, under the Archduke Ferdinand of Wiirtemberg ;

the Russians who were before Hamburg, to the number

of fifty thousand, under Benningsen ;
the Russian reserve,

commanded by Labanoff, of fifty thousand, who were

mustering in Poland
;
the Prussian landwehr, engaged in

the blockade of the fortresses on the Elbe and the Oder,

to the number of fifty thousand more
;

the Prussian

reserve, twenty thousand strong, who were assembling
in Westphalia, under Prince Louis of Hesse-Homburg ;

and the Russian and Prussian force blockading Glogau,
in number about fifteen thousand in all two hundred

and thirty-five thousand
; which, witli the three grand

armies of Schwartzcnberg, Bluchcr, and the Crown Prince

of Sweden, already assembled on the frontier of the

Rhine
; eighty thousand Austrians, who, under Marshal

Bellegarde, were destined to act in the north of Italy ;

and a hundred and forty thousand British, Portuguese,

and Spaniards, who, under the guidance of Wellington,
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were assailing the south of France, in Beam, and on the CHAP.

frontier of Catalonia, formed a mass of A MILLION AND
XXXI

1813-TWENTY-EIGHT THOUSAND MEN, who were prepared to act
1 Scliocll x.

against the empire of Napoleon,
1 * a half of whom were ssi, 38-2.'

actually in the field. A stupendous force ! such as had
Ben, iv."''

never before been directed against any power in the

annals of human warfare
;
formidable alike from its dis-

cipline, its experience, and the immense train of military

munitions with which it was furnished
;
animated by the

highest spirit, united by the strongest bonds
;
stimulated

alike by past suffering and present victory ;
and guided

by sovereigns and generals, who, trained in the school ofo
plot]lo

misfortune, were at length cordially united in the resolu- '>> A
i>i>-

, Scliocll, x.

tion, at all hazards, to terminate the fatal military pro- am, 382.

ponderance of the French empire.
2

To oppose this crusade, Napoleon had a most inade-

quate force at his disposal. Not that he had not used Napoleon's

the utmost exertions, and made use of the most rigorous oppoL the

means, to recruit his armies
;

or that his conscriptions on
m

paper did not exhibit a most formidable array of com-

batants. But the physical strength and moral constancy
of his empire were alike exhausted, and his vast levies

now brought but a trifling accession of men to his stan-

dards. Since the 1st of September 1812, that is, during

a period of sixteen mouths, he had obtained from the

Nominal Actually in

Force. the Field.

* Viz. Grand Army under Schwartzenberg, . 261,1550 165,000

Army of Silesia under Blucher, . 137,391 C0,000

Army of the North under Bernadotte, . 174,000 60,000

Russian, Prussian, and Austrian Reserves, 235,000

Austrians in Italy under liellegarde, . 80,000 65,000

British and Portuguese in France, . 78,000 78,000

Anglo-Sicilian and Spanish armies in Cata-

lonia, ..... 62,000 62,000

Total acting against Franco, . 1,028,041 490,000

RCIIOELI., Traitts dc Pair, x. 382, 383. For a detailed account of tin's

immense force, see Appendix C, Chap, i.xxxiv. It might, bu expected ulti-

mately to bring 700,000 elective men into the field
;
but from the backward-

ness of the new German Confederate levies, it could at first produce in the field

only about SOO/JOI).
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CHAP, senate successive conscriptions to the amount of twelve
LXXXIV.

thousand men, in addition to at least

1813.
eight hundred thousand who were enrolled beneath his

banners at the commencement of that period. Of this

immense force, however, embracing on paper above two

millions of combatants, hardly two hundred and fifty

thousand could now be assembled for the defence of the

empire ;
and of these not more than two hundred thou-

sand could by any possibility be brought forward in the

field. Nearly five hundred thousand had perished or

been made prisoners in the Russian campaign ;
three

hundred thousand in the war in Saxony ;
two hundred

and fifty thousand had disappeared in the two last

Peninsular campaigns ; nearly a hundred and seventy
thousand were shut up, or had surrendered to the Allies,

in the fortresses on the Elbe or the Oder
;
a still greater

number had sunk under the horrors of the military hos-

pitals in the interior
;
and the great levy of five hundred

and eighty thousand in October and November 1813,

had from the failure of the class to which it applied,

in consequence of the conscription having now readied

the sons of the generation, the mass of which had

been cut off by the dreadful campaigns of 1793 and

1794 --proved so unproductive, that the Emperor
could not, with the utmost exertions, reckon upon the

, [/iin support of more than three hundred thousand men in

i!T p;
>s

1C

"i
^1C nc^' t defend the frontiers of his wide-spread

s,-h,H.?].'x. dominions, and make head on the Rhine, on the

iV.^'i.^"' Jura, and on the Garonne, against such a multitude

of enemies.
1

Such as they were, these forces were thus distributed.
C,'.}

J

Distribution Sixty thousand men were blockaded in Hamburg, Magde-
Liii's

1
' '

burg, and Torgau ;
and seventy thousand in the fortresses

on the Oder, the Vistula, in Holland, and Italy; fifty

thousand, under Eugene, in Lombardy, maintained a pain-

ful defensive against the Austrian^ under Marshal Ilillcr
;

while a hundred thousand under Soult and Suchct, in
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Be'arn and Catalonia, struggled against the armies CHAP.
LXXXIV

of Wellington and Bentinck. The real body of men, _

however, which the Emperor had at his disposal to

resist the invasion of the Allies on the Rhine, did not

exceed a hundred and ten thousand combatants, and this

force was scattered over an immense line, above five hun-

dred miles in length, from the Alps to the frontiers of

Holland
;

so that at no period of the campaign could he

collect above sixty thousand combatants at a single point.

Agreeably to his usual system, of never acknowledging
the paucity of his resources, and possibly in the hope of n^nV'
deceiving his enemies, this comparatively diminutive host Q̂

ot
\'-,

47 '~ 1 / 48. plotho,

was divided into eight corps. But they were the mere ;>;/
A

PI; :

skeleton of the Grand Army, and many of the regiments 153.

could not muster two hundred bayonets.
1

Victor, with nine thousand infantry, and three thou-

sand five hundred horse, guarded the line of the Rhine Their p'osi-

from Bale by Strasburg to Landau
; Marmont, with ten Rhineand

e

thousand foot and twelve hundred cavalry, was stationed
Rhoue '

along the same river from Landau to Mayence. That

important fortress itself, with the observation of the Rhine

from thence to Coblentz, was intrusted to Count Morand,

with twelve thousand combatants. From thence to Nimc-

guen the frontier was guarded by Macdonald, with eight-

een thousand infantry and three thousand cavalry ;
wrhile

Mortier, with the Old Guard and reserve cavalry, still

mustering eleven thousand infantry and seven thousand

horse, lay on the Yonne. Ney, with two divisions of the

Young Guard, hardly amounting to ten thousand foot-

soldiers, occupied the defiles of the Vosgcs mountains
;

and Augercau, with twelve thousand, was stationed at n<;'i7.'

Lyons. Thus, not more than sixty-five thousand infantry, (

K
",'I ',

1

1
';. ll(

,

and fifteen thousand horse, could be relied on to with- J^-
4

/,^

stand the shock of above two hundred and eighty thousand
^'i'^

-

Allies, who could immediately be brought into action
;'-'

and

even after taking into view the reserves being formed in is;

the interior, and the depots at Met/, Verdun, Tan's, Troves,
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CHAP, and other places, to which every disposable sabre and

___" bayonet was directed, not more than a hundred and
il3>

twenty thousand men could be mustered to withstand

the threatened invasion, and of these little more than

one-half could possibly be assembled in a single field of

battle.*

Notwithstanding their great superiority of force, the

Hesitation allied sovereigns hesitated before they undertook the
of the allied . ,, .1 r>i- J
penerais at serious step ot crossing the Rhine

;
and opinions were

invadhfg
much divided as to the proper place where the passage

*niuce.
should be attempted when the enterprise was resolved

on. The physical weakness of the French empire, the

exhausting effects of the long-continued drain upon its

military population, the despair which had seized upon
the minds of a large portion of its people, from the entire

failure of the vast efforts they had made to maintain

their external dominions, were in a great measure unknown

to the allied generals. They still regarded its frontiers

with secret awe, as they had been accustomed to do,

when Xapoleon led forth his conquering bands to humble

or subjugate every adjoining state. The catastrophes of

two campaigns, how great soever, could not at once

obliterate the recollection of twenty years of triumphs ;

* The aggregate of these forces was as follows :

Blockaded in the fortresses on the Elbe, .... 60,000
in Holland, Italy, and on the Oder, . 40,000

In Italy, under Eugene, ...... .
r
)0,000

In Beam, under Soult, ...... 70,000
In Catalonia, under Suchet, ..... 30,000
At Lyons, under Augereau, ..... 12,000
Grand Army under Napoleon, viz. :

Victor, ..... 12,500

Marmont,
Morand,

Macdonald,

Morticr,

Key, .

11,200

12,000

21,000
1 S,000

10,000

84,700
Reserves in the Interior, .... 30,000

376.700

See Kocn, Tablrs 3 and 4
;
V.\rnoNToriiT's Cm/Hir/)>c <lc IS] 4, i. 11

<i, 117;
and TIIIKHS, xvii. 18(1, 111], 217. Sre also Appendix ]

), Chap, i.xxxiv.
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and France, in its weakness, was now protected by the CHAP.

recollection of its departed greatness, as the Grand Army,
LXXXIV -

at the close of the Moscow retreat, had been saved from 1S13>

destruction by the halo which played round the names of

its marshals
;

or as the Lower Empire had so long been

sheltered by the venerable letters on its standards, which,
amidst the servility of Asiatic despotism, recalled the

glorious recollections of the senate and people of Rome.
Such was the influence of these feelings, that it required
all the enthusiasm excited by the triumph of Lcipsic,

and all the personal influence and vigour in council of
1

,

Da
,

lef-

sky. Gamp.
Alexander, to overcome the scruples of the allied cabinets, f isu, 10,

and lead to the adoption of a plan for the campaign based 215, -Jiti.

upon an immediate invasion of France with the whole 21, a?'.

forces of the coalition.
1

It was at first proposed that Schwartzcnberg's army
should cross the Rhine, enter Switzerland near Bale, and Plan of in-

spread into Italy, to co-operate with the Austrian army poseTby

in Lombardy under Bellegarde ;
while Blucher was to ^^S

invade near Mayence, and the army of the north, under t(
'.

1>

>;

thc
" J allied sovc-

Bernadotte, threatened the northern frontier on thc side roig" s -

of Flanders. But, though this plan was warmly approved

by the cabinet of Vienna, which was more intent on

effecting or securing the important acquisitions which

seemed to lie open to its grasp in Italy, than on pushing
matters to extremities against Napoleon and the grand-

son of the Emperor Francis
; yet it by no means coin-

cided with the views of Alexander, who was thoroughly
convinced of the necessity of striking home at thc centre

of the enemy's power, and had in secret become assured,

that no lasting accommodation could be looked for so

long as Napoleon remained on the throne of France.

lie not only, therefore, strongly urged at Frank-

fort the immediate resumption of offensive measures

on the most extended scale, before France had recovered

from its consternation, or Napoleon had gained time to

recruit his shattered forces; but proposed the plan of

VOL. xn. 2 F
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CHAP, invasion, of all others the best calculated to concentrate

1 ! the whole forces of the Alliance against the centre of the
513*

enemy's power, and bring the war to an immediate and

decisive issue. This plan consisted in moving the Grand

Army, under Schwartzenberg,into Switzerland, and causing

it to enter France by the side of Bale and the Jura,

while Blucher advanced direct from the neighbourhood
of Mayence on Paris, and the Prince-Royal of Sweden

penetrated through the fortresses of Flanders into Picardy

and Artois. In this way, not only would France be

assailed by the most powerful of the allied armies on

the Swiss frontier, where very few fortresses existed to

check its advance, but each of the vast invading hosts

would act on its own line of operations, had a ready

retreat in case of disaster, and yet would be constantly

converging towards a common centre, where the last and

decisive blow was to be struck. It was a repetition, on

a still greater scale, of the plans laid down for the pre-

ceding campaign in the conferences of Trachenberg ;

i Dan u Switzerland being now the salient bastion which Bohemia
17. Akx-

]iac[ formerly been
;
and Blucher and Schwartzenbergander to ^

Bernadotte, having nearly the correspondent posts assigned to them

1813." ibid, in Champagne and Flanders, which they had on the

banks of the Elbe and the sands of Prussia.
1 *

* "
Here," said Alexander,

"
is the plan proposed l>y m<>, and entirely

approved by the Austrian and Prussian cominanders-in-ehief : Offensive

operations on the part of the Grand Army between Mayence and Strasburg
offer many difficulties, as we cannot leave the fortresses behind us without

observation. By entering France on the tide of Switzerland, we meet with

incomparably fewer difficulties, that frontier not being so strongly fortified.

Another advantage attending this movement is the possibility of turning the

Viceroy's left wing, and thereby forcing him to a precipitate retreat. In that

case, the Austrian army of Italy may advance on Lyons, so as to form a pro-

longation of our line, and, by means of its left wing, connect our operations
with those of the Duke of Wellington, whose headquarters are now at Oleron.

In the mean time, Blucher, with one hundred thousand men, may form an army
of observation on the, Rhine; and, without confining himself to observation,

may cross that river near Mannheim, and manoeuvre against the enemy till tho

Grand Arrny reach the field of action. All the four armies viz. the Grand

Army, that of Italy, Blucher, and Wellington, will stand on one line in the most
fertile part of France, forming the segment of a circle. The four armies will

push forward, and, diminishing the arc, will thus draw near its centre that i.<
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The advantages of this plan were so obvious, that it at CHAP.
LXXXIV

once commanded the assent of the allied generals ; and, ,'

in the middle of December, the troops over the whole

line were put in motion in order to carry it into effect. Line of in-

Tlie grand army of Schwartzenberg lay close to Switzer- Schwartzen-

land; that of Silesia extended along the line of the
ber

^'">'-

Rhine, 'from Mannheim to Coblentz. The former was pjjjj'g^

intended to pass the Rhine by the bridge of Bale, and

enter France by the road through the Jura from Bale, by
Yesoul, to Langres a city of the highest importance in

a strategetical point of view, as being the place where

several roads from the south-east and eastern frontier

intersect each other. But owing to its prodigious multi-

tude, this army, which, after every deduction, was above

one hundred and sixty thousand strong, and the enormous

train of carriages by which it was attended, could not

advance by a single road, and it required to effect its

ingress by all the routes leading across the Jura from v^Dan.
Switzerland into France. It was divided, accordingly, ?^ xvii

into nine columns, which were directed to move by dif- 137 -

ferent roads towards Paris and the interior.
1

The first, under Count Bubna, after entering Switzer-
fi8

land by Bale, was to advance by Berne and Neufchatel Li
,

nc" b
-
v

> ' > which its

to Geneva, and thence descend the course of the Rhone columns

to threaten Augerau, who occupied Lyons with twelve advance

thousand men. The second, commanded by Count Giulav,
'

Paris, or the headquarters of Xapoleon. Meanwhile your Royal Highness may
advance on Cologne and Dusseldorf, and thence in the direction of Antwerp,

by which yon will separate Holland from France, and oblige Napoleon either

to abandon that important fortress, or, it' ho endeavour to retain it, materially

to diminish, by the numerous garrison which it will require, the effective

strength of his armies. The grand object is not to lose a moment, that we

may not allow Xapoleon time to form and discipline an army, and furnish it

with supplies, our business being to take advantage of the disorganised stale

of his forces. I entreat your Pioytil Highness not to lose a moment in putting

vour army in motion, in furtherance of the general plan of operations.''

ALEXANDER to BI:RNAIX>TTI:, '2'Jfk <><-tnl,n- LSI 3; J).\MI.I-:FSKY, '',<,/,. </- isi-l,

17, 18. A grand design ! very nearly what was ultimately earned into (-fleet,

and a memorable proof of the foresight and ability of the Russian Kmpcn>r,

especially when it is recollected (hit letter wux v.-ritti-n out// tin (/"//* t'Jtir I/"'

battle of Lcijixic.
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CHAP, was to move direct on the great road, through. Yesoul, to

.

'

Langres. The third, under Liechtenstein, was intrusted
1813 -

with the blockade of Besancon, the only fortress of im-

portance which required to be observed on the Jura and

Swiss frontier. The fourth, under Collorcdo, was to march

on Langres by Giulay's left
;

at the same time that it

detached two divisions, or half its force, to blockade

Auxonne, and advance by Dijon to Auxerre. The fifth,

led by Hesse -Hornburg, consisting of the Austrian re-

serves, followed on the same road through Dijon to Cha-

tillon ;
while the sixth and seventh, under the Prince of

Wiirtemberg and Marshal Wredc, who had now entirely

recovered of his wound received at Han an, were to cross

the Rhine below Huningen, and at Bale
;
and after leav-

ing detachments to blockade the fortresses of Huningen,

Befort, and New Brisach, move on by Colmar towards

Nancy and Langres. Lastly, the eighth, under Barclay
de Tolly, with the splendid Russian guards and reserves,

was to take the direction from Bale to Langres, as a

reserve to Giulay and "VVrcde; and the ninth, under Witt-

genstein, was to cross the Rhine at Fort Louis, below

Strassburg, and after leaving detachments to observe Strass-

burg and Landau, advance towards the Vosges mountains
;

and, after crossing them, take the direction of Nancy.
Thus this great army was to be spread over an immense

line nearly three hundred miles in breadth, from Strass-

burg to Lyons, occupying the whole country between the

Rhine and the Rhone; moving with its left on Geneva,
its centre on Dijon and Langres, its right on Colmar;
and how vast soever its forces might be, there was reason

23
T

.

)a

v-m.u. to fear that, from their great dispersion, no very power-
ful bodv could be collected on any one point, and thatMann. vi. / J

ir>. Tine, possibly its detached corps mi^ht be outnumbered by the
xvii. I'.'t,

J .....", J

i5. comparatively diminutive, but more concentrated troops
of the French Emperor.

1

Bluchcr's arm}', at the same time, received orders to

prepare for active operations; and it was accordingly
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brought, about Christmas 1813, to the close vicinity of CHAP.
T

the Rhine, between Coblentz and Darmstadt. It could ^
bring about sixty thousand sabres and bayonets into the

1813>

field. Unbounded had been the impatience of the ardent Plan of

veteran at the delay of two months which had succeeded in sion.

s

the advance of the Allies to the Rhine
;
and he never

ceased to urge upon the allied sovereigns that they should

not give Napoleon time to recover from his defeats, but

move with the utmost expedition across the Rhine to

Paris. At the same time, however, with a caution which

could hardly have been expected from his impetuous

character, he dissembled his wishes, and, in the hope of

throwing the enemy off their guard, spread abroad the

report that the invasion of France was to take place on

the side of Switzerland, and that he, much to his regret,

was merely to maintain a defensive position on the right

bank of the Rhine. The better to give currency to these

reports, lie busily employed himself in purveying for the

wants of his troops, as in winter-quarters. At length, on

the 26th December, the long-wished-for orders arrived,

and the Prussian general immediately made preparations
for concentrating his troops and crossing the Rhine. His

instructions were of the simplest description to cross the

river, form the blockade of Mayence, and without heeding ^"/fg"
the other fortresses on the Moselle and the Meuse, to push j?

an - 23 24 >

Kocli, i.

forward, never halting, across France into Champagne, so ior>, 106.

, . ,. , , , T T- Thiers, xvii.

as to be in readiness, by the zotli January, to join 1mice 1:57.

Schwartzenberg between Arcis and Troves.
1

c */

These were the armies which were destined to com-

mence immediate operations for the invasion of France
; PL of

but the force of the Prince-Royal of Sweden was also 2^!!tTu>

concentrated on the Lower Rhine, and was intrusted witli
Burna<lottc -

a subordinate, but very important part in the general

plan of operations. It was well known that this ambitious

prince, distracted between his obligations to the Allies,

and his hopes of being advanced, upon Napoleon's fall,

to the throne of France, was very much at a loss how to
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CHAP, proceed, and felt great reluctance at engaging in any in-
LXXX '

yasion which might embitter the feelings of the French
1813.

people against him, and endanger the brilliant prospects

which he flattered himself were opening before him.

Aware of these peculiarities in his situation, the allied

sovereigns assigned to Bernadotte and his powerful army
the less obtrusive but still important part of completing
the conquest of Holland, delivering Flanders, besieging

Antwerp, and, in general, pressing Napoleon on his north-

eastern frontier. To co-operate in these important opera-

tions, so interesting to England, and involving the very
matters connected with the Scheldt which had originally

1 Antc ch.

ix. 120.' led to the war,
1
Sir Thomas Graham, wrho had returned

to England on account of ill health after the passage of

the Bidassoa, was despatched with nine thousand British

troops to Holland, and landed at Rotterdam in the end

of December. The movements of the Prince-Royal, how-

ever, were to the last degree tardy. It was long before

his operations against the Danes in the north of Germany
were concluded

;
and all the ardour of the generals under

his command, and the urgent representations of Sir Charles

Stewart, could not bring forward his numerous columns to

co-operate in the general attack upon France
; until, for-

2Lomi.2-27. tunatcly for the common cause, the firmness of Lord Cas-

AiTx'ande^

9 '

tlercagh overcame his repugnance, and two of his corps
to lerna- ^vcrc brouirht up at the decisive moment to reinforce
(lotto, Oct.

' L

'_><>, 1813. Marshal Blucher, where they rendered the most impor-
tant service to the cause of Europe.

2

The whole troops which were assembled for the final

Feeling of operations of the war, were animated with the highest

arm-eg'at spirit, and buovant \vith the most sanguine expectations.
this perio.1. Moro cycn t j i{m ^ awfu | Catastr0p], c O f t ] ic ]\[ost.ow

campaign, the result of the German contest had roused

an enthusiasm, and spread a confidence, among the allied

forces, which, under adequate guidance, rendered them

invincible. The disasters of the French could no longer

be ascribed to the cold. Inequality of numbers could not
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palliate repeated defeats on equal fields
; unconquerable CHAP.

spirit in the patriot ranks, irresistible ardour in the
Lxxxrv -

commencement of the campaign, had evidently supplied
1S13>

the want of military experience, and overwhelming force

had prostrated consummate talents at its close. Confi-

dence, therefore, was now founded on solid grounds. The

long-established military prestige of the French armies

had passed over to the other side : it is by the last events

that the opinion of the great bulk of men is always
determined. To the ardent passion for liberation which

had characterised the war of independence, had succeeded,

now that the deliverance had been effected, another desire

scarcely less general, and to warriors, perhaps, still more

exciting that of obliterating the recollection of former

defeats by the magnitude of present triumphs, and making
the enemy drain to the dregs the cup of humiliation he

had so long held to their own lips.

Indescribable was the ardour which this passion
awakened in the allied ranks. All had wrongs to avenge, Extraoniu

insults to retaliate, disgraces to efface
;
and all pressed on ^nTwhich

with equal eagerness to effect the hoped-for consumma- prc

tion. The Russians were resolute to return at Paris the

visit paid to them at Moscow the Austrians to retaliate

on the French the destruction of the ramparts of Vienna

the Prussians to replace the sword of the Great Frederick

at Sans-Souci, accompanied by the sabre of Napoleon from

the Tuileries. In fine, the common feeling in the allied

armies at this period cannot be better expressed than in

the words of Marshal Blucher, in a letter written on 31st

December 1813 : "At daybreak to-morrow morning 1

shall cross the Rhine; but before doing so, 1 intend,

together with my fellow-soldiers, to wash off in the

waters of that proud river every trace of slavery. Then,

like free Germans, we shall set foot on the frontiers of
j^'jjjjj"

to

the great nation which is now so humble. AVe shall
] >;

"!,

... 1 <s i ''>.

return as victors, not as vanquished, and our country will Dan. -2-1.

hail our arrival with gratitude.
1 Oh ! how soothing to us
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CHAP, -will be the moment when our kinsmen shall meet us with
LXXXIV. f .

tears of joy!
1

^
3 ' But although the forces of the alliance were thus vast,

incident
and the spirit of its armies thus elevated, no small anxiety

among the pervaded the minds of its chiefs; and the great objects of

chiefs. the confederacy never were nearer being frustrated than

when on the point of accomplishment. Success was

already beginning to spread its usual seeds of discord

among the sovereigns; separate interests were arising

with the prospect of common spoil; ancient animosities

reviving with the cessation of common danger. The

Emperor of Austria, naturally solicitous for the continu-

ance in the hands of his daughter and her descendants

of the sceptre of France, had communicated to his cabinet

an anxious desire to postpone, by all means in their

power, the adoption of extreme measures against Napo-
leon

;
and the whole address of Metternich was employed

to attain the object of humbling the once-dreaded con-

queror sufficiently, to render him no longer formidable

to his neighbours, and tractable to their wishes, with-

out actually precipitating him from the throne. The

Emperor of Russia, on the other hand, actuated by no

such interest, more intimately acquainted with the

character of the French Emperor, and smarting under

the recollection of severe wrongs, botli personal and

national, which he had experienced at his hands, was

strongly impressed witli the necessity, at all hazards,

of prosecuting the war with the utmost vigour against

249.

nd
i)^t!"

hi
I
ancl "ever ceased to maintain that it was by such

xvii 3u'
mcans 011 b" that the peace of Europe could be secured,

W- and the independence of the adjoining states placed on a

solid foundation.
1

_
t

In tin's opinion the King of Prussia, who, when he

incident
drew the sword, had thrown away the scabbard, and

between' whose dominions lay immediately exposed to the first

pnmia, and burst of returning vengeance on the part of Xapolcon,

entirely acquiesced. But still the weight of Austria, the
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talents of Metternicli, and the necessity of not hazarding CHAP.

anything which might break up the confederacy, ren-
Lxxxn

dered the adoption of the bolder game a matter of great
1813>

difficulty ;
and more than once, in the course of the short

campaign which followed, had well-nigh frustrated the

principal objects of the alliance. The danger was the

more imminent, that serious jealousies were already break-

ing out among the lesser powers in Germany, as to the

manner in which their separate interests were to be

arranged after the great debate of the Revolution had

subsided
;

that the pretensions of Russia to Poland, of

Prussia to Saxony, and of Austria to Italy, were already

exciting no small disquietude among far-seeing states-

men
;
and that even among the diplomatists of England,

at the allied headquarters, a considerable difference of

opinion existed as to the course to be pursued in future
;

Lord Aberdeen deferring to the views of Metternicli,

that, to preserve a due equipoise in Europe, peace on

reasonable terms should be concluded with the French

Emperor ;
and Sir Charles Stewart, with Lord Cathcart,

being inclined to the bolder counsels of Lord Castlereagh, 1Lond 941

which tended to the entire dethronement of Xapoleon, -

'

D
/
m -

1
.

3-10. ( :ip.

and held, that no lasting peace could be looked for in x. :">, :(>,

,^ . . . . iM). Thiors,

Europe without "
the ancient race and the ancient tern- xvii. sa, 25.

tory" for the French nation.
1 *

But, whatever germs of future division might be

arising in the allied councils, there was no stay in the

* "
If Xapoleon were forced from the throne of France, much difference of

opinion might exist on the great question of a .successor. I was clearly of

opinion, that the re-establishment of the Bourbons would be more acceptable

to England than any other arrangement which could possibly be made. Others

maintained that it might be policy to keep Buonaparte on the throne, witl his

wings clipped to the utmost, in preference to restoring the hereditary prii ees,

who might again assume a sway similar to the times of Louis XI V., and bee une

formidable alike to England and the powers on the Continent. The diflic iliy

at this crisis consisted in fixing upon the fundamental principles to be ado] Led,
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CHAP, moral torrent which now rolled with impetuous violence
LXXXIV '

towards the French frontier, and no change in the noble
181:1

sentiments with which their chiefs strove to animate
75

Prociama- their warriors. It was in these words that, on the eve of

anperoVof crossing the Rhine, Alexander thus addressed his troops :

his

S

tn,ops

"
Warriors ! Your valour and perseverance have brought

toRh!ne
8

3 ou ^rom ^ie ^a to ^ie ^n inc - We are about to cross

that great river, and enter that proud country with which

you have already waged such cruel and bloody war.

Already have we saved our native land, covered it with

glory, and restored freedom and independence to Europe.
It remains but to crown these mighty achievements by
the long-wished-for peace. May tranquillity be restored

to the whole world ! May every country enjoy happi-
ness under its own independent laws and government !

May religion, arts, science, and commerce, flourish in

every land for the general welfare of nations ! This, and

not the continuance of war and destruction, is our object.

Our enemies, by piercing to the heart of our dominions,

wrought us much evil
;
but dreadful was the retribution :

the divine wrath crushed them. Let us not take example
from them : inhumanity and ferocity cannot be pleasing

in the eyes of a merciful God. Let us forget what they
have done against us. Instead of animosity and revenge,

let us approach them with the words of kindness, with the

outstretched hand of reconciliation. Such is the lesson

taught by our holy faith : Divine lips have pronounced
the command,

' Love your enemies
;
do good to them that

hate you.' AVarriors ! I trust that, by your moderation

in the enemy's country, you will conquer as much by

generosity as by arms, and that, uniting the valour of the

soldier against the armed, with the chanty of the Christian

towards the unarmed, you will crown your exploits by
if;.'"'

'

keeping stainless your well-earned reputation of a brave

and moral people.
l

Memorable words ! not merely as breathing the noble

feelings of the sovereign, who thus, in the moment of
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victory, stayed the uplifted hand of conquest, and sought CHAP.

to avenge the desolation of Russia by the salvation of
'

O /

France, but as indicating the spirit by which the contest

itself was animated on the part of the Allies, and the Reflections

strength of that moral reaction which, based on the prin- c^4!-ter of

ciples of religion, had now surmounted all the interests
thc war "

of time, and communicated its blessed spirit even to

the stern warriors whose valour had delivered the world.

When Napoleon crossed the Niemcn, he addressed his fol-

lowers in the words of worldly glory ;
he struck the chord

which alone could vibrate in the hearts of thc children

of the Revolution : he said of Russia,
" Fate drags herO 1 \ r,tc . ell.

on; let her destinies be fulfilled.''
1 When Alexander ixxi. 73.

approached the Rhine, he spoke to his soldiers in the

language of thc Gospel : lie strove only to moderate the

ferocitv of war
;
he ascribed his victory to the arm of

Omnipotence. Such was the spirit which conquered the

Revolution : this it was, and not the power of intellect,

which delivered the world
;
and when Providence deemed

the time arrived for crushing the reign of infidelity, thc

instruments of its will were not the forces of civilisation,

but the fervour of the desert.

And now all earth

Had gone to wrack with ruin overspread,

Had not thc Almighty Father, where he sits

Shrined in his Sanctuary of Heaven secure,

Consulting on the sum of things, foreseen

This tumult, and permitted all, advised,

That his great purpose lie might so fuilil,

To honour his anointed Son, avenged

Upon his enemies, and so declare

All power on him transferred.''

Pnrn.d'iKP. L'.xl vi. ML.
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CHAPTER LXXXV.

LAST STRUGGLE OF NAPOLEON IN FRANCE. FROM THE COM-

MENCEMENT OF THE CAMPAIGN TO THE ARMISTICE OF

LUSIGNY. JAN. 1 FEB. 18, 1814.

" Ox the 31st December 406," says Gibbon,
"
the united

CHAP, and victorious army of the Suevi, the Vandals, and the
LXXXA

Burgimdians, crossed the Rliine, when its waters were
1!i14 - most probably frozen, and entered without opposition

Remarkable the defenceless provinces of Gaul. This memorable

rf'thepM-

08

passage of tlie Northern nations, who never afterwards

Rhfne in'

e
^treated, may be considered as the fall of the Roman

the fail of empire in the countries beyond the Alps ;
and the barriers

the Roman L *

an.i French which had so long separated the savage and civilised
empires

nations of the earth, were from that fatal moment levelled

ch.'ao'.""' ^'ith the ground/''
1 On that day fourteen hundred and

seven years at midnight on the 31st December 1813

the united and victorious army of the Russians, Prussians,

and Austrians, at the same place crossed the same river;

and that memorable passage may justly be regarded as

the fall of the French empire beyond the Rhine ! History
has not preserved a more striking example of the influ-

ence of physical and lasting causes on the fortunes of the

human species, or of that permanent attraction which,

amidst all the varieties of religion, civilisation, language,

and institutions, impels the brood of winter to the regions

of the sun.

But if this extraordinary coincidence demonstrates the
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permanent influence of general causes on the migration CHAP.

and settlements of the species, the different character and

vasions -

effects of the two invasions show the vast step which 1814>

mankind had made in the interval of fourteen hundred Different

years which separated them. " The banks of the Rhine," ofThetwo

continues the same author,
"
before the barbarians

mv

appeared, were crowned, like those of the Tiber, with

elegant houses and well-cultivated farms
;
and if a poet

descended the river, he might express his doubt on which

side was situated the territory of the Romans. This

scene of peace and plenty was suddenly changed into a

desert, and the prospect of the smoking ruins could alone

distinguish the solitude of nature from the desolation of

man. The flourishing city of Mentz was surprised and

destroyed, and many thousand Christians were inhumanly
massacred in the church

;
Worms perished after a long

and obstinate siege ; Strassburg, Spires, Rheims, Tournay,

Arras, Amiens, experienced the cruel oppression of the

German yoke ;
and the consuming flames of war spread

from the banks of the Rhine over the greater part of the

seventeen provinces of Gaul. That rich and extensive

country, as far as the ocean, the Alps, and the Pyrenees,

was delivered to the barbarians, who drove before them,

in a promiscuous crowd, the bishop, the senator, and the .

bbo

virgin, laden with the spoils of their houses and altars."
1

ch. so.

The same provinces were invaded fourteen hundred years

after by the confederated Austrians, Prussians, and Rus-

sians, the descendants of those whose track had been

marked by such frightful devastation ;
but how different

the inroad of the civilised and Christian from the rude

and barbarian host ! Xo sacked cities marked the pro-

gress of Alexander's march no slaughter of unarmed

multitudes bespoke the triumph of the allied arms
;
the

plough and the anvil plied their busy trade in the midst

even of contending multitudes ;
and but for tlio occa-

sional ruin of houses, or wasting of roads, on the

theatre of actual conflict, the traveller would have been
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CHAP, at a loss to tell where the track of invasion had passed.*
T "VY V \T

1 The changes of time make no alteration on the
isi4. durable causes which direct the progress of conquest, or

determine the ultimate fate of empires ;
but they modify

in the most important manner their spirit and effects.

They have not averted the sword of northern valour,

but they have tempered its blade, and mitigated its

devastation.

On the 26th December, orders were secretly despatched

Passage of to the different corps of Blucher, communicating the

ami inv^wn time and place of crossing the Rhine; and the troops

Dec'Ti
06' were brought up on the succeeding day to their respective

1813 -

points of destination. Sacken was to effect his passage
Atlas

. near Mannheim, by means of a flotilla which had been
Plate !):j.

collected at the confluence of the Neckar ;
York and

Langeron, on a bridge of boats at Caube, near Bacharach
;

while St Priest was to force his way across opposite to

Coblentz, by means of the boats on the Lalin, and by
the aid of the island of Niederworth, opposite to that

town. During the night of the 31st, Sac-ken's corps,

which had the King of Prussia at its headquarters,

assembled at the spot where the Xeckar falls into the

Rhine. On the opposite bank was a redoubt, which

commanded the mouth of that river and the town of

Mannheim, and which it was necessary to carry before a

bridge of boats could be established. At four on the

following morning, a party of Russian light infantry was

embarked in boats and rafts; and, favoured by the thick

darkness, succeeded in crossing to within a few yards of

the opposite bank before they were discovered. The
French immediately opened a vigorous fire of cannon and

musketry, and successive detachments of the Russians

required to be brought over before the work could be

* A few weeks after hostilities liacl ceased, the author visited the theatre of

war at Paris; and in Champagne, especially in the vicinity of Soissmis, Craoiie,
and Laon, the scene of sueh obstinate and repeated conflicts in March 1814, no
traces of devastation were to be seen, except a few burnt houses and loop-holed
walls in places where severe lighting had actually occurred.
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carried
;
while the bright flashes of the guns illuminated CHAP.

the opposite bank, and displayed the dense masses of the
LXXXV '

invaders on the German shore, crowding down to the 1814>

water's edge, burning with ardour, but in silent suspense

awaiting the issue of the enterprise. At length the re-

doubt was carried at the fourth assault
;
and its garrison,

consisting of three hundred men, were made prisoners.
The rising sun showed the Russians established on French

ground, and in possession of the intrenchment. Strains

of martial music, resounding from all the regiments, now
filled the air

;
the King of Prussia, coining up to the

victors, was greeted with loud cheers, and the passage

proceeded without interruption. By six o'clock in the

evening the pontoon bridge was completed, and the whole

corps passed over
;
while at at the same time Bluchcr in

person, with Langeron and York, crossed the Rhine with-

out opposition at Caube, and St Priest effected his pas-

sage at Coblentz with very little fighting. In one of^
Dan

-,
25 <

the squares of the city, the prefect, on the occupation ofios, 107,1!

Moscow by the French, in 1812, had erected a monu- Fain, 24."

ment, with the inscription,
" In honour of the memorable chroJ!T

e

campaign of 1812." Colonel Mardenke, who had been Ify^in

appointed Russian commander of Coblentz, left the monu- ^ ;5(i -

.

Marm. vi.

ment untouched, but under the inscription caused the,1
,

7
-.

y -

..

following words to be cut -" Seen and approved by the v>~>, is>;.

Russian commander of Coblentz in 1S14."
1 '"

The Grand Army under Schwartzenbcrg had entered

the French territory at a still earlier period. On the

night of the 20th December, six Austrian columns passed

* The inscriptions in the square hi front of the church of St Castor in Cob-

lent/, are in the.sc lines:

AN. MDCCCXir.

MEMORABLE PA II LA CAMI'AGNE

CUNTKI: I.KS UU.SSKS,

sors LA j'uioFKcrriii; D:: JUI.KS HOA/AN.
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CHAP, the Rhine, between Schaffhausen and Bale, and imuie-
LXXXV

. 1 diately inundated the adjacent districts of Switzerland
14- and France.* This immense body, above two hundred

Entrance of thousand strong, slioi'tlj after pursued, under their differ-

Schwartz- ent leaders, their respective destinations. Bubna, with

switzCTiMid his corps, which was the left wing, inarched by the flat

jura!'"" country of Switzerland towards Geneva ; Hesse-Ilomburg,
Dec. 21.

Colloredo, Prince Louis of Lichtenstein, with Giulay and

Biauchi, forming the centre, took the great road to Vesoul

and Auxonne, on Langres and Dijon ;
while AYrede, the

Prince-Royal of Wiirtemberg, and Wittgenstein, with

their respective corps, which composed the right wing of

the army, crossed below Bale, between that town and

Strassburg, and moved across Lorraine and Franchc-

Comte, by Colmar, until they arrived abreast of the centre

on the road to Langres. None of these corps met with

any opposition. Victor, who had not above ten thousand
1
Koch, i. . .

74, 8-2. combatants at his disposal, after providing for the gar-

Vaud.i.koi 1'isons of the fortresses on the Upper Rhine, was unable

Grisse
01 '

to oppose any effective barrier to such a prodigious inun-

7i

r

Piotiio
dation

5
it spread almost without resistance over the

j,','-

24 ' 2
*-.. whole level country of Switzerland, and, surmounting the

1 Incrs, xvn. J

i2, is*;,
passes of the Jura, poured with fearful violence into the

plains of Lorraine.
1

The march of the different columns met with hardly
*), *

March of any interruption. Count Bubna arrived in ten days
the different

J
. , .

before Geneva, which capitulated at once, the garrison

being permitted to retire into France. After occupying
Jan -

"
that city, he sent out detachments, which made themselves

masters, with as much ease, of the passes of the Simplon
* The Emperor Alexander was n ost anxious to avoid violating the nentral-

itv of Switzerland, and had in.-istc 1 th.it the (Irand Army should not en

the frontier until invited t<> do si

knew that this invitation would i

entered tin

taken place under their protectioi

}>\ the ])iet. Hut Schwartzcnbcri

>me until the Allies had actual y
revolution, headed l>y tin- forest canto

; they therefore crossed the frontier u

11

invited, ami everything happened as he anticipated. l>ut the Jumper >r

Alexander was exceedingly indignant at this, and his objections were gut

over only with the greatest difficulty. See L\i*tlcrc<i<jk /'yr.s'; and TJIIKK.S,

xvii. ia. 111.
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and the Great St Bernard ; thus interposing entirely CHAP.

between France and Italy, and cutting off the communi-
LXXXV '

cation between Napoleon's forces and those of the Viceroy
1814 -

on the plains of Lombard)
7

. The French garrison retired

to Lyons, whither they were followed, early in January, Jan. 17.

by the Austrian commander, who, however, did not deem
himself in sufficient strength to attack Augereau, who was

now at the head of fifteen thousand men in that important

city. lie contented himself, therefore, with observing the

town at a little distance, and occupying the whole course

of the Ain from the Lake of Geneva to its \valls. Mean-
while the centre, in great strength, pressed forward on the

high-road from Bale to Paris, by Montbeliard, Vesoul, and

Langrcs. Vesoul was entered early in January ; Besancon, Jan. 7, o,

Befort, Iluningen, were invested a few days afterwards
;

while Victor, wholly unable to withstand the concentrated

masses of five corps of the enemy, numbering eighty thou-

sand sabres and bayonets in their ranks, and finding him-

self inadequate to the task assigned him by Napoleon, of

defending the passes of the Vosges mountains, fell back,

after some inconsiderable skirmishes, towards the plains

of Champagne. In vain Ney joined him during his retreat,

and Mortier was ordered up by the Emperor to support
J:i

v-.
17

v,

him on the road to Paris by Troyes : even their united 25. Koch'

forces were inadequate to make head against the enemy ; Vauiusi,

and on the 16th the important town of Langrcs, the most
o'l'j 22. iTi'o

valuable, in a strategctical point of view, in the whole (<,'n
e

;i<

cast of France, from the number of roads of which it
^auVewitz

commands the intersection, was abandoned by the mar- v
,''-.

;5-7 -

..

, .' hicrs, xvii,

shals, and immediately taken possession of by the allied 202.

forces. 1

While the south-eastern provinces of France were thus

overrun by the Allies under Schwartzcnbcrg, the progress operations

of the army of Silesia, led by the impetuous Blucher, on of siiesia.

the side of Maycncc, was not less alarming. The cordon

of troops opposed to them, in no condition to withstand

such formidable masses, fell back at all points towards

VOL. xn. - (.'
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ciTAp. the Vosges mountains. Marmont, who had the chief

J __1 command in that quarter, retired on the 5th of January
I8

l
4 - to Kayserslautera, so often the theatre of sanguinary con-

flict in the earlier periods of the war. Unable, however,
Jan. 7. to maintain himself there, he retreated behind the Sarre,

the bridges of which were blown up, and shortly after

J.. 9. took a defensive position between Sarre-Louis and Sarrc-

guemines. But the two corps of York and Sacken having
concentrated in his front, he did not feel himself in suffi-

cient strength to withstand an attack, and resumed his

retrograde movement toward the Moselle, which was con-

tinued a few days after to the Meuse. Blucher upon this

divided his army into two parts, York being intrusted

with the pursuit of Marmont, and the observation of the

powerful fortresses of Metz, Thionville, and Luxembourg;
while he himself, with Sacken's corps, marched to and

occupied the opulent and beautiful city of Nancy, the

keys of which he sent, with a warm letter of congratula-

tion, to the Emperor Alexander. Meanwhile Langcron,
with his numerous corps, forming not the least important

part of the army of Silesia, having crossed the Rhine at

Bingen on the 3d, had completed the investment of May-
ence and Cassel, detaching only one of his divisions, that

of Olsoofief, to support his veteran commander. But

Blucher himself, burning with ardour, advanced with in-

defatigable activity, though the force under his immediate

command was reduced, by the numerous detachments and
T< O "

1

Dan.27, fortresses to be blockaded in his rear, to less than thirty
* )Q V
J48, is

'

thousand men. With this inconsiderable body, mainly

wV.5 composed, however, of Russian veterans, he not only
Die orossc opened up a communication by his left with the Grand
iJiron 11 /

. II.

M
w. Army at Langres, but himself, crossing the upper Meuse,
nn. v. .

17. pushed on by St Dizicr to Bricnnc, which he occupied in

force.
1

Thus, in twenty-five days after the invasion of the

French territory had commenced, the allied armies had

succeeded, almost without firing a shot, in wresting a
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third of it from the grasp of Napoleon. The army of CHAP.

Silesia had conquered the whole country from the Rhine
Lxxxv'

to the Mame, crossed the former frontier stream, as well
li!14 -

as the Sarre, the Moselle, and the Meuse
; passed the ricncrai

formidable defiles of the Vosges and Ilimdsruck moun- Se'move-

tains, and finally descended into the open and extensive
mcuts '

plains of Champagne. Schwartzenberg's forces had in a

month passed the upper Rhine, and traversed part of

Switzerland, surmounted the broad and lofty ridge of the

Jura, and wound in safety through its devious and intri-

cate valleys ;
overrun the whole of Franche-Comte, Lor-

raine, and Alsace, descended into the plains of Burgundy,
and entered into communication, by means of its right

wing, with the army of Silesia, along the valley of the

Meuse, while its left had occupied Geneva and the defiles

of the Ain, and threatened Lyons on the banks of the

Rhone. Thus their united forces stretched in an immense

line, three hundred miles in length, in a diagonal direc-

tion across France, from the frontiers of Flanders to the

banks of the Rhone. All the intermediate country in

their rear, embracing a third of the old monarchy, and

comprehending its most warlike provinces, was occupied,

its fortresses blockaded, and its resources lost
;
and the

vast masses of the Allies were converging from the

south-east and north to the plains of Champagne and

the vicinity of Chalons. That town had been already

immortalised by the dreadful battle, decisive of the fate

of Europe, which had taken place there, fourteen hundred

years before, between Attila and the forces of the Ro-

man empire under Actius a striking proof of the per- 1 KtH .

}l< ; .

manent operation of those general causes which, amidst ^' ;!l

l) ' 1 " '

every variety of civilisation and military skill, and in
1

v
^"

Li

l !,J;

7
'

every era of the world, bring the contending hosts which <'><"
..

J
. , IP ("Ill-oil. II.

arc to determine its destinies to the same theatres offii, 7.

conflict.
1

The army of the Crown Prince of Sweden, which

threatened France on the side of Flanders, though not ,so
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CHAP, far advanced as the hosts of Blucher and Schwartzenberg,

L^ 1 was still making some progress, and caused sensible
]u'

disquiet to the French Emperor. Of that army only
Movements three corps "were ready to take a part in the war ;

the

ofk
e

m y
remainder, with the Crown Prince himself, who was in

no hurry to approach the theatre of final conflict, being

still in Ilolstein, or the neighbourhood of that duchy.
These three corps, however, were slowly advancing to the

scene of action: the first, commanded by the Duke of

Saxe-Weimar, had crossed the Lech at Arnheim, and

was moving through Flanders; another, under Bulow,

was before Antwerp, where it was supported by a body
of nine thousand British troops under Sir Thomas

Graham ;
and part of a third, under AVinzingerocle, was

at Diisseldorf, on the Rhine. But the remainder did not

reach France till the middle of February. ChernichefF,

who commanded Winzingcrode's advanced guard, was

burning with anxiety to cross the river
; and at length,

though with no small difficulty, extracted a reluctant

consent from his more circumspect commander to attempt
'<

a

Dan."i?.o,
the passage at the confluence of the Roer. It was ef-

f"i-27

K
i

)

S'.
fcctcd with little difficulty on the 12th January; the

Die Grosse prcnch, astonished at the boldness of the enterpriseChron. 11. 1

?o
f

;
4 -

. undertaken in open day, of crossing a broad river sur-
Plotho, ui. . .

ifcii, i. charged with masses of ice, in the front of armed redoubts

opposing hardly any resistance.
1

Winzingcrode's corps now slowly advanced towards

which Brussels : and Macdonald, who commanded the French

Wanders, forces in that quarter, fell back with his troops in all

vanccV directions. Juliers was speedily evacuated, Liege was soon

Uoi'r'* after blockaded, and in a few days taken by the Cos-

j;|"- ^-
sacks

;
while Macdonald abandoned all the country be-

tween Brussels and the Rhine, and concentrated his forces

at Namur. A division of three thousand foot and six hun-

dred horse, despatched by General Maison from Antwerp,
Jan. '_>. to endeavour to drive the Cossacks out of Liege, was de-

feated after an obstinate engagement at .Saint Tron, near
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the gates of that city, by Benkcndorf and Chcrnicheff; a CHAP.

success which not only secured the possession of the town,
Lxxxv'

but, what was of still more importance, gave the Allies the 18U-

command of the passage of the Meuse. Discouraged by
this check, General Maison made no further attempt to

retard the advance of the enemy : Macdonald retired, in

obedience to the commands of Napoleon, towards Laon,

abandoning all the open country of Flanders to the enemy,
and leaving Antwerp to its own resources. Namur was Jan.

I

JG.

immediately occupied by Winzingerodc, but he was com-

pelled to halt there some days, in consequence of the small

amount of force, now reduced to thirteen thousand men,
which the necessity of blockading so many places in his

rear left at his disposal. Bulow meanwhile formed the

blockade of Antwerp, and Macdonald was rapidly falling

back towards Laon and Chalons; so that the whole forces

of the Allies occupied avast line, above five hundred miles
1

, JS
01

;

1

!;,'-
i

>
i ,

]<>.).

in length, extending from Antwerp by Namur, Brienne, v. 29,,ss

Langrcs, and Auxonne, to Lyons, from the banks of thess^?.'"'

Scheldt to those of the Rhone. 1

Thus, within a month after they had commenced the

invasion of the French territory, the Allies had gained in
Gcnunii_

appearance, and in one sense in reality, very great advan- these' opcra

tages, without either sustaining loss or experiencing rc-
tlous '

sistance. Above a third of France had been conquered;
the resources of that large portion of his dominions in

men and money were not only lost to Napoleon, but, in

part at least, gained to the invaders. The prestiyeofliis

invincibility was seriously lessened by so wide an inroad

upon the territory of the great nation. But, on the

other hand, to a commander possessed of the military

talent and discerning eye of the French Emperor, his

situation, though full of peril,
was not without its advan-

tages, and he might with, reason hope to deal out upon the

plains of Champagne strokes equal to the redoubtable

blows which first laid the foundation of his fame on the

Italian plains. The force at his disposal, though little
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CHAP, more than a third of that which was at the command of

1 the Allies, was incomparably more concentrated. His
n4'

troops were all stationed within the limits of a narrow

triangle, of which Paris, Laon, and Troyes formed the

angles : while the vast armies of his opponents, stretching

across France from the Scheldt to the Rhone, were alike

unable either to combine their movements with accuracy,

or to succour each other in case of disaster. The views of

the cabinets which directed them were by no means in

unison. Austria, leaning on the matrimonial alliance, was

reluctant to push matters to extremities, if it could by

possibility be avoided
; Russia and Prussia, influenced by

no such connection, were resolute to push on, at all hazards,

to Paris; while the councils of England, which in this

diversity held the balance, were divided between the

expedience of taking advantage of the present command-

ing position of the allied armies to secure a glorious

peace, and the chance, by pursuing a more decided policy,

of precipitating the revolutionary dynasty from the throne.

Thus it might reasonably be expected that the military

councils of the allied cabinets would be as ruinous as their

diplomatic divisions; and Napoleon entertained sanguine

j D
n Pcs that, while the Austrians, in pursuance of the tem-

34. Koch, porising system of Metternich, hung back, the Russians

Die a'rosse' and Prussians, led by the bolder views of Alexander and

175,"^' Blucher, might be exposed to attack with equal chances,

and possibly at an advantage.
1

An attentive observer of the prodigious flood of enemies

Prcpan!- which was inundating his territories, Napoleon was,

Napokon to Curing the first three weeks of January 1814, indefati-

gable in his efforts to prepare the means of arresting it.

lie was first informed of the invasion of his territories

when coming out of his cabinet on his way to the meet-

ing of the legislative body, which has been already

described.
2

Preserving his usual firmness, ho said: "If

I could have gained two months, the enemy would not

have crossed the Rhine. This may lead to bad conse-
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quences: but alone I can do nothing: if unaided, T must CHAP.
v LXXXV

fall; then it will be seen that the war is not directed -

against me alone." His exertions were mainly employed
in organising and despatching to the different armies the

conscripts who were daily forwarded to Paris from the

southern and western provinces of the empire, and replac-

ing the garrisons in the interior from which they were

drawn by National Guards, or levies who had not yet

acquired any degree of military consistency. These troops, ^so^si*'

as they successively arrived, were reviewed with great pomp M^nUem-
27

in the Place Carrousel : but their number fell miserably P.,

e
,

c
o

1;
^ lolo, to

short of expectation, and evinced in the clearest manner Jan - -*>

that the military strength of the empire was all but Marm. \i i.

exhausted.
1

The better to conceal his real weakness, and in the

hope of imposing at once on his own subjects and his H; S devices

enemies, the most pompous account of these reviews was MS

C

reaT

a

uniformly published next day in the Moniteur ; and the
'"

numbers who had defiled before the Emperor announced

at four or five times their real amount ; insomuch that,

in a single month, more than two hundred thousand men

were enumerated, and it would have been supposed the

Emperor was about to take the field with a force as great

as that with which he had combated the preceding year

on the Elbe. But no one knew better than the Emperor
the real amount of the troops at his disposal ;

and the

moment they had defiled before the windows of the

Tuilerics, every sabre and bayonet was straightway

hurried off to the armies in front of the Allies, which,

according to old usage, were divided into eight corps,

though they did not in all muster above a hundred thou- 27."^
A 'si

sand effective combatants in the field. Yet so great was
;,,.'

x.':wi,

his dread, even in this extremity, of democratic excite-
;"'^

""

mcnt, that it was only on the 8th of January a fort-
J;u'^

l

night before lie set out to take the command of the army JM-^ ^
that, by a decree, he again organised a National Guard mi.

in Paris." Even when he did so, especial cure was taken,
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CHAP, by the nomination of Marshal Moncey to the command,TWYV
1 and by the selection made both of officers and privates to

18H>
fill its ranks, to show that it was established rather to

guard against internal agitation than foreign aggression,

and that the real enemy it was intended to combat was

to be found, not in the bayonets of the Allies, but in the

workmen of the Faubourg St Antoine.

Previous to setting out to take the command of his

Napoleon's troops, Napoleon made his final dispositions for the

s'^oiis'bo- government during his absence from the capital. To

ouTforthf announce his immediate arrival with the army, he sent

T y
v>n forward Berthier some days before he himself set out,Jan 20. J

and meanwhile he organised with Savary and the Council

of State the means of maintaining tranquillity in the capi-

tal, and carrying on the direction of affairs. The regency
was conferred by letters-patent on the Empress Marie

Louise
;
but with her was conjoined on the day following

his brother Joseph, under the title of lieutenant-general of

the empire.* On the 23d the Emperor prepared a military

solemnity, calculated to rouse the national feelings in the

highest degree. It was Sunday ; and, after hearing

mass, he received the principal officers of the National

Guard in the apartments of the Tuileries. The Empress

preceded him on entering the apartments ;
she was

followed by Madame do Montesquieu, who carried in

her arms the King of Rome, then a lovely child of

three years of age. His blue eyes and light hair bespoke
his German descent

;
but the keen look and thoughtful

turn of countenance betrayed the mingled Italian blood.

lie wore the uniform of the National Guard, his golden1

Pain, 44.
_

&

Cap.
x. 534. locks fell in luxuriant ringlets over his rounded shoulders,

2o, 2'jy.

'

and his little eyes beamed with delight at the military

garb in which he was now for the first time arrayed.
1

Napoleon took the child by the hand, and, advancing
into the middle of the circle, with his head uncovered and

* In the end of December, Napoleon had become reconciled to Joseph, and
recalled him from Morfoutaine to the capital.
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a solemn air, he thus addressed them :

"
Gentlemen, I CHAP.

am about to set out for the army : I intrust to you what
'

I hold dearest in the world my wife and my son. Let 1S14-

there be no political divisions : let the respect for pro- n; s tou.-ii-

perty, the maintenance of order, and, above all, the love u^iT
1""

of France, animate every bosom. I do not disguise GuMdat

that, in the course of the military operations which arc Pans -

to ensue, the enemy may approach in force to Paris : it

will only be an affair of a few days ;
before they have

elapsed I shall be on their flanks and rear, and annihilate

those who have dared to violate our country." Then,

taking the noble child in his arms, he went through the

ranks of the officers, and presented him to them as their

future sovereign. Cries of enthusiasm rent the apart-

ments; many tears were shed; a sense of the solemnity
of the moment penetrated every bosom ;

and cold, indeed,

must have been that heart which did not then thrill with

patriotic ardour. The apartment where this memorable

scene occurred was the same which, twenty years before,

had witnessed the degradation of Louis XVI., when that

unhappy monarch had been compelled to put on the red

cap of liberty, and Xapoleon had witnessed with such

indignation the tumultuous assemblage which thronged
T Antc '

dl -

vii ^ 7 1 ct

the gardens of the Tuileries.
1 On the following day the sc

(i
.

b

Emperor made all the necessary preparations for his

departure, burned his most secret papers, and gave his

final instructions to Joseph and the Council of State.

At three in the morning of the 25th, he embraced the

Empress and his son FOR Tin-: LAST TIME, and set out for

the army. JIc never saw them again. Revolution had

run its course
;

in the very spot where its excesses com-

menced, its chief began to drink the bitterest draught of
l^cf.p.'x.

the waters of affliction. Fate destined for the father, '^ffj';

mother, and son, unheard-of reverses or disgrace. For-'""-.
'-';;.IM4. Itign.

Napoleon Elba, Waterloo, St Helena; for the Empress xm.m
the exile of Parma, and the disgrace of the Count 211, 212.

de Xeipperg ;'"'
for the heir of the Imperial fortunes, a
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CHAP, brief discrowned life and the simple tomb of Schocn-

brunn.

Count Bertrand, in the absence of Berthier, accom-

An-ivai'of panied Napoleon in his carriage ; they breakfasted "at

iShTonT/ Chateau-Thierry, and arrived in the afternoon at Chalons-

m (

d

Jures
rst

sur-Mame, where the headquarters of the army were
there. established. The presence of the Emperor, as usual,

restored confidence both to the troops and the inhabitants.

which the long-continued retreat and near approach of

the enemy to the capital had much impaired. Shouts of
" Vive 1'Empereur!" broke from the crowds which assem-

bled to witness his passage through any of the towns

which he traversed
;
with them were mingled the excla-

mation, "A bas les droits reunis!" They did not cry,
" A bas la conscription !

"
a deplorable proof of the

selfishness of human nature
; they strove rather to save

their own money than the blood of their children. Na-

poleon spent the evening in receiving accounts from his

officers of the position of the troops and the progress of

the enemy. They were sufficiently alarming. The Grand

Army of Prince Schwartzenberg, descending by several

roads from the Vosges mountains, was pressing in vast

numbers through the plains of Burgundy, had occupied

Chaumont, and already threatened Troyes, the ancient

capital of Champagne; Blucher had passed Lorraine,

reached St Dizier, and w^as rapidly stretching, in com-

munication with the Grand Army, across to the Aube. The

French troops, facing back on aU sides, were converging
towards Chalons: Mortier, retiring from Langres, was at

i Fain, 6i, Troyes ; Victor and Ney, after having evacuated Nancy,

1.170, *%'. had already reached Vitry-le-Franyais ;
while Marinont

between Saint Mihiel and Vitry, behind the Mouse.

cim^T* Twenty days of continued retreat had brought those

'".''
- 1;! -

.. scattered bands, which lately had lain along the line of
J luers, xvn. J

A

21:5,
>
17. the Rhine, from Iluningen to Bale, to within a few

2y. leagues of each other, in the plains of Champagne.
1 Dis-

order and confusion, as usual in such cases, were rapidly
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accumulating in the rear. Crowds of fugitives, which CHAP.
T VY V V

preceded the march of the columns, crossed and spread _L

consternation among the advancing bodies of conscripts
1814-

which were hastening up from Paris
;
and already that

dejection was visible among all ranks, which is at once

the forerunner and the cause of national disaster.

By the concentration of the retiring columns, however,

Napoleon had collected nearly sixty thousand effective Napoleon

combatants, of whom fifteen thousand were admirable
offonsh^'"

3

cavalry ;
and although part of these were still at a con- Strchci

siderable distance from the centre of action, yet he wisely
^luclior-

resolved at once to assume the offensive. Twelve hours

only were devoted to rest and preparation at Chalons,

and on the 26th headquarters were advanced to Vitry. Jan. '_><;.

Early on the following morning the march was resumed
;

and at daybreak the advanced guards met the leading

Cossacks of Blucher's army, which were moving from St

Dizier, where they had passed the night, towards Vitry.

The Russians, wholly unprepared for any such encounter,

were taken at a disadvantage, and worsted. The vic-

torious French, with loud shouts, re-entered St Dizier,

which had been some clays in the hands of the Allies,

where they were received with the most lively enthu-

siasm. The allied generals, meanwhile, inspired witli

undue confidence by the long-continued retreat of the

French troops, and ignorant of the arrival of the Em-

peror at Chalons, were in a very unprepared state to

receive an encounter. Bluchcr, with characteristic impa-

tience and recklessness of consequences, had formed his

army into three divisions, which advanced in successive

lines, and widely separated from each other : he himself,

witli twelve thousand men, having advanced to Brienne,

where headquarters were established; while York, witli

twenty thousand Prussians, was behind him at St Miliicl

on the Mouse
;
and Sac-ken, with sixteen thousand Rus-

sians, was in advance at Lesmont, fifteen miles distant.

Thus Napoleon, by his advance to St Dizier, had cut the
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CHAP, army of Silesia in two, and he had it in his power either
T YY YV

'_ to fall on one of these detached corps with an overwhelm-
1814.

-

ng forc6j or defile towards Chaumont and Langres, to

repel Schwartzenberg and the Grand Army. He resolved

to adopt the former plan, justly deeming Blucher the

most resolute as well as formidable of his opponents ;
the

one, therefore, whom it was both most probable he might
take at a disadvantage, and most important that he

should disable by an early disaster. He continued, therc-

i .Tom. iv. fore, his march against the Prussian general without

7(V7i. Dan. interruption, plunged without hesitation into the forest of

VaiHU.186, Der, which could only be crossed in that direction by deep
- 7

irt

p
i

lo

i

t

!r' country roads : on the 28th he reached Montierender,
111.104,107. -'

DieG-rossc ancl On the day following, bv daybreak, the army was
Cliron. 11.

.

> ..'?,, J

'2io, 219. advancing in great spirits against Blucher, who lay within

22i,2-26. half a day's march, at Brienne, wholly unconscious of the

approaching danger.
1

Had Napoleon reached the Prussian general before he

Preparatory had received any intimation of his approach, it is certain

boOi
Cuts

that a great disaster would have befallen him
;
for he

had only under his immediate command two divisions of

Olsoofiefs corps, that of Sackcn being at Lesmont, at a

considerable distance. About noon, however, an officer

was brought in prisoner with despatches, which proved
to be of the highest importance, as they contained an

order from Napoleon to Mortier to draw near and co-

operate in a general attack on Blucher at Brienne. This

at once revealed the presence of the Emperor, and the

imminence of the danger. The Prussian general instantly
sent off orders to Sackcn to advance to his support with

all possible expedition ;
and prepared himself to retire

towards the Aubc if he was attacked by superior forces,

as his whole cavalry was already across that river, and

the open plains of Champagne exposed the infantry to

great risk should they combat without that arm. At this

critical moment, when lie was every instant expecting to

be attacked, Count Pahlcn's cavalry of Wittgenstein's
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corps, belonging to the Grand Army, appeared in rear, CHAP.

and, on Blucher's request, immediately marched forward
LXXXV-

to the front of Brienne. Forming on the road by which 18U-

the enemy was expected, this body of horse covered

Sacken's movement from Lesmont. Intelligence of Napo-
leon's advance at the same time reached Schwartzenbenro
at Chaumont

;
and Alexander, who had arrived there that

very day from Langres, immediately gave instructions to

Barclay, with the Russian guards and reserves, to come i jom . iv.

up with all possible expedition from the rear. At the
j-^j; ffv)0

same time, he sent out orders in all directions for the "n'J'
,

/i
Vau"-

concentration of the Grand Army. But before the orders ^
184 ' ]

.

!

.

!

:"

) -

could be received the blow had been delivered, and Blu- ips,
iw.

'

cher had been exposed to a rude encounter at Briennc-lc- 221;, 2-J7.

Chateau. 1

Tlie French troops, consisting of the corps of Victor

and Ney, encountered the most serious obstacles, and Napoleon

underwent dreadful fatigue all the 28th, in forcing their Russfansln-

way through the deep and miry alleys of the forest of j"^
1

^!"
'

Der. The frost, which it was expected would have

removed every difficulty, had given way, and the thaw

which succeeded had rendered the execrable cross-roads

all but impassable. It was only by the greatest efforts

that the guns and artillery-waggons could be dragged

through ;
but by the zeal and ardour of the peasants of

the forest, who harnessed themselves to the guns, and

toiled night and day without intermission, the difficulties

were at length overcome ;
and on the morning of the

29th the troops were extricated from the wood, and on

their march across the open country to Brienne. The

curate of Maiziere acted as their guide; he had escaped 2 Fain, T-J,

from the hussars of the Prussians, and threw himself [
3
i85

Vai

before Napoleon, who recognised in him an old college ;^' (

'."-

'|; io

companion at Brienne, whom he had not seen since thoy [

studied together, equal in rank and prospects, twenty-five ^
years before !

2 Soon the troops approached the town, and -"'

discovered the Prussians drawn up in successive lines in
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CHAP, front of its buildings, and strongly occupying with their

. __I artillery the beautiful terraces which lie along its higher
1814 -

parts.

Brienne stands on a hill sloping upwards to the castle,

Description which stands on an eminence adjoining its summit; and its

and ofThe' streets, after the manner of those in Genoa and Naples,
fHiedposi- r

-

ge
-

n success j[ve tjcrs above each other to the highest

point. Olsoofief 's guns, with Pahlen's dragoons, occupied,

as an advanced guard, the great road between it and

Maiziere
;
and it was absolutely necessary, at all hazards.

to keep possession of that line, as it commanded the only

access by which Sacken could effect his junction with the

Commander-in-chief. This duty was most gallantly per-

6&
u
iun,

formed by these brave officers, and the ground allotted to

VaucM them strenuously maintained, from two in the afternoon,

isr>, is:, when the action commenced, till the whole of Sacken's
Jom. iv.

r/2<>, 027. corps had defiled through the streets, and effected its
Personal . . ..-.. P r ,^-, ^ c . -, -,

observation, junction with the infantry of Olsoonei in rear, when they

gradually retired towards the lower part of the town. 1

Encouraged by the retreat of the enemy's rearguard,

Successful Napoleon now pressed vigorously on with all the forces

the

a
town he could command

;
and from the successive arrival of

ofBricrae.
^rcs^ troops, while the action was going on in front of the

Jan. 2<j.

town, they were very considerable. His numerous guns
were hurried forward to the front, and, opening a concen-

tric fire on the town, discharged a shower of bombs and

shells which speedily set it on fire, and reduced to ashes

a considerable part of its buildings, including the college

where Napoleon had been educated, where he had passed
the happy and as yet unambitious days of childhood, and

where he had learned the art of war which he now let

loose with such devastating fury on the scenes of his

infancy. A column of infantry, through the flaming

tempest, burst into the town, and charging, amidst the

spreading conflagration, through the streets, took twelve

Russian guns. A battery, however, which Sacken estab-

lished, commanding the French left, checked the advance
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of the troops destined to support this vigorous onset
; and CHAP.

T V "V V "V

Pahlen's and WassilchikofFs dragoons charging the assail-
' * ' '

ants in flank, they not only lost the guns they had taken,
m4>

but were driven out of the town with the loss of eight

pieces of their own. The fire continued with great vigour ^nieGrpsso

on both sides till nightfall, but the town remained in the 214, 217.'

hands of the Russians ; gradually it slackened as dark- va'ui. i'

M

ness overspread the horizon
;
and Blucher, deeming the Fam/72'

battle over, retired to the chateau to rest a few hours
*j

c
.~ o ;

after his fatigues, and survey from its elevated summit ^'V8
^..

. . . Plotho, iii.

the position of the vast semicircle of watch-fires, which 104, 105.

marked the position of the enemy to the west of the 223.
"'

town. 1

He was still on the top of the building, when loud

cries were heard in the avenues which led to it, imme- imminent

diately succeeded by the discharge of musketry, and Biufhcron

vehement shouts at the foot of the castle itself. The old
occa'

marshal had barely time to hasten down stairs, accom-

panied by a few of his suite, when it was carried by a

body of French grenadiers, who, during the darkness, had

stolen unperceived into the grounds of the chateau. In

his way to the town he was told by a Cossack, who
came riding up at full speed with the account, that the

French had again burst into Brienne
; and, by the light

of the burning houses, he distinctly perceived a large

body of the enemy coning rapidly towards him at full

trot. Even in this extremity, however, the marshal

would only consent to turn aside into a cross lane, where

he was leisurely proceeding off at a walk, when Gnciscnau,

seeing that the enemy were rapidly gaining upon him,

said,
" Can it be your wish to be carried in triumph to

Paris?" Blucher upon this put spurs to his horse, and

with difficulty regained his troops. About the same

time, several French squadrons charged witli loud hurrahs

along the street, where Sackcn was issuing orders. There

was neither time nor avenue to escape, and with great

presence of mind he backed his horse into the shadow of
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CHAP, a house in the street, which was the darker from the glare
T Y \ V Vr

1 of the flames behind it, while the furious whirlwind drove
i14 '

past : the dragoons in their haste taking no thought of,

nor even observing, him who two months afterwards was

governor of Paris ! Blucher upon this ordered the town

j Fain -3
to be cleared of the enemy, which was immediately done

;

74. Dan.' but though Olsooficf advanced to the attack of the castle,
55, .">(>. .Tom.

c

iv.52ti, 527. he was always repulsed with loss: the assailants, from

istCn'i. the light of the burning houses, being distinctly seen,

L5rt,'i57. while the defenders were shrouded in darkness. At two

chronJiT i 11 the morning, the Prussian field-marshal drew off his

viticm
7 ' Avn le force to the strong position of Tramies, on the road

<iorf, iv. . to Bar-sur-Aube, where the Grand Army was
;
and the

I
liters, xvii.

f ....
'-'-'J. smoking and half-burnt ruins of Brienne remained entirely

in the possession of the French.
1

90
In this bloody affair the Russians only were engaged :

Results of both parties fought with the most determined resolution,
the battle,

L

i i

andinimi- and each sustained a loss or about three thousand men

ofNapoS a great proportion, considering the numbers who com-

bated on either side. It is a remarkable circumstance,

characteristic of the desperate chances of the death-

struggle which was commencing, that at the very time

when Blucher and Sacken so narrowly escaped being made

prisoners, Napoleon himself was still nearer destruction
;

and a Cossack's lance had all but terminated the life

which still kept a million of armed men at bay. The

bulk of the French army was bivouacking in the plain

between Mai/iere and Brienne
;

and the Emperor,
after having inspected their positions, was riding back,

accompanied by his suite, to the former town, in earnest

conversation with General Gourgaud, when General

Dcjcan, who commanded the patrol in front, suddenly
turned and cried aloud, "The Cossacks!" Hardly were

the words spoken, when a party of these enterprising

marauders dashed across the road : ])ejean seized the

foremost and strove to plunge his sabre in his throat.

The Cossack, however, disengaged himself, parried the
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blow, and, continuing his career, made with his lance CHAP.

in rest at the horseman with the cocked hat and
Lxxxv -

grey riding-coat who rode in front. A cry of horror 1814<

arose in the Emperor's suite : Corbineau threw himself

across the lancer's path, while Gourgaud drew his pistol

and shot him dead, so near Napoleon that he fell at his

feet ! The suite now rapidly came up, and the Cos-

sacks, ignorant of the inestimable prize almost within their

grasp, and seeing the first surprise had failed, dispersed
and fled. On the day following, the Emperor, perceiving Jan. :;o.

that the enemy had entirely evacuated Brienne, trans-

ferred his headquarters to its castle. The sight of the

scenes of his youth, and of the sports of his boyhood,
recalled a thousand emotions, to which he had long been

a stranger. The past, the present, and the future flitted

in dark array before him
;
and he strove to allay the

melancholy of his reflections by magnificent projects for

the future restoration of Brienne, and the establishment

of a palace or a military school, or both, in the much- 76.

loved cradle of his eventful career.
1

Meanwhile the allied generals, now thoroughly alarmed,

made the most vigorous efforts to concentrate their forces, cweulra-

Early on the morning of the 30th, the whole Grand Army I'.',!!! ',','

ll '

*/ c j v

marched to Trannes, with the exception of Wittgenstein's j^17
^

corps, which was ordered to Vassy and St Dizier to cover

the right, and open up a communication with York's

corps, which was approaching from that direction. At

the same time, Blucher's troops were drawn together from

all quarters ;
and the Allies, having now concentrated an

overwhelming force in the two armies, resolved to give

battle. Above a hundred thousand men were assembled

under the immediate command of the Emperor Alexander
|.-. lill4 7 , ;<

and the King of Prussia, exclusive of Colloredo's men,
\\\^

i

1

1

1

"

1

1

;

1 '

twenty-five thousand more, who were at Vaudoeuvrcs V
,;;!"

L

j-. u

durinir the action watching Mortier, who lay at Troves; (i
"'^'..n

, ,
lliron. 11.

and Wittgenstein's detached corps.- Ihe 31st passed-,

over without any offensive movement on either side, while

VOL. xn. -II
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CHAP, the allied troops were rapidly coming into line an
T XXXV

inactivity on the part of Napoleon so inexplicable, con-

sideling that he was inferior in force, upon the whole, to

his antagonists, and therefore was certain to lose by giving

them time to concentrate, that Alexander more than once

was led to doubt whether he was really with the opposite

armies.

Meanwhile the Allies, in admirable order, took up their

An.iof'tiic ground ;
and their generals, from the heights of Trannes,

siiesia. which overlooked the whole adjacent country, anxiously

surveyed the theatre of the approaching battle. The

centre, consisting chiefly of the Russians under Blucher's

command, was posted on the elevated ridge of Trannes,

with Barclay de Tolly's reserve behind it
;
the hereditary

Prince of Wiirtemberg's corps composed the right wing,

which stood at Getanie, with Wrede's Bavarians beyond

them; Giulay's Austrians formed the left. With great

delicacy, Schwartxenberg intrusted the general command
of the whole to Blucher, who had commenced the con-

flict with such spirit on the preceding day. Upon this,

Napoleon, rinding himself overmatched, and that the

allied army, instead of being surprised in detail, was

perfectly prepared and hourly increasing in strength,

made dispositions for a retreat. But previous to this

it was necessary to restore the bridge of Lesmont, the

' Dan. 02, only issue by which his columns could recross the Aubc.

wi^m.'
''

The French line was drawn up directly opposite to that

77

im
'i5uXh

f the Allies, and extended from Dienville on the right,

I,

1

,

1
',

11
'

2
:, through LA ROTHJERE and la Giberie in the centre, to

I'lotlio, in.

iii;, ]i7. Chaumcsnil and Morvillicrs on the extreme left; forming

'247, MO. the two sides of a right-angled triangle, facing outwards,

of which la Giberie was the turning-point.
1

Perceiving that, contrary to his previous custom, Napo-
Oni.Tof Icon remained motionless awaiting an attack a striking

cither "idc. indication of the altered state of his fortunes Schwart-

AHa7,~ zcnbcrg gave orders to Bluchcr to commence the battle,
!Mi and it took place on the 1st of February. The weather
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was dark and gloomy : a cold wind, swelling at intervals CHAP.

into fitful gusts, driving heavy snow-showers before it,

Lxxxv -

obscured everything till one o'clock in the afternoon, when 18U -

the sky cleared, and the receding mist discovered the

French army, nearly forty thousand strong, drawn up in

order of battle.* Gerard commanded the right, Marmont
the left, and Napoleon himself directed Victor's corps in

the centre, having Ney, Grouchy, and Oudinot in reserve,

immediately behind it. To distinguish the allied troops,
who belonged to six different sovereigns, and were in

every variety of uniform, from the enemy, orders were

given that they should all, from the general to the private

soldier, wear a white band on the left arm. The adop-
tion of this badge made General Jomini suggest to Alex-

ander, that it might give rise to surmises as to the inten-

tions of the allied sovereigns regarding the Bourbons, ^"van,!.

"What have I to do with them?" replied the Czar: a 1

^;
1

/

striking proof how much even those who are intrusted ^-4^,

aus

with the supreme direction of affairs are themselves Die Grosse

impelled in the most important events by a power of223, 225.'

which they are the unconscious and unforeseeing instra^^'m''
ments. 1

The monarchs now gave the orders to attack
;
and

Prince Schwartzenberg having sent a confidential officer Battle of

to inquire of Blucher what plan of attack he would Feb.' i.""

recommend, instead of specifying movements, he replied
" We must march to Paris ; Napoleon lias been in all

the capitals of Europe : we must make him descend from

a throne which it would have been well for us all that he

had never mounted. We shall have no repose till we

pull him down." Meanwhile Giulay advanced on Dicn-

ville, the Prince of Wurtembcrg on la Giberie, Sackcn

on la Rothierc, Wrede on Morvilliers. So heavy was tlie

ground, that Nikctin, who commanded Sackcn's artillery,

*
Mortier, with 15,000 of the Old Guard was "away at Troyes, barring tin;

great road to Parirf by the valley of the Seine. Mac lonaM h i<l arrive 1 near

C haloiiH.
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CHAP, was obliged to leave half his guns in position on tbe ridgeLXXXV
L of Trannes, and harness tbe horses belonging to them to

>14 '

tbe otber balf, thirty-six in number, with which be ad-

vanced to the attack. Ten fresh horses were in this way

got for each of the heavy guns, six to the light, and five

to the caissons
;
and with this additional strength the

cannon were dragged through the deep clay, and formed

in line under a heavy discharge from the French artillery.

The infantry destined for their protection being still far

in tbe rear toiling through the miry fields, Napoleon caused

a large body of horse to charge tbe guns; but the Russian

cannoneers, with admirable coolness, placed tbe charges

under cover of their cloaks close beside the pieces, to save

time in carrying them
;

and having done so, withheld

their fire till tbe horse were within six hundred yards,

1 Dan. fifi,
when they opened so tremendous a discharge that tbe

ill' U8
gh< assailants were quickly obliged to retreat. Snow then

o^'o-Jo
fell with such thickness that tbe nearest objects were

Beauch. i. hardly visible : the additional men and horses were sent
19U li)7

Die'Grossc back for the thirty-six pieces left behind at Trannes,

24i
r

,242.' which were brought to tbe front before the darkness

cleared away.
1

AYhile this was going on in front, the infantry and

Great sue- cavalry of Sacken's corps approached, and the action

commenced at all points. The Prince of Wiirtemberg
drove the enemy from a wood which they occupied
in front of la Giberie, and threading his devious way
through a narrow path between fishponds, at last reached

the open country, and immediately commenced an attack

on the village of la Giberie, which was carried after a

bloody struggle. Napoleon upon this directed a portion

of his Guards and reserves to regain that important post,

which formed, as it were, the salient angle of his position,

and supported their attack by the concentric fire of a

large part of his artillery. The efforts of these brave

men proved successful, and the village was regained ;
but

the rrince, reinforced by a division of the Russian guard,

the right
centre.
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returned to the charge, and by their united efforts the CHAP.

village of la Giberie was again won and permanently held
LXXXV -

by the Allies. Meanwhile Sacken in the centre led his
1SH>

troops in beautiful array against la Rothiere and the

French batteries adjacent. So steady was their advance,
that the infantry were in many places headed by their

regimental bands. Count Lieven, with the vanguard,

pushed the attack with such vigour that he reached the

church of la Rothiere, around which a bloody conflict

arose, although the snow fell so thick that the combat-

ants were frequently obliged to suspend their fire, from

being unable to see each other. At this critical moment
the Russian dragoons, under Lanskoy and Pantchen-

lidzefF, advanced, broke the French cavalry, and, follow-

ing up their success, charged and captured a battery of

twenty-eight guns in the enemy's centre. Sacken at last

carried la Rothiere. At the same time the Prince of

AViirtemberg made himself master of a battery of nine

guns between la Giberie and Petit Mcsnil, turned to his
] Dan - (

'<~>

left, attacked the latter village in flank, and expelled the u. ici/ica.

French from every part of it
;
while Wrede after a long -250, '>:!>.

struggle carried Chaumesnil and Morvillicrs, with twelve
lis'riotia,',

guns, on the extreme left of the line. Thus the French ^ieGrwso'

centre and left were entirely broken through and beaten; ^['["l,'^'

and although their ri^ht still stood firm at Dicnvillc, and -4 ?-~
l Marm. \i.

had repulsed all the attacks of Giulay s Austrian s, yet :w,_'>">.

the battle before six o'clock seemed to be clearly decided
2f>'i, ^.

in favour of the Allies.
1

Xapolcon, however, had been too long a victorious

general to despair as yet of the contest. Oudinot came

up opportunely with two fresh divisions of the Young
Guard ;

and the Emperor, putting himself at the head

of the dragoons of Colbert and Piri, and bringing up

every disposable gun he had left, directed a general

attack on la Rothiere. Perceiving the concentration of

the French forces on this decisive point, Dluchcr, too,

put himself at the head of his reserves, and advanced
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CHAP, to sustain the encounter. It was late when these two
T "V Y "Y" TT

"

redoubtable antagonists met in arms
;

the shades of

I814-
night already overspread the field, which was only par-

tially illuminated by the feeble rays of the moon. The

first attack of the French was irresistible ;
the Tillage

was carried amid loud cheers
;

but the Emperor of

Russia immediately brought up the grenadier regiments

of Little Russia and Astrachan, which again drove the

enemy out at the point of the bayonet, the whole grena-

dier corps and cuirassiers of the Guard being advanced

to support the assault. In the struggle which ensued,

the division Duhesme was almost entirely destroyed.

Both parties fought with the utmost resolution. Napo-
leon and Blucher in person directed the attacks; but at

1 Dan. GS, length the French were overpowered and driven out of

lira, 164."' the greater part of the village ;
while at the same time

25
a

2,

d

253. Giulay on the extreme right of the French, at midnight,

after a s ^xt^ assault, carried Dienville. The whole

?i
u
jglii

1]
i

7 ' villages and ground held by the French in the com-
1 1 8. Plotho, o J

in. 121, mencement of the battle were now in the hands of the

clrossc Allies
;
and Napoleon, seeing the day irrecoverably lost,

24s247.' gave orders to burn the portion he still held of la

254^255' Rothiere, and drew off his shattered troops to Briennc,

under cover of the thick darkness of a winter's night.
1

The cause of Napoleon appeared now altogether

Results of desperate. lie had suddenly collected his troops and

and'dcspe'-
m&de a fierce irruption into the heart of the enemies'

rate ccm.u- arm ics ]jU t instead of striking any of his former terrible
tion of J

Napoleon. blows, he had met everywhere with the most obstinate

resistance
;

his onset had served as the signal for the

concentration of their vast armies, and lie had finally

been defeated in a pitched battle on the ground which

he himself had chosen. In the last action he had lost

six thousand men, including a thousand prisoners, and

seventy-three pieces of cannon, wrested from him in fair

fight : while the Allies were only weakened by two-

thirds of that number. The prcstujc, of a first victory
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was lost by him, and gained by his opponents. Nine CHAP.

thousand of his best soldiers had fallen, or been made
LXXXV -

prisoners, since hostilities had recommenced
; discourage-

18]4<

ment, almost despair, was general in his ranks
;
and it

was difficult to see how the future advance of a host of

enemies was to be arrested, when less than a half of

their armies had defeated so well-conceived and daring
an enterprise by his whole disposable force. Nor did

subsequent events weaken the force of this impression :

on the contrary, they strongly confirmed it, and seemed

to presage the immediate dissolution of the French

power. Napoleon returned at midnight to Brienne
;

and such was his anxiety lest the enemy should take

advantage of the confusion of his retiring columns to

make a nocturnal attack, and complete his ruin, that,

not content with incessantly asking if there was anything

new, he himself stood for some hours at the windows of

the chateau of Brienne, which overlooked the field,
. iPlotho, iii.

anxiously watching to see if any unusual movement 1-21;. Die

around the bivouac-fires indicated the commencement ofchrou. H.

an irruption. Nothing, however, prognosticated such an 1^,, 7^

event
;
the flames were steady, and gradually declined 7

7̂f^
Vm

as night advanced; and at four on the following morning,
m - 7 > 7L

e) '

Tlners, xvii.

the Emperor, satisfied he was not pursued, gave orders 2:>G.

for a retreat by Lesmont to Troycs.
1

This first and most important victory, gained on the
30

soil of France over the arms of Napoleon, produced the Grcatoxui-

most unbounded transports in the allied armies. Dur- n'liir-i unny

ing the progress of the action, Alexander and Frederick- f^
William were spectators from the heights of Tranncs of

the success of their arms, and testified the most lively

sense of their gratitude to the victorious generals and

chiefs by whom it had been effected.
"

Tell the field-

marshal," said the former to Bluclicr's aide-de-camp,
"

that he has crowned all his former victories by this

glorious triumph/' The day after the battle, the sove-

reigns, ambassadors, and principal generals, supped to-
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CHAP, gether in the chateau of Brienne: and Blucher, striking
LXXXV ...

1-1 off, in his eagerness, the necks of the bottles of cham-
814-

pagne with his knife, quaffed off copious and repeated
libations to the toast, drunk with enthusiasm by all

present,
" Nach Paris!" (to Paris). Yet, although

such were the anticipations which universally prevailed,

and not without reason, of an immediate march to the

French capital, it may be doubted whether Blucher

made as much of his superiority of force as he might
have done, and whether Napoleon in his place would

not have made the success at la Rothiere far more

decisive than it was. Certainly, if the position of the

French army forming the two sides of a right-angled

triangle facing outwards, with the Aube, traversed only

by a single bridge at Lesmont, in its rear and that of

the Allies, pressing them with superior forces on both

sides up against the impassable river, be taken into con-

sideration, it might have been expected that more deci-

sive results would have been obtained. In fact, such

would have been secured, if, instead of directing the

weight of his attacks against la Rothiere and la
1

Koci., i. Giberic in front, the Prussian marshal had more
ISii, 1S7.

r>aii. 73, 74. strongly supported the assault, which in the end proved

knowledge, decisive, of Wrede on Chaumcsnil and Morvilliers in

flank.
1

In truth, however, such was the discouragement and

Desperate disaster which resulted to the French army from tin's

thT French calamitous action, that it brought Napoleon to the very

thTir'ru-
brink of ruin. On the day after the battle, the army
defiled in great confusion over the bridge of Lesmont ;

,

tlits

v., and Marmont, who was left with hardlv five thousand men
Phite 93.

,

J

to cover the retreat, soon found himself beset, as Victor

i'cb. 2. had been by the Russians at the Bercsina, by A\
r
rede's

corps, above twenty thousand strong. It was only by
the most vigorous exertions, seconded by the heroic de-

votion of his followers, that the brave marshal, who took

post behind the narrow stream of the Voire, succeeded
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in repelling the repeated attacks of the Bavarians, urged CHAP.

on to the charge by the personal direction of the Emperor _^
Alexander, who exposed himself in the thickest of the 1814>

fight. In the afternoon a thick snow-storm suspended
the combat, and Marmont took advantage of it to with-

draw his troops down the Aube to Arcis. The Russians,

disconcerted by this bloody encounter, gave no further

molestation to their retreat. Nevertheless, it proved to Feb. 3.

the last degree disastrous to the French. On the day fol- igt^ioVl'

lowing, Napoleon with all his forces fell back to Troyes, j;S;
7S"

the capital of Champagne, where Mortier with his corps f~
8 '

8 g"
ld -

was established, erecting barricades, running up palisades, P.,
ie Grosso

Chron. u.

establishing batteries, breaking out loopholes in the -i, 264.

houses of the suburbs, and making every preparation for a so, 44.

vigorous defence.
1

The situation of the town of Troyes, containing twenty-
two thousand inhabitants in the midst of an extensive Dilatory

plain at the confluence of the Barse and the Seine, was
oTtheTjiies

such as to render it little capable of standing a siege ;
while

m pur

at the same time it afforded opportunities, on the right

bank of the latter river, of keeping even a superior enemy
several days at bay. Napoleon resolved to make use of

it for this latter temporary purpose, to gain time for the

further concentration of his troops ;
and in this endeavour

he was much aided by the dilatory conduct of Schwart-

zenberg in continuing the pursuit. The Austrians, Bava-

rians, and Wiirtembergers, who, from the direction which

the retiring French army had taken, found themselves

foremost in following it, were so tardy in their movements

that they literally lost sight of the enemy; and for two

days it was unknown at headquarters whether the main

body of the French had retreated in the direction of

Arcis, Chalons, or Troyes. Already the secret reluctance

of the Austrian cabinet to push matters to extremity

against Napoleon, which exercised so powerful an influence

on the fortunes of the campaign, was becoming very appa-

rent. Yet, notwithstanding this slackness in the pursuit,
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CHAP, such was the effect of a retrograde movement upon the
Lxxxv-

spirits of the French soldiers, and such the impression
1814.

produced on the minds of the young conscripts by the

hardships they had undergone since they took the field in

i Koch ;
tuat rigorous weather, that six thousand deserted their

S 74

9

'75
c l urs

>
an(^ disappeared during the retreat to Troyes ;

Fain, 8i, and the army reached that town fifteen thousand weaker

119, i-'o. 'than when Napoleon, a week before, had given the signal

of advance from Chalons.
1

The future plan of operations resolved on by the allied

imprudent sovereigns on the 2d February at the castle of Brieime,

of\hTamed and which proved so disastrous in its consequences, as

Fob!!' to have well-nigh rendered abortive all the vast efforts

which had been made for the invasion of France, was,

that the Grand Army and army of Silesia, instead of act-

ing together, or in concert, when their mass was irresistible,

should separate, and act on different lines of operation.

Blucher, with the army of Silesia, was to advance upon

Chalons, and thence to follow the course of the Marne to

Paris, through Chateau-Thierry and Meaux; while Prince

Schwartzenberg was to move on to Troyes, and descend

the valley of the Seine by Montereau to the same capital.

Want of provisions and of forage, which already began to

be severely felt, if such an enormous multitude of men
and horses was kept united, was the reason assigned for

this most imprudent dislocation
;

as if any reason short

of absolute necessity could justify the separation of the

two armies to such a distance that they could not render

s, T) ., n 74 aid to each other, in the presence of such a general as

i-'o 'i-'T'

1 '

Napoleon, still at the head of seventy thousand men, in

K<>ch, i. a central position between them.'5 ''

It would seem as if,
1.01. Jom.
iv. s:. forgetting that the concentration of the two armies the

'jfi'iV^!"' autumn before had wrought out the deliverance of Ger-

many,
2 and that their recent union had all but secured the

* He joined Mortier, who had fifteen thousand, and a reserve division of

five thousand at Troyes ;
while fifteen thousand old soldiery were coming up

by post from the Spanish frontier. Tnnciis, xvii. 20' 1.
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conquest of France, they were determined to give every CHAP.

facility to a prolongation of the war, and to afford to the
L

French Emperor an opportunity for dealing out, on the

right and left, those redoubtable blows by which, fourteen

years before, he had prostrated Wurmser and Alviuzi on

the banks of the Adige.
The disastrous consequences of this separation of force

were speedily apparent. It was not that Schwartzen- Retreat of

berg had not a sufficient force in his own army to crush iv'omTroyes

Napoleon ; but that, separated from Blucher and the ^^0.1^
army of Silesia, the daring resolution was wanting in all

tlie Alhcs '

but Alexander, which could alone lead to decisive results.

Austrian diplomacy, anxious to save the French Emperor
from a total fall, now, as on so many former occasions,

became predominant over military councils
;
and Napo-

leon, relieved from all disquietude on the side of the

Grand Army of Austria, was able to turn his undivided

attention to the strokes which he meditated against that

of Silesia, more immediately under the directions of

Russia and Prussia, No sooner, therefore, did he

receive intelligence of the separation of the two armies,

and that Blucher, in obedience to his instructions, was

moving towards Chalons -sur-Marne, while Schwartzen-

berg's huge masses were slowly drawing around Troycs,

than he resolved to descend the course of the Seine

towards Paris, and thus facilitate his junction with the

reinforcements of veteran troops which were approaching,

drawn from the army of Soult. He did this in the hope

that, when he had in this manner repaired his losses, lie

would be enabled to strike a blow with effect against the

flank of the army of Silesia, when advancing towards the

capital. 'With this view, he allowed his troops to repose

during three days at Troyes; and so imposed upon the

enemy by the good countenance which he maintained in

front of that town, and by a vigorous sortie which hei-vi.. r,.

made beyond the Barse, that the Austrian general, instead

of advancing, deemed it necessary to draw back his head-
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CHAP, quarters to Bar-sur-Aube, and throw two corps across the
T \ V \ V

'. 1 Seine, in order to make a general attack at once on both
>>Ul

banks. Napoleon had no intention of risking a general

engagement where he stood
;
and his troops having some-

what recovered from their fatigues, he broke up with his

whole army early on the morning of the 6th, and reached

i

F
Fain%4. Nogent, on the road to Paris, on the following evening.

78
D
Bureh'

UG was there joined by Marmont from Arcis. The head-

Kod/f
3 '

quartcrs f the allied army were immediately advanced,

201, -203. and on the 7th were established in Troyes, which they

283, 285. took the most anxious precautions to preserve from pillage

or disorder of any sort. 1

Though the retreat of the French army down the Seine

Extreme to Nogent was a prudent measure, profoundly calculated,

in the*' and which speedily led to the most brilliant results, yet it

rCh
produced at first the most ruinous effects upon the army.
The hopes of the soldiers were entirely dissipated by this

long-continued retreat; it was seriously feared that Paris

itself would ere long be abandoned : the cause of Napo-
leon, and of the Revolution, seemed at an end. They
felt the same despair as the Russians had done in retiring

from Smolcnsko towards Moscow. The troops marched

in sullen and gloomy silence over the wet and dreary
roads: the ominous question, "Where arc we to stop?"
was in every mouth. Nor were the spirits of the troops

revived when they reached Nogent, and the army, re-

ceiving orders to halt, made preparations by mining the

bridge, loopholing the houses, and barricading the streets,

to dispute the passage of the Seine. Moreover, the most

disquieting intelligence was received from all quarters.

The defection of Murat was announced from Italy; Ant-

werp was blockaded by the Anglo-Prussian army ; Liege
and Aix-la-Chapelle were occupied; Brussels had been

evacuated ;
Flanders was lost

;
General Maison was

rapidly falling back to the old frontiers of the monarchy ;

M'liile the unrcsistcd inarch of Blucher to Chalons, which

he had occupied on the 5th, clearly indicated a resolution
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to advance on Paris by the route by which it was most CHAP.

assailable, and where Macdonald's corps alone lay, a force
Lxxxv -

totally inadequate to arrest his progress. The troops,
1U14 -

profoundly affected at having so long to retire before the

enemy, were now deserting by crowds
;
the sides of the

road were covered with arms, cloaks, and haversacks,

thrown down in despair ;
twelve thousand conscripts had

left their standards since the battle of la Rothiere, making
the total loss since hostilities recommenced not less than

twenty thousand : and the despatches from Caulaincourt,

who was engaged in the conferences which had been se^Danje,

opened at Chatillon, announced that the demands of the p9 .>

Kl
.;o'5

'

allied sovereigns, rising with the successes of their arms, (W 1 - 1-2:5

. . l*i. Lab.

were no longer limited, as at Frankfort, to the recognition i<~

of the frontier of the Rhine, but pointed to the reduction 291.
"'

of France within the ancient limits of the monarchy.
1

Such was the magnitude of the losses which the French

army had sustained since the opening of the campaign, Fresh or-

especially in cavalry, that a fresh organisation of that d^LT'

arm, to conceal the frightful chasms in its ranks, had
^airy.

become necessary. It took place at Nogent, and con-

tinued unchanged till the conclusion of the war. The

cavalry had previously been divided into six corps ;
but

such had been the enormous amount of its losses, that,

even witli the aid of successive remounts, sent from the

depots in the interior, it could only now make out four, of

.which two were composed of only three divisions each.

Grouchy obtained the general command of the whole, and

the corps under him were intrusted to Count Bordesoult,

Count St Germain, Count Milhaud, and Kcllermann, now

created Count de Valmy. In addition to this, there was

the cavalry of the Guard, consisting of five divisions,

under Laferrierc, Lefcbvre-Desnoticttcs, Colbert, (iuyot,

and Defrancc ;
and such was the activity displayed in

pushing reinforcements into this service, that it soon mini-
f^'"'

1

^^,
bered in its ranks fifteen thousand admirable horsemen.

8
i. SKM, -*

The skeleton of a new corps of infantry was also formed,
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CHAP, under Oudinot, on the Seine below Nogent, and at Bray,
LXXXV

_1 composed of the divisions Leval and Boyer de Rebeval,
)14- which were now coming up from the army of the Pyre-

nees, and of various bodies of conscripts hurried forward

from the depots in the interior.

It was in these disastrous and all but desperate circum-

Napok-on stances, that Napoleon conceived and executed one of

attack*
'

those hardy, yet prudent measures, which have justly

i?il

l

\-i!ivance rendered his name immortal. Rightly judging that he
to Pans. nce(j not disquiet himself about the Austrians whose

slow and methodical movements, ever kept subordinate

to the mysteries of diplomacy, were now more than ever

circumspect, from the peculiar position of their emperor

making war on his own son-in-law he cast his eyes on

Blucher, whose bolder movements, since the separation of

the armies, were both more fitted to excite solicitude and

afford opportunity. The progress of the Prussian mar-

shal, since he had been left at liberty to act for himself,

had been so rapid as to have excited the most lively

apprehensions in the breasts of the Parisians. Hardly
an hour elapsed that the most alarming intelligence was

not received from the seat of government. The Russians

and Prussians, with their ardent chief at their head, were

advancing by forced marches towards the capital, and

driving before them a confused and trembling crowd of

peasants, women, and children, who fled at the approach
of these northern barbarians. In this extremity, with

disaster pressing him on every side, and the enemy's
advanced posts within a few marches of the capital,

Maret and all his councillors earnestly besought the

Emperor to accept even the rigorous conditions proposed

by the Allies, and make peace. But after a night passed

IM

"

:

i'"in

!l(

% }n reflection, he replied,
"
No, no ! we must think of other

Lab. ii. mi, things just now. I am on the eve of destroying Blucher.
) S'2. Tlncrs ~> > / o
xvH . L's/i,

'

]fc js advancing on the road to Montmirail. I am about

uotJ. to set off. I shall beat him to-morrow I shall beat him

the dav after to-morrow :

'

if that movement is attended
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with the success it deserves, the face of affairs will be CHAP.

entirely changed, and then we shall see what is to be
Lxxxv "

done." ii4.

The positions occupied by the army of Silesia, in all

fifty-six thousand strong, at this juncture, were singularly Movements

favourable to such an enterprise. Blucher, with the corps ;' cimm-'

of Sacken and Olsoofief, which had fought at la Rothiere, l^\
had, in obedience to the instructions he had received,

moved on the 3d through St Ouen on the road to Chalons.

Meanwhile York attacked the latter town, which was gar-
risoned by a detachment of Macdonald's corps, and after

a sharp conflict made himself master of it. That brave mar-

shal, who was encumbered with the grand park of Napoleon's

army, consisting of a hundred guns dragged by peasants'

horses, upon this retired to Epernay, towards Paris
;
and

Blucher no sooner heard of the direction of his march,
than he resolved to cut him off, and for this purpose
directed his troops to la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, where the

two great roads from Chalons to Paris meet. The better Fei>. 4.

to compass this design, which seemed to promise entire

success, he ordered York to follow the French marshal

by the highway through Epernay and Chateau-Thierry ;

Sacken was directed through Bergeres on MONTMIRAIL
; Feb. r>.

and he was to be followed at the distance of a day's

march by Olsoofief, who was commanded to remain at

CIIAMPAUBEUT till further orders. The field -marshal Feb. G.

himself halted at Vertus, almost without troops, to await

the coming up of Kleist's corps, which was hourly ex-
gP^jf'jj

pectcd at Chalons. With the three corps united, he i s(|
.

1!i --

. ram, 90,

proposed to fall on Macdonald's troops, and having dc-
|'i.

Vau.i.

stroyed them and taken the convoy of guns, push direct 2<>:>, 293.''

on the capital, where the utmost consternation already < ]',';.<" 'if"

prevailed. Sacken's advanced guard had readied La ^setL,
Ferte-sous-Jouarre, and the crowd of fugitives was pour- ^l;,.,'^

in" in wild disorder into Mcaux. Already the litters of '''..

'

l

'

1 ' i ^.
J

. xvn. _".)!>,

the wounded, and the disbanded conscripts, wen; begin- win.

n in" to be seen in Paris,
1 where the public streets were
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CHAP, almost deserted in the apprehension of an impending
T XX XV_'_ calamity. No uneasiness filled the field-marshal's breast,

]U'

during this rapid advance, for the security of his left flank,

though Napoleon lay in that direction, as he deemed him

sufficiently occupied with watching the motions of the

Grand Army ;
as Nogent, where the headquarters of the

French were established, was thirty miles distant, and as

the only approach to it was through deep cross-roads, by
the marshy bank of the Petit Morin, apparently impass-
able at that inclement season of the year.

Having taken his resolution, the Emperor instantly gave
Extraor.ii- orders for carrying it into execution

;
and leaving Victor

cuiiLs'of at Nogent with fourteen thousand men, to keep the Aus-

p^s'ige

" 8

triaus in check, and Oudinot at Provins and Bray-sur-
'c

Seine at the head of sixteen thousand, writh orders tocoumrv.

delay them as long as possible at the passage of that

river, he resolved himself to set out with the elite of his

army, consisting of the corps of Marmont and the guard
under Mortier and Ney, about thirty-five thousand strong,

for Sezanne, with the intention of falling perpendicularly

on the line of Blucher's march, and destroying his scat-

tered columns. lie announced this design the same

evening to Joseph at Paris, in a letter which fully ex-

plains his military designs at this period, and reveals the

F,-i). a. great strategist in full lustre.* On the 9th he broke up

* "
I start to-morrow for Sezanne, and I hope to-morrow to attack the army

of Silesia. Sacken is at Montmirail with 15,000 men. 1 debouch upon him

by Sezanne and Champaubert. If this operation prove entirely successful,

it may decide the campaign. If I succeed in two or three days in crushing
the army of Silesia, I will debouch upon Nogent or Montereau. With your
reserves I will have 80,000 men, and may give affairs an unexpected turn. My
army is divided into three corps. On the right, the Duke of Keggio (Oudinot)
has 25,000 men; in the centre, the Duke of Belluno (Victor) has 14,000;
with myself 1 have 30,000 men : forming in all a force of 60,000 or 70,000

men, including the engineers and artillery. 1 calculate on having to deal with

45,000 men of the army of Silesia and 15,000 of Schwartzenberg's, including
IJubna and the Cossacks. So that, if I beat the army of Silesia, and put it for

some days fwm de combat, I will be able to turn upon Schwart/enberg with

60,000 or 70,000 men, including the reinforcements that you will send me from

Paris; and I do not think he will be able to oppose to me more than 110,000

or 12(1,000 men. If I do not find myself strong enough to attack him, at least I
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with this design from Nogent, and slept at Sezanne, half- CHAP.

way across, with the Imperial Guard, and on the following
LXXXV -

day moved on towards Champaubert. But the obstacles 1814>

to the passage proved greater even than had been antici-

pated, and it required all the vigour and authority of the

Emperor to overcome the insubordination of his troops,
and conquer the difficulties of the enterprise. The spirits
of the soldiers, already severely depressed when they ar-

rived at Nogent, were sunk to the lowest degree by the

hardships and difficulties of this cross-march, for which sosTDan.

no object was apparent, and which seemed to have been H. '92!' la!"'

undertaken for no other purpose but to leave open to the ^"'^'s

Austrian Grand Army the road to the capital. Murmurs IJ^'Vie'
were universal

;
insubordination bordered on mutiny ;

it
( * s*

..
* '

Chron. n.

was openly said, both by officers and men, that the Em- ;*%
SDI.

..

pcror had lost his head, and that he was fast hurrying the 285, 286.

empire to destruction.
1

Marmont, who led the advance with his corps, found

the roads so dreadful, that the artillery-drivers reported wi.ich aro

it impossible to get the guns through. In effect, notwith- overcome,

standing all the efforts of the officers, the cannon and

waggons stuck fast in the deep clay forest of Traconnc,

and Marmont, despairing of success, was remeasuring his

steps. When this was reported to the Emperor, he

replied,
" You must still advance, even if you leave the

whole cannon behind you." The marshal was instantly Feb. 9.

ordered to face about and resume his march, and push

through at all hazards. Couriers were despatched in all

directions to the mayors of the adjacent communes to

procure horses, to aid in extricating the artillery; and

such was the patriotic ardour with which the assistance

was furnished, that the guns and caissons were at length

got through. The disorders and discouragement of the

will be able to keen him in check for fifteen or twenty days; and this will in;i

room for new combinations. As I will to-morrow attack th

there need be no alarm, should he push forward for \M FtTt.o or Me:

JosKi'ir. Nuijcnt. 'Jlk Feb. 18H ;

VOL. XII.
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CHAP, troops, however, Lad now readied their acme from this
T Y Y YV

1_1 accumulation of difficulties
; pillage became universal, from

i14 '

the total want of any magazines for the supply of the

troops, and, being exercised without mercy on the people

of the country, gave rise to the most violent exasperation.

The Emperor, after long shutting his eyes to these exces-

ses, had at length his attention forcibly drawn to them

by the destruction of a chateau, in the neighbourhood of

Nogent, belonging to his own mother. Justly incensed,

he issued a severe proclamation, in which he declared he

would hold the generals and officers responsible for the

conduct of their troops;"" but the evil still continued with

very little abatement, and, by preventing any cordial

assistance from the peasantry to the soldiers, was one

97.' Koci'., cause of the fall of Napoleon. It rose from a deeper
i. 208, 209. ,, , , c r r I

-, .'f
Fain, 9-2, source than any regulation or discipline could rectify

f
3

294'

a

go3. the habits of systematic extortion to which the armies of

U4
CI

piotho
the Revolution had been trained

;
the want of any maga-

iii. 179. zincs to supply them without individual marauding: and
Marni. \i. re J

49. Tinurs, \vas, in fact, the reaction of Napoleon's favourite maxim,
xvii. 3l.ll, - TIT-- i i/ i i

302. that war should maintain war, upon himself and his own

subjects.
1

Early on the morning of the 10th, Marmont approached
Combat of the defiles of St Gond under the eyes of the Emperor,
aubcrt! directing his march against the village of Baye, which was

Atia7,~ occupied by a detachment of Olsoofiefs corps. That
Plate 9.3.

gencra l
j
w ith his gallant Russians, was lying at Champ-

aubert in perfect security, and dreaming of nothing less

than being assailed on his left flank; in which direction,

from the position of Schwartzenberg's army, and the dif-

ficult nature of the intervening country, there seemed no

* " The Emperor has to express to the army his displeasure at the excesses

to which it abandons itself. Such disorders are always hurtful : but they
become criminal \vhen committed in our native country. l'rm this day for-

ward, the chiefs of corps and the generals shall bo held entirely responsible for

them. The inhabitants are flying on every side, and the troops, instead of

being their country's defenders, are becoming its scourge."- Pwfiniui/t'iH, S^/t

IVj. 1^14
; DAMI.KFSKV, 9.>.
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ground for apprehending clanger. Meanwhile Marmont CHAP.

reached the summit of the height which overlooks the valley
LXXXV -

of the Petit Morin, and beheld the Russians, about five
18U -

thousand strong, with twenty-four guns, busy in preparing
their breakfasts, wholly unconscious of their approaching
peril. Napoleon immediately rode up to the front, and,

overjoyed at the success of his movement, ordered a general
attack. The Russian general, though astonished beyond
measure at this unexpected apparition on his flank, drew

up his men with great steadiness to resist. Some pri-

soners, however, taken in the skirmish near Baye, having
mentioned that the Emperor was with the troops, he

despatched repeated couriers to Blucher to demand assist-

ance, and know whether he should retreat. But the
i

field-marshal directed him to maintain himself where he i02kociij

was, and that succour was unnecessary, as it was impos- vaud! i~

J '

sible that he could be assailed by more than a flying >fS;

detachment of two thousand men. Thus left to his own^
th

^
iL

resources, the brave Russian, though well aware he had to *?.

io Gro
?
se

.
(JhroD. 11.

deal with an overwhelming force, led on by the Emperor :591 > 392.

1 -if, i Ti TIT '

i
Mann. vi.

himselt, prepared, like a good soldier, to maintain his post 49.

to the last extremity.
1

.Napoleon, seeing that the enemy stood firm, made dis-

positions for attacking them at once in front and both Total defeat

fii T ~

, 1 1 1 f -\ T ,7 f t' ie lillS-

iianks. Lagrange with his division or Marmont s corps, s jan divi-

followed by that of Ricard, crossed the marshes of St Gond,
s10"'

carried the bridge of St Prix, and drove the Russian ad-

vanced posts through the village of Baye, into Champau-
bert, where they rallied, under protection of their main

body and artillery, which opened a most vigorous fire.

Meanwhile, the French cavalry at a greater distance

passed the marsh, and having gained the high-road lead-

ing from Champaubcrt to Montmirail, turned and attacked

the Russians on their left flank, while Lagrange's division

menaced their right. Despairing of maintaining his posi-

tion against such an accumulation of enemies, Olsooiief sent

half his guns to the rear, and, forming his men in column,
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CHAP, marched in person to force the passage towards Etogcs
LXXXV -

and Chalons, while Poltoratsky, with a brigade, was left

1!514 - to defend Champaubert to the last extremity. This little

band defended themselves with desperate resolution till

their ammunition began to fail, when they were obliged

to retreat out of the village and retire across a plain, with

the view of reaching the shelter of a wood at a little dis-

tance. As he drew near to this cover, Poltoratsky per-

ceived that it was already in the hands of the enemy ;

and he was received by them with a volley of musketry.
At the same time, the horse-artillery of the French made

fearful chasms in the Russian ranks; their cavalry charged
in at the openings; and the wearied square dragged its

toilsome way along, moistening every step with its blood.

At length, having exhausted its last cartridge, the whole

of this devoted band was overpowered and made prisoners.

Olsoofief himself, finding the road to Etoges occupied by
the French with superior forces, struck off to the left, and

endeavoured to make his wav across the fields towards
tj

Pont-a-Binson
;
but his guns stuck fast in the deep mud,1 Dan. 102,

~

104. Lab.ii. go that the enemy had time to surround the detachment,
1H7, 189. .

J

Fain, 93. which, having wholly exhausted its ammunition, was in

235,239. great part made prisoners, with the commander himself.

i7t;!

l

'Di
1

e General Corneloff, however, with General Udom, disdained

chrcra ii
even in this extremity to surrender

; but, collecting the

392,394 remains of the corps, about two thousand strong, with
Marm. vi.

50. Thicks, twelve guns, they succeeded in breaking through the

soa.'

"

enemy, and at midnight reached Pont-a-Binson with their

colours and honour unsullied.
1

In this disastrous affair the Russians lost three thou-
4>.

Grcateffects sand men, killed, wounded, and prisoners, besides twelve

tory,'ami

c

guns and seventeen caissons, while the French were only

Napoleon 'to weakened by six hundred men. The moral effect of the
follow uup.

triumph was still more considerable; and it was such that

it well-nigh neutralised the whole effect of the previous

successes, and rendered problematical the final result of

the invasion. The French troops, who had been reduced
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to the lowest point of depression bj the long-continued CHAP.

retreat, were elevated beyond measure by this brilliant
LXXXV-

success, which, achieved with so little loss, seemed to recall,

in the midst of disaster, the brilliant clays of Arcola and

Rivoli. By this daring and felicitous cross-march, the

initiative had been regained by the French Emperor ; he

had achieved the greatest feat in strategy that, with a

force inferior upon the whole to his adversaries, of being

greatly superior at the point of attack
;
he had broken in

upon the line of advance of the army of Silesia, and could

at pleasure turn with a concentrated array upon any of

its scattered columns. The French soldiers, intelligent

beyond any other in Europe, immediately perceived the

immense advantages which this brilliant cross-march had

secured for them ;
the depression of the retreat, the dis-

aster of la Rothiere, the fatigues of the preceding days,

were forgotten. Xapoleon no longer appeared the insane i^Va'in

ruler, hurrying blindfold to destruction, but the con-
f
3^1

^^
summate commander, who prepared amidst adversity the ciaus! vii.

J
4-2:5, Plotho,

means of regaining prosperous fortune: and that gene- 111.17*5, 177.

ral confidence was felt which, more than either numbers si'"^
1 '

or experience, frequently contributes to military success.
1

Xapoleon felt the whole impulse of the returning tide

of victory, which had now set in to his arms. Poltoratsky, Napoleon's

the Russian general, who had been made prisoner, having m^m^L
been brought before him, he exclaimed,

"
I now tell

you, that as I have routed you to-day, I shall annihilate

Sacken to-morrow
;
on Thursday, the whole of "Wittgen-

stein's advanced guard will be disposed of; on Friday, I

shall give Blucher a blow from which he will never recover,

and 1 then hope to dictate peace to Alexander on the

Vistula. Your old fox KutusofF deceived me by his

march on our flank : the burning of Moscow was a bar-

barous act it was the work of the Russians. I took

Berlin, Madrid, and Vienna, and no such thing happened."
" The Russians," replied Poltoratsky,

" do not repent

of that sacrifice, and arc delighted with its results."
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CHAP. "Leave the room, sir!" replied the Emperor, stamping
L with his foot. On that very night he despatched orders

F ^n' * k*s Plenipotentiary Caulaincourt, at the congress which

was sitting, to gain time and sign nothing., as he wras on

the eve of the most important events. Next morning he

announced his success to Macdouald, with orders to him

to discontinue his retreat
;
and himself set off by daybreak

los^Lalui.to attack Sacken at Montmirail, leaving Marmont with

K'hj na^ hi8 corPs before Etoges to watch Blucher, who lay at

?.
39

_ J'
lo

f !'> Vertus, anxiously awaiting; the arrival of Kleist's corps
in. J/o, 1/9.

.

Die Grosse to enable him to resume the offensive. By this blow,
Chrou. ii. iii-ioii
395 VM. JNapoleon had cut the Silesian army into two parts, and

53*54." interposed with forty thousand men, to which his own

army was now augmented, between its severed wings.
1 *"

Sacken's situation was now very critical. He had

Perilous received an order from Blucher, late the night before,

sicken!
10

to remeasure his steps through Montmirail toward the

plains of Vertus ;
and the field-marshal had ordered

York to join him. But the rapidity of the Emperor's
movements anticipated the execution of either of these

orders. At the very time that Napoleon moved from

Champaubert to Montmirail, Sacken was on his way to

it, marching back from la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, which he

had reached on his advance towards Paris
;
but the French

were beforehand with him, and Montmirail was occupied

by their advanced guard before the Russians approached
it. Thus anticipated, and intercepted in his attempted
movement to rejoin his commander-in chief, the Russian

general had no alternative but to prepare for combat.
2 Pan. iw, This he did the more willingly, as he relied on the
111). Kocli, ,

,
.

L '

AI ,

i. 240, -241. approach and co-operation of I ork, who was near

]7<uU"' Chateau-Thierry, and who, he was aware, had received

]^J; "j]if'
orders to join him without loss of time. Trusting with

chroi!" ii

to rcat confidence to this assistance, Sacken, instead of

ay, yj'j.
inclining to his left, as he might have done, to facilitate

his junction with York,
2
resolved to push straight on, and

* Leval's division from Spain had joined him.
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endeavour to force his passage through the opposing CHAP.

columns, by the valley of the Petit Morin. lie formed
LXXXV*

his troops, in consequence, in order of battle
;
the centre,

1S14 '

on the great road from la Ferte-sous-Jouarre to Mont-

mirail
;
the right, pushed on to the village of Marchais,

near the Petit Morin stream
;
and the left in the open

ground towards the village of Fontenclle, where it was

hoped they would speedily be joined by York's corps,

coming up from Chateau-Thierry.
As the French troops came up to Montmirail, they

marched out of the town, and, forming on the opposite
flattie

?
f

side, moved on Marchais, where they were immediately
'

attacked by the Russians. The fire began at eleven pLte'96.

o'clock, and soon became extremely warm on both sides.

Forty pieces of cannon, arrayed along the allied front,

long kept the French at bay; and the village of Marchais,

where Scherbatoffs infantry was posted on the Russian

right, was three times taken and retaken at the point
of the bayonet. Meanwhile York himself arrived, but

reported that his troops could not appear on the ground
till three o'clock, and that his whole artillery had been

left at Chateau-Thierry, from the experienced impossi-

bility of dragging it forward in the wretched state of the

roads. At the very time that this depressing intelli-

gence was received by the Allies, Morticr came up with

the Old Guard, the cuirassiers, and the Guards of Honour,'"'

to the aid of the French
;
and Napoleon, having now got

i wi,. ;.

his reserves in hand, and seeing the decisive moment Dan. ni',

arrived, ordered a general attack on the whole of Sac-ken's
j.

1

;^,m
line, but taking care to direct the weight of his force

^''''J'M'"'

against the Russian left-centre at i'Epinc-aux-Bois, in i>i'' (i "'^
~

C"iron. 11.

order to throw it back on the right, and cut off the 3.i\ ;!;)!
'-..

1

. . . I llll'l'S, XVII.

enemy from Fontenellc and the line of their junction with :'.i<, :;n.

York, or approach to Blucher.
1

A JR-W corps of eavalrv, dressed in dark-green hussar uniform, recently

1 In- Napoleon, composed of tli

[nipped and mounted ut their

, escaped the conscription

; and, by
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CHAP. If the attack was vigorous, however, the defence was
T Y YY \T_'. not less obstinate. Ranged behind hedges and in farm-
1814. Offices the Russian tirailleurs long retarded the advance
47

Brilliant of the enemy ;
and when at length they were forced back,

th^French. the mutual fury of the combatants brought them, with

loud cries on both sides, to the decisive shock of the

bayonet. Success was varied in this dreadful encounter

in some places the French were forced back, in others

they penetrated the Russian line; but at this decisive

moment Napoleon ordered up the cuirassiers and Guards

of Honour to charge the half-broken masses of the enemy.
As these gallant cavaliers defiled past the Emperor, lie

said to them,
" Brave young men ! there is the enemy !

AVill you allow him to march to Paris \"
" We will not

allow him!" exclaimed the horsemen, shaking their sabres

aloft, and rending the air with their cries
;
and instantly

breaking into a charge, fell upon the enemy with such

fury that the victory in that quarter was speedily decided.

In vain York now came up with several brigades of

Prussians, though without artillery, which could not be

dragged through the deep da}' to Fontenelle and les

Tourneux; thev, too, were broken by the French cavalrv,
1 Dan. Ill, -.

i i . , . -, T -. r . .

"*

,

112. Koch, and shared the general ruin. JSey and Mortier carried

Fab, 4, 9.5. the farin of I'Epine-aux-Bois amidst vehement cheers, and

I93.'"vlud'.
drove the Russian left back upon the centre, which, with

PiotkHiif'
^' e rl- u^ fr m ncar Marchais, retired with great difficulty,

iHo, ib2. ancl by a lon o- detour, across the fields towards Chateau-
Clausewitz, t

*

vii. 4-24.
Thierry, covered by WassilchikofFs dragoons, which, with

3ii, aia.

'

the utmost gallantry, repulsed the repeated charges of

the French cuirassiers.
1

In this bloody combat, the Allies lost three thousand

men killed and wounded, and a thousand prisoners, besides

the nine guns, which stuck fast in the mud, and could not be

Fcb.

le

i2. drawn off when the corps retreated. The French loss

did not exceed one thousand. Jt was only by the utmost

exertions, and harnessing fifty hussars and hulans with

long ropes to each gun, that the remainder were got away
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during the darkness and confusion, while torches were CHAP.

displayed every hundred yards to illuminate the gloom.
Lxxxv-

Napoleon passed the night at the farm-house of 1'Epinc-
1814 -

atix-Bois, sleeping on the straw, in the midst of smoking
ruins from which the enemy's dead had just been removed;
and next morning by daybreak he was on horseback at

the head of his Guards, to pursue the Allies towards

Chateau-Thierry. The Prussian general, Horn, was sta-

tioned to keep the enemy in check with twenty-four

squadrons, which had not hitherto suffered in the conflict.

He arranged these troops in two lines, the first of which

charged the enemy. They were received, however, with

such vigour by Nansouty, at the head of the French

dragoons, that the first line was at once routed and driven

back upon the second, which was also thrown into confu-

sion, and fled. Immediately the French cavalry pushed on,

and swept round the squares of Russian infantry, which

had barely time to form in rear of the horse; two of them

were broken in the tumult, and three pieces of cannon

taken, besides a thousand prisoners. Meanwhile, however,

the main bodv of the Russians and Prussians succeeded
J

in crossing the Marne at Chateau-Thierry, and breaking

down its bridges, which prevented the further pursuit las'Ysi"
1

of the enemy, and placed them, for the time at least, f/' j"^
in a situation of security. But in this day's combat they v.^p .-

-

had lost two thousand more of their best soldiers, be- ;;
'-'-'< *-'

t.laus. vn.

sides several guns abandoned in the retreat
; making J2i. Tiiiors,

, , ,, xvii. 314,

their total loss in the two days, seventeen guns, live yis.

standards, and six thousand men. 1

By directing his course to the left, and marching on
. 4.0

the first day straight to Chateau-Thierry, without seeking ireroic'.io-

to encounter Napoleon at all, there can be no doubt tliat s a!'k ,''"(,-

Sackcn might have avoided this serious disaster, and'
11

joined Blucher with his forces untouched. But his orders

from the field-marshal were precise, to march to join him

by Montmirail
; and, like a good soldier, IK; obeyed his

instructions, though to the evident danger of himself and
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CHAP, his troops. "Well, therefore, did he merit the encomium of

Ll the biographer of Blucher "Sacken may have committed
i14 - an error of judgment on this occasion, but it was the

vm
a

Enaf
en

crror f a ncro too confident of his own strength : we had

Blucher'

von ^ew gcnera^s equal to him
; only such as he might hope

-^- to vanquish Napoleon."
1 But disaster was now accumu-

lating on the army of Silesia on every side. While the

Emperor in person was gaining these splendid successes

against the corps of Olsooficf and Sacken, Blucher

remained at Yertus, with hardly any troops at his dis-

posal, anxiously awaiting the arrival of Kleist's and

Kaptsevich's corps. It may be conceived with what

impatience the impetuous veteran remained in this state

of forced inaction, when fresh accounts of Napoleon's
successes were every hour received

;
when the fugitives

Feb 10
from Champaubert were coming straggling in, and the

2

,

Fain '
!

.

I7- distant roar of the cannon at Montmirail announced

i,85, u'iii. Sackcn's danger. But, notwithstanding his ardent desire

Koch, i.'' to join his comrades, and, if he could not avert their

tine, ii/m calamities, to share their fate, lie was unable to move a

ci'ron

r

'if

e

single step in advance, from his total want of cavalry,
411:5, 404. anj the presence of Marmont with a bodv of five thou-
Alarm. vi. >

54, 55. sand men, which report had magnified to thirty thousand,

at Etogcs, directly between him and his lieutenants.
2

At length, however. Kleist and Kaptsevich having
,')0.

Kicist joins arrived, and the remains of Olsooficfs corps and two

who^S-' regiments of cuirassiers having joined, he advanced at

towards the head of twenty thousand combatants to Etogcs, which

FcblTa Marmont evacuated at his approach, retiring towards

Montmirail and Chateau-Thierry, where Napoleon lay

with the main body of his forces. An interesting scene

had occurred in the latter town on the preceding day.

The inhabitants, on the night of the action in front of

the town, after the combat of Montmirail, had been

overwhelmed by a mass of fugitives, in disorder, who

vented their rage and vexation at their defeat by every

species of pillage and rapine, which all the efforts of the
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Russian and Prussian officers had been unable to restrain. CHAP.

Proportionally vivid was their joy on the following morn-
LXXXY -

ing, when the town was evacuated by the enemy; and the 1S14-

indignant inhabitants, yet smarting under the brutality
to which they had been subjected, went out in crowds

along the banks of the Marne to meet their deliverers.

Men, women, and children, laboured assiduously to restore

the bridges which the Russians had destroyed in their 19(5*197.'

retreat, and to reconstruct a passage to their own soldiers. -j-^'-Vw.

And when at length the boats were collected, the planks F^QI'
laid, and the troops began to defile across, loud shouts

fs"

111

, ;';,.''

1

rent the air, and a confused multitude of all atjes and ientme,
u. 14/. Die

both sexes, rushing forward, embraced with tears of joy Urossc

the gallant warriors whose valour had delivered them aovibi

from their oppressors.
1

Xapolcon was no sooner informed of the advance of

Blucher to Etoges, and thence towards Montmirail, than Battle 'of

he set out from Chateau-Thierry on the evening of the Feb.

c

iT.
np "

13th with his Guards and the greater part of his forces, \ t\^~
and arrived at the latter town at eight on the morning

Plate 95 -

of the 14th. Marmont had just evacuated the village

of YAUCHAMPS, and was retreating along the road to

Montmirail, when the well-known ensigns of the Guard

were seen on the highway, and a powerful body of

cuirassiers announced the presence of the Emperor. In-

stantaneous was the effect of this intelligence upon
the spirit of the troops: it seemed as if the wand of a

mighty enchanter had given an electric shock to every

soldier on the field. Immediately the retreat was

suspended; the cavalry, hurrying to the front, charged

with boldness and rapidity ;
the skirmishers fell back,

and gave place to deep columns of infantry, boldly ad-

vancing to the attack; the batteries were reinforced

and fired with increased vivacity; aides-de-camp were

seen galloping in all directions
;
and the air resounded

with cries of Vive TEmpcr^nr! It was now the Prus-

sian general's turn to halt, and make his dispositions for
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CHAP, defence. Ziethen, who headed the vanguard, was soon
LXXXV

1 forced back in disorder upon the main body, which had
>14-

barely time to form square when a numerous body of

cavalry assailed it. The German cuirassiers were speedily

overthrown, and the line of horsemen, headed by Grouchy,

swept round the squares on two sides : one was broken

and most of the men made prisoners, but the others

received them with a sustained rolling fire, and the charge
1 Dan. H6, was repulsed. As the increasing numbers, however, and

2i)o| 201.'"' augmented boldness of the enemy, left no doubt of the

Piotho
8

mf' presence of the Emperor with an overwhelming superi-

Mwn^i O1'ity of force, Blucher felt the necessity of retiring, and

.57, 08. commenced his retreat in squares, the artillery bein<z placed
Thiers, xvii.

.

1 J '

in the intervals, with Kleist on the left and Kaptsevich
on the right.

1

And now commenced a combat, which has shed as

Glorious immortal a lustre on the steadiness of the Russian and

Blucher. Prussian troops, as the previous brilliant successes had

secured for the French Emperor and his army. The

retreat was conducted along the high-road, which traverses

a flat and open country, runninir in a straight line, as is
2 Personal . . .

"
.

L

. .
.,

observation, usual m that part ot r ranee, between rows ot lotty elms."

On this cltaussee the artillery retired, firing incessantly as

it receded on the pursuers, while the squares of infantry

marched abreast of it in the fields on either side. Slowly,
and in perfect order, the allied squares fell back without

either hurry or disorder, as on a field-day at St Peters-

burg, and then appeared in their highest lustre the mar-

vels of military discipline. In vain the French cuiras-

sDan.no, siers, with devoted gallantry, and animated by the pro-
1 1

~ V-

iiagcn von" scucc of the Emperor, swept round the steady walls of

vlud. t'

2
steel, and, approaching to the very edge of the bayonets,

PoQi^'ii'
strove to force their way in, wherever the discharge of the

pioti.o, in. cannon tore a chasm, or the fall of the wounded presented
I*/. Clause. .

L

vii. 4-2.->. anopcning. Instantly closing up, these noble veterans

58?
n"

still preserved their array unbroken;
15 and the squares,

though sorely diminished, and leaving a stream of blood,
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flowing from the dead and the wounded, along their CHAP.
T V "V VV

path, still presented an undaunted front to the enemy. _

Entranced with the spectacle, Blucher, forgetting his

own danger, gazed on the scene, and, halting his horse,

exclaimed, "See how my brave Russians fight!" Thus

combating, they reached Champaubert. But, after passing

through that town, the danger thickened
;
and such were

the perils with which they were beset, that the bravest

almost gave themselves up to despair.

While the Russian troops were delayed by defiling

through the narrow causeway of Champaubert, Napoleon, imminent

who had a body of seven thousand admirable horse at his Biufher!

command, had despatched Grouchy at the head of three

thousand of the swiftest among them, by a circuit round

the village ;
and by great exertions, that indefatigable

officer had so far outstripped the slower march of the

allied column, encumbered as it was by artillery and

caissons, that he had gained the high-road two miles in

advance, and was established in force on it before the

Allies had extricated themselves from the houses. Mean-

while Generals Bordcsoult and St Germain closely fol-

lowed the rear of the retreating column; and, turning it

on both flanks as it emerged into the meadows on the

other side of the town, charged repeatedly, though with-

out success, on three faces at once, the now wearied and

almost exhausted body. By a continued fire of cannon

and musketry, the Allies succeeded in clearing the way

through their constantly increasing enemies; and they had

got to within half a mile of Etoges, where the danger

would cease from the country being no longer practicable

for cavalrv, when all at once, on surmounting an eminence,

they beheld Grouchy 's horsemen drawn up in battle array

before them, just as the sun set; and his last rays glanced

on the long line of cuirasses which, stretching far across

the road on either side, seemed to present an impassable

barrier to their further advance. At this appalling sight,

the boldest in the allied ranks held his breath: total
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CHAP, defeat appeared to be inevitable; the mighty heart of

I Blucher shuddered at the thought, that not himself only,
!14< but the whole corps, with Prince Augustus of Prussia,

were on the point of being made prisoners.
" Let us die

ii^'r
11

,

7' rather!" said that gallant prince, drawing his sword, and
118. Lab.
n. 200, 202. preparing to charge headlong upon the enemy. With

188, 190.

'

mournful resolution Blucher stood in the front of the

2*5*0,262. squares, in hopes of falling before he witnessed the dis-

isoTlsk
1 '

grace of his country.
"

If you should be killed here,"

Cnron;!
86 sa^ n ^s aide-de-camp Nostitz,

" do you really think his-

414, 415.
tory will praise you for it 1

"
Struck with these words,

\ arnhagen J L J

the field-marshal turned his horse's head, and said to

58. Gneisenau "
If I do not perish to-day, then am I des-

tined to live long, and I still hope to repair all."
1

That there was no hope, except in forcing their way
its (lisa's- through with the bayonet, was evident to all, from the

nation!"

'"
commander-in-chief to the meanest private ;

and worthy
indeed of a hero were the means which Blucher took to

eifect it. lie commanded the drums to beat, the colours

to be displayed, and,
" with all the pomp and circum-

stance
"
of war, the troops to bear down in a solid mass

upon the enemy. Cheered by the martial sound, fresh

vigour was inspired into the soldiers' breasts
;

the

artillery and infantry opened such a fire in front, that

the chaussec was cleared, and the weighty column, pre-

ceded by its guns, marched into the forest of sabres.

Had the horse-artillery, which Grouchy had ordered to

follow him, been able to keep pace with the cavalry,

the mass would probably have been broken, and the

2o,-2Hi.' whole body, with the commander-in-chief, have been

piVtiio,' Tii!" made prisoners. But it had stuck fast in the mud: the

Dai^ils, cavalry, alone without infantry or guns, was unable to

ti!!c iT'ri!)
withstand the shock, and the main body got through,

nioCJrott-c
\\\\\\ the commander-in-chief. Prince Augustus, and their

(Jiron. li.

4ii), 417. whole staff. Enraged, however, at seeing their prey
Tliicr.s. xvii. . .

,

. , .

'

. _ .

;!_'_', ."/j:;. thus escaping them, Grouchy s horsemen closed on either

side with such fury on the last squares," which had
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exhausted their ammunition, that several were broken, two CHAP.

Russian battalions were cut to pieces, and two Prussian
LXXj

regiments compelled to surrender. The Russian horse- 1811 -

artillery were in the most imminent danger ;
but their

commander, Colonel Shushcrin, formed the cannoneers

in line, and, headed by Blucher, charged, sword in hand,

right through the French cavalry, and got clear off.

At length the wearied and bleeding column readied

Etogcs, where it was hoped rest and safety would be Desperate

found; but there fresh combats awaited it. At ten atEtoges?

ea

night, after it was quite dark, Marmont, at the head of

his corps, which was comparatively fresh, suddenly com-

menced an attack on General Udom's brigade, which

was reposing near the entrance of the town, broke it

during the confusion of a nocturnal combat, and took

several guns. Following up his success, the French

marshal pushed on amidst frightful confusion, and a

second time the Allies found the line of their retreat to

Bcrgeres interrupted. But despair gave them almost

supernatural strength. Firing and manoeuvring were out

of the question. In deep masses, and with loud hurrahs,
:

^n. iis,

they rushed upon the enemy, trampled them under foot, i. 261, 2G5.'

and, marching over their bodies, arrived at midnight at a&Tm'

Bergercs. The pursuit was now at an end: order was

in some degree restored to the regiments; and, after a oot

few hours' rest, the retreat was continued to Chalons.
,

(

:.

n"*c
..

( liroii. n.

where the remains of this once splendid array arrived on n7 -

L
i n i

Mann. vi.

the evening of the 1 5th, and at length round repose x>, ou.

under cover of the Marne. 1

In this terrible combat, Blucher, whose force at the

commencement of the action did not exceed twenty thou- KcM.itsof

sand soldiers, lost six thousand men, killed, wounded,

and prisoners, or nearly a third of the troops engaged,

fifteen guns, and eight standards. The prisoners, in

number about two thousand live hundred, were almost

entirely Prussians; for though several Russian squares

were pierced through, and dreadful loss was sustained by

"

"rlf
'
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CHAP, them under the French sabres, hardly a man was taken
;

T Y V \"V
the Muscovites sternly combating to the very last, even

isi4.
yyhen their ranks were broken, and further resistance in

a military point of view was unavailing. The French

Feb. 1.5. loss did not exceed twelve hundred men. After the

battle the remains of the army of Silesia converged

ipiotho, iii together from Chalons and Chateau -Thierry, behind the

l?o' [-

)a
'V shelter of the Marnc, and collected their shattered bands

119. Koch,
i.2<J4. Die [n cantonments on the north-east of that river, but

ciiron. ii. weakened by the loss of fully twenty thousand men since

ami'. 324?' Xapolcon's fatal irruption had commenced, six days be-

fore, from the side of Sezanne.
1

The night after the battle of Vauchamps, Napoleon

Napoleon returned to Moiitmirail, where he slept ; and, deeming

tTthTvaiiey nothing done, while anything remained to do, instead of
oftheSeme.

giving repose to his wearied troops, which liad now

^,
tlas

'no marched and fought for six days incessantly, he sent
1 late 93. * *

advices to Victor and Oudinot, that he would debouch

on the following day in the valley of the Seine in their

rear, by Guignes. The extreme badness of the cross-

roads, from the valley of the Marne to that of the Seine,

having rendered this impossible by the direct line, he

left his other troops in the neighbourhood of Chateau-

Thierry and jMontmirail, to watch the broken remains of

the army of Silesia
;
and he himself, with his faithful

Guards and cuirassiers, whom nothing could exhaust,

Feb. ir>. took the route of Meaux, from whence on the following

Feb. IG. morning he turned to the left, and moved on Guignes,

through the forest of Brie, by the chaussec of Fontenay.
Meanwhile all Paris was thrown into transports of joy

2727o!' by the arrival of successive couriers, who brought intelli-

104"' j)an. gcncc of the victories of Champaubert, Montmirail, and

cuiuMvij'tz Vauchamps. The bulletins, which exaggerated these

pi'ti

1
'^'--- glorious successes, diffused a universal enchantment

;
the

!.
'

genius of the Emperor seemed to have restored the days

325,

C

32G.

V "'

of Arcola and Rivoli
;

2
while a long column of seven thou-

sand prisoners, taken in these combats, who were con-
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ducted along the Boulevards, preceded by military music CHAP.

and almost triumphal pomp, gave confirmation strong of
LXXXV '

the reality of the Emperor's achievements. 1814t

While these memorable events were in progress on

the banks of the Marne, events, attended in the end Occupation

with still more important consequences, were taking Smed^
place on the banks of the Seine. The allied sovereigns 7>

had made their entry into Troyes on the 7th of Feb-

ruary without resistance, a few hours after Napoleon
with his troops had left it. Although the ancient capital
of Champagne had much declined, under the government
of Napoleon, from its former splendour, when it had

forty thousand souls within its walls, while it could not

now boast of above twenty thousand inhabitants; yet its

occupation was of the highest importance, both as regarded
the physical necessities and moral influence of the allied

arms. Not only had the town itself considerable resources,

especially for the sick and wounded, whose number was

now very large in their army, but, being the centre

where all the roads and communications of the province

met, or intersected each other, it afforded the most valu-

able facilities for the procuring of provisions, which the

concourse of such prodigious bodies of men and horses had

now rendered a matter of very considerable difficulty,

even in the heart of France. While the advanced guard
of this army, consisting chiefly of the Wiirtcmbergers and

Bavarians under Wrecle, defiled along the road to

Paris on the traces of Napoleon, the bulk of it, which

was now concentrated, continued passing through the

town for twelve hours together, exhibiting a stupendous \^\ll;

proof of the strength of the allied forces
;

for at the end ^ i

'

u
;;!

1 >

of that time, independent of two corps which were pur- Cap'.x. :!_>,

suing the French, a hundred thousand men were encamped xvii'. ;';."'

around the walls of Troyes.
1

But the entrance of the allied armies into tin's city

was followed by a political movement of still higher

importance, and which, in the end, exercised a most

VOL. xn. 2 K
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ciiAP
v

decisive influence on the fortunes of the Revolution, and

- - the ultimate fate of Napoleon. It was here that the
>14 '

first movement in favour of the RESTORATION OF THE

BOURBONS took place.

Twenty-one years had now elapsed since the blood of

Commence- Louis XVI. had flowed on the Place Louis XV., and

movement England, amidst the storm of indignation excited by his

the

fa

Bour-

f

fote, na(l ^een drawn unwillingly into the contest. Such
bons - had been the whirl of events which had immediately

succeeded, and such the pressing interest of the glories

and catastrophes which had since occurred, that the

recollection of that illustrious race had almost been lost

in France, and their name had nearly disappeared from

the page of European history. The ancient loyalty of

the monarchy, indeed, still burned in the bosoms of a

few highly descended nobles in other parts of the empire,

and in many generous breasts among all classes in la

Vendee ;
and the clergy in great part still nursed in

secret a predilection for the ancient race, as for the

ancient faith. But the young and active part of the

population, almost all who could influence thought or

determine action, had been whirled, willingly or unwil-

lingly, into the vortex of the Revolution. An entire

generation of the ancient nobles had expired under the

guillotine, perished amidst the horrors of the revolutionary

prisons, or melted away, amidst poverty and oblivion,

in foreign lands. Warm as had been the sympathy,

generous the hospitality, with which the emigrants had

been at first received in every part of Europe, and espe-

cially in England, the rapidity of subsequent events, the

intensity of subsequent interests, had been such that they
were now in a great measure forgotten.

Numbers of them had taken advantage of the amnesty
of Napoleon to return to their beloved country : not a

few had yielded to the seductions of his antechambers,

.and. settled down in the Tuileries under the imperial, as
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they had done under the royal regime. Above all, the CHAP.

total destruction of their properties had deprived them _
of almost all influence both at home and abroad

;
for

1814-

although the sufferings of those who had been the victims Extraordi-

of spoliation may at first excite a warm feeling of indig- vilm of' the

nation, yet it insensibly gives way in process of time toFnce ly

the experienced inconvenience of relieving their necessi- ^."f'^,
ties. It is rare to see a feeling of pity which can long
survive repeated demands for money. The general irre-

ligion and consequent selfishness of all the more elevated

or influential classes in France, both before and since the

Revolution, had deprived the cause of ancient loyalty of

its only source of lasting support a sense of duty

springing from obligations superior to this world. Thus,

though there were still many Royalists, especially in the

provincial towns of France, they were wholly powerless

as a political party. They were regarded by the active

and energetic portion of the people, rather as a respec-

table relic of the olden time, than as a body which could

ever again rise to power in the state
;
and it may safely

be affirmed, that without external aid the cause of the

Restoration was hopeless in France, unless possibly from

the sufferings produced by a long course of disastrous

revolutions.

Notwithstanding all this, however, a certain organi-

sation in favour of the exiled family had throughout all Royalist

the Revolution existed in the country, and it had recently "'[sting in
I.- ... .'

acquired greater vigour and efficiency from the unex-

ampled disasters which seemed to threaten the imperial

dynasty with ruin. The principal ramifications of this

quiescent conspiracy, as might naturally have been ex-

pected, were to be found in la Vendee, Brittany, and the

south of France ;
but it was not without its leaders and

adherents in the capital. There, some of the principal

partisans of the Revolution, true to the polar star of

worldly ambition, were anxiously watching the progress

of events; and, without as yet engaging in any overt act
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CHAP, against the reigning dynasty, were secretly preparing to

^Xl abandon their principles and their benefactor, and range
1814- themselves on the side of whatever party might appear

likely to gain the ascendancy in the crisis which was ap-

proaching. The vast fabric of Napoleon's power, based

on the selfish passions, and strengthened by worldly suc-

cess, was already beginning to break up, even in its centre,

on the approach of adversity. But, independent of these

discreditable, though powerful allies, a noble band of

elevated and generous spirits, alike untainted by the

crimes and unseduced by the allurements of the Revolu-

tion, were bound together by the secret tie of fidelity to

misfortune. Their number, indeed, as might be expected
in a selfish and irreligious age, was small

;
but their

^'hull't
81 ' courag was great, their constancy respectable, and their

i. 2G2,23. power in a crisis might be expected to be far beyond
Ik-aucli. ii. , . , , ,. .

J
,

44, 45. what their physical strength or political influence would

have prognosticated.
1

The proceedings of the Royalist association at Bor-

Royaijst deaux were under the direction of M. Taffard de St

in'i'ar'is uni Germain, and included the heads of many of the noblest

Franco!'

Lf
f'^iilies in the south and west of France, especially the

Due de Duras, M. Adrien de Montmorency, M. de la

Rochejaquelein, and M. de la Ville de Beauge ;
while the

committee in Paris embraced the Dues de Fitzjames and

de la Tremouille, M. Polignac, and M. Sosthene de la

Rochefoucalt. Though this Royalist confederacy subsisted

in secret throughout all the changes of the Revolution,

the Consulate, and the Empire, yet its proceedings had

never assumed an active character, till the misfortunes

of Napoleon, and the retreat of the imperial armies

across the Rhine, afforded a prospect of a speedy political

revolution. Then active conferences commenced in pro-
Beaucii. n. found sccrcsy at the Chateau d'Usse in Tourainc, a scat

44, -I/. (
:i|>.

*

i.-ji;-.'. Hist, of the Due de Duras
;
while the Due de Fitzjames, and

i.

L

22,m other leaders at Paris, entered the National Guard of that

capital, which the Emperor had recently called out/ to be
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in a situation to take advantage of any crisis that might CHAP.

be approaching.
LXXXV.

While the Royalist party, during the long and dreary
years of revolutionary ascendancy, were thus in silence Fortunes

adhering to their principles, and waiting the return of xvnL
more prosperous fortune, the exiled prince, afterwards com*

6

Louis XVIIL, retired from one place of asylum to
(

([j^
is

thi3

another as the French power advanced, till at length he timu -

was entirely driven from the continent of Europe, and

forced to take refuge on the British shores. lie had, in

the first instance, after dwelling a few months at Hainm,
established himself with his court of emigrants at Verona,
where he assumed the title of regent of France; and his

proceedings were mainly under the direction of a zeal-

ous and indefatigable Royalist, the Count d'Antraigties.

Meanwhile the Comte d'Artois was at St Petersburg,
where his credit was so high with the Empress Catherine,

that the regency was recognised, and he received a splen-

did sword from her, with the hope
" that it might open

to him the gates of France, as it had done to his ances-

tor Henry IV." The Comte d'Artois, however, was a irou.

generous man, but not a soldier or the leader of an army ;

he showed so little zeal in the cause, that a project, which

at one period had been agitated, of intrusting to him the

command of thirty thousand Russians, to act on the coast

of la Vendee, was abandoned ;
and he returned to

London, where he sold the sword for four thousand

pounds, and distributed the price among the most neces-

sitous of his companions in misfortune. Subsequently,

the reluctance which that prince evinced to put himself at

the head of the expedition to Quibcron Bay, and his return

from I'lle Dieu, without landing, to England, contributed
17!)

.

powerfully to the disasters of that ill-fated enterprise,
H

'j-i'-,]^'

and called forth the loudest complaints from the gallant i.'os, 7--'.

Chouan chiefs.
1 *

* "Sire! The cowardice of your brother h;i.s ruined all. If-' could not,

apj.ear ou thw coa.st but to lo.se or bavc everything, lli.s return to Kn:;l,md
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CHAP. Meanwhile Louis XVIIL, under the name of the
LXXXV

1 Comte de Lille, lived frugally and in retirement at
1814'

Verona, until the near approach of Napoleon's victorious

Subsequent arms, in 1796, obliged him to quit the territories of the

of'uie royal republic, which he did, after having in vain solicited the

suit of armour which Henry IV. had presented to the

Senate of Venice. He afterwards established himself at

Blanckenburg, where various unsuccessful efforts were

made, which have already been mentioned, to induce

Buonaparte to play the part of General Monk, and facil-

itate the restoration of the royal family to the throne of

France. The implication of the Royalists, however, in
l Ante ch. "

xxiv. 37. the conspiracy of the Club of Clichy, in 1797,
1 rendered

it necessary for Louis XVIIL to retire further from the

wrath of the enraged republicans; and he withdrew to

Mittau in Livonia, where he enjoyed a pension of 200,000

roubles, or 25,000 a-year, from the Emperor Paul,

1799. which sufficed for the expenses of the exiled court. He
was here afterwards joined by the Duke and Duchess

d'Angouleme, the former of whom had served with credit

in the Royalist corps of the Prince of Conde, while the

latter brought to that distant solitude the recollection of

17-2, isi the Temple, and the sympathy and commiseration of all

Europe.
2

The sudden and unlooked-for conversion, however, of

who 'at the fickle Paul to the alliance of the First Consul, immc-

(iVivcn u>

c

diately brought about a rigorous order to the august

h?(
k

;rit
lsc exiles to quit the Russian dominions in the depth of

Britain. wintcr. They sought refuge in Prussia, where they were

only admitted as private individuals
; while, during the

whole time, the Comtc d'Artois remained in the asylum
Jan. 21, he had obtained from the British government, in the
1801

palace of Holyrood, at Edinburgh. Louis XVIIL subse-

qucntly passed into Sweden, where he issued from Colmar,

has decided our fate. Nothing remains fur us now but to die in vain for your
Majesty." CHAKKTTK to Louis XVJil., 1 I/A July 1795 ; ('An:n<jui:, llislo'trc

<lc la licsttturalion, i. 89.
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on the shores "of the Baltic, two solemn protests, which CHAP.

have already been given, against the assumption of the
LX>

imperial dignity by Napoleon.
1 He returned on

tliOj
11!14 -

breaking out of the war between Russia and France inxxxviii. g$

1805, to his former residence at Mittau; but the peace of i'sos.

'

Tilsit, and subjection of Russia to the influence of France,

having rendered that asylum no longer secure, he resolved

to seek a last refuge on the British shores, and for that

purpose embarked, with the whole royal family except the

Comte d'Artois, who was already at Ilolyrood, on board
2

(jap. i.

the Swedish frigate Fraya, and reached Yarmouth in the 172.

middle of August ISO/.
2

The arrival of the illustrious exiles threw the British

cabinet into some perplexity. Not that they had the nis voccp-

slightest hesitation as to giving them that refuge in establish,

misfortune, which is at once the first duty and noblest Great'ita.

privilege of an independent state to extend to suffering 'j^; 1S()7<

innocence; but that the character in which they were to

be received involved an important question, which had

never been fairly mooted since the commencement of the

war, and the decision of which might exercise an important
influence upon its ultimate issue, as well as the unanimity

with which it was now prosecuted by the British nation.

This was nothing less than the question whether the

object of the contest was to effect the restoration of the

Bourbons to the French throne, or simply to provide se-

curity and maintain independence for the British nation.

If the Comte de Lille was recognised and treated as

Louis XVIII. king of France, it would involve the British

government either in an interminable war with Napoleon,

or in the abandonment of a sovereign whose title they had

expressly and solemnly recognised ;
and it would afford

the Opposition a pretext, of which they would gladly

avail themselves, for representing the contest, not as one

of defence and necessity on the part of England, but of
J *

-\ tin. I ('"

aggression and injustice, to force upon France a dynasty I.M..^ -JT-I."

of which the majority of the nation disapproved.'
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CHAP. There appeared, also, not a little inconsistency in a

1_1 nation which had itself assumed the right of choosing its

1814-
rulers, now denying that right to another, and in the de-

Difficui'ticg scendants of the house of Brunswick proclaiming to the

the question world their recognition of the indefeasible right to that of

dia^tar Bourbon. Above all, it was of importance not to change

tillftnEng-
tne object of the war, which never had been to force a

lurroumied g vernment upon an unwilling people, but solely to pre-
and course

'

vent that people from forcing one upon its neighbours ;

adopted.
~

.

x _

not to create a crusade for legitimacy, but to stop one for

revolution. Influenced by these considerations, the ma-

jority of the British cabinet, after an anxious deliberation,

which lasted three days, ranged themselves on the side of

Mr Canning, who resisted the recognition of the illustrious

, Ca
. stranger as king; and by a cabinet minute he was informed

194, !!o. that he should receive a secure and honourable asylum in
Ann. Reg.

1808, 274. Great Britain, but that he must not expect an express

acknowledgment of his title to the throne.
1 *

Louis XVI II., accordingly, resided in England till the

Louis fall of Napoleon, as a private but illustrious individual, and

land*, and largely participated in the hospitality which its nobles and

England."

1

people have ever bestowed upon greatness in misfortune.

He at first dwelt at Gosfield Hall, a seat of the Duke of

Buckingham, where he was soon after joined by the Due
and Duchesse d'Angouleme, and the Due de Berri

;
but

in 1810 he quitted that residence for Ilartwell, another

.seat of the same noble family, where he remained till the

Restoration. The Comte d'Artois, meanwhile, continued

to sojourn with a small suite at the palace of Ilolyrood,

Edinburgh. By a singular coincidence, but strongly dc-

* "
If the chief of the Bourbon family consents to live amongst us in a man-

ner suitable to his actual situation, he will find a secure and honourable asylum ;

but we are too well aware of the necessity of securing for the war in which wo
are engaged the unanimous support of the English people, to do anything that

might endanger the popularity which has hitherto attended the war. By recog-

nising Louis XVIII. as king, we should only oiler a favourable occasion to the

enemies of the government to accuse it of introducing foreign interests into a

war of which the object is purely British security." Cabinet Minute, August
'27, 1 80S, given in CAPEFIGUE, i. 195.
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script!ve of the vicissitudes of time, the heir-apparent to CHAP.

the French throne, who afterwards mounted it only to
Lxxxv '

feel the bitterness of royalty, spent the long and dreary
1S14 -

years of exile in the ancient seat of the Stuart family, in

the towers which had witnessed the distresses of Mary,
the most beautiful queen of France, and the most unfor-

tunate of the queens of Britain
;
and in the halls where

fortune for a brief period had permitted to Charles Ed-

ward, when contending on the principle of legitimacy,
with the aid of a gallant people, for the throne of his

fathers, the splendours of royal elevation and the enjoy- i80,
p
iw.

ment of chivalrous devotion.
1

But, how unwarlike soever the dispositions of the

Bourbon princes might be, and seriously as they might First mca-

prefer the pacific retreats of Hartwell and Holyrood to^oyaiuul

the cares and the honours of royalty, the time at length
* rance"

arrived when it was no longer possible for them to

remain in privacy, and when, willing or uu\villing, they
were of necessity forced into action. The approach of

the allied armies to the Rhine, the passage of that river,

and successful invasion of the eastern departments, the

establishment of Wellington in the southern states of

France, both roused into activity the dormant flame of

loyalty in the provinces, and loudly called for the appear-
ance of one or more princes of the royal blood on the

soil of the monarchy, to combine the scattered efforts

of its adherents, and assert the pretensions of the exiled

family to the throne. Moreau had been looked to by
them as a second Pichegru ; proclamations were pre-

pared to be addressed by him to Napoleon's soldiers :

his death was regarded at Ilartwcll as the greatest

calamity which had been sustained by the legitimist cause

since the execution of Louis XVI. At the moment

when the allied armies crossed the Ivhine, Louis XVIII.

addressed a proclamation to the Senate, calling on them

to co-operate with him in overturning the tyranny of

Napoleon ;
and circuhitcd widely a secret address among
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CHAP, all persons in authority whose dispositions were thought
LXXXV -

to be favourable a letter in which, like a man who
1814< knew the character of the persons with whom he had

i Beauch. i. to deal, he spoke little of honour or loyalty, but much of

i. 249,' 25-2.' titles, dignities, and offices to be preserved, and injuries

forgotten.
1 *

Application was at the same time made to the British

And dcpar- government, for the Bourbon princes to be permitted to

Bourbon'
6

join the different armies on the French territory ;
and

Ft* shore?* the cabinet of St James's, after much deliberation, pro-

ceeding from a desire to do nothing which might indicate

a disposition to coerce the wishes of the French people

in the choice of their government, granted them permis-

sion to go, but as simple volunteers only. The current

of events, however, ran too strongly to be arrested by
these prudential measures, how judicious soever they may
have been. The princes set out under this permission,

restricted as it was. The Conite d'Artois left Ilolyrood-

Fub. -2. house, and landed at Rotterdam on the 2cl of February ;

from whence he proceeded towards the headquarters of

the allied armies, by Bale, Vesoul, and Langres ;
the Due

d'Angouleme embarked for Spain, to join Wellington in

the south of France, to be in readiness to take advantage
of any Royalist movements that might occur in that

i
Cap. Hist, quarter ;

while the Due de Berri set sail for Jersey, to be
<lu l;i Rest. 1 J

i. 24V^5, at hand, in case of the outbreak of a Royalist insurrection,

40-54.

'' '

which was thought to be in preparation in Brittany and

la Vendee. 1

* " The King, availing himself of every opportunity of making known to his

.subjects the sentiments with which he is animated, has charged me to give, in

"his name, to - - all the assurances which he can desire. 1 1 is Majesty is well

aware how much lias in his power, not only as regards endeavouring to

shake off the yoke which oppresses him, but in seconding one day, by his in-

telligence, the authority destined to repair such a multitude of evils. The

promises of the King are nothing but the consequences of the engagements he

lias undertaken in the face of Europe, which are to forget the errors of his

subjects, to recompense services, stitle resentments, legitimatize rank, consoli-

date fortunes ;
to bring about, in short, nothing but an easy transition from

present calamities and alarms, to future tranquillity and happiness." Li;

COXITI: UI.ACAS. Hartwcll, 1st December 1813. See CAI'KFIGUK Hist, de la

Mcntaumtio/i, i. '250.
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It was at this critical moment that the allied monarchs CHAP.

entered Troyes, and for the first time were brought in
LXXXV-

contact with the Royalists of France. In common with 1SH -

all its other provinces, the few remaining adherents of interviewer

the ancient regime had received a great impulse in that !ead!S
ist

city, which was the residence of the principal Royalist Tf-
ves

T
ith

f
J jiYlcXHiKici .

families of the east of France, from the rapid progress of

the allied arms. The retreat of Xapoleon towards Paris

after the disastrous battle of la RotMere, seemed cer-

tainly to presage his approaching fall. Several gentle-
men attached to the old family having resolved to com-

mence the movement, assumed the white cockade after the

Allies entered Troyes, and earnestly solicited an inter-

view with the Emperor Alexander, which was at length

granted. The Marquis of AYidranges and M. Goualt were i^b. n.

the persons who spoke on the occasion : they had sus-

pended on their breasts the cross of St Louis and wore the

white cockade, the wearing of which was forbidden in the

empire under pain of death.
"
AVe entreat your Majesty,"

said they,
"
in the name of all the respectable inhabitants

of Troyes, to accept with favour the wish which we form

for the re-establishment of the royal house of Bourbon on

the throne of France/''
"
Gentlemen,'' replied Alexander

(who in secret favoured Bernadotte's pretensions)
"

I

receive you with pleasure ;
but I fear your proceedings

are rather premature. The chances of war are uncertain,

and I should be grieved to sec brave men like you com-

promised or sacrificed. AVc do not conic ourselves to give

a king to France
;
we desire to know its wishes, and to

leave it to declare itself."
" But it will never declare

itself as long as it is under the knife," replied the Mar-

quis ;
"never as long as Buonaparte shall be in authority

in France will Europe be tranquil."
"

It is for that very

reason," replied the C/ar,
"
that the first thing MT must

think of is to beat him to beat him to beat him. "'
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CHAP. Alexander's humane prudence would appear to have been
Lxxxv'

inspired by the spirit of foresight on this occasion ;
for

1814> the day on which this conversation occurred at Troyes

was the very one which was marked by the catastrophe

at Champaubert. The Marquis Widranges, disappointed

in his hopes of obtaining a declaration in favour of the

Bourbons from the allied sovereigns, went on to Bale,

where he joined the Cornte d'Artois, while M. Goualt,

unhappily for himself, remained at Troyes. At the same

time a person styling himself St Vincent, but who in

reality was the Marquis de Vitrolles, one of the most

devoted adherents of the ancient dynasty, arrived at the

allied headquarters, bearing credentials, setting forth

that he was entirely worthy of confidence, from persons

high in authority in Paris, and entreating the monarchs

2.>
ap
259

to advance rapidly to the capital. But the issue was still

Dan. ?. too doubtful in the theatre of arms, and the divisions of
lieauch. i.

240, 24G. the diplomatists too wide in the cabinet, to permit of

205.
'

any decided step being yet taken by the allied sovereigns

in favour of the Royalist party.
1

While the cause of the Restoration in France was thus

Operations rather adjourned than damped, by the prudent ambiguity

GranV
*
of the monarchs at Troyes, operations of a tardy and

thcebc. indecisive character, but still attended with important

effects, had taken place on the part of the Grand Army,
on the banks of the Seine. Instead of pushing military

operations with vigour, and following closely the army of

Napoleon down the Seine, Schwartzenberg, acting under

the directions of his cabinet, which was desirous above

all tilings to gain time, and avoid precipitating matters

against Napoleon till the throne was at all events secured

for his descendants, put the main body of his army into

Paris. He told llcynior that he did not make war for the Bourbons that

were Napoleon slain he would halt at once. That what hu wished was that

the French should choose a monarch for themselves, from amongst their

own generals, but that Jic strongly recommended Jicrnadottc. See TUIEUS, vii.

'627, 328.
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cantonments, contenting himself with sending forward CHAP.

the corps of Wittgenstein and Wrede to follow on the
LXXXV -

traces of the retreating French. From Troyes to Paris,
1814>

one road goes bj Sens, Montargis, Nemours, and Fon-

tainebleau, by the left bank of the Seine the whole

way. But Napoleon having retired by the right bank,
or eastern side of that river, it was necessary for the

pursuing army, if it proposed to maintain its wings
abreast on both banks, and keep on the trace of the

retreating army, to force the passage of the Seine at

Nogent, Bray, or Montcreau, the only points below

Troyes on the road towards Paris where there are stone

bridges capable of affording a secure passage to artillery.

All these bridges were in possession of the French, and

strongly guarded ;
Oudinot and Victor lay on the

opposite bank, after the departure of Napoleon, with i Dan <u

thirty thousand men
;

a body which was, however, fast
fV,79

K
?,';]!;

being increased by conscripts hurried up from Paris. ^" r ''- 1'^.
* 124. Jom.

But such was the superiority of the allied forces, that iv. sss, .m

these inconsiderable bodies of men could not have stood 213, 2!*.
"

a day before them, if they had pressed on in good earnest ^(T"'^"'

for the French capital.
1

At length, having allowed his troops to repose four

days around Troyes, to the infinite annoyance of Alex- Advance of

ander, who burned with anxiety to push the war with JJj^S|^

vigour, Schwartzcnberg on the llth gathered up his
J"!,"' llt

gigantic arrav, and put his columns in motion to followo D > '

up the enemy. The Prince of Wiirtemberg took Sens

by assault after a sharp conflict
;
and on the same day

General Ilardegg, with the vanguard of Wrcde's corps,

attacked the rear of the enemy near Romilly, and drove;

them into Nogent, which was stormed, after a most gal-

lant resistance by General Bourmont, and evacuated next

day after the bridge over the Seine had boon destroyed, i-vi.. TJ.

The prisoners made in these conflicts having given the

important information that Napoleon, with the m;iin body

of his forces, had diverged towards Se/umio, in llio dirco
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CHAP, tion of Bluclier's army, and that an inconsiderable cordon

. 1 of troops alone remained in his front, Schwartzenberg
^14>

resolved to act with more vigour. lie accordingly, next

Feb. 13. day, crossed the corps of Wrede and Wittgenstein over

the Seine at Bray and Pont-sur-Seinc, and moved them

upon Donnemarie and Provins
;
whilst those of the Prince-

Royal of AViirtemberg and General Bianchi (who had suc-

ceeded Prince Colloredo in the command of his corps, the

prince having been disabled by a wound on the 6th)

advanced from Sens to Montereau, where the former

2^*300!
''

crossed over, while the latter moved down its left bank

Dsm
gh
i34

38" towards Moret. The establishment of these powerful

i

13
98fi

K
"s (1/

corPs in that
i
uarter, where there was no force of any

DicUrosse magnitude to oppose them, led to the most important
331,333.

__ results, and showed how speedily the war, at this period,

827^831' might have been terminated by a vigorous and concerted

movement of the whole allied forces.
1

Moret was occupied next day : Nemours was taken by
AmiFon- Platoff, with a whole battalion : Seslavin, with his light

iubiciiu
] i0rsc

^
lliac]c himself master of Montargis, and pushed onan i

f|
b - 14 and

his advanced posts to the gates of Orleans. The palace

and forest of Fontainebleau fell into the hands of the

Cossacks : Auxcrrc was carried by assault, and its garrison,

which endeavoured to cut its way through the attacking

force, put to the sword. The whole plain between the

Seine and the Loire was inundated with the enemy's light

troops, which already showed themselves beyond Fontaine-

bleau on the road to the capital. Montereau was strongly

occupied by the Austrians, while Schwartzcnbcrg's liead-

2 K<I, i.
cuiarters were advanced to Xogent, between which and

~f'>~;'
L

Bray the immense reserves of the allied Grand ArmyBeaucli. i. J J

'2!u, :jns-were placed. Paris was in consternation: already the
Uiirgh. loS,
]:',<>. Dun. reserve parks and heavy baggage of Victor had reached
1 '.'> I 1 35. .

Voiliom-' Charcnton, within a few miles of its gates ;
the peasants

%
of the plain of Brie, flying to the capital, reported that

"
uncouth hordes with long beards, armed with lances, cut

down trees on the sides of the highways," and roasted oxen
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and sheep whole, over fires kindled with their wood, which CHAP.

they devoured half raw. Meanwhile fame, magnifying ^
" xv

the approaching danger, already announced that two him- 181i>

dred thousand Tartars and Calmucks were approaching
to sack and lay waste the metropolis of science and the

arts.

Such was the alarming state of affairs to the south of
75.

the capital, when Napoleon, at the head of his indcfati- Junction of

gable Guards and cuirassiers, and bringing with him NapoWn

Macdonald's corps from Meaux, came across to the valley nla'chun-'

1
'

of the Seine, by Guignes, through the forest of Brie. The ^ 1G

advanced guard of this array found the roads covered with

waggons converging from all quarters towards the capital,

filled with the trembling inhabitants, who were flying

before the Cossacks. Instantly the living loads were dis-

burdened ; the waggons filled with the soldiers, or laid

aside, and their horses harnessed to the guns ;
and every

horse and man that could be pressed from the adjacent

villages attached to the vehicles to hurry them forward. It

was full time. The plain of Brie was covered with fire and

smoke ;
the retiring columns under Victor and Oudinot,

severely pressed by the enemy, were straining every nerve

to preserve the cross-road to Chalons, by which Napoleon
had promised to arrive. But so great was the superiority

of the enemy, that it was doubtful whether they could

maintain their ground behind the small stream of the Yercs

for another hour, in which event, the junction of the two

armies would have been rendered impossible. No sooner,

however, were the well-known standards of the cuiras-

siers seen, than cries of Vive I'Empereur ! ran, like an

electric shock, along the line
;
the retreat was stopped at

all points ; already the retiring columns were preparing , Fili

to turn on their pursuers : while the Allies, sensible,
j',

1

;';

from the change, of the presence of Napoleon, instantly -J.

1

became as cautious and circumspect as they had recently

before been confident and audacious.
1 Wearied with their

unexampled exertions, the troops were halted \vhere they
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CHAP, had thus checked the advance of the enemy; soon the

_1 1 soldiers sank to sleep on the very ground where they
1814-

stood, and the headquarters of the Emperor were estab-

lished in the village of Guignes, where he passed the

night.

In the course of the night, and early on the following

Advance of morning, large reinforcements joined the French hcad-

an'Tcombat quarters from the army of Spain. The arrival of these

FekT?.'*'
bronzed veterans, upon whose steadiness perfect reliance

could be placed, and the successive coming up of the

corps which had inflicted such wounds on the army of

Silesia, enabled the Emperor, on the following morning,
to resume the offensive at the head of fifty-five thousand

men. Orders were given to the troops to collect bread

for three days' march
;
the knowledge that they were

about to attack the enemy under the direction of Napo-
leon, coupled with their marvellous successes over the

army of Silesia, had restored all their wonted enthusiasm

to the soldiers. They marched as to assured victory. By
daybreak the forward movement, headed by Victor's corps,

commenced at all points. Count Pahlen, who was at

Mormant with Wittgenstein's advanced guard, consisting

of three thousand infantry and eighteen hundred horse,

was now in a most hazardous situation
;

for he was well

aware he would be the first victim of the French Empe-
ror's furious attack, and yet his orders were to remain

151. kocil, where he was, as the arrival of Napoleon on the Seine

i'-uh. i'. 2i8, had never been contemplated. In this extremity he rc-

m.' Valid, mained all night under arms, resolved to resist to the last

Die'tfrossc" extremity. Shortly after daybreak the tempest was upon

V^r^'ai''
^imi an(^ ^1G began slowly, and in the best order, to retreat

I'lotho, iii. towards Nangis, the infantry in squares, with the horse
an.Thicn,

ft ' /nil*
xvii. and some weak regiments or Cossacks and a few guns to

protect the flanks and rear. 1

For two hours the retreat was conducted with perfect

Ik-feat of regularity, notwithstanding the incessant fire of the
1> 1 1

V

French horse-artillery, and attacks of their cavalry ;
but
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at length the assaults became more frequent, and the CHAP.

veteran cuirassiers under Milhaud, who had just come up
Lxxxv -

rom Spain, burning with desire to restore the lustre of
1814<

their arms, charged on three sides at once with such

vehemence, that the cavalry were entirely routed, the

guns taken, and the infantry broken. The defeat was
now irretrievable. So complete was the disorder that

Wittgenstein himself, who came up with reinforcements,
was swept away by the torrent, and narrowly escaped

being made prisoner. Eleven guns and forty caissons

were captured, and two thousand one hundred men made

prisoners, besides nine hundred who fell on the field of

battle. Such was the loss of some of the Russian regi-

ments, that that of Silcnguiusk alone, which was not

broken till after it had gallantly repulsed repeated charges
of cavalry, was weakened by one thousand three hundred
and fifty-nine men; and it, with that of Revel, which

suffered nearly as much, ceased to exist, and were marked
in the muster-rolls as

"
sent to Plotsk to be recruited.''

Yet, though deeply affected by such a chasm in his devoted

followers, Alexander retained no rancour towards Pahlcn;
and seeing him, for the first time after the combat, at

the barriers of Paris, said to him <: You think T am angry
with you; but I know you were not in fault." The

field of battle presented a striking proof of the profound
and widespread excitement which this terrible contest

had awakened throughout the world
;

for it showed the i v :i

bodies of the hardy steeds of Tartary, and the fiery
'

coursers of Andalusia, which had fallen in combat imdcrJ',
the walls of Paris. It seemed to realise, after the lapse '|L'|- 1 !;;"'

of a thousand years, that fabled conflict of the Saracens (Mu'cJn^o
j ( 'iii'iin. H.

and Christians around that capital, in the time of :wo, :!.'__

Charlemagne, to which the genius of Ariosto has given mis'.

1 ''

immortality.
1

After this bloody combat, occurring under his own eye.

Xapolcon divided his forces. Oiidinot, supported by

Kcllcrmarm's dragoons, pressed on the retiring columns

VOL. xi r.
~ '
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CHAP, of Wittgenstein, in the direction of Nogent : Macdonald
LXXXV

1 pushed the Bavarians with the utmost vigour back on
1814. Braj? by Donnemarie : while Victor was despatched by

Pursuit' of Villeueuve le Comte towards Montereau, with orders to

he make himself master of its important bridge over the

Montereau. Seine that very night. While Oudinot on the left pur-
i-cb. i/.

gue(j \yittgenstein, the Bavarians in the centre rapidly

retreated from their position at Villeneuve le Comte and

Donnemarie ;
and such was the fatigue of the cavalry of

the Imperial Guard, who were intrusted with their pursuit,

that they were unable to follow them. Macdonald, how-

ever, pressed vigorously on Hardegg's division, as it fell

back, and took many prisoners and a large quantity of

baggage. Victor, moving upon Montereau, came upon
a Bavarian division posted on the heights of Valjouan.

They were immediately attacked in the most vigorous

manner in front by General Gerard, and in rear by
Bordesoult, and soon broken. Nothing but the failure of

General 1'IIeritier, who neglected to charge the fugitives,

as he might have done, when first thrown into disorder,

preserved the Bavarian division from total ruin : as it

was, they only made their escape in the greatest disorder,

and after sustaining a very considerable loss. Such, how-

ever, was the exhaustion of Victor's troops, from the

excessive fatigue which they had lately undergone, that

he was unable to follow out his directions, by making
himself master of the town and bridge of Montereau ; in

consequence of which, the Bavarians, who had rallied

i vaud. i. under the protection of some squadrons of Schwartzen-
315 '518

Koc'h, i. berg's hulans, effected their retreat across the Seine, though

pi.'tho, iii.
weakened by the loss of two thousand five hundred men.

ftmrh
1

!^]

r

^nc cncmj occupied in force the town of MOXTKKEAT,
1
,

4 --
,

v
a
o1 ' and the castle of Surville, which commanded the bridge.

dcrnuorn, .

iy. *, i:>i. Their troops consisted of two Austrian divisions under

33f, ijVi.

'

Bianchi and the Wurtembergers in all about eighteen

thousand men.
1 *

*
Bianchi's Austrian^ bad been pushed on far beyond Monteivau, and it \\utt
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When Schwartzenberg was made acquainted, which CHAP.

lie was on the evening of the 17th, with these disasters -

which had befallen the two corps of Wittgenstein and
1

f
i '

Wrede, which had been pushed across the Seine, he The Allies

immediately summoned a council of war, which waSarSl:*"

attended by the Emperor of Russia and the King of

Prussia. It was evident to all that the misfortunes had

been owing to the separation of the army of Silesia from

the Grand Army ;
it was resolved, therefore, as soon as

possible, to reunite them in the direction of Troyes, and

give battle in front of that town. For this purpose,
orders were given to fall back at all points; while Blucher

was directed, as soon as his troops were in a condition to

resume offensive operations, to incline to his left, so as to

facilitate the proposed junction. At the same period,

principally to gain time, a flag of truce was despatched
from the allied headquarters to Napoleon, to say that

they were sin-prised at the offensive movement made by
the French army, as they had brought forward a basis of

accommodation at Chatillon, which Caulaincourt had atj^
urg^n

length agreed to, and had given orders to their plenipo- y^ }

K
^>

tentiaries to sign the preliminaries accordingly, and they
1()5

.-

TI>HM-S,

"xvii. .34'J,

proposed in consequence an immediate suspension of 343.

hostilities.
1

Colonel Par, who bore the flag of truce from the allied

headquarters, arrived at those of Xapoleon late on the Xnpoiwm

night of the 17th. The circumstance of the Allies pro- demands ut

posing terms of accommodation after these defeats, coupled ^os^an.i

wi'.h the fact of a letter having been written by the J^,'^
Empress Marie Louise to her father, determined NapoleonJ^ 1 ' 1

to seize the opportunity of opening a communication

directly with the Emperor Francis. The Council of State,

which had assembled at Paris to deliberate on the terms

ottered at Chatillon, to be immediately considered, had

been, with the exception of one member, unanimously of
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CHAP, opinion that they should be accepted. Napoleon, how-

1 ever, had always determined in his own mind to make
514' the negotiation entirely dependent on the progress of

military events ;
and he, accordingly, gave the strongest

injunctions to Caulaincourt, however near he might come

to the point, to avoid committing himself to any treaty

without his special authority. The successes at Champau-
bert, Montmirail, and Vauchamps had entirely confirmed

him in these ideas
;
and the very night the first advantage

was gained as already mentioned, he had written to

Caulaincourt to try and gain time, and, above all things,

to "sign nothing!' Ilis recent successes still further

elevated his hopes, and he addressed a letter from Nangis
to the Emperor of Austria on the same night, stating

that he was extremely anxious to enter into a negotiation ;

but that, after the brilliant victories he had gained, he

now looked for more favourable terms than had been

Feb. IB. proposed at Chatillon. At the same time he wrote to

Caulaincourt, that the carte blanche he had formerly
received was merely to save Paris, which appeared to be

endangered after the battle of la Rothiere
;
but that

great successes had since been gained ;
that the necessity

no longer existed
; and, in consequence, his extraordinary

1 Fain, 94, powers were recalled, and henceforth the negotiation was

ntr-ri^'iYi. t pursue its ordinary course. Having done this, lie

Chnm^r rcs lyc(l to delay for some days closing with the allied

3,, 334. advances towards an armistice, and to follow up with the
J NUTS, XV11.

344, 345. utmost vigour the tide of success which was now setting

in in his favour.
1

Situated twenty leagues to the south of Paris, at the

Description confluence of the Seine and the Yonne, the town of

rcau." Montereau presents one of the most agreeable objects in

France to the gaze of the traveller. The part which lies

on the left bank of the Yonne, which is the most con-

siderable, is joined to the right bank by a bridge of stone.

Another bridge, famous for having been the scene of the

murder of the Duke of Burgundy in 1419, unites the
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opposite banks of the Seine. These two rivers, which CHAP.

unite at Montereau, with the numerous barks which carry J. 1

on their active navigation, give the town a gay and joyous

aspect, which is increased by the smiling appearance of

the vineyards and meadows adjoining it on the south

and east, and the country-houses and villas glittering

around it in the sun. The traveller who approaches from

the side of Paris involuntarily halts on the summit of

the heights of Surville, which overhang the town on the

northern bank, to gaze on the lovely scene which lies

spread out like a map beneath his feet
;
he would do well

to remember that there, beside the little cross adjacent
to the chateau, stood Napoleon during one of the LAST ' Personal

n
-I r\ i i i 11 observation.

ot his many victories. On the evening ot the 18th, the Beaueh.i.

French troops assembled in imposing masses on these Cap. Hist.

heights, which completely commanded the bridges and ? 390^391!

town beneath
;
the artillery of the Guard was placed on ^\l\

either side of the road near the cross ; and the Emperor V,
1

',*

1

'"^."-_14. Dio

took his station in person amidst the guns, to direct their (

y
io --sc

..

fire, for the enemy still held the town. They had strongly :*, :6.'

barricaded the bridges, and everything presaged a bloody uT.
1 *'

conflict.
1

It was not, however, till late in the dav, and after a
oo

severe conflict, that these important heights fell into the Batticof

hands of the French troops. The Prince-Royal ofS'uT
AYurtemberg, fully sensible of their importance, had

during the night occupied them in force with the troops

of Wiirtemberg, strongly supported by artillery : and

Victor, who in the morning commenced the attack on

the position, was repulsed, and his son-in-law, the brave

General Chateau, killed, when in person leading on the

grenadiers to the assault. Gerard was upon this directed

to supersede Victor in the command of his corps, and

immediately advanced to the attack. Undismayed by

the fire of forty pieces of artillery, which the German

batteries poured upon him from the heights of Sur-

ville, he bravely and repeatedly led his troops almost
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CHAP, to the very mouth of the guns. But it was in vain :

I XX XV
1 the undaunted cannoneers made good the post as-

signed to them
;
noon was far past, and evening at that

inclement season was fast approaching, while still the

heights were in the hands of the enemy. Then Napoleon
came up with the artillery and cavalry of the Guard, at

the gallop, and, desirous of profiting by the few hours of

daylight which still remained, he instantly brought for-

ward forty pieces of the reserve artillery, and disposed

his redoubtable Old Guard and cuirassiers to aid the

renewed attack of Gerard with all their forces. Thirty

thousand men, supported by sixty pieces of cannon, now

marched fiercely forward, under the very eye of the

Emperor, amidst cries of Vive I'JEmpereur! Despairing

of maintaining his post, which was only defended by
twelve thousand combatants, against such an accumula-

tion of forces, the Prince of Wiirtemberg drew off his

men towards the bridge in his rear
;
at first in good order,

^ Kochj
i. and presenting an undaunted front to the imperial cavalry,

Bea'uch. 5. which now thundered in close pursuit. But by degrees,

piotho, iii. as they descended the southern and steeper face of the

lut'gi^Ho. heights towards the bridges, and got entangled in the

sw;
us '

pio- hollow way through which the road passes to them, they
tho,iu.2i5. fe]i jnt confusion: and infantry, cavalrv, and artillery,Die Grosse J * J

s'lr-rr' x Breaking their array, rushed headlong to the only issue

-wii. son.
'

by which they could hope for escape from the bloody
sabres of the cuirassiers.

1

The Prince-Royal of Wiirtemberg, however, at this

Defeat ot dreadful moment exerted himself with equal skill and

who are
N

resolution to stem the torrent. lie was at one time

yoii.uh'r nearly enveloped by the French cavalry on the bridge,

fighting with his own hand, to gain time for the troops
to cross over; and by the vigour which he displayed, and

the noble example which he set, he succeeded in enabling
the greater part of them to get in safety to the other

side, where they were received by Bianchi witli his

hitherto untouched Austrian division. Meanwhile Napo-
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Icon had established himself with the artillery of the CHAP.

Guard on the now abandoned heights of Surville, and
L
-

soon sixty pieces of cannon opened a close and concentric

discharge on the dense masses which were crowding over

the bridge. Such was the eagerness of the Emperor,
that he resumed, after twenty years' cessation, his old

occupation as a gunner; and, as at the siege of Toulon

in 1 793, himself levelled and pointed a cannon. Mean-

while the Austrian batteries below, on the opposite bank,

replied with vigour to the fire of the French pieces; and

the old cannoneers of the Imperial Guard, hearing the

whistle of the balls above their heads, besought the

Emperor to retire from the front, to a situation of less

danger.
"
Courage my friends !

"
he replied ;

"
the bullet

which is to kill me is not yet cast." Protected by the

fire of such a powerful artillery on the heights above

them, the mere discharges of which shivered the windows

of the neighbouring chateau of Surville to pieces, the i Burgh.

French chasseurs pressed so rapidly on the last columns \$ 10

1

jj

am
'

of the AViirtembergers, that there was no time to fire the J^'V";
It). JvOCtl,

mines for destroying the bridge: the pursuing horsemen ' : '- :5
>
3

'

24 -

/ c
^

<-
_ _

i ... Beauch, i.

crossed over pell-mell with the fugitives, the division of oir>, 317.

T\ 11 -ir- i i i
-Die Grosse

Duhesme rapidly passed after them, and, amidst tnechron. u.
^

H'i^ S40

shouts of the inhabitants, drove the enemy entirely out voWem-'

of Montcrcau; the Allies retiring after having destroyed '^7%'hiors,

the bridge over the Yonne, which stopped the pursuit in xvn - :J; ' L

the direction of Sens.
1

This bloody combat, which was one of the most obsti- Sj

natoly contested of the campaign, and inferior to few ever !^
s1

,',"

directed by Napoleon in brilliancy and valour, cost tlic^s
1

French three thousand men killed and wounded, princi- '^j^
1 '" 1

pally in consequence of the destructive lire of grape, so army,

long kept up by the Wurtemberg artillery from the

heights of Surville. l>ut tlic loss of the enemy was as
O

great in killed and wounded, and they had to lament in

addition nearly three thousand prisoners, six guns, and four

standards.
" Mv heart is relieved," said Xapolrmi, >n
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CHAP, beholding the flight of the Allies across the bridge :

"
I

LXXXV
. 1 have saved the capital of my empire." Great indeed was
11 4 "

the moral effect of these repeated successes of the Empe-
ror, both upon his own and the allied armies. It restored

the prestige of his name, the magic of his renown, which

the long-continued disasters in Russia and Germany had

sensibly dimmed. The young conscripts deemed them-

selves invincible under his direction; the veterans recom-

menced the stories of Austerlitz and Jena. Confounded

by such a succession of disasters as had befallen their

arms in so many different quarters, within so short a

period, the allied generals began seriously to fear that

the star of Xapoleon was again in the ascendant, and to

resume, in the Austrian councils at least, their former

Ft-i"]'"
1

'

dread of his arms. Orders were immediately issued to

i<V iM
ain '

the whole army to retreat to a concentrated position in

of Troyes, where it was proposed to join Blucher

j

15

!^
1

^?/-

1
' and give battle; the Seine was repassed at all points;

DieGr<*se Foutaiucblcau, Nemours, and Montargis were evacuated ;

M-i, :m. and the allied host, retiring before the enemy, was soon

3.51.

'

assembled, still above a hundred thousand strong, between

Kogcnt, Bray, and Troyes.
1

Wonderful as these successes were, they by no means

Discontent came up to the expectations of the Emperor. His dis-

pcrVr\a")o-
content was visible

;
his disappointment broke out on all

occasions, and he was in an especial manner misled in his

ideas of what might have been effected, by the achieve-

ments of the troops who fought under his own eyes.

When in presence of Napoleon, no fatigues could exhaust,

no dangers appal, no difficulties impede them; they made,
without murmuring, almost superhuman exertions. But

they were by no means either equally confident, or equally

energetic, under the direction of his lieutenants
;
and not

unfrequently sank under the exhaustion consequent on the

unparalleled activity by which he was now striving to

make genius supply the Avant of numbers. He could not

be brought, however, to comprehend this difference. He
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constantly expected the troops to achieve, under all cir- CHAP.

cumstances, as much as he saw they did when animated
LXXXY -

by his own presence ;
and never failed to ascribe to the 1814 -

weakness or indecision of the officers in command, the

failure of any enterprise on which he had calculated as

likely to produce brilliant results, which had, in fact, been

owing to the want of the animating prestige of his name.

His affairs were now so critical, that he could not afford

to gain only half success ; nothing short of continued

victory could extricate him from the host of enemies by
whom he was encircled

;
and he was well aware that even

an inconsiderable failure in any serious combat might be

attended by the most calamitous results. A sense of this

both inflamed his expectations and increased his violence
;

the most vehement ebullitions of wrath frequently took

place against officers at the head of their troops ;
and

even his oldest and most esteemed marshals were rendered ^aiu, 103,

. . f T 1-1 1
109 ' Kocll,

the victims of a disappointment, winch was entirely owing i. sis.

i , c , i .1 , L -\
Thiers. xvii.

to his expecting from them more than it was in the power 35-2.

of human strength to achieve.
1

Victor was the first victim of these unbounded expec-

tations and irritable moods of the Emperor. That mar- Disgra^ of

shal, as already noticed, had been ordered to push on to
A I(

' tor '

Montereau on the evening of the 17th, and doubtless

great results might have been expected from the seizure

of that important post and bridge over the Seine, at a

time when two corps of the Allies, receding before Napo-
leon's columns, were still on the right bank of the river,

and one was pushed on beyond it on the left. In

truth, however, Victor's men were so completely worn

out with fatigue, that they were unequal to the task of

carrving the position on the night when they arrived

before it. But such was the Emperor's wrath at the

attack not having been made, that he deprived Victor of

the command of his corps, which he conferred on Gerard.

Next evening, after the combat at Montereau was over,

the unhappy marshal presented himself before Napoleon
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CHAP, to reclaim against his dismissal. He was received, how-

'- ever, with such a storm of invective, directed not only
i
Q-j 4

"

against himself, but against the duchess his wife, whom

Napoleon accused of keeping aloof from the Empress,
and leaguing with the enemies of the court, that it was

i
Faillj 109 only by recalling to his recollection the Italian campaigns,

Peb"aT'
wnere they had begun the career of arms together, that

1814. Victor succeeded so far in appeasing his wrath as to obtain
Thiers xvii.

353.
;

in lieu of his corps, which had been conferred upon Gerard,

the command of two divisions of the Guard.
1 *

Nor were inferior officers spared by the wrath which

And of thus prostrated the marshals of the empire. L'Rentier

L'HeVitier, was publicly reproached for having failed to charge at the

bran!

'

decisive moment of the combat of Valjouan ; Guyot for

having allowed some pieces of the artillery of the Guard

to be surprised in bivouac the night before
;
General

Dejeon, one of the most distinguished officers of artillery,

for having permitted the cannon ammunition to run short

in the hottest of the fire at the heights of Surville
;
even

the heroic Moutbrun suffered the most cutting taunts

for having, without resistance, abandoned the ridges and

forest of Fontainebleau to the Cossacks. There can be no

doubt that part of these reproaches were, in some degree,

* " At the conclusion of the conference, in which he had made no impres-
sion on the Emperor, Victor said that, if he had committed a military fault, he

had expiated it dearly by the stroke, which had cut off his son-in-law, General

Chateau. At the name Napoleon evinced the warmest emotion
;
he heard only

the grief of the marshal, and strongly sympathised with it. Victor, then re-

suming confidence, protested anew that he would not leave the army.
'
I will

shoulder a mu.sket,' said he ;

' Victor has not forgotten his old occupation : I

will take my place in the Guard.' These words at length disarmed the

Emperor.
'

Well, Victor,' said he, .stretching out his hand,
' remain with us.

1 cannot restore to you your corps, which I have bestowed on Gerard
;
but 1

give you two divisions of the Guard : go now, take the command of them, and

let there be no separation betwixt us.' . . Yet he was so far imbued with

his feelings of resentment,, that in the bulletin dated that day, giving an account

of the combat of Montereau, he said,
' General Chateau will die : but lie will

die at least accompanied by the regrets of the whole army a fate far preferable

to that of a soldier who has only purchased the prolongation of his existence

by surviving his reputation, and extinguishing the sentiments which French

honour inspires in the circumstances in which we are placed.' "FAIN, C'om-

j.uijrif. i/c 181 t, 111-113 ;
and Mmiiteiir, 20/A Fvh. 1814.
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well founded, though others were altogether unjust. But CHAP.

the necessity of making any of them public at this critical
LXXXV -

juncture was not equally apparent ; and it was evident 1SU -

to all, both that the Emperor's fatigue and anxiety had

fearfully augmented the natural violence of his temper, , FI;U 10f)

and that the necessities of his situation had made him no - Moni-

tcur l^cb

expect and calculate on achievements, both from his offi-20,1814.'

cers and soldiers, which it was beyond human strength to 35^'

effect.
1

The day after the battle, Napoleon remained at Sur-

ville, while the main body of his troops crossed at Mont- Napoleon's

ereau, and his advanced guards followed the allied Grand foiiTj^

Army up the valley of the Seine, towards Sens, Bray, and ^fj"s!
*u

Nogeut ;
at which last point Oudinot was to throw a bridge

and pass. Conceiving that Schwartzenberg's retreat was

now decidedly pronounced, and being well aware of the ner-

vousness of the Austrian generals about their lines of

communication, he at the same time wrote to Marshal

Augereau to resume the offensive at Lyons, and threaten

the rear of the Grand Army from the side of Macon.

That marshal's force, which originally, as already men-

tioned, consisted of nearly twelve thousand men, had

been considerably augmented by two divisions of iron

veterans, drawn from Suchet's army in Catalonia, and the

levies in Dauphiny and Savoy, which were commanded by
Generals Marchand and Serras. These reinforcements

had enabled him to assume so threatening an attitude at

Lyons, that General Bubna, who commanded the extreme

Austrian left in that quarter, which did not muster above
, ,1 -

I iun, 1115,

fifteen thousand sabres and bayonets, had been under the )

necessity of evacuating the valley of the Rhone below thevai

Jura, and concentrating his forces in the neighbourhood notu'l'ii.

of Geneva, The communication over Mont Ccnis with
n"t''<;7( !.',

the Viceroy's army in the Italian plains had been
rc-esta-!,'j

blished, and the course of the Saonc to Macon was

entirely cleared of the enemy.
2

Napoleon therefore

indulged sanguine hopes, and not without reason, that he
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CHAP, would be able, by means of this auxiliary force, so to

'. straiten the rear, and cut up the communications of the
!14> Grand Army, that their further stay in France would be

rendered impossible. Already he dreamed of fresh con-

quests beyond the Rhine ;
and in his exultation more

than once said "I am nearer Munich than the Allies

are to Paris."

But while Napoleon was, not altogether without reason,

Advance of calculating upon these vast results from his successes, and

Prince/' looking to the incursions of his lieutenants to threaten the

UiTRHne. flanks and communications of the weightiest of his oppo-

nents, his own rear was menaced, and a new enemy was

descending from the north, who in the end came to tell

with decisive effect upon the fortunes of the campaign.

Notwithstanding the reluctance of Berriadotte to prose-
cute in person the invasion, and the long time which he

had consumed in the separate contest with Denmark in

the south of Jutland, the time had now arrived when it

was no longer possible for him to avoid appearing, if not

in person, at least by means of his generals, on the great
theatre of action. The most urgent requisition had been

made to him by the Emperor Alexander, to bring his

forces into action
;
and as the peace witli Denmark, and

the blockade of Davoust in Hamburg by Benningsen's

powerful army of reserve, forty thousand strong, which

had been directed thither after the battle of Leipsic, left

him no longer an excuse, he was obliged, however reluc-

tant, to advance towards the Rhine. On the 10th of

February he arrived at Cologne, from whence, two days
F.-b. 12. afterwards, he published a proclamation to the French

people, in which lie vindicated his invasion of his native

country, by the anxious desire which lie felt that it should

no longer continue, as it had been, the scourge of the

earth, and on the ground of the solemn assurance which,

he declared, he had received from the allied sovereigns,

that they made war on France only to secure the inde-

pendence of other states. Meanwhile Btilow, who com-
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manded his advanced guard, had hitherto been unable to CHAP.

make any impression on Antwerp, even though aided by ___. 1

8ir Thomas Graham and eight thousand English troops.

But he had been more successful at Bois-le-Duc, which

was delivered up to him, with a hundred and fifty heavy
cannon on its ramparts, by the inhabitants of the place, m, io's.

And Winzingerode having received considerable reinforce- |o' J^X
ments at Namur, and the Duke of Weimar's corps entered^^ Dl

Belgium, the siege of Antwerp was converted into a block-
^j!

1 '

ade
; Bulow united the best part of his forces to those of Piotiw, m.

1 T> 1 111 1 11 1
'''^ ^ a'cn '

the Kussian commander, and both together took the road tin, n. 97.

by Avesnes for Laon. 1

To reach the latter town, it was indispensable, in

the first instance, to gain possession of the former, as Advance of

it covered the road by which Laon was to be approached, rode'To"^

But ChernichefF, with the Russian advanced guard, ap- de*cript?on

peared before Avesnes at daybreak on the 9th February, YCI?*IQ'

and it surrendered without resistance, with its weak gar-
rison of two hundred men. By this capture four hundred

English and Spanish prisoners, taken during the Peninsular

war, were set at liberty. Napoleon had never expected
that the Allies would have entered France on this side,

and the frontier fortresses were wholly unprovided with

the means of making any resistance. Rheims opened its

gates the very next day; and the whole country between Feb. n.

the Sarre and the Mouse, in the rear, disgusted with the

intolerable exactions of the French armies, received the

Allies with open arms. But these easy successes led

to another of a more difficult and important character.

Soissons, commanding as it docs the only bridge in that

quarter over the Aisne, and lying on the great chauss6e

from Laon to Paris, as well as several other roads which

intersect each other in its centre, is a fortress which, in a

strategetical point of view, is of the very highest import-

ance. It is an old town, adorned by a massy Gothic

church, and surrounded by antiquated walls, which, how-

ever, had been armed and repaired, and put in a respect-
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CHAP, able posture of defence. Green and level meadows im-

1 mediately adjoin it on all sides ; but they are confined
814> to the vicinity of the river ;

and at the distance of half

a mile on either side, the road ascends the slopes of the

more elevated plateau, on the summit of which it gene-

rally runs, and from the brows of which, plunging shot

may be sent by artillery into the town beneath, to which

the cannon on its ramparts, pointed upwards, were little

calculated to make an effectual reply. Notwithstanding
this disadvantage, however, the capture of the place was

i Personal not likely to be an easy enterprise, as Napoleon, sensible

Dan! iSr f i* s importance, had intrusted its defence to the brave

l%^2Tj' General Rusca, one of his old companions in arms in the

2*9' "of
8

' Dalian campaigns, who had under his command the depot
of six regiments of the line, a thousand National Guards,

28i, 282!' and a hundred gendarmes ;
in all about four thousand

five hundred men. 1

Braving the resistance which might be expected from

Prepara- so determined a character as General Rusca, at the head

tiiTstorm- of so respectable a force, General Chernicheff offered to

SmssLs. carry it by a coup-de-main, and for this purpose only
demanded the advanced guard, consisting of four thou-

sand five hundred men, with eighteen pieces of cannon.

Though by no means sanguine of success, A\ inzingerode

permitted the attempt to be made, throwing on Cherni-

cheff the whole responsibility in case of failure the

usual resource of weak men who have to act with resolute

ones. Chernicheff accordingly set out with his small but

gallant band, and on the descent of the plateau from the

side of Laon towards the valley of the Aisne, fell in with

the French advanced guard, two thousand strong, consist-

Fob. 12. ing chiefly of National Guards, which was speedily put to

the rout, and driven down the slope across the meadows

into Soissons, with the loss of five hundred men. The

Russians advanced, after this success, to within cannon-

shot of the place, but purposely delayed the attack till
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next day, in order to throw the enemy off their guard, CHAP.

by leading them to suppose that there were nothing but 1

Cossacks and light troops, incapable of attempting an !14t

assault, before the place. Early on the following morn-

ing preparations for storming were made, and Chernicheff

resolved to direct his principal attack against the tete-de-

pont, and from thence force his way into the town. The

infantry was directed to advance by the highway from

Laon, while a detachment of light troops was despatched Feb. 13.

to take possession of a public-house, about ninety yards 2^?
c

vaud.

from the wall, to the right of the great road
;
and the

p'J^fj'

Cossack regiments, each preceded by six pieces of artil- 428
-...
E

,

i

^-* J
ter, in. 1/9.

lerv, advanced in a semicircle towards the walls, so as to Die Grossc
**

.
i 1 i i

Chron. Plo-

distract the enemy as to the real point where an attack tiw, m. 203.

was to be made. 1

These dispositions, executed with remarkable precision,

proved entirely successful. The light infantry speedily ciiemicheff

made themselves masters of the public-house, and from its
!fcoup-de-

y

roof and windows kept up such a fire on the bridge-head,
mam-

that it was abandoned, and the columns of infantry,

advancing rapidly in pursuit, attempted to carry the gate,

but were repulsed with loss. While re-forming his men

for a second assault, signs of sudden disorder were ob-

served on the rampart ;
and the Russians, though as yet

ignorant of the cause, immediately took advantage of it

to bring two petards up to the gates, which blew them

partially off their hinges, and the light infantry, quickly

running up, completed their destruction. The whole

body of the assailants then rushed in, and pushed on

with such vigour, that very little further resistance was

attempted ;
three battalions succeeded in making their m^Km-h,

escape by the gates, on the opposite side towards Com-
Lat.H.'aKS,

piegnc, which were not invested
;
but fourteen guns and

jf
:

!;,\
!" l<1

three thousand six hundred men fell into the hands of l

,

)ie <in
:r--

c

( liron. n.

the victors.
2 The confusion on the rampart had been -.M, I^M.

occasioned l>v the death of General Rusca, who was
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CHAP, killed by a cannon-ball while bravely encouraging his
LXXXV '

men ;
and with him all presence of mind on the part of

1814-
the garrison seemed to have been extinguished.

The capture of this important strategetical point, which

which 'is Napoleon regarded of such value that he had commenced

byTil^Rus- the tracing out of a great intrenched camp, capable of

reoccured containing his whole army, in its vicinity, was a severe blow

French to ^m an(^ would have been immediately attended by the

most important consequences, were it not for the succes-

sion of disasters which at this very time were befalling

the army of Silesia, which rendered it extremely hazard-

ous for the Russian general to pursue his success any
further on the road from Laon to Paris. The capture of

Soissons made Chernicheff acquainted with these import-

ant events ; and, at the same time, Winzingerode received

orders from Blucher to march to Rheims, in order to be

at hand to form a reserve for his forces, so grievously

weakened by the bloody campaign of the last three weeks.

Chernicheff therefore wisely concluded, that to retain

Soissons would be to expose its garrison to certain destruc-

tion from the victorious French armies, now at no great

distance; and, at the same time, weaken his detachment

to such a degree as to endanger the whole. lie there-

fore, though with bitter regret, abandoned his brilliant

conquest the very day he had made it, and marched in the

direction of Rheims, where lie joined AVinzingcrode.

Meanwhile a detachment of Mortier's troops reoccupied

i30,

n

'Koch, Soissons, which was again put in a posture of defence
;

*

Lab'li.los,
ail(l Sacken, York, and Langcron joined Blucher at

'flso^M)
1 '

Chalons, where the veteran marshal was indcfatigably
Kichter iii. engaged in reorganising and concentrating his army.
J t',)

r
lot).

"\Vith such success were his efforts attended, and such was

the magnitude of the resources still at his disposal,
1

that

by the 18th February he had collected forty-live thousand

* That Marshal had been detached by Napoleon from Chateau-Thierry,
with a division of the guard and one of cavalry, to pursue Sacken and York in

the direction of Soissons.
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infantry and fourteen thousand cavalry, with which he CHAP.
T "ST^W

was ready to renew active operations.

Napoleon, on the second day after the conflict of Mon- 1814<

tereau, put his army in motion, and ascended the course Concentra-

of the Seine by Bray to Nogent. Everywhere the allied liTedarm'ie

columns retired before him. At the latter town he found Troyes!

f

the most deplorable traces of the ravages of war, and

decisive marks of the desperate stand which Bourmont,
with his devoted rearguard, had made ten days before

against the attacks of the Allies. The walls were pierced
with cannon-balls : many streets were in ruins : every-
where the traces of conflagration and destruction wrere to

be seen. In the midst of these disasters, the Sisters of

Charity had remained at their post, tending, with heroic

devotion, in the public hospital, the wounded and suffer-

ing alike among their friends and their enemies. During
this day's march good order was preserved in the allied Feb. 20.

columns, and the artillery and chariots, favoured by a

clear bright frost, which made the fields everywhere

passable, even for the heaviest carriages, were all brought
off in safety. But on the succeeding day the usual symp- Feb. 21.

torn of disorder and confusion appeared among the

retreating host. The converging of so many different

columns, and such a multitude of carriages towards one

highway, necessarily produced great difficulty; and the

allied troops, long accustomed to victory, loudly mur-

mured at a retreat before a force little more than half of

their own. The resolution, however, of the allied sove-

reigns to concentrate their forces, and accept battle in

front of Troyes, had been definitely taken
;
Blucher was

already in full march across from the banks of the Marno

to the valley of the Seine to join them ;
the retreat was 14^49.

continued on the 21st towards Troyes, and on the even- ]*'

ing of that day a hundred and forty thousand men were }g;
l^

assembled between Mcry, Arcis-sur-Aube, and Som-
i-,;:;^

mesous, covering all the approaches to Troyes.
1 Such 373.

was the vigour with which Blucher reorganised his beaten

VOL. XII. 2 M
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CHAP, army, that he appeared at the rendezvous at Mery with

; fifty thousand men and three hundred pieces of cannon.*

Napoleon's plan had been to cross the Seine at Mery
Napoleon and ascend its right bank to Troves, thus interposing be-

t tween Schwartzenberg and Blucher. But the swiftness

.

10
f the tatter's march from Chalons rendered this impossible.

Feb. 2-2. The French advanced guard had actually reached Mery,
but before they could throw a bridge and occupy the

burning town, the dense battalions of the Silesian army
crowned the opposite heights and interdicted the passage.

Xapoleon made no further attempt to prevent the junction

of the grand allied and Silesian armies. He remained

several days at Nogent, employed in making a new distri-

bution of his troops; and in sending orders to Augereau
at Lyons, by whom he hoped the decisive blow against

the rear of Schwartzenberg would be struck. The latter,

surprised at the inactivity of the French Emperor,
made a grand reconnoissance with ten thousand horse on

the 22d, which brought on a heavy cannonade, but it led

to nothing decisive. After it was over, the French, who

were now moving up the left bank of the Seine, without

being seriously molested, took up their line of battle

between Pouy and Les Grez, in the sight of the Grand

Army, which stood in front of Troyes. stretching on both

sides of the Seine, from Mongueux on the right to Villecerf

on the left. A great battle was expected on both sides,

and each made preparations to receive it. But the spirit

]4s"
r

i49. f the two hosts was widclv different. The recent extra-

ib-->'' Km'], ordinary success of the French had restored all their

' 33
,-

:i
:?r former confidence to the soldiers

;
their trust in the star

Plotho, in.

L'3-2, 23.",. of the Emperor had returned
; and, though well aware of

Tliicrs, xvii. . . ..-,,.
374, 3s<j. the numerical superiority or their opponents, they had

witnessed the confusion and precipitance of their retreat,
1

* I'lucher's army hud been raised to tliis amount by tin- junction of St

1'riest's corps and other reinforcements which came up I'rom the ivar. The
(I rand Army numbered about 100,000. Total of both united, from 140,OoO to

"
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and felt assured of victory. On the other hand, the CHAP.

Allies were depressed by the little fruit which they had
'

derived from so many successes; they were mortified at

the defeats they had recently sustained from an army not

half their number; and felt no confidence in the ability

or firmness of the Austrian commander-in-chief, at the

head of so multifarious an array, to withstand the sudden

and weighty strokes of Napoleon.
Above all, despondency and vacillation had taken posses-

sion of the generals at headquarters. They were dismayed Desponding

at the prospect of a long retreat to the Rhine through a pTTvaiied'in

hostile population ;
and the Austrian officers, in particular, ar^le^a,,,!

felt all their wonted apprehensions at the prospect of the theirretreat-

army of Augereau, which report had magnified to forty

thousand men, falling on their long line of communication

towards the Jura,
" The Grand Army/' said they,

"
has

lost half its numbers by the sword, disease, and wet wea-

ther
;
the country we are now in is ruined; the sources

of our supplies arc dried up ;
and all around us, the in-

habitants are ready to raise the standard of insurrection.

The loss of a battle, in such circumstances, would draw

after it a retreat to the Rhine; where, in all probability,

we should be met by the corps of Marshal Augereau, who

has forty thousand men under his command. It has be-

come indispensable to secure a retreat to Germany, and

wait for reinforcements from thence, as well as to arrest

the progress of the enemy in the south, before we think

of resuming offensive operations." Tn the council of war

held at Troyes on the 23d, these opinions prevailed with Feb. 2:5.

the majority, as is invariably the case where a serious i Dan. 102,

. . , i*' T ,1 77 f 1
1(i5 - 15urK 1 '-

decision is devolved upon a body, the smauness or wnose H
numbers throws upon each individual a sense of responsi- n

bility, without the credit of decision. 'Flic bolder counsels
J;,

of the Emperor Alexander, who strongly urged that they J

should resume the offensive, and fight a groat battle, ^
were overruled. The retreat was accordingly continued 3

all night through Troves, which was abandoned next day ;

l
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CHAP, and, as confusion and disorder soon spread to an alarming
T X \"X"V-- extent in the retiring columns, it was deemed advisable

to offer Napoleon an armistice, for which purpose Prince

Wentzel Lichtenstein, one of Schwartzenberg's officers,

was despatched to his headquarters.

Napoleon received the aide-de-camp in the hamlet of

Chartres, where he had passed the night. He brought,

zmjstice along with the proposal for an armistice, an answer from

Feb.^i.' the Emperor Francis to the private letter which Napoleon
had written to him six days before from Montcreau a sure

proof that the separate interests of Austria were begin-

ning to disjoint the alliance. This letter contained the

most conciliatory expressions ;
admitted that the plans of

the Allies had been seriously deranged ;
and concluded

with stating, that in the rapidity and force of his strokes,

the Emperor recognised the former great character of his

son-in-law. As usual with him, on such occasions, Napo-
leon entered into a long and confidential conversation

with Prince Lichtenstein
;
and after it had continued a

considerable time, asked him, whether the reports were

well founded which were in circulation, as to the inten-

tion of the allied sovereigns to dethrone him, and replace

the Bourbon family on the throne of France. Prince

Lichtenstein warmly repudiated the idea, and assured the

Emperor that the reports were altogether destitute of

foundation. Napoleon, however, professed himself by no

! Fain 109
means satisfied with these explanations, and protested

Jr'?'
B
T
U
/J?II> that the presence of the Due do Berri in Jersev, that of

151. Dan. ^ '

iw, it;/. the Due d'Angouleme at AVellinirton's headquarters, and,
Plotho, in.

'

232. Tillers, above all, that of the Comte d'Artois in Switzerland, in
xvii. ,'3ii)5,

. . ,
t

385. the rear or the brand Army, were little calculated to allay

his apprehensions on this head.
1

Towards evening the officer was sent back with a
98.

its proposed haughty letter from Bcrthier to Schwart/enberg, in which

and'iinTof he stated that "the assurances given to your Highness of
i

'

bcnthe ^ ts being the wish of Austria to bring about a general

pacification had induced the Emperor to accede to the
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proposal." The plenipotentiaries appointed to conclude CHAP.

the armistice, were Count Slmvaloff on the part of Russia, -

Duca on that of Austria, and Rauch for Prussia
; and

Lusigny was the place fixed on for the conference. The

principal conditions on the part of the Allies were, that

the passes of the \7osges mountains, Lille on the north,

and Chambery on the south, were to remain in their hands
;

and that the line of demarcation between the two armies

was to be the line of the Marue, as far as Chalons, for the

grand army, and thence along the course of the Vele till

it joins the Aisne, for that of Silesia. Napoleon's pleni-

potentiary, Count Thahaut, on the other hand, was desired

to insist that the Allies should retreat in Belgium beyond

Antwerp, and in Savoy, beyond Chambery. But so con-

fident was the French Emperor in the returning good
fortune of his arms, that, contrary to the wishes of the

J
,

!
Plotlio, iii.

Austnans, he would not consent to a suspension 01 hos- 2-2:1 Dan.

tilities while the conferences for an armistice were going Fain, 122.

on
;
and Alexander, who was strongly averse to the^f^f

armistice, took advantage of this circumstance to direct^o

(

J?
se

Winzingerode to pay no attention to any intimation he ^> 43L
..c

. ... . Fillers, xvn.

might receive of a suspension of hostilities, till he received 404, 407.

a special order from himself.
1

It was not without the most vigorous remonstrances on
g9

the part both of Blucher and Alexander, that this peril-
Remon-

, . - , strancc of

ous resolution to retreat was at tins period taken by the Blucher

allied council. On being informed of the intention of the Sution'

Austrian generalissimo to retreat from before Troyes, the
to

old marshal became literally furious
; openly charged him

with bribery and treachery ;
and declared he would on

no account retreat with him, but would separate and march

direct on Paris, in order to compel Napoleon to give up

the pursuit of the Grand Army, and turn his forces against

that of Silesia. Alexander, on being informed of these

intentions, approved of them, but directed the field-mar-

shal previously to give the details of his plan. Bludier

immediately, with his own hand, wrote out on a torn sheet
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CHAP, of paper the following uote :

"
1. The retreat of the

LXXXV -

Grand Army will cause the whole French nation to take

1814
up arms

;
and the French who have declared for the good

cause will suffer. 2. Our victorious armies will lose heart.

3. We shall retreat into a country where there are no

supplies, and where the inhabitants, being forced to give

up their last morsel, will be reduced to despair. 4. The

Emperor of the French will recover from the consterna-

tion into which he has been thrown by our successes, and

will, as before, win back the confidence of the nation.

Most heartily do I thank your Majesty for the permission

you have given me to resume the offensive. I flatter

myself with the hopes of success, if your Majesty will give

,, positive orders to Generals Winzino-erode and Bulow to
1 Dan. 1/1, i o
17-2. Thicrs, place themselves under my command. Joined by them,
xvii. 409
411.' I shall march on Paris, fearing neither Napoleon nor his

marshals, if they should come to meet me."
1

A lamentable catastrophe attended the return of good

Reoccupa- fortune to the cause of Napoleon, and stained if it did not

Troves by disgrace his arms. On the evening of the 23d, the French

anTexecu- advanced posts appeared before the gates of Troyes, and

Gouait
M '

notwithstanding the sort of truce which existed, some

skirmishing took place between the videttes on either side.

During the night, however, the town was entirely evacuated

by the allied troops, and at daybreak on the following

morning Napoleon entered it, without opposition, in the

midst of his Guards. The middle and poorer classes,

who were unanimous in favour of his government, received

the Emperor with unbounded enthusiasm, although the

higher classes, who were for the most part attached to the

exiled dynasty, kept aloof. As he passed through the

streets crowds surrounded him, striving to kiss his hand

or touch his horse, and with loud acclamations saluted

him as the saviour of his country. The first tiling he did

was to order the arrest of the Marquess de Widranges and

M. Goualt. The former, having been secretly forewarned
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of his danger by Fouche,* had set out some time before CHAP.

for Bale, and so escaped ;
but the latter, in spite of all

LXXXV -

the entreaties of his friends, had persisted in remaining in
18U<

Troyes, being unwilling to leave his wife, who could not

be moved, and to whom he was tenderly attached. He
was immediately arrested, brought before a military com-

mission, and condemned to death. M. Duchatel, with

whom the Emperor was lodged, threw himself at his feet,

and, with M. Goualt's family, implored pardon, reminding
him how much a deed of clemency would add to the

lustre of his victory- But the Emperor, though often

inclined to mercy when the first fit of passion was over,

on this occasion was inexorable, and the unfortunate

gentleman was left to his fate. At eleven at night he

was led out, by torchlight, surrounded by gendarmes,
to the place appointed for public executions

;
on his

back and his breast was affixed a placard, with the

words, written in lar;e characters, "Traitor to his i*/
1'"'

,

12
?N~

<

' 131. Lab. 11.

country ;" and he died with heroic firmness, without 247 >
249 -

i 1111 i
Beauch. ii.

permitting his eyes to be bandaged, and protesting 23, -25.

with his last breath his devotion to his king and 40'^ -m'
'

country.
1

Napoleon had now performed the most extraordinary

and brilliant military achievements in his long and event- General

ful career. Recovering his army, by the force of his these sue.

resolution and the energy of his character, from the lowest t âi t

n
of

point of depression, he had at once arrested the course of Nii
i><>

lwi1 -

disaster, after an apparently decisive defeat, and struck

the most terrible blows against his adversaries. Suddenly

stopping his retreat, crossing the country, and falling

perpendicularly on the line of march of the army of Silesia,

he had surprised the Prussian marshal in a straggling and

unguarded situation, where his scattered corps fell an easy

prey to the superior force which was directed against them.

At Champaubert, Montmirail, and Vauchamps, lie had

* CiiAiT.Ai'BKlANU. Me.
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CHAP, inflicted a loss of fully twenty thousand men on that iron

band of veterans, without being weakened on his own
*14 '

side by more than a fourth part of the number
;
while

at Nangis and Montereau he had stopped the advance

of the Grand Army, inflicted on it a loss of twelve

thousand men, and thrown back its victorious standards

across the Seine. Such was the terror produced by his

arms, that irresolution and circumspection had succeeded

to boldness and decision in the allied councils. The

intrepid advice of Alexander and Bluchcr was disregarded;

and a hundred and forty thousand of the bravest troops

in Europe abandoned the capital of Champagne, retreated

ignominiously before sixty thousand, and concluded by

soliciting an armistice from them. When it is recollected

that these marvellous results were gained by a force which

never could bring above seventy thousand sabres and

bayonets into the field, against a host of more than double

that number, composed of the veteran soldiers who had

saved Russia and delivered Germany, and that though
thus inferior upon the whole, he was always superior

at the point of attack, it must be admitted that a

more brilliant series of military movements is not

recorded in history, and that, if none other existed to

signalise his capacity, they alone would be sufficient

to render the name of Napoleon immortal. To say
that they were in the end unsuccessful, is no impeach-
ment of their merit

;
if they did not achieve success, they

deserved it.

" Ne crains point do succes qui souillc ta memoire,
Le bon et Ic mauvais Bout ogaux pour ta gloirc :

Et dans nn tcl dessein le manque du bonhcur
Met en peril ta vie, et uon pas ton hoiineur."

*

It must at the same time be observed, that the jrcnius
102

Krrors'df of the French Emperor was seconded to the utmost by

gcntSs!'
the opposite and contradictory qualities of the two com-

manders-in -chief of the allied armies. Bluchcr, daring,

*
CuRNT.in.i:, Cinwi, Act I. .scone 3.
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impetuous, and confident, was hastening on to Paris, with CHAP.

his columns so far dissevered, and so incapable of support- JJ!

ing each other in case of danger, that they seemed at once 1814>

to invite a flank attack, and defy mutual co-operation ;

while Schwartzeuberg, slow, methodical, and circumspect,
was alike disqualified to lend him any assistance in case

of need, or relieve him from the pressure of the enemy by
the vigour of his own operations. Thus the former was as

likely to run headlong into hazards as the latter was, by
never daring, never to win. The extreme anxiety of the

one for a vigorous advance, exposed him as much to dan-

ger, as the strong disposition of the other for the favourite

Austrian manoeuvre of a retreat, disabled him from obvi-

ating it. The great merit of the French Emperor and,

situated as he was, it was of the very highest kind con-

sisted in his clear appreciation of the opposite qualities of

these two commanders
;

in the genius which made him

perceive, that the hardihood of the one would expose him

to perils, while the circumspection of the other would

admit of his being almost entirely neglected ;
and in the

moral courage which, refusing to be subdued even by the

most serious disasters, saw in them only the germ of false

confidence to his antagonists, and the opportunity of re-

calling victory to the imperial standards for himself.
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CHAPTER LXXXVI.

CAMPAIGN OF 1814 FROM THE ARMISTICE OF LUSIGNY

TO THE BATTLE OF LAON.

MATTERS had now arrived at that point, from the moral

CHAP, effect of these successes on the councils of the majority of
T "W V \T

T
v wf

_: the Allies, that the success of the invasion of France, and
1S14> with it the holding together of the Grand Alliance, hung

Council at by a thread. The influence of Alexander, great as it

Aube"
r~

Wi*s, and strenuously as it had been exerted on the side

of vigorous measures, was unable singly to stem the tor-

rent of despondency, or retain the allied army in that

intrepid course from which alone ultimate salvation to

the cause of Europe could be hoped. At this crisis, how-

ever, he received the most vigorous co-operation from the

moral courage of LORD CASTLEREAGH ;
and it was to the

combined firmness of these two great men that the tri-

umph of the alliance is beyond all question to be ascribed.

On the 25th February the allied sovereigns assembled at

the house of General Knesebeck, at Bar-sur-Aube, as

from illness he was unable to leave his apartment, or to

attend the council elsewhere. Besides the sovereigns, the

following persons were present Prince Volkonsky, Baron

, Diebitch, Count Xesselrode, Princes Schwartzenberc and
1

i >an. J i .?.

LoniRhxm Metternich, Count Radetsky, Lord Castlereagli, and
t') Lord "

L.,n.ion- Prince Ilardenberg. At this council Alexander strongly
1 I 1

O i/

(j, i.33'j.

"

supported, as he had always done, the policy of vigorous

operations,
1 and openly announced that he would authorise
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Bluclicr to recommence the offensive, notwithstanding CHAP.

the armistice of Lusiguy, which did not extend beyond
LXXX^ L

the Grand Army, if he could be reinforced by the corps of 1814 -

Bulow and Winzingerode, the former of which was still

in Flanders, though on the French frontier, while the

latter was in the neighbourhood of Laon.

But here a very great, and what appeared to the majo- 9

rity of the council an insurmountable difficulty, presented
Serious

itself. These corps belonged to the army of Bernadotte, arising from

and took their orders only from him : that prince had Benmdotte

not yet passed Liege : a long and tedious negotiation subject

n
to

appeared unavoidable before he could be brought to con-
ofthe^oun-

seut to such a dislocation of the troops hitherto under his cil

direct command
;

his evident and well-known backward-

ness at co-operating in the invasion of France, rendered

it certain that he would do everything in his power to

prevent the transference of the largest and most efficient

part of his army to so inveterate an enemy of his native

country as Marshal Blucher
;
while at the same time the

precarious situation of the alliance, and the evident hesi-

tation of Austria, rendered it a matter of extreme hazard p^J f
to take any steps which might afford him a pretext for ^cm"
breaking off from it. Yet a decision required to be come

^-y/'
1

to without an instant's delay ;
for Napoleon had not con- t>an. 17:1

r
j

'.,. . . TlliLTS, .Wii.

sented to any suspension ot military operations during the 11-2, 413.

conferences.
1

Alexander strongly urged the expedience of withdraw-

ing the corps of Winzingerode, Bulow, and Woronzoff, D^I

from Bcrnadotte's command
;

but he concurred with I,,!;.',

Schwartzenberg in holding, that this was impossible with-^j;
out his previous consent, and the majority of the council

inclined to this opinion. Upon this Lord Castlcrcagh

inquired of the most experienced officers present, whether,

in a military point of view, this change was indispensable

to the success of the proposed operations. They answered

that it was. Upon this lie immediately stated that, in

that case, the plan must be adopted, and the necessary
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CHAP, orders given immediately ; that England had a right to
'

expect that her allies would not be deterred from a deci-
1814 -

sive course by any such difficulties as had been urged ;

that, if necessary, he would withhold the monthly subsidies

from the Crown Prince till he consented to the arrange-

ment; and that he took upon himself the whole respon-

sibility of any consequences that might arise, so far as

regarded that prince. Such was the weight of England
at that period in the alliance, as the universal paymaster,
as well as the deserved influence of her representative,

from his personal character; and such the effect of this

, Earl of manly course, adopted at the decisive moment, that it

Ripon prevailed with the assembly. The requisite orders were

London- given that very day that "the Grand Army should retreat

c^iSsfl."
y
to Langres, and there, uniting with the Austrian reserves,

accept battle; and that the army of Silesia should forth-

w^h marcli to the Marne, where it was to be joined by

Feb
er

^5
^ie COI'PS f Winzingerode, Bulow, and Worouzoff, and

1814, given immediately advance to Paris." It is not going too
in Burli. J

169, 171. far to assert, that to this resolution, and the moral courage

414, 4io.

ul
'of the minister who brought it about, the downfall of

Napoleon is immediately to be ascribed.
1 *

It was not, however, without the utmost difficulty that

* As this is a point of the highe.st importance, the following extract from
a very interesting letter from the Earl of Ripon, who was confidentially engaged
with Lord Castlereagh at that period, to the brother of the latter, the present

Marquess of Londonderry, is subjoined:
" From Napoleon's central position

between the armies of Blucher and Schwartzenberg, he was enabled to fall

with his main strength upon each of them singly; and experience had proved
that neither of them was separately adequate to withstand his concentrated

efforts. Bluclier's army was much inferior in number to Schwartzenberg's, and
the thing to be done, therefore, was to reinforce Blucher to such an extent as

might insure the success of his movements. But where were these reinforce-

ments to be found? There was nothing immediately at hand but a body of

Russians under St Priest, who were on their march to Rheitns, to join the corps

to which they belonged in Blucher's army; and they were manifestly insufli-

cient for the purpose. But there were two other strong corps, one of Prussians

under General Bulow, and one of Russians under Winzingerode, who were on

their march into France from Flanders, and might be brought forward with

decisive effect. They belonged, however, to the army of the Crown Prince of

Sweden, who had not at that period, I think, crossed the Rhine; they were

under his orders, and ho was very tenacious of hi.s authority over them; and
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this decisive resolution was adopted by the allied sove- CHAP.

reigns. The majority of the council maintained that it
LXXX^ L

would be most advantageous for both armies to retreat.
18U-

4-

Alexander decidedly opposed this opinion ; adding that, PI. Jfthe

rather than do so, he would separate from the Grand Army, ag^edf^at

with the guards, grenadiers, and Wittgenstein's corps, and lube!""

march with Blucher on Paris.
"

I hope," added he,

turning to the King of Prussia,
"
that your Majesty, like

a faithful ally, of whose friendship I have had so many
proofs, will not refuse to accompany me." "

I will do

so witli pleasure/' answered that brave prince ;

"
I have

long ago placed my troops at your Majesty's disposal."

"But why should you leave me behind you?" added

the Emperor Francis. But these protestations of the

allied sovereigns, how honourable soever to themselves,

determined nothing : the necessity of the Grand Army
retreating was resolutely maintained; the separation of \ K

,

ocl
v

'

. "48. Dau.

Wittgenstein and the Russians would have sent it head- 174,175.

long across the Jura, and probably dissolved the alliance.
1

It was Lord Castlereagh's interposition, by providing
the means of adequately reinforcing Blucher ivitkoiit

weakening or dislocating the Grand Army, which really

determined the campaign ;
and so satisfied was Alexander

when it was suggested that the only mode of adequately reinforcing Blucher

was by placing these corps at his disposal without a moment's delay, the diffi-

culty of withdrawing them from Bernadotte's command, without a previous
and probably tedious discussion with him, was represented by a great authority
as iimuriiiotnituljle. Lord C'astlereagh was present when this matter was discussed

at the council
;
and the moment he understood that, militarily speaking, the

proposed plan was indispensable to success, he took his line. He stated, that

in that case the plan must be adopted, and the necessary orders immediately

given ;
that England had a right to expect that her allies would not be deterred

from a decisive course by any such difficulties as had been urged ;
and he boldly

took upon himself the whole responsibility of any consequences that might arise,

as far as regarded the Crown Prince of Sweden. His advice prevailed: the

battle of Laon was fought successfully, and no further efforts of Huonaparto
could oppose the march of the Allies to Paris, and their triumphant occupation

of that city. It is not, then, too much to say, that the vigour and energy dis-

played by Lord C;ustlereagh at this crisis, decided the fate of Hie campaign."--

LOUD Jill'ON to MAIUjri-iSS LONDOMJKHHY, ./'</// (5, 1^!>, n'n-iii i it an .1 ]>/>< ni/i.r

In /h<: Marquess's Letter to Lord liroiujkam in unsiccr t<> hi* ^trtctnrtx wi L</r<l

Castlcrcuyh, pp. 57, 58.
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CHAP, of tliis, that the moment the plan was agreed to, he
LXXXVI

! wrote a note to Blucher with his own hand, in pencil,
i14 '

informing him that the corps of Winzingerode and Bulow

Great'diffi- were now placed under his orders, and authorising him to

which u was act according to his discretion, on the sole condition of

ancUtsim- observing certain rules of military prudence. At the

^S'Lhv same council it was determined to form, out of the German
u.xucuiioii uy
Alexander. an(j Austrian reserves which were about to cross the Jura,

combined with the corps of Bianchi, a fresh army, to be

called the army of the south, fifty thousand strong, which

was to be placed under the direction of Prince Hesse-

Ilomburg, and was to march on Macon, drive back

Augereau, and secure the flank and rear of the Grand

]P.-J
7i

.> Army from insult ; while Bernadotte and the Duke of
1/5. Koch, J

i. 348, 349. Saxe-AVeimar were to remain in the Low Countries, and
fillers, xvii.

415. complete the reduction of Antwerp, and a few other strong

places which held out for the Emperor in Flanders.
1

No sooner had this council broken up, than messengers

Separation wTere despatched in all directions with the orders which

Army anT had been agreed on at this memorable conference. The

Silesia/ two armies, so recently united, again separated. The huge
' eb ' 2G - masses of the Grand Army slowly retired towards Langres ;

and Blucher, overjoyed at being liberated from the para-

lysing authority of Schwartzenberg, resumed his way to-

wards Chalons and the Marne, followed by the great body
of the French army, the corps of Oudinot, Gerard, and

Macdonald alone being despatched on the traces of the

Grand Army. As soon as Blucher perceived that the

weight of Napoleon's force was directed against him, he

despatched a messenger to inform Schwartzenberg of the

fact; the retrograde movement of the Grand Army, the

Feb. 27. leading columns of which had passed Chaumont, and were

rapidly approaching Langres, was stopped; and prepara-
tions were made for again resuming the offensive in order

to relieve the army of Silesia from the dangers which

threatened it. Meanwhile that gallant host, unwearied

in combat, and burning with desire to retrieve the defeats
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it had lately received, rapidly hastened to the banks of CHAP.

the Marne. Mannon t, obliged to evacuate Sezanne, was _

driven by La Ferte-Gaucher on La Ferte-sous-Jouarre,
18H -

whither Mortimer also had fallen back from Chateau-

Thierry. Already the fugitives were appearing at Meaux : i
Fain, iss,

Paris was in consternation
;
and Napoleon, alarmed at j^so^s?

1
'

the danger of the capital, set out suddenly from Troyes on ^TWera
the morning of the 27th, with his guards and cuirassiers. *- 1?

3'~
t

*- '
4'2.<). Mann.

to accumulate his forces against his weakened but uncon- vi - W7,i99.

querable antagonist.
1

While these military movements, every one of which

seemed to involve the fate of Europe, were in progress, Opening of

. . .

'

the Con-

negotiations ot the most important kind were going on p-ess of

between the allied powers and the French Emperor ; Fe'b.V"'

and a new treaty among the former had been entered

into, which again cemented and placed on a secure basis

their recently somewhat disjointed alliance. It has been

already mentioned that, in answer to the allied declara-

tion from Frankfort, and the proposals for an accommo-

dation, of which M. de St Aignan was the bearer, Napoleon
had signified his readiness to treat

;
and after long delays

on the part of the Allies, CIIATILLOX was fixed on as

the place for the conferences, which was declared neutral

ground, and the congress opened there on the 4th Feb-

ruary.* The great influence of England at this period in |P
a

'J' ^(1

the alliance, might be seen from the number of plenipo- >2
'!

!

.-
Tine,

x vn. 1.0.5

tentiaries assigned to her in this memorable assembly : 241.

they were, Lord Aberdeen, Lord Cathcart,
2 and Sir

* After Metternich's note of the lUth December, stating that lie would refer

Napoleon's tardy acceptance of the Frankfort proposals to the allied sovereigns,
no reference was made to the subject until Caulaincouvt, by Napoleon's orders,

on the 5th January sent a note expressing astonishment at his long silence, and

wishing to know where negotiations would take place. The Austrian minister

was much embarrassed for a reply, as the Allies had resolved to recede from the

Frankfort proposals. At last he answered that as England had determined to

send Lord Castlereagh, her minister for Foreign Affairs, to the allied camp,

everything must bo deferred until his arrival. When that event look place,

and his views wen; found to bo in favour of it, ( 'luitillon was designed as tlio

place, and the 5th February as the day, for the exchange of powers amongst Lin;

plenipotentiaries. Sec TIIIKHS, xvii. M~>. 200, ami -J-ll, tM'_'.
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CHAP. Charles Stewart,* on the part of Great Britain
;
Count

LXXXVI. Razumoffsy on that of Russia
;
Count Stadion for Aus-

1814 -

tria
;
and Baron Hinnboldt on behalf of Prussia. Cau-

laincourt singly sustained the onerous duty of upholding,

against such an array of talent and energy, the declining

fortunes of Napoleon.
But though both parties professed an anxious desire to

viewVof come to an accommodation, yet their views were so various

inJpTrSf
"that it was not difficult to foresee that, as in the preced-

riod"
8 pe

~

ino Jear a ^ Pra ue
>
the congress would be little more than

a form, and the sword must in reality determine the points

in dispute between them. Both proceeded on the prin-

ciple of making the terms which they demanded dependent
on the aspect of military affairs

;
and both, in consequence,

readily agreed to the congress continuing its labours amid

the din of the surrounding conflict. Alexander from the

outset upheld this principle, and strenuously maintained

that the terms proposed at Frankfort should not be adhered

to, after the great successes of the campaign, and the con-

quest of a third of France by the allied forces, had

opened to them new prospects, which they could not have

entertained before they crossed the Rhine. Napoleon,

during the first alarm consequent on the battle of la

Rothiere, had given Caulaincourt full powers to sign any-

thing which might prevent the occupation of Paris by the

victorious Allies
;
but no sooner had victory returned to

his standards at Montmirail and Champaubert, than he

iDan 2 14
retracted, as already noticed, these concessions, enjoined

<vi Lond. hj s plenipotentiary to strive for delay, as his prospects
9:1, 94.

'

were daily brightening, and directed him, above every-

270, alii.

'

thing, to
"

siijn nothing without his special autho-

rity."
1

The vast importance of the congress which was about

to open, had early impressed upon both the Continental

and British cabinets the necessity of sending a minister to

take the principal direction of the negotiations, who might
* Now Marquees of Londonderry.
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wield unfettered the whole powers of the government. CHAP.
T VV Y V"f

General Pozzo di Borgo was accordingly sent to London ..

in the close of 1813 to propose this
;
and the British 18Ht

government at once acquiesced in the propriety of the The British

plan. Lord Harrowby was at first talked of; but the fcmi'Lord^

risks of delay in his case, from the necessity of corres-
^thei^pfo-

ponding with the foreign office in London, were such, that
y

ten "

it was deemed indispensable to send the minister for

foreign affairs himself. No one could have been foundo
in any rank better qualified than Lord Castlereagh for

the task. His high-bred manners, conciliatory dis-

position, and suavity of temper, were as much fitted

to give him influence in the allied cabinets, as his

clearness of intellectual vision, firmness of character,

and indomitable moral courage, were calculated to add
^T^Va^'

vigour and resolution to their councils. He received ^j^'^
his instructions as to the terms to which he was to

^f;
Thiers

,

agree from a cabinet council, before leaving the British ii9.

shores.
1

England had no demands either to recede from or
I U.

augment since the war commenced. Her object through- views of

. . , ,
J

Great Bri-

out had been, not to force an unpopular dynasty on an tain in this

unwilling people; not to wrest provinces or cities from
ne

France, in return for those which she had so liberally

exacted from all the adjoining states; not even to make

her indemnify Great Britain for any part of the enor-

mous expenses to which she had been put during the

war; but simply to provide security for the future ; to

establish a barrier alike against the revolutionary propa-

gandism and military violence of her people; to compel

her rulers and armies, whether republican or imperial,

to withdraw within their own territories, and neither

seek to disturb foreign nations by their principles, nor

subdue them by their power. For the attainment of

those objects, she had uniformly maintained that no

security was so desirable, because none was so likely

to be effectual, as the restoration of the former, line of

vol.. xii. - N
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CHAP, princes, with whom repose was practicable, and to whom
' "

conquest
"

was not, according to Napoleon's maxim,
>14-

"essential to existence." But she had never regarded
that as an indispensable preliminary to an accommoda-

tion, nor even put it forward on any occasion, from first

to last, as the basis of a treaty with the existing rulers

of France. In a word, England had nothing to do butDO
,

V11'

* revert to and enforce those principles which she had

c'ie-
4 '

submitted to the cabinet of St Petersburg before the

rafchoPix
contest began,

* which she had announced to Napoleon
240, 247. when first seated, flushed with the triumph of Marengo,

on the consular throne
;

l

f and which had formed the basis

* " The terms offered to France should be, the withdrawing her arms within

the limits of the French territory, the abandoning her conquests, the rescinding

any acts injurious to the sovereignty or rights of any other nation, and the

giving, in some unequivocal manner, a pledge of her intention no longer to

foment troubles or excite disturbances against foreign governments. In return

for these stipulations, the different powers of Europe, who should be parties to

this measure, might engage to abandon all measures or views of hostility against

France, or interference in her internal affairs, and to maintain a correspondence
and intercourse of amity with the existing powers of that country, with whom
such a treaty may be concluded." LORD GKKNVILLE, Minister of Purely 11

Affairs, to the British Ambassador at St Pttcnbury, 2 (Jth Dec. 1792; A nte, Chap.
xm. 16.

f
" The best and most natural pledge of the abandonment by France of

those gigantic schemes of ambition, by which the very existence of society iu

the adjoining states has so long been menaced, would be the restoration of

that line of princes, which for so many centuries maintained the French
nation in prosperity at home, and consideration and respect abroad. Such an

event would alone have removed, and will at any time remove, all obstacles

in the way of negotiation or peace. It would confirm to France the unmolested

enjoyment of its ancient territory ;
and it would give to all the other nations

of Europe, in tranquillity and peace, that security which they are now com-

pelled to seek by other means. But desirable as such an event must be, both

to France and the world, it is not to this mode exclusively that his Majesty
limits the possibility of secure and solid pacification. His Majesty makes no

claim to prescribe to France what should be the form of her government, or

in whose hands she shall vest the authority necessary for conducting the

affairs of a great and powerful nation. He looks only to the security of his

own dominions and those of his Allies, and to the general safety of Europe.
"Whenever he shall judge that Huch security can in any manner be attained, as

resulting either from the position of the country from wlioso internal situation

the danger has arisen, or from such other circumstances, of whatever nature,

as may produce the same end, his Majesty will eagerly embrace the oppor-

tunity to concert with his allies the means of a general pacification." LOUD
GHKNVIU.I: t<> M. TAU.KYKAND, January 5, 180(1; Purl. History, xxxiv. 119U,

1201 ;
and Ante, Chap, xxx 4.
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of the grand alliance projected by Mr Pitt in 1805,*

shortly before the dreadful catastrophe of the Austerlitz

campaign. She did so, accordingly ; she demanded
neither more nor less.

So memorable an instance of constancy in adverse, and

moderation in prosperous fortune, does not occur in the

whole annals of mankind. We admire the magnanimity
of the Romans, who refused to treat with Hannibal, when

encamped within sight of the Capitol, till he had first

evacuated the territories of the republic ;
we pay a just

tribute to the heroism of Alexander, who sin-rendered

the ancient capital of his empire to the flames, rather

than permit it to be sullied by the presence of the spoiler;

we acknowledge the glory which is shed over Spain, by
the undaunted resolution of her Cortes never to negotiate
with Napoleon, even when the remnant of her armies

was shut up within the walls of Cadi/. But these were

instances of constancy in adverse, not of moderation in

prosperous fortune. To have maintained for twenty years
a contest, often unaided, with an enemy possessing more

than double her own resources
;
to have neither advanced

beyond nor receded from her principles during that long

period ;
to have put forward no pretensions in victory

which she had not maintained in defeat; to have concluded

peace with her inveterate enemy when her capital was in

her power, and her Emperor dethroned, and exacted no

conditions from the vanquished on which she had not

offered to maintain peace before the contest com-

* " The views of his Britannic Majesty and of the Emperor of Russia, in

bringing about this alliance, are pure and disinterested. Their chief object, in

regard to the countries which may be conquered from France, is to establish

as much as possible their ancient riulttx. and to secure the wellbeing of their

inhabitants: but in pursuing that object they must not lose sight of the

general security of Europe, on which indeed that wellbeing is mainly depen-

dent." Then follows a specification of the disposal to be made of the

CHAP.
LXXXVI.

1814.

11.

icir cxtra-

(

liiiary

i gnani-
i ty, and
ted

(.iuliness

i 1 mode-
. ion of

; conduct.

of France, in the event of the allia

power; without a syllable either

provinces of the monarchy, or of :

internal government. MB PITT'S 7

11 that

nciciit

Hi her

/// I I ,
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CHAP, menced* this is the glory of England, and of EnglandLXXXVI.
alone.

Conformably to these principles, the instructions of

instructions Lord Castlercagh from the British cabinet contained no

Castiereagh projects for the partition of any part of France as that

EnSilh monarchy existed in 1789, prior to the commencement
cabinet. Of ftlQ Revolution, but the most ample provision for the

establishment of barriers against its future irruption into

Europe. The reduction of France to its ancient limits ;

the formation of a federative union in Germany, which

might secure to the meanest of its states the protection of

the whole
;
the re-establishment of the Swiss confederacy

under the guarantee of the great powers ;
the restoration

of the lesser states of Italy, intermediate between France

and Austria, to a state of independence ;
the restoration

of Spain and Portugal under their ancient sovereigns, and

in their former extent ;
and lastly, the restitution of

Holland to separate sovereignty, under the family of the

Stadtholders, with such an addition of territory as might

give it the means of maintaining that blessing such

were the instructions of the English cabinet, in regard to

the general restoration of the balance of power in Europe,
in so far as France was concerned

;
and in these propo-

sitions all the allied powers concurred. AVith a view,

however, to the especial security of England, two addi-

tional provisions were insisted upon, regarding which the

British cabinet was inflexible. The first of these was,

that no discussion even, derogatory to the British mari-

* "
England will never consent that France should arrogate to herself the

power of annulling at pleasure, under cover of a pretended natural right, of

which she makes herself the sole judge, the political system of Europe, estah-

lished by solemn treaties and guaranteed by the consent of all the powers.
She will never see with indifference France make herself, either directly or

indirectly, sovereign of the Low Countries, or general arbitress of Kurope. If

France i.s really desirous of maintaining peace and friendship with England,
let her renounce her views of aggression ;md aggrandisement, ami routine /n

rxi-lf

within hrr own territory, without iit.--u/tini/ other yormiments, tliatvrbhui their

triint/tiil/iti/,
ur i-io/nfi'ii;/ their ?//////.<."- Loan ( i KK.N vu.u: t<> .\I. ( 'n \ r VKI.IN, t/tc

Fn-iirl, h'n i-oij, !'<:/>. ?>, 17!'o ;
Xtate Pu^ns, JVu. 1

;
.-1 nn. Rj. ;

and A ate, ( 'hap.
ix. 121.
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time rights, as settled by existing treaties, or the general CHAP.
T V Y VVT

maritime law of Europe, should be admitted; the second,
"

that in the event of any new arrangements being deemed 1814>

advisable for the future frontiers of France, they should

not embrace Antwerp, Genoa, or Piedmont. The first

was justly considered essential to the maritime security of, IIard xii

England : the second, to the independence of the Italian i

5

,

18
- ?>2 -

,,

Cap. x. 36n.

states, on which side, as no general confederacy was con- Triers, xvii.

templated, the greatest danger might in future be appre-23s!

hended. 1

In these instructions, however, two important points
were purposely left undecided

;
not because they were Restoration

overlooked, or their importance not fully appreciated, but bonCanT

because their solution was involved in such difficulty, and whicMt

was so dependent on future contingencies, that no direc- ^-^f
tions previously given could possibly prove applicable to

every case which might arise during the subsequent march

of events. These were the restoration of the Bourbons,

and the future destiny of Poland.

On the first of these points the instructions contained

no specific directions, because it was the intention of

England, not less than of the other allied powers, not to

interfere with the wishes and intentions of the French

people. Lord Castlereagh, indeed, in conformity with

the declared purpose of British diplomacy ever since the 3 n ani. xii.

commencement of the war, made no concealment of his ^*; ^, ;7<

opinion, either in or out of parliament,* that the best CT

"^
vii>

security for the peace of Europe would be found in the Costicrcagh'

l
. Despatches,

restoration of the dispossessed race of princes to the ix. 247. _,

French throne;
2

and "the ancient race and the ancient

* "
Every pacificatio

the throne of I'Yance tl

man who had placed \

other final re.su It butt

x \viii. 4

i would be incomplete, if you did not re-establish on

j :i!icient family of the Bourbons: any peace with the

nsolf at the head of the French nation, could have; no

> give to Europe fresh subjects of division and alarms

cure nor durable. Nevertheless, it \\as impo.-sible to

him, when invested with power, without doing violence

',
and incurring the whole responsibility of the continu-

; <'ASIU:KKAUII'S >>/* /// /'<ir/i</i,/it, 'I
1

.' lli .Inn* ]>l 1
;

58.
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CHAP, territory," was often referred to by him, in private conver-
TXXXVT

! sation, as offering the only combination which was likely
U4<

to give lasting repose to the world. Bnt it was as little

his design, as it was that of the British cabinet, to ad-

vance these views as a preliminary to any, even the most

lasting, accommodation.

Such a reaction, to have any likelihood of being durable,

views 'of and to avoid exciting the immediate jealousy of Austria,

Ld Russian for the succession of Napoleon's son, could only be founded

mcntTrc- upon a movement in France itself, and such a manifes-

fiour'bonf
tation of opinion within its limits, as might render it

evident that no chance remained of a continuance of the

crown in the Buonaparte family. The views of Alex-

ander were entirely the same at this period, so far as

regarded the government of France; and his able diplo-

matist, General Pozzo di Borgo, when sent to London to

induce the British government to send Lord Castlereagh
to the allied headquarters, thus expressed himself to the

Comte d'Artois, who pressed him to explain the ideas of

the Czar on the subject of the Bourbon family
"
My

lord, everything has its time
;

let us not perplex matters.

To sovereigns you should never present complicated

questions. It is with no small difficulty that they have

i cap. x. been kept united in the grand object of overthrowing

Aii

7

':5Ls,

!mL
Buonaparte : as soon as that is done, and the imperial

vuu! infor-
ru ^c decoyed, the question of dynasty will present itself;

n.atioji. and then your illustrious house will spontaneously occur

to the thoughts of all."
1 *

^ But though entirely in unison on this momentous
DiviMonof

subject, the cabinets of England and Russia were far

pmim.,' from being equally agreed as to another subject, which, it

was foreseen, would speedily present itself for discussion

on the overthrow of Napoleon and that was the future

destiny of Poland. That the old anarchical democracy
* Alexander had personally no desire to see the Bourbons ascend the French

throne in the event of its becoming vacant. His secret wish was that Beriw-

dotti: should be selected. See Tmiiits, xvii. 328, and CASTI.KKEAOH /JexpafrJiKx,

ix. 187.
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of that country, with its stormy comitia, liberum veto, CHAP.

internal feuds, and external weakness, could not be re-
Lxxxu -

stored, if the slightest regard was felt either for the gene-
1!i14 '

ral balance of power in Europe, or the welfare of that

gallant but distracted people themselves, was evident to

all. But what to do with Poland, amid the powerful and

now victorious monarchies by which it was surrounded,
all of whom, it might be foreseen, would be anxious

to share its spoils, was not so apparent. In a private
conversation with Sir Charles Stewart, at this period, the

Emperor Alexander openly announced those views, in

regard to the annexation of the grand-duchy of Warsaw
to his dominions, which subsequently occasioned such dif-

ficulty at the congress of Vienna. He stated that his

moral feelings, and every principle of justice and right,

called upon him to use his power to restore such a con-

stitution to Poland as would secure the happiness of so

noble and great a people; that the abandonment of

seven millions of his Lithuanian subjects for the attain-

ment of such an object, if he had no guarantee for the

advantage he was thence to derive for Russia, would be

more than his imperial crown was worth : and that the

only way of reconciling these objects was, by uniting the

Lithuanian provinces with the grand-duchy of Warsaw,
under such a constitutional administration as Russia

might appoint. He communicated at the same time these

views to Prince Metternich. Thus early did the habitual

ambition of that great power show itself in the European
congress and so clearlv, according to the usual course ofc / 7 cT IT] *")"" ">

human affairs, were future difficulty and embarrassment 27$

arising out of the very magnitude of present successes.
1

The instructions of Napoleon to his plenipotentiary,

Caulaincourt, were of a very different tenor, and such as
y,,,,,, !,.;,<

sufficiently evinced the unlikelihood that the congress

would terminate in any permanent accommodation.
^

It

appears doubtful," said he,
" whether the Allies really

wish a peace ;
I desire it, but it must be solid and
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CHAP, honourable. France, without its natural limits, without
T V "WVT

-

'

Ostcnd, without Antwerp, would be no longer on a level
:14>

with the other powers of Europe. England, and all the

other allied powers, have recognised at Frankfort the

principle of giving France her natural boundaries. The

conquests of France within the Rhine and the Alps can

never compensate what Austria, Russia, and Prussia have

acquired in Finland, in Poland, or what England has

seized in India. The policy of England, the hatred of

the Emperor of Russia, will carry away Austria. I have

accepted the basis announced at Frankfort
;
but it is

probable by this time the Allies have other ideas. Their

negotiations are but a mask. The moment that they de-

clared the negotiations subject to the influence of military

events, it became impossible to foresee their probable
issue. You must hear and observe everything. You
must endeavour to discover the views of the Allies, and

make me acquainted with them, day by day, in order that

I may be in a situation to give you more precise instruc-

tions than I can give at present. To reduce France to

its ancient limits is to degrade it. They are deceived if

they suppose that the misfortunes of war will make the

nation desire such a peace : there is not a French heart

which would not feel its disgrace before the end of six

months, and which would not make it an eternal subject

of opprobrium to the government which should be base

enough to sign it. Italy is untouched, the Viceroy has a

fine army : in a few days I shall have assembled a force

adequate to fight several battles, even before the arrival

of the troops from Spain. If the nation second me, the

enemy is marching to his ruin: if fortune betravs me, my
part is taken I will not retain the throne. I will neither

degrade the nation nor myself, by subscribing debasing
conditions. Try and discover what are .Metternieh's

'.ideas. It is not the interest of Austria to push matters

'4*. ''to extremity : yet a step, and the lead will escape her.
1

In this state of affairs, there is nothing to prescribe to you.

to f'ucliiii

court, J:u

4, ISM.

a[j
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Confine yourself, in the first instance, to hearino- every- CHAP.
LXXXVI

thing, and inform me of what goes on. I am on the eve -

of joining the army; we shall be so near that scarcely

any delay will occur in making me acquainted with the

state of the negotiations."
l

When the views of the opposite parties were so widely
at variance, it was not likely that the negotiations could (Wimc'ncc-

lead to any result, or serve as more than a pretext to both Confess!

ie

parties for regulating the terms insisted on according to
Fcb ' 3 '

the aspect of military affairs. Yet were the conferences

nearer leading to the conclusion of a peace, at their out-

set, than could possibly have been anticipated. The con-

gress opened on the 3d of February at Chatillon
;
and

from the great weight of Lord Castlereagh at the allied

headquarters, the utmost union was soon brought to pre-
vail between the leading ministers of the great powers.
In the outset, Xapoleon, by means of Caulaincourt, en-

deavoured to open a private communication with Prince

Metternich
;
but the answer of that able statesman damped

the hopes he had hitherto so confidently entertained of

detaching Austria from the Alliance, while, at the same

time, it sufficiently proved that the cabinet of Vienna was

anxious to retain him on the throne, if it could be done

consistently with the liberties and security of the other 372.

states in Europe.
1 ""

*"I received yesterday evening the confidential letter of the ?'.}(], -which

your Excellency h-is addressed to me. I have submitted it to the Emperor

my master, and hi?; Imperial Majesty has resolved to make no use of its con-

tents it will remain for ever unknown : and I pray your Excellency to believe,

that in the existing state of matters, any confidence reposed in our cabinet is

beyond the reach of any abuse. [ have a pleasure in making known to you
this assurance, in a mom. 'lit of such immense importance for Austria, France,

and Kurope. The conduct of my sovereign has been uniform and consistent.

He has engaged in this war without hatred
;
he pursues it without resentment.

The day that he gave his daughter to the prince who then governed Kurope. he

ceased to behold in him a personal enemy. The fate ol' war lias since changed

the attitude of all. If tin- Emperor Xapoleon will listen in these moments to

the voice of reason-- if he will consent to seek his glory in the happine.-s of a

great people, in renouncing his former ambitions policy the Kmpen.r will

with pleasure revert, to the feelings he entertained when he gave him the

daughter of his heart ; but if a. fatal blindness shall render the Knipen.r Napo-

leon deaf to the unanimous voice of his people and of Kurope, he will deplore
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CHAP. Caulaincourt answered in terms dignified and melan-

- -

'

choly, lamenting that Prince Metternich. instead of Count
1 Ji 1 A.

18

'

Stadion, was not the minister intrusted with the interests

Secret cor- of Austria at the congress, to counterbalance the influence
respondence , . - T i /N i i i TI
between which Lord Castlereagli might exercise in its delibera-

andCau-
1

tions
; and conjuring him, if he would avert the last

urt-
calamities from the beloved daughter of his Emperor,
to exert his efforts to bring about a fair and equitable

peace.* Metternich replied :

" M. Caulaincourt has con-

ceived erroneous ideas concerning Lord Castlereagh. lie

is a man of a cool and just mind, without passions, who
will never permit himself to be governed by coteries.

It would be unfortunate if, in the outset of the congress,

prejudices should be entertained against the individuals

engaged in it. If Napoleon really wishes for peace, he

will obtain it on reasonable terms." This separate and

confidential correspondence between Metternich and Cau-

laincourt, unknown to the other members of the congress,

but yet without disturbing the unanimity of its resolu-

tions, continued the whole time it sat : a singular circum-

stance, indicating at once the strength of the separate

interests which had led Austria into such a proceeding,

i c x the extremely delicate nature of the negotiations which

Scl-'the

4 ' wcrc in dependence, and the exalted honour which, in spite

Fai'i'N")
^ suc^ PrePossess ^ oris prevented her from swerving, in the

809.' final result, from her pledged faith and the general interests

of Europe.
1

The battle of la Rothiere, and retreat of the French

the fate of his daughter, but not arrest his course."- Confidential Letter, MI-T-

TEKMCH to C.UT.AI.N-COUKT, 2'J//t Jan. 1811
; given in CAi'iiKicri-:, Jlist. dc I'A'm-

pire de Napoleon, x. 372,37-3.
* " The arrival of the allied troops at Paris would bo the commencement of

a scries of changes which Austria assuredly would not bo the last to regret. ]f

the war is to terminate by our overthrow, lias Austria nothing to regret in such

a catastrophe] What profit is she to acquire, what glory to win, if we are

overwhelmed by all the armies of Europe .' You, my prince, have a boundless
harvest of glory to reap ;

but it is to he gained only by V'lur remaining the

arbiter of events, and the only way in which you can do so is by an immediate

JK-ace." C.UJI.AIXCOUHT to METTEHNU'II, 8//< J'< '*/ /' /(>// ] :< 1 1
; C'Al'KFKa'E,

x. 372.
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army from Troyes, produced a most important effect CHAP.

upon the views of Napoleon at the congress which had ~

recently been opened. Justly alarmed for his capital,

which seemed now to be menaced by an overwhelming Napoleon

force, and aware of the perfect unanimity which prevailed faVncourT'

between the plenipotentiaries of the allied sovereigns, he^''./'^^
18

at length gave Caulaincourt those full powers which he^j L̂>

"

t

na

had so anxiously solicited
;

" and authorised him to sign

anything that might appear necessary to avoid the risk of

a battle, and save Paris from being taken.f It was not,

however, without the utmost difficulty that this great con-

cession was extorted from the Emperor ;
and the manner

in which it occurred is singularly characteristic of the

mingled firmness and exaltation of his mind. Caulain-

* "Sire ! I am hero at Chatilkm, opposed to four diplomatist.-;, counting the

three English for one. They have all the same instructions, prepared by the

secretaries of state of their respective courts. Their language has been dictated

to them in advance; the declarations which they tender are all ready-made :

they do not take a step, nor utter a word, which has not been preconcerted.

They are desirous of a protocol, and I am not disinclined to it
;
so precious are

the moments, and yet so great the hazard by a false step of ruining all. I set

out with my hands bound : I have just received a letter full of alarms : and I

now find myself invested with full powers. I am at once reined in and spurred
on : I know not the cause of this extraordinary change." CAULAINCOURT to

Ku'or.Kox, Fc'i. 6, 1314; FATX, 289; CAPEFKJUE, x. 375, 37<3. It is not sur-

prising that Caulaincourt was at a loss to conceive the cause of this sudden

change ; for so inveterate was the habit of Napoleon of concealing the truth,

and of dealing in falsehoods, even with his most confidential servants, that

only two days before, in his letter to Caulaincourt, detailing the battle of la

llothicre, he had said
"
Schwartzenberg's report is a piece of folly : there wax

no buttle : the Old Guard was not there
;
the Young Guard did not charge ; a

few pieces of cannon have been captured by a charge of horse
;
but the army

was in march for the bridge of Lesmont when that event happened ;
and had

he been two hours later, the enemy would not have forced us." NAPOI.KOX to

CAIT.AINCOUKT, Fcl>. 4, 1814 in, HAKHKXBKIH;, xii. 332. The words in italics

are (nuiiiiil in Fain's quotation of this letter. See FAIN, 2s5
;

J'ici-ex Jnxt.

t
"

1 am authorised, Duke, to make known to you, that the intention of the

Kmperor is, that you should consider yourself as invested with all the powers

necessary, in these important circumstances, to take the part which you shall

deem advisable to arrest the progress of the enemy, f have sent you a letter

with the needful powers which you have solicited. At the moment when his

Majesty is about to quit this city, he has enjoined me to despatch to you a

second
;
and to make you aware, in express terms, that his Majesty gives you

a rnrtf lilniii-lii- to conduct the negotiations to a happy issue to >ave the

capital, on which depend the last hopes of the nation, and avoid a battle.''

MAIIKT to CAI:I.AI.N< orur, 7V-.//'x, ;>/// /'<///,-,/ IMI; FAIN, L'^iJ, L'S7 ;
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CHAP, court had represented to him, by letter on 31st January,
LXXXVI .

!

'

the absolute necessity of his receiving precise and positive

, r,

1814 -

instructions at the opening of the congress :

" The fate of
1
Cap. x.

375. Hard. France," said he,
"
may depend on a peace or an arnns-

334. Thlers, tice, which must be concluded in four days. In such

270. circumstances I demand precise instructions, which may
leave me at liberty to act."

l

When this letter was received, Maret, with tears in his

Magn"ani- eyes, entreated the Emperor to yield to necessity, and

onof
esou

give the full powers which were urgently demanded.
Napoleon. j llS |-eat[ Of answering, Napoleon opened a volume of

Montesquieu's works, containing the "Grandeur et deca-

dence des Remains," which lay in his cabinet, and read

the following passage :

"
I know nothing more magnani-

mous than the resolution which a monarch took who has

reigned in our times (Louis XIV.), to bury himself under

the ruins of his throne rather than accept conditions

unworthy of a king. lie had a mind too lofty to descend

lower than his fortunes had sunk him
;
he knew well

that courage may strengthen a crown, but infamy never."

Marct with earnestness represented that nothing could be

more magnanimous than to sacrifice even his glory to the

safety of the state, which would fall with him. "
Well,

be it so," replied the Emperor after a pause :

"
let

1.'}.;
xii - Caulaincourt sign whatever is necessary to procure peace.

Cap. x. 375. 1 will bear the shame of it, but I will not dictate my own

27o!"

r&
' "'

disgrace." In two hours after, the full powers were

despatched.
2

The allied powers were unanimous in the terms which

Conations they proposed to France
; and, after the preliminary for-

the'liiiied
'"

malities had been gone through, they were fully developed

i'-eiT^
]<n a notc lodged in their joint names, on the 7th Febru-

ary. They were to this effect :

"
Considering the situa-

tion of Europe in respect to France, at the close of the

successes obtained by their arms, the allied plenipoten-

tiaries have orders to demand that France should be

restricted to licr limits Ix'f'orc the Revolution, with the
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exception of subordinate arrangements for mutual con- CHAP.

venience, and the restitution which England is ready to
LXXXvr '

make for such concession. As a natural consequence of 1S14>

this, France must renounce all direct influence within

the future limits of Germany, Italy, and Switzerland."

Such was the consternation produced by the battle of la i^i>. 9.

Rothiere, that Caulaincourt, two days afterwards, wrote

in reply :

"
I wish to know whether, by consenting to

the terms which the Allies have proposed, that France shall

be restricted to her ancient limits, I shall immediately !o^rtu>
m"

obtain an armistice. If by such a sacrifice an armistice p^Tmi
can instantly be obtained, I am ready to make it

; nav, |V
lin

:
2

-?:
3 -

* J J ' Hard. xn.

I shall be ready, on that supposition, to surrender inline- '^l-
crs

>
** XVii 291

diatcly a portion of the fortified places which that sacri- 293, 344.

fice must make us ultimately relinquish."
1

To all appearance, therefore, the congress at this period
wras on the eye of producing a general peace ;

and an They arc

armistice, as the first step towards it, might hourly be Ivombv

expected. At this critical juncture, however, a letter was
~

forwarded to the plenipotentiaries from the Emperor of

Russia, requesting a suspension of these sittings for a few

days, till he had an opportunity of concerting with his

Allies upon the terms to be demanded
;
and they were

accordingly adjourned to the 17th. The fate of the world

depended on this delay; for, when the conferences were

resumed, events had occurred which rendered all accom-

modation impossible between the parties, and irrecover-

ably threw them back upon the decision of the sword.

Napoleon, who had with great difficulty been brought to

give full powers to Caulaincourt to treat after the disaster

of la Rothiere, no sooner saw the advantages which the

ill-judged separation of the Grand Army from that of

Silesia would give him, than he resolved to retract his

concessions, and again trust all to the -lia/.anl of arms.

He received intelligence of the terms demanded on the

.')th at Xogent, when lie was just on the eve of setting

out on his expedition to Se/anne, which terminated in so
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CHAP, disastrous a manner for Blucher. Perceiving the advan-
I Y V YVT

'

tage which this movement was likely to afford, he broke
1814- out in the most vehement manner to Maret and Berthier

against the disgraceful nature of the terms which were

demanded.

23

" AVhat !

"
said he, with- indescribable energy,

" do you
Energetic urge mc to sign such a treaty, and trample under foot
expressions . . . c
used by him my coronation oath to preserve inviolate the territory of

sion. the republic ? Disasters unheard of might compel mc
to relinquish the conquests I myself have made : but to

abandon those also made before me to betray the trust

made over to me with such confidence to leave France,

after so much blood has been shed and such victories

gained, smaller than ever ! Could I do it without treach-

ery, without disgrace \ You are fearful of a continuation

of the war
;
and I am still more afraid of dangers yet

more certain, which you do not perceive. If we renounce

the frontier of the Rhine, it is not merely France which

recedes, but Austria and Prussia which advance. France

has need of peace ;
but such a one as they seek to impose

upon it would be more dangerous than the most inveterate

war. AVhat would I be to the French if 1 had signed their

humiliation? AVhat could I answer to the republicans of

the Senate, when they came to ask me for the frontier of

the Rhine '( God preserve me from such affronts ! AVrite

to Caulaincourt, since you will have it so
;
but tell him

8J.'
'

that I reject the treaty. 1 prefer to run the greatest

risks of war." :

"When such were the feelings of Napoleon on setting

iierfscsin out upon his expedition against Blucher, it was not to

wTthY.il'

1" 1

''be expected that his disposition would be rendered more

success!
14

pacific by his extraordinary and brilliant successes over
icb. 10.

]ia j. commander. No sooner, accordingly, was the first of

these victories, that at Champaubert, gained, than Xapo-
leon wrote to Caulaincourt that a brilliant change had

taken place in his affairs
;
that new advantages were in

preparation ;
and that the plenipotentiary of France was
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now entitled to assume a less humiliated attitude. Mean- CHAP.

while the privy council at Paris, to whom the propositions
-

of the Allies at Chatillon had been referred, unanimously F
, ,,'

reported that they should be agreed to. The Emperor,

however, dazzled by the brilliancy of his victories over

Blucher, wrote to Caulaincourt on the 1 7th, from Nangis, Fob. 17.

that the extraordinary powers he had received were

only intended to avoid a battle and save the capital ;

that now this danger no longer existed, and, consequently,

the negotiation would resume its ordinary course of pro-

ceeding, and he was to sign nothing without the express iot>?

m
Napo-

authority of the Emperor/"' While to the Emperor ofj^
1

^^';
111-

Austria he wrote, two days after, that he was as anxious
|'^ ^^

as ever for an accommodation
;
but that the advantages '^J.-

e

which he had now gained entitled him to demand less 371.

unfavourable terms.
1

This extraordinary change in his fortunes not only in-
gr

duced Napoleon to resume the powers to treat which he Napoleon

had conferred on Caulaincourt, but led to another step Eugene to

on his part, in the end attended with not less fatal effect iuu-^vmt

upon his fortunes. In the end of January, and duringj^^"
the first moments of alarm consequent on the battle of la

j!^"
1

^'
1
'

1

Rothiere and retreat from Troyes, he had written to l
'Y'b - y-

* "
I gave you a carte llnitche only to avoid a battle and save Paris, which

was then the only hope of the nation. The battle has taken place ;
Providence

has blessed our arms. I have made 30,000 or 40,000 prisoners, taken two hun-

dred pieces of cannon, a great number of generals, and all this without almost a

serious encounter. Yesterday I cut up the army of Prince Schwartzeuberg,
and I hope to destroy it before it has repassed the frontiers. Your attitude

should continue the same : you should do everything to procure peace ;
but my

intention now is, that you should xi</n itothht</ without tui/ authority, /wumse I

alone knon: my own position. Generally speaking, I will only consent to an

honourable peace, such as on the basis proposed at Frankfort. My position is

certainly better now than it was at that time. They could then set me at

defiance
;

I had gained no advantages over them, and they were on the verge

of my territories. Now I have gained immense advantages over them ;
s. > great

indeed that a military career tit twenty years, and no small celebrity, ran

exhibit no parallel to them
;

still I am ready to cease hostilities, and to allow

the enemy to retire peaceably, it' they will conclude peace on flu; basis ul

Frankfurt." At the end of this letter, these words were added in the hand-

writing of Xapolfoii :

" AV xi'jiu; r'u-n, //< ,v ///<; rioi.'' X.VI'ULIION I" L'AI -

LALNCOUKT, 11 t!i F<.l-arj lil-1
j FAIN, 'JU7, _!)S

;
/'/-Via Ju.^i.
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CHAP. Eugene Beauliarnais to the effect, that the crisis had now
LXXXVI

.' become so violent in France that it was plain the contest
>14> would be decided there

;
that all subordinate considera-

tions had thence become of no importance ; and, there-

fore, that, after leaving garrisons in a few strongholds, he

should immediately withdraw his whole forces across the

Alps, and hasten to the decisive point on the banks of the

Seine.* This order, worthy of Napoleon's genius, and in

strict conformity with his system of war, would have

brought forty thousand experienced veterans on the rear

of the Austrian Grand Army at the most critical period
of the campaign, and, in all probability, prevented the

advance to Paris and dethronement of the Emperor. But

the successes over Blucher restored to such a degree his

confidence in his good fortune, that he sent an order to

Fub. is. Eugene, the very morning of the battle of JMontereau, for-

1
Koch, ;. bidding him to retire, and assuring him that he was singlyOcQ I(

C >

champ, i.

au

adequate to the defence of France.! Xay, so far was he

gene, vT~ transported by the sanguine views which he now enter-

TMera^vii tained of his affairs, that he resumed his ideas of German
sea, ao'4.

conquest, and openly said to those around him,
"

I am
nearer Munich than the Allies arc to Paris.''

1 Thus the

* The fir.st or<ler to Eugene to this effect was given as early as the 17th

January 181 But the most pressing one was forwarded on the Dth of

February by the minister of war, who says :

"
L'Empereur me prescrit par sa

lettre datx'e de Nogent-snr-Seine le 8 de ee mois do reiterer a votre Altesse

Imperiale 1'ordre que sa Majeste a donne de so porter sur les Alpes aus.-itot

<[iie le Koi de Naples aurait declare la guerre a la France" KUUKM:, vi. 85.

The whole of the orders on this subject are given in full in EUGKMC'S Monoircs,
vol. vi.

t This order was carried to Eugene by his aide-de-camp Ta-eher. He re-

ceived it from the lips of Napoleon in pei-son on the morning of the 18th, and

thus relates his interview ill his report to Kugi ne :

" Sa Majeste ajouta,
' Tu

diras a Eugene que./'
1 '"' ''"'""' /'<'<!> <!< <ii<r<lt r /'f/it/ir Ic /i/na /</;/,<//Y/^/w i/n'il

jinurrii-, <!*' a';/ <l<fcii<lrc; qu'il ne s'oecupe pus de 1'armee Xapolitaine, com-

po.sce de mauvais soldat>, e.t du l!"i de Najiles. <|iii e.^t vin t(ju, 1111 ingrat.'
"-

Mf. HI <>! rex 'In, I'riix-i: Ktt;/i'nr, pur A. du CASSI:, vi. Tin. Tins pcrfertly justifies

Kugenc from the accusjition made a^'iiust him by Marmont (vi. '2.'!, -!'), and

partly coincided in by Tliiers (xvii. .'i (

il), of having eaused Na]ioleon's fall by

disobeying his orders to evacuate Lomliardy and join him \viih his whole

foi-ees in France. The Emperor's orders were always ctnulitional on Jurat's

declaring war. His positive counter-order was sent, rcrbilllij by Tascher, and

not (riven in writing.
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only effect of these successes was to restore the naturally CHAP.
T "V \"W T

ambitious and unbending tone of his character, to revive

his projects of universal dominion, cause him to reject the
1S14-

throne of old France offered him by the Allies, and induce

him to hazard all on the still doubtful issue of military

operations.

But whatever confidence Napoleon himself might feel

in the continued appeal to arms, the same feeling was far Goncrai

from being shared by the authorities, or more enlightened Spond/

part of the inhabitants of Paris. When the couriers, ^'g

at

indeed, succeeding one another, adorned with laurel, and

announcing, with great exaggeration, the really marvel-

lous victories of the Emperor, entered the courts of the

Tuileries
; and, still more, when the long files of Russian

and Prussian prisoners were conducted with all the pomp
of war, and amidst the strains of triumphal music, along
the Boulevards the multitude loudly cheered the Em-

peror, and hope in the revival of his star was again

awakened in many breasts. But amidst all this seeming

congratulation, no return of real confidence was generally

felt. Experience soon showed that victory attended only

the arms of the Emperor in person ;
that while he was

successful in one quarter, the enemy was pressing on in

another
;
and it seemed next to impossible in the end,

that the gallant band of veterans whom he commanded

should not be worn out by the forces, always twice, often

three times more numerous, by which they were sur-

rounded. By the more intelligent and far-seeing of the

community, even his victories were more dreaded than

his defeats. The latter led to humiliation and peace, but

the former tended to confidence and war; and it was

already felt that a continuance of the contest, in the pre-

sent exhausted state of France, was a greater evil than

any possible calamities by which it might be terminated.

In the Senate, in particular, these ideas were violently

fermenting; every one distrusted his neighbour, because

he was conscious of vacillation in himself; all confidence

VOL. xn. 2 o
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CHAP, in the stability of the imperial throne was at an end;
T Y V V \T T

'

even the most prudent were beginning to speak aloud as

1814> to the Emperor being the sole obstacle to peace. Strange

rumours were in circulation, to the effect that Joseph and

is;ivary,m. the Empress proposed to make peace independently of

406^ 407. the Emperor; and the selfish and ambitious, anticipating

391, 397. an approaching convulsion, were looking about for the

safest liabour in the storm.
1

But upon the allied powers the change in the diplo-

Treatyof matic language of Caulaincourt, in obedience to the

MarchT
'

instructions he had received, coupled with the evident

danger to the liberties of Europe from the returning

fortune and increasing audacity of Napoleon, produced
effects of the very highest importance.* They now saw

clearly that they had no chance, not merely of success

but of existence, except in perfect unanimity and the

most vigorous warfare. The exulting expression of

Napoleon, that he was nearer Munich than the Allies

were to Paris, had not been lost upon the assembled

ministers
;
and Lord Castlereagh, in particular, had been

indefatigable in his efforts to convince the Austrian

* "\Vhen the conferences were suspended by the Emperor Alexander at

Chatillon on the 9th February, that monarch was most anxious that they should

be broken off entirely: and it was only by the greatest eff<rrts on the part of
Lard Castlereayh, and his strong representations, that the question put to

Metterniuh by Caulaincourt (A ntc, Ch. LXXXVI. 21) showed that Napoleon was

prepared to make reasonable and adequate concessions that his consent was

obtained to a renewal of the conferences on the 1 7th. On that day, accord-

ingly, the allied plenipotentiaries notified to Caulaincourt that they were pre-

pared to resume negotiations, and consent to an immediate armistice, but only

upon his declaration that he was ready to agree, on the part of Napoleon, to

the conditions proposed at the last sitting: vi/., the restriction offranee to

her limits before the Revolution. Caulaincourt replied, that lie must refer these

proposals to the Emperor. The allied plenipotentiaries then demanded that

he would at once give in a counter-project. This he eluded, by saying that ho
would bring one forward hereafter.

Napoleon received Caulaincourt' s notification of the allied proposals at

Montereau on the 19th, and rejected them at once, with terms of the strongest

indignation ;
and he went instructions to Caulaincourt to continue the negoti-

ation, but to demand the frontier of the Jihinc down to Dtisseldorf, <nid from
that th<' fine, /f t/ie Meusc. to the sen. See the curious revelations and details

on this subject given in Tnii'its, xvii. 328, 330, and ZG>'>, 371 ;
and CASTLKHKAGII

Despatches, ix. 290.
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ministers that they would infallibly be the first object CHAP.

of the French Emperor's wrath if his victorious legions
Lxxxv :-

should again cross the Rhine. In these views he was 1814 -

strongly supported by the Emperor Alexander, who, in

a memoir submitted by him to the allied sovereigns on

the 1 5th February, both manfully combated the despond-

ing views then so general at the allied headquarters as

to the critical nature of their situation, and developed the

noblest and most luminous views as to the moral nature

of the contest in which they were engaged, which had

yet been uttered since the commencement of the war.

Metternich cordially supported the same ideas; the suc-

cesses of Napoleon against Bluchcr had awakened all }^
IY>^

his former apprehensions of his power: he now feared J
1 - 1 - *"

11 1 351. Dun.
more for Vienna than for the fall of Marie Louise, and iwj, ifli...

was desirous to prove the sincerity of his imperial master 4i<C4i7.

in the great objects of the alliance. 1 * The result of their

*
Alexander's opinions, recorded in this memorable state paper, are deserv-

ing of the most profound attention, as demonstrating both the admirable views

which he entertained on the nature of the contest, and the high moral courage

by which they were sustained :

"
Victory having brought us to Frankfort, the

Allies offered to France conditions of peace, which were then considered pro-

portionate to the successes which they had obtained
;
at that period these con-

ditions might have been called the object of the war. I strongly opposed the

proposal to negotiate then : not because I did not desire peace, but because I

thought tliat time would offer us more favourable opportunities, when we had

proved to the enemy our superiority over him. All are now convinced of the

justice of my arguments; for to it we are indebted for the incalculable differ-

ence between the terms offered at Frankfort and at Chfitillon that is, the re-

storation by France of territories without which Germany and Italy would be

lost on the first offensive movement.
" The destruction of the enemy's political power does not constitute the

grand aim of the efforts which it remains for us to make
;
but it may become

so, if the fortune of war, the example of Paris, and the evident inclination of

the inhabitants of the provinces of France, shall give the Allies the possibility

of openly proclaiming it. I do not share the opinion of the Allies on the

greater or less degree of importance attached by them to the dethronement of

Napoleon, if that measure can be justified on grounds of wisdom. On the con-

trary, I should consider that event as the completion of the deliverance of

Europe ; as the brightest example of justice and morality it is possible to dis-

play to the world
; and, in short, as the happiest event for France itself, whoso

internal condition can never be without influence on the tranquillity of her

neighbours. Nobody is more convinced than I am of the inconstancy <>t for-

tune in war ; yet I do not reckon a partial failure, or even the loss of a battle,

as a misfortune which should in one day deprive us of the fruit of our vie-
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CHAP, united efforts was the TREATY OF CHAUMONT one of the
LXXX^ L

most remarkable diplomatic acts of modern times, and
1814. which presented an impassable barrier to the ambition

and efforts of France.

By this treaty it was stipulated that, in the event of

Term"* of Napoleon refusing the terms which had been offered him

MarStf' viz., the reduction of France to the limits of the old

monarchy, as they stood prior to the Revolution the

four allied powers, Austria, Prussia, Russia, and England,
should each maintain one hundred and fifty thousand men
in the field

;
that to provide for their maintenance, Great

Britain should pay an annual subsidy of five millions

sterling, to be equally divided between the three Conti-

nental powers, besides maintaining her own contingent

complete from her own resources. It was stipulated,

also, that each power should have a commissary at the

1 Sec tiic headquarters of the different armies
;
that if any of the

Marten
1

",
allied powers was attacked, each of the others should

(;3;'an<i forthwith send to its assistance an army of sixty thousand

Isaschocii
mcn

' including ten thousand horse, besides forwarding
Hist, des additional troops, if required : that if England chose to
Trait, ilo &
Pai.v, x. furnish her contingent, or any part of it, in foreign troops,
41 /. 1 liicrs

xvii. 418.
'

she should pay annually twenty pounds sterling for every
foot -

soldier, and thirty for every horseman
;

l
that the

tories : and I am convinced that the skill of our generals, the valour of our

troops, our superiority in cavalry, the reinforcements which are following us,

and the force of public opinion, would never allow us to fall so low as some
seem to apprehend. / aw />y 110 means adverse to continuing the negotiations at

(Jh&tillon, or giving Caulaincourt the explanations he desires regarding the

future destiny of Europe, provided France would return to her old frontiers.

As to the armistice which is requested in the letter to Prince Metternich, I

conceive this proceeding of the French plenipotentiary to be contrary to the

existing usages of negotiations, and the proposal to be advantageous only to the

enemy. I am as much convinced as ever, that all probability is in favour of a

successful i.ssuo, if the Allies keep to the views and obligations by which they
have been hitherto guided with reference to their grand object, the destruction

of the ctti-iiiy's armies. With a good understanding among themselves, their

miccesH will be complete, and checks will be easily borne. I do not think that

the time has yet arrived for us to stop short
; and I trust that, as in former

conjunctures, new events will show us when that time shall have arrived."

Memoir to the Allied Sorereiyns l>j the IVMPLKOK ALEXANDER, I5tk February

ISM; DAMLEF.SKY, pp. 88, 90.
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trophies should be divided equally, and no peace made CHAP.

except bj common consent
;
that none of the contracting

XXXA L

parties should enter into engagements with other states,
18U-

except of the same tenor : in fine, that this treaty should

be in force for twenty years, and might be renewed before

the expiration of that period.

In addition to these public stipulations, several secret

articles were inserted in the treaty, which eventually proved Secret ani-

of the highest importance to the reconstruction of the treaty.

'

states of Europe, after the deluge of the French Revolu-

tion had subsided. It was agreed, 1st, That Germany
should be restored in the form of a Federal union, em-

bracing all the powers of which it was composed ;
that

Switzerland should be independent, under the guarantee
of the allied powers ; Italy divided into independent
states

; Spain restored to Ferdinand VII., with its ancient

limits; Holland enlarged in territory, and formed into

a kingdom for the Prince of Orange. 2d, Power was

reserved to Spain, Portugal, Sweden, and the Prince of

Orange, to accede to the treaty. 3d, It was declared

that,
"
considering the necessity which might exist, even

after the conclusion of a definitive treaty of peace, to

keep in the field, during a certain time, forces adequate

to carry into effect the arrangements which the allied

powers might agree upon for confirming the peace of

Europe, the high contracting parties agree to concert

among themselves the requisite provisions, not only re-

garding the necessity, but the importance and distribution

of the forces requisite for this purpose; but under this
, H;(i ,

limitation, that none of the powers should be obliged to
j-^-

keep such forces for this end on foot more than a year x! i_>i.'

without their express consent."
1

The conclusion of this treaty was a virtual dissolution ^
of the congress of Chatillon ;

for it established so wide <;:". ,'ir,-rt.

a difference between the views of Napoleon and those of o,,

l

iKil.
y

the Allies, and confirmed the latter so strongly in their"

determination to contend to the uttermost for the reduc-
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CHAP, tion of France to its ancient limits, that, opposed as these
T V V V yj

1

'

views were to the firm resolution of Napoleon to hold out
514 '

for the frontier of the Rhine, all prospect of an accommo-

dation was at an end.* The congress continued to sit for

three weeks after, the allied powers firmly insisting on

the relinquishrnent by France of all its conquests since

the Revolution
;

and Caulaincourt, under Napoleon's

direction, constantly shifting his ground, and endeavour-

ing to elude such rigorous conditions. It was not with

his own good-will, however, that the French plenipoten-

tiary insisted on these terms
;

for he saw as clearly as

possible the immense risks which the Emperor was run-

ning by holding out for the frontier of the Rhine, and

throwing all on the hazard of arms to obtain it ;
and

, Lond 9
_
7 represented in the most urgent, though respectful terms,

Burgh, loo, the necessity of bending to the force of circumstances,
158. lain, .

*
.

302. and accepting the monarchy or Louis XI V. as the price

of pacifying Europe.
1
1

Napoleon, however, was inexorable : all the efforts of

his diplomatist, after the plenary powers he had granted

during the alarm after the battle of la Rothiere had been

* The utmost concession that Napoleon would allow Caulaincourt to propose,
was the line of the Rhine down to Dusseldorf and from thence, that of the

Mouse to the sea. THIEHS, xvii. 371.

t
" The question about to be decided is so important it may have at the

instant consequences so fatal, that I regard it as a paramount duty to recur

again, even at the risk of displeasing your Majesty, to what I have already so

frequently insisted on. There is no weakness, sire, in my opinion ;
but I see

the dangers which menace Franco and the throne of your Majesty, and I con-

jure you to prevent them. We must make sacrifices; we must do so imme-

diately : as at Prague, if we do not take care, the opportunity of doing so will

escape us
;
the circumstances of this moment bear a closer resemblance to

those which there occurred than your Majesty may be aware. At Prague peace
was not concluded, and Austria declared against us, because we would not

believe that the term fixed for the closing of the congress would be rigorously
adhered to. Jlere the negotiations are on the eve of being broken off, because

you cannot believe that a question of such immense importance may depend
on such or such an answer which we may make before a certain day. Thu
more I consider what has passed, the more I am convinced that, if \ve do not

go into the contreprojets demanded, but insist upon modifications on the basis

of Frankfort, all is closed. 1 venture to say, because I feel, that neither the

glory of your Majesty nor the power of France depend on the possession of

Antwerp, or any other point of our new frontiers." CAUUUJfCOUUT to NATO-

x, C/tdtillon, Gtk March 18H ; FAIN, 301, 302; /'/ Just.
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recalled on the 1 7th of February, not only failed in con- CHAP.

viucing him of the necessity of descending from his ideas,
LXXXVL

but even of extracting from him any definite statement
1814>

of the terms on which he himself was willing to come to an Napoleon

accommodation. His genius, essentially Italian in this lioht'out'

particular, signally displayed itself in the dexterity with
op^u/on

1

which at this crisis he contrived to evade the repeated e"^"
1

.^

1'"

and earnest request of Caulaincourt for a categorical
vice-

statement of the terms on which he was willing to come
to an accommodation. He was evidently determined to

cast all on the decision of the sword, and impressed with

the belief that his genius, or his star, would extricate

him from his present, as they had done from so many
other perilous circumstances.* War, in consequence,
recommenced with more activity than ever : the nego-
tiations for the armistice of Lusigny, even in its appli-

cation to the operations of the Grand Army, to which

it was expressly confined, proved little more than a

shadow
;

while by a singular contrast, characteristic of

the manners of modern Europe, the most polished forms

of courtesy were observed at the congress of Chatillon.

The choicest wines of the Rhone and Champagne, the
^"iLfgh,'

most delicate viands of Paris, passed as if by enchant-
jjJdl'Si

ment through the French lines, to enrich the diplomatic
:

< 3
f;

9 -

. . Fain, 302,

dinners, which succeeded each other without ceasing,
sos. Tiners,

The allied plenipotentiaries strove, by the most delicate bus.'

attentions to M. Caulaincourt, to assuage,
1

for a few

* " Pendant ces negociations (h, Chatillon) je no concois pas comment je no

suis pas deveuu fou. Le temps des illusions e"tait passe. L'actualitu etait

devorante
;
d a mcs lettrcs jc nc rcrcrals I/HC ucs riponscs craslrcs, alors qu'il cut

i'allut traiter a tout prix. L'avcnir nous restait: a present il nc ncus i :ste

qu'un tombeau. Mcs lettres n'e'taient qu'une palo eopie de ec que jc dis;

1'Empcreur dans nos cntretiens particuliers. J'insistais pour qu'il me doi nat

son ultimatum sincere, aim que je fusse en mcsure de terminer invariiiblun

iivec les pldnipotentiaires allies, qui avaicnt re<;u certainement dc.s inst

tions positives. II me faut etre vrai, car ccci cst doveuu de Thistoirc : I'i..

rcur nc rcjioudait jamais cat/'yor/i/ucment a ccltc demmide. 11 cludait, avec

merveilleuse adresse, dc livrer le secret de ,sa pensec intime; ectte mai

cst un des traits saillaiits de son genre d'enprit." -A'eHU'c/u'ra dc CAULAINCXIUUT,

i 302, '.j~20, 330.

cut

me
ere
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CHAP, moments at least, the overwhelming anxiety with, which
LXXXVI

__ he was oppressed ;
and French ladies of rank and beauty

lsu'

added the charm of female fascination to the assembly

of hostile diplomatists, intent on the overthrow of their

country.
While this important negotiation was going on at

Advance of Chatillon, military operations of the most active kind

towards had been resumed between Napoleon in person and the
'

army of Silesia, which had now, under the direction of

Piate'ss. Blucher, advanced beyond la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, and

almost to Meaux, in the direction of Paris. Napoleon
was no sooner informed of the danger which menaced

1
Ante, ch. TIT 11 -11

ixxxvi. 6. the capital than he set out, as already mentioned, at

daybreak on the morning of the 27th February, from

Troyes, for Arcis-sur-Aube and Sezanne, to follow on the

traces of the Prussian marshal. Blucher on the 25th

had crossed the Aube at Anglure, and on the two fol-

lowing days advanced, driving Marmont before him, to

la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, where the French marshal effected

his junction with Mortier, who had retired from the

neighbourhood of Soissons, by Chateau-Thierry, upon the

approach to the former place of the corps of Winzingerode
Feb. 27. and Bulow, now moving forward to co-operate with the

army of Silesia, in conformity with the plan agreed on at

ixxxvi'. g 5. Bar-stir-Aube on the 25th.
2

Sacken's Russians were di-

2&v2G9.
m '

rccted by Blucher to make an attack on Meaux ; while, to

i4-l>

"'

K^'i,
deceive the enemy as to his real intentions, the Prussians

'^jpvliuu'
were ordered to repair the bridges over the Manic, at la

tine, ii. 1:51. Ferte-sous-Jouarre, which had been burned by the French,

4-25.

' '

and, crossing over, to menace the French marshal on that

side.
3

In pursuance of these orders, Sacken's light troops took

wiiic'i'.'if. possession, with little resistance, of that part of Meaux

}!icd and'

u ~

which is situated on the left bank of the Marnc
; but, at

bvTil
ut '

the very time that he was making preparations to force

u-uop*. ]jj s passa
<r across to that part of the town which is on the

right bank, Marmont and Mortier, who were too expc-
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ricnced to be diverted from the decisive point of the Paris CHAP.

road by the feint at la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, arrived in
LXXXVI -

breathless haste, and instantly maiming the old walls,
1814 -

which had been deserted by the national guard who
formed the garrison of the town, made every preparation
for a vigorous defence. Their opportune arrival obliged
Sacken to defer his attack till the following morning ;

Fob. 23.

and in the course of the night Blucher received intelli-

gence from Tettenborn that the French Emperor in per-
son was marching on his rear by Sezanne. He imme-

diately drew off his troops, and moved next day across

the Marne at la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, with a view to unite i Dan _

o
(ll>

with Winzingerode and Bulow, in the direction of Soissons, p
1^ 1^1

,

1
'

and give battle to Napoleon.'* It was full time he should "n l *

1 142. Plo-

be interrupted in his career, for three days more would 'K
>jv

%'~>i

have brought him to the gates of the capital, where the xvii 4-27.

"'

roar of Sacken's cannon, during the attack on Meaux, was iy't^uo!'

distinctly heard.
1

The departure of Napoleon from Troyes was soon

made known to the outposts of the grand allied army, comi.ai at

by the languor and inactivity with which their rearguard lube""

wras pursued. This, coupled with the intelligence which K>b--7 -

Schwartzenberg received at the same time of the advance

of Blucher towards the Marne, induced him, at the earnest

request of the King of Prussia, who was justly alarmed

for that general when the whole weight of Napoleon was

directed against him, to resume the offensive on the great

road from Troyes to Chaumoiit. "With this view, early

on the morning of the 27th, the corps of AYrede and

Wittgenstein, mustering about thirty-five thousand sabres

and bayonets, were drawn up opposite to Bar-sur-Aubc

on the road leading to Chaumont. Oudinot commanded

the French in that quarter, who, though consisting nomi-

nally of his own and Gerard's corps of infantry and two

* Whilst Wueher was ascending the Mame to la I'Yrtc', Klrisf,. who hud

ahvady crossed at that place and dt-sccndi-d it.s ri-ht bank towards M,-an\, was

attacked and thrown back with great vigour behind the Ouiv^, by Mannonl

and Murtier.
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OFTAP. of cavalry, could not bring above seventeen thousand
LXXXVI
- men into the field; so that the Allies were more than
1S14 - two to one. The French, nevertheless, made a gallant

defence. They were skilfully posted in front of Dolan-

court and Bar across several ravines, which descend from

Bar towards the Aube, in such a manner that they could

be reached only along the plateaus which lay between

them, where, the ground being narrow, the superiority of

the attacking force was not likely to be so severely felt.

Wittgenstein's plan was to attack the enemy in front

with Gortschakoff's corps, while Pahlen's horse, supported

by Prince Eugene of Wlirteinberg's division, menaced

their left flank. The French, however, commenced the

action by storming the height in front of Ailleville, which

formed the connecting point between their front and flank

attack. Upon this, Wittgenstein ordered up Gortschakoff's

corps, supported by Pleskow's cuirassiers, to retake that

important position. The cavalry were repulsed ; but, after

a severe struggle, the Russian infantry succeeded in regain-

ing the height. Upon this turning point being gained, a

general attack along the whole allied line took place.

Meanwhile Pahlen's cavalry had been detached towards

Arsonval, in order to threaten the enemy's communica-

iKoeh,ii.i, tions, and thus Gortschakoff's men were exposed, without

ifw,m '

adequate support, to the furious charge of Kellermann's

180.' Fain, dragoons. These splendid troops, just arrived from Spain,

tho,'iii.240, speedily routed the Russian hussars, and threw their whole

iv.

3
s U6.

d>
cei)tre into such disorder, that Wittgenstein could only

j)ieGr<)ssy avert total defeat by concentrating his artillery at the
(Jhron. in. J o J

437, 440. menaced point. He consequently sent orders, in haste,
Finer*, xvn.

i J

4w, 4!H. to Pahlen to rcmcasure his steps, and bring up his heavy

squadrons to the support of the wavering part of the line.
1

Highly excited by this brilliant success, the veteran

virtuivof Peninsular squadrons threw themselves, with the utmost

gallantry, on the Russian batteries in the centre
;
but

the experienced gunners allowed them to approach within

a hundred paces, and then opened such a tremendous
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point-blank discharge of grape, that four hundred horse- CHAP.

men were in a few minutes stretched on the plain, and
Lxxxv r-

the remainder recoiled in disorder. At the same time ]-814<

Schwartzenberg, who had come up in person, ordered two

brigades of cavalry and one of infantry from Wrede's

corps to support the centre
; and, conceiving that part of

the line now adequately secured, sent orders to Pahlen to

wheel about a second time and resume his original march

to Arsonval and Dolancourt, to threaten the enemy's left

flank. Shortly after, AVrede, who had now come into

action, commenced a vigorous attack on Bar-sur-Aube

itself, on the French right, so that both their flanks were

menaced. These movements of necessity compelled
Oudinot to retire

; but, to gain time to effect his retreat

in order, his troops made the most vigorous resistance at

all points, especially at Bar, which was the theatre of

a most sanguinary conflict. Pahlen's brilliant dragoons,
who had been kept marching and counter-marching all

day without taking any part in the combat, did not arrive

in time to molest the passage of the Aubc at Dolancourt ;

and thus the French effected their retreat before nightfall U'"" 1 -

without being deprived of either guns or standards
;
but Kocb.'i, ,

they sustained a loss of three thousand men, of whom five KJO, iif
'"

hundred were prisoners. The allied loss was about two i^J p lo'.

thousand four hundred men ;
but they gained Bar-sur- ^ "l-it

Aube, and, what was of far more consequence, restored ,

1 ' io Grosso
('liron. 111.

the credit and spirit of the Grand Army, and arrested 4IO < 444 -

1 \ old. iv.

a retreat to the Vosgcs mountains, or possibly to the s, 15.

Rhine.
1

Count Wittgenstein was severely wounded, Prince

Schwartzenberg slightly, in this action
;
and the former \V>>HM -r

being obliged to retire for a season from active operations, stein."

was succeeded in the command of his corps by General

Raefl'skoi. Except for his loss, the Russian service would

have had no cause to lament any circumstance which
J

.,

2 Ante, cli.

brought the indomitable hero of Smolensko" more pro- ixxii. g vi.

minently forward
;

but the wound which compelled
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CHAP. Wittgenstein to withdraw was a serious injury to tlic
LXXXVI .'

allied cause, and a great misfortune to himself; for it

>u*

occurred at the most critical period of the contest, and

four weeks more would have shown the saviour of St

Petersburg the dome of the Invalides. Though the

jealousy of the Russian troops at a foreigner, and the

ill success which attended his arms when acting as gene-
ralissimo at Liitzen, prevented his being invested with

the supreme command, in the later stages of the war, he

throughout bore a distinguished part in its achievements,

DicGrosse and contributed much by the boldness of his advice to

4i5.

u '

sustain, when it was greatly required, the vigour of the

allied councils. 1

Daring, impetuous, often inconsiderate, he was the

Hischarac- Marccllus, if Barclay de Tolly was the Fabius, of the

Russian army. Like Blucher, he was ever urgent to ad-

vance, and uniformly supported the most daring measures ;

in action, his buoyant courage never failed to bring him

into the foremost ranks, and his frequent wounds attest

how fearlessly he shared the dangers of the meanest

soldiers. He could not be said to be a great master of

strategy, and his want of circumspection in adequately

supporting his advanced columns frequently exposed his

troops to serious reverses, of which the combat at Xangis

ixxxv!'g

C

7G. had recently afforded an example ;

2

yet was this very

peculiarity of his temperament, directing, as he did,

troops so firm and resolute as the Russians, often of the

most essential service to his country, and the general

cause of Europe. His obstinate resistance and uncon-

querable vigour on the Dwina, unquestionably saved St

Petersburg during the first part of the campaign of 1812;
his daring advance against Napoleon's right at Li.it/en all

but exposed that great conqueror to total defeat
;
and his

able retreat at Bautzen snatched complete victory from

his grasp when it was almost already seized. The ala-

crity and fidelity with which, in subordinate situations,

he subsequently conducted his own corps, both in 1813
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arid 1814, proved that his patriotism was superior to CTIAP.

all unworthy considerations of jealousy ; while his last _
achievement in the campaign of Bar-sur-Aube, for

which he was made a field-marshal, had the most im-

portant effect in reviving the spirit of the Grand
i

Army, and restoring vigour and unanimity to the allied u.
'

councils.
1

Although, however, the successful result of this battle

sufficiently proved that Napoleon, with the main body ofschwart-

his army, was absent, and that a thin curtain of troops fengtl
g
ad-

alone stood in front of the Grand Army, yet it was im-
v "

possible at first to infuse an adequate degree of resolution

into its direction. The retiring columns of Oudinot were

hardly at all pursued; Prince Schwartzenbcrg assigned as

a reason, that he could not move forward till he was in-

formed of the direction and tendency of Macdonald's

corps, which was approaching Vandoeuvres from la Ferte-

sur-Aube. This corps, however, proved so weak that it

was met and repulsed by the cavalry alone of Count

Pahlen and Prince Eugene of Wiirtemberg ;
and intelli-

gence having been received on the 1st March that Napo-
leon, with the main body of his forces, was at Arcis-sur-

Aube on the preceding day, following fast on Bluchcr's

traces, it became evident that the plan of the campaign

agreed on at Bar-sur-Aube, on the 25th February, could

no longer be adhered to, and he was in a manner forced

into more vigorous operations. On the same day that March i.

this information was received from the army of Silesia, a

irrand recoimoissance with the cavalry took place towards^
i

March 2.

Vandceuvres, and it was ascertained that the enemy were a BUI--I,.

in force in no direction. Orders were at length given for n'an. iss,

a general advance. Headquarters were, on the day fol-
jj'. is, 21"

'
;

lowing, moved to Bar-sur-Aube ;
the retreat was stopped !','',';' '^i 7

m '

at all points, and preparations were made for attacking ^
l

",'
)

l

(',"', )io

the enemy immediately, in the position which ho occupied [j;-

along the Barsc, and, if possible, driving him from Troyes." i.vj, ^ i.

Oudinot, Gerard, and Macdonald had now collected all
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CHAP, their forces in that position, and did not appear disposed
T "X" "Y"WT_! to relinquish it without a combat.

The attack took place on the 3d, and was maintained

pian for the with great vigour at all points. The united French corps,

March 3. which were all under the command of Marshal Macdonald,

mustered above thirty thousand combatants, of which

nearly nine thousand were cavalry. The great prepon-
derance of this arm, and the desperate use the French

generals had made of it at Bar-sur-Aube, rendered the

Allies cautious in their movements
;

but their great

superiority of number made ultimate success a matter

of certainty, for they had already sixty thousand men
iu the field, without bringing up the imperial guards
or reserves from the neighbourhood of Chaumont. The

position which the French marshal had chosen, strong,

and on the elevated plateau of Laubressel, was inaccessible

in front and flank in ordinary times, by reason of the

morasses with which it was surrounded
;
but it was by no

means equally defensible during the hard frost which had

for nearly two months prevailed over all Europe at that

time, and which rendered the deepest marshes as easy of

crossing as the smoothest plain. Taking advantage of this

circumstance, Schwart/enbcrg directed Wrede to attack

the position in front by the great road to Vandoeuvrcs,

chroifnT which passed through it
;
while Wittgenstein's corps, now

4r,n
4(jo. under Gortschakoif, second in command to llacff'skoi,

Koch, 11.
' '

20/2:3. Dan. assailed it on its left by the plateau of Laubressel, which

174.

'

was to be turned by Prince Eugene of Wiirtemberg, at

the same time.
1

At three o'clock the signal was given by the discharge
Defeat of of two guns from Wrede's corps, and the troops all ad-

aUaGuii- vanced to the attack. Hardly were the first rounds of

March's, artillery fired, when, seeing that Prince Eugene's move-

ment was rapidly turning them, the French on the extreme

left began to retreat. The Russian cuirassiers under

Pahlen instantly dashed forward, and broke two battalions

which had not time to form square; and, passing on,
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attacked a park of artillery which was just entering CHAP.
T "Y Y V "\

T T

Troyes, dispersed the drivers, and took the greater part of
' '

the guns. General Gerard, who lay sick among the car-
18U -

riages, was only saved from being made prisoner by the

intrepidity of a few sappers, who came up to his rescue.

Upon this, Count St Germain's dragoons were brought

forward, and these admirable troops, charging home, not

only checked Pahlen's men, already blown by their suc-

cess, but retook several of the guns. Soon, however, the

deep and heavy masses of Gortschakoff's and Prince

Eugene's infantry arrived in line, each column preceded

by a formidable array of artillery. Gerard, who com-

manded the centre, seeing he was certain of being turned

if he remained where he was, soon gave orders for a retreat,

and the plateau of Laubressel, the key of the position, was

abandoned. Schwartzenberg, perceiving that the retreat

was commencing, ordered Wrede with his Bavarians to

storm the bridge of la Guillotiere over the Barse, which

was done in the most brilliant style, and rendered the

position accessible in front at all points. The French

now retreated on all sides, and after sustaining, with i pf
C

tho,'m.

various success, repeated charges of the allied horse, Km-Cii.'

withdrew wholly into Troyes, which they abandoned next y^f'ii

day by capitulation, having in this action suffered a loss
j

)

,

1

j^;s

1

s

>an>

of nine pieces of cannon and two thousand men, of whom Burgh i7f

fifteen hundred were made prisoners ;
while the Allies Gn>sSC

had not to lament the loss, in all, of more than eight 4o';T^'''

hundred. 1

Everything now conspired to recommend vigorous ope-

rations to the Grand Army. Its credit was restored, and Kxtnu.nii-

its spirit revived by the successful issue of the two last
uTityof'tiio

actions
;

its retreat had been arrested, and turned into A'y after

a victorious advance
;

the ancient capital of Champagne '.|!^

MU '~

had again fallen into its hands; Napoleon was absent, and

the troops opposed to it, dejected and downcast, were

hardly a third of its own numerical amount. By simply

advancing against an enemy in no condition to oppose any
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CHAP, resistance to such an operation, Paris would be menaced,
'

the pressure on Blucher removed, the circle of operations
814<

narrowed, and the Emperor at length compelled to fight

for his dominions and crown, against the united force of

both armies, under the very walls of his capital. To

complete the reasons for vigorous hostilities, the negotia-

March 4. tions for an armistice at Lusigny were broken off on the

very clay on which Troyes was retaken, Count Flahault's

propositions on that subject being deemed wholly inad-

missible by the allied powers. The Emperor Alexander

and Lord Castlereagh were indefatigable in their efforts,

after this period, to rouse the Austrian commander-in-

chief to more active operations, so loudly called for, not

more by the obvious advantage to be gained, than by the

not less obvious danger to the army of Silesia to be averted

by immediately commencing them.* But all their efforts

were in vain; for the next fortnight, big, as we shall im-

mediately see, with the most important events between

the Aisne and the Marne, the Grand Army fully eighty

34, ss.Vi'o- thousand strong, even after the two corps sent to Lyons

2*2'. "'bio.'
na(l been deducted, flushed with victory, within six days'

in!'

B
p
r

ie

h ' march of the capital, witli less than thirty thousand cne-

Grosse m jcs |n jts front remained in a state of almost total

472, 47fi. inaction, leaving the destinies of Europe to hang on the

492.

8
' "'

swords, comparatively equally balanced, of Napoleon and

Marshal Blucher !

l

On the 5th, indeed, headquarters were advanced to

* " The Emperor considers that the advance of the Grand Army to Sens is

drawing us away from the enemy, and that it is therefore indispensable to

direct all our forces to the right towards Arcis, between that town and Yitry;

and, at all events, to reinforce them with the reserves, which should bo

ordered to move forward." ALEXANDKH to SCHWARTZKNBKKG, Stk March 1814.

"In consequence of intelligence received from Field-Marshal Blucher, the

Emperor considers it indispensable to begin to move by the right, between

A rcis-sur-Aube and V itry." ALKXANDKR to SCHWAKTZKNBKKG, 1 1 tk March 1814.
"

I h;usten to communicate to your Highness the reports received from

Count St Priest. His Majesty has charged me to inform you that, according
to his opinion, it is now more necessary than ever to act on the offensive.

Henceforth your hands will be completely unbound, and you may act accord-

ing to military calculation." VOI.SKONSKY, Alexander's Aide-de-camp, t>>

,
12//i March 1814; DAMLKFSKV, 104, 195.
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Trojes; the French marshals retired, as Napoleon had CHAP.

done a month before, behind the Seine, and were posted
LXXXVL

at Bray, Nogent, and Montcrcau, with the headquarters
181L

at Provins : the victorious corps of Wrede, Prince Eugene The <iipio-

of "\Viirtemberg, and Wittgenstein, now under Raeffskoi, So/the
were advanced to Sens, and Pont-sur-Yonne : and the b|
Russian reserves were brought up from Cliaumont to [o^veN

Sh

the neighbourhood of Montierender. But in these posi- i
)oloon ' oc-... casioned

tions they were kept wholly inactive till the 13th, when, this -

in consequence of the great successes of the army of Sile-

sia, a forward movement, though with the usual caution

of Schwartzenberg, was attempted. But the Austrian

generalissimo is not responsible for this, on military prin-

ciples, inexplicable delay. Diplomacy here, as so often

during the war, restrained the soldiers' arms
;
and the

cabinet of Vienna, distracted between its desire to reduce i
Burgh.

France to the frontiers of 1792, and yet to preserve the K^/'jf;

throne for the Grandson of the Emperor Francis, still
?.

4
>
3

.'-.': ]?-
tlio, in. 251,

clung to the hope that, by delaying to bring matters to
'

2
"
)f5 - Dim -

J J '

. 190, 194.

extremities, Napoleon might be brought to see his situa- i>ie Grosse

tion in its true light, and conclude a peace on such terms 476,481.'

as might still leave his dynasty on the throne.
1

Very different, however, was the system of warfare

which was pursued on the banks of the Aisnc, where Retreat of

Bluchcr, with the iron bands of the army of Silesia, soSwM.*

singly withstood the whole weight of Napoleon's power.
M

No sooner did the veteran marshal receive intelligence of 2 riaus vii.

the Emperor's approach, than lie gathered together his Grosse _

forces, which now amounted to fifty-five thousand men,
2
384.

'

and forthwith commenced his march across the Marnc, at

la Ferte-sotis-Jouarre, the bridges of which lie broke down

in the direction of Soissons.* Napoleon, counting the

moments in his impatience, urged on the advance of his

troops from la Ferte-Gaucher ;
the soldiers, in high spirits

and burning with ardour, gallantly seconded his efforts,

*
lie fir.<t rnadc a demonstration against Marmont and Mori ier in their posi-

tion behind tin; Omv'i, but it led to nothing.

VOL. XII. 2 1'
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CHAP, and fifty thousand men, pressing on with ceaseless march,
'

promised soon to bring on a fearful collision with the enemy.
1814< But it was too late. As the leading columns reached the

heights above la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, and the valley of

the Marne lay at their feet, they beheld the rearguard of

the army of Silesia vanishing in the distance on the other

side of the Marne, the whole bridges of which were

broken down. It wras necessary to restore them before

the pursuit could be renewed, and this required four-and-

twenty hours. Headquarters, therefore, were established

at la Ferte-sous-Jouarre, and Napoleon in person repaired

the following morning to the spot, to hasten the recon-

struction of the bridges, at which the engineers laboured

with such assiduity that the troops began to cross over

on the evening of the same day. Meanwhile couriers

were despatched to Paris to tranquillise the inhabitants,

whom the cannonade at Meaux had thrown into the

i Dan. 203, utmost consternation, with the joyful intelligence of the

H! 117' retreat of the Allies
;
while Blucher, who proposed to

3G8
h

37b.
make a stand at Oulchy, on the right bank of the Ourcq,

27^
h

K\

L an<^- ^a(^ giyen orders to "Winzingerode and Bulow to meet
DicGrosse him there for that purpose, toiled on amidst dreadful
Chron. in.

. TIT T i

5.53, 557. rams, and by deep cross roads rendered almost impass-

435, 437. able by the sudden breaking up of the frost, to gain the

appointed place of rendezvous. 1

It was not so easy a matter as the Prussian general

Perilous supposed for Bulow to join Winzingerode and get across

ofBiucher, to Oulchy ;
for the only bridge over the Aisne, at this

skidding
time flooded by the thaw, was at Soissons, and it was a

March <>
fortified town held by a considerable French garrison.

The justice of the coup-d'ceil which had made Cherni-

clieff some weeks before select it as the scene of his bril-

liant assault, was now manifest; but the whole fruits of

that success had been lost, and the town regained to the

enemy, from the retreat consequent on the disasters of

Blucher's army. Bulow and "Winzingerodc, in obedience

to the orders sent them from Bar-sur-Aube on the 2.3th,
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both appeared on the 2d before Soissons, but on opposite CHAP.

sides of the river: their forces amounted to
fifty thousand _J

veterans, so that they would double the numerical strength
1814 -

of the army of Silesia.""" But Soissons held out, notwith-

standing repeated summonses to surrender; the strength
of its works, which had been considerably increased since

ChernichefFs extraordinary coup -de -main, seemed to

defy an immediate assault; and yet the situation of

Blucher, on the opposite bank, with Marmont and Mor-

tier pressing on his rear with the former of whom his

rearguard had that day a severe encounter which cost

him five hundred men and Napoleon threatening his

flank, Avas extremely perilous. In this emergency the March 3.

Prussian marshal sent forward the pontoon train to Bus- 205?'lab

ancy on the Aisne, with the most experienced engineers xJ^,"
9 '

in his armv, to select points for throwing bridges across; ^V
3
',

374
:.

" Plotho, in.

but to attempt such an operation during the darkness of ;-w,
-M-

..

a winter night, with fifty thousand French, led by Napo- 44-2, 44<;.

Icon, thundering in pursuit, was obviously attended with '205!'"'

no common hazard.
1

In this dilemma, the Prussian marshal was delivered
45

from his difficulties in a way so remarkable that it almost Capitui'a-

savoured of the marvellous. There were fifteen hundred !on

n

s Lli-"!

4"

Poles in Soissons, the brave but now inconsiderable^ \"

remnant of the followers of Poniatowski, under the com- ili itultk' s -

mand of General Moreau.r They had received special

orders from Napoleon to defend the place to the last drop

of their blood, as the blocking up that issue to the army
of Silesia out of the country between the Marne and the

j

Aisnc, formed a part of the able plan which he had con-

ceived for its destruction. The allied generals had

resolved to attempt to storm the place on the following

morning; but during the night, under the pretence of

purchasing some wine for the use of the generals, they
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CHAP, sent an officer into the town to propose a capitulation.
T X XXV T '

This skilful diplomatist, Colonel Lowernstown, having
1814.

Tfifa some difficulty, and not without sustaining great

danger from the sentries, who repeatedly fired upon him,

contrived to make his way into the fortress, so worked

upon the fears of the governor, by representing that two

strong corps were prepared to assault the place on the

following morning, and would infallibly put the whole

garrison to the sword, that he prevailed on that officer and

the council of war, whom he found assembled, to capitulate.

Moreau proposed that the garrison should be allowed to

take the guns, six in number, with them
; and, after

some feigned opposition on the part of Lowernstown,

this was admitted. Winzingerode gladly acceded to the

proposed terms ;
and it having been observed by some

one present, that it was unusual to give an enemy,

voluntarily evacuating a fortress, more than two guns,

2oo
an '

Pio'-' WoronzoiF justly remarked "that in the present circum-

234'"kocif' stances, the surrender of Soissons was of such importance,
e even allowable to make the French com-

15, i Die mandant a present of some of our own guns, on the single
Grouse l

,

^

Chron._iii. condition of his evacuating the fortress on the instant."

Thiers, x'vii. The capitulation was accordingly agreed to, and Woronzoff

vi/20(j, 2o7. iii person led his troops, immediately after, at noon on

the 3d, to take possession of the city gates.
1

Napoleon expressed, as well he might, the utmost
AC

junction of indignation at this disgraceful capitulation; the moment

armv'with nc received intelligence of it, he directed the governor,

win/.injf-- Moreau, to be forthwith delivered over to a militaryrode anil J
Buiow. commission. The importance of the advantage thus

gained to the Allies was soon apparent ;
for hardly were

the city gates in possession of the Russians, when the

sound of Marmont's and Mortier's cannon was heard

thundering on Bluchcr's rearguard ;
and soon after the

March:?, heads of his columns, weary and jaded, and in great

confusion, began to arrive, and they defiled without

intermission through the fortress all night. It may fairly
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be concluded, therefore, that the opportune surrender of CHAP.

Soissons saved the Prussian marshal, if not from total
LXXXX L

defeat, which the distance at which the great body of 1814>

Napoleon's forces still were rendered improbable, at least

from most serious embarrassment and loss in crossing the

river. On the day following, the whole army passed over March 4.

in safety, and effected its junction with Bulow and

Winzingerode's men, on the summit of the plateau

overlooking Soissons, on the road to Laon. The veterans

of the Silesian army, almost worn out with two months'

incessant marching and six weeks of active hostilities,

with hardly any shoes on their feet, tattered greatcoats

on their backs, and almost empty caissons, presented
a striking contrast to the splendid array, untarnished

uniforms, and well -
replenished artillery and baggage-

waggons of Bernadotte's corps. This important junction

raised the strength of the united army to a hundred

thousand men, of whom twenty -four thousand were

admirable horse
;
and infantry and cavalry alike were

17,^5."

"'

tried veteran troops, well known in the preceding cam-
^"f'.^g

paign on the Elbe. Bluchcr resolved no longer to retreat, J>-
2

_

but to give battle on the summit of the elevated plateaus go
iii

ys.
which lie between the Aisne and the Scrrc, adjacent to 4:17."

the highway from Rheims to Laon. 1

And now an event occurred which throws an important ^
li"ht on the moral government of the world, and illustrates \ai>< con's
O O decre s call-

the inexpedicnce, even for present interests, of those ing u,c

deviations from the rules of justice and humanity, which
,,'[' \^'

it is the highest glory of civilisation to have in general
l

^.^f
introduced into the ruthless code of war. Irritated at

the escape of the army of Silesia from the well-laid scheme

which he had devised for its destruction, and anxious to

engage the masses of the people, hitherto passive and

inert in the midst of the hostile armies, in a guerilla

warfare on the flanks and rear of the invaders, Napoleon

issued two proclamations from Fismes : by the first of

which he not only authorised, but enjoined, every French-
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CHAP, man to take up arms, and fall on the flanks and rear
I "WW F

'

of the invading armies
; while, by the second, the penalties

814- of treason were denounced against every mayor or public

functionary who should not stimulate, to the utmost of

his power, the prescribed insurrectionary movements on

the part of the people.* Thus was Napoleon himself

driven by a just retribution, and the consequences of the

atrocious system of universal invasion and systematic

oppression which the Revolutionary armies had so long

pursued, to adopt the very same measures of defence

i
Moniteur, which he had so often denounced in his enemies, and for

ibiT obeying which he had, in sullen revenge, shed so much
noble and heroic blood.

1

The guerilla warfare to which he now called the
48

which 'was French, and which led to severe and sanguinary pro-

thfng'hc imd clamations, in reprisal, by the allied generals, was no

mmncedln" tner than the very system for pursuing which he had, in

his enemies.
ftlQ outset of his career, shot the magistrates and principal

citizens of Pavia in cold blood, and given up that beauti-

xx. 85.

'

ful city to pillage ;- and to repress which he had sanc-

i8io
y9 ' tioned the bloody proclamations of Soult

3 and Augereau,
4

4 Dec. 2s, denouncing the punishment of death against every

Spanish peasant found in arms in defence of his country ;

and the still more infamous decree of Bessieres, affixing7 O
the same penalty, not only to the people not soldiers

taken in arms, but "
against the fathers, mothers, brothers,

sisters, children, and nephews, of all individuals who
i8ii. have quitted their domiciles, and do not inhabit the villages

occupied by the French/' 5

Impelled by stern necessity,

* " All the French citizens arc not only authorised to take up arms, but,

required to (to so ; to sound the tocsin as soon as they hoar the cannon of our

troops approaching them : to assemble together, scour the woods, break down
the bridges, block up the roads, and fall on the flanks and rear of the enemy.

Every French citizen taken by the enemy, who shall be put to death, shall be

forthwith avenged, by the shooting of a prisoner from the enemy. NATOLKOX.''
" All the mayors, public functionaries, and inhabitants, who, instead ol'

stimulating the patriotic ardour of the people, shall strive t-> cool them, and

dissuade them from all the measures of a legitimate defence 1

,
shall be considered

ax traitors, and treated ax swh." -XAi'oi.ro.v, Hi It March ISM. Moniteur, March

(>, 1811; and GOLDSMITH'S Rcrw:\l, vi. (>l;"i.
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the mighty conqueror was now obliged to sign with his CHAP.

own hand the condemnation of his previous cruelty ;
to

LXXX-V L

canonise the memory of the many brave men whom he 1S14-

had doomed to death for doing what he now enjoined; to

expose to similar suffering the people who had been the

instruments and sharers in his oppression. Providence

has a clear mode of dealing with the sins of men, which

is, to leave them to the consequences of their own

iniquities.

Determined to come to blows with the army of Silesia,

notwithstanding the great accession of strength which it Napoleon

had just received, in the hopes that he might disable it, ITsnTand

for a time at least, from resuming the offensive, while he siucher to

turned his strength against the vast but unwieldy masses Craone -

of the Grand Army, Napoleon gave orders for a general
advance. Unable now to cross the Aisne at Soissons,

his next object was to secure the passage of that river

higher up. With this view, General Corbineau, with a

considerable body, was detached in the night of the 4th

from Fismes to Rheims, of which he took possession

without resistance on the day following ;
and on the same March 5.

day the advanced guard under Xansouty was pushed on

to Bery-au-Bac, where the cross road from Rheims to

Laon passes the Aisne, by a stone bridge. Xansouty,

having fallen in with the rearguard of the enemy, passed

the bridge at the gallop, and drove it back to Corbeny
with some loss. The whole army was immediatclv moved

in that direction. As soon as the passage of the Aisne

was fully effected, couriers were despatched to Mc/ic-rcs,

Verdun, and Metz, with instructions to stimulate the

authorities to rouse the peasantry ;
but though the latter i K (H .!,, i.

in many places showed a disposition to rise in obedience ^'.'fr?.

to the Emperor's proclamations, and not unfrcqucntly fell
j?i

n
> ^

upon the detached parties of the Allies with hardly any
sc

...J J Chron. in.

leaders, vet the former, foreseeing his approaching end, .w, :><;:>.

*?
'111 icrs xv 1 1

hardly ever made the slightest attempt either to direct or -ioi, 45-2.

encourage their efforts.
1 Meanwhile the army approached
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CHAP. Laon, by the road from Bcry-au-Bac, to the ground where
LXXXVJ'

Marshal Blucher had taken post on the plateau of CRAONE,
'14< on the narrow neck of laud which extends from the road

from Soissons to Laon, to that by which the enemy were

now advancing from Bery-au-Bac to the same town.

The position thus chosen was a plateau nearly a mile

Description and a half long, but not half a mile broad, bounded on

of battle, either flank by steep slopes leading down to the ravines

AtiasT~
f Foulon and Allies, the sides of which, difficult of

Plate 9/. ascent to infantry, were wholly impracticable for cavalry

or artillery. The river Lettc flowed nearly in a straight

line, in the bottom of the ravine to the north
;

at the

distance of a mile from the southern edge of the plateau,

the Aisne ran in a deep and nearly parallel channel, from

east to west; but the immediate declivities of the position

were drained by a multitude of feeders, which flowed

rapidly down at right angles to the central bed of these

two streams. A cross gully of no great depth, but a

most formidable obstacle on a field of battle, extended at

right angles to the ravines, along the front of that part of

the plateau which Woronzoff chose for his first stand
;

and two others of irregular forms, running each halfway
across it, afforded, like so many bastions and ditches,

positions of considerable strength in rear. The upper

part of the hollows on cither side was filled with woods
;

that of Vauclere lying to the north, and the Bois dc

1 Personal Blanc Sablon to the south, neither of which was pervious

Km-iilt'

011

to cavalry or artillery. The neck of the plateau, and the

Valid'

5

''!!

1 '

strength of the position, was across it from Aillcs to

31 ' 3
.r.- '''!' Paissy, and at that point it was little more than five

tlio, in. 2^S,
J L

2-$. Jicuu- hundred yards broad a narrow space for a battle to be

3;>5.

'

fought on which the fate of France, and perhaps of Europe,
would depend.

1

It was far from being his whole army, however, which

Binder's Blucher had assembled in this strong position. His

'"'situation was full of difficulty, especially considering the

sudden and desperate strokes which his antagonist was
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wont to deliver, the admirable quality of the troops at CHAP.

his command, and the variety of points he himself was
LXXXV L

called on to defend. It was necessary, in case of disaster,
1S14-

and for the sake of his communications, to cover Laon,

the bulwark of the roads to the Netherlands : to defend

the central position at Craone, and, at the same time, to

keep possession of the important fortress of Soissons,

commanding the principal passage of the Aisne, and the

great road to Paris, the object of all his efforts. This

last stronghold, forming the extreme right of his line,

was now threatened with immediate assault by Marmont
and Mortier, to whom Xapoleon had given peremptory
orders instantly to carry it all hazards. To provide at

once for these different objects, and at the same time carry

into effect his intention of giving battle to the French

Emperor, the following dispositions were made by Marshal

Blucher : Bulow, with his whole corps, was sent off to

defend Laon
;

the infantry of Winzingerode, under

Worouzoff and Strogonoff, with Sacken in their rear, were

charged with the defence of the plateau of Craone; while

Winzingerode, at the head of ten thousand horse, and

sixty pieces of horse-artillery, followed by Kleist and

Langeron, was to pass the Lette, and by cross roads fall

on the right wing or rear of the French, while actively

engaged on the plateau in front. York was posted on

the highway between Soissons and Laon, to afford succour ^Oc

-js7'

to anv point which miirht require it: and the defence of ]) - -W-
J

. . , . , Plotho, iii.

Soissons was intrusted to Radzewitz, with six thousand -'i)o.

men of Langcron's corps.
1

The first attack was made on this important fortress,

the loss of which had been the subject of such unbounded rnsua-ci-s-

mortih'cation to the Emperor. At daylight on the morn- ,,n soi^ou*

ing of the ."Jth, the enemy's troops were seen approaching
in deep columns, by the road of Chateau-Thierry, liadze-

witz immediately made his preparations, and rode round

the ranks, reminding his men of what they owed to their

sovereign and the honour of the Russian arms. At seven,
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CHAP, the enemy commenced the attack on the faubourgs, but
T "VVYVT

; they were repulsed with loss. Returning, however, to the
1S14-

charge, they made themselves masters of a considerable

part of the houses beyond the walls, and a desperate

action, within pistol-shot, ensued in the streets, near to

the foot of the ramparts, which was maintained with the

greatest resolution on both sides. Transported with

ardour, the French, in many places, unroofed the houses

of which they had made themselves masters, hoisted up
their guns, with ropes, on the outside, to the topmost

story, and from thence, as from the moving towers of anti-

quity, battered the summit of the walls, nearly on an

equal footing. But it was all in vain. The Russian

grenadiers, with heroic resolution, made good their post
i Dan. 21.5. against their gallant antagonists, threefold more numerous
Ol ""

IJ 1

f. 39i,

e

392." than themselves
;
the guns on the bastions maintained their

piolhoj'iit

7 '

superiority over those of the enemy, somewhat below them,

G
8

ro'sse

Die in the suburbs
;
and after the whole day had been con-

l;!

ir-.
(

i

.

ii - sumed, and fifteen hundred men lost to either side in this
566, ij9.

Veiter, ii. furious assault, the French marshals drew off towards
152. Marra.

i T i

vi.207,208. J3ery, leaving Kadzewitz in possession or the bloodstained

ramparts.
1

Disappointed in his hopes of turning the allied position

Napoleon's by carrying Soissons on its right flank, Napoleon now
lis

resolved to hazard a direct attack upon the plateau in

its front. Had his army been composed of the soldiers

of Arcola or Rivoli, he would have formed his troops

into a dense column, and assaulted the Russians on the

neck of the narrow tongue of land, as his grenadiers had

forced the dykes in the swampy plains of Verona. But,

excepting the divisions Friant and Christiani of the Old

Guard, with the cuirassiers, they were of a very different

description, being in great part conscripts and voting

troops, almost worn out with the incredible efforts they

had already made in the campaign, and who were not

always to be relied on except in the presence of the

Emperor. In consequence of this, Napoleon felt the
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necessity of supplying by combination what was wanting CHAP.
LXXXVI

in strength ;
and with this view he made the following

'

dispositions. Ney was charged with the principal attack,

which was to be directed against the enemy's left flank,

upwards from the slope descending to the valley of the

Lctte, and he had under his command two divisions of

the Young Guard and the dragoons of the Guard
;
while

Kansouty, with the Polish dragoons and Exeelmans' divi-

sion, was to climb the steep on the right of the enemy,
from the side of Ouchc and the feeders of the Aisne.

The main attack along the neck of the plateau, led by
Victor, at the head of his divisions of the Young Guard,
was supported by the Old Guard under the direction of

Xapoleon in person ;
and by bringing up column after

column on that narrow plain, he hoped to force the posi-

tion, despite its natural advantages, when the heads of his

columns showed themselves on cither flank. Marmont,
who had arrived at Bcry-au-Bay, protected his rear. His

force actually on the field, and engaged with the enemy,
amounted to forty thousand men

;
the Russians wrerc only

twenty-seven thousand, ten thousand under Winzingerode

having, as already noticed, been detached to Festieux, to

threaten the French rear. But they had the advantage
of a very strong position, had not been exhausted by pre- 222. koch,

vious combats in the campaign, and were the very flower vaud.'i. ai,

of the Russian army. By a singular chance, the result
fit'28929o'.

of the previous movements which had taken place, both .'^^
parties had passed each other, and now wheeled about l)ie Grosso

1
.

( ihron. in.

to fight ;
the Russians with their face to the Rhine, the .">7o, 571.

French with theirs towards Paris.
1

Soon after nine o'clock on the morning of the 7th,

two of the enemy's columns appeared on the front of ro.mncncc-

the plateau towards Craone, while a third, without guns, illa'tie."

entered the ravine on the left. Bluchcr at the same

time received intelligence that Winzingcrode's corps of

horse-artillery and cannon, which was destined to turn

the French flank, and execute the decisive attack, so far
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CHAP, from having yet reached Festieux, its place of destination,
7XXXVT o /

' ' '

was still far in tlie rear, from having been impeded by
514g

the excessive badness of the roads. He instantly ordered

Kleist's men to take the start of AYinzingerode, and press

on direct for that place ;
while he himself set out in

person after Winzingerode, to endeavour to overcome the

difficulties which impeded him, leaving Sacken on the

neck of land to combat Xapoleon. The French forces,

preceded by a hundred guns, soon approached in dense

masses along the plateau. Shortly the fire of artillery

became extremely violent on both sides
;

for the Russian

cannon, consisting of sixty pieces, was admirably posted,

and kept up a dreadful discharge, with unerring precision,

both in front and flank, on the deep French columns

advancing along the neck of the plateau. Napoleon's

guns, greatly superior in number, but by no means so

advantageously placed, replied with the utmost vigour :

their shot, admirably directed, ploughed through the

Russian masses, which, drawn up in three lines, almost

close together, presented an infallible mark to the gunners.

Not a piece was fired without producing a corresponding

chasm in the opposite ranks. But nothing could shake

the firmness of AYoronzofFs troops : whole files were mown

down, but the men never wavered, and with the steadi-

i
Kaus]cr)

ness which discipline, supcradded to native courage, alone

?,!>!} O.]f
"' can give, calmly fronted the tempest of deatli in obcdi-

Koch.i.soi, cncc to their Czar and their oaths. At length the attack-
,r.l'2. \ aud.

M. a'2, :. ing columns recoiled in this fearful strife
;
and Victor's

2w, 2W.
'

troops, after sustaining a dreadful loss, withdrew beyond
reach of the fire.

1

Meanwhile Xcv, on the Russian left, no sooner heard

Desperate tlic cannon-shot on the crest of tlie plateau, tliaii, trans-

ti'ir phi""an, ported witli ardour, lie redoubled the vigour of his attack.

Sells The hamlet of Aillcs was carried after hard fighting;
the KUS-

nc| j 1 j s tirailleurs, driving the Russian lii>ht troops before
ans re-

them, were seen climbing the steep on the left of the

plateau. At the same time an attempt was made by

nans re-
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Nansouty to mount the summit on the right from the side CHAP.

of Ouche. The depth, however, of the ravine on that
LXXXVL

flank, the badness of the roads and the well-directed fire
1S14-

of six guns planted on the edge of the plateau, at the top
of the declivity, rendered the attack abortive. But no

sooner did the Emperor perceive Ney's vanguard appearing
on the summit than he ordered Victor to advance again
in a heavy close column along the neck of the position.

With such vigour did this column rush forward, sup-

ported by Ney's men on their right, in spite of the fire

of forty-eight guns on their front and flank, that one of

the Russian batteries on the left was carried. It was

only a few minutes in the enemy's possession, for the 19th

light infantry, and regiment of Shirvan, rushed forward

and retook it with the bayonet, hurling the French with

loud shouts down the steeps. But the extreme rapidity
and violence of the fire now caused, after four hours'

fighting, a want of ammunition to be felt in the Russian

lines
;
and Sacken, alarmed by the increasing masses of

the French, especially in the valley on his left, and the

non-appearance of Bluchcr or Winzingcrodc in the rear

of the enemy where they had been expected, twice sent

orders to AVoronzoff to retreat. The brave Russian,

however, finding he could still make good his post, and 2^
an

'Kod!,

wisely judging that he ran less danger by standing still LfuJicr^
'

in his strong position and continuing the contest, than j-j'Vjo

011 ' '

by retreating in face of such a force as Xapoleon com- Lau(L
'i-

33'

J 03. J)lO

manded, still maintained his ground. But at length Gn)!- sc
G ^

( 'liron. iii.

Sacken, having received instructions from Bluchcr to fall 575, 576.

back M'ith all his forces to the central position at Laon, 4(!i^ 46:5.

"'

gave \Voronzoff positive orders to retreat.
1

It was at two o'clock in the afternoon that this hazard-

ous movement commenced. Woronzoff formed his men Glorious re-

with admirable steadiness, even under the fire of a him- Russians.'

drcd French guns, in squares, and ordered the retreat in

ordinary time by alternate bodies
;
the artillery in the

openings, and the dismounted guns, t\vo-and-t\vcnty in
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CHAP, number, with such of the wounded as could be removed,
T Y Y \" \T

T

__ '

in front of the retreating column. As soon as Napoleon
511

perceived the retreat commencing, he hurried forward all

his guns to his own front, redoubled his fire upon the

retiring columns, and ordered up the whole dragoons and

cuirassiers to charge along the neck of the plateau. So

vehement was their onset, so loud the cries and clatter of

the rushing horsemen, that it was at first thought all was

lost on the right ;
but when the smoke cleared away, the

stead)
7

squares were seen pursuing their march unbroken
;

and BenkendorfF, with the hussars and Cossacks, bravely

charged the French horse, and checked the pursuit. As
the retreat continued, and the Russians came past the

neck to a wider part of the plateau, the danger became

greater, because the more extended surface of the level

ground enabled the French cavalry to turn their flanks.

At this critical moment, however, Wassiltchikoff came up
with Lanskoy's hussars and Dochakoff's dragoons of

Sacken's corps. These incomparable troops instantly

charged the pursuing horse, and drove them back in their

1 Ban. 22:;,
turn. So narrow was the ground in some places, that the

?CT

6

"4do.

aus
horse were obliged to halt and open out, in order to let

iy an(l gulls through ;
and instantly closing

394,396.' when they had passed, faced about against the pursu-
2.00, 291.

'

ers. Several of the Russian regiments of cavalry charged
UK.'

"'

in this manner, in less than an hour, eight different

times. l

Meanwhile the Russian troops were approaching the

strong poBi- second neck of the plateau, in the rear both of the former

f the wider space between them
;
and while the

ussians in
cava ] r y retarded the advance of the enemy, the whole

io i ciir. J *>

guns of Sacken's and AVoron/off's corps which were not

dismounted, sixty-four in number, were placed upon it.

The ground was singularly calculated to give efficiency

to their fire
;

for it was at once flanked on either side by

perpendicular rocks which could not be scaled, and rose

by a steep slope in the narrow isthmus between them, so
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as to afford the means of placing the cannon in a double CHAP.

row, one behind and the other above, in such a manner -

that, like the upper and under decks of a ship at sea,
1814<

they could both discharge at the same time. On this

slope the guns were placed; thirty-six in the first line,

twenty-eight in the second, opposite to the intervals

between the first, and about twenty feet above them.

When everything was in readiness, the infantry were

marching back slowly, and with perfect regularity, abreast

of the first line of guns, when they faced about and dressed i Racierc> J ivauiMLi
,

in a line with the mouths of the pieces in the lower line, .IjiV 227?"

which immediately bejmn to fire with the utmost violence, v
au

,

d -

.'
.;?;?;J c~ '

rvocn, i. ocJy.

while the heavy guns in the upper tier thundered over e G
??
e

J
_

-1 l Cliron. in.

their heads. Before this began, the cavalry, now almost 578, 579.

11 -11 i i *iif i Thicrs, xvii.

worn out, rapidly withdrew to the right and left, and re- 40:5, 405.

tired behind the artillery.
1

Great was the astonishment of the French when the

screen of horsemen cleared away, and they beheld this in the as-

close mass of enemies ready to receive them. They were which the

nothing daunted, however, by the sight. Drouot formed required?"

the terrible artillery of the Guard in front of this second

position, and calmly moved on in the midst of the guns,

on foot, as he was wont, against the double tier of cannon,

sometimes aiding in the pointing of a gun, as in the days
of his youth at the military college.* Immediately be- 2 Dan. 221;,

hind him the lofty grenadier caps of the Imperial Guard i~rr"'4<iY!

1 "'

were seen in dense and formidable array. But all their
o?,,"^]"

1 '

efforts were in vain. With dauntless intrepidity, indeed, J^'y^a
the Old Guard continued to press on along the narrow ; - X.-K-

1 Die Crrosse

ridge ;
but the thicker their columns became the greater <.'];';<>_'

was the havoc, until their advance was literally impededm Thim,
xvii 1(14

by the heaps of dead and dying.
2 The Russian artillery, Jo:,;

worked with extraordinary rapidity, fired, by alternate
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CHAP, guns, round-shot and grape from the first line, and round-
LXXXVT '

shot and grenades from the second; and such was the
il4-

precision of their aim, that the assailants never succeeded,

notwithstanding the most heroic efforts, in passing the

dreadful strait. This awful cannonade lasted only twenty
minutes

;
when Drouot, finding the position unassailable

drew off his guns, and the fire ceased. Soon after,

Woronzoff, having by this stand gained time for his

cavalry, wounded, and carriages, to reach the great road

from Soissons, himself followed with the rearguard, and

the whole fell back to the environs of Laon.

Such was the terrible battle of Craone, the most
59

Results' of obstinately contested, if we except Albuera and Culm,
tle '

of the whole Revolutionary war, and in which it is hard

to say to which side of the heroic antagonists the palm
of victory is to be awarded. The French were greatly

superior in number; for as Sacken's infantry was never

engaged, the whole troops who fought on the Russian

side did not exceed twenty-one thousand; while Xapo-
leon had nearly thirty thousand actually under fire.*

But this disproportion, great as it was, appears to have

been counterbalanced in the result by the incomparable

strength of Woronzoff's position, which rendered numer-

ical superiority of little avail, and the admirable dispo-

sition of his guns, which, both at the commencement and

close of the action, gave the Russian artillery, though
inferior in number, a decided advantage over that of the

French. Trophies of victory there were none to boast of

by either party. The French won the field of battle, but

it was covered only with the dead or the dying : no

prisoners were made, or cannon or standards taken, on

cither side; and the field itself was yielded, not to the

attacks, impetuous as they were, of Napoleon's grenadiers,

but to the general policy of the campaign, which, after

Infantry. C:iv:ilry. Tcit.-tl.

*
Russian* under firo, . . 1,304 -1.900 2]. 'Jot

French ditto, . . . 2:?.o73 CJi.50 29,4:23

KOCH, i. Ml
;
and l)i<: Gi'ug*<: (.'/<///. iii. fiTo, fi77.
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Winzingerode's circular march against the French rear CHAP.

had failed, induced the Prussian field-marshal to direct a
LXXXVI

general concentration of his forces in the noble position
1814 -

of Laon. The loss on both sides was enormous; and,

save at Albuera, unprecedented in proportion to the

number of troops engaged in the whole war. The Rus-

sians were weakened by five thousand killed and wounded
;

but on the side of the French no less than eight thousand

brave men, being more than a fourth of the troops en- 'DieGross

gaged, had fallen. "Woronzoff deservedly had the order SeTVoch

of St George, of the second class, immediately conferred Lai
4

,

02 '

upon him by a grateful sovereign : wounds and death $ f||-

were the only returns which now remained for French ?
>5}{

-_
Vllll(1

i i f i TT- i i
ii. o/. Cl

deeds or heroism. Victor was severely lacerated by a

cannon-ball in the thigh ; Grouchy, Nansouty, Boyer, and 467

two other generals, more slightly.
1

Had Winzingerode's attack, supported by Kleist, in

the rear, not been prevented from taking place by the Reflections

extraordinary difficulties which impeded his march, Napo- tie, and the

Icon's career would, in all probability, have been termin-
nary^ai'

ated at Craone, as it afterwards was at Waterloo. His
p'jSf

18

last reserves had been engaged on the plateau ;
he had

no troops in hand nearer than Marmont's corps at Bery-

au-Bac, to oppose to any fresh attack
;
and the apparition

in his rear of ten thousand horse, followed by Kleist and

Langeron's corps, would have proved fatal. It cannot

be denied that Blucher erred egregiously in dispersing

his army so much before the battle; and that, consider-

ing that his forces, upon the whole, were double those of

his antagonist, it afforded the most decisive proof of his

having been out-generaled, or singularly ill-used by

fortune, that, at the decisive point, the French so far

outnumbered his troops engaged. Proportionally greater

was the credit due to the heroism of Woronzoff and his

unconquerable soldiers, who overcame all these obstacles,

and contended on equal terms, during the whole day,

against Napoleon, at the head of such superior forces,

VOL. xii. 2 ( i
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CHAP, including his redoubtable Guards and cuirassiers. Innu-
LXXXVI
_J

'

merable were the deeds of heroism performed by officers

!14> and men on both sides. Ney, Mortier, and Victor com-

bated on foot at the head of their troops, and were always
to be seen in the thickest of the fire, animating the troops

by their voice and example. Woronzoff repeatedly, during

the retreat, threw himself into the squares, and in person

gave the word of command to fire, when the French had

come within fifty paces: Major-general Poncet, severely

wounded, stood before his brigade on crutches, and posi-

tively refused to retire till the line was directed to fall

back : the regiment of Shirvan, having exhausted their

cartridges, and being surrounded by the French cavalry,

thrice forced their way through with fixed bayonets,

!J\
nn

-,?
2^ brin inug with them their dead colonel, and all the officers

U'5!j J\ocli

i. 361, 302.' who had been either killed or wounded: Dochakoff, on

4ib. being mortally wounded, exclaimed to his regiment, "Halt,

Courlanders I" and breathed his last. 1

The French army, after this terrible battle, separated

Nai>ok.'m into two columns, and the main one moved across to the

succeeding great road from Soissons to Laon. While the cavalry
the buttle. werc on jie roa(j t that town, Napoleon traversed in

the gloom of the evening the blood-stained summit of

the plateau, and then descended into the valley of the

Aisne, to seek a hamlet wherein to pass the night, and

found it in the village of Bray. His spirits were un-

usually depressed, as well by the bloody and unsatisfac-

tory issue of the action, as by the intelligence which he

received the same evening from Chtitillon, announcing
the firm determination of the Allies to break up the

conference, unless the fundamental principle of reducing
France to its ancient limits was agreed to. The Emperor
was not prepared for such unanimity on the part of the

allied plenipotentiaries; he still clung to the hope that

Austria would break oif. lie refused, however, to yield

to those terms, and a messenger was despatched with

instructions to Caulaincourt to .present .a counter-project,.
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and strive to gain time. "I see clearly," said he, "that CHAP.

this war is an abyss, but I will be the last to bury myself
in it. If we must wear the fetters, it is not I who will

1314<

stretch out my hands to receive them." He was deeply

depressed, however, by the issue of the action, and wrote

that night to Joseph at Paris " The Old Guard alone

stood firm
;
the rest melted like snow." Such was his

irritation from the desperate state of his affairs, that he 1F . lin LW<

gave orders, in one of his fits of fury, to shoot some j^ 1

^]
1
'

Russian prisoners, probablv in retaliation for some Pau - m
1 L

Burn, xiii.

peasants slain; and the command, before he relented, 271. Tine,
xvii 503

was unhappily carried into execution at the village ofsoi.'

Vaurains. 1

On the following day, Blucher collected all his six
C2.

corps round the splendid position of Laon. So exhausted Both parties

were the French by their efforts during the battle, that amiVroumi
1

they did not move from their ground till ten next day ;

Laon '

and as the Russians marched the whole night, they got
the start of the enemy, and reached the neighbourhood
of that town in safety. Napoleon also on his side col-

lected his whole forces, which now amounted to about

forty-eight thousand men. Marmont, who had come up
from Soissons, and crossed the Aisne at Bcry-au-Bac,
after sleeping at Corbeny, approached Laon by the road

of Rheims; while the bulk of the army, consisting of the

corps of Ncy, Victor, and Mortier, with the cuirassiers

and reserve cavalry, after having joined the great road

from Soissons to Laon at Chavignon and Vaurains,

approached on the chaussfo from Paris. Notwithstand-

ing all his losses, Blucher had still nearly ninety thousand

men grouped around the hill of Laon
;
and the approach

to the position was by a defile two miles in length, where

the road crosses a marsh that runs up to the foot of the

hill. Chernicheff was posted at Etouville, which lay at

the entrance of this defile, with four regiments of infan-

try and twenty-four guns ;
and he defended himself so

vigorously against the impetuous attacks of Marshal Ncy,
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CHAP, who commanded the French advanced guard, that at
L XX \V I

-'
nightfall he was still unable to make any impression.

>14 '

After it was dark, however, the peasants conducted the

guard through by-paths across the marshes
;

so that,

at daybreak on the 9th, Chernicheff found his post at

the entrance of the defile no longer tenable, and

, Dan 23fi
withdrew with all his forces to the position of Laon.

238. kaus- There, soon after, Radzcwitz arrived with the garrison of
ler 40*2.

Fain, i>i, Soissons, having by forced marches and extraordinary

?. 408,411.' vigilance eluded all the efforts of the enemy to intercept

292*293"' him. The accession of these forces, and the general

Ir'Varoh! concentration of his troops, raised Blucher's army to one

4<n
En

Die
nundrcd and f ur thousand men, including twenty-four

Grossc thousand horse, and two hundred and sixty guns, all con-
Clirou. in. . i ? TVT T

.59-2,593. centrated and supporting each other; while JSapoleon,

167,^71?" including Marmont, had only fifty thousand, of whom not

more than fourteen thousand were cavalry.
1

LAON is a town of great antiquity, containing seven

Description thousand souls, and well known to travellers in that part of

tfonofcm, France. Like that of Cassel on the borders of Flanders,

teamed* ^ stands upon the flat summit of a conical hill about
arm

-
v -

three-quarters of a mile in breadth, and elevated nearly

Pi

tlas

>'(
two hundred and fifty feet above the adjacent plain. It is

surrounded by irregular ancient walls and towers, stand-

ing on the edge of the lofty plateau as it sinks into the

declivity, and following its varied sinuosities. Gardens,

orchards, and grass fields lie on the slopes of this huge
truncated cone : the roads leading to the town ascend by
a gentle slope up the long acclivity. The houses at the

foot, fronting the highways and villages adjacent, were all

loopholed, and filled with musketeers
;
a hundred pieces

of cannon crowded the ramparts on the summit, while

numerous other batteries crowned every commanding
eminence in the adjoining slopes. On these slopes, and

in the neighbouring villages, was posted the immense

host of the allied army, having the town for a vast

redoubt in its centre, and extending with its wings far
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into the plain on either side. On the right lay Winzin- CHAP.

gerode's men, drawn up in two lines near Aven
;

in the
LXXX^ f '

centre, Bulow's corps occupied the hill of Laon, the 1814 -

villages of Semilly and Ardon, with the abbey of St

Vincent at its foot, and manned the numerous batteries

disposed around its slopes. On the left, those of Kleist

and York extended from Laon to Chambry, opposite to

Athies, and stretched far into the plain on the road

leading to Rheims. Sacken's and Langeron's troops,

which had suffered so severely in the preceding combats,

were in reserve behind Laon. The positions of the

French, they being fewer in number, were much more

concentrated. Marmont was expected on the right, being
ordered to come up by the road from Rheims to a spot

assigned between Chambry and Athies in the level plain : i rorsonai

Napoleon, with the Old Guard, and the whole reserve
Kuusier,'

"'

cavalry under Grouchy and Nansouty, was in the centre
; ^'och^t'o?

opposite Laon, in front of them, half way to Semilly and 4
,

08 - lkau -

r L
.

J J
champ, i.

Ardon, was Ney with his indefatigable corps, yet reeking 41 >4, 4<>.->.

!iii -, r /-, -,-!- i T ^Thiers.xvii.
with the blood of Uraone, and Mortier with a division of 1-2.

the Young Guard. 1

It was a sublime and animating sight, when, on the

evening of the 8th March, the allied army withdrew on sui.iime

all sides into the vicinity of this ancient and celebrated f!,''

town. To the anxious and trembling crowds of citizens, ",l

and peasants driven in from the adjacent country which -Mlirc1 '

had been the theatre of hostilities, the horizon to the

south and west appeared covered by innumerable fires
;

loud discharges of cannon rolled on all sides, and sensibly

approached the town
; long lines of light, proceeding from

the fire of the infantry of the Allies as they retired, or of

the French as they advanced, were distinctly seen as the

shades of evening set in. When night approached, and

darkness overspread the plain, a still more extraordinary

spectacle presented itself. The continued discharges in

the midst of the thickets and woods, with which the

country abounded, produced a strange optical illusion,
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G>HAP. which converted the trees into so many electrical tubes,
T V Y" "VVT

'

from the summits of which, sparks and dazzling light, as
i14 ' from so many fireworks, appeared to rush upwards into

1 Temoin
the heavens. In the midst of this lurid illumination, long

inont ar-

rives.

Aliirch 9.

ocuiaire,in Hues of infantry, dark masses of cavalry, and endless files

405. of artillery, were seen covering the plain in all directions,

till they were lost in the obscurity of distance.
1

The succeeding day, being the 9th, was passed without

Combat on any serious action on either side. Approached to the

un
<

tii

I

Mar-
>

villages of Clacy, Semilly, and Ardon, at the foot of the

hill of Laon, the centre and left, composed of the troops

under Napoleon in person, were perfectly prepared for an

attack. But he was justly unwilling to hazard a general

engagement until his right wing, under Marmont, came up
to its ground from the side of Rheims

;
and repeatedly

in the course of the day he despatched messengers in that

direction, to learn where the marshal was, and how soon

he might be expected in the field. Meanwhile, in order

to feel the strength of the enemy's position, Ney and

Mortier were ordered to advance right against Laon by
the great road from Soissons. Favoured by a thick fog,

which entirely enveloped the hill on which the town stood,

and concealed their advance from the enemy, they suc-

ceeded, by a sudden attack, in making themselves master

of the villages of Semilly and Ardon at the foot of the

hill, and was only prevented from pushing up its slopes

by the concentric fire of the batteries, which commanded

every approach to the town. At eleven the mist cleared

away, and the whole field of battle became visible from

the ramparts. Bluchcr, perceiving how inconsiderable

were the forces opposed to him in the centre, resolved to

resume the offensive, and drive the enemy from the villages

he had won at the foot of the hill. AVith this view, while

Woronzoffs infantry were ordered to attack Semilly in

front, and Billow's at Ardon, a division of infantry, sup-

ported by all Winzingerode's cavalry, was directed to

make a sweep in the plain, and turn their left. This
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double attack entirely succeeded ; and Ney and" Mortier's

corps were driven back across the chaussee and marshes
LXXXA L

towards Etouville, in such disorder, that it was only by
I814>

charging with the Imperial Guard and reserve cavalry,
that that marshal and Belliard succeeded in arresting the l

Kausk-r,

pursuit of the Allies, and driving them back to the bottom Koc'h*uo9,

of the hill. At four in the afternoon, Napoleon having 939; 2S
m '

learned that Marmont had come up to his ground on the JJ^J:
"

P ,
_

right towards Athies on the road to Rheims, brought J$
iiL

D̂
4

forward his Guards and cuirassiers, by a vigorous adA'ance (

|
rossc

...

again expelled the Allies from Semilly, and carried, after 593, 596.'

a bloody struggle, the village of Clacy and the abbey of 47^477.'"'

St Vincent from the Russians on their right.
1

Neither party, however, were intent on these attacks
;

both fought only to gain time. Napoleon was counting Arrival' of

the minutes, till the announcement of the approach of and?"-*'

Marmont warned him that he might with safety com- i^t
11"

mence a real attack upon the enemy at once in front and
j

rwliL>Im

flank
; while Blucher, having received intelligence of the

French marshal being expected on the road to Rheims

from Laon, was taking measures to fall upon and crush

him when he was totally unsupported by the remainder

of the army. Meanwhile Marmont, who had begun his

march early in the morning from Corbeny, issued at one

in the afternoon from the defile of Festieux, and, driving

the Prussian videttes before him, commenced an attack at

four o'clock on a division of York's infantry, which was

stationed at Athies, and after a fierce combat the Prus-

sians were driven out of the village, which became a prey
to the flames. Blucher now clearly perceived, from the

vivacity of this assault, that the principal effort of the

enemy was to be made in that direction. lie saw that

Napoleon's design was to amuse him by false attacks in

front on the Soissons road, and meanwhile turn his Hank,

cut him off from all communication witli the Grand Army,
and throw him back on a separate field of operations on

the side of Flanders, lie immediately took measures to
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CHAP, defeat this project, and convert it into the means of the
LXXXVI '

enemy's ruin
;
and for this object his central position at

Laon, midway as it were between the two wings of the

French army, presented extraordinary advantages. Lan-

geron and Sacken were moved up behind Laon to the

i^Dan.
240, left, so as to be in a condition to support York : Kleist

i\4i4.

'

was ordered up to the front, close in his rear : the horse-

48*^d. "pio- artillery of the army of Silesia was moved to the extreme

SS.
IU

D^ left* so as to be ready to commence the attack : the

chron
6

iii infantry were all arranged in close columns, the cavalry
660, 662.

in dense array of squadrons ;
and the whole received

Thiers, xvn .
> /

478, 480. orders to advance, as soon as it was dark, in double quickMarm. vi. . . . .

211, 212. time, and without firing a shot or uttering a word against

the enemy.
1

Meanwhile Marmont's troops, worn out with fatigue,

Nocturnal and wholly unconscious of their danger, had sunk to sleep

aefeaTof

an
in their frigid bivouacs. At night-fall, when the French

were lighting their watchfires, the Prussians in deep array

and perfect silence advanced to the attack : Prince Wil-

liam of Prussia led the infantry, which were headed by
the brigades of Horn and Klux, and moved by the high-
road right on Athies. The fields on either side were

filled with the remainder of Kleist's corps, all in close

column, so as to occupy very little room
; while Ziethen's

cavalry turned the right flank of the enemy, and drove

them back on the infantry. Both attacks proved entirely
successful. So complete; was the surprise, so universal

the consternation, that the French merely fired one round

of grape on the approach of Prince William, and then

dispersed, every one flying in the profound darkness

whither chance or his fears directed/-' Ziethen's horse

at the same instant falling on the right, increased the

confusion : the fugitives from these two attacks, living at

* ''
Altri dauno all;i fuga i pie tremanti

;

Dunno altri al form intrepida la uiano :

E la nottc i tumult! ognor piu incsce ;

Ed occultando i riocbi, i ri.schi accrcscc."

Gcr. Lib. ix. 2t!.
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right angles to each other, soon got intermingled, and CHAP.
*""

I XXXVI
poured headlong out in frightful disorder on the road to __

Berj-au-Bac ;
while the Prussian infantry, pressing on

through the throng with loud shouts, soon arrived at the

grand park and reserve caissons, all of which, with the

exception of a few pieces, were taken. The Prussian

hussars, highly elated with their success, continued the

pursuit without intermission, and the darkness of the

night alone prevented the whole corps being made pri-

soners. In wild confusion, horse, foot, and the few cannon

which had escaped hurried through the defile of Festieux,

six miles off, at the entrance of which Colonel Fabvier

contrived to rally a few hundred men, who, from the

smallness of their number not being perceived in the J Piotho, in.

96 ''97

darkness of the night, contrived to stop the pursuit. As Dan. 246,

it was, however, Marmont lost forty pieces of cannon, a f. 415, Vi?!'

hundred and thirty-one caissons, and two thousand five 4^51. "bie

hundred prisoners. The number of killed and wounded, ^"^ ii;

from the rapidity of the flight, wras not considerable
;
but *> (m

:^
.

~
. .

Marm. vi.

his corps was totally dispersed, and disabled from taking -i^ m-
. , . .,. . mi Thicrs, xvii.

any part, till re-organised, in any military operation. The 450.

whole loss of the Allies was not three hundred men. 1

Napoleon, anticipating a general battle, was drawing
on his boots at four o'clock in the morning of the 10th, Napoleon

with his horse already at the door, when two dragoons, retreat?

8 '

who had just arrived on foot in great consternation, were
M

brought to him. They stated that they had escaped by
a miracle from a nocturnal hourrah which the enemy had

made on the bivouacs of Marmont; that the marshal him-

self was killed or taken, and that all was lost on that

side. He immediately gave orders to suspend the pre-

parations for a general attack, which were already com-

mencing; and soon after, more authentic intelligence of

the disaster arrived, to the effect that the marshal was

neither killed nor taken, but that his corps was entirely

dispersed, its artillery lost, and the fugitives, in disorder,

were only beirinnini; to rally in the neighbourhood of
t/ Q tf
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CHAP. Fisnies. The Emperor at once saw, that to persist in

'. his attack on Laon, defended by an enemy in a very
i14 '

strong position, double in amount to his own force, and

with his right wing, for the time at least, liors de combat,

was a vain attempt. But how to retreat in the face of a

victorious enemy was the question ; for already Blucher,

elated by his success, had given orders to Langeron,
i
Kapler, Sacken, York, and Kleist, to pursue Marmont with the

?409 ^&, utmost vigour to\vards Bery-au-Bac; and he himself was

?/!
4
; ^an- only waiting on the ramparts of Laoii, from whence he

24 Die *
.

L

Grosse saw every movement in the French army, for the com-

(M>, ei:j.

'

mencement of the retreat of the main body, to pursue on

the road to Soissons.
1

In this dilemma Napoleon adopted the wisest course he

Ai)ie man- could have pursued, wliicli was, to remain where he was,

vil^htife and impose upon the Prussian general by the display of

effected!*

38
a formidable force in front

;
so as at once to prevent pur-

suit of his own corps, and relieve the pressure on that of

Marmont. So completely did this plan succeed, that Blu-

cher, who in the first instance had given orders to Bulow

and Winzingerode to issue forth from Laon in pursuit of

the French main body, not only countermanded the direc-

tions upon seeing that they stood firm, and seemed rather

preparing for an attack, but despatched orders to the

generals in pursuit of Marmont to return with their in-

fantry, and follow him up only with their cavalry. Cher-

nichclf in consequence, who at daybreak had made an

attack, which promised to be successful, with AVinxin-

gcrode's advanced guard on the French division at Clacy,

on the allied right, finding himself unsupported, was

obliged to return in haste to the foot of the hill of Laon;
and shortly after nine o'clock Xapolcon ordered a general

advance against that formidable position. The action soon

became extremely warm, and when the French approached
the hill, they were received by such tremendous discharges

of artillery from the heights around its foot, as well as of

.musketry from the loopholcd villages, that after sustaining
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a severe loss they were obliged to retire. At" four o'clock nur.
the grand park and equipages began to defile on the road

LXXXVL

to Soissons, and the French troops withdrew at all points ;

18U -

but the cannonade continued till nightfall, and from the

summit of the ramparts of Laon, the march of the retir- ii^u,'
''

ing columns could be traced by the sisjht of villages in ??T "i

4
?/ o O tt+Qm jvaiio-

.flames, and the awful spectacle of granaries, farmyards, l^',

40
,"' ij * "luy. Jtvocii ,

and churches consuming under the reckless fury of the V,
4

.

19' 4
-;

1-

j -i ram, Iti4,

devastating bands, which, like a stream of lava, over- lt5
-?.- '^^,

spread even their own territory with conflagration and isi.'

ruin. 1

Thus terminated the combats around Laon, which,

though scarcely worthy of being dignified by the name Reflections

of a battle, from the desultory manner in which they til

"

were conducted, and the great space over which they

extended, were hardly inferior to any pitched engage-
ment fought during the whole war in interest and

importance. The whole disposable forces of the Em-

peror Napoleon, under his own immediate orders, had

been brought to a stand
;

their assault upon a strong

position had been defeated
;

the object of the expedi-
tion beyond the Marne had been frustrated, and the

Grand Army left at liberty to pursue, during ten days,

active operations on the side of Troyes and Fontaine-

bleau, which, if vigorously followed up, might during
the absence of the Emperor have led to the capture of

Paris. The combats around Laon, including the losses

sustained by Marmont, had cost the French Emperor six

thousand men and forty-six pieces of cannon, while the

Allies were not weakened by more than four thousand ;

his total loss since he left Troyes, on the 1st March,

amounted to sixteen thousand men.* His situation now

*
\[-/.. At Craone, ..... 8,000

Assault of Soissons, . . . 1,.">00

Annmil Laon, .

Lesser A Hairs, . . .
"<""

]fi,000

Such were the chasms made in the ranks during these sanguinary strugi;K's,
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CHAP, appeared altogether desperate : obliged to retire to-
T YYlfVT__' wards his capital, followed by a victorious army double

1814>
his own strength, only to fall there into the jaws of a

still larger army, driving before it three beaten corps not

mustering between them twenty-five thousand sabres and

bayonets. In this expedition against Blucher, the Em-

peror was far from having shown his wonted skill. His

bloody attack on the plateau of Craone had savoured

rather of the obstinacy of a victorious, than the caution

of a defensive commander; and his plan of attack at

Laon, operating by his two wings, separated six miles

from each other, and incapable of mutual support, upon
an enemy twice his strength, and occupying a central

Ante ch Potion f uncommon strength between them, was pre-
xx. 105, cisely such an error as he had turned to such admirable
and ch. iii-i n
ixxx. 24. account, when committed by ins adversaries at Castig-

lione in 1796, and at Dresden in 1813.
1 *

But it soon appeared that the genius of Napoleon had

Napoleon been obscured for a moment, though it was not cxtin-

MO", and guished ;
and when all thought his fortune desperate,

Laon!
ur

he struck such a blow, in a quarter where it WHS least

Atia^~~ expected, as had well-nigh re-established his affairs, by
plate 93. ^he renewed timidity which it infused into the Austrian

councils. On the night of the 1 Oth the Emperor slept at

Chavignon, on the road to Soissons; and on the llth,

the army continued its retreat to the defiles in front of

that town. This fortress, which had again fallen into the

tliat an entire reorganisation of great part of the army took place at Soissons,

by the amalgamation of the divisions which had principally suffered ;
and the

divisions of the Young Guard of Ney and Victor, as well as the division of

infantry of General 1'oret de Morvau, entirely disappeared. See Kocii, i. 429
;

I'LOTHO, iii. 301; and Die Grossc. Chronik, ii. 013.
*

This is accordingly admitted by the ablest of the French military histo-

rians, and the most zealous partisans of Napoleon.
"

It does not appear that

the Emperor acted according to the rules of art, or the prudence which the

disproportion of his means required, in engaging the Duke of llagusa (Mar-

mont), at the same time that he attacked himself, lie was as yet uncertain of

the line of the enemy's operations, and his army was not a quarter of theirs

in number. That quarter might have conquered if they had been mustered

together; but it was impossible to separate one corps without exposing it to

destruction from a force tenfold its own." VAUUOXCOUUT, ii. G3.
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hands of the French after Radzewitz's retreat to Laon, CHAP.

ever of primary importance during the campaign in this
LXXXVL

quarter, now offered the same secure passage across the 1814-

Aisne to the retreating French, which it formerly had

done to the allied army. The whole of the 12th was

spent there also : the Emperor being busied with Mortier

and the officers of engineers in providing for the defence

of the place; and while giving a brief repose to the wearied

soldiers of his army, he himself rode out on horseback to

survey the environs, and choose the positions which might

appear most defensible. During all this time, and, in fact,

for nine days after the battle of Laon, Blucher remained

in a state of complete inactivity with his vast army in

that impregnable position a delay, after such an advan-

tage as he had recently gained, which would appear alto-

gether inexplicable, if we did not know that, at this

period, the allied army was almost starving from the total

exhaustion of the country in which it had so long carried

on the war; that the troops, worn out with six weeks'

incessant marching and fighting in the most inclement

weather, stood urgently in need of repose ;
that the veteran

field-marshal was so ill, from ague and inflammation in i Dan. 243,

the eyes, as to be unable to sit on horseback during the ^ io\
"'

remainder of the campaign ;
and that Gneisenau and the ^ofi^.

officers of his staff felt that, having amply performed the
.^'^i',."

1 '

part allotted to them in it, the time had arrived when it ])
;

e (iT **

Chron. in.

behoved the Grand Army to do something worthy of its 6-24, 2ti.

, i -11 if Tliiors, xvii.

gigantic strength, and such as might be expected alter 4!!o, 450'.

its long-continued inaction.
1 *

On the night of the 12th, however, Napoleon received

information which induced him to alter the line of his caj.u.rc-
.,r

. , . , . . , Klii'inis !>y

operations, by presenting him with a new enemy acces- st ivi^t.

sible to his strokes, and capable of being destroyed. Gene-

* " The true object of our stay here is not a military one. The only design

I have in view is to give repose to a harassed army, and, as far as possible,

to provide it with bread." Ui.rcHKU to Wi\/iN<;i:i:<'i)i-:, Htlt .V //, !,';ll;

DAMI.KF.-SKY, 244, 215.
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CHAP, ral St Priest, with his corps of Russians, forming part of
T Y Y Y \J"\

_' the reserves of the army of Silesia, had been left at

*814 -

Chalons, in order to keep up the communication between

Blucher and Schwartzenberg ;
and having learned, during

the concentration of all the French troops around Laon,

that the garrison left by them in Rheims was very weak,

particularly in cavalry, he resolved to attempt to carry

the place. Like all the towns in that quarter, it was forti-

fied, though not strongly, and the walls were in disrepair

in several places, and but imperfectly armed
;
and St

Priest, having been reinforced by the Prussian brigade of

General Jagon, who had marched on after the surrender

of Erfurth, determined to hazard an attack. The garri-

son, about two thousand strong, with only twelve pieces of

cannon, were little in a condition to defend a toMTn con-

Mardi 12. taining thirty thousand inhabitants against a corps of

fifteen thousand men. He met, accordingly, with very
little resistance : the garrison, after discharging a few

rounds, endeavoured to escape out of the place by a gate

which had not been blockaded, and six hundred of them,

with ten guns, were made prisoners in the attempt. The
1 Dan. 248, town itself was taken, with hardly any of the outrages or

262.' Kochj disorders consequent on a place carried by assault
;
some

Fatn/ite!' property which had been plundered was immediately

ciiron

r(

iii

e
^stored, and the marauders punished; St Priest him-

l'r
f

;<

( '2S
-. self went to the cathedral to return thanks for his victory ;

\ alentim, , .

ii.m. and the troops, for the sake of recreation, were in great
Thiers, xs'ii. n i i i i T
48(j. part allowed to amuse themselves in the surrounding

hamlets.
1

The capture of this important town at once re-estab-

A.ivnnceof lishcd the communications of Blucher with the Grand

Khciiii"."

l

Army, and threatened Napoleon's right flank. lie no

sooner heard of it, accordingly, than he gave orders for

the whole army, with the exception of Mortier's corps,

which was left for the defence of Soissons, to defile to the

Man-h 1:5. right on the road for Rheims. With such expedition did

they march, that on the evening of the same day on
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which they set out from Soissons, the advanced guards CHAP.

appeared before the walls of Rheims. The Prussian
LXXXVI-

videttes could hardly believe their own eyes, when the 1814>

increasing numbers of the enemy showed that a serious

attack was intended. But notwithstanding repeated

warnings sent to St Priest, he persisted in declaring it

was only a fcM' light troops that were appearing, and

could not be brought to believe that the army so recently
defeated at Laon was already in a condition to resume

offensive operations. At length, at four o'clock, the cries

of the troops, and well-known grenadier caps of the Old

Guard, announced that the Emperor himself was on the

field; and then, as well he might, the Russian general

hastily began to take measures for his defence. The

nearest regiments, without order, or any regular array,

hurried off to the threatened point; the French, skilfully

feigning to be outnumbered, ceased firing and fell back,

and for a short time all was quiet. St Priest was con-

firmed by this circumstance in the belief that it was only

a partisan division which was before him, or, at most, the

beaten corps of Marmont, for which he conceived himself ]Die( .,osso

fully a match
;
and even on being assured by a prisoner j?.'',

1^11 -

that Xapoleon was with the troops, he said,
" He will not

J'J"
tl10 '

"';
1

,5j>.5. Koch,

step over fourteen thousand men. You need not ask i. 440.

which way to retire there will be no retreat."
1

Shortly afterwards Xapoleon arrived, and, after looking ^
on the town for a short time, dryly observed,

" The ladies Uecipture

of Rheims will soon have a bad quarter of an hour," and i,v x*\><>-

gave orders for an immediate attack. The Allies by
u

this time had almost entirely assembled in front of the

town, and occupied a position in two lines, guarding the

approaches to it; the right resting on the river Vcslo,

the left extending to the Bassc-Muirc; the reserves on

the plateau of St Gencvicvc in the suburbs, where

twenty-four pieces of cannon were planted. Those pre-

parations seemed to prognosticate a vigorous defence;

but the promptitude and force of Napoleon's attack
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CHAP, rendered them of very little avail. Eight thousand
T XXXVT
J

'

horse, supported by thirty pieces of horse-artillery, were
is] 4. directed at once against the Russian left, to which St

Priest had hardly any cavalry to oppose; in a few

minutes three Prussian battalions were surrounded and

made prisoners. At the same time Marmont, sup-

ported by the Guards of Honour and cavalry of the

Guard, advanced by the high-road direct upon the enemy's
centre. The Russian general upon this, perceiving that

he was immensely overmatched, gave orders for the first

line to fall back on the second
; and, at the same time,

the battery of twenty-four guns withdrew towards the

rear. Hardly were these movements commenced, when

he himself was wounded in the shoulder by a ball. This

event discouraged the troops ;
and the retiring columns,

aware of their danger from the great masses which were

everywhere pressing after them, fell into disorder, and

hastened, with more speed than was consistent with dis-

cipline, into the town. Owing to the narrowness of the

bridge and streets, the men got entangled at every step,

and in less than a quarter of an hour became a mere mob
;

while the French infantry and cavalry, with loud shouts,

were pressing on their rear. Such was the scene of

horror and confusion which soon ensued, that it appeared

impossible for any part of the corps to escape ;
and none

i

pan. 252, in all probability would have done so, but for the steadi-

i.439, 44o!'ness of the regiment of Riazan, which, under its heroic

vaud.'u.
3'

colonel, Count Scobelof, formed square on the field of

piotho^H battle, and not only repulsed the repeated attacks of an
3.53, 354. enormous mass of cavalry at the entrance of the town,Die Grosse J

<^on.
ni. anci gave time for a large part of the corps to defile in

Thiurs, xvii. the rear, but itself pierced through the forest of sabres

vi. 214, 2i& with the bayonet, bearing their bleeding and dying

general in their arms.
1

General Emmanuel now took the command
;
and the

most vigorous efforts were made at the entrance of the

town, by disposing the troops in the houses which
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adjoined it
;
and so obstinate was the resistance which CHAP.

they presented, that for above three hours the French ^

were kept at bay. Towards midnight, however, it was

discovered that the enemy, by fording the Vesle, had KntnmceIIP ill . . of Niipoleon

got round the town, and therefore the whole troops in it into the

were withdrawn, some on the road to Chalons, others on

that to Laon, while the defence of the gate was intrusted

to a non-commissioned officer of the 33d light infantry,

with two hundred men. This little band of heroes kept
their ground to the last, and were found by the officer

sent to withdraw them dividing their few remaining

cartridges, and encouraging each other to hold out even

till death. When they received orders to retire, they
did so in perfect order, as the evacuation was completed ;

and they fortunately succeeded in effecting their retreat

in the darkness. Napoleon then made his entry into the

town at one o'clock in the morning, by torch-light, amidst

the acclamations of his troops, and the enthusiastic cheers

of the inhabitants, who gave vent to the general transport

in a spontaneous illumination. In this brilliant affair

the French took two thousand five hundred prisoners,

eleven guns, and a hundred caissons, and the total loss
i

of the Allies was three thousand five hundred. On the 43.0, 440.'

other hand, the Emperor Napoleon was only weakened 35 "y-."^

by eight hundred men : a wonderful achievement to have
]Vllr

"
J; io'J

been effected by a worn-out army, after nearly two months' "-
-^

incessant marching and fisrlitinir, and two davs after a <y>sso
i -11 r "'on> '"

disastrous defeat; but more memorable still, by one cir- r,:w, 1:34.

cumstance which gives it a peculiar interest it was the 218.

"'

LAST TOWN NAPOLKOX EVKR TOOK/

On the same day General Jansen arrived at the French

headquarters from Flanders, bringing with him a reinforce-
Stoy Vr \ ;l

ment of six thousand men, which he had colleetcd from
V^',',',',;

11

the garrisons in the neighbourhood of the Ardennes forest,
J]"

1

^
1 '

in obedience to the orders despatched from Fismes twelve

days before. This reinforcement was of vast importance

at that period, when the Kmperor was so severely \veak-

VOL. xi r.
- K
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CHAP, ened by the losses of the dreadful campaign in which he
LXXX\ i.

engaged ; and it illustrates the extreme im-
1814.

prudence, of which he had now himself become sensible,

of that obstinate tenacity of disposition, which had

prompted him so long to retain an hundred thousand

veterans in useless inactivity in the German fortresses

on the Elbe and the Oder, and fifty thousand more in the

places on the Rhine, while he himself, with no greater

force than either taken separately, was reduced to his last

resources on the plains of Champagne. To repair if pos-

sible the error he had committed, he despatched Ney to

Chalons, and General Vincent to Eperney, who expelled

the enemy from these towns
;
while Marmout moved on

Bery-au-Bac, and the great body of the French forces

were cantoned in Rheims and the villages in its vicinitv.O *

From Chalons Ney despatched, in profusion, officers and

secret emissaries, with instructions to all the garrisons on

the Rhine, and between that and the theatre of war, to

hold themselves in readiness to break through the block-

ading forces with which they were environed, and join the

Emperor as soon as they should receive intimation that

the proper moment was arrived. At the same time direc-

tions were given to the peasantry in all the rural districts,

the moment the Allies began to retreat, to fall on their

flanks and lines of communication, and do them all the

mischief in their power. During all this time Blucher

iFain, 367, remained inactive at Laon
;
and on the 17th a grand

?.

6

442, 444!' review of all his forces took place, when it was ascer-

awTaS tained, that with the additions received since the battle

Gros.se
there, from St Priest's corps and other sources, they now

( liron. in. J

?
8:

-'. r

38
x\ii

numkered a hundred and nine thousand combatants, of

sis, 5i4.

'

whom twenty-nine thousand were horse, with two hun-

dred and sixty-five guns.
1

Meanwhile a review took place at Rlicims of all the
/ / .

Last review troops under the immediate command of the Emperor ;

at Jtia'ans"

11

but how different from the splendid military spectacles of
Murc-hio.

t j io Tuileries or Chammartin, which had so often dax/led
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his sight with the pomp of apparently irresistible power ! CHAP.

Wasted away to half the numbers which they possessed _

when they crossed the Manic a fortnight before, the

greater part of the regiments exhibited only the skeletons

of military array. In some, more officers than privates
were to be seen in the ranks : in all, the appearance of

the troops, the haggard air of the men, their worn-out

dresses, and the strange motley of which these were com-

posed, bespoke the total exhaustion of the empire. It

was evident to all that Xapoleon was expending his last

resources. Beside the veterans of the Guard the iron

men whom nothing could daunt, but whose tattered gar-

ments and soiled accoutrements bespoke the dreadful

fatigues to which they had been subjected were to be

seen young conscripts, but recently torn from the embraces

of maternal love, and whose wan visages and faltering

steps told but too clearly that they were unequal to the

weight of the arms which they bore. The gaunt figures

and woeful aspect of the horses, the broken carriages and

blackened mouths of the guns, the crazy and fractured

artillery-waggons which denied past, the general confu-

sion of arms, battalions, and uniforms, even in the best-

appointed corps, spoke of the mere remains of the vast

military array which had so long stood triumphant against

the world in arms. The soldiers exhibited none of their

ancient enthusiasm as they defiled past the Emperor :

silent and sad they took their way before him : the stern
, Kot ,

]i ;

realities of war had chased away its enthusiastic ardour, f
42 - 444

-_

rain, lo/,

All felt that in this dreadful contest they themselves ics.

would perish, happy if they had not previously witnessed

the degradation of France.
1
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CHAPTER LXXIX.

NOTE A, p. 51.

TOTAL FRENCH ARMY IN GERMANY AT THE RESUMPTION OF HOSTILITIES.

Imperial Guard. Infantry. Marshal MOKTIER.

Old Guard.

Friant, grenadiers, ...
Curial, chasseurs, ...

Young Guard.

Dumoustier, ...
Barrois, ...
Boyeldieu, ...
Iloguet, ....

Cu ru Iry. G encral NAXSOUTY.

Guyot, grenadiers, ...
Oruano, dragoons, ...
Lefebvre Desnouettes, chasseurs, .

Krazinski, lancers, ...
Guards of Honour,

1st C<j)-j>s. General VANDAMME at Zittau.

1 Durnonceau,
12 Philippon, .

23 Dufour, ...
Brigade, Corbincau,

Id Corps. ViCTuit at Zittau.

4 Teste,

5 (Jorbinoau, .

]Moutou Duverncy,
G Bis,

Bats.

4

Squads. Foot.

6,000

22,000

13,000

Horse.

5,000

1,000
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3d Corps. NET at Liegnitz.

8 Souham, ....
9 Delmas, ....

10 Albert, ....
11 Ricard, ....
A brigade, ....

th Corps. General BERTRAND at Sprottau.

12 Morand, ....
15 Fontanelli, (Italians,)

18 Franquemont, Wurtembergers,

5th Corps. General LAURISTON at Goldberg.

16 Maison, ....
17 Puthod, ....
19 Rochambeau,

6th Corps. MARMOXT at Buntzlau.

20 Compans, ....
21 Bonnet, ....
22 Friedrich, ....

7th Corps. General REYXIER at Gorlitz.

32 Dunette, ....
37 Lecocq, (Saxons,) .

38 Sabrer, (ib.)

39 Marcbaut, (Hessians,)

8th Corps (Poles.) PONIATOWSKI at Zittau.

25 Dombrowski,
27 Kosnietzki,

A brigade, ....
lllh Corps. MACDONALD at Lowenberg.

31 Gerard, ....
35 Fressinet, ....
36 Cliarpentier,

A brigade, ....
\2th Corps. OUDINOT at Dalime.

1 3 Gruyer, ....
14 Guilleminot,

Raglowich, (Bavarian?,)

A brigade, ....
llth Corps. ST CYR at Pirna.

43 Claparcde,
44 ...
45 Rayout,

Bats. Squads.

\

Horse.

15

13

13

13

12

10

10

10

10

10,

o(

10

33,800

20,000

23,800

18,200

24,000

12,000

18,200

21,000

1,300

800

1,000

800

13,500
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Reserve of Cara!r>/. The KING OF NAPLES.

1st Corps. LATOUR MAUBOURG at Gorlitz.

Light Cavalry, Andenarde,
Do. Castex,

Cuirassiers, Doumerc,
Do. St Germain,

2d Corps. SEBASTIANI at Liegnitz.

Light cavalry, Excelrnans,

Do. Defrauce,

Cuirassiers, Bordesoult,

3d Corps. ARRIGHI at Leipsic.

Chasseurs, Jacquinot,
Do. Fournier,

Dragoons, Lorge,
Do. .....

ith Corps. KELLERMANN at Zittau.

Sokolnitz, (Poles,)

Ulmiuski, ....
Sulkonzki,

Total of the Grand Array,

B;iti. Squads.

21

18)

24 f

Sot

33)

15

14

16 )

Foot.

631

Horse.

12,000

8,300

6,000

6,000

367 391 248,300 42,200

DETACHED DIVISIONS.

]3tk Corps. DAVOUST at Hamburg.

3d Loison, . . . . 8 \

40th Pecheux, . . . 8 ,

41st Thiebault, . . . 8 )

A brigade, ....
AUGERE.VU at "Wih'tzburg, Bamberg, and Baireuth.

42d, . . . . . 9 \

5 1st, . . . . 51
[

f,2d, . . . . .13)
[>th Corps of Cavalry, MII.HAUD.

Light cavalry, Piri,

Draguons, Berkhaim, .

Do. I'Ueritior, .

Danes under Davoust,

Bavarian Army of Observation on the Inn,

Total detached, ,1

12

10

1!!

18,000

21,000

L",000

22,200

SUMMARY OF KUENCH KOIiCES IN (IKHMANY.

Total of the French Grand Army,
Total of the detached divisions,

Grand total of French in Germany,

VAI:DONCOUI;T, v<>l. i. p. 12-S.

391 248, 300

7(5,200

1,200

3,000

000

1,800

42,200
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FRENCH FORCES IN GARRISON IN GERMANY.

The Garrison of Dantzic,

Garrison of Z unosc,

Garrison of Modliu,

Garrison of Stettin,

Garrison of Custrin,

Garrison of Glogau,
Garrison of Torgau,
Garrison of Wittenberg,
Garrison of Magdeburg,
Garrison of Wlirtzburg,
Garrison of Dresden,
Garrison of Freyburg,
Garrison of Erfurth,

Total,

PLOTHO, vol. ii. Appendix, p. 90.

20,000

4,000

3,000

10,000

5,000

6,000

8,000

5,000

10,000

1,500

5,000

800

2,000

80,300

rRiNCK EUGENE'S ARMY IN ITALY.

1st division, Quesnel,
2d division, Gratien,

3d division, Yerdier,
4th division, Marcognet,
5th division, Palombiui,
6th division, Leeclii,

Reserve.

Three battalions,

Cavalry.

Twelve squadrons, Mcrmet,

Cannon.

Reserve, 12 guns, C bombs,
Great park, guns, 5 bombs,

Total,

Victvircis ct Com

Battalions.
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ALLIED FORCES IN GERMANY AND ITALY AT RESUMPTION OF HOSTILITIES.

ALLIED FORCES.

Men. Cannon.

The Grand Army of Bohemia under Prince Schwartzenberg, 237,770 698

The Army of Silesia under Blucher, . . . 93,322 35(5

The Army of the North under the Crown Prince, . 154,012 387

The Russian reserve under Benningsen, . . . 57,329 398

The Corps d'Armde of the Prince of Reuss, . . 26,750 42

The Austrian army of reserve, .... 50,000 120

Total in the field, ..... 019,183 1801

BLOCKADING FORCES.

Before Dantzic, ..... 35,000

Before Zamosc, ..... 14,700

Before Glogau, . . . . . 29,450

Before Custrin, ..... 8,450

Before Stettin, ..... 14,000

Total blockading force, . . 102,200

Total in the field, . . . 619,183

Grand total, .

-PLOTiio, vol. ii. Appendix, p. 72.

721,383

Composition of the Allied Forces.

I. AUSTRIAN'S.

The Grand Army of Bohemia under Prince Schwartzenberg,

Army under the Prince of Reuss on the Inn,....
Army of Italy under Field-Marshal Miller, ....
Army of reserve under Archduke Ferdinand, and the Prince of Wiirteniberg,

Total of Austrians, . .....
PLOTIIO, vol. ii. Appendix, 20.

II. RUSSIANS.

Russian Tro<>ji.-> in tin: Grand Army of Bohemia.

13;itt;ilions. K<im< Irons. Battmi.

1. Corps of Wittgenstein, 39 3(3 7

2. Guards under the Graud-

duke Constantino, 46 72 2H

Total,

1. Corps of Langcron,

2. Corps of Sackcn,

3. Corps of St Priest,

Total,

40

24

21

91

49

20

4

11

19

204,750

Men.

22,400

36.020

511,420

27,600

<i,4oo

52,000
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Russian Troops in the Army of the North.
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Infantry,
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evidence of Sir Robert Wilson, the British Commissioner with the allied army in

the field is given. The author is indebted for it to the kindness of Sir Robert's son-

in-law, the Rev. H. Randolph, the able editor of Wilson's campaign of 181 '2 in

Russia.

"ScmiALKAi.DF.x, Oct. 29, 1R13.

"By a return which I saw this morning it appears that the Austrian army now
under Schwartzenberg, including Bubna and Kleinau now in the neighbourhood of

Dresden, amounts to 106,000 men. To this force may be added 24,000 with Wrede
of the original army of the Prince of Reuss. The Austrian Italian army is now

61,000 men, but Sehwartzeuborg tells me that the Austrians will be able to have in

Germany 16-1,000 men in the spring." Extract from the Diary o/Siu 11. \Vn.sox.

CHAPTER LXXX.

NOTE A, p. 190.

Number of different persons who wore quartered in Dresden and its suburbs

during the periods undermentioned, viz. :

Xew Town. Old Town. Sulmrlis. Friptlrii-listudt. Total.

From 20th Feb. to

25th March 1813, 117,333 67,250 43,832 8,385 236,805

From 2.") th March

to 7th May, 208,600 95,862 49,128 21,137 374,727

From Sth May to

14th June,

'

499,146 274,709 273,832 90,513 1,088,293

From 15th June to

15th November, 1,635,275 1,270,457 1,523,595 633,314 5,062,871

From 16th Nov. to

31st December, 280,375 162,646 110,068 61,160 614,2)9

From 1st Jan. to

31st Dec. 1814, 1,346,971 463.465 724,735 177,174

891,713

NOTE B, p. 190.

Three different approximate statements of the force of the French army received

at the headquarters of the Allies:

01TOSKD TO THE ALLIKD GRAND AUMY, AT DUKSl)l-:X.

Au-. l:'.th. K.-i>t. -"Hi. Sr],l. Mill.

Old Guard, ..... (; >'
; " 7

Young Guard,

Cavalry of the Guard,

Yandamme, .

Victor, .

Mannont, .

I'oiiiatow.-ki,

St Cyr, .

Latour Miiubourg's cavalry,
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OPPOSED TO THE NORTHERN ARMV, UNDER BERNADOTTE.

Bertrand,

Reynier,

Oudiuot,

Arrighi and Kellermann, (cavalry)

Total,

Aug. 13th.

21,000

20,000

24,000

10,000

75,000

Sept. 20th.

14,000

8,000

10,000

7,000

39,000

Sept. 24th.

15,000

6,000

18,000

6,000

45,000

OPPOSED TO BLUCHER IX SILESIA.

Soubara,

Lauriston,

Macdonald, .

Sebastian! and Milhavid, (cavalry,)

Total on the right,

Total on the left, .

Total at Dresden, .

Grand total, . . 357,107
-BtiRGHF.RSii's War in Germany in 1813, p. 316.

Aug. 13th.
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" The Duke of Ragusa, with the first corps of cavalry and the third of infantry,
is at Eileuburg and Torgau. These two armies form, together, a force of eighty
thousand meu, covering the left.

" The first, the fourteenth, the second, the fifth, and the eighth, form a force of

seventy thousand men, covering the right.
"
Lastly, the eleventh, the Guard, and the second corps of cavalry, forming a force

of sixty thousand men, are in the centre."

Third Xote. Wkat should le done.

"
It will be ascertained this evening if all the army of Silesia, or only a part of

it, has marched on Wittenberg.
" On the one or the other hypothesis, we may resume the offensive by the right

bank, and move upon Torgau with the Guard and the eleventh corps; there join
the second and third ; and thus, with an army of a hundred thousand men, debouch
from Torgau by the right bank, on the bridges of the enemy.

" All the corps which cover the right will retire before the enemy upon Dresden,
as soon as they shall have perceived the movement, and, if necessary, give up Dres-
den to move upon Torgau."

Another Project.

" This project will consist in moving all the forces on Leipsic, and entirely giving

up Dresden.
'* For that object, the eleventh, the Guards, and the second corps of cavalry, will

set out for Wurtschen; the third and fifth will move upon Coblent/; the first and
the fourteeth will move upon Dresden.

"
Having thus sacrificed the magazines, the fortifications, and the hospitals, we

will try to beat the right wing of the enemy ;
and if we succeed, we will return to

Dresden.

"If we do not succeed in beating the right wing of the enemy in consequence of

their getting out of our reach, \ve will evidently be obliged to take the line of the

Saale."

Third Project.

"
It is impossible to enter winter-quarters at Dresden without a battle. There

are two plans to follow.

"The one, to watch Dresden, and to seek an engagement; afterwards, to return

there, and to find all things in the same position, ii we conquer.
' The other, to leave Dresden entirely; endeavour to give !>;ittlc; and. it we u'ain

it, to return to Dresden, beating the Austrian army in l!<>lienii,i. \Ve will then

arrive uiilv accidentally at Dresden; because, even after we have gained the battle,

thfiv in no Kibe during the winter, and it is hardly po.-siblt; to carry on oit'ensi\e

operations: and then Dresden cannot be the centre of operations-. It would much

more naturally be at Lcipsic, or at Magdeburg.
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Movements on the First Plan.
"
If we wish to preserve Dresden, it will be necessary to act in the following

manner:
" To intrust the guard of Dresden to the first and fifteenth corps.
" To leave the second, the fifth, and the eighth in observation at Chemnitz and

Freyberg, and to give battle with the sixth, the third, the fourth, the seventh,

the eleventh, and the Guard."

Movements on the Second Plan.
"
It will be necessary to post, the day after to-morrow, the second, the fifth, and

the eighth corps, the last at Altenburg, and not move on Dresden, holding Chemnitz,
but as if they came from Leipsic ;

to march the first and the fourteenth on Dresden,

to follow up the movement ; or perhaps to bring \ip the first and the fourteenth,

and to place them in like manner on the road from Nossen, near the heights of

Waldheim, having their rear at Leipsic."

Difference of the two Plans.

" In the first plan, being obliged to leave the second and the fifth corps in the rear

at Dresden, they may be reached by the enemy, who may move on Altenburg, and

from thence may advance so quickly on Leipsic, that that town will find itself

exposed ; and the troops which will be left at Dresden can, by the slightest fault,

be compromised ; and, in place of evacuating Dresden, be driven from it.

" In the second plan, they may form in the end two armies, which may be placed
in the natural order in which they happen to be, preserving the central position, to

inarch either to the right or left.

"The Emperor having gone from Dresden, the first and fourteenth corps, the

second and fifteenth, may not understand their position, and be unable to combine

their operations, and may find themselves cut off.

" In the first plan, I have left the corps to guard Dresden : it is then necessary

that his Majesty should undertake that business, and that he should remain either

in Dresden or the environs. In that case they lose many opportunities on the left;

it is even doubtful whether, his Majesty not being present in person, it would be

advantageous to give battle. If we chance to lose it, the position will become such,

that we shall be compelled to retire from the Elbe to the Saale." NOUVJXS, Portc-

fcit!l/e dc 1813, ii. p. 570.

NOTK B, p. 217.

FRENCH ARMY AT LKIPSIC.

Rl'jht Winy, Under the KING OF NAPUCS.

Infantry. Cavalry.

8th Corps, Prince Poniatowski, .... 8,000
2d Corps, Victor, ...... 1(J,000

4th Corps of Cavalry, Kellertnann, .... 3,000

Centre. L'nder the EMPKKOK.
A Corps of ....... ] 0,000
5th Corps General Lauriston, .... !),()()0

llth Corps, Macdonald, ..... 15,000
1st Corps of Cavalry, General Latour Maubourg, . . 4,500
2d Corps of Cavalry, General Sebastian

i, . . . 4,500
5th Corps of Cavalry, General Milhaud, . . 3,000
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Left Winy. Under NET.

liiluuhy. Cavalry.
otii Corps, Marmout, . . . . .IS 000
3d Corps, General Souham, . . . .15 000
7th Corps, General Reynier, g OQQ
3d Corps of Cavalry, Arrigki, . . . . 3 000

Behind Lcipsic.

4th Corps, General Bertrand, . . . 15000

Reserve.

Old Guard, Mortier, ... 4 000

Young Guard, Oudinot, .... 26.000

Cavalry of the Guard, General Nansouty, . . 4 00

Grand total .... 144,000 22,800

166,800

Detached Corps.

The 1st and 14th Corps at Dresden, and the 13th Corps at Hamburg.
VAUDOXCOURT, Campayne de 1813, p. 201.

X.B. Plotho, Kausler, and the German writers, make the French forces 140,000

infantry and 35,000 cavalry; or, in all, 175,1.100. Thiers estimates them at 190,000,

which is probably near the truth. See KAUSL;-:I!, 932, and TIIIERS, xvi., 512.

.Vl.f.!i:i) ARMV AT l/KlPSir

Austrian* nuclei 1

Schwartzenberg :

Hesse-Homburg, ....
Meerfeldt. .....
Klenau, . .

Total,

Russians :

Wittgenstein,

Barclay de Tolly,

Total, .

Pni^iun.s :

Klci.-.t,

/iethfii,

Platoff,

Total,

Army <>i lilucher :

l.angcron,

York,

Sack.ui,

Total,

Corps of G inky,

T^tal in tli'' fi-'ld on the fuvt day.

Vol.. XII.
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Number of the Allies who fouyht on the ]Sth.

Infantry.

Army of Bohemia, Schwartzenberg, 128,850

Army of Reserve, Benniugsen, . 23,000

Army of Silesia, Blucher, . . 46,000

Army of the North, Prince-Royal of Sweden, 36,450

Cavalry.

29,550

5,000

10,600

11,000

Men. Guns.

158,400 626

28,000 132

56,600 356

47,450 270

Grand total,

KAUSLER, p. 931.

234,300 56,150 290,450 1,384

French forces left behind after Leipsic in Germany.

At Modlin, .... 3,000
: At Wittenberg, . . . 3,000

Zamosc, .... 3,000
j Magdeburg, . . . 25,000

Dantzic, .... 28,000
|

Hamburg, . . . 40,000

Glogau, .... 8,000 j Erfurth, . . . 6,000

Custrin, .... 4,000 i Wiirtzburg, . . . 2,000

Stettin, .... 12,000
j

Dresden, .... 30,000 Total, . . . 190,000

Torgau, .... 26,000 [

THIEKS, vol. xvi., p. 657.

CHAPTER LXXXIII.

NOTE A, p. 326.

No. I. Extract from the official state of the allied army, commanded by Lieu-

tenant-General Sir John Murray, at the Col di Balaguer, 17th June 1813. exclusive

of officers, sergeants, and drummers :

British and German Cavalry, .

British, Portuguese, and Sicilian

Artillery,

British Engineers and Staff Corps,

British and German Infantry, .

Whittingham's Infantry,

Sicilian Infantry,

Grand total, . . 14,181 1,479 1,4GC 1,095 604 17,126

No. II. Extract from the original weekly state of the Anglo-Sicilian force com-
manded by Sir William Clinton, headquarters, Tarragona, 25th September 1813

;

exclusive of officers, sergeants, and drummers.

Siek

Present fit

Cur iluty.
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NOTE B, p. 341.

ANGLO-PORTUGUESE FORCE, OX 15TII OCTOBER 1S13.

British and German Cavalry and Infantry,

Portuguese ditto,

Total sabres and bayonets, exclusive )

of sick and absent on command, i

Artillerymen and drivers,
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EXTRAORDINARY RESOURCES.

Customs, 3,345,670

Excise, 6,401,097

Property Tax, . . 14,814,101

Arrears of Income Tax,..... 1,205

Lottery, net profit (of which one-third part is for the

service of Ireland), ..... 334,853

Moneys paid on account of the interest of loans raised

for the service of Ireland, .... 3,534,255

On account of balance due by Ireland, on joint expen-

diture of the United Kingdom, . . . 2.770,000

On account of the Commissioners for issuing Exchequer
bills for Grenada, ..... 60,200

On account of the interest of a loan granted to the

Prince-Regent of Portugal, .... 57,170

Surplus fees of regulated public offices, . . 119,226

Imprest money repaid by sundry public accountants,

and other moneys paid to the public, . . 121,220

Total, independent of loans,

Loans paid into Exchequer, including the amount of

those raised for the service of Ireland,

Grand total, .....
Annual Register for 1815, p. 322.

75,413,873

36,078,047

111,491,920

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE.

1. For interest, &c., on the permanent debt of Great

Britain unredeemed, including annuities for lives

and terms of years,.....
2. Interest on Exchequer bills,....
3. Civil List, . . . . . 1,028,000

4. Other charges on the Consolidated Fund, viz. :

Courts of Justice, .... 74,437

Mint, ...... 16,923

Allowances to royal family, . . . 368,048

Salaries and allowances, . . . 67,559

Bounties, . . . . . 6,158

5. Civil government of Scotland,

6. Other payments in anticipation of Exchequer receipts-
Bounties for fisheries, manufactures, corn, &c., 244,308

Pensions on the hereditary revenue, . . 27,700

Militia and deserters' warrants, . . 138,194

7. The Navy . . . . 11,334,907

Victualling department, . . . 5,774.585

The transport service, . . . 4,852,074

8. Ordnance,

40,776,530

2,256,707

1,561,1-25

114,032

410.502

21,961,566

4,480,729
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9. The army, viz. :

Ordinary services,

Extraordinary services and subsidies,
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THIRD COKPS.

Kingdom of Saxony,
Duke of Saxe-Weimar,
Schwartzbui g,

Anhalt,

Hesse-Cassel,

Berg,

Waldeck, .

Lippe,

Wurtzburg,

Darmstadt,
Frankfort and Isenburg, .

Reuss,

Nassau,

Wurteinberg,

FOURTH CORPS.

FIFTH CORPS.

SIXTH CORPS.

SEVENTH CORPS.

Baden, ....
Hohenzollern, .....
Lichtensteiu, .....

KOCH, Airt'jt de Traitcn c/c Pair, x. 357, 358.

NOTI: C, p. 445.

FORCES OF THE ALLIES ON ENTERING FRANCE.

I. CRAM) Altlir OF SCIlWAKTZENBEIUi.

Austrians. -A

1. The 1st Light Division of Count Bubna,
2. The 2<1 Light Division of LicLtenstein, .

3. The 1st Corps of Colloredo,

4. Tim 2d Corps of Lichtetistein,

i>. The )!d Corps of (Jiulay, .

6. The Corps of Frituont,

7. The Corps de reserve of Prince llesse-Homburg,

20,000

650

800

24,250

12,000

5,000
400

650

18,050

2,000

4,000

2,800

450

1,680

10.930

12,000

8,000

250

40

1
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Iitt.tusiunis and other Allit*.

9. The 1st allied Corps, or the 5th Corps d'Armee
of Wrecle, . ... 30 30 PJ ... 7,3

10. The 7th allied Corps, or the 4th Corps d'Arinde

of Prince Wiirtemberg, . . . 15 12 4 -'4

11. The Russian or 6th Corps d'Amide of AVittgeu-
stei"> ... 23 20 7 5 72

12. The Russian reserve of the Archduke Coustan-
tine . .... 35 72 15 21 116

13. The Prussian Guard, ....8
Total.. . . .

PLOTUO, iii. Appendix, pp. 13, 14, 1,5.

Xiiiiiinury uf the ti/'aitd Ariiii/.

Austrian.--, ....... 130,000

Bavarians, ....... 25,000

Wiirtembergers, ...... 14.1)1)0

Russians, j

Wittgenstein's corps, . . 19.350

( Reserve, . . . . . . 32,2? 10

Prussian Guard, ..... 7,1m)

Guards of the Grand-duke of Badeu, . . . l,<ioo

The sixth allied Corps, ... . . 13,0i0
The eighth allied Corps, .... in, inn)

Wiirtemberg's reserve, ...... 10,ouo

Total of the Grand Arniv.

1. The 3d Prussian Corps of Bulow, . . 4,"> ,Vi ]2 DO 2 ... 30,0011

2. The Russian Corps of AVinzingerode, . 35 .'io 14 ltJ2 ... I'.i 30,000

3. The 3d German Corps d'Armee, . . 32 15 ... fi'i ... 2 30,ooo

4. AValmo-lt'ii'.-! Corps, . . . lf>,noo

5. Th>' Suedish Army,.... 28 32 '. 02 L'IMMM)

0. The 2d German allied Corps, . . 32 10 I

Total of the Army of the North,

7. Dutch troops, .....
h. Kngli.sh tro'^ps undt-r (Jraham,

(I. Danish infantry, ....
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III. THE ARMY OP SILESIA.
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Of which there were,

230.000 Austrian^,
In the first line,

In the second Hue,
In the first line,

278,000 Russians, )
In the second line,

In the third line,

In the first line,

In reserve,

179,000 German allied troops.

20,000 Swedes.

162,000 Prussians,

Total, 887,000

This does not include the Dutch infantry, 10,000 .strong.

PLOTHO, iii. Appendix, p. 50.

210,000

20,000

136,000

62,000

80,000

76,000

86,000

NOTE D, p. 448.

COMPOSITION AN'D STRENGTH OF TUB FREXCII ARMY.

I. Imperial Guard under Marshal Mortier,

1. Old Guard-
One division of infantry under General Frenaut,

One division of cavalry under General Desuouettes,
2. Young Guard

Infantry Division Christian!,

Division Rothenburg, .

Division Boieldieu,

Division Segur,

Division Colbert,

Division Nausouty,
II. Infantry of the line,

The second corps, Victor, ....
The third corps, Ney, ....
The sixth corps, Marmont, ....
The seventh corps, Oudinut, ....
The eleventh corps, Mucdonald,

The first reserve division, Charpeutier,

The second reserve division, Laval (from Spain),

The third reserve division, Aniuy,

The fourth reserve division, Payol (National Guard),

III. Cavalry of the line

The first corps, Grouchy,
The second corps, Sebastian!,

The fifth corps, Milhaud,

Tin.: eleventh corps, Kxcelmans,

Dragoon division, Briche (from Spain),

IV. Artillery, under Drouot, . 8,000

Artillery. Infantry. Cavalry.

3,500

6,000

6,000

8,000

8,000

7,000

12,000

7,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

3,000

2,400

1,600

1,600

1.600

Grand total, 8,000
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1. Guard 28,700 men,
2. Infantry,

3. Cavalry,
4. Artillery,

Total,

Artillery. Infantry. Cavalry.

21,500 7,200

54,000

15,000
. 8,000

. 8,000 75,000 22,200

Detached.

1. The first Corps under Maison in Belgium, .... 20,000
2. The army of the South under Marshal Augereau at Lyons, . . 30,000

3. The thirteenth Corps under Marshal Davoust in Hamburg, . . 20,000
4. The army of Italy on the Adige, under Beauharnais, . . . 50,000
5. The army of the Pyrenees and of Aragon under Soult and Suchet, . 50,000

Garrisons in France, .... 80,000
Garrisons in Holland and the Netherlands, . 50,000
Garrisons in Germany, .... 50,000

GENERAL SUMMARY.

I. In France

The Grand Army under Napoleon, .... 105,700

The army of the South, under Augereau,.... 30,000

The armies of the Pyrenees and of Aragon under Soult and Suchet, 90,000

Garrisons in France, . ..... 80,000

II. In Holland and the Netherlands

The first corps under Maison, ..... 20,000

Garrisons in Holland and the Netherlands, . . . 50,000
III. In Germany

The thirteenth corps under Davoust, .... 20,000

Garrisons in Germany, ...... 50,500

IV
T

. In Italy

The army of Italy under Beauharnais, .... 50,000

Grand total of French forces, .... 496,200

PI.OTHO, iii. Appendix, pp. 65, 68.

END OF VOL. XII.
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